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Dissertation A bstract 

This Ph-D. dissertation is a critical analysis of the impact of polansed definitions 

of European versus Islamic cultural/civilisational identities along the margins of Europe. 

Specifically. 1 argue that prevalence of such binary formulations of historical legacy 

artifcia. renders comparative studies of Greek and OttomanlTurkish histories an 

improbable task. 

An examination of the contents of Greek and Turkish histones of nationhood 

reveals strong similarities in the addressing of civilisational referents. In Greek national 

history. the cultural/civilisational continuities clairned by the Neohellenic revival negate 

the Ottoman legacy in the Balkans. Instead, Greek nationalist historiography constructs a 

civi Iisational lineage extending from ancient Greece to the Byzantine (Eastern Roman) 

Empire and then to modern GreecelEurope. The general premises of the Balkan 

Enlightenment suggest that these strategies of re-framing the national history are not 

unique to Greek nationalism: they constitute the common repertoire of Balkan 

nationalisms in roto. Furthemore, the negative delineation of the Ottoman legacy is 

perpetuated by patriotic Turkish nationalism as well. What separates Turkish and Greek 

cases of national historiography is mainly the topographies of nationhood each subscribes 

to. In the Greek case. I examine the definition of the Greek homeland produced by the 

Megali Iden and its subsequent alterations in response to geopolitical and military 

challenges. In the Turkish case, on the other hand, 1 concentrate on the re-configurations 

of the Young Turk ideal of a Turanic Turkish homeland by patriotic Turkish nationalism 

and the territorial limitations introduced by the Turkish Independence War. I then 

analyse the Compulsory Population Exchanges (1922-23) between Greece and Turkey as 

symptomatic of the confl icting topographies of Turkish and Greek nationhood. 



The theoretical basis for these cornparisons is provided by an introductory 

analysis of post- 1848 tradition of European nationalism. I suggest that European national 

revolutions of 1848 radically altered the meaning of nationhood and led to a selective 

civilisational emphasis. As a result, the process of national-identity formation w as 

twinned with a systematically ethno-centric world view. In tum, the principle of national 

sovereignty universalised this particular mold of national self-understanding by single- 

handedly regulating the correspondence between nationhood and statehood. In this 

context. 1 analyse the historiographical aspects of the process of national identity 

formation with reference to three major debates: the role of utopia in the construction of 

historical narratives of natiotal redernption, civilisational biases of the European tradition 

of nationalism, and the problems generated by the univenal applications of the principle 

of national sovereignty. 

In both Greece and Turkey, the sovereign nation-state mode1 embraces a utopian 

desire for an altogether new beginning in order to undo the spell of Orientaiism cast upon 

Ottoman history. As a result. neither Greek nor Turkish national historiography could 

afford to opt for narratives of a polyglot, multi-ethnic or multi-religious background. 

Instead. they each produce an Original Truth-based national history emphasising an 

isolated genealogy of an ethnos-based national identity. Turkish and Greek national 

histones insistently omit the addressing of the regional pattern of inter-communal 

existence. They also perpetually censor mernories of pre-Independence political loyalties 

that cut across the civilisational boundaries imposed by European Orientalism. In this 

venue, historical accounts of Greek and Turkish nationhoad constructed at the expense of 

each other provide an excellent example of the eventual transformation of utopian 

narratives of cultural redem ption into sanctified national histones framed by the principle 

of national sovereignty . 
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PROLOGUE 

Cultures can change, and the nature of their impact on politics and 
economics can Vary from one p e n d  to another. Yet the major differences 
in pol itical and economic development amon. civilisations are cleari y 
rooted in their cultures ... Islarnic culture explains in large part the failure of 
democracy to emerge in rnuch of the Muslim world ... Those with Westem 
Christian heritages are making progress toward economic development 
and democratic politics; the prospects for economic and political 
development in the Orthodox countries are uncertain; the prospects in the 
Muslim repubtics are bleak. 

Samuel P. Huntington 1996, p. 29. 

This dissertation offers an analysis of the impact of simplistic. polansed 

definitions of European versus Islamic cultura11civilisational identities on the wnting of 

Turkish and Greek national histories. The prevalence of such binary formulations of 

historical legacy along the margins of Europe artificially undermines the undertaking of 

comparative studies of Greek and Ottomanmurkish histories-as well as oiher cross- 

regional comparisons. My main argument is two-fold. First and foremost, civilisation 

dichotomies produced by the post-Enlightenment daim for a 'universal civilisation'. 

which reflects negative moral judgements upon non-Western cultures and peoples, is a 

necessary pan of the consolidation of a privileged European [national J identity. 

Secondly, one of the major channels for the global dispersion of these normative 

convictions is the discourse of [modenist] nationalisrn, a discourse which often leads to 

the negation of local identities and variant historical legacies as a result of opting for the 

'Westem' side of cultural/civilisation dualisms. 

This work concentrates on two critical examples of the embrace of a European 

culturallcivilisational identity based on the application of the principle of national 

sovereignty: both Greek and Turkish nationalisms set boundaries of sovereign nationhood 

in  order to exclude the Ottoman legacy in the Balkans and the Middle East. Greece has a 



unique position in the Balkans since Greek nationalism not only reconstituted a historic 

Greek nation but also piaced it at the center of European cultural ropos. Turkish 

nationalism--often refened as Kemlisrn--, on the other hand. attempted to achieve 

modemisation via the revolutionary advocation of a singularly 'EuropeanlWestem' 

civilisational identity despite the heterogeneous local texture of the post-Ottoman Turkish 

society. 1 

Greece and Turkey are two neighbouring nation-states at the southeast end of the 

European continental land mass. Their relationship has been rnarred by cultural 

prejudice, military expressions of hostility and oppositional identity daims (Millas 1989; 

Volkan and Itzkowitz 1994). The central argument of the present discussion is that 

ironically, these cultural and military hostilities are pnmarily conditioned by the cornmon 

civilisational ascnption of Greek and Turkish nationalisms. From the Greek oationalist 

point of view. the Ticrkokratia (Ottoman rule in the Balkans) chained the Greek nation to 

the backward dock  of Islamic civilisation (Vakalopoulos 1976; Vryonis 1976 in  

Diamandouros et al.). Accordingly, it was only after the Greek Liberation Struggle 

( 1821-29) that Greeks caught up with their own [European] history. Under the dictates of 

a pan-Greek nationalism. the independent Greek state initially aimed at the Iiberation of 

the whole of the Greek diaspora in the Ottoman lands. Meanwhile. following the pan- 

Islamist fervor in the Ottoman Porte. a pan-Turkist (Turanian) nationalist movement 

came into effect in the Ottoman Empire led by the cadres of the Young Turk movement . 

In the immediate aftermath of the Ottoman Empire's defeat in the First World 

War, the Greek anny invaded Smyrna (Izmir) in an attempt to 'liberate' the Orthodox 

Greek communities of Asia Minor. However. the Greek army was--along with the 

In Samuel Huntington's words, "For Kemalism both modernisation and Westemisation 
are desirable, the latter because ii is indispensable to achieving the former, and both are 
possible." ( 19%, p. 73) 



remaining Allied forces--defeated and expelled from Asia Minor by the joint forces of 

Muslim local rnilitias and the patriotic nationalist leadership of Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk). 

This military encounter signifies the beginning of Greek-Turkish relations in the post- 

Ottoman era (Toynbee 1922). It was followed by the 1922-1923 compulsory population 

exchanges (Cutusrrophe) of Onhodox Greek communities in Asia Minor and Muslim 

communities in the territones of Greece. As a result of the population exchange, the 

Greek nation-state achieved the greatest degree of ethno-religious homogeneity in its 

history and the new Turkish nation-state was established upon the demographic 

foundation of a primarily Turkish-speaking Muslim population. In this regard, this new 

geopolitical s~utus quo provided a solid justification for the daim of modern nationhood 

advanced by both Turkish and Greek nationalisms. 

Meanwhile, such important historical and political points of intersection that could 

provide a basis for comparative analysis of Turkish and Greek histories of nationhood are 

ovenhadowed by the separation of Greece and Turkey in the Europe-centered global map 

of civilisations. Comparative treatment of Greek and Ottoman/Turkish cultural, social or 

political history remains a rare practice in the scholarly traditions of both 

OtiomanlMiddIe Eastern studies, and, Byzantine, Balkan and modem Greek studies? 

Ottoman history is largely contextualised with reference to the modem Middle East and, 

therefore, appears as an area of specialisation that concentrates on lslamic civilisations. 

* ~ h e  exceptions to this case are produced by the prolific scholarship of the advocates of 
the world system's school of analysis emphasising the regional-rather than national or 
cultural--qualities of the 'incorporation' of the Ottoman Empire into a global network of 
capitalist relations. See, for instance. Keyder and Cihan-Islamogtu ( lm), Pamuk ( 1984, 
1988). Kasaba (1987, 1988), Keyder et al. (1993). Meanwhile, these analyses do not 
attend to the cultural and political continuities of the agendas of modemist nationalism 
that came into effect both in the Balkan and the Middle Eastern former territories of the 
Ottoman Empire. There are very few comparative studies that emphasise the linkages 
between the Balkan traditions of nationalism and patriotic Turkish nationalism. See for 
instance Karpat (lm), Salarnone ( M l ) ,  Tuncay and Zürcher (1994). 



Meanwhile. the disciplinary undertaking of Greek studies is si tuated among European. 

Christian or Balkan studies of culture. society and history. In  other words, Greek and 

Turkish nation-states and their histories of nation-building are from the very beginning 

cast apart in accordance with regional demarcatioos of culture. religion and civilisation. 

As such, at the ongins of our analysis lies the very difficulty in even naming the area to 

encompass the political units constituting the subject matter of a comparative analysis of 

Greek and Turkish national histories. 

At this point, a caveat is required. This work aims to be neither an onginai 

historical treatise nor a rnonopraphic documentation of culture. economics or politics 

within the bounds of 'area studies'. Our analysis is in many ways preliminary in terms of 

original historical content. Its scholarly contribution is. instead. occasioned by its 

adoption of a cri tical stance vis-a-vis the civilisation-based normative substructure of area 

studies-in this particular case. BalkadSoutheast European and Middle Eastern studies. 

Historical analyses thai focus on either one or the other of the geographies 

invoked here generaily proceed at the expense of each other. The objects of such a 

polarised rhetoric of geopolitics necessarily entail incommensurability or 'clash' by the 

very framework itself. The terni clash enforces an imager). of two or more solid w holes 

meeting each other in direct opposition and thus leading into an ultimate strike. Conflict. 

hegemony, domination, and related terminology, on the other hand, suggest patterns of 

interaction. a 'give-and-take', no matter how unequal the results of that might be. In this 

context. very few phenornena in world history qualify as the subject-matter of a clash. 

Meanwhile, religions, civilisations, nationalisms, cultures and identities have often been 

demarcated in t ems  of how utterly they differ from their categorical others. In other 

words, 'clash' has long k e n  established as a legitimate way of addressing altenty. 



The concept of clash found one of its most pronounced expressions in Samuel 

Huntington's 'clash of civilisations' thesis (Huntington 1993; 1996).3 Accordingly, the 

new [post-Cold War] world order is primanly based upon the clash of WestedJudeo- 

~hns t i an?  Islarnic, Hindu and Confucian civilisational identities (Huntington 1996, Map 

13.5 By Huntingtonfs classification, Western civilisation' has three major geopraphical 

components: Europe. North America and Latin Amenca (op. cit., p. 46). Meanwhile, he 

is convinced that Latin America has a distinct 'civilisational' background since it did not 

'benefit' from the Reformation. Therefore. Latin America could best be caiegonsed either 

as a sub-civilisation within Westem civilisation or as a separate civilisation affiliated with 

Westem civilisation. In this context. geographically, Huntington situates the West as the 

non-Orthodox Europe, North America and European settler-countries such as Australia 

3 ~ h e  original formulation of Huntington's 'clash thesis' was published as an article in 
1993 in Foreign Afuirs. In response to subsequent controversy, he wrote a defcnse of his 
position in 1993 published in the same journal. Later, Huntington enlarged his thesis into 
a book-length manuscript titled The Clrish of Civilica~ions. Rernding of World Order 
(19%). For conternporary analyses that parallel Huntington's 'clash thesis', see David 
(1993) and Lake (1994). For a pre-Huntington debate on the importance of 
regional/civilisational identity. see Toynbee ( 1934- 1%1), Bagby ( 1958). McNeill ( 1 %3). 
Braudel ( 1 W 2 ) ,  and Wallerstein (199 1 ). 
4 ~ o r  a treatment of Judaism as a separate, dominant civilisation, see Kaplan ( 1982). 

Huntington's words. "[Tlhe post-Cold War world is a world of seven or eight major 
civilisations. Cultural cornmonalties and differences shape the interests, anfagonisms. 
and association of states ... The local conflicts most likely to escalate into broader wars are 
those between groups and states from different civilisations. The predorninant patterns of 
political and economic development differ from civilisation to civilisation. The key issues 
on the international agenda involve differences among civilisations ... Global politics has 
become multipolar and multi-civilisational." (19%.. p. 29) Huntington then promptly 
qualifies his multi-civilisational image of the post-Cold War politics with a significantly 
flexible defini tion of civilisation: "Ci vilisations have no ciear-CU t boundaries and no 
precise beginnings and endings. People can and do redefine their identities and, as a 
result, the composition and shapes of civilisations change over time. The cultures of 
peoples interact and overlap ... Civilisations are nonetheless meaningful entities, and while 
the lines between them are seldom sharp, they are real." (op. cit., p. 43) In this sense. one 
cannot object to his analysis on the grounds of his Euro-centric essentialism. Instead. a 
valid point of criticism might be his dispropofiionate emphasis on continuity and essence 
rather than change and hybridity in histories of civilisations. For a similar critique of 
Huntington, see O'Hagan ( 1995). 



and New Zealand (ibid.).6 The West has a peculiar place in Huntington's civilisational 

cartography since it alone claims to have produced and to be in possession of a 'universal 

civilisation' (op. cit., p. 66). Accompanied by the political dictates of modernisation. 

Western civilisation thus became the ultimate expression of 'modem civilisation'. For 

Huntington. the re-ernergence of civilisational identities imply a reconfiguration of 

geopolitical patterns of ~ o n f l i c t . ~  Meanwhile, his charting of this new world map 

encourages the formalisation of the discriminatory treatment of 'non-Western 

civilisations', especially Islam (Rubinstein and Crocker 1994)g In this sense, 

Huntington's work on the salience of inter-civilisational relations dangerously comes 

6~untiogton also rnakes the critical observation that "The West is ... the only civilisation 
identified by a cornpass direction and not by the name of a particular people, religion or 
geographical area ... Europe, America or the North Atlantic can be found on a rnap; the 
West cannot." (op. cit., p. 47) For further debate on the peculiarity of the geographical 
addressing - of 'the West', see Naff (1986). 
 or a counter-argument to Huntington's 'clash thesis' see Toulmin (1990) and Falk 
(1995). According to Toulmin, as the era of statist politics comes to an end, a global 
humanist culture wiil emerge rather than a confusing tapestry of overlapping and clashing 
identities commonly associated with Medieval Europe. 
80n the contextual specifics of the 'clash thesis', Adam Tarock argues that the conceptual 
framework of the Cold War was constructed prirnanly by Western. in particular, US. 
intellectuals and the academic community: "Along with the military strategists and 
foreign policy elites, they kept the world coaceptually divided for 45 yean between what 
they called the 'captive' and the 'free' worlds. In between there was the 'other' world, the 
Third World ... However. although the Third World was an important part in the 
superpowers' global geopolitical game, by itself it was never coosidered a potential threat 
to the security of either of the two worlds. The end of the Cold War has changed the 
inoffensive and in some cases the viciim image of the Third World ... to a potentially 
aggressive enemy image. Whereas the old conflict, i t  is asserted, was between the 
ideologies and economic systems of communism and capitalism, the new conflict will be 
beiween Western and non-Western civilisations." (1995, p. 5) 



close to a 'geopolitics of exclusiont.9 While ernphasising the significance of 'difference'. 

Huntington simultaneously imposes a hierarchy of differences.10 

In pneral tems, the revived interest in 'civilisational identity' as a potent political, 

moral and psychological category is due to its challenging of the hegemony of 

statistlnationalist identities at the expectant age of 'globalis~tiont (Falk 1997).11 As such, 

Huntington's analysis stimulated much debate and controversy 'both in academic circles 

and within the comdon of power' (O'Hagan 1994, p 18). This was despite the fact that 

his observations and convictions were not necessarily original statements about the 

importance of civilisational identities. 12 Rather, Huntington provided a succinct 

summary of many of the convictions that have been operative in Europe-oriented 

3 h e  term 'geopolitics of exclusion' is used by Falk (1997) in his critique of Islam's 
victimisation in the rhetoric of 'new world order'. However, i t  does not imply "a 
conspiracy among Western leaders to achieve such exclusionary goals, or even claiming a 
consistent. deliberate pattern of this character ...[ tjhe implementation of exclusion occurs 
mostiy as a result of what might be called Yalse universalism'. depicting the particular and 
partial as if it were synonymous with the general ..." (op. cit., p. 8) 
l * ~ o r  an alternative, equality-based mode1 of civilisational identity, see Held ( 1995) and 
Held and Archibupi (1995). 
11n his critical address of Huntington's 'clash thesis', Richard Falk States that "What is 

interesting is not the argument, as such, which seems both simplistic and implausible. but 
its extraordinary resonance around the world. 1 can recall no other short piece. including 
even the famous X' article of George Kenan, that has elicited such an intense readenhip." 
( 1997, p. 7) For further debate on the critical significance of Huntington's article, see the 
articles by Ajami, Mahbubani, Bartley. Binyan and Kirkpatrick in Foreign Affuirs 72 (4). 
1 993. 
12~rorn a disciplinary point of view, O'Hagan sueests that Huntington basically revived 
the 1950s debate on the methodological focus of international relations betweea 'macro- 
scholars' and 'micro-scholars', which invol ved Morgenthau, Hen and Aron. In this 
context, Huntington's influence can be read as a definite sign of the eclipse of the statist 
analyses of the 'micro-school' (OHagan 1994. p. 34). Meanwhile, Huntington's reduction 
of the causes of long-terrn cooflict to the mere existence of 'civilisational' difference is a 
far cry from a cntical undertaking in the analysis of 'globalisatioo'. As O'Hagan puts it, 
"[tlhere is some doubt as to whether Huntington is genuinely interested in inter- 
civilisational relations in their full complexity, or simply interested in 'looking for 
enernies', trying to locate and justify the next threat ... While he acknowledges civilisations 
as just one identity of many that any individual relates to, his analysis does not present 
them to us as an identity that coexists with other identities and forrns of political 
communities in the international political arena." (op. cit., p. 35) 



discoune of global power politics as well as the humanities and social sciences. As 

Huntington himself acknowledges, the cultural understanding of civilisation and its 

political implications have long found a dedicated audience in disciplines ranging from 

anthropology to economics (Huntinpton 1996, pp. 56-66). In the following pages, we 

wiIl attend to these continuities suggested both by Huntington and his critics about the 

'civilisational' understanding of history and culture in the specific context of nationalism. 

The examination of the intrinsic relationship between politics and civilisational difference 

purported by Huntinpton might at first appear as an unusual opening for a comparative 

study of Greek and Turkish nationalisms. However, considering the hegemonic legacy of 

European perceptions of Ottoman/Turkish heritage and the insistent theme of 

'Orientalisation' of the Balkans under the Ottoman rule, culture and civilisation are indeed 

the most suitable categories of analysis in addressing the raionale behind the erection of 

'fault lines' circumscribinp a singularly 'Western' civilisation--which then separates the 

'Bal kans' from the 'Middle Ekst'. 

In Chapter One, a critique of the promulgation of liberal nationalism as a 

universal ideology--thus a superior political doctrine--wiH be developed. The 

fundamental questions guiding the discussion in this openinp chapter concern the 

separation of ethno-nationalism andlor ethno-religious separatism from liberal 

nationalism. To this end, a comparative analysis of utopia and ideology as the two genres 

under which, respectively, ethno-nationalism and liberal nationalism find an address will 

be undertaken. The implications of the separation of utopia and ideology will then be 

discussed in the larger context of the dictates of the project of modemity and European 

Enlightenment. In this context, the contemporary philosophical debate between 

liberalism and communitarianisrn will be introduced as symptomatic of the conflict 

between modernist and anti-modernist uiopias. These elaborations lead to the 



reformulation of liberal nationalism, not as a given truth devoid of particular references. 

but as a political practice with inherent ethical choices, a histoncal frame and a dyoamic, 

utopian content. 

In Chapter Two, f i n t  and foremost, the perception and formulation of the 

differences between ethnic/communal identity and nationhood will be discussed. In this 

framework, the juxtaposition of nationhood and statehood will be stressed as the most 

crucial factor in the making of the nation into a viable political entity. Subsequently, the 

tirne and context-bound qualities of the pnnciple of national sovereignty, which repulate 

the correspondence between nationhood and statehood. will be analysed. In the sarne 

chapter, the geographical focus of the developrnent of nationalism as a universal doctrine 

will be examined. The debate will be concentrated on the European tradition of 

nationalism. Within that tradition, four interdependent trendshnodalities will be 

identified which historically shaped the discourse of nationalism: the global economic 

r ~ i o m l e  for the emergence of the central bureaucratie state, the universalisation of the 

liberal ideal of political equality in concentnc circles. the establishment of citizenship as a 

forma1 category representing the ultimate contract between the free individual and the 

nation-state embodying the supreme legitimate authority, and, the merger between 

citizenship and nationality. Amonp the four, the formulation of national citizenship 

predominantly dictates the possible transfigurations of nationalism. 

The rest of the chapter is devoted to unravelling the inner workings of this 

curtailment. Meanwhile, the primary focus of the debate will be on the 

productionlreproduction of the category of 'national other' in conjunction with the 

development of a unique form of self-undentanding in pst-Eniightenment Europe. The 

'national other' is not a fictive creation, nor is it an idiosyncratic product of tribalist 

nationalisms burgeoning in post-colonial or post-communist states--the 'laie-corners' of 



nationalisrn. Indeed. a unique development took place in Europe dunng the long 

nineteenth century which rendered the national outside/other--crucial for the 

identification of the insiders of a given European nation--a derivative of the general 

configuration of a 'European self'. This connection between European self-identity, 

national identity and cultural and political domination re-contextualised the role of the 

national other in the discoune of nationalism. In this context, the concept of 'national 

myth' will be introduced and special emphasis will be put on the role of the outsidedother 

in the construction of Original Truth-based historylstories of nationhood. 

In Chapter Three, the previously suggested relationship between the historylstory 

of nationhood and the pnnciple of national sovereignty will be examined further. The 

pnnciple of national sovereignty perfoms crucial functions in the makeup of modem 

politics. Fint and forernost, it stabilises inter-state relations and provides a sense of order 

and fairness via the creation of a political univene of fonnally equal units--the nation- 

state--each accepting the sanctity of the other's temtorially-bound authority. Meanwhile. 

such a thorough re-ordering of politics is possible if and only if the nation is accepted as 

the quintessential legitirnate political comrnunity. Secondly, the principle of national 

sovereignty provides boundaries wi thin which the universali ty of humani ty and the 

particularity of belonginp to a specific historical community fonnaliy coalesce. And 

thirdly, the exercise of national sovereignty controls entry to membership at state-level 

politics. Consequently, the principle of national sovereignty generates definitive answen 

for the fundamental questions about boih the nature and the locality of a viable political 

community in the modem world. 

In this context, the attribution of legitimate authonty to an autonomous political 

community based on the principle of national sovereignty tends to create ngid categones 

of histoncal tmth which are not always in accordance with the historical, cultural, social 



and political conditions under which the sovereign state came into existence. I n  this 

sense, the principle of national sovereignty can be thought of as an orthodoxy against 

which no other account of political legitimacy survived. Furthemore, the political 

imagery offered by the idiom of national sovereignty reinforces an institutionalised form 

of forgetfulness about political traditions that refer to realities other than nationalism. The 

assumption that sovereign statehood is the fulfillment of a historical destiny extenuates 

the uncertainty and contingency surrounding nationalism and national self-determination. 

In this chapter. as a corollary of our critique of the hegemonic status of the pnnciple of 

national sovereignty in the modem political discourse, a comparative literature review of 

the portrayals of the relationship between nationhood and statehood in Europe-centered, 

peripheral or post-colonial analyses of nationalism will be provided. The overall 

tendencies exhibited in this literature suggest that the consolidation of a nation in search 

of its own state is the cornmon route designated for the realisation of sovereignty 

regardless of varying historico-geographical contexts. 

In Chapter Four. linked with the salience of various categories of 'othemesst for 

the European tradition of nationalism and its corollary mode1 of self-understanding. a 

historiographical analysis of the depictions of the immediate 'boundaries' of Europe, in 

particular the Balkans. will be offered. The 'periphery of Europe' has long been 

preoccupied wit h satisfying the politico-cul turai prerequisi tes of Europeanness. The 

political spell of national sovereignty thus created many a 'sovereign utopia' in the region, 

each speakinp of variant paths of cultural revival, survival or retum to roots in order to 

claim legitimate political a d  culturallcivilisational existence. Specifically, it will be 

argued that the negation of the Ottoman legacy in the region is conditioned by the nom- 

bound conceptions of Islam and the characterisation of the barbarïc Turk' who becornes 

the quintessential Oriental despot when he wears the Ottoman kaftan. In other words. 



Balkan histones of nationhood follow the pattern set by European histones of civilisation, 

perhaps even without an original addition to it. The results of this Europe-centered 

seleciion of what qualifies for history, culture or civilisation, however, unduly affect the 

Balkan societies themselves who occupy the borderlands of Europe. 

In Chapter Five, the most successful case of Balkan nationalisms will be 

discussed: the Greek nationalism. The most determining feature of the 'Greek exception' 

is that the story/history of Greek nationhood was initiated by the European interest in its 

possibility. European Enlightenment already attributed the 'Greeks' a universal 

significance since they have set the standards for Europe's distinctiveness as the 

creatodpossessor of a superior civilisation. In this context. ancient Greece ( H e l h )  and 

Europe were conceived as socio-political entities with overlapping peographical and 

cultural borderlines. The idea of an independent Greek state owed its political credibility 

to the same post-Renaissance conviction about the Hellenic origins of European 

civilisation. Meanwhile. European philhellenism also carried along the message that 

modem-day Greeks did not possess what their forefathen symbolise--Le. the supenor 

culturallcivilisational refinemeot. Consequently, Greek nationalism had to produce a 

generic and idiosyncratic confirmation of the modem Greeks' political destiny despite 

philhellenism. This transformation was made possible by the idiorn of national self- 

determination. As such, the Greek Liberation Struggle (182 1- 1829) constitutes the 

central motif of the Greek national rnyth of 'independent Greece in Europe'. It solidified 

the past of the modem Greeks into a comprehensible whole by providing an official 

opening to Greek national history. Although Greek nationalism had to define and redefine 

the boundanes of Greek nationhood during the successive stages of the nation-building 

process, the discussion will be concentrated only on the very first chapter of this long 

process. This choice is dictated by the original argument made in the first two chapters 



suggesting that the appointment of a beginning point for the national revolution 

predominantly defines the ternis of the debate conceming subsequent socio-political 

changes. Greek nationalism might have created a new ethic of nationhood combining 

native identity and ageless depictions of Hellenic authenticity. However, the debate in 

this chapter will suggest that by excluding what is left out of the ethno-culturalty specific 

utopian underpinnings of the project of European modemity , the Greek national project 

suffen from the same pattern of self-castration in culturaUcivilisational ternis as the rest 

of the Balkans. 

In the final chapter. Chapter Six, the case of modem Turkish nationalisrn will be 

introduced. Reiating the Turkish case to the previous debate on the depiction of the 

Ottoman legacy in European civili sational topography , some of the arguments developed 

in the previous chapters will be reworked here. In order to do that, fint and foremost, the 

civilisational tract of patriotic Turkish nationalism and its appropriation of the Ottoman 

imperial past will be explored. The irony of this 'cross-borders' comparative analysis is 

that a similar charting of the Balkans as a cultural waste-land is encountered also at the 

'Oriental' side of the boundary separating Europe from its 'civilisational others'. In this 

context. the original argument that the modemist denial of utopian underpinninps of 

nationalism leads to short-sightedness about the employment of selective cultural criteria 

in historical plots of national redemption wilt be contextualised. Qualifying the basic 

proposition that ethno-nationalism emphasises what is consistently dismissed by liberal 

nationalism and that in the end they both speak the same modemist tongue, it will be 

suggested that the nationalist advocation of European modernity has k e n  one of the most 

successful adaptations of the Enlightenrnent at Europe's immediate periphery. Based on 

the study of patriotic Turkish nationalism. it also becornes clear that the universalist 



dictum of the principle of national sovereignty foms a major challenge to the closure of 

the cultural narration of 'Europeanness'. 

The commonalties in the construction of Balkan and Turkish national histories 

indicate that the anxiety of reaching the civilisational merïts of Europe is the determininp 

factor in the final shape that rnirninp of Eumpean modemity takes. This bnef study of the 

similar appropriations of the Ottoman Imperia1 legacy in Balkan and Republican Turkish 

national histories demonstrates. geographically, this anxiety follows regional rather than 

national contours. The 'regional topography' of modemist nationalism, in tum, reflects 

intersecting networks of economic, cuitural and political domination of the European 

modemist project o n  a global scale. Meanwhile, the merit of the present emphasis on the 

importance of an 'Ottoman context' is not so much about cultural/civilisational similanties 

across the Ottoman temtones. Rather, it concems the common structure of exposure to 

European modemity and capitalist expansion. 

On the basis of the comparative analysis of patriotic Turkish and Greek 

nationalisms. the opening discussion on the significance of the utopian bearings of the 

discoune of nationalism will be summed up with two new observations. Although 

indebted to the European tradition of liberal nationalisrn. modernist nationalisms generate 

and live upon their owo dynamics. In the immediate periphery of Europe, tliis dynamism 

translates into an acute anxiety of remedying a perceived 'civilisational Iack'. The cases 

of Balkan nationalism, in particular Greek nationalism, demonstrate that in the immediate 

vicinity of Europe. this lack is blamed on a 'historical lag' caused by the invasion of 

'another civilisation', i.e. Islam. In the periphery of Europe's periphery, however, the 

definition of what is missing stretches to encompass European Enlightenment as a whole. 

As a result, while Balkan nationalisms address their modemism towards the European 

Enlightenment, Turkish nationalism genemtes the novel product of Turkish civilisational 



history' that runs parallel to that of Europe's. From a 'civilisational' perspective within 

which only certain types of civilisations are believed as prone to experience modemity, 

the re-enactment of Enliphtenment scenarios in anachronistic historical settings seerns to 

be the only solution to remedy the 'lack'. If Europe is close enough, establishment of 

'oganic' linkages with the master narratives of European history is the chosen path for 

modernisation. As seen in the case of Balkans, these linkages are commonly articulated 

in the idiom of nationalism due to the supreme power of the principle of national 

sovereignty. However, if claiming descent from Europe and the European civilisation is 

not a geographical possibility, then larger parallels between previously dominant cultures 

and civilisations and the Westem civilisation are constructed. Here, of course, as long as 

modernisation is the sought for end result. the reference point for these cornparisons is 

what was achieved in the West and what makes the Westem civilisation so unique. Local 

equivalents for these characteristics are pooled topether to make the case that a genuine 

case of modemisation is possible in variant cultural contexts. Meanwhile, the logic of the 

modernisation project itself denies the validity of such 'variant contexts'. 

I n  surnrnary, the present work provokes an 'insider's critique' of Orientalist 

historicities produced by the 'peripheral' followen of European modernity themselves. 

Such a critique offers some of the analytical tools to dismantle the bamen set by the 

discourse of modemity between ethno-nationalism and liberal nationalism. and. to 

question the normative si gnificance of civilisation-based construction of national 

histones. The spelling out of the desire for finding genealogical proofs to make the case 

that non-European 'nations' are worthy of consideration as self-generative and substantive 

political communities as much as their EuropeadWestern counterparts provides visibility 

for unspoken rnaxims of historical essentialism that accompanies nationalism. 



Chapter 1 

REDEMPTIVE UTOPIAS AND THE IDEOLOGY OF LIBERAL 

NATIONALISM: CONVERGENCES 



If one wants to try whether he is [suchl a spectator or whether he belongs. 
rather, to the community of Socratic men, he may ask himself honestly 
with what emotion he responds to the miracle on the stage; whether he 
feels that his historical sense, trained to look everywhere for  strict 
psychoiogical causation, has been outraged, whether he admits the miracle 
as a phenornenon that seems natural to child minds but rather remote from 
himself, or  whether he has some different sort of response. Depending on 
what answer h e  makes, he will be able to  tell whether he has any 
understanding at al1 of myth, which. being a concentrated image of the 
world, an emblem of appearance, cannot dispense with the miracle. The 
chances are that every one of us, upon close examination. will have to 
admit that he is able to approach the once-living reality of myth only by 
means of intellectual constructs. Yet every culture that has lost myth has 
lost, by the same token, its natural, healthy creativity. Only a horizon 
ringed about with myths can unify a culture. 

Friedrich Nietzsche 1956, p. 136. 

Historically it has happened that the most dynamic societies and epochs 
have been those that expressed the  greatest need for projection. and 
therefore the greatest need for utopia. In this sense, therefore, it rnay be 
said that utopia reveals itself as history's motive force. 

Cosimo Quarta 19%, p. 163. 



Introduction 

At the outset, recent waves of ethno-religious separatism seem to constitute a 

major challenge to the traditional perception of 'legitimate politics' within the bounds of 

the nation-state. The post- 1989 ethno-religious fervor in Eastern Europe and former 

Soviet Russia--reviewed as a result of the release of bottled up primordial sentiments 

and anirnosities left unresolved under oppressive communist regimes-- or. disastrous 

breaking up of African states falling prey to tribal or ethnic rivalries constitute some of 

the cases that support this rhetonc of renewed particularist loyalties at a global scale.1 

Meanwhile, ethno-nationalism or  religious fundamentalisrn is yet to offer ground- 

breaking, novel definitions o r  remedial formulas capable of supplanting the national 

outlining of modern politics. The nation-state is not likely to surrender al1 its powers to 

supra-national or  locallcommunal authorities. Nor are total separation and autonomy 

proven to be 'the only' feasible options for the saturation of an ethno-religious sense of 

distinctness. In fact, cases like the incessant cal1 of Quebecois separatism in Canada--a 

leading party m o n g  the developed and democratic North--or, regional complexities of 

the Kurdish or the Palestinian problem problematise rather than clarify the issue of 

when linguistic and cultural distinctiveness could make a case for the dissolution of an 

older state and the formation of new ones. 

Furthermore, as opposed to a monolithic reading of the nation-state and a rigid 

definition of legitimate politics. contemporary formulations of 'liberal nationalism' 

10n pst-Soviet ethno-nationaiisms, a iremendous litcrature has been produced since the 
early 1990s. On the issue of post-Soviet and other contemporary ethno-nationaiisms. see 
for instance the special 19% issue of internc~rioml Politics, 33 ( 1) titled The Baitic States 
after Cornmunism. In that issue. in particular see G. Smith's "When Nations Challenge 
and Nations Rule: Estonia and Latvia as Ethnic Democracies." For a comparative analysis 
of current causes of instability in Africa, see Young (19%) and Hutchful(19%). 



encompass a more complicated agenda than what is reflected by its critiques (Tamir 

1993). Indeed, trends in international politics provide many dues suggesting that the 

Iegitimacy ctisis of the nation-state is meant to be brought to an end from within the 

nation-staies system rather than by demolishing its foundations. Many of the European 

states, for instance, accommodate movements and pressures that exhibit centrifuga1 

forces vis-a-vis the nation-state (Kymlicka 1995). As an explanation for the successful 

accommodation of critiques of nationalism by its qualified defense, in this chapter, 

critiques of the legitimacy of nationalist politics will be linked with the discourse of 

nationalism itself. Ergo, despite the growing number of arguments favoring devolution, 

self-determinaiion and partial or full autonomy, the 'separatist stand' does not and 

cannot predicate new noms of legitimate conduct in modem politics. On the conirary, 

ethno-nationalism is predominantiy judged as an anachronic aspect of conternporary 

political culture. 

In this context, most societies undergoing radical changes due to ethno-religious 

conflict are penerally labelled as 'underdeveloped', their civil society as 'weak'. their 

states as 'authoritarian'. 'undemocratic' or 'collapsing1.2 Cases that do not fit into this 

normatively-specific categorisation--1ike Quebec or Basque nationalisms3-are then 

analysed in terms of the need for distinct identities in today's wodd within which almost 

every aspect of social life is univenalixd and globalised (Falk 1992). In either way. 

however, ethno-nationalism is not accepted as the practice of a 'legitimate' political 

idiom.4 Its mode of political action is defined as eccentric, emotive and reactionary 

Z~roponents of this approach employ a clearly utilitarian teminology. See for instance, 
Robert Jackson's classical work, Quasi-Stoies: Sovereignty, Inter~tional Relations, and 
the Third World (lm), or Fred Riggs' 1993 aiticle "Fragility of Third Wodd Regimes." 
For further discussion, also see Helman and Ratner (1993), Chipman (1993) and Zartman 
( i 995). 
3 ~ o r  an interesting debate on the Basque case, see Begoetxea (1991). 
%ee, for instance, the 1995 S pecial Issue of Inier~tionol Political Science Review ti tled 



rather than solution-oriented. In ternis of its underlyinp premises. ethno-nationalisrn is 

thus comrnonly deemed as ~to~tàn.5 

In contradistinction, liberal nationalism consûtutes the corner-stone of modem 

politics with its mots back in the nineteenth centuryP 'Nationalism proper' is seen as 

capable of curing the ills of both socio-political instability and economic 

backwardness.1ts 'legitimaie' practice is dictated by the rnonopoly of the nation-state. It 

clairns a history to itself via the nation-state. In this context, liberal nationalism is 

perceived and promulgated as a universal ideology, a superior doctrine, a valid position. 

an effective strategy, in sum. a well-travelled tract of the realpolitic In particular after 

the French Revolution. liberal nationalism acquired a genenc f o m  that guarantees it  a 

j usiified presence. 

However, the borders between liberal nationalism and ethno-nationalism remain 

much thinner than many would have liked. The distinct form of unity symbolised by 

"Dangers of Our Time." In that compilation, particularly see Fred Riggs' "Ethno-national 
Rebellions and Viable Constitutionalism." On this issue, also see Kaufmann ( 1996). For 
a well-developed critique of the downplaying of ethno-religious identity and its relations 
with nationalism, see Anthony D. Smith's "Culture, Community and Temtory: The 
Politics of Ethnicity and Nationalism" in the 19% special issue of Intermtio~l Affucrirs 
on Ethnicity and International Relations. At this point, the hybrid terni ethno-nationalism 
is exemplary of the differentiation between ethno-religious separatism and nationalism. 
Ethno-nationalism is validated as a Iegitimate political cause if it justifiably demonstrates 
the capacity of the group it represents to act as a 'nation' and to establish relative or 
complete political independence. But before that stage is reached, ethno-nationalism is 
kept separate from the 'proper' nationalism which refers to a 'national polity' and signifies 
sovereign existence in a well-defined a temtory. 
S ~ o r  an alternative approach, see MacCormick (1991) and Adelman (1995). 
6~eferr ing to the 'enli~htened' tradition of nationalisrn, Roger Brubaker argues. 
"Articulated during the high noon of modernisation theory, and deeply idluenced by its 
assumptions, the nation-building literature saw ethnic identity, like other local and 
particdaristic attachrnents, as progressively attenuated by the multiple solvents of 
modernity, in particular by such univenalising, homogenising, and thereby nationalising 
forces as markets. bureaucracies, amies, school systems, transportation networks and so 
on ... The nation to be built was conceived as trans-ethnic or supra-ethnic ... its contours 
defined by the territorial and institutional frame of the state, rather than by cultural or 
ethnic boundanes." ( 1996, p. 413) 



the nation is a contested terrain. both in temtorial and in political ternis.' Therefore. 

the isolationist crowning of liberal nationalism as the supreme idiom of modem politics 

is in fact an anomaly. Here, the root causes of this asymmetry in emphasis wilt be 

attended in order to explain the hepmonic position of liberal naiionaiism within the 

discourse of nationalism. Therefore. the fundamentai questions guiding the discussion 

in this opening chapter concem the separation of ethno-nationalism from liberal 

nationalism. In the following pages, first and foremost, wbat each doctrine embodies 

will be examined in terms of their address, referents and the classification they are 

subjected to. T o  this end, a comparative analysis of utopia and ideology as the two 

genres that, respective1 y. ethno-religious separatism and li beral nationalism are most 

often listed under, will be undertaken. The implications of the separation of utopia and 

ideology will then be discussed in the larger context of the diciates of the project of 

modemity and European Enlightenment. These elaborations will prepare the grounds 

for a cntical recapturing of [liberal] nationalism not as a given truth devoid of particular 

references, but as a political practice with inherent ethical choices. a historical frame 

and a dynarnic, utopian content- 

7 ~ o r  further discussion, see Levine (19%) and Krasner (19%). As Krasner argues, 
"[tjhere has never been some golden age of the Westphalian state. The Westphalian 
mode1 has never been some deeply confining structure from which acton could not 
escape ..." (p. 115) For a cultural critique of the 'nation' as the defining unit of modem 
politics, see Homi Bhabha's edited volume Nation and Narration ( 1990). 



Utopia versus Ideoiow: The Immunity of Binary Oppositions 

Following the rules set by the grand secular myth of Enlightenment. the 

distinction between wbat is defined as reakational as opposed to what is utopian 

maintains its endorsement even in the present era that witnesses the wide-spread 

contestation of universal Reasonlsingular Truth. The curren t plethora of obsessi ve 

punning on universal categories and ratiooality does not aim at reversing this 

idiosyncratic positioning of the utopian mode of thinking8 The main engagement of 

critiques of modernity rather seems to be the dethroning of (1)deology and deconstruction 

of absolute postures of power (Eagleton 1991). In this sense. post-modernist andlor anti- 

rnodemist cntiques of European rnodernisrn hardly equip us with the tools or even an 

agenda for bridging the gap between utopia and ideology. 

In order for ideology and utopia to be situated in affiliation with each other and 

also in relation to the perceptions of sociality and history, these two fonns of articulation 

must be analysed in terms of their role in the rnaking of truth claims and production of 

knowledge. The older binary framework--still functional across the disciplines-- 

separaiing utopia from ideology. and then utopia and ideology from reality, is prirnanly 

indebted io certain strands of the Marxist tradition of critique (Bimbaum 1960). Marxisrn 

occupies a unique position in the current debate for two reasons: it dreams of radical 

social change and revclution in the orderly tongue of the Enlightenment Reason and 

*paul Ricoeur's Lectures on Ideology a d  Utopia ( 1986) and Ernst Bloch's The Uropian 
f i n d o n  of Art  (1988) prove that the frontal attack on utopia restraining the utopian 
mode of thinking into a sub-category of the ideologicai bluepnnt does not succeed in 
over-writing the interdependence between mythical and ritualistic, utopian and rational. 
this-worldy and nether-wordly aspects of social and political thought. The radical 
embrace of utopia hy b t h  Ricoeur and Bloch fumishes us with a vocabulary that insists 
on the continuing impact of the utopian impulse in the history of ideas and political 
movements. For further discussion, also see Roberts ( 199 I ). 



iruthfulness. and, as an ideology, it systematises the utopian political will at its origins 

into a methodology 'analysing' historical change with a prophetic vision. In other words, 

it is an erninent rebellious project originated from and yet simultaneously pnsoned by the 

dictum of European Enlightenment. Markedly. the early wntings of Marx and Engels are 

suspended between an openly articulated utopian impulse and systematic revolutionary 

indoctrinatiun. However, orthodox readings of Marxism claim it to be the anti-thesis of 

utopian social projects as well as the remedy for ideological obfuscation. 

The dubious charactenstics of Marxist revolutionary philosophy are by no means 

an anomaly conceming the modemist separation of utopia. ideology, and reality. What 

makes 'Onhodox Marxism' so unique is that, as an ideology with strong utopian 

underpinnings. it  defines and isolates utopia as a separate and lower species of social 

vision. a daydrearn. a fantasy of the escapistm9 By doing so. the politicai will that gave 

life to the Marxist project of historical change is denied its original status. The resulting 

ideological blueprint tends to lack the textual openness which woutd allow the realisation 

of the connection between human will and human praxis beyond the dictates of histoncal 

necessity. It thus breeds the modernist refusal to accept the author's own contingent 

position to t3e extent of claiming to be a science-cum-philosophy above and beyond al1 

ideologies. It insists on being neither a utopia nor an ideology, but the understanding of 

historical truth itself. And yet. as one cornes to ternis with the utopian underpinnings of 

the Marxist theory of historical change. the barrier that separates utopia from ideology 

gets thinner as boih gain the new appearance of meaningful and willful articulations of 

human undentanding and perception. One step further, following the scheme developed 

by Karl Mannheim for the identification of the 'utopian impulse'. it  is indeed possible to 

9 ~ e r e .  'Orthodox Marxism' is defined as pre-Frankfurt School and pre-Gramscia" 
readings of Marx. To this list , one should also add Louise Althusser's and George 
Lukiics' works. For further discussion on the history of Marxism. sec Kolakowski (1978). 



re-capture utopia's role as a predecessor to ideology. As such, political projects of 

realisation, restoration and redemption can be looked ai under a new light. Decoding the 

utopian impulse in each would bnng their ideological facade down and thus make their 

truth claims available for 'ownership'. 

In this context, the current philosophical debate on 'liberalism versus 

communitarianism' is very informative. The tension between liberal and cornmunitarian 

ethics underlies a plethora of divisions in modern politics--the separation of ethno- 

nationalism and liberal nationalism k i n g  one example among many. The liberalism 

venus communitananism debate also provides a better understanding of what cames the 

weight of the separation between utopia and ideology. The critical issue here is the 

convergences between modernism and anti-modernism, Iiberalism and 

communitarianism, liberalkanonised nationalism and ethno-nationalism, and of course, 

ideology and utopia. 

The discussion in this chapter will be concluded with the assertion that the idiom 

of liberal nationalism is suspended between utopia and ideology: it is thus a reflection of 

the political universe out of which it emerged. As such, it is much doser to ethno- 

nationalism and other 'primordial bonds' than it imagines itself to be: the 'anti-modemist' 

dictum of communal redemption is not alien to 'nationalism proper', it is part of its 

utopian foundations. Based on the universalist idiom of citizenship, the liberal 

articulation of the national polity succinctly re-fonnatted nationalism as a supreme 

ideology vis-a-vis its concrete political bearings, Le. the sovereign nation-state. Liberal 

nationalism is part of the complex network of relations between utopia and ideology that 

underlie many of the paradoxes and binary oppositions of the project of modernity. It is 

thus crucial to overcome the separation of ideology and utopia for a study of the contents 

of nationalisrn as one of the most powerful political doctrines of modemiiy. Liberal 



oationalism enjoys a power that is bred by its own contradictions. 

Utopian v e m s  Scientific Sociaiism: Convemences-Divemences 

Utopian socialism has traditionally been addressed as a counter-example for 

Marxist methodology and analysis pertaining to histoncal change. At this point. a 

cornpanson between the utopian school of thought named after Saint-Simon and the 

Marxist formulation of scientific socialism provides a unique opportunity for further 

illumination of the artificiality of the Marxist divide between ideology and utopia.10 

Distinctively. the differences between Marxist and the Saint-Sirnonian treatment of the 

French Revolution reveal both divergences and convergences between these two schools 

of thought. In the aftermath of the collapse of the old political order through the 

succession of transient regimes in France--the constitutional monarchy, Jacobeanism. the 

Directory, the Consulate, the Empire and the Restoration-, people were witnessinp and 

suffering frorn a hectic destruction of livelihood. Marxisrn and Saint-Simonianism grew 

out of two discrete roots and yet attend to the same earth-shattering series of events 

dunng and after the French Revolution. 

In the Economic and Philosophicul Manuscripts of 1844. Marx and Engels 

develop a histoncal explanation of the ideological character of French politics and the 

necessity of the French Revolution. Refemng to the very same events, but as a devoted 

child of the Old Regime, Saint-Simon argues that the French Revolution attacked the 

organic unity and authority of the political order.11 As a remedy for the chaos that came 

l%or further discussion, see Frederick Engels* "Socialism: Utopian and Scieritificn in 
Tucker ( 1978). 
l l ~ h e  Saint-Sirnonian school of thought is best known for the publication of A 
Philosophical Journal of Industry. the Sciences. and the Fine Arts (1825). The 
contributors included Enfantin, Bazard. Lauren, Blanqui, Buchez and August Comte. 



with the Revolution, for a Saint-Sirnonian, the goal of a new social project is the total 

organisation and rationalisation of al1 human behavior towards the ultimate end of perfect 

social harmony. l2  The ideological frarnework for the Saint-Sirnonian theory of progress 

was furnished by the eighteenth century myth of the rational individual in synthesis with 

counter-revolutionary traditionalism, collectivism and corporatism. Along with its 

conception of the critical character of the post-Revolutionary era as prone to permanent 

anarchy and its emphasis upon the establishment of a new anstocracy of 'producen'. 

Saint-Simonianism chenshed a hope for the universal association of al1 peoples on the 

entire surface of the globe under the control of the general priests of science and industry. 

To this end, it appointed the state as the sovereign power looking over a re-organised 

econorny in order to create a happy. wealthy and anonymous society. 13 

- - -- 

After the suspension of the journal in 1826, the school was expounded in a series of 
lectures held biweekly from 1828 onwards--which became known as the Docfrine of 
Suinr-Simon. The Doctrine proposed a p r o F m  for the total reorganisation of the 
Eiiropean society and provided a systematic definition of the crises of 'modem 
civilisation'. It was propagated through public sermons in Paris, by pamphlets and 
through the pages of the weekly Organisateur and the daily Globe. During the later 
periods of the movement, the questions of woman's role in society and social 
emancipation gave it a new orientation under the leadership of Enfantin. For further 
discussion, see Taylor ( 1 975) Henri Saint-Simon. Selected Writings on Science, Indusn 
and Social Organisation.. 
l 2 ~ h o u ~ h  a11 of them exhibited the belief in the law of human perfectibility inherent in 
history, the writings of Saint Simon (1802-1825) should be analysed according to four 
phases, each with different main themes. The Genevan Letters (1802) praise the scientific 
methodology as the basis of human progress; Reorganisaiion of European Society (1814) 
is a reaction to the political factors involved in the current crisis and, as an alternative, it 
advocates a confederation of Europe and the establishment of parliamentary govemments. 
The writings following the masterpiece Industry (1818) are suggestive of the 
establishment of an industnal regime in which the future belongs to the producen. This 
new regime was not to posses autocratic power: govemmental authority were to pass into 
the haods of those of the leaders of the industnal class--including not only the merchants 
and manufacturers but also al1 producers. owners. and the wage-workers. Finally, the 
New Christianiy (1825) calls for a religion based upon brotherly love and concemed with 
achieving bliss on earth for the arnelioration of the immense lot of the poor. From 1825 
onwards, a re-doctrination of the original works took place under the guidance of the 
Oroup of thinken known as Saint-Simonians. 
7 3 ~ o r  an analysis of the later uses of the Saint-Sirnonian doctrine, see Durkheim ( 1%2). 



Needless to Say, Marx's concept of alienation irnmediately disturbs the smooth 

surface of the imagined Saint-Sirnonian social order. Incresed human servitude a d  the 

detachment of memben of the 'highest' forrn of civilisation from their ability of self- 

determination due to the brutally unequal relation between capital and labour instead 

inspired the Mamist critique of both ideology and utopian socialism as 'apologetic 

attempts' to justify the social and economic order. Accordingly, Saint-Simon's praised 

priests of industrial and scientific hegemony would further human servitude rather than 

human freedom. In the meantirne, Marx and Engels' own wntings also exhibit utopian 

yeamings vis-a-vis the formulation of the transformation of human consciousness or the 

socio-economic structure of societies. The dialectical structure of historical materialism 

rnight well be flawless. Nonetheless, the totality that is produced thereof is cyclical: it 

starts with the formulation of the need for human emancipation and ends with the 

achievement of it as a result of historical change dictated by the needs of human beings. 

Still, in the critical charting of the status quo by Marx and Engels, Saint-Sirnonian 

utopianism was equated with escapism and surface-level quick-fixing of foundational 

problems. Utopia thus became a sub-category of ideological indoctnnation, both 

discursive formations leading to alienation from basic human needs and to the prisoning 

of human undentanding. According to Marx, coatrary to the Saint-Sirnonian vision of 

prosperity and harmony, the progress proposed by Hegelian philosophy of history is in 

fact a process of alienation through which the 'human-species-being' becomes estranged 

and henceforth becomes an object--as opposed to the subject--of history. The Hegelian 

'dialectic of negativity' appropnated by Marx entails a materialist translation of Hegel's 

idea of spintual self-mediation into an immanent historical process. Furthemore, Marx's 

understanding of a finite subjectivity is conditioned by objective human activity. It is this 

conception of human praxis capable of bringing forth histoncal change that renders the 



revolutionary treatise of Marxism a redemptive project of hurnan emancipation. 

For Marx, the human subject is the embodiment of sensuousness. exemplifyinp 

the objective essence of biological needs and drives as much as being the registrar of 

socio-historical ~ h a n ~ e . 1 4  As such. practical activity/human labour is conceived as the 

transformation of both the object and the active subject in accordance with socially 

rnediated structures of life. Consequently, the object of traditional philosophy is 

humanised by the imposition of historically contingent forms of human activity. and, 

human history becornes the reflection of new possibilities for the satisfaction of human 

needs (Geras 1986, pp. 38-39). In this new idiom of subjectivity. the Paris Manuscripts 

formulate praxis as a constant multiplication and expansion of abilities and needs of 

human beings as well as the original creation of objects. Objectification is the essential 

constitutive activity of the human species through which its own nature reflects itself in 

the appropriation and transformation of objects.15 In conjunction, Marxist theory of 

history suggests that the revolutionary abolition of exploitative forms of social 

organisation will end the exclusion of the creaton of value from the historically created 

wealth in society. It is in this context that Mamism enpndered a cntical synthesis of the 

disparate elements of the bourgeois society. thereby positing the proletariat not just as a 

practical revolutionary force but as the embodiment of expanding human needs (Heller 

1984, 199 1 ). 16 Revolution thus entails the elimination of alienated social forms. 

14in Marx's own words, "An objective being acts objectively, and it would not act 
objectively if objectivity were not an inherent part of its essential nature ... ln the act of 
establishing objects, it does not therefore descend from its 'pure' activity to the creation 
of objects; on the contrary, its objective product confirms its objective activi ty, i ts activity 
as - the activity of an objective, natural being." (Marx 1978 in Tucker, p. 394) 
15"~ature which develops in human history-the genesis of human society--is man's real 
nature." - - (op. cit., p. 3%) 
1 q h e  implications of a dialectical understanding of history and its new agent are 
theorised in the German Ideology ( LW) where Marx opts for the complete dissolution of 
philosophy in its independency vis-a-vis the real historical process (Marx 1970 in 
Arthur). 



The Marxist scheme of emancipation is not about the elimination of 

objectification but of alienation. This formulation may have abandoned an idealist 

teleology that Marx attributes to Hegel. However, it is then caught up with the utopian 

vision of a communist society that promises the resolution of histoncal oppositions and 

contradictions. Communism is conceived as the new beginning whereby humanity would 

experience the realisation of un-alienated social relations, a true symbiosis with the 

natural environment and a real-creative human freedom unconstrained by the limitations 

of social relations of domination. 

In this context, the Manrist prescription for social and historical change dictates a 

universal value perspective from which to classify and judge al1 existing or past 

societies.17 Roving this very point. in the opening pages of the Ger- Ideulog~v. Marx 

and Engels declare that there is only a 'single science, the science of history' as opposed 

to philosophical abstraction or teleology which are claimed to be bansparentiy distorting 

and indirectly apologetic of the s t m  quo. Their grand analysis of historical change that 

began with the Paris Manuscripts with a focus on objective relations is thus consolidated 

in the German Ideology as a methodological undertaking. In German Ideulog-v, history is 

treated as an open synthesis of contingent situations. The historically rnediated 

subjedobject dialectic of the Paris Manuscripts thus saturated into a new critique 

asserting that although existing institutional forms of praxis are moments of historical 

continuiiy, they are dependent upon the actions of human subjects for their reproduction. 

In this new context, the totality of socio-econornic relations are analysed in ternis of their 

immanent future possibilities (Grumley 1989. p. 52). 

The Theses on Feuerbach further reveals the utopian characteristics of the concept 

1 7 ~ o r  further discussion on the implications of the universalist historical vision of 
Mamism. see the Appendix on 'Asiatic Mode of Production' in Anderson (1974). 



of historical change in revolutionary Marxiçt theory.l* In his criticism of Feuerbach. 

Engels States that the consequences of not extending the materialist analysis from the 

domain of nature into the domain of society and history are grave.19 In the same vein. in 

the opening thesis of the Theses on Feuerbach. Marx regards the basic philosophical 

presupposition of the concept of truth in the German tradition as  fundamentally wrong: it 

is the presupposition according to which "the thing, reality, sensuousness, is conceived 

only in the form of object or of contemplation, but not as human sensuous activity, 

prnctica, not subjectively." (Marx 1978 in Tucker, p. 143) What is the concept of tmth 

promoted by Marx instead? If the answer is to be found in the context of the rest of the 

theses on Feuerbach, needless to Say, the abbreviating nature of the theses Ieaves much to 

the philosophical imagination. The task, however, seems worth taking. 

In the aforernentioned fint  thesis, the problem of tmth is dealt with in terms of the 

parameten of the subject-object relation. In his dismissal of the object as pre-given and 

logically pnor to the subject, Marx holds the position that the object is conceived 

subjectively through human sensuous activity, the praxis. At that point. history gains an 

actor. The human subject dwells in the extemal world as well as being dependent upon it. 

As a species with needs and drives. and of practical activity, the human being is 

conceived as a finite, limited entity exposed to suffering and ultimately vulnerable. In 

other words, human activity, which is formalised as the constitutive force of reality, is 

1% a larger context, Theses on Feuerbach serves a double purpose. On the one hand, it 
was a proposal for how to begin with a Manllst philosophy of history. On the other hand, 
it constitutes the backbone of a discussion on Marxism from the perspective of histoty of 
philosophy. 
19"~euerbach by no means wishes to abolish religion; he wants to perfect it."(Frederick 
Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the Outcome ofllacsical G e r m  PhiIosophy, p 27; cited 
in Prokopczyk 1980, p. 13) Again in Engels' words, "If in Hegel the content is realistic 
as the form is idealistic, with Feuerbach it is just the reverse. In form he is realistic, he 
iakes his start from man, but there is absolutely no mention of the world in which this 
man lives" (op. cit., p. 30). 



also the means for survival. Based on this double-nature of human activity, just as the 

object is not a pre-given and independent entity, Marx asserts that the hurnan subject is 

not once-and-for-al1 given to henelf/himself as a set of cognitive faculties inheritedfron 

nature, nor is praxis an experience gained thruugh nature. The cognitive faculties of the 

human subject are part of the self-creation of humanity. Furthennore. the concept of the 

cognising subject in its totality, as it is mentioned in the tenth thesis as 'human society or 

socialised humanity', does not refer to the amalgamaiion of individuals in their singular 

modes of existence: it refers to a network of relationships. Accordingly, the famous sixth 

thesis on Feuerbach dispenses with the term human essence in abstraction from concrete 

history. In the combination of the tenth and the sixth theses, the real human essence is 

articulated in the language of the ensemble of social relations. The Marxîst revolutionary 

standpoint is thus securely founded upon empirical needs and concrete social possibilities 

dictated by a web of historical relations. 

In conclusion. Mamian analysis of histotical change contains both dogmatic and 

dialectical elements pertaining to human emancipation. The tension between these 

divergent strains of thought is maintained by the Marxist tradition despite the attempt to 

separate the 'humanist Marx' from the 'serious Marx' (Sherover-Marcuse 1986). The 

dogmatic component in fact works as a facade behind which the political will and utopian 

ambition for human emancipation and the ending of human dienation lies dormant. For 

Marx, the existence of the proletariaf was symptomatic of historical conditions as a result 

of which human beings are treated not as ends in themselves but as a means--a situation 

in which they are debased, enslaved and forsaken. The proleturiot is the irrefutable proof 

that the rational is not yet the real. In this context, what appears as the real is deemed as 

ideological and what cornes iorward as a remedy to what appears as real is deemed as 

utopian. In the end, however. canonised readings of Marxism suggest that neither of 





the cures needed in an epoch of social. economic and political transformation. In this 

vein, Saint-Simon's social project for change was dien to the spirit of conflict and the 

power dimensions of existing social relations. For him, the French Revolution was an 

expression of the will of the bourgeoisie to reshape the political world-an unfortunate 

will since it was soon vindicated under the Directoire and Napoleon. Marx, on the other 

hand. defined the French Revolution in terms of its significance for transcending the 

intentions of the bourgeoisie. The 1789 Revolution signified the historical proof of the 

potential for negation of a social system from within itself: the demise of feudalism and 

the guild system led not only to the formation of the bourgeoisie. but also to the rise of 

the counter-figure of prolerari~t. Saint-Simon and his disciples sought for security in the 

re-establishment of social order. In the nineteenth century, they were viewed as socialist 

visionaries who reacted to contemporary disturbances in social organisation and to the 

impoverishment that resulted from the Industrial Revolution. They had a humanitarian 

cal1 for the creation of a just society via the application of human reason to resolve the 

'disturbances1.21 As to the Marxist revolutionary doctrine, as the rnotto of revolution 

goes. theproletariat had nothing to lose but their chahs in exchange for the enjoyment of 

uneaploited future possibilities in an emancipated society. 

Marxism's encounters with 'utopian socialism' started in the P h  Manuscripts as 

an attac k against primitive Egalitarianism's will to transgress the 'present order' in the 

name of an imaginary equation of centralised re-distribution of wealth in a timeless 

future. According to the Mamian reformulation of the state, the coercive nature of the 

political structure of capitalism is concealed behiod the idiom of personal freedom. As 

Zbtill, Saint Sirnonians' doctrinal integration of the conservative demand for order. 
hierarchical organisation and anstocracy with their unceasing cry for equality of 
opportunity and social and economic planning in the interest of communal welfare makes 
it hard to classify the Saint-Simonian school of thought. 



an alternative. the Cornmunisr Manifsto calls for the total re-organisation of the society 

and the withering away of the Saint-Sirnonian state. In turn, however, the Cornmunisf 

Manifeto itself stands as a clear reflection of the utopian underpinnings of the Marxist 

project of emancipation. 

In the 'post-industrial age' of capitalism, Saint-Sirnonians are regarded either as 

theorists of the modem totalitarian state, as the founden of a positivist science of society 

or as industnalist visionaries. Regarding the 'scientific utopia' of historical materialism, 

many of the world revolutions came to a dramatic end while Marxism continues to 

struggle for rejuvenation outside the borders of officialdom. However, the foundational 

tension introduced by what Engels named as the difference between 'scientific versus 

utopian socialism' is still propagated. The cunent usages of Marxist categorisation of 

utopia as an organic and yet lesser attachrnent to ideology, both being far frorn 

manifestations of 'true-consciousness'. is in a way the bigpest proof that Orthodox 

Marxisrn must indeed be crowned as a foundational modernist utopia. 

From Utopia to Ideology: Elective A f i t i e s  

A simple cornpanson between common-place analogies used for ideology-such 

as distortion, revenal, rnirror image, illusion--and those depicting the utopian impulse- 

such as imagination, dream, escape, denial, construction or looging--is suggestive of a 

strong affinity, if not cornplementanty , 

articulation and enunciation (Bimbaum 

between ideological and utopian forrns of 

1960; Eagleton 1991).22 In both cases, 

22~er ry  Eagleton suggests that there are roughly six possible definitions of ideology: 
"[flirst, the general material process of production of ideas, beliefs and values in social 
life. Such a definition is both politically and episiemologically neutral, and is close to the 
broader meaning of the term 'culture' ... Thus most general of al1 meanings of ideology 
stresses the social determination of thought, thus providing a valuable antidote to 



fabrication/construction is the ground-work that gives nse to the final discursive product. 

In the meantime, ideology is deemed to cornprehend and exceed utopia since it stands for 

a peculiar kind of fabrication that speaks the language of the red, whereas utopian f o m s  

of articulation categorically reject direct referencing of reality. Particularly, structuralist 

Manrisrn postulates that ideologies are full-blown growths of nascent utopian foms into 

an idiom designed to legitimise structures of authority and social order. This reading of 

the relationship between ideology and utopia stigmatises utopia as a hindrance to the 

healthy growth of a true-consciousness to be expenenced by a designated historical agent 

(Engels 1959; Marx and Engels 1970; Althusser 1979). 

If one takes the framework of ideology venus tme-consciousness debate as the 

vantage point, there seems to be two options for defining utopia. Whence utopia is 

judged to be only a sub-category of fiction dreaming of non-existent places in a purview 

of non-existent moments, it is destined to be margindised as a melancholic treatise for the 

paradise lost or to be found, a phantasmic foreword or afterword for ideologies (Quarta 

19%). Altematively, still in the same framework and yet in an attempt to overcome the 

negative implications attached to the utopian form, utopia can be enunciated as a mode of 

critique for irnagining what is dictated as the irnpossible.23 In other words. utopia can be 

- - - 

idealism ... A second, slightly less general meaning of ideology turns on ideas and beliefs 
(whether tme or false) which symbolise the conditions and life experiences of a specific. 
socially significant group or class ... the third definition of the ter m... attends to the 
promotion and legitimation of the interests of such social groups in the face of opposing 
interes ts... A four th... retains this emphasis on the promotion and legitimation of sectoral 
interests, but confines it to the activities of a dominant social power ... refined further into 
a fifth definition ... ideology signifies ideas and beliefs which help to legitimate the 
interests of a ruling group or ctass by distortion and dissimulation..finally, a sixth 
meaning of ideology ... retains an emphasis on false or deceptive beliefs but regards such 
beliefs as arising not from the interests of a dominant class but from the matenal structure 
of society as a whole." (1991, pp. 28-30) Here, although the primary focus of the 
discussion will be the Iast three of these definitions, the general observations offered are 
relevant -- for al1 six categones addressed by Eagleton. 
=in this context, canonised utopian texts can be characterised as examples of a satirical 
genre since they speak in the idiom of "a place which exists in no reai place, a ghost city; 



seen as a cure for the pathology of ideology that creates blindness, dogrnatism and 

narrowness protecting what is concretised as possible, as here and as IO*. According to 

the latter approach, utopia becomes a stepping Stone for the attainment of a consciousness 

that is not circurnscribed by ideology (Bloch 1988, 1989).z4 Meanwhile, crowning 

utopia as the solution for the ills of ideology is still confined by the framework that places 

utopia and ideology in opposition to each other, and, ideology in opposition to 'realityl--a 

logic that ovenhadows the importance of the complex relationship of utopia, ideology, 

and human understanding and perception.25 

The next question conceming the status of utopia in its relation to ideology and 

visa versa is their connection to 'discourse' at large (Kurnar and Bann 1993). Discourse 

as a strategic possibility sustaining a set of d e s ,  conventions and systems of mediation 

a river with no water; a prince with no people ..." (Ricoeur 1986, p. 16). As such, utopia 
as a f o m  of writing creates a space which is extratemtotial, a tirne which is outside of 
history, and a people which is devoid of positionality. This approach analyses utopia as a 
fictional f o m  ihat neutralises existing power dynaMcs through the distancing effects of 
imagination. Another possibility is to look at the process of neutralisation implicated by 
utopianism as a tool rather than as an end in itself, in which case, any political treatise 
thai employs this peculiar technique of negation could be refemd as-a 'utopian text' 
(Goodwin and Taylor 1982, pp. 17-21). 
2 4 ~ s  a heretic voice speaking against orthodox Marxism from withia Marxism, Ernst 
Bloch embraces utopia as a genre that can be explicated in terms of a desire for 
redemption (Bloch 1989). Bloch sees utopia as a cultural, political and historical treatise 
with a declaration of its own, thus elevates it from the status of being a mere expression 
of discontent soon absorbed by the ideologies of a given era. Meanwhile. he maintains 
the - - Marxist cri tique of ideology. 
~ ~ l t e m a t i v e l ~ ,  the Mannheirnian schemata positions the major ideologies of each 
significant era of the Western civilisation as a utopian remedy for the previous one 
(Mannheim 1936). Thus, an ideological configuration such as Conservatism can be 
counted as utopian under the category of a counter-utopia, that is, a utopia which aims to 
replace a previously dominant form of thought that was utopian in its origins. Similady, 
Marxism and Liberalism-Hurnanism are included in his list of utopias since both were 
once antagonistic voices that spoke of change and were not initially credited for their 
realisability. For Mannheim, the moment of birth for the modem utopian impulse is the 
first systematic break with a fatalistic and over-arching acceptance of power, i.e. the 
project of Edightenmeot. In the meantirne, Mannheim expresses his fear that due to the 
gradua1 and yet finalising approximation of 'real life', the utopian impulse could become 
extinct. (op. cit., p. 247). 



engages both ideology and utopia. and yet is by no means defined or limited by them 

(Foucault 1972. p. 37). In this context, ideology is symptomatic of a specifically 

'authoritative' discursive strategy since it operates as a privileged idiom of beliefs. values 

and categories stripped frorn their contextuality and heteronirny (Bakhtin 1981, p. 4 ~ 4 ) ~ ~ ~  

In contradistinction. utopian declarations are utterances that claim authonhip; they 

articulate political will and ethical choice even when they speak of the salvation and 

redemption of the whole of 'humanity'. As such, utopia and ideology possess different 

discursive charactenstics: ideology hinges upon the denial of its contingent constitution 

whereas utopia feeds upon that very idea.27 Based on these differences. in the anti- 

modemist battle of the particular versus the universal, utopian mode of thinking has a 

supenor position to the ideological blue-print. This is the main reason behind the 

surfacing of the utopian impulse at critical moments of opposition--such as identity 

politics' nse to prominence---to the totalising project of modemity. The utopian fom can 

respond to the dernands of fragmentation. specification and separation. In addition. it 

employs a lexicon based on 'absence' as opposed to 'presence' which makes it into a 

readily available tool for alternative forms of political projection. 

In this context, the criieria developed by Karl Mannheim for the identification of 

the utopian impulse provides a methodology for an alternative positioning of utopia 

(Mannheim 1936). Mannheim's work is significant not only in t ems  of utopia's relation 

to ideology but also in tems of the relationship between utopia , ideology, and buman 

praxis. He introduces the category of 'counter-utopia' acknowledging the indebtedness of 

--- - -- - 

26~ccording to Mikhail Bakhtin, the contextual richness of the refiection provided by the 
discursive product i s  occasioned by the heteroglossia (mu1 tiplicity of idioms). 
ldeological utterances are, in this context, stripped of the rnuliiplicity of voices 
characteristic of 'living language cornmunities'. 
2% Ricoeur's words, "Ideology moves beyond mere integration to distortion and 
pathology as it tries to bridge the tension between authonty and domination."(l986. p. 14) 



new utopias to the formulations and constructs that preceded and informed thern. There 

are three points of anchorage that Mannheim proposes for an dl-encompassing discussion 

of utopidcounter-utopia: the configuration of utopia as a construction with a panicular 

sense of historicity; utopia as a discourse belonging to a specific socio-culnird entity; and 

utopia as the articulation of a political wish (Mannheim 1936, pp. 201-21 1). Here. 

Mannheim's three points w il1 be re-phrased as temporal referentiality. socio-cultural 

posifiomlity. and politico-ethical directednas of utopias. Based on this definition of the 

central characteristics of the utopian mode of thinking. the referents of the utopian 

impulse in a poiitical treatise of realisation, restoration or  redemption can be 

delienated.28 

Meanwhile, as Mannheim succinctly argues, utopian moments of discontent are 

prone to being transfonned into renewed practices of sanctification and formalisation of a 

chosen positionality, that is to Say, into new ideologies. The discursive characteristics of 

a utopian intendmen1 do not necessarily protect it from gradually developing into a new 

ideological stand. as neither can the ideological blueprint totally shun the utopian 

elements in its texture.29 As discussed dunng the b ie f  analysis of the Marxist theory of 

revolutionary historical change, even the strictest form of indoctrination fomulated in the 

language of scientific principles and rules of historical change fails to disown the utopian 

yearnings at its roots. Perhaps, then, what differentiates utopia from ideology is not so 

much about where utopia belongs in the discursive realrn at the point of its initiation. 

Rather, the multitude of uses which the utopian mode of thought has served, and. the 

implications of the eventual transformation of utopian narratives into ideological treatises 

2 g W ~ o r e  important than trying to differentiate between utopian and other kinds of 
political theory is the delineation of the function that these utopian elements have in 
olitical thought. " (Goodwin and Taylor 1982, p. 2 1 ) 

!%egarding the sigoificance of the concept of 'intendment', see Husserl (1970). 
Appendix to Volume 2. Also see Hopkins (1993). particularly pp. 22-26. 



are more the concern. 

The Dialome of Utopia and Cornter-Utopia: Universai Ideals and Conmunitarian 

Demands 

The liberal point of view which opposes liberal-democratic 'openness' to 
nationalist-orgaaic 'c1osure'--the view sustained by the hope that a 'true' 
liberal-democratic society will anse once we get rid of the proto-fascist 
nationalist constraints--falIs short, since it fails to take into account the 
way the supposedly 'neutral' liberal-democratic framework produces 
nationalist 'closure' as its inherent opposite ... The only way to prevent the 
emergence of proto-fascist nationalist hegemony is to call into question the 
very standard of 'normality,' the universal framework of liberal- 
democratic capitalism. 

European modemity is an unfinished project of historicity, a partial phenomenon. 

a pseudo-name for the reafisation and legitimisation of the philosophico-political agenda 

of the Enlightenrnent (Habermas 1984; Ben-Habib 19%). The commitments of this 

project encircle all spheres of life as part of the process of the 'tehabilitation of Reason'. 

In this larger context, varyinp constitutions of the utopian impulse are related to the ideals 

of the European Enlightenment (Goodwin and Taylor 1982. pp. 22-27). 

In big bmsh strokes. modern forms of uiopianism can be discussed in terms of two 

main categories. The first category is made of utopian tracts that purport either 

justification or transcendence of the present as given--restoration or realisation. 

Meanwhile, the mode of critique employed for such purposes exhibits substantial 

differences regarding the content or form of a pahcular utopian pmject. If the ultimate 

aim is transcendence of the starus quo, inversion and mockery of the present are strategies 

used to accommodate subversive rnythical-political agendas. Based on the accounts of an 

imagined future. the utopian impulse might then call for the realisation of that day to 

corne. On the other hand, utopian tracts purporthg justification of the present refer either 



to a hypothetical pasi or a catastrophic future. As such. they create a strong preservative 

effect for the social and political order of the day. Their inherent embeddedness in the 

sratus quo both inforrns and lirnits their political promise.3* 

Constituting the second category are the utopias preoccupied with the past in an 

effort to imagine a different future--redernption. In fact. ideaiisation of the past for the 

criticism and transcendence of the present provides the nomenclature for a significant 

portion of contemporary configurations of political protest. As a result. histoncal 

essentialisrn and exclusionist identity politics tend to be tied together. The redemptive 

features of the utopian impulse in this context are utilised for the re-articulation and 

legitirnation of what was left outside at the expense of a fixed totality. 

With reference to the relatiooship between ideology and utopia. and their 

immanent role in the construction of social reaiity, two dominant modemist ideologies- 

liberalism and nationalism--will be discussed here in ternis of both their utopian bearings 

and the anti-modemist counter-utopian responses they invoked. Liberalism and 

nationalism had a pivotal role in modemity's rehabilitation of Reason and its reclaiming 

of sociality and history. Each of these ideologies are also equally central to the current 

resurgence of anti-modemism and new forms of utopianism. These two strands of 

European Eniightenment converge at a particular point of junction: the definition of a 

legitirnate political cornmunity. and henceforth. denvation of rnembership criteria for 

being part of such a community. 

In contradistinction, current articulations of a cornmunitarian ethics take a position 

against universal values in the idiom of particular and local demands, and, ethno-religious 

30h.lany of the pivotai Lexts of political philosophy, such as J. J. Rousseau's The Sucid 
Confrucr and Discourses. J. Locke's An Essay Concerning the True Original, Errent und 
End of Civil Goverment. T .  Hobbes' Leviathun and G. W. F. Hegel's The Philosophy of 
Righi are part of the repertoire of original utopian forms that eventually evolved into 
testimonial samples of the ideological make-up of the project of modernity. 



insurgencies encounter the secular and homogenising mandate of and centralisation of 

power by modernist nationalism. In this context, communitarianism and ethno- 

nationalism both qualify as anti-modemist counter-utopian strategies of redemption. 

respectively opposing the hegernony of nationalism and liberalism.31 They also have a 

cornmon central theme: they both resort to glorification of distinct forms of collective 

memory as a means to achieve an understanding of the deserved yet omitted places at the 

margins of the modemist narration of a universal history. And yet, despite their onginal 

disposition for redemption, the pre-occupation of these current counter-utopias with 

historicity rarely outpaces the inertia propagated by the sterilisation of history by 

modernist accounts of the past. Instead, contemporary idioms of 'home-coming' tend to 

bnng us back to the point from which we longed to depart, only to resume the totalitarian 

tendencies of modernist ideologies. They thus establish the backbone of new 

orthodoxies, perpetuating the closurdtotality of the modernist project in novel forms. 

In between the lines of the ideological bluepnnts of the Enlightenment which 

write us al1 as univenal subjects of history, there appean and reappears the classification 

of othen and their othemess disclosing the ethnocentrism, racism, sexism. and class 

biases of the whole enterprise. What matters most is not what we are different 'from'. but 

the absolutisation and formalisation of that difference. The unique combination of 

liberalism and nationalism guarantees that the resolution for the harmonious 

accomoàation of Our differences in a 'civic union' has becorne our 'individual will' for a 

pluralist and institutionalised consensus--Le., the 'univenal' validity of liberal democratic 

politics within the confines of the modern nation-state. 

However, in opposition to the ever-rising tides of universalisation, the modemist 

- 

31~0th liberalism and naiionalism were consolidaicd ioto solid ideologies after their 
point of entry to the modernist discourse as utopian treatises (Mannheim 1936). The 
reaction they elicit can thus be counted as counter-utopian. 



ideals of unitylconsensus go through a metamorphosis at the margins of the 

liberallpluralist and institutionally stable universe of Westem democracies. Once- 

colonised cultures surrounding the national borders of Westem civilisation and the 

intemally displaced classes, communities and groups within them clairn a different kind 

of history for themselves. In particular, in the venue of subaltern studies and post- 

coloniaIlpost-imperial critiques of political identity, a new tripartite structure pertaining to 

sin g dari ty of the human agen t--locale/locuiif~/luc~ion-is purported in order to create a 

legitimate space for the voice and vision of comrnunities that were uaheard of or invisible 

before, but can speak and claim their histoncity now (Spivak 1988, Bhabha 1994). 

These fissures advanced by the anti-rnodernist idioms of critique a h  at the creation of a 

new positionality against the universalist practices of r n ~ d e r n i t ~ ~ ~  As such. 

contemporary ethics of liberation entertained by anti-modemism/post-modemisrn signify 

a utopian exodus--a break-through that is hoped to bring us into unknown territories 

through the act of re-mernbrance. This sought out memory is indeed a search for 

'cornmunitarian historicity': lepitirnate histoncal claims made by and for a designated 

community. The liberatory strategies of current counter-utopias thus seek redemption in 

a communal spirit. perhaps following the legacy of revolutionary Manrism. 

Identity--and especially communal identity-is, however, a tricky stronghold in 

that it simultaneously harbors conservative and contentious components. Contention 

usually cornes into the picture when conservatism is also at its peak: we fight for what we 

think is already ours. In other words, cornmunitanan politics is inherently susceptible to 

engendenng essentialism and foundationalism in order to bring forward change. This 

aspect of anti-modemist counter-utopias is best revealed by the tension between ethico- 

political claims substantiated by communitarianisrn and contemporary philosophical 

3 * ~ o r  a succinct summary of the achievernents of subaltern studies, see Pandey (1995). 



debates on the possibility of a liberal theory of justice.33 Although this tension is by no 

means a novel element in the history of European modemity, the most recent encounter 

between philosophical liberalism and popularised/politicised communitarianism added a 

new facade to the confiictual positioning of modernist and anti-rnodemist utopias. This 

facade. in tum, constitutes the subtext of the opposition between ethno-nationalisrn and 

liberal nationalism--the former standing for a new nghts-oriented discourse, affective 

loyalties and belonging while the latter syrnbolising consensual duties and civic/apersonal 

forms of bonding. 

Liberalism Re-told: The Cirrumvention of the Aotonomons Self in the Search for a 

Communi tv 

Consensual prernises of contemporary liberalism are most critically confronted by 

the cornmunitarian ideal of diacritic justice. The origins of liberalism as a fighting 

doctrine lie in the emergence of a 'new c1ass'--the rising bourgeoisie--in Europe. 

Liberalism came into being as a class-based challenge to the traditional forms of 

allocation of privilege and authority by the monarchical order althouph it was defended 

on behalf of the universal principles of individual rights. Therefore, the poiitico-erhicnl 

directedness of the liberal utopia can indeed be identified as the perfect mirror image of 

i ts own temporal referentiality and socio-culîurol p o s i t i o ~ ~ i ~ . 3 4  1s li beraiism, then. a 

33~ere,  ody one particular section of the long history of liberalism is concentrated upon. 
Although contemporary liberal philosophy invoke references to the classical format of 
economic and politicai liberalism, it nonetheless envisages primarily an idealist position 
in its articulîtions of a socio-political project [of justice]. For further discussion on the 
history of liberalism and different articulations of the liberalist ideology, see Ginretz 
(1x3) and Plamenatz (I%8). 
3 4 ~ e r e ,  the liberal theory of justice is regarded as the most explicit aspect of the 
universalism promoted by philosophical libedisrn. Through defining justice in the idiom 
of rigbtç and duties. liberalism gained a rnulticentnc audience. 



large-scde communitanan utopia speaking through a language of univenalism? The 

implications of this question for the liberal theory of justice are two-fold. Either the 

rights defended by the liberal theory of justice are primarily historically contingent 

formulations. or, they are based on a philosophical position that de-ontologises the notion 

of the right by placing it before the notion of the good. This interrogation constitutes the 

core of the debate between liberalism in its early-Rawlsian form and its cornmunitarian 

critiques. 

The cornmunitarian critics of the liberal theory of justice argue that the freedom 

and autonomy ensured by the iiberal utopia is devoid of content (Walzer 198 1. 1983). 

Furthemore. the atomism promoted by Iiberalism is seen as a threat which in the long nin 

might destroy its own promise of individual autonomy; intolerance and overt or disguised 

f o m s  of totalitarianism are to be the likely consequences of a political system in which 

the individual feels no shared responsibility of maintaining a harmonious 

collectivelpublic life? Io this context, limited and selective access to mem benhip, and, 

monopolisation of political authority are counted as the two strategies of survival 

characteristic of a liberal theory of justice in the eyes of its communitanan critics. 

Needless to say, the vagueness of the ideal cornmunity envisaged by the cornmunitarian 

critique can reduce the validity of the claims of communitarianism. Instead. an infomed 

and enlightened kind of liberalism capable of addressing the questions raised by 

communitarianism, such as Will Kymlicka's work, ensured a much wider currency 

(Kymlicka 1989, 1990, 1995). Indeed, the conflict between liberalism and 

communitarianism is not so much about the charter of rights offered by a liberal theory of 

3% Chnstopher Lasch's words, "The freedom of choice celebrated by liberais turns o u t  
to be an empty freedom, since it confen M e  control over public policy and coincides. 
indeed, with a growing conviction among the people that ordinary citizens are powerlcss 
to influence governmentrl decisions." (1937, p. 41) For further discussion, also see 
Feinberg (1987). 



justice, but about the actual significance and usage of these rights as it is foreseen by the 

cornmunitarian cntics. From this point onwards, a brief cornparison of Rawls' early and 

late writings will further this discussion on the problem of 'rights' as the bndging concept 

between universal ideals and cornmunitarian demands. 

The theoretical coherence and analytical plausibility of the foundations of 

Rawlsian liberalism have been incessantly challenged by cornmunitarian theories of 

justice (Maclntyre 1981; Sandel 1982). In response, in his later writings Rawls renounces 

any cornmitment to the essentialist conception of the autonomous self and instead 

proposes a contextual justification of liberalism.36 He thus blunts the force of the 

cornmunitanan attack by embracing it and justifying his own theory of justice in a 

discourse that is not at odds with communitarianism (Moore 1990). In its new format, the 

Rawlsian theory of justice is presented purely as a practice of political conceptualisation 

of the self. Nonetheless, the doctrines offered by later Rawls are not fully compatible 

with the principle of reflective equilibrium proposed in A Theoty of ~ u s ~ i c e . 3 ~  The 

Rawlsian 'self presented in the later wntings is in possession of perfect and full autonomy 

in the context of interaction between free and qua1  human beings in a timeless preseat. 

As the autonomous self is made into an integral part of the articulation of a theory of 

justice "which will provide a basis for agreement" in Western democratic societies. the 

original doctrine of A T h e o q  ofJustice is re-presented simply as a heunstic device to 

attain self-undentanding (Moore op. cit., p. 461)38 In his later wntings. Rawls thus 

3 6 ~ s  one of the major critics of Rawlsian liberalism, Miçhael Sandal (1982) accuses 
Rawls of employing implausible Kantian rnetaphysics. 
371n Margaret Moore's words, "[wlhat is clear in either case is uiat the text of A Theop 
of Justice certainly supports the univenalist, rationalist interpretation that many find in it: 
and it is important to assess Rawls' repudiation of universalist daims for his theory, and 
his emphasis instead on the situated character of his theory within a particular type of 
society." (1990, p. 460) 
38~articularly in the later writings of Rawls, the possibility of political convergence in 
the idiom of 'overlapping consensus' is portrayed as "embedded in the political 



claims that his principles are political and not metaphysical. In this new context. the 

Rawlsian theory of justice presents itself as a mere articulation of a doctrine that 

historically provided the common basis for liberalism (Rawls 1985, p. 246). Therefore, 

the contest is no longer over philosophical foundations for a theory of justice but is about 

competing narrations of the history of modem [Western] society.39 

In his repudiation of the universalist claims attached to his theory, Rawls re- 

contextualises the liberal theory of justice by emphasising the situatedness of his theory 

within a particular type of society. 40 Accordingly, the principles of a liberal theory of 

justice are authenticated by an overlapping consensus in the society-a notion of common 

good agreed by the members of the society (Rawls 1987). Rawls' re-visited theory of 

justice thus serves the purpose of a regulative political invention which articulates and 

orders the values in a democratic society (op. cit.. p. 6). Consequently. in his later 

writings Rawls moves away from explicit focus on the conceptualisation of the self, 

individual autonomy and society ooto the consensual pnnciples of modem democratic 

societieç--the domain of examples being limited to Western dernocracies.41 The major 

problem of liberalism then becomes to find a solution to how liberai societies can reach 

an agreement on distributive principles of an 'agreed' justice system. For a just society in 

the liberal universe, the measures that guarantee procedural equality are the minima 

institutions of a constitutional democratic regirne." (Rawls 1985, p. 225) Meanwhile. this 
relation between Westem industrialised democracies and the conception of the self as 
essentially 'free' and 'equal' is the heart of the problem for the Mamist/neo-Marxist as 
well as cornmimitarian critiques of Rawlsian theory of justice. 
3% Rawls' words, "Philosophy as the search for truth about an independent 
metaphysical and moral order can not, 1 believe, provide a workable and shared basis for 
a olitical conception of justice in a democratic society." (op. cit., p. 230) 46;: or instance, Rawls' 1987 essay "The Idea of an Overlapping Consensus" proposes the 
political conception of justice as an articulation of the basic values of a democratic 
society. Particularly see op. cit, pp. 6-7. 
411, this context, the two new pnnciples of a Rawlsian theory of justice are introduced as 
'Okemel of overlapping consensus" and "the tradition of l i  heral democratic societi es" 
(Rawls 1987, pp. 8-1 1). 



moralia of autonorny and pluralism.42 

Rawls' theoretical maneuvers are taken much further in Kymlicka's work on group 

nghts (Kymlicka 1995). Kymlicka argues that in the face of a violent pluralism that 

challenges the unitary vision of a national polity, the acknowledgement of the claims of 

specific comrnunities is one of the ways in which liberalism can absorb the unsettling 

effects of ascnptive inequality.43 Meanwhile, regardless of the changes iatroduced by 

Kymlicka's cornmunitarian contextualisation of the liberal theory of justice, philosophical 

liberalism keeps the notion of 'original position' intact. Accordingly, al1 members of a 

iiberal society start from an initial equal position of agreement--adrnittedly a 'non- 

historical device of representation' for the purpose of the systematic exclusion of 

contextually-relative beliefs and attachments of the individual (Rawls 1985. p. 236). This 

abstract conception of the 'liberal self is to denote the ordinary member of a democratic 

society. Through the construction of the self as a 'rarefied rational agency', the task of 

articulating a theory of justice then becornes coocretising the basis for agreement and 

fomalising the essence of the 'overlapping consensus' (Moore 1990. p. 462; Williams 

1994, p. 35). 

In conclusion, although sorne of the current debates within liberalism offer new 

agendas regarding the relation between the individual, the mmmunity, and the society at 

large, the relation between individual self-interest constituting the founding pillar of 

liberalism and issues of ethical and moral choice remain obscure. In the same vein, the 

question of how political consensus was or is to be achieved in the form of an 

'overlapping consensus' remains unattended. If moral intuitions forming the basis of a 

-- 

4 2 ~ o n s e ~ u e n t l ~ ,  the force of the cornmunitarian attack is bluntsd by absorbing it. 
Specifïcally, the 'later' Rawls paradoxically accepts Sandel's critique of liberal theory as a 
specific historical formulation with a notion of the self as a pure rational agency. For 
further discussion, see Moore ( 1990). 
4 3 ~ o r  an overall critique of Kyrnlicka's position, see Williams (1994). 



liberal theory of justice are themselves already agreed upon givens. the very principles of 

justice become justifications for their own existence. In other words, there is no real 

consensus that lead to an 'overlapping consensus'. This is a major historical as well as 

methodological problem for liberalism since it leads to the overriding of social conflict. 

and, ethical and moral choices in the society. Liberalism is attracted to the notion of 

moral diversity and variations of cultural membership as a remedy for such ambiguities 

that infect the founding principles of liberal theory. However, even in its uprooted state 

of being in the midst of distinctively announced pluralities that refuse to converge. it 

insists on representing a generai understanding of what the cornmon good is. 

The central paradox of the liberal theory of justice is its unwillingness to acclaim 

its substantive application of a moral philosophy to the theory of justice under the pretext 

of an already existing fundamental agreement in the [liberal] society. For the 

accommodation of such a paradox. the autonomous liberal self is separated ioto two 

distinct spheres: the public and the pnvate. or according to the new lexicon. the 

communal-cultural and the civic-social. If the self is seen as a sum total of parts, the pre- 

Kymlicka liberal theory proposes that public equals what is left of the self after the 

exclusion of al1 substantive ethical concerns. However, the inner divisiveness of the self 

initiated by early liberal theory is not strong enough to sustain the profound tension 

between pluralism and unity accentuated by the conflictual character of modern 

democratic societies. As a solution. both the later Rawls and Canadian phiiosophers 

Charles Taylor and Will Kymlicka presuppose that the foundations of an overlapping 

consensus have to be defined in terms of a shared 'ethical' conception of the good (Taylor 

1994; Kymlicka 1995). 

Is it possible that an agreement can be reached among people who hold widely 

divergent and yet coherent and plausible moral principles? Could the political conception 



of 'fundamental intuition' solve the problem of consensus in an environment of ethico- 

moral conflict? According to Rawis in A Theory of Justice, d l  huma. beings are eligible 

for partaking in the overlapping consensus. The Rawls of the later essays, on the other 

hand, defines the concept of fundamental intuition with direct reference to the dynamics 

of the modem liberal democratic societies, In both cases, the contents of intuitive 

perception of political truth remain curiously vague. However, it is clear that the outlined 

fundamental intuition--the founding principle of a liberal society-4s tangible only for 

individuals who are already part of an 'overlapping consensus'. In other words, the 

liberal theory of justice ovemdes the modem formulation of political legitimacy as a 

derivative of individual choices leading to an agreement/consensus among individuals. 

Instead, it is based on the premise that the choices to be made are extracted from a reified 

reservoir of already shared beliefs, practices and values. The cornmon good ascnbed by 

the liberal iheory of justice is indeed an elaborate myth that parades as a social contract 

(Moore 1990. p. 468).& Later Rawls sirnply specifies the geopoliticai locale of the 

societies which are capable of 'undertaking' such a contract. 

In this context, the Rawlsian daim that contemporary liberal democratic societies 

are characterised by a "plurality of opposing and incommensurable conceptions" of the 

good becomes al1 the more problematic (Rawls 1985, p. 249). In both A Theory of Justice 

and in his later essays, Rawls maintains that particular conceptions of the good should be 

denied a justificatory role in the political arene, and that rival moral theones should be 

treated as mere human conventions. What is the neutral arbiter outside and superior to al1 

-- 

4% Moore's words, "What the mernbers of the community share, what ihey have 
acquired in the course of their induction into the way of life of their society, is a 
conception of themselves as creating their society, as choosing their way of life in 
abstraction from al1 communally relative beliefs. But the recognition that this conception 
is itself relative to particular communities and dependent for its survival and content and 
legitirnacy on being embodied in communal practices, involves a denial of the substantive 
content of the community's self-conception." (ibid.) 



moral philosophies? For Rawls, it is the 'neutraiity pnnciple' exercised by the ~ t a t e . ~ 5  

Accordingly, individual memben of the society are conceived of as withdrawing from 

their particular moral interests, their conceptions of the pood and are expected to confine 

their political attention to the arena of politics prescribed by the overarching modern 

nation-state (Moore 1990, p. 472). This resignation of the self from the 

particular/communal concept of the gocxi in the political sphere is to be guaranteed by 

each and every individual's awareness of the lack of means to organise the society in 

accordance with a particular conception of the good. 

In other words, the principal assurance for liberalism is an individual's 

undentanding/acceptance that balance of power protects plurality in the society. Pluraiity 

provides the impetus for independent moral commitment for a compromise by al1 

memben of the society given their inability to secure the situation that each favour. In 

this context, citizeoship is defined as the capacity for each individual to form and 

rationally pursue hermis definition of good within the constraints imposed by an exigency 

to protect the riphts of othen. That exigency, i.e. the nation-state, however. is by no 

means a neutral arbiter of clashing interests. It is a poiitical organ based on the optimum 

utilisation of power in order to legitimise and protect itself (Tilly 1989). Although rarely 

discussed in the context of liberalism-comuait~anism debate, the role of the modem 

nation-state as the organiser of the liberal democratic universe-as the 'invisible hand' of 

the political realm--is a curious aspect of the Liberal theory of justice that requires further 

elaboration. In fact, it is the naturally assumed roie of the neutral state that organically 

links the European secular nation-state mode1 with liberal ideals pertaining to a just 

4 5 ~ o r  Rawls, the equality principle is prior to that of neutralify. Meanwhile, one of' the 
main assumptions of the Rawlsian theory of justice is that these two principles are 
mutually consistent and inseparable in a liberal society. For further discussion, sec 
Hoffman ( 1987). 



society (Polanyi 1956)P6 The nation-state provides rhe institutional forum for the 

exercise and protection of rights and duties prescnbed by the liberal socio-political 

project. And visa versa, the liberal definition of the citizen as the autonomous beholder 

of rights and duties furnishes the nation-state with a legitimate cause for eternal existence. 

At the same tirne, as communitarianism challenges the clearly defined and secure borders 

of the liberal political univene, ethno-reiigious sentiments refute the harmonious surface 

image of national unity and consensus reflected by the modern nation-state. The 

interesting twist here is that just as liberalism has its own utopian longings in the form of 

an abstract, ideal and chosen community, nationalism entertains at its very origins a 

stronp sense of historical bonding in its definition of the national polity. This is 

particularly tme in countries which attained sovereign existence as a result of national 

liberation struggles, or as they are cornmonly known, independence wars. Although there 

are marked differences between different f o m s  of nationalism, since the 1848 

Revolutioas in Europe, the political charge camed by nationalism is based on the 

foundationalised depiction of a community stnving for the fulfillment of its destiny. 

If so, what we encounter as anti-moderuist counter-utopian responses to the key 

modemist utopias such as nationalism or liberalism are directly informed by the initiai 

mold of the moderuist utopias themselves. Both strands of utopianism are circumscribed 

by the dictates of the project of Enlightenment. The difference appears to be that 

nationalism and liberalism deny the continpency of their position, while ethno- 

nationalism and communitarianism proudly daim it. Meanwhile, the genealogies of both 

nationalism and liberalism suggest that each were originaliy doctrines with a signature-- 

460n the role of the state as a negotiator between the dernands of the capitalist market 
and the society. and its transformation into an all-mighty neutral arbiter, Polanyi (1956) 
provides an excellent historical analysis of the capitalist transformation in England and 
Europe. For further discussion. also see McNally ( 1993). 



liberalism clearly espoused by the European bourgeoisie and nationalism as the 

intellectual property of classes andfor communities self-defined by their political 

achievements. The loss of these signatures, and the boundless universalisation of both 

nationalism and liberalism in tum elicited the counter-utopian response. h k e d  at from 

this angle, anti-modernist utopias mainly complete the full circle of rnodemism rather 

than breaking away from it. 

Ethics or Potitics?: Nationslicm and its MUror Image 

As Agnes Heller argues in her work on theones of justice, any argument that is 

confined within the dictates of a 'liberal universe' carries on the legacy of the break down 

of the ethico-political concept of justice into two distinct parts during the eighteenth 

century: the philosophy of morality and the socio-political concept of justice (Heller and 

Feher 1982; Heller 1987). Followinp this division, in Continental thought, the socio- 

political concept of justice developed into a set of recommendations for a legal-political 

order to secure the riphtsffreedoms of citizens. This new conceptualisation of justice 

subjected morals to the inquiry of theoretical reason in its cornmitment to a 'value-free' 

procedure.47 In this framework, the socio-political concept of justice is limited to the 

domain of distributive and retributive politics, which were gradually brought under the 

dictate of the dl-mighty state apparatus. As a result, just distribution and just punishment 

substituted for the ideal of a good l i f e .  The arbiter for exercisinp these noms of 

justice was Left, however, beyond scrutiny. 

Heller argues that the breaking down of the ethico-political concept of justice also 

- 

47b '~n  the plane ofjustice, only minimu moralia rernain." (Hcoller 1987, p. 93) 
48~n Heller's words, "Justice, indeed, becarne fairness." (ibid.) 



Ied to the emergence of the idea of universal validity. The subject, as a moral being. 

became the bearer of the ultimate universal category: Humankind. Consequentiy, mord 

philosophy became formalised and procedural.49 Perhaps the Marxïst social project 

attempted to piece together what had been tom asunder--the socio-political and ethical 

components of the ethico-political concept of justice--but while doing that it actually led 

to the creation of an indivisible whole. According to Heller, Marx's point of departure 

was the idea of absolute freedom which deems the irnposed noms,  rules and values 

extemal to the individuai's free as constraining. However, Heller and other members of 

the Budapest School argue that instead of guaranteeing human emancipation. the scenano 

of the Marxist revolution actually bacldired and led to novel forrns of authoritananism 

and exploitation. In other words, the logic suggesting that capitalism has already 

dismantled the traditional structures of ethical authority, and should the economic 

constraint be rernoved, the path to absolute freedom would be cleared. proved faulty.= 

In this context, the double-task of histoncal materialism--reconstnicting history, and 

deducing absolute freedom from that history which is reconstnicted--became its heaviest 

burden.51 

In Heller's work, the Marxist definition of absolute freedom, anticipated to corne 

after the revolution, is defined as a state of being devoid of hierarchies of moral n o m s  or 

choices: al1 are unique and different, but the differences lie only in their abilities and 

capacities (Gardiner 1997). Accordingly, at the point of redemption of humanity through 
- - 

4%ller is well aware of the critiques of Kant's categorical imperative. However, she is 
willing to defend Kant on one matter regardless of d l  the implications of the categorical 
imperative: "[tjhat man should never be used as a mere means. but should always bc 
treated as an end-in-itself as well, because humanity must be respected in every hurnan 
being." (op. cit., p. 101) 
5 0 ~ t  this point, Heller takes refuge in irony: "Capitalisrn also produces the social qent  to 
remove the economic constraint, the proletariat, which cannot liberate itself without 
simultaneously liberating d l  humankind." (op. cit., p. 106) 

  or a sirnilar critique of historical materialism. see Giddens ( 1985, 1990). 



the realisation of history, individual uniqueness is rendered aesthetic and not ethical in its 

nature52 And yet, Heller aiso argues that as a result of the eradication of the meaning of 

difference, the re-unity of the two parts of the ethico-political concept of justice remains 

unrealised in the Man<ist pmject. 

ln contradistinction to what she attributes to Marx, in Heiier's ethico-political 

mode1 of justice, life and freedodiberty are not deduced from jusûcelredemption itself. 

In this sense, her work provides a synopsis of the Budapest School of ~arxism.53 

During the 1950s the intellectuals cited under the rubric of the Budapest school were 

taking a resolute anti-Staiinist stand as membea of the Hungarian Communist Party. In 

the 196û-68 penod their critique of existing socialism--rooted in a Marxist humanism-- 

united political liberals and economic reformists around them in their efforts for the 

negation of state socialism. At that point, they were offered a 'compromise' by the 

Govemment of accepting the party dictatorship and a de-Stalinised Soviet rnodel. 

Consequently, by the Iate 1960s the group gradually alienated itself from both liberal 

reformen and bureaucratie conservatives. Subsequentiy, following their open protest of 

the 1%8 Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, they were removed or forced to resign from 

52"~bsolute freedorn is the end of suffering, and not the promised land of the righteous." 
(Heller lm, p. 108) 
5 3 ~ h e  Hungarian revolution of the 1956 provided the ethical and philosophical 
foundations of a new critique of both capitalisrn and existing socialism under the auspices 
of studenis of Lukacs recognised as the Budapest School. The coinage Budapest School, 
however, should not be takea as an address to a monolithic group of elite theorists or 
Georg Lukacs' closest confidants. Rather, if one has to search f& a &mmon beginning, it 
is only fair to assert that al1 the members of the School lived through the 1956 
Revolution, witnessed the invasion of Czechoslovakia by the Soviet army in 1968, were 
identified as 'dissidents' by the Hungarian govemment and consequently were obliged to 
leave Hungary in the late 1970s. George and Maria Markus as well as Ferenc Feher. 
Agnes Heller and Georg Szelenyi emigrated to Australia. Later George Markus, Heller 
and Feher emigrated to United States and assumed positions respectively in City 
University of New York and New School for Social Research. Mihaly Vajda settled in 
Germany while George Konrad and Andreas Hegedus settled in Budapest. For further 
discussion, see Brown (1988). 



their academic positions, their works were censored and they were expelled from the 

Communist Party. Between 1973 and 1976. they were unemployed and intentiooally 

isolated from public life. 

During this p e n d  of their agonising stmggle for survival in Hungary, their idiorn 

of 'humanisation of socialism' translated itself into the doctrine of the need for the 

revolution of everyday life. Thereupon. the memben of the Budapest School became the 

performers of the embodiment of a critique which allied itself neither with the West nor 

with the East. In a new language of alienated needs, echoing Kenneth Galbraith's thesis 

formulated in the Afluenf Sociefy and New Ijzdustrial Stare, the revolution of everyday 

life entailed the rejection of the needs that are produced by the very system designed to 

fulfil them. They argued that in advanced capitalism, the separation of the polity and 

economy presewed both individual liberty and unequal distribution-utilisation of power 

based upon an exploitative regime of accumulation. On the other hand, in existing 

socialism the sphere of civil society was absorbed in the state with the sacrifice of the 

liberty of the individual. For the so-called communist societies, the transfiguration of 

historical materialism as a paradigm of production became a histoncal irony; the growth 

of productive forces no longer implied emancipatory consciousness, and the theory of a 

dialectical relationship between productive forces and relations of production lost its 

critical-emancipatory potential. In the condemnation of both the East and the West put 

fonvard by the Budapest School, Marxian-Lukacsian predilection for class is thus reduced 

to a mythical status. Especially for Heller, class is crucial but not universal and the long 

search for the universal agent of the revolution no longer offea a political promise. 

According to this new [post-Marxist] idiom of emancipation, ideology, not the 

class position, is the primary constituent of reality. Furthemore, the transcendence of 

both existing socialism and capitalism is framed so that moving beyond Marxian critique 



of ideology would embrace the Enlightenment values of individual freedom and 

democracy. ln this vein, the Budapest School rejects the Althusserian framework in 

which the individual becomes a bearer of s t r ~ c t u r e s . ~ ~  Work-as distinguished from 

labour-. on the other hand, refers to self-creative life activity which is the object of will 

and intention. la tum. sociality refen to the objectification of individual self-creativity in 

a social context and consciousness implies the conscious life activity and the reflexibility 

of self-understanding. The center of the debate on emancipation is thus occupied by the 

problem of the creation of subjectivity by the self through self-activity. As such, 

alienation is signified as the separation of the possibilities of self-realisation from what is 

embodied in the historical development of the human species. Nevertheless, the 

Budapest School refuses the legacy of the Marxist project of emancipation since they 

suggest alienation can never be completely transcended. For Heller, this is due to the 

persistence of a systern of alienated needs.55 

Although they are students of Lukacs, in the end the members of the Budapest 

School radically reject the framework within which the Marxian-Lukacsian distinction 

between the empirical and the imputed consciousness of the working class operates. In 

this sense, their neo-Marxism is built upon a pst-Lukacsian idiom. The Budapesr School 

had to corne to terms with the realisation that it was not the consciousness that was 

missing so much as the class unity itself. Instead. their work parallels that of Karl 

%n Heller's words "Regardinp the constituent parts of the essence or man 1 have 
accepted the position of M m ,  according to which sociality. work (objectification), 
freedom, consciousness, universality comtituIe the essence of man." (Heller 1976 in 
Hegedus -- et. al, p. 63; also cited in Brown, p. 2%-emphasis mine) 
55~or  Lukacs, the labour-capital dichotomy is the point of departure in understanding the 
evolution of capitalism. It is true that Lukacs did not view consciousness as a simple 
reflex of the class struggle, however, he maintained that the ideological constituents of 
consciousness--the unfolding of which is equivalent to the revolution itself and therefore 
the necessary moment of historical change--had their origins in the class structure of 
society. Meanwhile, the Budapest School refers to Lukacs' view of consciousness as the 
"myth of the proletariat" (Vajda 1975, p. 5) . 



Polanyi, particularly his emphasis that the Marxist critique of capitalism was based on 

only one aspect of the total unfolding of the market economy (Polanyi 1956). According 

to Polanyi, the Orthodox Maotist approach begins with a pre-existent, autonomous 

economic sphere from which al1 power ernanates, whereas in Polanyi's view, historical 

analysis has to start with the comprehension of the economic sphere as it emerged from 

pre-capitalist societies. Therefore the changing base of power is more broadly located 

than the dictum of the market The observable danger of the interpretatioo of Marx as 

assessing al1 power in capitalism to emanate from the economic sphere is that it leads to 

an authoritarian vemacular of politics, a politics within which civil society has to be 

absorbed by the state to end alienation. In this sense, as opposed to the orthodox readings 

of Marx, Polanyi's approach reveals a 'pluralism of power' in advanced capitalism. 

The Budapest School extends Polanyi's analysis into the realm of existing 

socialism and proposes that the pluralism of power in capitalism is deliberately destroyed 

in Eastern European societies in the form of a legitimised dictatorship over needs. This 

paradigrnatic shift of analysis towards a multifaceted understanding of power involves the 

augmentation of a neo-Marxist project as a theory of 'radical democracy'. In its essence. 

the radical democracy alternative is admirably consistent with Marxism's fundameutal 

value-premise of equal self-determination for the need of self-fulfillment. Meanwhile, it 

signifies an attempt to allow the expression of needs and the recognition of the plurality 

of needs. In this context, Heller's larger corpus of' work aims at the transcendence of both 

distorted and dictated needs. She argues that the historia-philosophical foundations of the 

Marxian theory of alienation, domination and revolution do not offer possibilities for a 

simultaneous critique of bureaucratie socialism and capitalism as the two-headed 

monstrous demonstration of the alienation of the human need. In addition, addressing the 

problem of agency, Heller suggests that according to the Marxist theory of historical 



transcendeme, only the proletariat possessed the capacity to recognise human alienation 

and bondage and therefore power for restoratioo of the human universality as a species 

character. In this context, the Budapest School's political agenda for the 'revolution of 

the everydrty Life' became a symbol of a new mode of emancipation in opposition to the 

Marxist idiom of determinate negation via a select class. 

The particularist and voluntaristic aspects of a political project of emancipation 

posed by the Budapest School thus escape the pnsoning of the utopian idiom committed 

by Orthodox Marxism. In particular, Heller's work on a new theos, of justice(1987) is of 

utmost significance. In her exclusive study of justice under the rubric of 'the question of 

justice beyond justice', Heller attempts to clarify the concept of justice by addressing both 

the histoncal and normative groundiog of justice theones in Western political philosophy. 

Accordingly, the problem of justice lies precisely at the meeting and departure of political 

philosophy . social phiiosophy and moral philosophy .% 

Heller introduces Rawls as the counter example of what she proposes. The 

Rawlsian theory of justice is the prime case of the socio-political conceptualisation of 

justice. She classifies Rawls as a theorkt of a static concept of justice according to which 

contemporary Western society is dealt with ahistorically. In the Rawlsian model. justice 

is treated as a substance, and under the 'veil of ignorance', claims to 'equal distribution' 

are nothing but a prologue for a specific type of unequal distribution. As such, Rawls 

produces yet another example of the tnad model of distribution composed of the 

individual atomic unit as both cornpetitor and recipient, the govemrnent/state as the re- 

distributor, and moneylcapital as the object to be distributed (op. cit., p. 183). Equality of 

the satisfaction of al1 needs assumes the sameness of needs. In the triad model, there is 

56'[a]i1 clairns io justice are rooted in certain values oiher than justice iiself. .." (Hellrr 
1987. p. v) 



the moment of initial equality--equal start, equal distribution of resources. respect and 

recognition-whereas HeUer proposes to start with the assumption of initial inequalities 

based on gender, race. class. ethnicity, religion and culture, in other words, with 

'difference' (op. cit., p. 199).9 Subsequent to this bbunequal start", there has to be 

"unequal distribution" in order to reach a real point of equilibrium.58 Against the 

possible totalitanan implications of a new ethico-political concept of justice, Heller 

proposes an 'incomplete' concept of justice (op. cit., pp. 232-233). And yet. she wams 

against the promotion of a supreme moral good as the inherent relos for socio-political 

action. Heller's formulation of an incomplete ethico-political concept of justice is 

simultaneously universalising and de-universalising.59 It presupposes that there may be 

several good or just social systems with different sets of laws, rules and socio-political 

noms--the incompleteness. The only contestation of laws, noms or mles involves a 

recourse to the univenal values of life, human dignity and substantial freedom as the 

normative foundations for al1 humanity. For Heller, justice is "the condition of the good 

life--of al1 possible good lives--but it is not sufficient for the good life."oO Finally. 

recognition of the difference and uniqueness of the individual as well as the humanity of a 

person is a "person quo person" affair (p. 195). It is not only the state/govemment that is 

responsible for distribution or redistribution of gwds and services that can grant equal 

recognition to each and every individual: "so should each and every individual" (p. 1%). 

%Mer also contests the stance presenkd by the triad mode1 that the equal distribution 
O tion is the only model the individual would rationally choose. 
hs t r ibu t ion  almg these lines is either irrelevant or unjust in terms of the triad rnodel 
exemplified -- by the Rawlsian theory of justice. 
5Y"~hat  which is to be universalised (and generdised) is the 'golden d e '  of just 
procedure. However, if the sirnultanmus existence of several different cultures and ways 
of life is posited, everything else should be de-universalised." (op. cit.. p. 233) 
6 q n  her own defense, Heiler suaunarises her position as such:"[I] shall taik in a positive 
veiii about the self, morality, ethics, emotions, creativity and reason. 1s this anachrouistic? 
I hope not. Together with several others, 1 am swimming against the tide. Let us hope 
that the tide will turn." (ibid.) 



As an alternative against the colonisation of the fragrnented and atomic self by 

cornrnu~al claims of authenticity, the novel vision of an ethico-potitical conception of 

justice is neither prisoned by a nostalgic recapturing of collective memory, nor by the 

modemist detachment from history. In this context, the remaining question for us is 

whether current counter-utopian movements capture the spirit of Heller's 'incomplete' 

ethico-political concept of justice. Comparative analysis of the ethical cornmiiments of 

comrnunitarianism and the liberal theory of justice proved that current counter-utopian 

forms are equally conditiooed by the self-understanding inherited from the project of 

modernity as are the modemist utopia-cum-ideologies. In this sense, Heller's 

identification of the break-down of the concept of justice into separate ethical and 

politico-legal components only leads to the conclusion that modernist utopias and anti- 

modernist counter-utopias suffer from similar shortcornings. 



Anti-modern Utopias: Hopes and Delusions 

We are apt to be misled ... by the ideologicai uses to which the concept of a 
tradition has been put by conservative political theorists. 
Characte risticall y such theorists have followed Burke in contrasting 
tradition with reason and the stability of tradition with conflict. Both 
contrasts obfuscate. For al1 reasoning takes place within the context of 
sorne traditional mode of thought, transcending through cnticism and 
invention the Iimitations of what had hitherto been reasoned in that 
tradition ... Traditions, when vital. embody continuities of conflict. 

Alastair MacIntyre 1981, p. 206. 

The project of Enlightenment incorporated an all-inclusive range of utopian 

schemes--Le. restoration, realisation and redemption. Although it could not refrain from 

the creation of margins and thus always left a residue behind threatening its totality. it 

also never failed to produce a formula for the abs~rption of that residue back into the 

mainstream. This way, modernity renews itself and extends its lifeline through seemingly 

alien forms. As new blueprints for virtues, choices, and tmth-daims are constructed 

through the lenses of particularist agendas of rnarginalised groups, simultaneously the 

novel cal1 of diverse traditions move away from the contentious margins to the 

hegemonic core. 

The critical analysis of contemporary fonns of utopianism undertaken here 

suggests that what is encountered as new, fanatic, eccentric or  radical is perhaps only a 

small-scale replica of the older plot, yet with new margins. The convergences between 

utopian and counter-utopian scenarios erode the philosophically and aesthetically 

presupposed divide between modemist and anti-modemist political gestures. Current 

couoter-utopias such as ethno-religious separatism or communitananism re-stage the 

premises of modemity in the language of anti-modemity. As such, they embody the 



contradictions of the modemist project from within. However, the tension between 

modemist and anti-modemist utopias by no means transcends the tradition of rnodemity. 

The 'tradition of modemity' is defined by the critiques of the modemist project as much 

as its proponents (Adorno and Horkheimer 1973). In fact, as demonstrated here, anti- 

modemism plays a vital role in the affirmation of the project of modemity. 

Anti-modernist counter-utopias utilise a critical format based on the re-reading of 

regimes of representation. creation of genedogies of identity formation. or the reinstating 

of borders for universalist political projects.61 Specifically. the de/reconstructive 

techniques of identity politics insist on an ontology of discovery and search for alternative 

and oppositional claims of truth that stand outside the already established frames of 

reference. Based on a mode1 of contingency airning for the negation of stationary 

positions of seeing. the 'split and contradictory self who can play with the rational and the 

imaginary without being confineci to one or the other has thus become the most celebrated 

form of subjectivity (Fox Keller 1987; Haraway 1988). This type of utopianism broached 

in cornmunitarian ethics is engaged by a whole spectrum of new social movements 

rebelling against the universal authority inscnbed by the institutional topography of the 

modem Polîc: the nation-state. In this context. ethno-nationalism is not an exception. but 

just another site of contestation at once within and outside the modem [national] polity. 

Consequently. the so-called 'fundamentalism' depicted in ethno-religious 

irredentism charactenses a reversed ethics of the project of modernity. The myths of the 

(O)rigin, (T)radition or (H)eritape are not ideological fossils of pre-modern eras. and 

neither are they inventions of the present one: they are rooted in the ovemding 

antagonisms of the modemist project itself. Wheo one lacks a vision of the original 

610n the de-ceniering and re-contextualisation of traditional forms of identity. see 
Giddens (1990, 1991). 



project evolving and renewing itself in new forms, and the survival of the central 

premises of the Cartesian separation of mind and body, male and female, public and 

private, and good and right, ethics and politics, etc. one is apt to be misled (Kolakowski 

1990). What is promised by new forms of utopianism as the recovery of a forgotten 

historicity is unlikely to cite a new story. It is the same plot that has already shaped our 

understanding of modem political communities. It is true that what is pushed to the 

margins within the nationalist discourse is resurfaced and recycled by the cal1 of eihno- 

nationalism. Meanwhile, both liberal nationalism and ethno-nationalism struggle to re- 

write chronicles of the past in order to identify a 'particular' basis of legitimacy. 

Therefore, they are equally affected by the inner logic of the univenalist discourse of 

modernity (Lowenthal 1985). The celebrated cause of the politics of difference isolates 

in order to universalise, which is not more than a reversed sin of liberal nationalisrn 

needing the 'univend' and thus the 'European' to justify the particular. 

In conclusion, with a radical emotional charge, new political projects privilege the 

unique stance of self-justification and thus tend to prison the utopian virtues of temporal 

referentiality, socio-cultural positionality and politico-ethical contextuality into a fixed 

and defensive position. The utopian impulse fueling re-formulations of identity is 

curtailed by the construction of a justificatory past, a point of origin. The utopian critique 

which once gave Iife to radical politics is concretised in the form of renewed absolutisms, 

or reinvented orthodoxies. And hope, which is so central for rejuvenation, is gradually 

rnolded into a mythical point of anchorage for political victory. This common 

entanglement of the utopian mode of thought in self-justificatory illusions of a 'true' past 

dictaies the fate of the revisions introduced for the alleviation of the premises of 

modemity-which are more than anything else lacking the acknowledgement of the 

necessity of a dialogue (Gadamer 1975). Their constrictive rootedness in the project of 



modemity coostitutes the conundrum for the anti-modemist projects beholden to a 

dormant perception of the YesterDay for the creation of an alternative Today and 

Tomorrow. The utopian impulse, when it only speaks of 'revenp' in the forma1 disguise 

of rejuvenation o r  redemption, then becomes its own worst enemy. The ultimate 

realisation of the promised land of utopia is subversive as long as the subject of a utopian 

narrative is yet to apprehend new meanings ihrough self-authentication, and not dictation. 

The essentialisation of the utopian impulse leads to the eradication of traces and 

formations of meaning that endow what is not known at  the irnmediate, and speaks only 

through fabrication of verbatim diaries of the past wntten by the silenced voices of the 

present. 

Nonetheless, one can still entertain the belief that utopia as a discursive strategy is 

capable of offering anticipatory illumination (Bloch 1988). The category of not-yet- 

become is the home of utopia; the value of hoping for is not only about 'what is not there' 

or 'what was not recorded' but 'what has not been therel.62 If utopias are jailed in 

daydreams and wish-landscapes of signification determined by a passionate longing for 

the 'loss', they cannot drearn of something new to corne. Imagining what has never been 

before can be initiated only by the acceptance that hope can be disappointed. And 

disappointment, as a mode of tolerant vulnerability , leaves space for presentiments of 

what one lacks, needs, wants and hopes to find, beyond the greediness of what one is 

detemined to find. It provides the courage for giving up the apparitions of what one 

thinks as lost and will be regained. However, once the utopian potential of anticipatory 

illusion is finalised and fonnalised, the mutation of anticipation into doctrinaire f o m s  of 

knowledge resufts in the inception of a new ideology (Mannheim 1936). 

6 2 " ~ h i l e  we livi, we do oot see ounclves in it; we flow onward. So what happened in 
the process, what we actually were in it, will noi coincide with what we can experience. 
It is not that which one is and certainly not what one means." (Bloch 1988, p. xxxi) 



The utopian impulse has the capacity to radically alter the nature of the 'binary' 

problematic of owning or disowning the tradition of modernity. Whether there is the 

acknowledgement of the value of departure frorn a critically preempted ground of 

modemity is something that can be judged via looking at the forms that the utopian mode 

of thinking has assumed in its modernist and anti-modemist gestures. Current anti- 

modemist scenanos of redemption lead to a dangerous misplacement of politics in the 

critical idiom of the modemist displacement of politics. Displacement is the hurnan 

ability to accredit things removed from the utterer's immediate situation in time and 

space. The separation of the pnvate from the public, moral and ethical from the 

(R)ational, and (M)an from woman furnishes the paramount exposition of this peculiar 

ability. On the other hand. the dexterity to imagine 'what may be' or 'what might have 

been' irrespective of the subject-object relations generated by a peculiar situation 

increases our chances of surviving what might othenvise cause a final moment of servility 

(Freud 1963). 

In this context, the utopian mode of critique might penetrate the entirety of the 

project of modernity by rupturing the ascribed normative boundaries of cause and effect 

on the time-line of pst ,  present and future. As such, utopia as a mode of critical thinking 

can have a subversive effect upon a dominant discourse by virtue of using the same 

intrinsic device that the original project so skillfully employed to eliminate resistance: 

displacement. However, displacement as a form of politics is beneficial only so far as it 

extends the outmaneuvering social. political and cultural censorship into a condensation 

of substantiated cri tique. The misfortune of the historical essentialism that informs anti- 

modemist counter-utopias such as ethno-religious separatism and communitarianism is 

that they make us believe that utopias cm speak of un-encountered truths. Yet coming to 

terms with the frustration that modemist utopias and anti-modemist counter-utopias have 



more in common than what separates them, promises a new access to the ongins of their 

predecessor-utopias-i.e. nationalisrn and liberalisrn-that informed the counter-utopian 

response in the fint place. 

The 'utopian impulse'-a form of articulation that imagines the past. the present, 

or the future through historically embodied cultural, social and political dualities and with 

an identifiable signature--needs rejuvenation, especially so in order to have a deeper 

undentanding of the workings of nationalism and the process of nation-building. In a 

very specific coatext, to be able to recite the dualities that inforrn conternporary practices 

of nationalisrn, it is necessary to go back to the foundations of modemist and anti- 

modemist utopias ihat provide the content and the context for the practice of nationalism. 

Redemptionlrejuvenation is the leading theme that lies at the center of the whole genre of 

anti-modernist utopias. Here, the theoretical challenge is that the nation-state itself 

ernbodies the phantom of anti-modemist utopian projects. As will be argued in the 

following chapter, the rnodernist project of liberal nationalism constitutes the 

foundational political utopia of the last two centuries with its essential appendage of the 

sovereign nation-state and the liberal democratic system of politics. Meanwhile, ethno- 

nationalism, i.e. the cument counter-utopia of liberal nationalisrn, offen the very dues in 

order to decipher the modernist codes of national bonding and what was 

universalised/suppressed/formalised within that format. In this context, the margins 

speak of the core more than what the central narrative can tell. 



Chapter II 

THE NATION, ITS OTHERS AND THE HISTORY/STORY OF 
NATIONHOOD 



The social order is a sacred right which serves as a basis for al1 other 
rights. And as it is not a natural right, it must be one founded on 
covenants. The problem is to detemine what those covenants are... 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau 1%8, p. 49. 

In a chaotic and rapidly changing. world nationalism provides simple, 
concrete labels for friends and enemes. Because the sense of loss is at the 
center of the expenence of modernity, nationalism is more appealiop than 
the universalist doctrines of socialisrn and liberalism and radical 
dernocracy, which share with modemity itself the preoccupation with new 
and universal themes. 

John Breuilly lm, p. 30. 

In tirne-perception the focus of consciousness is on the present. What is 
perceived as present or "nown is the center around which what is perceived 
is organised. The past and future features of what is perceived form a 
background or context that contnbutes to the meaning of the present 
feature ... The past and future features form a temporal horizon for the 
present feature ... While we are heanog the third ring, it (the ring) is the 
temporal focus, but we are aware of it as the third ring because we 
perceived it as preceded by the previous two rings, and we anticipate other 
ring to follow. 

Peter K. McInemey 199 1, p 14. 



Introduction 

The congn lent and homogeneous nation-st ate is hardly more than a dream of the 

devoted nationalist alone, for whom the modem world is composed of unique and 

separate nations with the remainder of communities best categorised as ethnie aspiring to 

becorne 'true nations'. As discussed in the previous chapter, far from being obvious, the 

distinction between national and ethno-religiouslcommunal identities is perpetually 

blurred. The majonty of contemporary ethno-religious movements set forth their modus 

operudi as 'national self-determination'. In addition, the very nations once taken as the 

proof that a decisively multicultural/multi-ethnic national identity is possible-such as the 

former Y ugoslavia, former Czechoslovakia or present-day Canada-have been drawn into 

the strong currents of ethno-nationalist separatisrn (Pryor 1995; Kupchann 1995). In 

other words, national identity--connoting an all-inclusive form of political association 

larger than what previous ethno-relipious, cultural or politicai f o m s  of affiliation 

offered--is currentty suffering from a significant degree of erosion. 1 

And yet, the very delineation of the nation as a legitimate bodv politic still hinges 

upon the difference between ethno-religious cornrnunities and nations (Hayes 193 1 ; Kohn 

1%7).2 Ernphasising the difference between 'communal' and national identity, claims for 

nationhood are organised around a unique set of characteristics that the nation as an 

- - . - - - 

Ion the possibility of an 'integrative national identity' see Geertz ( l%3). Even in the 
case of ethnic or cultural nationalism, although national identity incorporates cultural, 
linguistic. racial or religious depictions of community, it nonetheless symbolises 
something larger than these particular attributes. This 'enlarging effect' of nationalism is 
also discussed by Aron ( 1974). 
2 ~ o r  a historical treatment of the subject, see Scbafer (1972) and Seton-Watson ( 1977). 
These two are compilations of historical cases while Koha's and Hayes' work have a clear 
analyticai focus. For a current debate on this issue, see Smith (1995). 



autonomous entity is assumed to possess (Kedourie 1960, 1970)~  A critical 

understanding of the qualities attnbuted to the modem nation requires a broad 

perspective, attending to both historical and geographical variations4 Nonetheless, a 

number of common elements associated with the 'check-list' of nationhood persist in 

divergent contexts. Here, fint the formal characteristics of nationhood will be alluded to. 

to be differentiated from the ideological facade as well as the specific historical 

circumstances of the nation-building process. 

The legalfprocedutal practice of the 'codification' of nationhood in international 

politics--the naming and legitimation of a nation--constitutes an essential part of 

nationhood.5 Quantitative knowledge about nation-state formation, such as demographic 

characteristics. economic resources, rnilitary strength, extent of bureaucratie 

centralisation of the concemed state, does shed significant light on the process of nation- 

3 ~ l i e  Kedoune puts a strong emphasis on the role of nationalist elites and intellectuals 
during the nation-building process and treats nationalism as a doctnne/ideology rather 
than as a political practice. For him, the ideology of nationalism precedes the process of 
nation-building. 
%ln the issue of how to define the nation. Anthony Smith argues that "In contrast to an 
earlier generation of scholars and laymen, for whom the 'nation' (but not the ideology of 
nationalism) could be found even in antiquity, the new generation of social scientists and 
historians pronounced the nation a wholly modem creation with few, if any, roots in 
earlier epochs." (1986, p.1) As an alternative, Smith emphasises the role of ethnic ties 
and sentiments in  pre-modern history regarding both the current movements of ethno- 
nationalism and the original instances of nationalism in Europe. In his attempt to 
establish a causal link between perceptions of ethnicity and the formation of nations, 
Smith provides a very impressive sketch across history and geography in an attempt to 
clarify the dynamics of ethnic identity formation, ethnic survival or dissolution, and, 
transformation of ethnicity onto the sphere of modem national politics. For further 
discussion, - also see Smith ( 1971). 
S~istoncally, the number of recognised 'nations' increased exponentially. By 187 1, after 
the unification of Gennany and Italy had been cornpleted. there were 14 recognised 
nations. In 19 14, the number has risen to 20. Particularly from 19 14 onwards. national 
self-determination became a standing invitation for secession. In this venue, following 
the dismemberment of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire and the total break-up of the 
Ottoman Empire, the number of political units claiming sovereign national existence rose 
to 60 by 1945. During the 1990s, the total number reached 184 (Huntington 19%- pp. 
33-34). For further discussion, see Carr (1968). 



state building (Tilly 199Q.6 Meanwhile, on its own. what might be called the anaiysis of 

'nation-state potentiai' does aot reveal much about the premises of the conventionalised 

definition of a nation. Instead. it is the 'forma1 charactenstics' of nationhood that provide 

the clearest entry into the discourse of nationdism. Although they do not reflect the 

-- 

kharles  Tilly suggests three modes of state formation for an analysis of European state 
formations: the coercion-intensive mode. the capital-intensive mode and the capitalised 
coercion mode. Al1 three modes are dependent on the use of violence by the state: 
however, the forrn as well as the extent of its practice exhibit significant differences. In 
the coercion-intensive mode, the resource-seeking state operates in an environment of 
dispersed resources. mostly embedded in agriculture and controlled primarily by 
landlords. In this context, the state apparatus 1s based on strong alliances between the 
monarchy. the war-making princes and m e d  landlords; concessions of govemmental 
power to nobles and gentry take place in retum for the joint exploitation of the peasantry 
(p. 142). Direct expropriation, CO-optation, clientage and taxation are the mechani sms 
through which the transfer of the resources towards the state take place in this particular 
mode. These states were extemally militanstic since they had to conquer to gain 
resources, and intemally repressive since they had to extract them despite the primacy of 
feudal relations. Tilly argues that Russia, the Ottoman temtones and Russia were 
exemplary states of this mode. The capital-intensive mode, on the other hand, is 
charactensed by a higher level of infrastructurai penetration by the state to the surplus- 
production process and a lower level of despotic rule by the center. Tilly suggests that 
much of the production in this mode is market-oriented, resources are monetarised and 
the urban networks of finance and trade assumed priority over the countryside. The state 
now borrows, purchases. punues interests in trade and finance. and wages war not for 
direct extraction of agricultural surplus but for a vanety of subtler and more cornplex 
foms of exploitation depending on the circuits of finance capital. A major difference 
between the capital-intensive mode and capitalised coercion mode is that in the former. 
the state acts as a representative of the bouqeoisie/capitalist classes. Accordingly, Tilly 
suggests that Northem Italy, Venice and Ragusa were exemplary of these srnall, 
republican. city -centered and commercial states (pp. 150-5 1). Final1 y, in the capitalised 
coercion mode, a blend of capital and coercive resources are mobilised by the state for its 
own perpetuation. In Tilly's words, "holders of capital and coercion interacted on tems 
of relative equality." (p. 30) The commercialisation of both urban and rural economies. 
hand in hand with large, professional and well-arxned armies and navies gives the states 
operating in the capitalised-coercive mode an overwhelming advantage in the creation of 
imperial structures and world hegemooy (p. 159). They thus 'out-perfoned' al1 the 
political structures which could not rely on direct access to both commercial and coercive 
foms of resource extraction. Wallentein and Arrighi had developed a similar model of 
state-formation using the terminology of 'world-hegemons' that guide and shape the 
coerced and unequal transfer of world economic surplus from the peripheral regions to 
the core. Accordingly, the Dutch, the British and the United States became the 
hegemonic states of the world-systern since its constitution in the sixteenth century. 
However, the world-system's approach has a homogenised model of hegemony applicable 
to each case rather than an evolutionary approach to state-formation. For further 
discussion, see Chase-DUM (1981) and Amghi (1995). 



individual history of a given 'nation', their apparent detachment from context-bound 

properties makes a generic definition of nationhood possible. In modem politics, what 

makes a conglomeration of people into a distinct political community called the nation 

inhabiting a clearly defined temtory is primarily accounted for in a fonndprocedural 

manner. In other words, nationhood does not solely depend on cultural, social and 

political uniqueness per se; the reasons for k i n g  identifïed as a nation, and not simply an 

ethno-religious community or a minority lie somewhere else. 

Meanwhile, in modern politics, there is an overwhelmiog tendency to refer to 

subjective attnbutes such as languap, religion, ethnicity, collective memory. a common 

sense of history and political destiny in cornmon explications of nationhood as a distinct 

mode of political existence.7 Why a nation is a nation, or even whether it has always 

been a nation, is a question that more often than not finds an answer in genealogical terms 

which emphasise ascribed characteristics (Quaye 1991). Here. the aforementioned divide 

between national and ethno-religious identity assumes paramount importance. In order 

for each and every minority community with a distinct identity no? to be referred as a 

'nation'--or as a 'proto-nationt--ethno-religious a d o r  ethno-linguistic uniqueness or the 

consciousness of that uniqueness must not suffice for a rninority to be recognised as a 

nation8 Indeed, the genealogical/subjective approach to defining nationhood needs a 

7~ similar separation of objective and subjective factors has been ernployed by Haller 
(1994). Max Haller insists on a clear separation of these two aspects of nationhood. 
Although his position can be justified since he is arguing for the creation of a new 
'European consciousness' as the glue that will keep otherwise integrated but antagonistic 
nations of Western Europe, the present work does not resort to the total separation of the 
forma1 and subiective characteristics of nationhood. 
&The wording i f  current documents on rninority nghts such as minority rights charters by 
the UN, also attest to the separation of nationality from ethno-religious/communal 
identi ty. For further discussion, see Heraciides ( 199 1) and Hannum ( 1994). Although one 
might argue that this phenomenon pnmarily reflects the self-protectionist tendencies of 
the nation-state system, it also has relevance in terms of identifying the consistencies 
andor irregularities in the ascription of nationhood. On the self-protection of the nation- 
state system, see Walker (1990) and Keely (1996). 



qualifier to secure the separation of an erhnie from the Nation. In the same vein, the 

historylstory of a nation requires a central theme, a rite of passage that transforms a giveo 

cornmunity into either a 'minority nation' or a 'nation proper'. The circular Iogic of 

nationalism dictates that the depictions of this rite of passage are derived from the already 

discussed forma1 characteristics of oationhood. As such. the genealogical tendency is 

complemented by the formal/procedural underpinnings of nationhood-cum-statehood. In 

the following pages, the precunors, as well as the dynamics, of the cntical relationship 

between genealogies of nationhood and the historical Iegacy of the nation-state as a 

distinctly autonomous political entity will be discussed. 

Contrary to the working assumptions of many a nationalist doctrine, the rite of 

passage that connects the historylstory of nationhood with a well-defined nation-state has 

a relatively recent history. The observation of the supreme status of the nation-state as 

the ultimate form of modern politics is usually associated with the year 1W, the age of 

national revolutions in ~ u r o p . 9  However, at a global scaie, it is more accurate to put 

They begaa in 
where national 
the territory of 

%he revolutions of 1848 lasted four months, from Februaw to June. 
Paris. although by March they had already spread to ~ e n t i a l  Europe 
movements proclairning the sovereignty of popular republics parcelled 
dynasties and empires that preceded them. Meanwhile, as Jonathan Sperber argues, "The 
European revolutions of 1848 have not always received the kindest of treatment at the 
hands of histonans. Gentle rnockery, open sarcasm and hostile contempt have frequently 
set the tone for narrative and evaluation. More favorable treatments of the p e n d  have 
not been much of an improvement, since their poetic interpretations have subtly 
downgraded the revolutions as serious political movements, not to be compared to the 
real business of 1789 and 1917." (1994, p. 1) In this context, Sperber points out three 
major interpretations of the 1848 revolutions. The fint one is the characterisation of 1848 
events as a 'romantic revolution' or 'the springtime of the peoples'. In this version, 
historical accounts concentrate on the heroic deeds of individual figures fightinp the dark 
forces of the feudal vestiges or imperial armies in Europe. The second version, on the 
other hand, emphasises the Iack of substance in these social upheavals, portraying the 
revolutionary elite as incornpeteut dilettantes detached from the dictates of day-to-day 
reality of life. The third venion, most favored among historians of nationalism. directs 
attention to the failure of the 1848 revolutions to establish new regimes since after a 
relatively short duration, the authorities overthrown by the revolution retumed to their 
seats of power. Meanwhile, the 1848 revolutions unquestionably form one of the most 
wide-spread and violent political rnovements in Eumpean history. For a more recent. 



that date as late as the irnmediate post-WWI years when the dogmalprinciple of national 

sovereignty was authoritatively established. This new dictum of inter-state politics laid 

the ground rules that distinct cultural identity and an expressed political will dong with 

the 'socio-cultural disposition' conducive to autonornous institutional existence are 

defined as the qualifiers for clairning/deserving nationhood.10 In this chapter, the 

historical specificities and implications of the total coalescence of culture and politics 

within the discourse of nationalism will be examinecl as well. 

In the European context, the principle of national sovereignty--so central to the 

recogniiion/legitimation of nationhood-was pnmarily devised to frame and legitimise the 

foundation of new nation-states in the era of independence wars against rnulti-ethnic 

political entities and old Empires during the last decades of the nineteenth century. The 

principle of national sovereignty was further solidified in the changed context of 

independence wars against colonial powen following the Second World War; national 

sovereignty was  mostly the pay-off for supporting the European Alliance against 

Germany and Italy. The same criteria continue to operate as the basis for the recognition 

-- -- . . . - - - pp - - .. . - 

prosaic and social history-onented interpretation of the events of 1848, see Sewell (1980), 
Tilly et al. (1975), Agulhon (1982) and Saville (1987). 
l0 For further discussion, see Preece (1997) and Brubaker (19%). As Roger Bmbaker 
argues, "Nationalism can be understood as a form of remedial political action. It 
addresses an allegedly deficient or 'pathological' condition and proposes to remedy it. 
The discoune that frames, and in part constitutes national action-and the sub-discursive 
sentiments which nationalist political stances seek to mobilise and evoke--cm be 
conceived as a set of variations on a single core iament: that the idea and interests of a 
putative nation are not properly expressed or realised in political institutions, practices or 
policies." (p. 4 1 1) Brubaker suggests that this allegedly 'deficient condition' that idomis 
nationalism can lead to two types of nationalism: polity-seeking or polity-upgrading 
nationalisms which in tum lead to either pdity-based or nation-shaping nationai politics. 
The genealogical/subjective definition mentioned in the present work corresponds to what 
Brubaker identifies as nation-shaping or polity-upgrading national politics. Again io 
Brubaker's words, ironically, "The literature on nationalism as a form of politics--1eaving 
aside the broader literature on nationaiism as an idea, or sentiment, or state of mind--has 
focused on polity-seeking nationalist movements, paying much less attention to the 
nationalisation of existing polities." (p. 412) 



of new nation-states today as exemplified by the wave of independent states emeqing in 

the post-Communist era.11 The novelty of the principle of nationallpopular sovereignty 

is that it provides a historical anchorage for the 'determination' of nationhood. 

Furthemore, it stabilises the conduct of this detemination by combining the forma1 and 

genealogical identification of nationhood into a sacred doctrine. Accordingly, the formal 

recognition of a nation in a defined temtory is to be granted-at least in principle-based 

on the combination of subjective attributes, a common will for independent sovereign 

existence, and the socio-political basis for the reaiisation of that will. In this framework, 

nationhood is circumscnbed by a very specific utilisation of the notion of legitimate 

authority. The idea of national sovereignty ascribes to the equation of a nation with a 

historic people and thus links political legitimacy with the rhetoric of historical destiny or 

'roots'. It is in this context that genealogical perceptions of nationhood become 

suggestive of a trajectory of gradua1 formal progression from minonty status to rninority 

nationhood to political sovereignty. As the rite of passage between having a minonty 

status and being recognised as a nation evolves around the consolidationfattribution of 

absolute sovereignty upon a given territory, the dividing line between ethno-religious 

communities and nations appean to be more about access to and utilisation of power and 

legi tirnation of authonty. 

l l~owever,  as observed in the aftennath of the collapse of the Eastern Bloc dunng the 
early 1990s, separatist nationalism is not the o d y  viable solution to 'correct' the sins of 
totalitarian nationalism or cconornic and cultural domination. Minorities can choose to 
CO-exist w i t h h  the larger polity if al1 parties involved can reach an agreement on the 
terms of their cohabitation. Indeed, conflict remlution efforts are repeatedly faced with 
the dilemma that even when there is a stated will for CO-habitation in a multi-ethnidmulti- 
national setting, there may not be a feasible mode1 in the modem nation-state tradition 
allowing the practice of such an option. Consociational democracy or federative 
stmctures are two of the most commonly cited scenarïos in such cases. Still, they operate 
on the premise of either 'proportional representation' or vertical integration, and, cornmon 
decision-making is limited mainly by federation-wide or inter-state concems such as 
defense. For a more positive approach to the problems addressed so far, see Elazar 
(1%). 



In retrospect. the political reality of sovereign nationhood involves struggles for 

power and control that are quite in disagreement with the 'evolutionary' rhetoric of 

beinghecoming a nation. National revolutions, constitutions, national liberation struggles 

or lndependence Wars constitute a key category of events in the histoqdstory of 

nationhood, for two reasons. They open up conventional positions of power to new 

classes and speakers of new ideologies (Breuilly 1982; Wallerstein et al, 1989). Equally 

importantly, they engender the juxtaposition of nationhood and sovereign statehood. 

Although these events are not usually construed as the beginnings of a 'nation', they 

nonetheless legitimise the power struggle over a temtory as well as a temtorially-defined 

political community; they lead to the rubber-stamping of the acquisition and enjoyment 

sovereign political existence. It is true that questions like what constitutes a national 

revolution or a national liberation stmggle, who are the protagonists and who ailied with 

the enemy, when the Independence War began or ended, or who are the 'true nationalist' 

and patriots as opposed to being collaborators or traitors, make the constructing of 

historylstory of nationhood into a dangerously contentious endeavor. Meanwhile. these 

inherent tensions of the nation-building process are perpetually remedied by the national 

myth. 

The terni national myth connotes the configuration of a nation's self-image and the 

underlying themes for the constitution of its history.12 As national myths tie the threads 

of symbols, communal mernories and stones of nationhood together, a considerable 

amount of 'sorting out', 'discarding' and 'connecting' takes place. The national myth in a 

sense customises the established relationship between genedogies of nationhood and the 

nodprinciple of national sovereignty. Consequently, not only does the national myth 

1 2 ~ o r  a sirnilar definition of the term national myth in the Canadian cootext, see Francis 
( 1997). 



elevate the nation to the status of an independent political entity in charge of its destiny, 

but it also sets it apart from other nations.13 

As stated before, notions/ideals of distinct identity, cornmon purpose and destiny, 

or even collective memory are not in the monopoly of the rhetoric of national unity. they 

also form the backbone of communal identities.14 The nation cannot be referred to solely 

based on the narrative integrity of historylstory of nationhood; attention must be paid to 

the juxtaposition of nationhood and statehood as the most crucial factor in the making of 

the nation into a viable political entity. In particular, the principle of national sovereignty 

which regulates the correspondence between nationhood and statehood is a time-bound 

n o m  emphasising a very specific utilisation of the idea of legitimate authority. And as 

with nationalism itself, the pnnciple of national sovereignty and its corollary nation-to- 

state continuum can best be understood in ternis of their historical character. Its unique 

achievements in the re-ordering the political universe and what it suppressed or  invented 

to this end has guaranteed the dictum of national sovereignty universal applicability.15. 

l31n this context, the national liberation struggle or the Independence War is a crucial 
element for the construction. telling and remernbering of the story of a nation. For further 
discussion, see Morgan (1988). 
1 4 " ~ h e  monuments of nature and history, and the cult of heroes, help to keep 
'disenchantment' at bay and shape the new nation through ethnic 'maps' and 'moralities' 
they evoke ... The means may have changed dramatically, but there is considerable 
continuity of ends between pre-modern ethnie and modem nations, as the continuing 
relevance of a re-interpreted past of ethnic identity in the maintenance of nations 
demonstrates." (Smith 1986, pp. 4-5) Needless to Say, some 'ethnie' dissolve and are 
forgotten while others flourish and expand their command while yet others undergo 
significant definitional changes. Thus. a purel y ethno-genealogical approach to nation- 
formation woutd be as ill-informed as a stubborn civic-territorial trajectory. This is in 
fact a common misreading of Anthony Smith. 
1 5 ~ o r  instance, reflecting on the European ongins of the term civilisation, Samuel 
Huntington States that, "The idea of civilisation was developed by eighteenth-century 
French thinkers as the opposite of the concept of 'barbarism.' Civilised society diffeted 
from primitive society because it was settled, urban, and literate. To be civilised was 
good, to be uncivilised was bad. The concept of civilisation provided a standard by 
which to judge societies, and dunng the nineteenth century, Europeans devoted much 
intellectual, diplornatic and political energy to elabotating the criteria by which non- 



Nonetheless it al1 began as a particular, perhaps utopian project. Furthemore. in terms of 

its geopolitical coordinates, European traditions of nationalism have the bulk of the s b  

in claims of ownenhip to this particular vision which travened the boundaries of Europe 

simultaneously as it established them. 

Fmm Histories of the Nation to the Estorv of Nationaiism. A Common Fhmework 

Universalisation of particulan is a common-place strategy deployed by modemist 

ideologies. In this sense, nationalism is more of a normal case than an exceptional one. 

What makes it unique arnong other modemist ideologies that deny their particular 

standing and their utopian underpinnings is that nationalism incorporates many of the 

dictums of the European Enlightenment as part of its own texture. As a result,, while 

claiming univenality, it in fact genentes a defense of its rootedness in European history. 

In this context, the present examination of the constructedness of the convergences 

between nationhood and statehood will be undertaken primarily within the European 

context. This is not to suggest that non-Europeao practices of nationalism are less 

relevant or have a secondary status in the mapping out of nationalism as a discouae. 

However, the argument has to be made that at least the foundational stages in the 

development of nationalism as a universal doctrine exhibit a geographical focus-4.e.. the 

continent of Europe and its colonial extrernities. 

Far from following a linear progression, the discourse of nationalism feeds on 

ambiguities, reversais, re-appropriations and re-constitutions. There are no singular truths 

about nationalism. Meanwhile, a critical reflection on the European traditions of 

European socieîies might be judged suffîciently 'civilised' to be accepted as members of 
the European-dorninated international system." (Huntington 1996, p. 41) 



nationalisrn reveals that there are turuing points and cntical junctions that fomalised and 

canonised the idea and practice of nationalism in an ideological format. The multiple 

connections between ethno-religious or communal identities and national identity on the 

one band, and nation-building and state-building on the other, dready suggest that 

nationhood is a process, a varying mode of political existence rather than a tangible end, a 

culmination of history, or a political given (Haller 1994; Smith 1995).16 The concept 

and entity of a nation is inherently unstable and in need of perpetual rejuvenation and 

legitimation. Indeed, both the histones of existing nations and of the nation-state mode1 

are a testimony to the epherneral qualities of the nation and its derivative political 

universe. Keeping ail that in mind, here four major modalities that equipped the 

discoune of nationalism with a closure will be pointed out: the global economic raionale 

for the emergence of the central bureaucratic state, the universalisation of the liberal ideal 

of political equality in concentric circles, the establishment of citizenship as a forma1 

category representing the ultimate contract between the free individual and the nation- 

state embodying the supreme legitimate authority, and, the merger between citizenship 

and nationality. In the following pages, an attempt will thus be made to identify the 

patterns of organisation of knowledpe [culture] and political practice pertaining to the 

structural unity of nationalism despite the diversions, variations and multiplications 

endemic to the discourse. 

The ambiguities that circle the authoriîative dictum of nationalism are many-fold. 

T o  begin with, neither the emergence of rationalised central States nor the rke of the 

1% this context, Smith's work is an open refutations of Hobsbawm's classical work, 
Nations and Natiomlism since 1780, even in i ts  revised f o m .  While Smith argues for the 
saliency of national attachments, Hobsbawm continues to make a case for the out- 
modedness of nationalisrn. For him, if there are new nationalisms emerging since 1989. it 
is due to the backwardness of the societies that entertain such bonds. This  is certainly a 
very developmentalist, Eurocentric and progress-oriented point of view which has at least 
as many critiques as supporters. 



nation-state were 'inevitable' processes that resulted from the unfolding of the world 

history. or even European history (Hall 1986; Tilly 1990). In Renaissance Europe, as 

welf as medieval or ancient Middle East and the Mediterranean basin, different kinds of 

political units were to be found, ranging from city-states to empires and rudimentary 

forms of the nation-state such as the absolutist state.17 In this context, the establishment 

of a global capitalist market and the European supremacy within it constitutes the fint 

breaking point in the formation of nationalism as a hegemonic rnodernist discoune.18 

The nse of a core area of strong centralised European states in the late fifteenth century 

controlling both growth and change in the world market established the superionty of 

concentrated and coordinated state activity at the expense of more regional, local or 

simply dispersed forms of govemance (Wallentein 1974; Bartlett 1993).19 Interwoven 

with the centralisation of the state was the transformation of military and administrative 

methods of control (Williams 1970; Anderson 1976).*0 In particular, the development of 

a speci alised mili tary force-such as the professional army--was instrumental for the 

170n the diversity and complexity of political units in medieval Europe, see Reynolds 
(19841. 
18~eanwhile, as  John Breuilly argues, the central states of early modem Europe were by 
no means proto-national states: "It is generally agreed that the roots of modern 
nationalism are to be found in the temtorial and monarchical states of Western Europe in 
the early modem penod. As thesc states extended their authonty over their subjects and 
diminished that of their institutions such as churches, estates and puilds, and as they came 
into increasing and more intensive c o d i c t  with one another, so they took on the character 
of nation-states ... These states did not, however, justify their actions in nationalist terms 
and were not so judged by their critics. That would have implied that the state, in some 
way or another, was an expression of the society it govemed ... In the political rhetoric of 
the period the idea of the nation, if it appeared at d l ,  was subordinated to refigious and 
monarchical pnnciples." (Breuilly 1982, pp. 44-45) 
Ig~obert Bartiett's work focuses on the consolidation of a multi-state Europe through the 
processes of conquest, colonisation and resultant massive cultural transformations. The 
world-systems approach of Irnmanuel Wallerstein (1974), on the other hand, provides a 
political economy-based account of the reasons behind the ccnsolidation of a state-sysiem 
in Europe-i.e. the requirements of the development of historical world capitalism. For 
further discussion on the formation of states in early modern Europe, also see Poggi 
(1990) and Green,orass (1991). 
20~or a cri tique of Anderson's work, see Henshall(1992). 



solidification of the temtorial limits of a given state. In combination with the breaking 

down of the protective bamers of aristocratic privileges, the services of trained 

bureaucratic personnel made the new 'rational state' into an unprecedentedly efficient and 

self-contained entity which eventually succeeded over other forms of political unione21 

Although some feudal elements were preserved in the making of the bureaucratic central 

state, new traditions of state-craft and administrative control were definitively 

prominent.22 Finally, these circumstances were most fruitful for the consolidation of a 

stroog bourgeois class with vested-interests in the well-being and growth of the central 

state apparatus who then led the way for the democratisation and socialisation of the 

national mode of governance.23 

* 1" [w] hile histonans and political and social theorists fully recognise that no European 
state developed in exactly the same way as another, most accept as a cornmonplace that. 
by 1700 at the very latest, the concept of 'the state' had become firmiy established. This 
is to Say that already the state's basic legal, fiscal and administrative functions and 
agencies had attained their decisive form; the people, or rather the local elites, had 
achieved a high level of participation in the local political process; and the state had 
gained the unquestioning loyaity of its subjects in retum for the protection it afforded 
them." -- (Stringer 1994, p. 21) 
ZZ'The developments that characterise the centralisation of the state apparatus followed a 
similar course regardless of geo-political variations. For a detailed analysis of British, 
French. - - Russian, Geman and Amencan nation-building processes, see Greenfeld ( 1992). 
2 3 ~ h e  role of the bourgeoisie in the making of the nation-state is a matter of Lively debate 
arnong historical sociologists. For instance, a contentious voice within the Marxist 
tradition of social history, Perry Anderson argues that the bourgeoisie was in the making 
simultaneously with the new nation-state. Accordingly, the absolutist state came to an 
end not because of the specific social and political plans of the bourgeoisie. Rather, 
absolutisrn lost its legitimacy as a system of class alliances still based on a feudal mode of 
surplus extraction. In the same vein with Anderson, Anthony Smith argues that "The 
administrative and military revolution was not the work of the bourgeoisie, although their 
talents were indispensable for carrying it out; instead, they inherited and intensified the 
étatiste policies of their predecesson, thereby underlining the decisive temtorial division 
of Europe and the inter-state order which eadier dynastic treaties had established." (Smith 
1986, p. 132) Meanwhile, the 'rising middle classes' are seen as the motor force behind 
the social and political change across Europe from the sixteenth century onwards by the 
Mamist analyses of nationalism. The key historical debate on this issue took place 
between Maurice Dobb and Paul Sweezy on the Transition from Feudalism to Capitalism 
(1950). Emphasising the unique role of the bourgeoisie, according to Tom Nairn, for 
instance, it is the competing bourgeoisies of Europe that led the tidal wave of nationdisi 
revolutions. Nairn and other members of the British school of Marxist social history such 



So far, the socio-economic basis of nationalism's ascendance to being a 

hegemonic discourse is discussed.24 This aspect, however, is only a portion of what 

nationalism offen and reflects. Despite the solid Iogic of the world capitalist developrnent 

that explains the reasons behind the elevation of the centrai, rational, bureaucratie and 

national state into the status of the most efficient and powerful form of political union, 

natioaalism's absolute congruence of state, temtory, culture, economy, history and 

political community cannot be fully understood without considering its place within the 

ethico-political matrix of the project of modernity. There is indeed a normative core that 

nationalism adheres to-a signpost that infonns the ethico-political choices offered by 

nationalist ideologies. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the ethical properties of nationalism exhibit 

a great degree of convergence with liberal doctrines. In fact, at least at its initial stages. 

liberal ideals were endemic to the political cornmitment induced by nationalism. In this 

context. in Europe, nationalism was an idiom of radical social and political change which 

on- gradua- gained a popular face and became instrumental in the mobilisation of 

masses. The initial stages of the formation of the discourse was predicated upon the 

promise of equality which primarily served the interests of chosen classes--the nsing 

bourgeoisie. the new middle classes. the erudite without titles, etc.25 The nationalist cal1 

- -- -- - 

as Hobsbawm do not deny that the articuiation of the ideals of this new class depended 
upon the abilities of the educated classes, professionals, etc.--the intelligensia in short-- 
and that nationalist revolutions could not have taken place without the mobilisation of the 
masses. Nevertheless, the universe of European nationalism is still most comrnonly 
defined in terms of the central character of the bourgeoisie. For further discussion, see 
Naim (1977) and Wallerstein et al. (1989). 
2 4 ~ h e  role of violence in the practice of both state-making and nation-building, should 
not be overlooked. However. at the level of understanding the aspirations and self- 
depiction of nationalism, coercion. hegemony and various forms of control temporanly 
become a backdrop to the central debate. For further discussion, see Giddens (1985). 
2%he American experience resernbles the European one in many respects. As Edrnund 
Morgan argues, it can actually be seen as a retrial of the principles of English nationalisrn. 
On the populansation of the notion of equality by nationalisrn, for instance. Morgan 



that later brought together disparate classes, regions and communities is a derivation of 

this original liberal mold--a re-appropriation based on the universalisation of the 

privileges meant for a select group. 

It is true that national sovereignty first and foremost symbolises the coming down 

of the feudal order and the ending of the reign of religious or monarchical authority, 

carrying the flag for the utopia of the free, able and rational hurnan agent above a 1 1 . ~ ~  

Meanwhile, the 'free and rational' human being was not such a 'generic' configuration at 

its beginnings. It is a later development that its domain of qualifiers becarne large enough 

to include propertyless classes. women and other subjugated subjects as part of 

-- - - - - - - - - - 

nghtfully states that "The idea of equality, that human beings are created equal or will be 
equal or ought io be--is older than popular sovereignty. It lies at the heart of rnost 
religions, offenng consoolation in another world for the indi-gities suffered in this .... With 
the coming of popular sovereignty the idea of equality assumed a larger, if unintended 
and at first latent, significance. It was an essential ingredient in the new configuration of 
fictions, but its implications were scarceiy dreamed of &y rhose who @-SI invoked if." 
( 1988, p. 2s-emphasis mine) 
2% fact, one could not have been quite possible without the other. In the specific 
context of the English Revolution and its indebtedness to the Reformation, Greenfeld 
argues that "[Tlhe reading of the Bible planted and nurtured among the common people 
in England a novel sense of human-individuab-dignity, which was instantly to become 
one of their dearest possessions, to be held dearer than Me and jealously protected from 
infringernent. This was a momentous development Not only had it awakened thousands 
of individuals to sentiments which common people nowhere experienced before. and 
gave them a position from which they were to view their social wodd in a new way, but it 
opened a new, vast terrain to the possible influence of the national idea and at once 
immensely broadened the population potentially susceptible to its appeal ... The 
masses ... would find in their Englishness the right and guarantee of the new status to 
which they were elevated by self-respect, and see their individual destinies as linked to 
the destiny of the nation." (Greenfeld 1992, p. 54) In the French context, on the other 
hand, the borrowed notion of the nation was transfonned into the supreme referent to the 
human collective. In other words, nationalism does not always have to be the foundation 
for liberalism: "In England, it was the liberty of the individuals who composed it that 
made the nation free. In France, it was the liberty of the nation that constituted freedom 
of the individuals. In England, the source of authority was the individual ... in France, it 
was the nation from which the authority emanated, and it empowered individuals." (op. 
cit, pp. 167-168) Still, the alliance between the utopia of national sovereignty and 
individual liberty is unquestionable even in the French context. 



nationalism's emancipatory project.27 In this context, although the 'European individual' 

emerged at a much earlier date than the heyday of oationalism, the crucial tasks of 

secularising, universalising and democratising the 'reasoning human being' were 

undertaken during the course of the developrnent of the nationalist project as an 

autonomous ideological enterprise.28 In Europe, the f int  mode1 of the autonomous 

individual typical of the Middle Ages found its ultimate expression in theology; man was 

2 7 ~ r i c  Carr divides the history of modem nations and their relations (up until 1945) into 
three overlapping periods. It is only during the second and third stages of nationalism's 
ascendance to a supreme ideology the 'democratisation ' of the doctrine took place. As 
Can argues. each period in the history of nationalism defined the nation as a political 
entity in a significantly different way. The first p e h l  bepins with the gradua1 dissolution 
of the rnedieval unity of empire and church and leads to the establishment of the national 
state as well as the national church. It was terminated, Carr argues, by the French 
Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars leading to the Congress of Vienna. The essential 
characteristic of this period was the identification of the nation with the very penon of the 
sovereign. In this context, inter-state relations were primarily a set of rules "goveming 
the mutual relations of individuals in their capacity as rulers." (Carr 1983, p. 182) The 
second penod coven the years between the end of Napoleonic Wan and WWI (1914). 
According to Cam, the Versailles agreement came as its belated epilogue. This period is 
generally re~arded as the 'hundred years peace' and signifies trends such as the 
'democratisation of nationalism' and the beginnings of internationdism. Following the 
legacy of both French and American revolutions, the nation became equated with the 
'people', although this term by no means meant 'univenal suffrage' of the political subject 
yet. In this sense, the second p e n d  identified by Carr is symbolic of what might be 
calIed a 'middle-class nationalism'. The midd1e classes in this new era were united in 
iheir interest of keeping the workings of the world market away from the interference of 
the state unless it is asked for by themselves. It is during this period that the 
cosmopolitanism of the Enligbtenment was replaced by the nationalism of the Romantic 
movement. Instead of the personaiity or character of the sovereign, the focus was now on 
the character of the 'nation' as a politicai agent as well as the nation-state as the political 
unit. Meanwhile, despite the relative democratisation of the nation, "the worker (the 
propertyless or non-financier classes) ... had no fatherland." (Cam 1983, p. 186) It is only 
in Cm's third p e n d  that territory, people and the nation-state totally overiapped. These 
developments can be traced back to 1870s. However, this penod is mainly centered 
around the bankmptcy of intematioaalism and solidification of nationalism by 1945. This 
period, Cam argues, has three distinct features: the bringing of new social strata into the 
effective membership of the nation--the 'socialisation of the nation'-. the visible reunion 
of economic and political power within the nation-state unit, and, the increase in the 
number of sovereign nation-states. 
%he Age of Renaissance (15th century Italy) is typicaily regarded as the p e n d  that tbe 
'modem individual' came into being. Meanwhile, it is also argued the prerequisites and 
precurson of the ' m o n i n g  man' capable of self-conduct and self-mastery existed as early 
as the twelfth century. For further discussion, see Monis (1972) and Gurevich (1995). 



the reflection of the divine image. Awareness of one's own worth and capabilities set one 

apart h m  the crowd. This sense of distinctiveness was then secuiarised and politicised 

by the development of the nationalist discourse. The gradua1 'naturalisation' of the 

particular ethical premises of the Enlightenment project--finding their political 

articulation in liberalism-by nationalism thus constitutes the second breaking point in the 

formation of the nationalist discourse. This process dso underlies the transformation of 

the utopian underpinnings of the nationalist project into ideological givens (Mannheim 

1936; Wallerstein et al.1989).29 

What were the implications of nationalism's making of the Reasoning Hu(M)an of 

the European Enlightenment into the Citizen of the modem nation? As discussed in the 

previous chapter, the definition of a legitimate and legitirnating political community is 

key to unravelling the value-laden foundations of modemist ideologies. In the specific 

instance of nationalism. the contract of citizenship conveys a logic of legitirnacy intnnsic 

to the ideology that embraces it; in other words, it constitutes a tautology. The 

introduction of citizenship into the political repertoire of nationalism is therefore a cntical 

development in the formation of the discoune. The enunciation of a politically able and 

self-conscious citizenry guaranteed the realisation of the novel idea of a 'national political 

unity' (Marshall 1950)3* In turn, citizenship began to imply a special sense of 

cornmitment to the national polity predicated upon affiliation with land, history, culture, 

and the nation-state (Hannum 1987). ln this context. citizenship signifies a 

29~eanwhile, there isn't a hierarchy of stages in the formation of the discourse of 
nationalism. Rather, each of the four 'turning points' introduced here symbolise one of 
the key aspects of the totality of the discoune. 
30~ri t ten  in the heyday of the welfare state, T. H. Marshall's analysis accounts for the 
efficacy of citizenship as a levelling factor primanly from the nineteenth ceniury 
onwards. lt is thus historically limited in its perspective by the industrial revolution. 
Marshall's work nonetheless sheds light on the key role of citizenship as the new 
organising principle of social and political--and not just economic--justice. 



simultaneously universaiising and particularising strategy. On the one hand, based on the 

ideal of equaiity of each and every human being, it acts as a levelling factor eroding the 

differences among the members of the national polity. On the other hand, it infoms the 

formation of a conglomeration of 'insiden'--a chosen group who can decide whether 

anyone else qualifies to join them (Baubock 1993; Bridges 1994). 

In modem politics, statelessness is an anomaly; everyone belongs to a nation and 

thus daims the citizenship of a nation-state. And yet, being a citizen does not give one 

cateporic access to be part of a chosen national polity. Citizenship guarantees universal 

membenhip only in the political community that particularises the clairn of citizenship. 

In this context, the fact that citizenship is affirmed by the nation-state assumes a new 

meaning3 1 In order for citizenship to reflect a comrnonly agreed content, the concept of 

'nationality' must possess a clear definition (Raubock 1993; Brubaker 1994: Singer 19%). 

The conception of the current definition of nationality thus plays a crucial role in the 

making of the discoune of nationalism an operative political idiom. In this sense, the 

stabilisation of the relationship between citizenship and nationality siepifies the fourth 

major development in the formalisation of nationalism as a universal doctrine. 

Nationality is not as recent an invention as the nation itself. Nonetheless, its 

current usage significantly differs from what it might have stood for before the adveni of 

the European national revolutions of 1848. The transfiguration of nationalism that 

crystallised in 1848 gave a political and geographic imperative to culture: temtory and 

political power became synonymous with identity (Sennett 19971.32 In particular, the 

l~or a counter-argument that emphasises the diminishing importance of citizenship in 
the late-modernlpost-modern era, see Giddens (1990) and idem. (1991). For a 
comparative study on the changing nature of citizenship in Europe that builds upon 
Giddens' assumptions, see Soysal (1994). On the same topic, for a philosophical 
refomulation of citizenship, see Balibar ( 1990) and Habermas ( 1992). 
3zAs Richard Sennett argues, "In 1848, the idea of a nation as a political codex was 
rejected by the revolutionary nationalists because they believed that a nation was enacted 



emergence of the volk is an epochal event in modem social imagery and rhetoric33 This 

p e n d  in the history of the discourse of nationalism also signifies the change of ternis in 

the paradoxical relationship between the 'national self and its othen, the predicament of 

nationalism in relation to 'the condition of being a foreigner' (Kristeva 1991). The 

doctrinaire unity of the 1848 formulation of the nation is owed more than anything else to 

the unique language of mass politics that overrode the previous idioms of freedom, 

constitutionalism, democracy or even revolution. The pst-1848 mold of nationalisrn 

re-introduced nationality as a forrn of a collective identity that encompasses both a sense 

of cultural superiority and locallcommunal particularity. The nation, in this novel 

context, becarne the ethos, its counter-part-the nation-state-- thus constituting the nomos. 

the utter symbol of the rule of custom and its sacredness (Sennett 1997). 

In the same breath. however. one cannot easily aitribute a singlelmonolithic 

meaning to the post- 1848 reformulation of 'nationality'. It can harbor radically opposed 

instead by custorn, by the rnanners and mores of a volk. The food people eat. how they 
move when they dance. the dialects they speak. the precise foms of their prayers: these 
are the constituent elements of national life." (1996, pp. 178-79) 
3 3 ~ ~ a i n  in Sennett's wordç. "Nineteenth century na~i&dism established what we rnight 
cal1 the modem ground-nile for having an identity." According to the new mold of 
nationalism, "[ylou have the strongest identity when you arentt aware you 'have' it; you 
just are it. It is important to understand that this formula is indeed a rule for exercising 
power, even though it speaks in the name of cultural unity, a folk-soul. beyond the reach 
of - - any political regime." (op. cit., p. 178) 
34nThe annals of mid-nineteenth century Europe were filled with revolutionary 
nationalists preaching to a sometimes receptive, sometimes indifferent public. but dways 
a public ..." (Sennett op. cit., p. 179) Sennett further points out that in the spirit of the 
revolutions of 1848, the depictions of 'people' or the masses changed dramatically: "In the 
posters calling for national unity composed in the spring of 1848 by Chodluz and othen, 
the People are shown responding to the cal1 for uprising dressed in work clothes, or in a 
peasant costume. This imagery is more complicated than simply identifying the People 
with the poor, for in the revolutionary posters of 1790 and 1791, the poor were often 
depicted in military uniforms, or wearing the colors of their political clubs. Two 
generations later ... the People do not dress for the occasion. Nor in the posters of 1848 are 
the masses given especially dramatic expressions of rage and patriotic zeal: everything is 
done to signify that the people are not self-conscious, just k ing  themselves." (op. cit.. p. 
1 w  



interpretations and thus imbues a dynamic content to the notion and practice of national 

citizenship. For instance, it is commoniy argued that the more the civic, legal and 

territorial elements dominate the agenda of a given oationalisrn, the more are the chances 

for often conflicting interests or loyalties to merge into a political contract. In such a 

context, nationality is defined mainly as a status that embodies common political 

cornrni tments based on cornmon place of birth or residence, and the content of citizenship 

is not dictated by a presumed genealogicd bondage between the individual and the 

'nation' (jus solo. However, if the nation is defined primarily as an organic entity 

claiming its own history, unique biological charactenstics, Spirit, etc., citizenship is 

accrued based on lines of descent that connect the individual with the nation (jus 

sanguinis). Consequently, although the liberal democratic atonement of citizenship 

formally conveys the meaning of equal treatment, equal pnvilege and qua1 access, its 

practice in a given national context is circumvented by the dictates of the concept of 

nationality that it is twinned with. As such, the ethical premises of the project of 

nationalism can be said to have organised around the founding loyalties bestowed upon 

the concept of nationality. In this context, although no  more significant than the other 

three modalities that are instrumental in the formation of its dictum, the binding of 

citizenship and nationality constitutes the most critical clause in the discourse of 

nationalism. 



The Natiomiit9. of Europe? Essentiabhg the 'National Self and Its Others 

So far, four interdependent trends/modaIities were identified that historically 

shaped the discourse of nationalism. Arnong the four, however. the formulation of 

national citizenship predominantly dictates the possible transfigurations of nationdism. 

The inner workings of this curtailment are best revealed in the production/reproduction of 

the category of 'national other' in conjunction with the development of a unique form of 

self-understanding in pst-Enlightenment Europe. 

Once again, establishment of borders between the self and the other is not unique 

to nationalism. It is rather a reflection of the project of European modemity upon the 

discourse of nationalism. More specifically, the opposition of the national self and its 

others is an extension of the logic of modemity that ern by universalising its particular 

pedigree. In other words, the 'national other' is not a fictive creation: neither is it an 

idiosyncratic product of ethno-nationalisrns burgeoning in post-colonial or post- 

communist states-the 'late-corners' of nationalism. 

It is true that centuries-long econornic, cultural and political domination of core 

European states had an undeniable imprint upon the global construction of identities 

(Appadurai 19%)?5 Nonetheless, this should not lead to the conclusion that the 

interaction between Europe and 'non-Europe' can be fomulated solely in terms of 

diffusions from Europe to the colonies, collapsing empires, etc36 Instead. it is indeed 

necessary to start with the assertion that the non-European world conventionally 

constituted the opposite of what is transcribed as Europe. In this context, the perception 

35~or  further discussion on the relationship between European and other nation-states, 
see Mommsen ( 19%). 
360n the emergence of the idea of Europe, see Hay (1%8). On Europe's self-discovery. 
see Hale (1993). 



of non-European landscapes merely as markets for resources, labour and power is a 

dangerously lirnited approach to the identification of 'the self in European societies. 

From the perspective of nationalism, both from within and outside the national domain, 

the duality of the self and its other has always k e n  crucial for distiaguishing memben of 

a political community from those not worthy or  capable of assuming such ~ t a t u s . 3 ~  

Furthemore, as a distinct developrnent, in Europe these two processes of defining 

othemess overlapped during the long nineteenth ~ e n t u r ~ 3 ~  In a simplified reiteration. 

the national other became crucial for the identification of the insiders of a given European 

nation--the 'national self-, which in tum was derived from the general configuration of a 

'European self. 

This connection between European self-identity, national identity and cultural and 

political domination renden understanding the role of national other in the discourse of 

nationalism a formidable task. Defining European civilisation's 'others' is already a 

troublesome project on its own, especially since the image of 'the other' is by no means 

immune to history (Featherstone 1997 in ~ u k e s ) ? g  The dimensions of the problem are 

3 7 ~ n  Tact, as M. Mann (1992) argues. a European state's strength could be rneasured by 
how much fluidity exists between the definitions of 'us' and 'them'. 
381n Mike Featherstone's words, "It is [therefore] important to stress the relational 
determiiiation of European cultural identity and the need to focus upon the specific nature 
and intensity of the relationship with others which can lead to s w i n g  towards more 
strongly unified or  more nuanced and differentiated images of the self and other ... There is 
no simple answer to the general question 'what is a EuropeanT ... The answer will depend 
upon the context and questions such as: 'who is asking and for what purposes?' Which 
part of the history are they refemng to?' ... We need to specify the figurational context of 
relevance for the vanous groups and interests which are bound together in a network of 
ower balances and interdependencies." (1997, pp. 40-41) 

g%eatherstone pnmarily discusses the current dimensions of the making of Europe's 
others. He thus concentrates on the "general shift in the global balance of power which 
has seen Europe move frorn being the world, the center which determined and 
monopolised the images of others circulating globally, to one center arnongst many which 
has for the first time forced us Europeans tu Zisten to and seriousQ take account of other's 
identification of us and to unpack the cultural processes whereby we were able to impose 
particular k g e s  upon others." (op. cit., p. e e m p h a s i s  mine) He then introduces the 



then multiplied by the intncacies of national antagonisms among European nations. on 

the one band, and the intemal tensions within European societies, on the other. Still, the 

point is not to put narne-tags on these 'others' of European civilisation, the project of 

modemity, or select cases of European nationalism, but to reveai their crucial function in 

the formalisation of the discourse of nationaiism. Here, the process of the 'making' of the 

national other will be focused upon in order to explicate the formation of the 'national 

self --an alternative to the mechanistic definition of the 'other' as a derivation of an 

unattached and autonomous self ag,pmdised to the scale of a national body politic. 

A comprehensive analysis of the making of the 'national other' requires a 

taxonomy within which European nationalisms can be situated in relation to other 

embodiments of the ideology. The first option available for this purpose is a chronology- 

based classification, i.e., the analysis of aatiooalisms according to the century they 

flourished within. In this context, English national-identity formation would be the prime 

topic of discussion for the seventeenth century (early-modem), the French and the 

American for the eighteenth (modem). and the German, Italian, Russian and central- 

Eastern European aationalisms for the nineteenth (modern). Anti-colonial, pst-colonial 

and post-communist nationalisms, on the other hand, would be referred to within the 

bounds of late nineteenth and twentieth centuries (modediate-modern). Yet another 

resortment of national others could be based on the subject matter of nationalist 

movements (Adelman 1977). In that case, one would have the categories of 

libertariankontractual nationalism (English), civic/republican nationalism (French), 

romantic nationali sm (German and Italian), pan-nationalisms (Slav, Ottoman, Russian, 

Arab), frontier nationalisrn (Americao, Canadian, etc.). post-coloniallthird world 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 

notion of 'third cultures' as an explication of the globalisation of the mode1 and noms of 
Europeanness. 



nationalism (Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle East), post-impenallpost- 

comrnunist nationalism (Bdtic states, Eastern Europe), etc. ln other words, dependmg on 

the preferred taxonomy of nationalism, the discussion on otherness would assume a 

different frame of reference. 1s it then at ail possible to come up with a theory of 

'othemess' applicable across the topic-based or chronological variations exhibited by the 

discourse of nationalisrn? 

Unless one depicts the history of nationalism as the gradua1 evolution of an 

original idea or movement, the answer to this question has to be negative. In other words. 

one cannot come up with an dl-encompassing mode1 of the production of the national 

other on any other condition than as an extrapolation from European history--a blindingly 

ethnocentric and prescriptive interpretation to Say the least. Nonetheless, the peculiar 

form of national self-understanding that developed in Europe during the nineteenth 

century and the subsequent juxtaposition of citizenship and nationality by European 

nation-states did indeed create a legacy which was maintained by the majonty of the later 

instances of national self-determination. The emergent legacy of nationalism is an end- 

product of a politico-cultural process which can best be characterised as the 

ethnicisation/essentialisation of the European 'national self-understanding'. 

%or an alternative taxonomy of nationalism, see Breuilly (1982). John Breuilly 
categorises English and French nationalism under the heading of retigious-cum-political 
opposition; German and Italian nationalisms as cases of 'unifikation nationalism'; Central 
and Eastern European nationalisms--such as Magyar, Czech, Rumanian, Serbian, 
Bulganan and Greek cases--as weli as Arab nationalism in the Ottoman Empire and 
Egypt as 'separatist nationalism'; African cases as 'anti-colonial nationalism' whereas 
nationalism in Belgian Kongo, India, etc. as 'sub-nationalism in colonial states'; and. 
Chinese, Japanese and Turkish nationalisms as 'reform nationaiism outside Europe'. Then 
he looks at the contemporary instances of nationalisms in the frarnework of 'unification 
nationalisrn in new nation-states', 'reform nationalism in old nation-states', or, 'separatist 
nationalism in developed nation-states'. All in all, Breuilly is more interested in 
ideotifying the functions of nationalist ideology as the source of new politicai movements 
rather than the analysis of nationalism as a discoune. In fact, only the last chapter 
(Chapter 16) of his 19û2 study on nationalism is devoted to the 'sources and forms of 
nationalist ideology'. 



By the mid-nineteenth century, there occurred a general hornogenisation of the 

definition of the nation (Breuilly 1982; Herzfeld 1987; Bmbaker 1992)pl This  

phenomenon is generally associated with the dominating influence of romantic 

nationalism. Unless linked with the solidification of a systematicaily ethno-centric 

European self-identity, it is thus prematurely judged as an 'intemal affair' of separate 

European nations. In contradiction, it is possible to argue that in Europe, an 'ideal type' of 

41~or instance, discussing the French case of aationalism which is perhaps the mosr 
assimilationkt and univenalist of all in the European tradition, Roger Brubaker argues 
that. "Although the ethnic strand in national self-understanding has always been 
cornparatively weak in France. it did become more salient in the late nineteenth 
centu ry... This incipient and limiied ethnicisation of French national self-understanding 
was the product of several developments. One was the sympathetic interest of French 
intellectiials in the national movements of the nineteenth century--especiaIly those of 
Greeks, Belgians, Poles, Hungarians, Italians, Romanians, and Germans ... Until the mid- 
1860s such movements were seen, in a perspective deriving from the Revolution and 
reinforced by the efflorescence and repression of the national movements of 1848. as 
stniggles agaiost the ancien régime. as campaigus for liberation from reactionary dynastic 
regimes. In this perspective, the political aspect of national movements was essential, the 
ethnic aspect secondary. The carriers of national movements were seen as historic 
peoples deprived of liberty, not pre-poli tical ethno-cul tural groups ... Y et even in this 
political perspective, it was increasingly difficult to ignore the ethno-cultural basis of 
nineteenth-century national movements. Awareness of ethnic naiiondism is apparent in 
the increasing use, after 1830. of the new word 'nationalité' to desigrtate ethno-culturd 
community, and consequent community of political aspiration, in the absence of 
autonomous political organisation ..."( 1992, pp. 9899) 
42~eanwhile. in the French context, Brubaker cites two other developrnents that fostered 
the 'ethnicisation' of national self-understanding. Along with Greenfeld, he argues that 
the 1870 rnilitary defeat of the French armies fighting against the patnotic zeal of German 
troops led to the critical revaluation of the univenalist. individualist and rationalist 
elements in the French Revolutionary tradition as a result of which the older. 'univenalist' 
patriotisrn gave way to the new ethnicised version. He then points out the dramatic 
effects of the 'nationalisation' of racial and ethnic categories during the later part of the 
nineteenth century. He argues that until 1810s. race was linked to class and not to nation 
in French political vocabulary. However, the Franco-Pmssian war pushed the race- 
thinking to the frontiers of national antagonisms: "pessirnists contrasted the decadence 
and decay of Latin nations of France, Spain and Portugal with the vigor and expansion of 
the 'Anglo-saxon' nations of England, the United States and Germany. Others saw the 
'Latin civilisation' of France as threatened by G e m a n  barbansm'." (op. cit.. p. 102) AS 
Brubaker suggests, the corollary of the 'nationalisation of race' was the 'racialisation of 
nationhood'. In this context, the addition of racial and ethnic dimension to institutional, 
histotical and geographical accounts of nationalism in nineteenth century Europe c o d d  
no longer be seen as an idiosyncrasy of German romantic nationalism. 



binary thinking emerged that positioned the national self apainst national others in 

peculiarly culture-specific, ethnic and racial ternis. This ideal type was originally devised 

for the consolidation of a European self-image as the superior civilisation. Furthemore, 

it was quickly appropriated by the 'new' nationalisms in Europe as well as across its 

irnmediate periphery in order to prove their 'right' for sovereign existence. Therefore. the 

perception of a 'supenor' or 'distinct' culture, race or civilisation as the 'national self 

became an integral part of the process of the making of a 'generic' national othere43 

At this point, one has to keep in mind that even if it is possible to pinpoint the 

historical emergence of a dominant mode1 of national othemess in the discourse of 

nationalism, one cannot assume this particuiar configuration has since been or will always 

be the archetype. Still, as a moment of saturation and crystallisation, the nineteenth 

century European ethos of natioaality erected upon the binary opposition of the national 

self and its others offers critical information about the perpetuation of the nationalist 

project in the f o m  of a hegemonic rnodemist ideology. It reveals the rationale that links 

the previously discussed four modalities within the discourse of nationalism. In this 

context, the English, French and German nationalist traditions will be briefly discussed in 

an attempt to uncover the culmination of an ideal-type for the making of national others 

by the mid-nineteenth century. First, the specifc national contexts that generated idioms 

of insiders and outsiders will be looked at. The debate will then focus on the lineages that 

4 3 ~ s  Iain Chambers argues, the historian's task is the mapping of a lost world. However, 
in the Western tradition of historical sciences, this task has been rigidly circumscribed by 
"the discipline and directions of erudite knowledge [taking) precedence over the 
complexities, confusion and contingencies of Our being. This means to opt for the 
stability and self-assurance of the hermetic mode-subject of the institutional panopticon 
and the academic discourse-rather than the excesses of hetemnomy and the de-situating 
responsibility for other places: the sites of the ambiguous. the unsaid, the silent, the 
repressed." ( 1994, p. 77) 



provide a network of cornmonalties among European nations in terms of the 'naminp' of 

their national selves and thus their nationai others. 

The story of early English nationalism, compared to the emphasis on the French 

or German traditions of nationalism, tends to remain at the background of comparative 

studies on nationalism. Surely the genre of post-colonial studies provided a dynamic 

context for the discussion of what English nationalism did to 'othen' such as the colonised 

peoples (Said 1993; Ahmad 1994). Similarly, studies on Irish or Scottish national 

consciousness are bound to allocate a large space to the discussion of what English 

nationalism meant for the subjects of such an absolutist project of imperialist 

expansionisrn (Penrose 19%: Ditchbuni 1997 and Rehberg 19W in ~ u k e s 1 . 4  However, 

other than these specific lineages or unless discussed in relation to the Industrial 

Revolution or the liberal tradition, the identity or motives of the nation-builden in the 

English case do not corne across as subjects that preoccupy students of nationalism. 

An exception to this trend is Liah Greenfeld (1992). who begins his treatise on 

Nationalism with the English case. Greenfeld ties English national identity formation 

with the embracing of the Protestant religion and the ideals of the Reformation. 

Accordingly, the bloodiest battles of al1 in the making of the English nation took place 

between the free-spirited Protestant intellectuals and rnemben of the new literate classes. 

and, Catholic supporters of the supremacy of the Church and the traditional unison of 

'%n the issue of Scottish national identi ty, Penrose critically argues, " Where British 
nationalists accentuate Scotland's incorporation into the British nation. Scottish 
nationalists accentuate Scotland's distinctiveness from the rest of Britain, especially 
England. However, without the power of the status quo, Scottish nationalists must work 
hard to demonstrate that they represent the interests of a legitimate nation. In so doiog. 
they are constrained by the dictates of accepted nationalist rhetoric. This rneans they 
must show that Scorland is a cleatly delineated territory occupied by a discrete group of 
people who possess a long-standing 'nuturai' bond to 'their' l a d .  In other words. 
Scottish nationalists must convince people--both inside and outside of the area called 
Scotland-that a legitimate Scottish nation exists." (op. cit., p. 38--emphasis mine) 



Church and Crown. In the end, however, religion. class and ideology became such an 

amalgam that it became sigaificantly difficult to identify the exact location of the 

proponents of English nationalism from within. Nationalism rather became the 

possession of 'each and every man with a free spirit and self-respect'. Meanwhile, one 

cannot but wonder what happened to the unwanted, the non-collaborating, the 'othea' of 

the nationalist project in England. The answer is three-fold. The old-fashioned 

aristocracy and remnant groups of the feudal vestiges as well as troublesome elements in 

the nsing new classes were distanced from national politics via the promise of colonial 

gains--power and wealth. Ironicaliy, though they would have been potential opposition to 

the nationalist agenda if they had stayed, they became the symbols of English nationalism 

abroad as the pioneers of colonisation. Similarly, the underclasses of the prominent 

English nation became the masses that emigrated to the New World, the wanderiog poor 

harbouring the solid dream of a class or title-free access to prosperity. Finally, religious 

aniagonisms more or less became marginal to the English nationalistic cause with the 

solidification of the hegemony of the Church of England and the ultimate suppression of 

the supremacist vision of the Catholic faith by any means necessary. If so. did EngIand 

get rid of its national others while 'making' them during its nation-building p r o c e s s e  

Here, a necessary distinction has to be introduced between the 'other' that is 

visible and identifiable, and a different kind of 'other' that is kept at the margins or erased 

from dominant historicallpolitical accountsP6 These two forms of otherness are 

interdependent parts of the mechanism that dictates an exclusive self-image irrespective 

- - 

4%he immediate outsidelotherr of England are traditionally identified as France, 
Gennany and Spain (Featherstone 1997 in Dukes). Needless to Say, this kind of analysis 
is limited by the European context, and among-the-equals kind of power struggie. 
*he second form of 'othemess' is best formulated in Michel Foucault's works, 
Discipline and Punish: rite Birth of the Prison (197'7) and The History of Sexualiiy. 
Volume I: An Introduction ( l97û). 



of the specificities of the nationalist project providing them substance. While the 

insiderIothers belong to the realm of national politics, the visible others are more of a 

product of the global conflicts between States, markets, cultures, civilisations, and 

re l igions .  Contrary to the traditional analysis of Europe-bound animosities, the 

outsiderlothers of European nationalisms are categorically different from both the 

insidefothers and the enemy/othen of European nations. To begin with, the enemylothers 

of the European nations belong to a select group of nations within Europe--classical 

examples of such antagonisms were English versus French. German versus French, 

French venus Italian. etc.--meanwhile, Russia always bordering at the edges of 

~ u r o ~ e a n n e s s .  The French, in this context, have a peculiar place among the European 

nation-states. As the quintessential nation with its own nation-state and national army, 

French nationalism also produced soldiers of a zealous expansionism in the name of 

liberating the rest of Europe from their feudal oppressors. Their purpose, in tum, becarne 

the cause of the exponential growth of nationalism in Europe, harbouring social and 

political upheaval not only against the local oppressors, but also against French tyranny. 

It is in this context, for instance, that German romantic nationalism most 

471n his article on the production of knowledge about the continent of Africa and the 
changes in the perception of Afnca following the establishment of the paradigm of 
progress in European sciences, T. Carlos Jacques argues that "External or non-European 
nature is retneved from iis place of origin. studies, classified. ranked, and lastly. 
preserved, thereby extending the domain of Europe's knowledge. Through a series of 
cycles of exploration and retrieval, Europe's knowledge of 'others' accumulates. And 
with each cycle, Eiirope strengthens the jmrification and legitimation of its knowledge 
such that each time the cycle becomes more well-grounded. Europe thereby increasingly 
becomes the center of classification. calculation, and ultimately of political power. 
through which al1 other knowledges and powee must pass for legitimation." (1997, p. 
1 w  
W h e r e  was, of course, the Ottomans and the memory of their amies once reaching even 
the gates of Vienna. However. Ottomans-generally refemd as 'the Turk'--were seen as 
both the wamors of Islarnic jihad (religious aatagonism) and as a triballbarbanan 
imperial menace extending its arms out of the extenor landscapes of the 'Orient' (the 
Oriental despot). In this sense, they were part of the category of the outsider/other, if 
only exhibiting an unusual military and political might until the mid-eighteenth century. 



commonly finds an explanation. In this sense, the enemy/other category is the most 

pronounced actor of national histories in Europe. However, the gradua1 homogenisation 

of the European identity meant that, notwithstanding its significance in the construction 

of a national self-image, the enemyfothers of the European nations gained a relatively 

equal status in terms of the characteristics attributed to thern. Racially and in general 

linguistic categories, the enemylother of the European nations were a sort of 'kin'. 

Though not much liked, and always subject to ancient quarrels, the enernylother of 

European nations is part of the European-Christian universe.49 

The outsiderlothers, on the other hznd, belong to a different specimen, a sub- 

category, or an alien culture, race or religion, the element of their unknown qualifies 

making them into objects of exploration and discovery, as much as subjats of conquest 

and domination. The more the outsidedother is threatening, the more its differences 

emphasised and cornpared to the European self-image.% Accordingly, the visible. 

outside/others of the European civilisation in roto can be identified as the colonised 

cultures. the Orient, the Far East, in short, the distant landscapes whose histones were 

forced to intersect with that of ~ u r o ~ e . 5 1  The Turk, the Chinese, the Indian, the African, 

4%'here are of course overlaps between the perceptions of insiderloutsiden and 
outsiderlothers of Europe. For instance, the characterisation of Irish Catholics in 'English 
nationaiism' is no less derogatory in racial terms than the European depictions of the dark 
continent of Africa. For further discussion, see Allen (1994). 
5% the same vein, Michel de Certeau (1988) cites that historiography ernerged from the 
European encounter with the 'unknown other'. As a product of the Renaissance, it marked 
the discovery of 'non-European worlds' and their immediate re-location wi thin the 
imagined -. topos of the West'. 
510n the issue of who is capable of possessing the humanistic virtues prescribed by the 
Enlightenment, for a cntical examination of the construction of the category of the 
'Oriental despot', see Valensi (1990). As Lucette Valensi suggests, the Oriental despot 
came into heing only rmuod the time of the tininhibited desue of European economic and 
cultural superiority : " Where.. .was the despot until he w as rediscovered by European 
philosophy? Was he living in the seraglio or resting in Aristotle's politis? When 
Montesquieu opened a new chapter in European taxonomies, was he Asiatic? Or was he- 
as happeos so often in the European tradition-a concept produced by Greek philosophy 
dressed in the costume of the Oriental monarch?" (p. 174) 



the Egyptian, etc. were constructed as the anti-thesis of what a European is--ultimately 

incapable of possessing the Humanistic virtues inscribed by the maxims of the pmject of 

Enlightenment. 

As a separate but categoricaily related group, there is comrnon mentionhg of the 

'barbarie tribes' of the North-the invaden. These Nordic/Slavic tribes, paiticularly the 

Vandals, were initially perceived as predators of the 'better civilisations' such as the 

Roman Empire. They were characterised as devoid of the refined attributes of Christian 

Europeans, however with one major distinction. The savage tribes from the North were 

nonetheless the white man. Furthemore, according to the 'Aryan invasion' thesis, they 

broupht vitality and fierceness to the lax and much-too-self-conscious culture of the 

decadent Roman Empire. In this sense, their visibility as others was temporary. To these, 

one should add the 'borderland civilisations' of Europe, such as the Balkan peoples--a 

case which will be discussed Iater. The otherness of these communities was later 

minimised and their assimilation was pioneered by the European nationalists themselves 

during the long nineteenth century. In contradistinction, the outside/others of Europe 

were methodically fossilised due to cultural prejudice, politics of domination and fear of 

the unknown. 

Going back to the English case, it is in the category of insidedothers that 

contentious classes, minority cultures and sub-nationalisms, heterodox or antagonistic 

religious groups. wornen, underclasses, homosexuals are joined together as the domestic 

contenden of the nationalist project.s2 Therefore, what national politics might have been 

5 2 ~ 1 t h o u ~ h  these two foxms of otherness often overlap, a differentiation is necessary 
between enuociated and unrecognised instances of socio-cultural difference. This 
differentiation enables one to sec what was eventually deemed as open for political 
negotiation in cultural politics of modernity. In this context, M. Foucault's notion of two 
foms  of subjugated knowledge, one marginalised and silenced and the other discredited 
and thus disqualified is helpful (Foucault 1980). There is, however, a general tendency to 
identify the insideIothers of the nation with sub-nationdethno-nationalist movements. 



relieved of in England is the pressure from some of its insider/othen. Yet the nature of 

the nationalist project is such that its others are perpetually redefined and recreated in 

order to enact a closure in defining the national polity. If the rural poor left the industrial 

landscape of England, they were soon replaced by the urban poor and the workinp 

classes. If the old aristocracy was shipped away to the frontiers of colonisation, new 

fonns of class conflict emerged among the remaining elite and rising new classes. In 

other words, Enplish nationalism might have secured a relatively clean slate at ifs 

inception, but this did not by any means guarantee the categorical removal of opposition 

to the hegemony of the nationalist scheme. 

In other prominent nationalist projects in Europe, such as French or German 

nationalisms, similar attempts of getting rid of the intemal challenge are found in 

abundance. In the French case, the old, hereditary anstocracy. as well as the losing sides 

among the revolutionary political groups, were physically eradicated with the help of the 

novel invention of the Revolution--the guillotine. In the German case, the representatives 

of the Volkish ideology reconstmcted the Jewish and Catholic identity as the anti-thesis 

of the Gennanic spirit. German national socialism then reached the nadir of this impetus 

of cleansing (Greenfeld 1992; Breuilly 1995).53 In these examples--and many others not 

This tendcncy is most clearly propagated by the dominant nationalism in a given nation- 
state. Referring to the eariy days of national identity formation in Europe for instance, 
Breuilly argues, the official other of the RussiadGerman state during the 1860s and 70s 
was its Polish subjects. During the same period, Spanish govemment denied claims of 
Basque and Catalan nationalism in the name of the unity of the 'Spanish nation'. In the 
British case, on the other hand, the problem of interna1 others defined in nationalist tems- 
-Le., the Scottish, the Insh and the Welsh--was tackled by the separation of citizenship 
and cultural identity (Breuilly 1982, pp. 1415). Here, a larger definition of othemess will 
be followed, which includes 'sub-national' others as one of the many forms through which 
internd otherness is embodied. 
53~ûanwhile. at the borderlands of Europe, the post-Revolution Russian nation had its 
inside/othen transformed into the proper subject of nationalism, the peasant while it got 
rid of the opposition of its Tsarist upper classes via expulsion. The Russian repertoire of 
national awakening had to guarantee that Russia would become a nation in the Western' 
sense. In this vein, in the image of 'the West' which was hated and adrnired in the same 



cited here--, the cornmon thread is that the cultural politics of nationalism have generally 

been successful in transmuting the initial interna1 threats to the establishment of a 

nationalist/populist political regime and a new socio-economic order. The inaugural 

silencing of the insider/others of the European nations did not lead to the vanishing of 

dissent targeting the totalising agendas of nationalism. However, it sufficiently diverted 

the energy of the protagonists of nationalism to the visible, outsidefothen for the 

demarcation of the nation. 

The European nation as a distinct political community is not only a political 

derivation of the liberal ideology; it i s  also an end-product of the establishment of a 

global hierarchy of civilisations and cultures. The Eurocentric formulation of visible, 

outsidelothen facilitated a sharp distinction between the 'naiural' members of the nation 

and the rest. Meanwhile, this connection was not self-evident during the first two 

centuries of the formation and spread of the discoune of nationalism. The caiegorisation 

of the visible others of Europe into linguistic, racial, and geographical taxonomies is a 

relatively later de~elo~ment.54. In this vein, it would be an anachronisrn to expect to find 

the roots of an organic/cultural definition of the nation based on ethno-linguistic and 

cultural lineape in the making of the Dutch, English or French nations. It is the iater 

breath, Russian nationalism refomulated the primordial elements of its cultural heritage 
as the foundations of the Russian nation on  the land of Mother Russia. In this context, 
Greenfeld suggests that for the Russian nationalist, "The West ... was France of the 
Enligbtenment. On the mental horizon vaguely loomed England. which France at this 
very time was determined to  emulate and surpass, in the process giving its values the 
explicit and articulate expression they never had in the place of their birth. Other 
European countries, especially neighbouring Gennany. were but imperfect reflections of 
France. America, the Land of Liberty, in the consciousness of eighteenth century 
Russians, bordered on the imaginary. an ideai constniction rather than real presence, 
ernbodiment of a principle." (op. cit.. p. 255) 
41~istorically. this impetus coostitutes the origins of the disciplines of philology. 
archeology and anthropology. And none of these disciplines date back to the seventeenth 
or  even the eighteenth centuries. They are rather creations of the heydays of European 
modernity. At their origins, archeology, phitoiogy and anthropology were the new 
'sciences' that can explain and make sense of difference between Europe and its others. 



instances of romantic or pan-nationalist streams that undertook the project of cleansing 

the national body politic via 'scientifically' establishing its cultural uniqueness as a 

rnernber of the farnily of European nations.55 Meanwhile, this new frame of reference 

radically changed the way nationhood and national identity have been envisaged. 

By the mid-nineteenth century. national identity across Europe was redefined in 

direct relation to the global cateporisation of cultures and civilisations according to race 

and languap. The homogenisation of the contents of nation-related tenns and the 

creation of an ideal-type of the national other might have been initiated by the romantic 

reactionism to Bonapartist interpretations of the Enlightenment projeci in Europe 

(Renfrew 1988, 1994; Mallroy 1989). However. when combined with the larger 

undertaking of a selective search for distinct cultural mots of theCEuropean civilisation'. 

these changes in the meaning of the nation were no longer restricted to a particular 

European nationalism. The resultant concretisation of the outside/othen of European 

nations in the idiom of racial and linguistic alterity made it possible for nationalism to 

5 5 ~ a r t i n  Swales argues that Gemany is always judged under the curse of the 'betaied 
nation'. When Geman history is the subject-matter of discussion, it is framed as the 
'special course of German history': "The proper course of historical development traced 
by the nation-state entails a gradua1 process of bourgeois self-assertion fuelled by 
increasing economic power and social mobility. Gradualiy, the rniddle classes win forms 
of political influence for themselves by chailenging feudal structures in the name of a 
more broadly participatory, democratic structure of govemment The German lands fail 
to conform to this model: 1830 and 184û mark disrnal failures. Hence, when Germany 
does, as it were, corne into line in 1871, she does so in a condition of curious 
disequilibrium." (1993, p. 220) Swales then points out the dangers of such a clear case of 
'normative thinking' in  history: "There is, for example. the tendency to absolutise one 
particular mode1 of historical and political change, to invest histoncal events, whether of 
a benign or malignant kind, with the motor force of unexamined and unexplained 
inevitability." (op. cit., p. 221) Although Swales' waniing is well in place regarding the 
downfalls of studying German history as a 'special case', it nonetheless ovedooks the 
importance of identifying the categorically different characteristics of Geman  romantic 
nationalism. As a counter-example of Swales' cautionary perspective. see Blackboum 
and Eley ( 1984). 



accommodate the excessive demands of global European hegemony.56 Its ideological 

outcornes were in total agreement with the European domination of the global capitaiist 

market, as well as of civilisations and forms of political existence other than those 

approved by the quintessential European nation-state (Wallerstein and Balibar 1989; Tilly 

1990; Jackson and Penrose 1993; Berna1 1994) .~~ 

By the 1840s. language became the defining characteristic in the mapping of 

European nations and their visible others. In particular, the working out of the Indo- 

European language family motivated the definitive linking of language and Europeanness 

(Banerjee 1990: Hourani 1991). The study of Indo-European linguistics corresponded to 

the 'history of 3 5 0  yean' of Literary activities of the Indo-European peoples. These 3500 

yean are broadly divided into ancient ( 1 % )  B.C.600 A.D.), medieval (600-1600 AD.) 

and modem (1600 A.D. onwards) periods based on the key historical events and 

production of li terary documents that mark the development of Indo-European languages 

and literatures. The generai mode1 of Indo-European languages is based on the tracing of 

migration routes of the original Indo-Europeans from their initial settlements.S8 Founded 

56~lthough it  is essential to demonstrate the existence of 'a plurality of place-specific 
ideologies of race and nation rather than a monolithic, historically singular and 
geographically invariant racism or nationalism' (Jackson and Penrose 1993, p. 13). the 
common appearance of the racism/nationalism combination within the matrix of 
European traditions of nation-building andor nation-state building reveal structurally 
explicit cornmonalties across the board. For further discussion, see Wallentein and 
Balibar ( 19891. 
571n particular, see the Introduction by Peter Jackson and Jan Penrose to their edited 
work, Constructions of Race. Place, Nation. As Jackson and Pearose(1993) argue, "The 
nation-state is a crucial locus for the articulation of racist ideologies, because of the extent 
to which it embodies the idea of 'race' and legitirnises it through the granting and 
withholding of citizenship. the nght to enter and remain within a country, and a host of 
oiher entitlernents ... Both 'race' and nation lay daim to being 'natural' human 
divisions -- ..."( op. cit., p. 9) 
s ~ e a n w h i l e ,  echoing the concems raised in Martin Bemal's body of work on the need 
for reconstructing the ancient Greek heritage, Wolfgang Meid argues "We rnust abandon 
the obsolete notion of a 'uniform' Indo-European, which as such never existed..and 
substitute for it the more realistic notion of an Indo-European as a linguistic continuum in 
tirne and space." (1990, p. 21) 



upon the similarities of grammar and vocabulary, different languages were then compared 

to the original Indo-European languages and classified accordingly. 

Meanwhile, the beiief that there must have been one single proto-Indo-European 

language spoken in the regions noith or north-east of the Black Sea was a theme primarily 

introduced by the Aryan myth.59 Following the Romantic motto that language reflects 

the 'spirit of people', the mother-tongue of a given community thus became the pimal 

elernent nvealing its Europeanness and thus its potential for nationhood.60 As early as 

the sixteenth century, language could be identified as a detennining factor in nation- 

building (Greenfeld 1982). However, it is mainly during the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries that, for European consumers of nationalism. the work of 

%he question of the 'original home' of the Indo-European speech community has been a 
central theme in the formation of the discipline of philology. As Misra (1992) argues, 
"Rrst of al1 scholan thought of India. But soon the place was shifted to Pamir. Siill later 
the northern shore of Caspian Sea, as suggested by Schrader, was more or less widely 
accepted ... It seems that this is widely accepted mainly because ..A is centrally Iocaied and 
scholan prefer it for a sort of common emotional prejudice. The common linguistic 
characteristics are also applicable to lndia to a great extent. But India was not 
preferred ... lndia was not Iiked as original home of Indo-Europeans by many European 
scholars, purely on emotional grounds." Misra's work is a treatise to prove that India was 
indeed the original home of Indo-European speech community. Therefore, his arguments 
are tilted to the other extreme of proving India's unique place among world civilisations. 
However, his observations about why the Caspian Sea became the arbitrary demarcation 
point for the Indo-European homeland are noteworthy. 
m~eanwhi le ,  alluding to the origins of the 'modem' study of Indo-European languages, 
Bane j e e  and others argue, it was the discovery of Sanskrit that opened up a new era in 
European studies in Comparative Philology. Ironicaily enough, once again proving Eric 
Wolf's observations on the spread of European capitalism, Banejee notes that "[wlhen 
Vasco da Gama landed at Calicut on the 9th May 1498, the West did not have any 
knowledge of Sansknt ... Padre Pedro began to preach the principles of Christianity to the 
Indians without any knowledge of Sanskrit ... by the end of the sixteenth century, Europe 
did not leave any record of their knowledge of Sanskrit, except Fïlippo Sassetti, an Italian 
merchant, who stayed in Iadia between 1583 and lm, and noticed some affinities 
behveen ltalian and Sanskrit." (op. cit. p. x) Bane j e e  cites that the f i a t  European who 
really leamed and mastered Sansknt was Roberto de Nobili (1577-1656). He was 
followed by others, as missionanes developed an interest in the language for the sake of 
preaching the Gospel in the native languages of the sub-continent. In this context, the 
Aryan myth was established upon the grounds of a theory which at least initiaily brought 
together Asian and European civilisations. 



philologists, grammarians, and lexicographers studying obscure and unknown languages 

in search of the mots of the European peoples--and classifying them into a hierarchy of 

language families-gained unprecedented prorninence.61 In this novel field of expertise, 

studies of the 'Germanic languages' were most notable.62 

The theory of language families was concomitantly supported by theories of 

aocient predecesson, of the homeland of Indo-Europeans, and 'racial findings'. Race as 

611t was not until 1786 that Sanskrit was claimed to have sprang from the same source as 
Greek and Latin by Sir William Jones. However, it was primarily after B ~ p p  and Grimm 
that such comparisons were elevated to the level of scientific rules. In a conspectus of 
Indo-European linguistic literature showing the development of 'linguistic Science'. 
Bane j e e  cites Grimm's law (1822). Verner's law (1a75). Brugmann's law (1876) and 
Cotlids law (1878) as the founding laws of Comparative Philology (Bane jee,  op. cit. 
A pendix 1. pp. xxx-XI). 
6fThe first use of a comparative grammm was undertaken in 1808 by Friedrich Sehlegel 
in his 1808 lectures on the "Language and the Widom of the Indians" (cited in Banejee, 
op. cit. p. xiii). The first systematic comparative grammar, on the other hand, was wntten 
by Franz Bopp (179 1 - 1867) and published in 1816, where Sanskrit verbs were compared 
to Greek. Latin, Persian and German ones. In 18 18, the similarities found by Bopp were 
advanced further by Rasmus Kristian Rask (1787-1832), who argued that the Germanic 
languages bear a regular fonnal relation to the other Indo-European languages. In Jacob 
Grimm's three volumes of Deursche Gramrnatik that appeared between 1819 and 1837. 
the correspondence between Germanic and other Indo-European languages was 
thoroughly systematised. Bopp aîso wrote a Comparative Grammar of Sanskrit, Zend, 
Greek, Latin, Lithuanian, Gothic and Geman in three volumes between 1833 and 1852. 
The final touches of the basic Indo-European linguistic theory were done by Karl 
Bmgrnann ( 184% 19 19) and Bertold Delbfiick ( 1842- 1922). Their monumental work 
Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der indogermnnischen Sprachen came out in 
several volumes between 1886 and 1900. In many of the above-mentioned works. 
Sanskrit was used as a basis for cornpanson between Greek, Latin and other cognate 
languages. As early as 18 14, Rask has studied the origins of the ancieat Scandinavian 
languages (old Norske) and examined its relationship to Germanic. Languages like 
Armenian and Albanian as well as 'modem Celtic languages', however. were only later 
added to the list of Indo-European languages based on these comparisons. At the 
beginning of the twentieth century, Tocharian (East Turkestan, Asia) and Hittite (Central 
Anatolia, today's Turkey) were also added to the primary list of Indo-European 
lanpuages. In fact, Hittite became the earliest attested Indo-European language, since it 
was spoken in the area as early as  2000 B.C., several centuries earlier than the earliest 
Greek (the Mycenaean inscriptions dating back to 140-1200 B.C.). As will be discussed 
later, this had a major impact on the strategies of modernisation and Westemisation 
exercised by the secular Turkish Republican cadres. Although the Hittite language did 
not look like a Greek-Sanskrit type, and it lacked the gender distinction of masculine and 
ferninine, it was treated as a 'special case'. For fwther discussion, see Meid (1990). 



a kin category of national distinction appeared by the late eighteenth century (Williams 

1976, pp. 248-50)63 Its rise to a 'scientifici notion corresponds to the development of 

Darwin's theory of evolution, the heyday of Gennan romanticism and theories of 

linguistic heritage, Malthusian ecooomics, and the culmination of liberal political 

doctrines. Dunng the nineteenth century, the combination of race-theories and the 

linguistic 'findings' of Indo-European studies led to the suspicious exclusion of the non- 

Aryan nexus of the Mediterranean civilisations and celebration of an isolated Greek 

heritage as the only heir to the pst-Christian, Enlightenment ~ u r 0 p . a  The isolated and 

thus purified 'Greek-Roman-Christian' lineage of the European civilisation was further 

stabi lised by the archaeological identification of the ancient Greeks as the sole producen 

and protectors of classical knowledge that laid the foundations of the European 

~nli~htenment.65 New theories of antiquity provided a solid confirmation for the 

assumed relationship between language. race, culture, and civilisation. In this context, 

Ancient Greece was not only elevated to the status of a superior civilisation, but it was 

now identified as the first 'true' civilisation. Its 'tmly European' status was derived from 

the purification of the Hellenic culture from its Semitic and African cornponenis that were 

once accepted as part of the eastem Mediterranean mosaic of civilisations. As the 

63~a~rnond  Williams (1976) states that the word 'race* was in use as early as the 
sixteenth century, however it was mostly applied to the differentiation of plant and animai 
species. The later usage of the term assumed a radically different meaning since it was 
intertwined with the modemist schemes of human achievement, political, economic and 
social progress, and evolution. 
64~or a radically diffennt definition of the Mediterranean culture as a regional and 
cosmopolitan achievement, see Femand Braudel's celebrated work The Mediterranean. 
On the issue of the interaction between classicism and German romanticism, see Behier 
(lm)* 
651ronically, a significant body of work relateci to the mcient Greek heritape was broupht 
to Europe in the early fifteentb century by Byzantine scholars fleeing Constantinople and 
Spanish scholaa of lslamic civilisations. In other words, what remnineci of ancient 
Greece was kept alive in the East, before it ever reached the West'. For an illustrative 
discussion on the transmission of the Greek heritage. see Geanakoplos (1979). 



prototype of Europe, Ancient Greece symbolised a self-sufficient , pure and su perior 

culture (Herzfeld 198'7).a it is on this basis that European colonisation could assume the 

mission civilisatrice or 'assimilation' and thus willingly take over the peculiar 'white 

man's burden', carrying the flag of civilisation alone. 

As argued before, the racial and linguistic determination and subsequent 

hierarchisation of cultures, religions, and civilisations undoubtedl y reflected the 

predicarnent of European capitalist e~~ansion.67 Colonisation, territorial expansion. 

slavery. divide and rule tactin, etc. constituted the sub-text to the gradua1 crystallisation 

of theones of European supenority.68 in this context, the re-discovery of the roots of 

European civilisations etemally prisoned the outsider/others of European nations into 

king  Europe's civilisational anti-thesis. Their past glories were depicted as stories of an 

ancient time which froze and never changed, or in this case allowed 'progress' to take 

effect in these 'Oriental societies' (Said 1979; Pomian 1981).69 Meanwhile, the 

formation of new national identities at the fringes of core European States. such as the 

Balkan peninsula, became a welcome development. This was due to the assumption that 

these peripheral societies' linguistic and racial-cultural traits were either mutations of or 

denvations from the primary/dominant pool of European charactenstics. 

6 6 p ~ h e  European ideolopy developed in part from a reaction to Enlightenrnent 
universalism. Characteristically. it represented European identity as revealed through 
specific ~ t i o n a l  identities; paradoxicaily, it meant thinking natioaalistically." (Henfeld 
1987, p. 77) Michael Henfeld argues that until the explorations in the new world and 
China during the late sixteenth century, Europeans felt safe in assuming their own moral 
and cul turai superiority. However, these encounters urged a new sense of 'Europeanness' 
to make sure that the distinctions between what is Europan and what is not are clearly 
s ta ted. 
670n the relationship between cultural identity, sense of history and European 
expansionism, see Trigger ( 1984). 
%n the issue of the unequal nature of the encounters between Europe and non-Europe, 
see Amin ( 1989) and Wolf ( 1982). 
69~or a discussion on the origins of a self-conscious definition of Europeanness, see 
Khan ( 1994). 



'Non-European' cultures, on the other hand, were deemed as not worthy or capable 

of having their own states--they were the 'colonial materiai' (Asad 1975; Said 1979; 

Ahmad 1992). In this context, the desire to purify the historico-cultural heritage of 

Europe and identify the charactenstics of a mythical 'European' race assumes a new 

meaning (Poliakov 1974).70 Towards the end of the nineteenth century, being 

recognised as a nation was to achieve a distinct status. In other words, nationhood 

became a strategic devise allowing the formation of new nations of 'European descent', 

but not applicable to other civilisations and societies--mainly in order to safe-guard the 

practices of colonisation. 

Political unification and centralisation, substitution of warfare by diplornacy, 

further temtonal expansion and growing cornpetition for colonial possessions, and, the 

preeminence of national interests clearly articulated by the bourgeoisie across Europe, 

were the dictates of politics especially towards the end of the nineteenth century. Set 

against this dynamic background, the'nation' was no longer a mere geographical 

reference (Lefebvre 197 1 ; Sahlins 1989; Vazin 19931.71 Instead, the territorial aspects 

of statehood became coterminous with the socio-cultural characteristics of a chosen 

political comrnunity.7* The refonnulation of a common hiçtorico-cultural heritage with 

temporal and spatial referents in tum legitimised the sovereign, central authonty 

appropnating and guarding that very heritage. By the beginning of the nineteenth century. 

the objectified description of 'national origins' based on trans-histoncal linguistic and 

7O~or a narratological study on the dynamics of hem-making and theories of racial 
purity, see Makolkin (1992). 
7l1n-the medieval period, for example, reference to nation de France would iaclude 
Italians and Spaniards as speakers of the Romance languages (Vazin 1993, p. 34). For 
further discussion on the general contents of the pre-nationalism nation. also see Sahlins 
( 1989). 
72~or an extensive historical analysis of the consolidation of the French national identity, 
and as a case study confirming the general debate offered in this work, see Beaune 
(1991) and Asher (1993). 



racial classifications had already gained considerable political prominence (Vaziri 1993: 

Rannum 1975; Cam 1983). Dunng the course of the nineteenth century, romantic 

nationalism initiated the blending of differences in physiognomy, manners. customs, 

pureness of blood, and details of everyday life including ethnic and religious ceremonies 

into thc criteria for national identification (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). 

Consequently. at the end of the century, political communities molded into 

nations--irnitating the Iatest accent of European nationalism--suffered a substantial 

erasure of differences in the name of creating national unity. The ultimate union of a 

'nation' with the state, routinised by the political developments of the nineteenth century, 

meant a radical re-territorialisation, mobilisation and acculturation of diverse 

c~rnrnuni t i es .~~  As ovedapping boundary lines of cultural. ethnic or religious identities 

were replaced by the dictates of absolute borders, 'national citizenship' granted on the 

basis of one's nationali ty was insti tutionall y cultivated as the sole critena for mernbership 

to the national political community (Just 1989: Brubaker 1994). In ihis new frarnework. 

maintenance of the national territory meant guarding the 'Spirit' of the nation The new 

patriotisrn required not only the love of one's nation, but also the sacrificial defense of 

one's 'h0rneland'.~4 This task, though to be chenshed by al1 the children of the nation. 

was specifically aitributed to the sovereign political authority representing the nation: the 

' nation-state' 7 5  

f 3 ~ h i s  union rneant simultaneously the separation of the nation from the state and the 
necessary juxtaposition of the two as the new nom of politics. For further discussion on 
the meaning of the hyphen that separates and unites the nation and the state in the nation- 
state, see Singer (1996). Brian Singer's arguments are based on the process of nation 
building in France, although they are applicable to a wide spectnim of other cases. 
7 4 ~ o r  a comparative analysis of the concept of hornelandlfatherland. çce Morley and 
Robbins ( 1993). On the specific case of Gennany, see Fonythe ( 1989). 
750n the changing r d e  of culture in the definition of a nation, John Breuilly (1982) 
argues that national identification is meaningful and politicdly significant only as long as 
it 1s shared by a group of people. It is the shared meauing and the political articulation of 
it that gives a content to nationalism (p. 8). In this context, nationalism as a political 



In conclusion. by the mid-nineteenth century, despite the variations within the 

European tradition of nationalism, the nation was singularly defined as a temtorially 

bound and culturally select political community protected by a centralised state. The 

nation-state symbolised the sovereignty of the people; it was thus sacrosanct and its 

legitimacy could not be overridden by any other political maxim. The new, 

institutionalised and 'intematiooally' orchestrated ideology of nationalism legitimatised 

practices of organised violence committed by îhe nation-state both outside and also from 

within (Tilly 1990). Although permanent amies gradually became a significant part of 

the sfatus quo for the consolidation and de-guarding of nation-states, they are only haif' 

of the truth about the suprerne political power of the European nation-~tate.~6 Intemally. 

marginalisation, silencing, and the te-ordering of the civil society by the central state 

were integral to the construction of a unified national identity (Giddens 1985). These 

subversive strategies, in tum, created new foms of othemess. Still, the idiom of national 

unity sufficiently covered the cracks of the nationalist project. As the 

genealogical/ascriptive determination of national identity established cultural and 

institutional hegemony, territonally defined patnotism emerged as the primary political 

bond. unilaterally suppressinp eadier forms of cultural. religious and political affinity.77 

doctrine is built upon three basic assertions; that there cxists a nation with a distinct 
character, that the interests and values entertained by this nation take pnority over al1 
other - - interests or values, and thai the nation must be an independent politicai entity (p. 3). 
76There is a pronounced difference between inter-state warfare and intemal military 
surveillance of civilian populations. On the basis of this difference, 'organised violence* 
has a restncted meaning specific to the relationship between a nation-state and the 

pulace thst lives iinder its sovereign authority. 
%For a 'positive' reading of patriotisrn, ree Viroli (1995). Maurizio Viroli attends to the 
roots of both religious and political patriotism. He argues that by the end of the 
eighteenth century, feelings of patriotisrn had to compte with the love of one's language 
and culture, i.e. nationalism. Interestingly, he defines nationalism as the reaction of 
different Western European countries to 'French patriotisrn' and political hegemony. 
Meanwhile, Virolifs identification of patriotisrn as necessary and desirable as opposed to 
'nationalism' as pemicious is highly controversial. When patnotism is so strictly defined 
as 'love of common liberty' (p. 1&0 which does not require cultural or even temtonal 



Under the rubric of the moral and ethical virtues of this 'new' nationalism, earIier 

constmcts of identity were replaced by the nationality-citizenship duo as the basis of 

meaningful political existence (Bmbaker 1992).7* The earlier. vemacular uses of nation- 

related terrninology dating back to sixteenth century England signified liale more than 

basic differences in spoken languages, literature and cultural products (Greenfeld 1992; 

Vaziri 1993). The nineteenth century reformulaiion of nationality, on the other hand, 

engraved borderlines both among the European nations and between Europe and its 

culturaYcivilisational o then  while internally homogenising the meaning of tradition, 

hentage and culture. 

The crucial difference between the outsidelothers and the insideloutsiders in 

Europe is that the former was essential to create a unified image of 'us', while the latter 

constitutes an intemal challenge to the assumed homogeneity or consensus typically 

characterising the national polity.79 Ironically, one of the most revolutionary 

accomplishments of nationalkm is the blumng of the boundaries and borderlines between 

Europe and non-Europe with the global franchise of self-determination and the 

universalised application of the principle of national sovereignty. Consequently, the 

nineteenth century mode1 of 'national/nationalised' self-understanding in Europe could no 

longer maintain the separation of Europe aud its othedoutsiders. The outsiderlothen of 

Europe became nations in their own nght. Furthemore, the porousness of nation-state 

bounds, i t  is reduced t o  mere civic virtue. The patriotism discusscd in the present text 
conveys -- a much more specific meaning than what Viroli attributes to it. 
m ~ o r  further discussion. see Shennan (1991). For a histoncal examination of the 
precarious relationship between national identity and patrie, see Braudel (1988). In Keith 
Stnnger's words, "Notonously, 'patriotism' itself, the supposed embodiment of national 
identity, is a particularly nebulous and messy concept. It c m  be not only republican or 
royalist, but liberal or reactionary, bourgeois o r  aristocratic, Protestant or Catholic, state- 
led or  subversive, revolutionary or counter-revolutionary ...to speak of 'love of country' 
automatically raises the question of which country." (1994, pp. 9-34). 
79011 the psychological role of the visible othen, see Volkan (1985). 



borders let the dispersed populations of 'colonisers' as well as the select groups of the 

'colonised' well into the heart of Europe. The drawing of the boundary between the 

visible othen and the insiderfoutsiders has thus become an enigma for the European 

natiooalisrns of the present century (Carens 1985,1989; Gibney 1988)&0 

Within Europe. marginalisation was a major coping mechanism employed during 

Europe's troubled adjustment to the universalisation of the discourse of ~ a t i o n a l i s m . ~ ~  

And yet, it only led to the emergence of new forms of othemess and contention 

multi pl y ing the challenges against the supremacist heroics of national identity . Outside 

Europe, on the other hand, the rhetoric of national self-determination continued to 

reproduce the nineteenth century European ideal-type of national other built upon the 

superior and distinct qualities of the 'national self. Consequently, the invention of the 

'culture nation' and the ideal-type 'national other' had a life span longer than European 

history could have allowed for. 

80In Tact, the whole body of philosophical debate on migrants, migration, refugees, and 
ethics of citizenship is centered around the theme of who is the outsider. and whedhow 
does the outsidedother become the insider. For further debate, also see Carens (1987; 
1989). 
8 1 ~ h e  tradition of modem historiography--to which national histories belonp-registered, 
transmitted and translated the past using the language of cultural, socio-political and 
economic difference. As lan Chambers argues, "As other histories emerge from the 
archeology of modernity to disturb the monologue of History, we are reminded of the 
multiple rhythrns of Me that have been wntten out and forgotteo, as the ambiguous, the 
dismptive and the excessive were reduced to the European accounting of past, present 
and future." (1997, p. 80) Furthemore, referrhg to the multi-cultural realities of present 
day Europe, Chambers nghtfully posits that "[tlhe recent irruption of othen into the 
heartland of European savoir poses disturbing questions about the status of our 
knowledge and the particular protocols of historiography ... this intrusion rewrites the 
condition of the West: its sense of tnith, its sense of time, its sense of king." (op. cit., p. 
78) In this context, pst-modernism can be defined as "European culture's awareness that 
it is no longer the unquestioned and dominant center of the world." (Young 1997, p. 75) 
In other words, pst-modernism is Europe's self-consciousness about the relative position 
of its supremacy. As such, it marks "[nlot just the cultural eMects of a new stage of 'late' 
capitalism, but the sense of the loss of European history and culture as History and 
Culture, the loss of their unquestioned place at the center of the world." (op. cit., p. 76) 



The Legacy of Ge- Roniantic Nationalism: Exceptions and Ruies 

Within the matrix of the canonisation of nationalism, there are different 

trajectories pertaining to nation-building andor nation-state formation in Europe. In a 

simplified reiteration. the English mode1 is based on civic unity and individual liberty; the 

French archetype equates the nation with the people and only then guarantees individual 

liberty. The English nationalist discourse augments a contract which guarantees the 

Reasoned human agent full capacity to act as hislher own representative. Meanwhile. the 

French nationalist tradition hinges upon the embrace of the Republic-the central-state-as 

the guarantor for the independent existence of a nation composed of Reasoned human 

agents again acting in full capacity to represent themselves. German Romantic 

nationalism, on the other hand, emphasises 'destiny' as a detemiinative category in the 

definition of a nation (Breuilly 1990: 1993)82 It does not divert from the Enlightenment 

tradition of trusting only the Reasoned human agent per se. Rather, it changes the focus 

8 2 ~ s  a sharp departure from his work on nationalisrn and the nation-state ( 1982). 
Breuilly's later works offer a fresh look at the historical formation of the Gerrnan national 
identity. For instance, he suggests that "National identity c m  be regarded as primarily 
cause or consequence of nation-state formation. T h e  fîrst view stresses the way in which 
various processes created, intensified and diffused a sense of nationality and how this in 
tum conbibuted to the formation of the nation-state. There are many possibilities within 
this general approach. Some historians stress cultural history--e.g., the work of 
intellectuals who standardise and popularise a version of the 'national' language and use 
of this language to project images of the nation through poetry. folklore and music 
collections, etc ... More recently, the fashion for structures rather than individuals has 
given this culturalist approach a new twist. The development of new patterns of 
communication is seen as the necessary base upon which intellectuals project their 
'imagined community' to a wider audience ... these structural-cultural accounts can be 
linked to approaches which stress social and economic change." (Breuilly 1993, pp. 94- 
95) Breuilly then attempts to take a departure from the above-mentioned approaches in 
an effort to surpass the logic behind the linking of the politico-military accounts of 
nation-state building with 'underlying cultural conditions'. He chooses his example as the 
transformation of the pre-Napoleonic Gennany composed of patrimonial communities 
into a German nation-state. For further discussion, see his 1990 article, "Nations and 
Nationalism in Modem Gennan History." 



of the nationalist project by insisting upon the unfolding flow of history to bring about the 

flounshing of a nation as  the most meaningful union of Reasoned human agents. As 

such, German Romantic nationalism became the most capable of dl in ternis of offering 

hope to those who aspire to nationhood and yet lack either the materid or the spiritual 

conditions of enjoying it.83 The nineteenth century was the time of national revolutions, 

al1 of which needed a strong sense of historicity. Ger- Romantic nationalism provided 

the raison d'etre for the burgeoning national histories. It linked the liberai, humanist, 

republican and historicist schools of thought within one grand composition: the new. 

Natural Nation. It allowed stories of nationhood to become histories of nations and 

nation-states. 

The search for a 'Gemanic' identity has been entertained before the foundation of 

the German Reich in 1871 (Greenfeld 1992). Lutheran ptinciples of self-realisation 

rnight have ignited a German national agenda if the separate domains of Germanic 

princes could have been brought under the same roof at the point of their break-up from 

the Roman Catholic irnpenal domain. However, that did not happen, and the histonc 

Geman unification took place only under the threat of expansionist French nationalisrn, 

reducing Germanic temtones into a prey for their own cause. The previous f o m  of 

political union-the Holy Roman Empire of the German nation--meant provinces, regions, 

small temtories. in sum, particularism. Until the Iast three decades of the nineteenth 

century, the consciousness of being a German thus mainly included language and 

dispersed notations of culture. The notion of fatherland which became so pivotai in 

German nationalism was notably absent. In this context, the grandiose social contract 

protected by the French Revolution and then monopolised by the French state savounng 

83~rubaker's (1992) analysis of French versus German nationalismlnation-building 
process is exemplary in confîrming the argument made hem. 



sovereigntyAiberty, citizenship nghtsfequality, and political unitylfratemity acted both as 

a curse as well as  a saving cal1 for the Austro-Hungarian ~ r n ~ i r e 8 4  

On the way to nation-statehood, the protagonists of Geman nationalism had to 

deal with the excessive demands of the problem of applying the concept of a unified 

nation-state in a socio-political environment characterised by cultural. linguistic and 

religious heterogeneity. This difficulty is by no means unique to the case of German 

nationalism (Smith 1986). Meanwhile. as argued before, the solutions reached by the 

German unification of 1871 and its aftermath established a mode1 of cultural 

homogenisation in nation-building85 In order to unite divided communities and claim 

national sovereignty through a poiitically viable 'national consciousness', Gennan 

nationalist doctrine re-ordered the field of culture in an effort to cultivate a 'collective 

memory'. Romanticism overtook this project of resurrection; via its crowning of 

language as the reflection of both history and identity, it became possible to claim 

national consciousness based on 'natural' facts.g6 The nation alone became the bearer of 

- 

w~or further discussion on  the legacy OF the French Revolution, see Dann and Finwiddy 
( 1988). 
8% his article on the constitution of the first Czech nationalist programme and 
presentiiig the Czech case as a ciassical example of the attitudes of Slavonic peoples 
against the Austro-Hunganan Empire, J. P. Stem (1993) identifies Romanticism as the 
last phase of the unfolding project of European Enlightenment. What is rnost interesting 
about Stem's study is that even the very forces of resistance to G e m n  cultural hegemony 
based their arguments to the premises of the German romantic tradition. In a general 
framework, Stem thus nghtfully defines the nineteenth century version of nationalism in 
the following ternis: "From the end of the 18th century an especially close, complex and 
ultimately disastrous interrelationship develops in Central Europe between language 
consciousness and nationality. In this region, national and natural borders do not often 
coincide for very long; and in this age, greater value is ascribed to political notions of 
'natural and 'orgaoic' being than to politics based on tradition or agreement 
bureaucratically enforced. Here, linguistic borders are endowed with the pathos of 
national borden; national consciousness is identified with language consciousness." (op. 
cit., p. 129) 
8% Johann Gottlieb Herder's words, "The finest attempt at a history and manifold 
characteristics of the human understanding and heart would therefore be a philosophical 
cornparison of languages; for into each of them the understanding of a people and its 



not oniy the right for sovereign existence but also the 'national character' that now became 

the reason to claim sovereign existence in the fint placeF 

The Germanic 'penonalisatioo' of the nation--to such an extent that its character is 

conceptualised to be fully revealed by its language and historical artefacts--thus re- 

introduced the notions of the people/peoplehood into the discoune of nationalism. 88 

c harac ter are engrained. " (Ideen zur geschiech le der menshheit, ed. Eric Schmid. Lei png 
1869; passage tram. and cited by J. P. Stem, op. cit. p. 130) - 
m ~ e n f e l d  argues that "Romanticism did not simply tum away from universalisrn and 
toward particularism. though this was its surface expression. 1 t also universalised the 
particular, rendered it absolute through the abolition of historical time." (1987, p. 81) In 
this context, German romanticism Ied to the 'ecumenisation' of ethnocentricism under the 
ruspieces of cultural nationalisrn. Herzfeld names the siibsequent homogenisation of the 
modem political univene as 'Romantic statism' (op. cit, pp. 82-87). 
8% this context, the debates on 'Vandais' is most reveaiing in terms of German 
nationalism's radical historicisation of cultural heritage. The terni 'vandal' was fint used 
in France during the late eighteenth century (Martens 1994, p. 57). It characterised the 
revolutionaries who bumt down libraries and tore down Church monuments during the 
French Revolution. The people who lent their name to this pnenc expression, however. 
had a specific history. They were a Germanic tribe-or more likely a union of tribes- 
living in the Roman temtories during the 5th and 6th centuries A.D.; they were one 
arnong the many tribes drawn to Rome for power and wealth. Later becoming conquerors 
of Rome, they accepted neither the superionty of the Roman Pope nor that of the 
Byzantine Emperor. They instead chose 'Arianism' as their religious belief. In fact, at the 
height of their power, they erected a church organisation based on their Arian beliefs. 
Their kingdom fell apart under the attacks of the Byzantine Emperor Justinian in 533 
A.D. Nationalist Gennan archeology appropriated the vandals as the ancestors of the 
eastem branch of Germanic peoples based on philologicai interpretations. It is in this 
context that the Vandai migration theory developed, emphasising the centrality of the 
Vanda1 peoples to the cultural/racial heritage of Eastern. Northern and Central Europe. 
The German archaeological theories of Vandals in tum justified the Nazi occupation of 
Poland as their ancestral temtories. The Vandai thesis was later counterpoised by the 
Polish archaeologist Jozef Kostrazewski, who attempted to prove that Poles were even 
more 'ancient' than the Germanic peoples since it was indeed the Slavs who inhabited the 
'Polish temtory' in the Neolithic age and thus produced the Przewonk culture (op. cit, p. 
61). In Kostrazewski's time, however, the belief in migration theories of cultural 
diffusion was dwindling. Besides, a total replacement of ancient Slavs by latter day 
Vandals, or ancient Vandals by latter day Slavs went against the general mode1 of mixing 
of populations that would bnng together indigenous inhabitants and newcomen. Al1 in 
all, as Martens suggests, migration theories of ethnic mots and ancestral lineage became 
highly suspect for the legitimation of temtorial rights since the Nazi terror. Meanwhile, 
especially during the formative years of the Gennan archaeological school, the myth of 
Vandals provided a solid ground for the belief in the cultural onginality, punty and 
authenticity of the Gemianic peoples. 



German Romantic nationalism was founded upon the search for legitimacy within the 

aineteenth century parameters of political nationhood (Nipperdey 1983). Meanwhile, it 

surpassed and, dong the process, radically changed the paradigm of nation-building that 

it burgeoned within. The elective affinhies it esfablished between an inbred Teutonic 

race, linguistic unity, and, independent political existence reshaped the discourse of 

nationalism towards the direction of naturalising and thus essentialising its contents.89 

The searched-for collective cultural memory of romantic natiooalism is constructed in 

terms of degrees of vicinity and affinity rather than difference and variety. In this venue, 

the romantic notion of peoplehood concretises race, ethnicity, language and even religion 

8 q r , r  the impact of German romantic nationalism on the construction of the ongins of 
the European civilisation. see Bemal (1994). Martin Bemal argues that the politically 
charged Gennan academic discipline of A l ~ ~ w i s s e n r c h a f t  (the studylscience of 
Antiquity). transposeci into England and the United States as 'classics', has been central to 
the formation of the northem European culture in particular-and the European ideotity in 
oeneral--during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In his larger body of work. Bemal 
ktinguishes two schemes pertaining to the status of the Ancient Greece as the ongins of 
the European civilisation: the 'Aryan modeI' and the 'Ancient modeI'. The Ancient modet 
suggests- a large degree of inbreeding and cultural mixing among the Meditemanean 
civilisations such as the Egyptians and the Phoenecians and the ancient Greeks. The 
Aryan model, on the other-hnd, is based on the assumption of the invasion of pre- 
~e l lenes  by Indo-European speaking Aryan tribes from ihe nonh. Bemal demonstrates 
that the denial of the fiat modet in favor of the latter has taken place primarily within the 
context of Gennan romanticism and the archaeological scholarshi p produced in that era. 
Alluding to the reasons for short-changing the Ancient model, the following factors are 
most noteworthy: "[Tlhe Ancient Model was destroyed, not because of any threat it posed 
tu Christianity, but because of the predominance in the nineteenth century of 
Romanticism, racism and the concept of progress. Romaoticisrn was important because 
in its attack on the Eniightenment, it emphasised local peculianty and the importance of 
place and kinship in the formation of cultures. Romantics preferred small communities, 
which were supposed to promote virtue ...[ a]t the intersection of Romanticism and the new 
paradigm of progress, (Ancient Greece) was perceived as a period with a paradoxical 
combination of free imagination and asexual purity. Thus, the traditional view of the 
Ancient Greece as the--ethnie melting pot o f  the eastern Mediterranean became 
increasingly distasteful." (op. cit., p. 12 1) -The German school of Alterh<mswissenschaft 
was also successful in categorising Egyptians and Phonecians as Africans and Semites, 
thus infenor races compared to the Aryan, Indo-European peoples. For further debate on 
the racial undertones of the new disciplines of archeology and classical studies. see idem. 
(1988). For an alternative to the Aryanisation of Ancient Greece, see his (1987) Black 
A~henu: the Afroariatic Roofs of Classical Civilisdon. Vol. I. The Fabrication of Ancien! 
Greece 1 785- 1 985. 



as the necessary characteristics possessed by an individual to be part of a pre-defined 

nati0n.m 

The Gennan unification in 187 1 thus established a new context for the nationalist 

rnovements of nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In the absence of political unity--either 

in the English sense of an individual's right to representation and self-fulfillment, or, in 

the French sense of a nation-based social contract furnishing each and every individual 

with equal status and rights-a utopian combination of history. language and culture 

became the medium to express nationhood.91 Consequently. the conception of 

'Germamess' was based on the innate qualities of an individual such as descent and 

linguistic heritage, rather than hisher political significance as an autonomous agent. As 

such, romantic nationalism moralised culture and established a normative ground that 

presents the nation as a 'naturai' comrnunity requiring no furîher moral justification other 

than i t s  own acts reflecting the national-consciousness.92 Ironically, when one looks at 

w ~ o r  further discussion on the romnation of historical warrants for the cultural premises 
of German romantic nationalism, see Veit (1994) and Jes Martens (1994). Veit's work 
touches upon the predecessors of ethnic interpretation of ancient finds in the German 
tradition of archeology. He specifically focuses on the influence of Gustaf Kossina. the 
inteIlectua1 force behind the formulation of the superior German race. As Veit argues. 
"Kossina was by no means the first penon who attempted to ascribe archaeological Cnds 
to specific peoples...[however] today it's his name wh'ich is associated with this idea; this 
is so because he, like no other person, brought the question of ethnic interpretation to the 
ceoter of prehistoric thought ... Ündoubtedly.-the rising tide of nationalism & the beginning 
of this century was remarkably convenient for him ... lndeed, one could go so far as to Say 
that it was this which made possible the rise in the status of prehistory to that of an 
independent academic subject." On the relationship between late nioeteenthlearly 
twentieth century fonns of nationalism and the production of histoncal knowiedge. see 
Miller and Tilley ( 1%). 
91~efemng to the contents of this romantic drive, Swales states that "In 1û71. Gennany 
joined the European n o m  and became, under Russian hegemony, a unified nation-state, 
and she did so as the bearer of a particular cultural legacy: one in which nostalgia for an 
earlier. more pacific world could envisage an urban community exempt from the 
abstraction - - and anonymity of the modem indusirial city." (1993, p. 223) 

a very interesting article cornpanng the nationalist underp&ings of the theoretical 
corpus of Friedrich Schlegel, Heinrich von Treitschke and Max Weber. Hany Liebersoh 
argues that "Before 1945, the discourse of Gennan identity never demarcated a clear 
identity; many factions competed to name the obscure object of desire. One critical 



the actualities of the history of the Geman state, variety, difference and multitude gives a 

much better sense of social, economic and political life in the Germanic provinces 

compared to the constnicts of unity and homogeneity so dearly embraced by the romantic 

tradition (Bmbaker 1992). 

Since its early days, the German state's prominence has been conditioned by 

various types of dependence on and thus the need for 'non-Gemans'. Either as part of a 

dynamic work force in a growing economy, o r  as the leading figures in intellectuai and 

cosmopolitan Me of the Gennan cities, the 'foreigner' has lived in the heart of the German 

past. To begin with. the united German nation of 18'71 inherited a mass of 'non- 

Germansl--mainly Poles and Jews--residing in the Prussian east who, during Geman 

industrialisation at the end of the nineteenth centuiy, provided the stable supply of labour 

for the rapidly growing western areas (Murphy 1983; Klessrnan 1978, pp. 261-267, also 

cited in O'Brien 1988; Herbert 199 1). In the east, the flight of the Poles forced the Junkers 

that led the agricultural econorny to recruit rnainly Poles from Russia and Austria for 

tilling and harvesting the land. As early as 1910, Germany had employed more than one 

million migrants in agriculture and industry (Bade 1984, p. 437; also cited in O'Brien 

1988). 

Therefore. one can even argue that the institutional unification of Gemany has in 

fact furthered the ethnic diversification of German temtories. The war years not only 

increased the demand for foreign labour, but also disastrously changed the lives of 

contcnder was the Protestant Bildungsbürgertum or educated elite of the 19th century. 
More than anyone else, its members formulated the ideology of nationalism for the 
Pnissian victors of the struggle for Central European hegemony. A language of kinship-- 
of origins, genealogies. foreigmess and affnities-aided these educated Protestants in  
their generation of Gennan identity." (Liebenohn 1994, p. 30) Liebewhn argues that the 
exploration of the relationship between the Protestant, the Catholic and the Jew, as well 
as the upper classes and elite versus the working classes provides most precious ches  to 
the making of the German identity. Greenfeld even furthers this analysis to include Karl 
Marx's work (Greenfeid 19%). 



foreipn labourers. By 1936, Hitler's re-industrialisation and re-militarisation plans to 

perfect the 'German nation' were put into effect. As a result, aside from forced Jewish 

labour, seasonal Polish workers became forced Iaburers forbidden to retum home. As 

the German troops occupied the Baitic regions, the ükraine and Belgium, more forced 

labourers were transported to the German heartiand to join the already existing Jewish 

and Polish population of forced labouren (O'Brien 1988; Herbert 199 1). Thus, similar to 

the faith of German Reich in 1871. Hitler's design for absolute German independence 

created a situation whereby Germany's success depended upon the labour power of non- 

Gerrnans, this time forced to work for the Germans. Meanwhile, the German national 

myth of cultural purity characterised the foreigner as either parasitic or dependent on 

German wealth and c ~ l t u r e . ~ 3  The Gennan romantic mode1 of national identity Iimited 

by the absolutised account of a chosen set of traditions and commonalities furthers this 

distinction between Gerrnans and foreigaers (Merhlander et al. 1979). 

The construction of the modem nation-state involves two different trajectones of 

conquest: the 'internal' conquest of intermediary political bodies and internal boundaries 

separating classes, communities, regions and religions in order to create a unified body 

politic, and, the extemal, physical conquest of temtorial boundaries that signify the nation 

and legitirnise the establishment of a nation-state (Breuilly 1990). It is cornmonly 

suggested that on the German path to nation-state building, the 'intemal' conquest was 

primarily undertaken in the name of culture, which then led to the legitimation of the 

Genan  nation-state in tems of unbound territorial expansion. Contrary to 'the special 

case of Germany' type of arguments, however, the initiai phases of the making of the 

German nation-state very much fulfilled the noms of internal conquest on secular and 

93~his  enduring contradiction lies at the mots of the state of ambivalence and conlusion 
in contemporary Gemany conceming the national status of the foreign workers, or, as 
they came to be known, the 'Muslim minonties'. 



political grounds (Breuilly 1992; 1993). And yet, the resultant nation-state lacked the 

protection of a doctrinaire totality that could rationalise the unification of the German 

rnini-states? In other words, the setting up of boundaries for a Geman horneland was 

a remedial solution rather than the impetus behind Geman unification. It is true that with 

the establishment of the Weimar Republic, Geman national politics was based on the 

pnnciple of parliamentary sovereipty and common constitutional principles--followed 

by the adoption of national symbols such as the flag, an official national anthem and a 

constitution proclaiming the nghts of the citizens of the German state. Still, the new 

German nation-state was primarily a product of military struggles; its constitution was a 

replication rather than an authentic treatise reflecting class alliances and popular support. 

In this con text. German 'cultural nationalism' became the dominant political idiorn in 

order to cornpensate for the rnissing contents of a nationalist movement? 

The romantic assertion that humanity has to be perceiveci in culture-specific t ems  

was a plea against the blinding universal rhetoric of the Enlightenment. As seen in the 

German case, its twinning with nationalism on the other hand, was an extension of the 

same discontent into the sphere of politics. The resulting duo of 'romantic nationalism' 

substantially chaoged the prernises of the modemist accounts of legitimate political 

94t'The territorial idea of Gemany as CO-terminus with the Second Empire has continued 
into the twentieth century. In cultural and economic t e m s  the Second Empire witnessed 
a process of nation-building. In poli tical tems sub-national institutions diminished in 
importance relative to national institutions. However, the failure to achieve parliamentary 
sovereipty meant that much of that national feeling expressed itself in opposition to the 
actual state and that that state found it difficult to exploit many of the symbols associated 
with the idea of a nation-state based on the pnnciple of popular sove&ignty." (Breiiilly 
1993. D. 133) ' A 

9 5 ~ s  such. the Gennan nationalist imperative had practically hardly any legacy to 
encounter the expansionist dreams and destructive motive of establishing a 'leader state' 
representing a superior race envisaged by German National Socialism. In fact. it was only 
after the debacle of the Nazi Germany that German nationalism was re-onented towards a 
politicallconstitutional n o m  of nation-state building. For further discussion on what is 
different about the Geman case, see Breuilly (1992). 



existence. In this sense, whether the German case is an exception or not, its legacy was 

instrumental for establishing the ground rules for the formulation of the pnnciple of 

national sovereignty as a universai dictum. 

National Myth as a Formuia for Coitara1 Resiinoîtion and Political Perpetiib: 

The 'Oripjnal-Tmth' Version 

The historylstory of nationhood is constructed around the therne of a nation's 

becorning. The idea of the nation, in turn. is brought to life by the national myth. Here 

three key charactenstics of the national myth will be discussed. First and foremost, 

although it primarily assumes a 'retentive' role in the nation-building process. the national 

myth owes its livelihood to constant re-invention and re-articulation. Secondly, the 

national myth can deliver the meaning of nationhood in pnmanly two different formats. 

Finally, based on an extrapolation from the German romantic reformulation of nationality 

and the nation, it will be argued that the variations in the production and deliverance of 

the meaning of 'nationhood' are determined by the temporal coordinates of the national 

myth. 

To begin with. following Roland Barthes, the production of meaning through a 

myth results frorn a 'signification process'.% More specifically, mythical meaning is 

produced through a two-tier mechanism according to which the latter system of meaning 

predorninates over the former one in a parasitic relationship.97 Meanwhile, every 

% ~ e s ~ i t e  the structuraliçt ngidities of Barthes' early writings and the Saussurian 
linguistic tradition entertained by Barthes' Mythologies. the definition of myth provided 
b Barthes is instrumentai for the understanding and decoding of national myths. 
&The myth is oot an objeçt, a concept, or an idea; it ir a mode of signification. In this 
vein, in the last chapter of the Myhologies, Barthes introduces myth as a type of speech, a 
systcm of communication, which needs to satisfy special conditions (op. cit.. p. 109). 



mythology must first and foremost be defined in terms of its historical foundation.% In 

this vein, the key aspect of the national myth would be the historically inscribed 

definition of a nation it adheres to. 

At the next level of andysis, Barthes argues that the myth consists of several 

modes of repnsentation; it is not codined to writing, reading or oral speech. What is 

unique about the mythical mode of representation is not so much the genre of 

signification it belongs to. but its re-working of the material which hai already been 

involved in communication. In this framework, the concepts of 'signifier' and 'signified' 

are centrai for the understanding of 'mythical s i gn i f i~a t i on ' . ~~  The relationship between 

the sign, the signifier and the signified exhibits a tri-dimensional pattern. This pattern is 

revealed dunng the act of reading/deliverance of the mythical meaning and based on a 

unique refonnulation. The sign of a previous chah of signification becomes the signifier 

for the mythical form of communicat ion.1~ In other words. in a myth, there are two 

semiological systems. Furthemore, they are combined in such a way that the myth itself 

becomes a inera-lnnguage. Specifically, the mythical structure dominates over the 

original signification which has produced the si@, as a result of which the sign is tumed 

into a signifier for something else (op. cit., pp. 1 1 6 1  17). As such, in the mythical system 

of signification. the sign of the first level of meaning production--the primary 

semiological systern--is the signifier for the second level of meaning production. lol The 

novelty of the rnythical systern stems from this unique relationship between what might 

also be called meaning and form in mythical communication. When meming that enten 

98"me rnyth] cannot possibly evolve from the 'nature' of things." (op. cit., p. 110) 
q n  Barthes' terminology, the signifieci is the concept, the signifier is the acoustic image, 
and the functional relationship between concept and image is the sign (op. cit., p. 1 13). 

other words, the myth is a "second-order semiological system" (op. cit., p. 1 14). 
l 0 l ~ o r  Barthes, the sign of a mythical system is no  longer a simple sign, but a 
signification. because "[mlyth has in fact a double function: it points out and it notifies, it 
makes us understand something and it imposes it on us." (ibid.) 



the system becomes the form that the myth stands for, it regresses from a meaning to a 

sign of the mythical signifier (ibid.).lm Meanwhile, the mythical system does not 

suppress the 'original' rneaning but only causes a ternporary suspension of it.103 In the 

end, the original meaning of the mythical sequence guarantees a tamed richness, a 

controlled content which is to be re-rooted. 

In the context of nationalism, the implications of the dynamic construction of the 

myth are two-fold. First and foremost. the signified of the mythical system is ultimately 

drained of its original history due to the very workinps of the rnythical form--Le. the 

discoürse of nationalism. However, a s  argued before, it loses its meaning and 

positionality only to regain them. Through the transformation of the concept/signified. a 

new historicity is implanted by the national myth transgressing the original input of 

diverse cultural and political traditions. Throughout this process, the fondsignifier is 

unmistakably intentional.lO4 That is, the knowledge and meaning production through 

mythical signification involves both ethics and politics. In the national myth, the 

knowledge pertaining to the conceptlsignified is regained and centralised around the 

theme of the 'nation'. The concept/signified of the national myth--the components of the 

historylstory of the nation--which was originally nothing more than a 'nebulous 

condensation' of details of everyday life, thus assumes unity and coherence. The general 

guidelines for this signification process are provided by the discoune of nationalism 

which requires the nation to be both the subject and object of histoncal and political 

1 0 2 ~ ~  murzing, the signifier - which is the sign of the original semiological system - 
already postdates a reading, whereas as a fm. it empties that meaning and reloads it. 
103"0ne believes that the meaning is going to die. but it is a death with reprieve; the 
riieauing loses its vaiue, but keeps its life, from which the form of the myth will draw its 
nourishrnent." (op. cit., p. 118) 
1@ht is Ihe motivation which causes the myth to be uttered." (ibid.) 



change it envisages. Nonetheless, the outcorne is unpredictable.105 Once the 

concept/signified of the mythical system is approptiated. it can have several 

corresponding signifien since the myth leads to the repetition of a singular concept via a 

rnultiplicity of forms. 106 

In this framework, the national myth can assume either a predominantly 

'genealogical/cultural' or  'politicallcontractual' character. That is. the mythical 

signification process could be either prirnanly built upon the ascribed knowledges of 

ethnicity, race. tribe, language groups, religious orthodoxies, etc., o r  its determinants 

could be of a contractual, civic nature (Singer 19%).107 Every national rnyth is an 

elaborate construct cornposed of symbols refiecting conventions, traditions. and, 

histoncal and socio-political change.108 And yet, more than any specific theme or story 

that it weaves together, it is the form of time-consciousness endemic to a given national 

myth that provides the basis for meaning-production. 

The discoune of nationalism c m  generate two distinct perceptions of time. The 

fint one is based on the forgetting and remembering of an original truth about the nation. 

and the second one can be described as a senes of overiapping processes of remembrance 

and reconstruction, each modifying the one before as well as the one after, and therefore 

According to Barthes, ''[tlhe fundamental character of the mythical concept is to be 
appropriuted." (op. cit., p. 119) 
106b1t has at its disposa1 an unlimited mass of signifiers." (op. cit., p. 120) The 
differeuce in their quantitative aspect, that is to say, one signified for many signifiers, is 
named by Barthes as "poverty and nchness in reverse proportions in the form and the 
concept." 
~ W A S  Bi-ian Singer and Anthony Smith argue. the uncompromising separaiion of ethnic 
and civic nationalism serves only the purposes of creating pure ideal-types. Rather, a 
typology based on the primary and secondary components of a given case of nationalism 
is more beneficial for understanding the dynamics of the construction of nationhood 
(Smith 1986, 1990,1995; Singer 1996). 
108~at t icular i~ ethno-nationai myths are inherently indebted to folkloric material such as 
folksongs, tales and rhymes, many of which becorne obsolete as oral traditions fade away. 
For an excellent case study on the origins and structure of the Greek national myth, see 
Henfeld ( 1982). 



allowing space for re-configuration and change.109 I t  is based on this choice of static or 

dynamic 'temporal coordinates' that the national myth is employed either for a recapturing 

of ascribed characteristics such as race, ethno-religious identity or tribaVcornrnunal ties, 

or, for cherishing a political contract binding the memben of the national polity together. 

Needless to Say, the existing fonns of the national myth exhibit a greater variety. 

incorporating strategies from both genealogicaUcultural and politics-based forms of myth- 

making. However, as the romantic ideal of the nation became the most common-place 

l-0, the understanding of tirne-consciousness in  terms of retneval and reconstruction 
in a series of overlapping perceptions, the main reference here is Edmund Husserl's work 
on time-consciousness. According to Husserl's phenomenological theory of perceptual 
experience. perception entails immediateness and directedness of our sensations/acts 
towards the object of Our perception. Meanwhile, Husserl's explication of apperception is 
not circumscnbed by our attention to ordinary 'enduring objects', such as the perception 
of a tree or a table. Our awareness of the endurance of ordinary objects and events 
include a process through which we attend to events and entities not static in their nature. 
In other words. perception can not be undentood in separation from ternporality and our 
temporal awareness. Husserl classifies time-consciousness under three headings: (i) 
consciousness of temporal objects taking place in the 'actual tirne'-such as melody--; (ii) 
consciousness of inner or immanent objects ; and, (iii)the absolute and time-constituting 
consciousness. In Logical Investigations, Husserl further emphasises the distinction 
between our perception of temporal objects. sensations and acts, and, our absolute 
awareness of them. Accordingiy, each object of perception, while keeping its unity. 
reserves its openness to go through a manifold of temporal phases. That is, while we a n  
enjoyiog Phase 2 of Our perception of a temporal object. we can only do so from the 
vantage point of our perception of Phase 1, which presented us a certain initial profile of 
the object of our perception. If the movement extends itself, in the continuation of al1 the 
Phases of our perception, the manifold of temporal profiles--the 'now', 'past' and 'future' 
phases--collapse into an absolute and adequate coosciousness of our present experience. 
At any piven instant of the duration of our temporal engagement our perception is always 
more than that of a mere instantaneous phase . In conclusion, for Husserl, our temporal 
awareness of the unity of an object of perception requires that any given moment of 
perception retains the content of its earlier moments. In his analysis of inner time- 
consciousness, Husserl labels this aspect of perception as  the 'retentive' dimension. 
Meanwhile, Our temporal aw areness is simul taneously ' protentive'. that is, it involves 
anticipations of the content of Our immediate perceptual experiences. The structure of 
our expenence of the unity of objects of perception is such that it involves a dialectical 
processinp of protentive and retentive aspects of the intentionality of the act of 
perception. For a comparative analysis of the treatment of time in continental philosophy. 
see Mclnerney ( 1991). 



construct produced by the discoune of nationalism, the form of myth-making envisaging 

an 'Original Truth' became predominant. 

The detemination of a 'national' calendar is more than a prologue to the nation- 

building process. It provides the criteria for the selection of the signskignifiers of the 

national myth. beginning with the particular leitmotif for the narration of the historylstory 

of nationhood.110 Sirnultaneously, it prescribes the specifics of the rnaking of national 

others. If the time-consciousness eagendered by the discourse of nationalism is 

engendered by the remembrance of an original tnith about the nation, the national myth 

pertaining to the self-image of the national poiity tends to assume a monolithic and rigid 

character. The static building of the national myth in turn sets the ground for the 

dangerous political vision of 'necessary cleansing'. Furthemore, it dictates assumed 

linkages between the 'national enemy' and a certain subset of the national polity- 

especially at the early stages of the nation-building process.l 11 These are some of the 

consequences of the Original-Truth orientation of the national myth which are ail too 

familiar a part of tracts of national self-determination since the t u m  of the present 

century. 

1 l00n the relationship between history wding and nationhood, see Robbin (1990). Also 
see Hugh Seton- Watson's edited work. Historianr as Naion-Builders: Central and Sourh 
E u t  - - -  Europe (1988) and Bernard Lewis and P. M. Holt's. Historians of the Middle Easr. 
l l l ~ u r k e y ,  Greece and Bulgaria, amoag other Balkan nations, are examples for this 
specific route to nation-building via cleansing andor  population exchanges at the tum of 
the century. Post-colonial Afncan states such as Uganda aiso resorted to similar means. 
this time targeting the Asian population, in order to daim Africa for 'Afncans'. Most 
recently, the newly established Baltic states were more than eager to send away the 
settled Russian populations, whether this option is redistic or not. In al1 these cases. 
policies for cleansing, population exchanges or  mass-expulsions were devised or 
implemented during the very early stages of nation-state building. As a result. the 
subsequently wntten histones of nationhood started with a 'clean date': the homogenised 
nation. 



Conclusion 

Walter Benjamin argues in his sixih thesis on the philosophy of history that, "To 

articulate the past historically does not mean to recognise it 'the way it really was'. It 

means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger ... The danger 

affects both the content of the tradition and its receiven." (1%8, pp. 255) The danger 

Benjamin speaks of is paramount for the history/story of nationhood. Its pieces are 

broughht topther  in the face of the impendinp possibility of annihilation, servitude or loss: 

it is thus constructed as a strategy of self-defense. the nation's reason d'etre, its self- 

expression tour de force. 

A self-generative and self-renewing idiom due to its embeddedness in myth- 

making, the history/story of nationhood constitutes the bedrock of national politics.l 12 It 

is cultivated for the purposes of 'cultural survivallrevival'. Meanwhile, what makes it 

functional also makes its claims to originality and authenticity suspect. The story of 

nationhood is not a saga Sung for the rernembrance of the virtues of a past community, 

state or  civilisation; it is written in response to the immediate and this-worldly cal1 of 

modem nationalism. It activates the rnolding of comrnunities. peoples and States into the 

political frame of 'the nation' and semes as a justification for political struggle for power 

and temtory. In turn, the connections established by the history/story of nationhood 

beiween traditions, values. noms,  communal characteristics, etc. and, the political project 

of independent sovereign statehood provide the anchorage for the self-referential 

definition of the national polity. 

L 1 2 ~ o r  a critical re-evaluation of the relatiooship between history and rnyth. see Ginzburg 
( 1989) and Furedi (1992). 



Although there might be conflictinp accounts of the histoiY of a nation, the 

discourse of nationalisrn dictates that there will be a singularly dominant narrative of 

'National History' depicting the Story of the nation in a searnless thread of events and 

according to a well-linked rnap of migrations, military victoned~ land S i n s ,  and 

repatnations. This History of nationhood joins the political comrni1nit~ mmed as the 

nation with a cultural tradition in a bordered temtory guarded by the plitical legitirnacy 

of the nation-state. Based on this historicised account of 'who We weP9 W ~ O  W e  are and 

who We shall be'. the historylstory of nationhood articulates the mandate for 'the nation': 

it is used as a guidebook for culture, politin, economics and socio-pdlitical change- It is 

thus a prophetic as well as a rnythical idiorn. It constitutes a focal for 

the tradition it speaks of.113 

In this context, the historyfstory of nationhood is sanctioned a chronicle of 

'living traditions' while being perpetually re-contextualised in such a WaY that i t  cari 

speak to the demands of new generations. It is an authoritative pistorical account 

reiterating the becoming of the nation. And since modem nationhood is predicated Won 

statehwd. aithough the history/story of nationhood simultaneousl~ =mbraces the 

intewoven realms of ethics, politics, culture, economics and history, the aspect 

is isolated to contain the reçt. The separation and the ultimate k F m o n y  of the 

politicaI/instrurnentai over other domains of sociality makes th& histor'Ylstory of 

nationhood seemingly irnpervious (Baram 1983, 1990; Vaziri 1993)- H ~ S ~ O V  of the 

nation, however, is no more pnvileged than any other historical artefact; it is contextual- 

narrated rather than inscrîbed, and is thus utterly vulnerable to the e f fW of aufhorship- 

1 13~or further debate on the relationship between history, tradition, and memorL 
Lewis (1975). Although Bernard Lewis alarmingly attempts to limit tbe effects of myth- 
making to 'colonial or Islarnic cultures' only, his depiciion of how rii~ths work in the 
context of history-writing is very lucid. 



audience, and stylisation. This contrast between the depiction of nation as a consolidated 

histoncal entity with political rights and the constnicted nature of both the history and 

politics of nationhood is most observable in the case of the 'Original Truthr-based projects 

of nationalism. 

History/story of the nation is the site for the stabilisation of the connection 

between political community and institutionalised political authority (Fish 1980). In the 

case of adherence to an 'Original Tmth' to define the nation as exemplified by the German 

romantic nationalism, the national polity is molded into an interpretative community 

which can not atlow itself to diverge frorn the first, the original, the authentic, the singular 

account of what the nation is and when and how its history started. More specificaily. the 

historylstory of nationhood as 'remembrance' is deciphered in a manner that casts its 

contents into an 'epic' framework. The notion Epic is older than the written language and 

the printed manuscript--'the book'. Therefore, it primarily thrives upon ancient oral and 

auditory characteristics. The epic cannot link the reader with the real time, since if it 

does, the genre would lose its legitimacy. Textual strategies, such as the exposure of the 

legends and heroisation, strive for not allowiog the genre to reveal its temporal 

dimensions. The epic ernbodies an absolute past which is "closed and completed in the 

whole as well as in any of its parts." (Bakhtin 1981, p. 3111 14 It is therefore possible "to 

I4I3akhtin puts the epic in direct opposition to 'novel', his privileged literary genre. 
Bakhtin defines novel as an uncompleted genre due to its unique characteristics: the novel 
is a genre which is not prone to completion. The birth and development of the novel as a 
genre--'the genenc skeleton of the novel'--challenges the pre-existing forms of other 
genres as well as the primordial process of their formation. Furthemore there is no 
generic canon for the novel as such. Thus, there is an extraordinary difficulty inherent in 
fomulating a theory of the novel. In the context of his discussion on epic, Bakhtin 
concludes that the novel fights for its own hegemony in literature as a result of which al1 
major genres of antiquity were threatened to disintegrate. The original context of the 
relation between different genres was mutual interaction of genres within a single unified 
literary p e n d  In this frame of things, the novel did not fit Instead, the novel functioned 
on the basis of the reformulation and re-accentuation of conventional forms and language. 
In Bakhtin's analysis, the novel does not provide an environment for stabilisation. 



take any of its parts and offer it as the whole." (ibid.)llS The epic fom guarantees the 

isolation of elements of time and space h m  their original context and their subsequent 

juxtaposition at the wil1 of the narrator. The key event in the epic narrations of 

historylstory of nationhood is the story of a nation's 'becoming'. The national myth 

weaves the traces of history, memory and time-space boundaries into a comprehensible 

whole centered around the theme of the 'nation'. If it does so in the epic format indicating 

that the heritage and the faith of the nation as a histonc being deterrnined the sequence of 

events in the nation's history, it seals the possibility of contextualising the political 

dictates of nationhood in accordance with the ethical choices of the members of the 

national polity. 

In this context, in the next chapter, the predicates of the politics of nationalism 

will be discussed. In particular, the critical relationship between the construction of the 

history/story of nationhood and the principle of national sovereignty will be examined. 

This will further the present elaboration on the ethical possibilities generated by the 

Rathcr, thc uniqueness of the novel lies in its ability to criticise itself. As a rcsult, the 
novel inserts into these other genres an indeterminacy. a certain semantic openness. a 
living contact. Finally, the influence of novel as a genre is intimately interwoven with 
direct changes in reality itself that determined the novel and its dominance in a $en era. 
The novel 1s a reflection of the reality in the process of its unfolding. In the novel, the 
absolute past, tradition, hierarchical distancing of spatio-temporal categories are 
relativised. In contradistinction to the epic. the novel functions as the anti-thesis of a 
distanced image of an absolute past. Instead, it offers a direct contact with inconclusive 
present-day reality. The present of the novel is an incomplete continuum frorn the past. 
As such, the novel distorts the uniqueness of the epic's absolute pst .  In addition. the 
novel creates a zone of maximally close contact between the represented object and 
conternporary reality. The epic is characterised with an impulse to continue. The novel, 
on the other end, is characterised by an impulse to end while it continues. In the 
Dialogical Imagination, particularly in the Chapter on the "Foms of Time and of the 
Chronotope in the Novel", Bakhtin centraiised the temporal element as the differentiating 
feature between the novel and 'other' genres. In this context, the central question 
conceming the novel becomes the processes of assimilating real historical time and space 
in Iiterature. In this context, the epic is the prime example of the isolated aspects of time 
and space assimilated into the texnüll totality of a narrative. 
1 5 ~ s  such, in the epic, "the structure of the whole is repeated in each part, and each part 

is complete and circular like the whole." (ibid.) 



project of nationalism in the direction of understanding the leading motives behind actual 

political struggles and &spite the a ~ c h e d  human costs. 



Chapter III 

THE PRINCIPLE OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY: 
AN INTRODUCTION TO HISTORIES OF CULTURAL 
REDEMPTION 



The principle of state sovereignty can now be seen to have emerged and 
developed under conditions that are fast disappeanng. While some states 
remain relatively strong and othen may become relatively stronger, it 
would seem that states. weak and strong alike, are becoming less able to 
modify or preserve the complexion of th& interna1 and external 
environment in line with the autonomously expressed preferences of the 
communities they claim to represent. Eveiywhere the cohesion of national 
societies seems Iikely to diminish. and so too the rnobilising efficacy of 
national govemrnents ... At stake is not only the size of political entities or 
even the demarcation of their boundanes. but the very meaning of 
boundaries, the very nature of the political domain. 

Joseph A. Camilleri 1990 in Walker and Mendlovitz. p. 38-39. 

The corollary of liberal nationalism in real pofirik is the sovereign nation-state. In 

this context. the principle of national self-determination/sovereignty conditions the 

legitirnate existence of any given sovereign nation-state. Meanwhile, the adjective nny 

used here is increasingly brought under attack. Current critiques of the Westphalian state 

system. for instance, emphasise the deeply embedded inequality beneath the seeminply 

egalitanan surface of state-to-state mutual recognition (Blaney and Inayatullah 19%).1 

The concern here is the perpetuation of unequal distribution of wealth. resources and 

l ~ c c o r d i n ~  to David Blaney and Naeern Inayatullah, "While the recognition of forma1 
independence and equality is a process central to the practice of sovereignty, the process 
of realising sovereignty is treated, by contrast, as separable from or prior to the logic of 
the society of states. Realising sovereignty is displaced and made 'other' by the fact that 
formai sovereignty endows states with a property nght in the resources and wealth of 
their temtories ... It is as if states are independent, free and equal acton. subsisting in a 
state of nature." (Blaney and Inayatullah 19%. p. 84) For an ethnographie critique of 
levelling off differences between the realisations of national sovereignty via 
'internationalism', see Bali bar ( 1  99 1) and Malkki ( 199 1 ). Liisa Malkki argues that 
"Connecting internationalism with discourses of 'cultural diversity' and 'multiculturalism' 
allows us to see how comfortably the nation stands in for old established ethnological 
notions of culture and visa versa ... Both forms involve a kind of sanctification of species- 
like ethnicity ... Both logics make visions of a world without nations appear impossible and 
umatural. Both insist on a reality of discrete peoples whose relations are ideally ones of 
diplomacy, complementarity, and cooperation, and who from time to time corne together 
to celebrate their common humanity." (op. cit, p. 6 1 ) 



freedom of action pnmarily effecting the states which are 'late-corners' to the game of 

international relations. Critiques of this kind are also substantiated by the long tradition 

of criticaUradica1 politicai economy and debates on dependency (Frank 1%9; Emmanuel 

1972; Amin 1974; Cordoso and Fdetto 1979). 

When the sovereign nation-state ergo the principle of national sovereignty is ai 

issue, however, it is not only the 'wealth and resources' in a bounded territory reigned by 

the nation-state that raise questions. There are 'human subjects' behind every cartography 

of national self-determination. In this context, fint and foremost, the assumption of the 

cornpleteness of the convergence between demography and geopolitics in the sovereign 

nation-state constitutes a highly contentious subject. In other words, the challenges to the 

sanctity of the principle/norm of national sovereignty need not stem from the ipso facto 

diminution of the sovereignty of 'third world' states by their economic and social 

dependency to the core capitalist states. The very definition of sovereignty itself as it was 

brought to life by the Westphalian system of states is based on a unique formulation that 

deserves questioning at different levels. 

The principle of national sovereignty perfoms a number of crucial functions in 

the makeup of modem politics. To begin with. it stabilises inter-state relations and 

provides a sense of order and fairness.2 This is due to the fact that it creates a political 

universe of formally equal units--nation-states--each accepting the sanctity of the other's 

territorially-bound authority. Such a thorough re-ordering of politics was possible if and 

only if the nation was accepted as the quintessential legitimate political community 

2"1n its pnsent rneaning, the concept of sovereignty developed as ar; instrument for the 
assertion of royal authority over feudal princes ... Instabilities and disorder, i t  was 
believed, were severe obstacles to a stable society and could only be overcome by viable 
govemments that could f i d y  establish 'sovereignty' over temtory and populations. 
Although the f o m  of govemment migbt be monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy, what 
was essential was that govemments maintained the capacity to provide order through the 
exercise of sovereignty." (Lyons and Mastanduno 1995, p. 5) 



(Walker 1989; idem. in Walker and Mendlovitz, 1990). In the definition of national 

sovereignty, legitimate political authority thus found a canonical articulation which was 

not circumscribed by religious or ancestral legacy? Secondly, the principle of national 

sovereignty provides boundaries within which the universality of humanity and the 

particularity of belonging to a specific historical community formally coalesce. And 

thirdly, not only does it provide "a seeminply static point of origin from which accounts 

of the history of political life can be written" (Walker in Walker and Mendlovitz 1990, p. 

171). it also controls entry to membership at state-level politics. Consequently, even as 

the nation-state begins to appear less as a permanent and unchanging feature of political 

life and more as an historically defined and variable expression of power and authority. 

the status of the principle of national sovereignty as the deterrnining feature of modem 

politics remains untouched. The discoune of national sovereignty continues to generate 

particular answen for the fundamental questions about both the nature and the locality of 

a viable political community in the modem world.4 

In this chapter. the attribution of legitimate authority to an autonomous political 

community based on the principle of national sovereignty will be discussed in terms of 

the creation of ngid categories of historical tnith which are not always in accordance with 

the historical, cultural, social and political conditions under which a given sovereign state 

3 ~ .  B. J. Walker argues that even the "[wlays of speaking about state sovereignty 
reproduce certain assumptions and resolutions of philosophical and political questions 
that are constitutive of the principle of state sovereignty itself. To speak about state 
sovereignty is to engage in forms of political practice ..." (Walker in Walker and 
Mendlovitz 1990, p. 169) 
4 ~ o r  an opposite view, see Guehenno (1995). Written in the French essayist style without 
references or bibliography. Guehenno's thought-provoking treatise calls for attention to the 
diminishing power of the nation-state in the midst of diffuse power networks characteristic 
of gIobaiisation at every level of social, political and econornic life. Meanwhile. it does not 
address at al1 the codes and noms that govem the identification of a legitimate political 
cornmunity. For a critical coverage of the ascription of political legitirnacy, see Quaye 
(1991). 



cornes into existence. The pnnciple of national sovereignty is a political abstraction that 

can act against the demands and needs of actual communities and societies. In this sense, 

it can be thought as an orthodoxy against which no other account of political legitimacy 

survived; it comprises "a temporary fix on a meaning at the expense of other possible 

structures of intelligibility " (Shapiro 19% in Alker and Shapiro, p. xvii1.5 Consequeotly, 

the political imagery offered by the idiom of national sovereignty reinforces an 

institutionalised fom of forgetfulness about political traditions that refer to realities other 

thao nationalism. Furthemore. the penealogical assumption produced by romantic 

nationalism suggesting that sovereign statehood is the fulfillment of a historical destiny 

extenuates the uncertainty and contiogency surrounding nationalism and national self- 

determination. 

As Revoi utioas. Civil Wars and Independence Wars readily testify , the 

geographical consolidation of bordered political entities represented by the world map of 

soverei gn states was achieved through violent confrontations rather than negotiations and 

treaties (op. cit., p. xx). As such, the final allocation of space to distinct bordered units of 

political authority has been and continues to be a prime subject of conte~tation.~ An 

equally controversial matter conceming the tmth-value of claims of national sovereignty 

is the legitimacy of dissonant claims of identity that question the commanding role of the 

nation-state in the ordering of the structures of everyday life.7 These and similar 

S ~ i c h a e l  Shapiro cites Michel Foucault in his articulation of an alternative to the 
rnonopolising presence of the sovereignty discourse: "We must make the intelligible 
appear against a background of emptiness, and deny its necessity. We must think that 
what exists is far from filling al1 possible spaces." (Foucault 1989, p. 209; cited in ibid.) 
6 ~ o r  a dynamic and historically sensitive definition of space, see Lefebvre (1976). 
According to Lefebvre, "[the space] has already been occupied and used, and has already 
been the focus of past processes whose traces are not always evident in the landscape." 
( -3) 
fAccording to S hapiro, "the violence continues as stater atternpt, pby sicall y and 
discursive1 y, to marginalise and destroy vanous aspects of centrifuga1 othemess." 



contentions challenge the truisms about sovereignty that have been maiotained intact 

despite the normative and historical changes effecting the sovereign nation-state. 

Intemally, the sovereign state daims undisputable supremacy over the people 

living within the borders of its defined temtory. Extemdly, the sovereign state has the 

right to defend itself in the face of unwanted intervention by an outside authority. 

International deveiopments in the past few decades promoting a 'human riphts regime' on 

the one hand. and legaimate f o m s  of 'humanitarian intervention' oii the other, erded the 

inviolability of both aspects of national sovereignty (Hathaway 1990; Forsythe 1992). 

The sovereign nation-state can be and has been questioned about its actions against its 

own citizens and is now forced to comply with intemationally recognised human rights 

codes and d e s  of democratic povemance (Fonythe 1992). Similarly, based on the 

perceived or real threats to international peace and security caused by a state's behaviour, 

the sovereign state cm be subjected to intemationally coordinated intervention--military, 

economic, humanitarian, etc.--(Weiss 1996; Ramsbotham 19%). In addition, 

absoluteness of the sovereignty of the nation-state has been greatly undennined by the 

emergent structures of inter-state mle such as the European Union law. Still. the 

sovereign state continues to reign in the ordenng of the political space of modernity, and 

the construction of new political spaces somehow continues to reproduce the grammar of 

the national sovereignty discourse. This is pnmarily due to the fact that the forma1 

qualities of the sovereign state subvert, annex and codify pnmary human loyalties to 

collectivities and communities (Appadurai 1993).8 Furthemore, the tradition of 

- - .- - 

(Shapiro 1996 in Alker and Shapiro, ibid.) For a systematic discussion on the role 
violence in nation-building, see Giddens (1985). 
g ~ r j u n  Appadurai suggests that there are five categories of contentious flows that are 
'guided' by the sovereignty discourse: ethnoscapes, mediascapes, technoscapes, 
finanscapes, and idzoscapes refemng to the movement of people, technologies, capital, 
images, and ideas across bordea. 



sovereign statehood daims that what is 'normal' is also what is 'morally de~irable'.~ In 

the following pages, the dynamics of the reproduction and self-renewai of this peculiar 

political tradition will be attended as the fonnaVprocedural counterpart of the rnodernist 

utopia of liberal nationalism. By doing so, our understanding of how the 'nation' becarne 

the uttirnate benchmark of political community would be enhanced. 

Although the definitions of both the modern nation and the sovereign nation-state 

inherited various elernents from the tradition of European nationalism, their novelty lies 

not in their 'European-ongins' but in the combination of their constitutive elements into a 

histoncal ly destined totality that is 'universal1 y' applicable. As will be discussed, the 

principle of national sovereigniy formalises the inventions of nineteenth century 

Eurûpean nationalisms and makes them the sought-after property for al1 those who aspire 

to nationhood-cum-statehood. that is. to institutional political autonomy and legitimate 

authoriiy. 

9 t ' ~ h e  global system of sovereign siaies has been familiar both structurally and 
symbolically in the daily acts of imagination through which space and human identity are 
construed. The penistence of this international imaginary has helped to support the 
political pnvilege of sovereignty affiliations and territonalities." (Shapiro 1996 in Alker 
and Shapiro, p. 1 ) In the meantirne, Shapiro is convinced that new patterns of identity 
formation that challenge the discoune of sovereignty are gaining unprecedented saliency 
in modem politics. In fact, this view is shared by many of the contemporary critiques of 
the limitations of a political realm dictated by the premises of sovereign statehood. For 
further discussion. see Maier (1987). George and Campbell (1990). Giddens (1991). and 
Camilleri and Falk ( 1992). 



The Onestionsbk Universalitv of the Princi~le at National Sovereignty: Applications 

The modem notion of sovereignty is defined as the exercise of supreme legitimate 

authority within a bounded physical temtory (James 1990. Philpott 1995). The principle 

of 'national sovereignty' embodies the archetypical empioyment of the modem notion of 

sovereignty. Authonty attains legitimacy if it has a tradition behind it. or it has ernotional 

power, or ir is rational-legal (Weber 1947, pp. 124132). The principle of national 

sovereignty attends to al1 of the above-mentioned characteristics. As such. the exercise of 

national sovereignty symbolises a highly qualified and concentrated form of 'supreme 

pver'.1° It is also very specific in its application as it is circurnscribed by temtoriality 

(Kratochwil 19%: Ruggie 1993). 

At this point. the dissection of the notion of sovereignty would further Our 

understanding of the mechanisms that lead to the perpetual approvd of the sovereign 

power of a given state as well as the framing of the sovereign nation-state as the ultimate 

bearer of legitimate political authority. Sovereignty contains two components; state 

sovereignty. and. the sovereignty of people (Adelman 1995). Except in the ideal case of a 

nation-state devoid of ethno-religious heterogeneity or minonties, or. a federation of 

nations bmught together under a singular state structure. the sovereign power of the state 

is only precariously defined since it does not habituatly entail the consent of the political 

community circurnscribed by 'national' borders. For instance. the main issue raised by 

ethno-religious insurgeencies against the sovereign nation-state is their counter-claim of 

sovereignty based on their status of a 'distinct people' deserving a separate and 

IQaniel Philpott argues that "A police chier, priest and corporate executive ail have 
legitimate authority; (however] rarely are they called sovereign. Sovereignty has always 
involved another ingredient: supremacy ." (Philpott 1995. p. 356) 



autooomous political existence (Gurr and Harff 1994). In many cases, althouph not 

exclusively, the desire of 'minonty nations' to have their own separate 'nation-state' is in 

fact justified by the mismatch between the intemationally sanctioned Iegitimacy of the 

authority of a sovereign state and its systematic curtailment of democratic principles and 

human ri ghts. 1 1 

In this context, it has becorne a cornmon-place statement that the sanctified 

borders of many nation-states recognised by the United Nations since 1945 are not 

necessarily symbols of protection for the populations residing within (Zolbeq et al. 1989; 

Harff and Gurr 1989). Indeed, many a national border enclose a multitude of intemal 

quarrels, rivalries and clashing identity claims which are frequently attended via 

oppression, censonhip, surveilIance, and organised political violence. 12 In particular. 

applications of the 'sovereign nation-state model' in ethno-religiously heterogeoeous 

territories create far less than a univenally desirable mode of governance (Weber 1994: 

Lugo 1996). The sovereign power of the nation-state can be and has been used towards 

the protection of violent and dangerousl y hegemonic regimes. 13 Meanwhile. secession. 

l ~ ~ x e r n ~ l a r ~  of the traditional debate that supports the above-mentioned view are 
Connor (1973, 1978), Rothschild ( K M ) ,  and Eriksen (1992). In the meantirne, the 
liberal-peaceful secessions such as Czechoslovakia's velvet revolution that led to the 
separdon of the country into Czech and Slovak Republics and the ongoing question of 
Quebec's status in Canada pose the problem not in terms of economic and political 
disparity but rather in terms of emotive-affective loyalties. For further discussion. see 
Rhodes ( 1995). 
1 2 ~ e s ~ i t e  the urge tto see emptions of political violence as isolated episodes of out-of- 
balance power relations, they raise important questions concerning the application of the 
principle of national sovereignty in varying contexts. Blaming the bureaucratie nature of 
the central state apparatus or a peculiar cadre of polititians warrants too easy a solution to 
the problem in band. For further discussion on the fear-inducing mechanism commonly 
utilised by the state apparatus, see Horowitz (1976), Enloe (1980). Buzan (1983). Stohl 
and Lopez (1984), and Giddens (1985). 
133. R. Talmon argues that the difference between Iiberal and totalitarian forms of 
nationalism is not that of denial or attribution of liberty, but rather it is a matter of "their 
different attitudes to politics." ( 1% 1. p. 1) Talmon's proposition is of utmost importance 
in the context of the incongruity between universal applicability of human tights 
conventions dictated by international ageements and the actual practices of human rights 



whether achieved through escalated intemal conflict, constitutional negotiations or 

intervention by an outside force, by no means guarantees that a nw-nationalist/ethnw 

nationalist appropriation of sovereignty would achieve a natural juxtaposition of the 

above-mentioned separate components of sovereignty. The postulate that a harmoniousl y 

uaified political community would emerge by virtue of the acquisition o r  attribution of 

national sovereignty is highly questionable in and of itseff (Polanyi 1956; Deutsch 1967; 

Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983; Tilly 1990; Balibar 1991; Anderson 1991). Similady, the 

reduction and parcelling of a contentious territory do not change the normative basis of 

the principle of national sovereignty (Heraclides 1991).14 Selfdetermination at altemate 

settings does not automatically lead to porous and adaptive forms of political authority 

that can accommodate ethno-religious and political differences or controveaial historical 

daims of ownenhip of land and sanctity of communal heritages. 

The sovereign nation-state is primarily a 'boundary project' the applications of 

which claim to b h g  political peace and a normative relief to the chaos of competing 

projects for power and authority. Its origins lie in the establishment of a European state 

system. In this context, the Treaty of Westphalia (1648) symbolises the beginnings of a 

fundamental transition from the reigu of relipious authority to the secular order of 

govemments. By this treaty, the Thirty Years' War ended and independent states began 

violations committed by sovereign states who are arnong the signaiones of human rights 
conventions. The problem concerning the full-scale employment of democratic principles 
as well as individual and groups rights does not seem to be about the lack of forma1 
recognition of rules and regulations. The pnmary difference between liberal and 
totalitarian forms of nationalism-or de jure and de fm recognition of hurnan rights-- i s  
that, totalitarianism, coercion and systematic political oppression results from a solid 
sense of self-righteousness which leads to a vehement refusal to negotiate at times of 
poli tical stress, w hereas the li beral pluralistic approach hinges on the acknowledged need 
for the perpetual renewal of political legitimacy. Also see idem. (19û1). 
1 4 ~ l e x i s  Heraclides provides an extensive typology of separatist movements as well as 
an in-depth analysis of the relationship between the sovereign state apparatus and 
minority irredentism. proving that infinitesimal divisions of temtory is possible if the 
pnnciple of national sovereignty is punued as a political orthodoxy. 



to enjoy sovereignty over defined temtories (Wallerstein 1991). What came to be known 

as 'the Westphalian system' aftenvards regards each and every sovereign state as 

juridically equal and their sovereignty as absolute. Following the example set by the 

Treaty of Westphalia, the gradua1 codification of rules and mores that govem inter-state 

relations based on 'international law' as well as the growth and regularisation of 

diplornatic practices transforrned the European state-system into a model of an 

'international society'. Accordingly, member states are to be treated equally on the basis 

of their recognition of the commonly accepted noms, rules and obligations pertaining to 

the accepted f o n s  of the exercise of political authority.15 The establishment of the 

Leapue of Nations after World War 1 and then of the United Nations after World War II 

further institutionaiised the sovereign state system and began to exert its idluence beyond 

the borders of the loosely fomed Concert of Europe.16 In particular, the United Nations 

was markedly instrumental for the recognition of the new 'independent states' that 

emerged out of the break-up of former colonies and ~ rn~ i res .17  Still, within the 

1 5 ~ u c h  of the history of the modern state systern can in fact be interpreted as a series or 
responses to new forms of interdependence (Walker and Mendlovitz 1990, p. 3). The 
Treaty of Westphalia (1648). for instance, afirmed the mutual recognition of the need to 
prevent religious warfare from overwhelming fragile accornmodatioos between secular 
states. The formalisation of international law and the institutionalisation of international 
organisations are symptomatic of structural arrangements putporîing the ideal of an 
interstate order. In the meantirne, the sovereign state model iadeed denies the possibility 
of a global politics since in principle it affirms the priority of particular peoples as 
citizeos of states over the universal notion of humanity. In other words, state sovereignty 
leads to a hiatus between citizenship as an achieved status and the enjoyment of human 
rights as an ascribed one (op. cit.. p. 5). 
16~eanwhile. one should keep in mind that these institutions do not represent a 'perfect 
order'. The League of Nations failed when major states of Europe became opposing 
parties to each other, and until the downfall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the United 
Nations was stymied by the East-West confiict underlining the Cold War policies in 
international relations- 
17~onetheless, the overall position and influence of the newly independent states remain 
secondary to the privileged status of the permanent members in the UN Security Council 
and to the status of the industnalised states in major financial institutions with a global 
maxim such as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. In ihis context, as 
Lyons and Mastanduno argue, "It is not surpnsing that so-called third world States, which 



Westphalian tradition', not al1 communities ciaiming 'national autonomy' were able to 

O btain the secure position of sovereign statehood 18 

The politically contingent nature of the aitainment of sovereignty has changed 

very little since the initial charting out of the political realm between European sovereign 

states. Furthemore, in the history of the 'sovereign nation-state', different types of states 

emerged in varying social and historical circurnstances. only a select few of which 

conformed to the pristine definition of the nation-state (Hall 1988; Wallenteinl974, 

1991). These discrepancies between existing sovereign states, the sovereign nation-state 

mode1 and the principle of national sovereignty undercut the parade of societies as 

uniquely self-conscious historical communities in modem politics. In this context. the 

univenality of the pnnciple of national sovereignty can at best be charactensed as self- 

referential--a property it shares with other modemist utopias. 

are most vulnerable to extemal pressure, arc also most sensitive to the possible erosion of 
the concept of sovereignty and are most suspicious of the development of a 'right' of 
international intervention." (1995, p. 7) 
l&rhe current example of the '~uidish problern' is one srnong rnnny of such cases. For 
further discussion, see Kirisçi and Winrow ( 1997). 



National Soveirbty and I~pitinrPtion of the Authority of the State 

One asks how we have so easily forgotten about the concrete struggles that 
have left their traces in the clean lines of political cartography and the 
codifications of international law. This question is concerned with how 
the formalisation of state sovereignty as the primary constitutive principle 
of modem political life reifies the pracîices of state sovereignty--the 
disciplining of boundaries, the affirmation of inclusions, the defamation of 
foreignea, the inscription of danger, the legitirnation of violence. 

Walker 1990 in Walker and Mendlovitz, p. 4. 

Every modem state da ims  authority over its citizens. but not all can d a i m  

legitimacy that encompasses the entirety of their national polity. This precarious 

relationship between supremacy and justification seems to remain as the founding 

paradox of the state while we approach the end of the twentieth century. 19 It is also the 

missing link between the sovereignty of a people and state sovereignty. 

The problem of legitimacy is both a descriptive and a normative one: it concerns 

both the nature of political authority and the moral justifications that are put in use in 

defence of it (Green 1988; Adelman 1994). While the current debates in normative 

political theory-in both cornmunitarian and neo-liberal spirit--address some of the 

questions conceming the establishment and maintenance of 'legitirnate authority', the link 

between the use of and the justification for a state's authonty remains missing.20 in 

modem politics, Iegitimate political authority is founded upon the consent of the 

govemed. Consent is a fonn of bindiog cornmitment that limits and infoms al1 parties 

- -- - - - . - - - - - - - 

I%or a critique of the theoretical treaimeat of the state as a rnonolith rather than a 
conceptual variable, see Nettle (1%8), Navari (1978). James (1986). and Jackson and 
James ( 1923). 
20u~t  is ...p uzzling that those who spent the m a t  time on the theory of justice have had the 
least to say about the various modalities through which it might be achieved." (Green 
lm, p. 6) 



involved.21 Consent, authonty and legitimacy are molded into a unified and concrete 

institutional fonn in sovereign statehood. The formulation of the relationship between the 

state, the iodividual, and the community is thus predicated upon the sovereign state 

apparatus. Meanw hile, the 'constmcted' correspondence of sovereign statehood and 

legitimate political authority is so much taken for ,pnted that we tend to overlook the 

fact that the sovereign state's unique and dl-encompassing power over every individual's 

life within its temtory is not a given (Giddens 1985; Tilly 1990). This tendency is 

formalised by the nom of state sovereignty which ignores the historically contingent 

character of the sovereign state apparatus itself.22 Instead, the nomiaiive foundations of 

the principle of national sovereignty posits the sovereign state as both an end and a 

beginning for its own existence. 

The principle of national sovereignty-commonly known as the 'right' for national 

self-determination--is based on the assumption that the sovereign state is legitimate since 

it binds those individuals who originally consented to be subjected to it. According to 

this formulation, the people concerned vote by their feet; those who reside within the 

*1 In daily political lire, however, it gets iransplanted onto the jargon of 'consensust-- 
most comrnonly used with reference to a govement's need to 'manufacture', 'engineer' or 
'mobilize' the masses in order to gain popular support for its policies. At state-level 
analysis, it is imperative that we preserve the difference between 'consent' and 
'consensus', and define consent as a crucial building block for the establishment of 
legitimate authority as opposed to the gcirden-vanety instrument for political stability, that 
is, consensus: "njhe distinction between a govenunent which enjoys the consent of its 
citizens and one which thrives in an atmosphere of consensus--however secure and 
profound-4s one of principle. The doctrine of consent is a way of protecting individuals 
against the weight of consensus; it is a bulwark against unreasoned and mechanicd 
attachments to social institutions." (Green 1988, p. 16û) 
2*~or  a rnethodological critique of the unive~salisation of state sovereignty as the 
founding nom of international relations. see Bartelson (1995). For a historical critique, 
see Spmyt (1994). While Bartelson resorts to a Foucaultian analysis and deconstructive 
techniques to unpack the contents of sovereignty and as such is directly enpaged in the 
critique of the project of modemity, Spmyt approaches the issue in terms of the strategic 
strengths and weaknesses of the sovereign territorial state mode1 that made it 'beat' its 
rivals. In many ways, these two works work as cornplementary volumes for each other 
des pi te the fact that they entertain fundamentdl y different disci plinary persuasions. 



borden claimed by the sovereign state constitute the polity who in pnnciple consented to 

the sovereign state's authonty. Citizenship, in this general context, symbolises the 

individual's consent to abide the sovereign state's authority. 

However, citizenship is not an equally binding contract. The approval or denial of 

one's siatus as a citizen lies in the hands of the state in which one clairns the citizenship 

of. Furtbermore, in view of the coming-into-existence of modern nation-states, it is 

plausible to argue that in many cases citizenship has not been a matter of consent but 

rather a situation-bound political am1n~ernent.23 There is. in other words. a considerable 

degree of arbitrariness or force involved in the initial formulation of the 'citizenship 

contract'. There is of course a remedy for the arbitrariness of the original attribution of 

citizenship and thus membenhip to a sovereign state; that remedy is the state's acting as a 

just authonty and its avoidance of differential treatment of its citizens (Beitz 1979; idem. 

in Luper-Foy 1988). However, in and of itself, citizenship does not guarantee legitimacy 

for the authority of the sovereign state. 

The above-mentioned ipso faczo legitimation of authority via 'faimess' does not 

entail an original moment of 'consent'. Instead, it offers a contingent definition of consent 

and requires the giving-up of the ideological pretenses characteristic of the common-place 

appropriations of the principle of national sovereignty designating the sovereign nation- 

state as the sole legitimate bearer of political authority on a historically predicated 

23Leslie Green argues ihat "Even if one would perish outside a state or the= is no viable 
exit route, it does not follow that one must accept its authority in order to live inside it. 
One always has the option of conditional submission without consent, of peaceful 
cornpliance. This will normally be enough to avoid sanctions. What of those exceptionai 
times when oaths of allegiance are required and loyalty tests proliferate, when one must 
either 'love it or leave it'? ... In such circumstances, the options of consent or exile would 
obviously be extortionate." (Green 1988, p. 175) These are exactly the types of situations 
in which forced population exchanges take place, or comrnunities move across borders en 
masse in search of another site of authority which would trust their loyalty as citizens. 
For an excellent debate on the relationshfp between ci tizenship and membershi p, see 
Walzer (1981). 



territory. Accordingly, the exercise of state sovereignty could best be characterised as a 

confined and specific project of legitimation. Supporting this clairn, in the &y-to-day 

reality of political life, there are no implicit reasons for al1 the citizens of a sovereign state 

to give consent to that state's authority. In this context. the only 'guarantees' in national 

politics are those provided by the persuasion of national self-determioati0n.2~ And even 

then, unless acknowledged as an adequate expression of their loyalties by the majority of 

the populace, the articulations of self-determination at state-level politics tend to produce 

political and cultural discontent shortly after 'independence day'. 

Paradoxically, as demonstrated in the context of the p s t -  1848 European tradition 

of nationalism, the principle of national sovereignty itself is prone to formalise the 

primarily context-bound nature of legitimation of political authority on the basis of an 

assumed original bonding. As a result, the politics of national self-determination sets 

certain limitations for our understanding of what a politicai community is.25 Meanwhile, 

despite the universalist dictum and also somewhat universal appeal of national 

sovereignty. there is no neutrai, uncommitted point of origin from which one could assess 

the validity of one's commitments to a political community. Similarly, the validity of 

obligations that one has undertaken as part of being a member to political institutions 

2 4 " ~ e w  states, often top-heavy and fragile, are anxious to establish their 'national' 
credentials, especially when they lack any semblance of common ethnicity. Uprooted 
and homeless masses are equally eager to proclaim their allegiance to politically effective 
units to which they can feel (or be induced to feel) they 'belong'; and what better way of 
suggesting and inducing that sense of belonging than by 'rediscovering' submerged or lost 
ethnic mots in the mists of immemonal time?" (Smith 1986, p. 2) This is indeed a very 
difficult topic, since the defense of sovereignty and the nght for national self- 
determination is a major element in the rhetoric of post-colonial and post-imperial 
independence movements. 
25"~either the power of  govemment to create conventions serving the common good, nor 
its capacity to solve certain problerns of collective action warrants citizens taking its 
directives as bindinp. These are, indeed, arnong the important functions of government 
and îhey do contribute to its value. But they do not justify its authority." (Green 1988, p. 
188). 



requires adherence to a normative framework. The principle of national sovereignty is no 

exception to this rule (Green 1988, pp. 196-97). 

The Normative Basis of the Sovedgn Nation-State Model: Critical Variations 

Des pite the comrnon ideological-institutional framework offered by the principle 

of national sovereignty. there are significant divergences in the articulation of sovereignty 

in varying national contexts. Instead of adhenng to a static and ahistoncal depiction of 

the sovereign nation-state. it is indeed necessary to differentiate the 'ideal-type' of the 

sovereign nation state engendered by European traditions of nationalism from the various 

applications of the principle of national sovereignty in both European and non-European 

contexts. In so doing, the operative hierarchy of nationalisms can be distmantled as well. 

according to which the definitions of semi-Western, non-Western, colonial, post-colonial, 

authontarian, totali tarian, revivalist , fundamentalist, and fascist forms of nationalism are 

pitted against an 'original' European blueprint. 

Interestingly, the 'history of sovereignty' in Europe readily demonsiraies that the 

'Iistin~charting/categorising' of nationalisms which espouse the construction of a pure 

and supenor paradigm does not reflect the political realities of Europe itself, either 

(Kupchan 1995; O'Dowd and Wilson 1 9 % ) -  Sirnilar to nationalisrn, the sovereign 

nation-state is not a phenornenon 'immanent' to European history. Even by the nineteenth 

century, only a srnall number of privileged polities were enjoyinp sovereignty or 

autonomy in the area destined as Europe. In other words, the principle of national 

2 6 ~ s  ccmtemporary studies on nationality and national identity formation in Europeao 
states, these two volumes shed light on the historical continuity of the 'problem of 
nationalism' in Europe. 



sovereignty and the 'sovereign nation-state rnodel' deliver a meaning that does not easily 

correspond to particular histories and nationaiist traditions, although its original 

geopolitical referrents point to 'Europe'. In other words, the sacrosanct nature of the 

'sovereign nation-state model' is in fact due to the normative grounding of the notion of 

sovereignty within the parameters of the modemist project, and it cannot simply be 

explained in terms of 'historical precedents'. 

The natiodnatioaalisdnationality trio dictated by the principle of national 

sovereignty is a historico-cultural invention solidified by the institutional frarnework of 

the modem state. Fashioned after the developrnents in late-nineteenth century European 

politics, the process of establishing a nation-state is comrnonly viewed as an evolutionary 

movement from nationhood to sovereign statehood. Later instances of sovereign 

statehood are thiis assumed to have replicated the key aspects of the constnict of what we 

named as the mold of 'romantic nationhoodl--a homogeneous people bound by linguistic 

and cultural affinity, a common history, ethno-religious sentiments, collective solidarity. 

and a shared concept of common good. Meanwhile, many an independence war or 

'national revolution' collapsed these two separate moments--nationhomi and statehood-of 

the suggested trajectory of nation-state formation in one 'revolutionary leap' (Jackson 

1990). In such contexts, the terrn territorial staïe rather than nation-state has been 

utilised to refer to the process of sovereign state formation which took place during or 

before the claiming of 'nationhood' (Baram 199ûb). 

Meanwhile. the discourse of national sovereignty does not easily allow variations 

within its dictates and instead imposes a histoncal sequence ont0 the politics of state- 

making. In particular, the principle of national sovereignty prescribes the recognition of 



statehood based on the achievement or proof of nationhood.Z7 The implications of such 

causal logic-particulariy since the Wilsonian re-mapping of the world based on 'who 

deserves sovereign statehoodl--cm be paraphrased as the following: the c u ~ e n t  definition 

of the sovereign state implies both a sovereign central state apparatus and pnor 

political/institutional affirmation of the acclaimed nationality of a people in a bordered 

tem tory. 

Althouph they look priinarily a matter of historical 'unfoldinp' or political 

'evolution', the linkages suggested between nationhood and statehood by the principle of 

national sovereignty are determined by a normative formula which ascribes to a chosen 

trajectory political change. The vaiue-laiden nature of the univend principle of national 

sovereignty becomes al1 the more apparent in its applications in non-Euroepan contexts. 

As argued before, histones of nation-state formation play a significant part in European 

civilisation's conception of its own identity. Chronologies of 'political development' that 

European nationalisms offer are in consistence with the conviction of Europe's privileged 

position among the wodd civilisations. And since the ideal-type of sovereign nation-state 

is commonly framed as a 'genuine product' of Europe, the trajectory of nation-state 

formation presupposed by it  has problematic implications for European civilisation's 

designated 'outsider/others1.28 

2 7 ~ h e  alternative is usually referred to as 'civic' nationalisrn, a political ideology of union 
which adheres to shared values and a social vision rather than genealogical attachrnents. 
For further discussion on the 'settler society/frontien' version of civic nationalism, see 
Taylor ( 1994). 
* O  define non-~uro~ean  forms of nationalisrn in the language of a Europe-centered 
historicity perpetuates the 'otherness' of colonised and dominated cultures with a twist: 
they are not European, but they are viewed as catching up with history--history as it has 
been defined by Europe. For Homi Bhabha (1990) and Ahmad Aijaz (1992), the 
changing characteristics of 'otherness' attributai to the colonised and dominated cultures 
primarily resulted from the migration movements behveen colonies and Europe, which 
brought the subject who was once 'other' into the centet of the European self-image. 
Europe was forced to rernember its colonial history. However, this challenge was quickl y 
circumvented by denying the othemess of the 'other', and making what is different into 



Interestingly, however, canooical debates on nationalism and the pnnciple of 

national sovereignty both in European and non-European contexts reveal the same 

conviction that the matching of a 'pre-existing' nation with the sovereign state is the only 

way for the establishment of legitimate authority in modem politics. Needless to say, this 

claim does not leave enough space for studying divergent forms of political association o r  

alternative embodiments of political community. Consequently, although sovereign 

statehood outside the European context emerged either a s  a reaction to European 

coionialisrn, or  in close connection with European cultural and political domination, the 

solid normative grounding of the sovereignty discourse does not allow visibility to 

differences in either the form or the content of sovereign political existence in these 

varying ~et t in~s .29 This is due to the fact that the utopian coalescence of the nation with 

the sovereign state in general, and the principle of national sovereignty and the romantic 

construct of nationhood in particular, normalises the divergences manifested by 

applications of the principle of national sovereignty under radically different 

circumstances? 

something that is either unrecognisable, or something which fits into the contours of 
similitude. Here, we make the argument that even post-colonial theory itself contributes 
to -- this undemining of difference due to its subscription to nation-to-state equilibrium. 
L?wo basic examples of the first category include India and the continent of Africa. 
The second category embraces the historical example of the breakdown of the Ottoman 
Empire and the contemporary fracturing of the Eastern Bloc. For further discussion on 
the - ngid framinp of otherness within European continent itself, see Wolff (1996). 
30% an International Relations context ... a cmde (positivist-based) realism ... reduced 
complex and turbulent global experience to a pattemed and rigidly ordered framework of 
understanding derived from a particular representation of post-Renaissance European 
history, articulated in orthodox Anglo-American philosophical terrns ...[ t]he silences and 
omissions of realist theory have some frightening consequences in 'practice' for those 
excluded from the narrow agenda of onhodox 'reality'." (George 19%. p. 38) 



Fmm Nation to State? Theorefical Enterprises in Defense of National Sovereignty 

The doctrine of sovereign statehood conventionalises a specific deveiopment in 

the conduct of politics in early-modem Europe and removes its time and space 

coordinates3 1 As a result, the discourse of national sovereignty-as Eric Wolf suggests 

(1982), ' m e  of the thing'-is suspended between its particu1adEuropean connotations 

and universaVmodernist appropriation. 

The history of the concept of sovereignty is directly related to the evolution of the 

secular and central state in ~ u r o ~ e ? Z  By the end of the fifteenth century. Europe 

comprised a multitude of independent politicai units, which, with the decline of the old 

31fThe theory of state sovereignty parallels the evolution of the modem state. It 
formalises the evolving relationship between state and civil society, between political 
authority and political community ... Medieval Europe compi-ised a cosrnopolitan 
patchwork of overlapping loyalties and allegiances. geographically intenvoven 
jurisdictions and political enclaves ... Yet this diverse and fragmented system of nile 
nevertheless enjoyed a considerable level of coherence and unity by virtue of cornmon 
legal, religious and social traditions and institutions. Although temtorially sepented, 
the constituent units of the cosniopolitan order did not manifest the charactenstics of 
possessiveness and exclusiveness associated with the modem concept of sovereignty." 
(Carniilen 1990, D. 13) 

' L 

3 * ~ h e  state itself has always been a contentious subject of analysis. According to an 
absolutist definition of the state commonly used dunng the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, it i s  identified with the power 'to make, administer and enforce laws', that is, 
with the government. The function of the absolutist state conceived by Jean Bodin and 
Thomas Hobbes, for instance, was to bring order in Europe which was suffering from the 
d i s i n t e ~ t i o n  of the feudal sy stem and prolonged confiicts. Following the French 
Revolution, the state began to represent not just the institutions of govemment but the 
bodypolitic as well, i.e. the nation as exemplified in the works of J. J. Rousseau, W. F. 
Hegel, and the idealists. The state, once it became the nation-state, was defined as the 
representative of a community of free people united together based on consensus. As a 
result, the distinctions between society and the state were abolished. This new theory of 
state dso embodied the ideal of democracy guided by the self-conscious acts of the nsing 
class of bourgeoisie. It was this new sovereign state that established the legal conditions 
for institutionalised property relations, the circulation of goods and the standardisation of 
the medium of exchange-money. The new sovereign state then provided the 
infrastructure for new strategies of war and overseas expansion such as the organised 
anny and navy. Finally, it became the mediator among classes, and legitimiser of the 
status quo via the provision of central education, health care, industrial and political 
rights. 



feudal order. the growth and development of new patterns in trade and manufacture. 

became gradually attached to centralised mooarchies. This concentration of power took 

place at the expense of the ecumenical religious authorities and sepented fiefdoms of 

the feudal Europe. In the context of the Refomation, Counter-Reformation and a senes 

of religious wars, the emerging authority of the secular state became the most effective 

one. The decentralised political arrangements of the feudal order were thus replaced by a 

limited number of territorially bound sovereign states.33 

These developments led to a unique relationship between the sovereign siate and 

the political community that it reigns. Not only has national sovereignty become the 

defininp principle of large-scale political organisation. but the sovereign state has become 

an edifice for the mediation and resolving of class, ethnic, religious and racial conflicts 

within the nation (Camilleri 1990 in Walker and Mendlovitz, p. 21). The consequent 

state-centric organisation of politics redefined the realm of possibilities that are open for 

the actualisation or even expression of the political will of a given body politic 

(Wallerstein et. al 1987). The pnnciple of national sovereignty also standardised the 

trajectory of socio-political change% At the home front, popular sovereignty became 

the real life political equivalent of the principle of national sovereignty. According to the 

premises of popular sovereignty, there is no separatioo between the sovereign state and 

the political community it represents; the sovereign state is the expression of the 

unmediated and authentic expression of the will and power of the 'people', the nation. 

- -- 

33.111 the rough-and-tumble of modern politics, localities. cities, districts, regions. and 
international communities, al1 have lost out to 'nations' in the stniggle for political 
supremacy." (Magnusson 1990, p. 49) Camillen argues that equally important for the 
supremacy of the sovereign state was its supportive role in defining and protecting 

nvate property' (Camilleri 199û in Walker and Mendlovi tz, p. 14- 18). 
f4Meanwhile, as Carnilleri arguer. "To the extent that the international system normally 
comprises a few powerful and rnany weaker states, there inevitably aises a hierarchy of 
relations that does not easily correspond to the theoretical equality of al1 sovereign 
states." (op. cit., p. 22) 



Understood as such, the state is dangerously essentialised as the embodiment of the 6 4  

politic i tself (Mari tain 19%) 

The debates on civil society and the re-enactment of the public sphere have surely 

undertaken the project of dismantling the omnipresent manufacturing of the State as both 

the means and ends of legitirnate politics (Mouffe 1992; Ben-Habib 19%). However. in 

the discursive field of nationalism. statehood tends to lose its threatening edge. Instead. it 

becomes an ideal. the Ithacn that each and every nation dreams of. As such. the 

nationhood-statehood juxtaposition is perpetuated even without the active intervention of 

the Orientalkt and away from the impenal gaze. It becomes a foundational assumption 

venerated both by modemist ideologues and anti-modemist/post-modernist critics of 

nationalism. In the following pages. some of the canonical articulations of the 

relationship between statehood and nationhood will be presented in support of the 

argument that the discourse of nationalism assumes a hegemonic ideological posture not 

only because of the imposition of European civilisational value systerns on non-European 

histories, but also due to their ready appropriation via the unrequited defense of the 

principle of national sovereign:~ by non-European rearticulations of political, social and 

cultural 'liberationlredemption'. 

Focusing on the histoncal mots of the union of the sovereign state and the 'nation', 

the classical works of Elie Kedourie identifies the philosophical underpinnings of 

European nationalisrn in the tradition of Enlightenment. For Kedourie, the actualisation 

of the idea of a nation through the ideology of nationalism happened in particular with the 

French Revolution: the Declararion of rhe Rights of Man and the Citizen created the 

historical basis for the creation of a secular nation in charge of its own destiny.35 

- - - 

3çb[t]he pnnciple of sovereignty resides essentially in the Nation; no body of men. no 
individual, can exercise authority that does not emanate expressly f m n  it." (Kedouri 
1%1. pp. 12-13) For Kohn, on the other hand, "[tlhe growth of nationalism is the process 



Another canonised wnter on nationalism, Hans Kohn takes this argument one step 

further and across the Atlantic Ocean. Although Kohn sees the French Revolution as the 

first great manifestation of nationalism. he argues that it was the United States' 

Declaration of Idependence in 1776 and the independence of Latin Americaa creole 

states at the turn of the century which consummated Western egalitanan and rational 

ideals to their full extent36 Al1 in all, however, the proiific literature on the European 

origins of nationalism attests to the conviction that the universalised ideals of the French 

Revolution led to the confiation of a well-defined political community with a central and 

secular political authority (Bhabha 1990). 

Meanwhile Eniest Gellner. one of the critical minds of the present century, 

questioiis whetlier the central state necessarily precedes the 'nation'. or the 'nation' is the 

prerequisite for the ~ ta te .3~  Gellner, similar to Perry Anderson. lmmanuel Wallerstein 

and Etienne Balibar. chooses to position the state before the nation. and appoints 

iiationalisiii as the new cultural basis for an already eniergent and ever-growing state 

apparatus?* In the sarne vein. John Breuiily suggests that since the French Kevolution. 
- - 

of integration of the masses of people into a comrnon political form. Nationalism 
therefore presupposes the existence, in fact or as an ideal, of a centralised form of 
oovemment over a large and distinct temtory." (Kohn 1946. p. 4) 
3% Kohn's account of the history of nationalism, even though the idea existed in ancient 
Greece, it was revived, revitalised and finally secularised by the French Revolution. 
37~ddressing the same question, Tom Nain states that the roots of aationaiiçrn havc to 
be sought "not in the folk, nor in the individual's repressed passion for some sort of 
wholeness of identity, but in the machinery of wodd political economy." (Naim 1975, p. 
8) Immanuel Wallerstein's world-system analysis achieves the systematic 
aggrandisement of such an approach with much firmer conclusions. In Wallentein's 
wntings on the nation-state system, the actors of the accumulation of surplus need strong 
states to promote and protect them--both dornestically and in foreign trade-and hence 
the nation-state (Wallersteiii 1974; 1987). 
3*'Why should the establishment of any particular sovereign state within the interstate 
system create a corresponding 'nation,' a 'people'?..States in this system have problems 
of cohesion. Once recognised as sovereigu. the states frequently find thernselves 
subsequently threateoed by both interna1 disintegratioa and extemal aggression. To the 
extent that 'national' sentiment develops, these threats are lessened. The govenimeiits in 
power have an interest in promoting this sentiment, as do al1 sorts of subgmups within 



the primary ideological vehicle for seizinp central political power has been the assertion 

of nationalist utopias through the state (Breuilly 1982). 

The Marxistlneo-Marxist scholarship sucb as the world-system's school. on the 

other hand, sees through nationalism primary social forces that shape the global structures 

of expandiog ~ a ~ i t a l i s r n ~ ~  In this context. Immanuel Wallerstein and mienne Balibar 

( 199 1 ) categorise ethnic, religious and intra-state confiicts as lower-grade expressions of 

class conflict precipitated by cap i ta l i sm.  Consequently. their historical analysis purport 

a theory of nationalism that lies in the grey area between Europe and non-Europe. Still, 

their work primarily alludes to the crucial role of the whole globe as a market to serve the 

ends of solidification and glorification of European nation-states. 

While world-system's school assesses nationalism primady with reference to 

relations of production and circuits of capital, Benedict Anderson (1983) assesses the 

the state. Any group who sees advmtage in using the state's legal powers to advance its 
interest against groups outside the state or in any sub-region of the state bas an interest in 
promoting nationalist sentiments as a legitimation of its claims. States furthemore have 
an interest in administrative unifonnity which increases the efficacy of their policies. 
Nationalism is the expression, the promoter. and the consequence of such state-level 
uniformi ties." (Wallerstein 199 1, pp. 8 1-2) 
3%he sovereign state system enforces the relatioaship between capitai and labour. and 
permits the perpetual recreation of a hieiarchy arnong states via the flow of surplus from 
the periphery to the core. The sovereign state, in this context, provides the political 
framework within which the world capitalist system fin& specific anchorage (Wallerstein 
1974. 1991). Meanwhile. as many of its critiques suggested, the world system's theory 
capitalises the systemic tendencies towards equilibnum and therefore tends to ovenee the 
fragmented nature of the sovereign state-system. Alternatively, Robert Cox ( 198 1, 1987) 
argues that the domestic political process is not entirely dictated by the requirements of 
the international accumulation of capital. The domestic sphere instead accommodates 
competing interests and has to contend with the demands of various segments and 
ideological formations in the society. At the outset, however, there is a hegemony of 
transnational organisations which direct and re-focus social and pol i t id  change within 
individual states. Cox argues that it is rather this hegemonic structure tbat keeps the 
world system working. 
4 0 ~  similar point is made by Peter Worsley (1984) in his argument that "cultural traits 
are not absolutes or simply intellectual categories, but are invoked to provide identities 
which legitimise claims io rights. They are strategies or weapons in cornpetitions over 
scarce social goods." (p. 249) 



ongins of nationalism almost entirel y in the cultural sphere. Anderson's account presents 

nationalism as the site of a dynamic interaction between capitalism and social life. For 

him, a nation is an 'imagined political community' that is both inherently limited and 

~ o v e r e i ~ n . ~ l  Nations are limited' because they are defined by boundanes beyond which 

lie 'other' nations; and nations are by definition 'sovereign' because the very concept of a 

nation was bom in an age that destroyed the divine orders and dynasties. In addition, 

Anderson suggests that nationalism has to be undentood as a product of the cultural 

systems that preceded it, which are by no means limited to the European continent.42 

A prominent figure in European studies of social history and Marxist thought. E. 

J. Hobsbawmfs conception of nationalism, on the other hand, designates an 'one and only' 

original phenornenon--the European nation-state that emerged by the end of the 

eighteenth century--as the 'true' subject of studies on nationalism. His criteria for 

distinguishing 'genuine forms of nationalism' discount ethnic. religious or linguistic 

cornmunities as hierarchically Iower than nations. Along with Clifford Geertz, he regards 

nationalism as above and beyond other communal identity claims that preceded or 

4 h t  is imgined because the memben of even the çrnallest nation will never know rnost 
of their fellow-memben, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives 
the image of their communion." (Anderson 1983, p. 15) 
4 2 ~ o r  Anderson, in the aftermath of the assemblage of 'related vernaculars' and the 
creation of "mechanically-reproduced print-languages, capable of dissemination through 
market," nationalism became the legitimate idiom for an unprecedented form of 
communal bondage (op. cit., pp. -7). 
43"~hose  who strove for liberation [in the colonies] were 'nationalists' only because they 
adopted a western ideology excellently suited to the overtbrow of foreign governments, 
and even so, they usuaily consisted of an exiguous minority of indigenous kvolu &...The 
unity imposed by conquest and administration might sometimes, in the long run, produce 
a people that saw itself as a 'nation', just as the existence of independent states has 
sometimes created a sense of citizens' patriotism ... However, this is aot sufficient to cal1 
the states which have emerged from decolonisation, mainly afier 1945. 'nation', or the 
movements that led to their decolonisation ...' nationalist' movements." (Hobsbawrn 1990, 
pp. 137-8) 



survived i t . 4  Hobsbawm's conclusions concerning the uniqueness of European 

nationalism reflect the paradigrn of 'ethnocentric diffusionism' which is based on the 

assumption of the spread of 'authentic f o m s  of nationalism' from the core Europeaa 

world to a non-European global periphery. In fact. whether they privileged the European 

nation-state as the prime embodiment of nationalism or not, (with the exception of 

Benedict Anderson) al1 of the above mentioned theories of nationalism incorporate a 

similar logic of diffusion and thus insert the European continent into the heart of the 

cognitive as well as the geo-political charts of the world. 

In response to this paradigrn of 'ethnocentric diffusionism', pst-colonial critiques 

of the Eurocentnc analyses of nation-state fornation sugpst  a necessary shift away from 

Europe (Said 1979; Chatte j e e  1986; Amin 1989; Bhabha 1990).45 In this context. 

Partha Chatte j e e  cntically introduces the problem of nationalism in the non-European 

world as a mirror image of ~ u r o c e n t r i c i s m . ~  Accordingly, peripheral f o m s  of 

441n contradistinction. for instance Worsley argues that 'nationalism' is a special f o m  of 
ethnicity in that it entails the institutionalisation of a particular ethnic identity tbrough the 
state apparatus. In Wonley's categorisation, 'ethnic groups' become 'nationalities' when 
they desire to obtain a state of their own, and if they succeed, they become 'nations'. To  
put it slightly differently, the concept of nation is  reserved for a particular mode of 
ethnicity that emerged wiih capitalism and the centralised state apparatus characteristic of 
European history (Wonley 1984, pp. 247-8). Anthony Smith capitalises on this argument 
and iniroduces a methodological debate attending to the transformation from 
ethniclcommunal to national identities (1981, 1986). 
4% Janet Abu-Lughod's words, "[tlhere is no Archimedean point outside of the system 
from which to view historical 'reality '." (1989. p. 1 12) On the issue of Eurocentricism, 
Abu-Lughod suggests that histoncal accounts are constructed backwards and therefore 
the chosen beginning point is discretionary. 
&'[~]he problem of the bourgeois-rational conception of knowledge established in the 
post-Enlightenment period of European intellectual history, as the moral and episternic 
foundation for a supposedly universal frarnework of thought [is that it] perpetuates, in a 
real and not merely a metaphorical sense, colonial domination. It is a framework of 
knowledge which proclaims its own universality; its validity, it pronounces, is 
independent of cultures. Nationalist thought, in agreeing to become 'modem', accepts the 
claim to universality of this 'modem framework of knowledge'. Yet it also asserts the 
autonomous identity of a national culture. It tbus simultaneously rejects and accepts the 
dominance, both epistemic and moral, of an alien culture." (Chatterjee 1986, p. 11) Also 
see idem. (1993). 



nationalism simultaneously proclaim the authenticity of a non-European culture while 

adopting the moral-epistemic dogmas of the Enlightenment project. Elaborating on 

Chatte jee's views, R. Radhakrishnan (1992) states that nationalism outside Europe 

appropriates only selectively, to safeguard the 'essential identity' of the colonised 

cultures. As such, nationalism in the post-colonial context is suggested to articulate a 

negotiation between the "Western blueprints of reason, progress and Enlightenment' and 

the self-identification of the national subject as a non-European cultural agent. 

Meanwhile. due to the embedded tension of negating while appropriating the 

heritage of European modernity , post-colonial national identification leads to a 

fundamental rupture in the psyche of the colonised (Radhakrishnan 1992). The depth of 

this rupture is most elaborately questioned by Homi Bhabha when he speaks of the 

colonial presence as "alway s ambivalent, split between its appearance as original and 

authoritative. and its articulation as repetition and difference." (Bhabha 1986, p. 169) 

Following the post-modemist vision, however, Bhabha is quick to suggest that mimicry 

can contain a great potential for local reformulation of the narrative of the post-colonial 

subject.47 

Despite the normative challenges posed by the pst-colonial genre of critiques of 

Europe-centered theones of nationalism, however, these elaborations on nationalism 

preserve the core premise of the principle of national sovereignty by assuming that every 

'nation' m u t  have its own 'nation-state'. This, of course, has a solid justification set in 

terms of the liberation struggle against the colonial power. Nonetheless, as a result of this 

conviction, just like their Eurocentnc counterparts, post-colonial theones of nationalism 

47~habha's project also entails a re-wnting of the European çubject position: "[i]t is the 
historical certainty and settled nature of the term [nationalism] against which 1 am 
attempting to write the western nation as an obscure and ubiquitous fomi of living the 
locali', of culture." (Bhabha 1990, p. 292) 



affirm and celebrate the exclusive right of selfdetermination and sovereign enjoyment of 

authority attributed to a select political community identified as the nation. In this 

context, there emerges an anonymous voice in thinking about nationalism appointing the 

sovereign nation-state not only as the institutional embodiment of the modemist 

articulation of the prime political community--the nation--, but also as the guardian and 

tme representative of i t . 4  As such, the discourse of sovereignty absorbs its most 

promising critics into its allies. Via the non-European defense of nationalism with 

reference to the principle of national sovereignty, the utopian formulation of the total 

coalescence of state and nation is ultimately made into the ideological epilogue justifying 

the modemist charting out of the nation not only as a site for politics, but also for culture. 

4 8 ~ s  Magnusson argues. "Since nation-building requires intense loyalties. the state is 
accorded a monopoly on the symbols of patriotism, which it invokes against intemal and 
extemal challenges. This monopoly of paûiotic symbolisrn is the ideological comtepart 
of the monopolies of political authority and legitimate violence implicit in the principles 
of state sovereignty. The circulanty of nationalist ideology is evident: the nation needs 
the state as its political embodiment, so the state has to create the nation to legitirnate its 
own existence." (Magnusson 1990 in Walker and Mendlovitz, p. 49) The very capacity 
of the state to mobilise the resources necessary for the fixing of the national identity then 
guarantees the permanence of the sovereign state as the supreme locale of a legitimate 
poli tical cornmuni ty. 



Conclusion 

If 'sovereignty' persists as an important political idea, its content is likely 
to grow de-centered and dispersed ..An emergent global civilisation (of 
indefinite normative contour) does not at al1 imply the extinction or the 
obsolescence of the territorial state or the state system, but it does appear 
to necessitate challenging the earlier statist monopoly over the symbols 
and practices of sovereignty that has existed for the p s t  severai hundred 
years. 

Falk 1990 in Walker and Mendlovitz, p. 61. 

The definition of a political community entails enclosure. In its conventional 

definition, it is indeed the act of defining the boundaries that makes politics p0ssible.4~ 

In modem politics. the sovereign state is universalised as the uitirnate unit of enclosure. 

According to this state-centnc organisation of political life, the distance between 'the 

state' and 'the nation' is reduced to a minimum. The modem construct of legitimate 

political cornmunity is thus entrapped by the ideal of the national appropriation of 

sovereign statehood. The 'self in the self-determination is directly associated with 

nationhood, and therefore with the abstract junstic procedure of the achievernent of 

sovereign statehood.50 W~thin this framework. liberation movernents univocally seek the 

protective and assertive structure of the sovereign nation-state. 

49n~he key assumption is that political commuoity requires enclosure--that politics 
proper is impossible without a protected space where ideals can be realised and interests 
ideally adjudicated. This protected space has been the subject of political theory, as 
reified in the tradition. This is the space of liberty, equality, and fratemity; of democracy; 
of order and moderation; of conservatism and radicalism; of liberalisrn and sociaiism; 
even of revolut ionJhat  there might be forms of political community that resist 
enclosure or are stifled by it is barely considered." (Magnusson 1990 in Walker and 
Mendlovitz, pp. 49-50) 
~ a r a d o x i c a l l y ,  if sovereignty primarily inheres in the people, and not the state, then 
sovereignty should not be automatically identified with the state. For instance, Richard 
Falk suggests that "The ncovery of sovereignty through the reinvigoration of democratic 
practice would work against the current tendency to identify sovereignty exclusively with 
the central goveming process of territorial States enjoying international status." (Fa1 k 
1990 in Walker and Mendlovitz, p. 63) 



The issues of sovereign statehood and national self-determination remain 

especiatly critical for the peoples and states in the geo-political domain denoted as the 

Third World', the 'East'. the 'Orient' or the 'South'. Many a liberation movement have 

anchored their struggle for freedom and justice against colonialism. imperialism, or 

neocolonialisrn based on the principle of national sovereignty. In this context, sovereign 

statehood has long carried the flag of a political choice that is moraily defensible and has 

non-negotiable 'legal' foundations.51 Appropriated and historicised in different contexts, 

the sovereign nation-state model has becorne an Archiemaedean point from which al1 

'sovereignties' are evaluated. It might have been the poli tical tradition of European 

nationalisms that valorised the sovereign state as the locus politicus. and appointed the 

Western liberal democratic model as the exclusive bearer of modem politics (Ruiz 1990 

in Wal ker and Mendlovitz, p. 82)? Today, however, this 'inherited account of political 

community modelled on the nation-state' informs the quintessential definition of 

legitimate politics (Bateson 1990 in Walker and Mendlovitz, p. 145). 

Ironically, the unmediated relationship between state and society dictated by the 

principle of national sovereignty widens the gap between legitimacy, political authonty . 
and, culture and local traditions. The triadic relationship between the people. the 

govemment and the normative basis that frames a tradition of goveming is undermined 

by a perpetual crisis of legitimacy of the sovereign state. The advocates of the 

international system of sovereign states argue that the concept of sovereignty is a 

S10n the other hand, by refusing the boundaries of conventional Formal politics and by 
generating political practices local in ongin but transnational in perspective or claims. 
new social movements pose a steady challenp to the daim of absolute legitimacy by the 
sovereign state. For a detailed debate on social movements that resist the supremacy of 
sovereign - - statehood, see Wallerstein et al. ( 1987) and Wal ker ( 1988). 
5Z"[A]t thc level of social and political practice, sovereignty is less a question of the 'right 
of 3 people to self-determination' and more a practice that gathers together fundamental 
presuppositions about the character of human dwelling, that is, about how peoples are 
constituted as historical and political communities." (op. cit., p. 83) 



dynamic and evolving construct infonned by the changes in political reality (Kratochwil 

1995 in Lyons and ~as tanduno) .53 In the end, particularly for the realist camp, 

essentially nothing c h a n p s  concerning the pverning capability of the sovereign state. 

The critiques of the principle of national sovereignty, on the other hand. argue that the 

state no longer holds a rnonopoly over the needs of those it serves: non-state acton and 

international and regional networks meet many of the requirements which were originally 

delegated to the sovereign state (Onuf 1995 in Lyons and ~ a s t a n d u n o ) . s  Thus, the 

central question is put as whether there is a shift from an international state system io an 

international community of states: 1s it the case that sovereign states, by virtue of their 

recognition as such. agree upon participating in accepted and formalised practices of 

povernment in guaranteeing the rights and fundamental freedoms of their citizens, and 

therefore become an organic part of a Community of Good-Govemance? Or. as a 

continuation of the state-centric Westphalian order, do  they simply sign treaties in 

exchange for the re-sanctioning of their sovereign status? The reality of international 

relations suggests the latter, whereas the idealist position cntiquing the primacy of state 

sovereignty purports the former. 

Authority is not a prerogative of the 'ruler' but a relationship of participation, 

representation and legitimation. In this context, the authority bestowed upon the 

sovereign nation-state cannot be treated as an independent variable capable of 

53~riedrich Kraiochwil (1995) compares sovereignty 10 the concept of 'property'. He 
then argues that due to the changes in the once Eurocentric international systern and its 
definition of the 'sovereign'. the concept and practical meaning of soverei gn ty are 
changing under the influence of new global trends in international relations. 
s ~ r e s e n t i n ~  a third route, Robert Jackson (1995) argues that the tension between the 
recognition of a community of statcs and a cornmunitarian undcrstanding of humankind 
that accepts each and every individual as a worthy actor with nghts and responsibilities i s  
the reason behind the current contestations of sovereignty. 



engendering a constitutive relationship between the state and the political cornrnunity.55 

According to the principle of national sovereignty, however, the question of authority is 

inextricably framed by the supposition of a distinct and united peoplehood. The dicturn 

of self-determination provides a seamless narrative for the historical constitution of a 

legitimate political community. Based on the poliiical significance of 'peoplehood'. the 

sovereign state mode1 skips the question of 'deliberation' by the people that it appoints as 

the harbor of its legitimacy. Such a saturated construal of poliiical community easil y 

avoids the challenges posed by the fluidity of spatio-temporal configuration of political 

authority. Instead. it tries to fit and amass cornmunities in more or less pre-given borders 

dictated by the inter-state stotus quo.56 

In this context, the undue theoretical emphasis on the sovereign nation-state 

mode1 leads to a profound misunderstanding of the cultural. histoncal and geopolitical 

determinants of the 'gIoba1isationt of the nation-state.57 Alternative fomulations of state 

sovereignty are needed to provide a critical historical assessrnent of the modemist content 

and context of nationalism. No longer can States pretend to be autonomous and exercise 

5 5 ' ~ u i h o r i i ~  precedes law . Relaiionality precedes authori ty." (Ruiz 1990 in Wal ker and 
Mendlovitz, p. 85) 
%he pnrnary attachment to the state has a Lot to do with the perception of the 
sovereign state as the absolute and unconditional bastion for legitimacy and security in 
the international arena. In terms of crude geopolitics, ail temtory belongs to existing 
statcs, and thc Ioss of temtory is considered an unacccptablc violation of the sovercignty 
of a given state. In other words, even the idea of deviations from the n o m  of state 
sovereionty ring the alam bells for anarchy and destructive chaos. As David Campbell 
agues,'[w]e make sense of the world by differentiating and nomalising continpncy in 
terms of a hierarchical understanding of sovereigntylanarchy (or agentlstructure, 
endogenouslexogenous, inside/outside. domestic/foreign, etc.). Sovereignty (or the 
equivaient first terni) cornes to be thought of as a center of decision presiding over a 
unitary self, whereas a w c h y  (or the equivalent second tenn) is that which cannot or will 
not be assimilated to this prior subjectivity." (Campbell 19% in Alker and Shapiro, p. 17) 
For further discussion on the dichotomous positioning of sovereignty and anarchy, see 
Ashley ( 1988). 
s710 iarticuiar, the endorsement of state-centricisrn in international relations binds neo- 
liberals and neo-realists together. For further discussion, see George ( 1989). 



an absolute monopoly of power in a specifically defined temtory. Despite the 

Westphalian political tradition of reifying the state as an etemal presence based on the 

principles of national self-detemination, sovereignty and non-intervention. the limits of 

state sovereignty have become more obvious than ever since the end of the cold war. 58 

Internationalisation, globalisation, economic and political interdependence and supra- 

national regimes of rights and duties strongly suggest that national sovereignty offen 

only a partial map for the spectmm of early rnodedmoderu/late-moderdpost-modern 

politics. In this context, a non-statist interpretation of the principle of sovereignty 

paralleled by the increased accountability of the nation-state for its actions within its 

sovereign domain look more probable than before. 

In the meantirne, national histories continue to be written or perpetuated from the 

perspective of 'national self-detemination' whereas in fact the nation itself might have 

been constituted through and after the process of self-determination. Furthemore, the 

discoune of sovereignty retains the strict code of 'East venus West' despite the fact that 

the edifice of 'European civilisation' has long been enduring corrosions from withio. At 

this point, the key question is if European nation-states could claim distinction based on 

the 'original fomatting' of their political culture and mode of governance, what would be 

the foundation for the perpetuation of sovereign political existence outside the terrain of 

Europe? 

As argued in the above pages, based on the principle of national sovereignty, the 

consolidation of a nation in search of its own state is the common route designated for the 

S m ~ e s p i t e  evidence about how States have changed historically, and about how different 
foms  of statehood have emerged in various parts of the world and in relation to different 
locations within geopolitical and econornic structures, the state itself has been treated as 
either the only possible arena in which serious political life can take place or as a merely 
transient prelude to a universal community of humankind." (Walker and Mendlowitz 
1990, p. 2) This binary lopic either denies or magnifies the salience of the sovereign 
state. 



realisation of sovereignty regardless of context. Nonetheless, boundaries of nationhood 

are one of the most elusive cultural products of the modernist project. In the previous 

chapter, the salience of various categories of 'otherness' for the European tradition of 

nationalism and its corollary mode1 of self-understanding was discussed. Linked with the 

iruisms that encase the principle of national sovereignty, in the foilowing chapters. the 

making and partial unmaking of the immediate 'boundaries' of Europe will be examined 

in an attempt to reveal the mechanisms of the perpetuation of nationalism as the prima 

fuciu modernist project. The 'periphery of Europe' has long been preoccupied with 

satisfying the politico-cultural prerequisites of Europeanness. In tum. the secret spell of 

national sovereignty created many a 'sovereign utopia' which speak of cultural revival. 

survival. return to roots and is by and large dependent upon the political vocabulary of the 

sovereignty discourse to daim lepitirnate political existence. 



Chapter IV 

FOUNDATIONAL PARADOXES OF BALKAN NATIONALISMS 
--AUTHENTICITY, MODERMTY AND NATIONHOOD-- 



Islam is not a place. 

Bernard Lewis 1993, p. 3. 

There is no such thing as the East ... The perceptions held regarding a counterpart 
of another culture are less concemed with the reality than whether that counterpart 
appears to be a threat or a hope, whether it is somehow related to the observer's 
passions or interests or can reinforce or illustrate interna1 trends and currents in 
observer society. 

Maxim Rodinson 1987. p. 1 17. 

The West seeks for its Iost origins , its own lost original experience of 'democratic 
invention' ... Eastern Europe functions for the West as its Ego-ldeal (Ich-Ideal): 
the point from which West sees itself in a likable, idealised form, as worthy of 
love. The real object of fascination for the West is thus the g c e .  namely the 
supposedly naive gaze by means of which Eastern Europe stares back at the West. 
fascinated by its democracy ... 

Slavoj Zizek 1993, p. 200. 



Introduction 

In the previous chapter, contrary to the arguments posed by 'concentnc diffusion' 

theones of nationalism privileginp the original European forms. the variation in the 

political embodiments of the discoune of nationalism was considered not an unmediated 

result of the differences in the cultural background of ernergent 'nations'. Rather, it 

concerns the 'uneven dispersion' of the discoune from its EuropeadWestem core to a 

global penphery dictated by political. economic and historical dynamics (Gellner 1964: 

Nairn 1977; Appadurai 19961.1 

Throughout the discussion on sovereignty, it was also suggested that although the 

unevenness of nationalism's dispersion is levelled by the universalisi accent of the 

principle of national sovereipnty, the realities of sovereign existence in the modem world 

testify to the qualitative differences in the attainment and enjoyment of national 

sovereignty. These differences attest to tidal waves of expansiodreaction of nationalism, 

the prime historical example of which was the nationalist reaction to the Napoleonic 

impenal dream across Europe. The opposition between unification-oriented German 

nationalism and East EuropeadSlavic nationalisms east of Bohemia and Slovenia. or, 

post-1945 anti-colonial nationalisrns followed by their post-1989 anti-communist kin 

indicate a similar underlying pattern. In this sense, the older European nationalisms 

appear to have initiated a long-term 'nationalism-producing' effect at a global scale, 

nonetheless yielding uneven results. 

 AS Tom Naim argues, "The 'tidal wave' invaded one zone after another, in concentnc 
circles. First Gennany and Italy, the areas of relatively advanced and unified culture 
adjacent to the Anglo-French center; it was in them that the main body of typicafly 
nationalist politics and culture was formulated. Almost at the same time, or shortly after. 
Central and Eastern Europe, and the more peripheral regions of Iberia, Ireland and 
Scandinavia. Then Japan and, with the full development of imperialism, much of the rest 
of the globe ... There is no doubt that evety one of them involved a naz io~ i  revolution 
quite comprehensi ble in the general historical ternis of n.ionalism ..." ( 1977, p. 98) 



The uneven 'expatriation' of nationalism is often seen as a corollary of European 

capiialist expansion under the pressure of which the nation-state ernerged as the only 

viable means of control over a defined market, territory, resources, etc. (Wallerstein et al. 

1981; Amin 1989). In this context, the logic of Marxist political economy dictates that 

national revolutions are prirnarily bourgeois revolutions (Wallerstein et al. 19û7. pp. 22- 

25). Still, a national leadership-bourgeois or not--bas to turn to the masses since its 

mison d'erre is warranted by the pnnci ple of national/popular sovereignty (Ionescu and 

Gellner 1%9). In tum. the necessary union of the leading cadres of the nationalist 

revolution and 'the people' confirm the legitimate authonty of the nation-state. Based on 

these premises of capitalism's uneven development and its class-based articulations, the 

radical political economy approach and its 'globalisation school' derivations allow a 

legitimate space for what might be called 'derivative natiooalisms' in the canonised 

discussion of nationalism? Accordingly, nationalisms of the older states (Spanish. 

French, British states and the Low Countries) that burgeoned before the age of 

'nationalism proper' in the mid-1800s do not have to dorninate the agenda for the global 

mapping of nationalism.3 In this new context, the focus is shifted awayfrotn the cuItural 

essence of nationalism; instead, emphasis is put on the politico-cultural and economic 

necessities of its historical basis (Nairn 1977, 1983). 

Z ~ e f e r r i n ~  to the characteristics of derivative nationalisrns, Tom Naim argues, "The 
impenal countries had their own version of nationalism. as a creed of conquest. Both 
sides in the great conquest came to make use of the same ideas, and this created a 
notorious - ambiguity that still haunts them." ( 1983. p. 201) 
3 ~ a i m  suggests that the older nations were state-nations rather than nation-states: "They 
were in fact multi-ethnic assemblages in which, through a Iengthy processes of conquest 
and absorption, one or another nationality had established ascendancy (nomally in late 
feudal tirnes. through the machinery of absolute monarchy). Then,when these new 
entities were exposed to the new circumstances of the nationalist age (nineteenth-early 
twentieth century). they normally reacted by the maximisation of this ascendancy , by 
reinforcement of French (Langue d'Oil), Spanish (Castilian), British (English), or Belgian 
(Walloon) patriotism, most often in a new imperialist framework." (op. cit, pp. 204-205) 



Meanwhile, strong strands of Eurocentrism are also at play in the mode1 of 

'incorporation' into the capitdist world economy (Goffman 1990, p. vi). Political history 

still begins with European capitalism/imperialismlcolonialism; only afterwards can we 

catch sight of nationalism-as an expression of the changing class relations and dominant 

mode of production in the society. 

In this chapter, the implications of both the cultural diffusion and politico- 

economic incorporation models of nationalism will be examined vis-a-vis the writing of 

histories of 'non-European' peoples. However, the popphical scope of the discussion 

wili be purposefully limited to the continental land-mass of Europe. This is due to the 

choice of the main theme of analysis as the Ire-Europeanisation' of south-east 

EuropeanlBalkan societies--a process commonly charactensed by national liberation 

struggles against the Ottoman Empire during the nineteenth century. 

In the previous chapters, a set of arguments were developed regarding the 

situatedness of nationalism within the project of modernity. Fint and forernost, it was 

posited that the divide between the canonised 'liberal nationalism' and ethno-religious 

separatism is an illusory one. It is sustained by the separation of utopia and ideology 

which is itself prone to falsification. Secondly, it was suggested that the absolute 

positioning of erhnie as the counter-image of the m ~ i o n  is untenable. Instead, the focus 

of the debate was the criteria that define the threshold between communal and national 

identity. In particular, the juxtaposition of nationhood and statehood was determined as 

the most crucial factor in the making of the nation into a viable political entity. In this 

context, it was argued that the European national revolutions of 1848 radicalty altered the 

meaning of nationhood. In the aftermath of the 1848 revolutions, in the tradition of 

European nationalism, national-identity formation was ultimately twinned with a 

systematically ethnocentric world view, and, a culturally supremacist self-undentandinp. 



The principle of national sovereignty then extended the legacy of this late-nineteenth 

century European mold of national self-undentanding globally by single-handedly 

regulating the correspondence between nationhwd and statehood. 

Similar to the idealisations of nation, nationality and national citizenship. national 

sovereignty is a context-specific n o m  with an idiosyncratic reference to legitimate 

authority. And yet, its unirersal dictum overshadows its particular origins. 

Consequently, the composite enterprise of modrrnisr narionalism--made out of the 

elements of liberal nationalism, constructs of nationlnationalitylnationhood and the 

principle of national sovereignty--sufficiently create the image of a universal foundaiion 

for modem politics. In this framework, what happened at the 'edges' of the European 

nationalist project during the second half of the last century. Le. the adoption of 

nationalism across southeastem Europe. is of pivotal importance for understanding the 

reproductions of the discourse of nationalism. The 'Balkans', as the region has corne to be 

known. were incorporated into the political rnap of Europe during the nineteenth century 

(Appendix. Map 1.11, but i t  was recorded in the cultural memory of Eurocentncisrn long 

before that as part of Europe's Orient (Wolff 19%; Todorova 1997). Consequently. 

Balkan movements of 'national-awakening' became quintessential representations of the 

elusive line between the 'East' and the 'West' in the boundary-project of the European 

Enlightenment. 

Balkan historiographies suggest that the 'regional' awakening of a distinct sense of 

national identity based on historkal continuity is directly related to the political and 

cultural dynamics of European Enlightenment, in particular the 1848 revolutions 

(Camp bel1 1944; Petrovich 1956; Stoianovich 1963; Fischer-Galati 1968; Georgescu 

197 1 ; Clogg 1976, 1981a: Kitromilides 1992). Meanwhile, it is a matter of continuing 

controversy whether the Enlightenment ideas went through a substantial change upon the 



soi1 of southeastem Europe or stayed 'true' to their onginal western European format.4 In 

this context, European perceptions of Islam and the Ottoman Empire are crucial for 

understanding the setting of the boundaries for what is 'European'. For Balkan national 

histones, the enigrnatic figure of the Turk' has long served the function of the immediate 

cultural and relipious other haunting the 'outskiits' of the European land-mass. The more 

the Turkish/Islamic element penetrated the area, the more its 'Europeanness' was brought 

under scrutiny. Accordingly. the borders of Europe expanded and shrank depending on 

the cognitive map of European venus Oriental politico-cultural hegemony (Larsen 1989 

in  Miller et al.; Disney 1995; Georgopolou 1996; Pearson 19%).5 Consequently. 

reminiscent of the post-Enlightenrnent 'cieansing' of the ancient Greek heritage, there 

emerged a strong desire for the purification of Balkan histories vis-a-vis Islam and the 

'Oriental legacy' of the Ottoman Empire in order to prove the region's European identity. 

This desire finds unlimited expression in political, anthropological, religious. historical or 

economic studies devoted to illustrating the 'true nature' of the region. 

In conclusion. the necessary contextual referents for understanding the yearning 

for a new history in the immediate penphery of European nation-states are fumished by 

the post-lû4û tradition of European nationalism itself. The linking of the 'darkened' 

edges of Enlightened Europe io the very core of its political, cultural and economic 

grandeur, however, required more than re-writing histories; it actually dernanded the 

deniai of the events, peoples, cultures and religions deemed 'non-Europeanf. 

4 ~ o r  a detailed discussion on the birth and dissemination of the project of Enlightenrnent 
in varying national contexts across Europe, see Porter and Teich (1981). On the 
development of Enlightenment ideals in East Central and Southeastem Europe, see the 
s ecial issue of C a d i a n  Revbw of S~udies in Nutionulism 10 ( l), Spring 1983. 
%n the evolution of geography as a reientifie discipline, ree Livingstone ( l992). 



Nationa!ism has been the most powerful force shaping the course of Balkan 

history from the nineteenth century onwards (Kitromilides 19943, p 1 4 9 ) ~ ~  Paralleling 

the political developments in central and eastem segments of the European continent, 

Balkan nationalisms flourished in the period of 'national awakening' during the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.' Sirnilar to other instances of romantic 

nationalism8, nationalist movements in  the Balkans sought for histones of nationhood 

that pre-dated the establishment of independent States in the region (Seton Watson 19 17: 

Gewehr 193 1 ; Stokes 1989). However, the Ottoman reign that covered sipnificant 

portions of the early-moderdmodem Balkan history constituted a substantial obstacle for 

the establishment of uninterrupted continuities of national existence. As a way out, 

emphasis has been put upon the medieval or ancient past of the 'Balkan nations' at the 

expense of their more recent histories or  rather a claimed lack of history under the 

'foreipn' yoke of the Ottomans. Here the term 'foreign' connotes two related and yet 

separate meanin gs. first and foremost. the Ottomans are generall y characterised as the 

race of the T w k ,  and as such their mental image evokes the 'yellow race' related to the 

6~egard ing  nationalist aspirations in the Balkan peninsula, Paschalis Kitromilides 
rightfully suggests that "How these claims and aspirations were shaped and articulated. 
and what were the origins of national assertiveness that underlay them, are not only major 
questions in the political and intellectual history of south-eastem Europe, but also 
important issues with intrinsic theoretical significance for the understanding of the 
phenornenon of nationalism." (ibid.) He then proceeds to undertake a three-fold analysis: 
the initial construction of concepts of ethnic identity in the writings of Balkan 
intellectuals, the role of the modem state during the national identity-formation and the 
antinomy between Eastern Orthodox Christianity and nationalism. 
7~articularly referring to the closing yean of the eighteenth and the first two decades of 
the nineteenth century. Kitromilides argues that "It was precisely in this period that an 
articulate movernent of cultural change, reflecting the influences and espousing the values 
of the Enlightenment, made its appearance in south-eastem Europe, using the Greek 
language as its medium of transmission. The literature produced in Greek under the 
impact of the ideas of the Enlightenment introduced for the first time the concepts of 
distinct ethnic identities in Balkan society." (op. cit., p. 151) 
 o or further debate on the cornmon charactenstics of 'romantic nationalisrn' in variant 
contexts. see Nipperdey ( 1983). 



Mongols and Huns of Central Asia. Assuminp references to 'barbarian races', Balkan 

national histories thus depict the Ottoman advances and occupation in the region between 

the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries as the homfic story of barbaric invaders advancinp 

from the steppes of Asia into the hearts of civilisation in Asia Minor, the Mediterranean 

and the Balkans (Millas 1989). In this context, the life and times of the Ottoman Empire 

are encapsulated as one large episode rather than a series of historical events that 

constitute a time-line. a culture that suggests civilisation and a history that demands 

change. The only change that was 'caused' by the Ottomans is characteristically defined 

as a return to 'primitive feudalism' and serfdom. a process as a result of which the Balkan 

socieiies were presumed to have been cut off from their destined advance to capitalism 

(Anderson 1974; InaIcik 1995b; Todorova 1997). In short, via the logic of 'racial 

difference', the Ot tomadTurk embodies nomadism, barbarianisrn, ecooomic 

backwardness, culturelessness and other antinomies of what Europe defines itself to be. 

Secondly, and related to the first meaning of extraneousness, the names Ottomadïurk are 

inevitably associated with Islam and the continuous culturai threat of the Holy War 

(iih<rd) to be undertaken for the expansion of it (Hourani 199 1; Esposito 1992: Lewis 

1993: Fuller and Lesser 1995). Therefore, the Ottoman lepacy in the Balkans without fail 

evokes the collective memory of ancient religious rivalries between Islam and 

Christianity. According to this logic, conversions to Islam rnust have happened under 

force or have been occasioned by an opportunity for upward social mobility within the 

restrictive frame the Ottoman reign. 

In this vein, there is a tendency to associate the Orthodox Church in the Balkans 

with the survival of national cultures and the 'subsequent' national awakening. Orthodox 

Church is commonly portrayed to have played a crucial role in  the preservation of 

ethnicity and a distinct sense of history despite the Ottoman domination in the region 



(Amakis 1963: Prodromou 1994). Both Ottoman and Byzantine scholars apree that the 

Great Church of Constantinople with i ts Ecumenical Patriarch extended the legacy of the 

medieval enterprise of the East Roman Empire of Byzantium well into the modem Balkan 

history (Karpat 1982 in Braude and Lewis; Mango LW). Meanwhile, its post-Byzantian 

universal authority was dictated by the Ottomans as the supreme locus of spintual 

leadership among the Orthodox communities under Ottoman rule. Due to this critically 

dual nature of Orthodox authonty--representing the difference from the Ottoman/lslamic 

civilisation and yet legitimised by it--. modem concepts of secular statehood and 

nationality could not accommodate the framework of Orthodox unity in the Balkans 

(Kitromilides 1983). The perception of the Balkan society as a unified Christian 

community came at odds with the promotion of ethno-linguistic distinctiveness that paved 

the way for burgeoning nationalisms in the region (Turcynski 1972; Stokes 1979).9 

Nationalism thus brought with it the 'nationalisation' of the Onhodox church and a 

primarily secular re-definition of political community in the region. Meanwhile. the 

change in the perception of Orthodoxy rarely affected the labelling of Islam as a foreign. 

alien and primarily hostile element in the history and civilisations of the Balkan peoples. 

On the contrary, following the consolidation of nation-states in the area. the (remaining) 

believen of the Muslim fate were received with suspicion, their allegiance to the 'nation' 

was brought under constant scrutiny and their ethno-linguistic background became a 

90n  the controversy between the Ecumenical Patriarchate and national churc hes, 
Kitromilides argues that "National churches find it very difficult to grasp and admit the 
antinomy between Orthodoxy and nationalism ... l t  is clearly perceived, however, by 
Orthodox theologians writing from an ecumenical rather than from an ethnic point of 
view. Such authors are quick to point at the senous ecclesiastical problems posed by the 
incidence of nationalism in the Church." (1994a. [Bibliographical and Cntical Notes] p. 
18) 



dangerous topic of official speculation (Danforth 1984. 1995; Pollis 1992; Karakasidou 

1997). 10 

If early modern Balkan societies were culturally homogenised by the Eastern 

Orthodox Church, they were politically unified by the Ottoman conquest. The 

'nationalist' re-formulation of the Balkans, however, conceptualised the region as a 

timeless amalgam of ethno-linguistically differentiated autonomous communities. It is 

commonly argued that the 'from-within' affirmation of this new image of the Balkans 

came in the f o m  of the publication of gramman and dictionaries attempting to 'codify' 

the vemaculars spoken in the region. It is true that the production of a written medium of 

these spoken langages paved the way for the assertion of recognition and self- 

identification of ernergent Balkan nations based on the mode1 of romantic nationalism 

already well in circulation among the burponing nationalisms challenging the Habsbug 

and Austrian Empires (Bmbaker 1992). Ironically, however, these early instances of the 

publication of glossaries and dictionanes--such as the Greek-Vlach-A!banian dictionary 

of Theodore Kavalliotis in 1770 and by Daniel of Moschopolis in 1802--were not 

motivated by a 'nationalist logic' (Kitromilides 1994b. p. 153). Instead, these glossaries 

aimed at the HeIlenisation of the Balkan Orthodox populations to secure a new. federative 

unity. In other words, historical research proves that there is no linear, progressive path to 

fit Balkan nationalisms. Still, later products of national awakening in the region provide 

enough proof that Balkan nationalisms did become fluent in expressing the connections 

between the Enlightenment ideals, language and nationality and thus aptly emphasised 

cultural, linguistic and etho-racial hentage. 

l h h e  problern of 'Western Thrace', dong with the Macedonian question, is one of the 
biggest taboos of Greek nationalist discoune. For further discussion. see Oran (1986) 
and Mitlas ( 1989). 



Thc Enlightenment project offered a ready-made repertoire of signs. symbols and 

mcthodologics of nationhood for the fledgling national identities in thc former Turkey in 

Europe'. The resultant new 'ethnographies' of national unity had divergent formulations 

of the 'nation'. However, they seem to have one thing in common: the place of Islam 

remaincd missing. For the Balkans to be regarded as part of Europe. Islam and descent 

from the Turks found no place in the tiphtiy-knit narratives of Balkan national awakening 

(Noms 1993).11 In this context, historïcal studies devoted to the Muslim peoples of the 

Balkans can bc divided into two broad categories. The fint one regards Islam in the 

Balkans a branch of Ottoman studies and ernphasiscs the ncccssity of studying the 

Balkans undcr thc aegis of 'Ottoman West'. The second category, on the othcr hand, 

focuscs on what might be callcd 'Europcan Islam'. emphasising the gcnuinc cultural 

achicvcmcnts of Balkan Muslims despite the assumptions that frame the debatcs on 

'Ottomanisation' of the Balkans (Norris op. cit., p. 2).12 Although these two categories 

arc not rnutually exclusive, the latter certainly challenges the image of the Balkans as 

pcrpctually lagging bchind thc truc and original Europcan civilisation duc to its 

'IslarnisationlOricntaIisation'. 'Balkan Islam', in this sensc, purports many intcresting 

qucstions conccrning thc moving of the fronticr bctwccn Islam and Christianiiy from 

eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East to the heartlands of the European continent. l3 

In the contcxt of the latcst dcvelopments in the Balkan pcninsula since 1980s. sufficc it to 

l0n  the question of the Jews in the Ottoman Empire, see Braude and Lewis ( 1  982). 
%n the same issue. see the classic studies of Hasluck ( 1929), Birge(1965). Gibb and 
Bowen (199) and Donia (1981). 
1% this vein, Norris suggests "In the same way that al-Andalus, parts of Italy. Sicily. the 
Balearics, Crete and Cyprus became, for a while at least, important cultural centen of the 
medieval world of Islam, so it was destined that at l e s t  some parts pf the Balkans would 
become directly or indirectly a mission field. a 'tide-mark'. for the Islamic faith." (op. cit.. 
p- 3) 



Say that the predominant tendency for the perception of Islam in the Balkans is the 

former. 

As argued before, the introduction of Islam in the Balkans is generally regarded as 

the appropriation of the religion of politically dominant elements by marginal classes 

with greater ambitions (Stoianovich 1995). And yet, Islam in the Balkans can best be 

described as synchretic or heterodox since it embodies an amalgarn of religious, linguistic 

and cultural traditions that could more often thau not offend the pious Orthodox Muslims 

of the Middle East. In other words, whatever was appropnated repionally went through a 

substantial change in terms of its format and practice. In particular. the mystical 

brotherhoods of Sufsrn and Bekrashi orders have a unique place among the Balkan 

religious traditions (Gaffney 1992). Due to its diversions from onhodoxy. the 'Balkan 

Islam' has been subject to suspicion both to the East and to the West of the region; for 

orthodox Islam, it symbolised 'a half-way house to Christianity'. for orthodox 

Christianity, it reflected the irnprint of the Oriental legacy of the Ottoman Empire at the 

gaies of Europe. 

In this context, national sovereignty in the Balkan context meant a radical 

reordenng of traditions, mernories and histones. The notion of sovereignty locates 

legitimate authonty in a matnx of 'here and now', well at the heart of the political 

community that daims sovereign statehood (Hinsley 1986).14 Meanwhile, as argued 

before, who constitutes that privileged political community--both historically and 

physically-is unabridgingly nebulous. 'Independence'--the sanctified cause for the 

recovery of the dignity of 'peoples' who have been oppressed, colonised. mled against 

their will and exploited--is an equally oblique term in its addressinp of the political 

i4~or H. Hinsley, the idea of sovereignty is co-terminus with the emergence of the 
central state. As such, although Hinsley maintains the division beiween sovereign power 
and the state, in effect he juxtaposes the two in his working definition of modem politics. 



community engapd  in the search for sovereign existence. Due to such arnbiguities. the 

judicial definition of sovereignty that reflects the distillation of extended warfares amonp 

European societies has been transfomed into a utopian remedy. In the 'post-colonial 

condition', European heritage is both wanted and not wanted since it symbolises both 

subservience, colonisation and exploitation and also traditions of statehood and legitimate 

political authority (Asad 1987). In the immediate periphery of Europe. European heritage 

had to be re-owned in order to gain a European or Europe-related identity. Therefore. the 

impenal rule of the Ottomans in the area is quickly equated with barbarism, oriental 

despotism and in general 'ahistoncity' (Todorova 1994).15 In this context. in the 

Balkans, the principle of sovereignty served the purpose of self-determination of peoples 

via their break-away from the Ottoman reign. As such. the ideaiideal of sovereignty 

temtorially located peoplehood based on civilisationallreligious stipulations. It provided 

Balkan nations with a unique sense of history that is detached from the rnemories of their 

'subservience' to the impenal legacy of the Ottomans in the area. Balkan nationalist 

cadres claimed independence not against 'the European coloniser' but against the 'Oriental 

despot' that kept the Balkan peoples away from their own history.16 National 

1 5 ~ a r i a  Todorova critically argues that The Balkans are the Ottoman Iegacy' (emphasis 
mine). She further suggests that "Probably the most striking feature of the dominant 
discourses in the different Balkan countries is the remarkable similarity between 
them ... and the amazing continuity over time. The picture of 'the saddest and darkest 
period' in Balkan history makes the five centuries of Ottoman mle the histonog~aphical 
counterpart of the Western European 'Dark Ages' before the advent of historical 
revisionism." (op. cit, p. 80) 
1% this issue, see the vmious articles in Chirot (1989). On the specific case of Greece. 
for a historical case study supporting the above-stated argumeai, see Vryonis ( 1971 ). 
Speros Vryonis. Jr. also wrote about the Turkification' of the history of Asia Minor in his 
(1 99 1) Turkish State and Society: Clio Meets the Grey Wolf. He is, along with Alexis 
Alexandns. one of the group of Greek scholars who are fluent both in Turkish and Greek 
since either they were boni and raised in Asia Minor, o r  their parents were 'exchanged' 
and thus forcibly moved from Asia Minor to Greece. 



sovereignty thus meant 're-owning' and re-wnting a history that was stolen by the 

'Muslim invadee' who chained the Balkan peoples to the 'backward clock' of Islam. 

To conclude, in this chapter the case will be made that Balkan nationalisms 

criticaliy re-introduce us to the Europe-centered mode1 of national self-understanding. 

Nation-states in 'Southeastem Europe' might have officiaily iranscended the duality of 

simultaneousiy negating and appmpriating the legacy of Europe that afflicts post-colonial 

societies by denying the legacy and hentage of the imperial Ottoman rule. Meanwhile. 

their Europeanness remained perennially under suspicion, a tension which yielded a 

continuous string of simulations of 'Europeanness'. The term 'Balkanisation' still stands 

for incivility, barbarism and incurable chaos/fragmentation in the eyes of its Enlightened 

beholders. In the following pages. the general context within which 'Europeanness' 

became a necessary cultural accomplishment for Balkan nationalisms will be discussed. 

In addition. a theorefical framework will be set for the assessrnent of peripheral 

appropriations of the Euro-centric discoune of nationalisrn. 

In this context, in the present chapter. the utopian boundaries of European 

nationhood will be unearthed despite its universal liberal mold by examining the 

foundations of the 'historicisation' of Balkans in general-a process closely bordering on 

ethno-nationalism. In the next chapter. however, a unique case within the matrix of 

Balkan nationalisrns will be focused on: the making of modem Greek nationhood and the 

Greek nation-state. Greek nationalism secured the confirmation of its Europeanness on 

very similar prounds that initiated other Balkan nationalisms. However, the rest of the 

Balkans could not sustain their assertion of 'Europeanness' as firmly as their Greek 

counterpart. This discrepancy is due to two reasons: the location of 'other' Balkan nations 

in the cultural map of European Enlightenment did not allow for unquestioned affinities 

between their nat ionhood and the European civilisation. and, racially , linguistically and 



religiously, they could not ovenvrite the perception of 'heteropeneity', 'mixture' or 

'corruption' that for so many centuries characterised the description of the Balkans as the 

cultural wasteland of Europe. In this context, the Greek case in particular and the various 

strands of Balkan oationalisms in general act as an acid test revealing the Eurocentric 

foundations of the project of liberal nationalism, that is, its subterranean mis of ethno- 

centricity, and, related religious and cultural biases endorsing its authenticity. The 

discussion on the legacy of Europe in the Balkans will be concluded with a brief analysis 

of the foundation of a secular nation-state by the hein of the Ottoman Empire in the 1 s t  

chapter of the present work. The next three chapters thus directly infom each other. 

However, due to the amount of histoncal details that are needed to be brought in for a 

satisfactory analysis. Balkan, Greek and Turkish nationalisms will be discussed 

separatel y. 



The Laad Towards the East: 'Experiencing' the Baikans 

The 'Orient' is one of those words 1 treasure most. Here 1 make a cntical 
point. For this word to have a total impact on one it is absolutely essential 
that he never have been in the country vaguely being described. He must 
know it only as an image, via travel books, general reading, and a few 
curios of the most non-specific sort. There must be an interming!ing of 
space and time, of timelessness and uncertainty. of intimate details and 
endlessly vast panoramas. 

Roger Bezombes 1953, p. vii; cited in Thompson 1988, p. 19. 

The traveller begins his journey with the strength of a nation or an empire 
sustaining him (albeit from a distance) militarily, economically, 
intellectually and, as is often the case, spintually. He feels cornpelled to 
note down his observations in his awareness of a particular audience: his 
fellow countrymen in general. his professional colleagues, his patron or his 
monarch. Awareness of his audience affects his perception, and influences 
hirn to select certain kinds of information ... He usually represents the 
interests and systems of thought in which he was schooled. 

Rana Kabbani 1986, p. 1. 

The relationship between place and knowledge is fundamental and constitutive in 

studies of nationalism (Foucault 1980; Knight 1982; Anderson 1988; Leontis 19%) 17. 

The physical consequences of the cognitive mapping of cornmonplaces and determination 

of 'homelands' in many cases pre-detemine the unfolding of the nation-building process 

(Williams and Smith 1983). This is primarily due to the fact that citations of a common 

past--i.e. a history with a destiny--are circumscribed by the definition of the 'homeland' 

(Gottman 1973; Stein and Unwin 1982; Mellor 1989). In this context, the production of 

the ropographV of a nation connoting its unique history is priontised in any given national 

171n her pioneering work, Artemis Leontis defines the tenn topos not as a utopian, non- 
referential space but rather as a "physical place of retum, a site where the past makes its 
presence felt" (1995, p. 19). She then applies a 'topological analysis' to the 
constniction/revival of Heiias in modem Greek and related European literatures. In the 
present study, the usage of the tems topos and ropography are indebted to Leontis' 
definitions. 



revival movement.18 In the case of Balkan nationalisms, the 'topographie practice' of 

nationalisrn had to undo centunes-long irnprints upon the region that emanated from and 

were perpetuated by European readings of the cultural lay of the laad. In the following 

pages, the construction of the Balkans as a topos reflecting an 'un-peopled' history will be 

examined. It will then be suggested that a selective re-peopling of the Balkans started 

with the physical retrieval of ancient Hellar and ancient Rome via the romantic re- 

addressing of the landscape in nineteenth century Europe. 

Painted images of the 'East' are where one finds the initial depictions of the 

Balkans as a reallaccessible territory. Meanwhile. realist evocations of 'the East' becarne 

a set trend in English and French historicaVdocumentary painting as late as the nineteenth 

century. B y then. Orientalisrn was already established as an important li terary genre 

(Kiernan 1%9; Said 1978; Southem 1980). In England, Lord Byron was the foremost 

'exploiter' of the glamour and topicality of OrientallOrientalist themes.19 Fascinated by 

the object of his studies, Byron actually had himself portrayed in an 'Oriental costume' by 

Thomas Phillips (Scott 1988 in Thompson, p. 4).20 His enthusiasm was a mark of the era 

itself; recording of one's 'experiences' in the Orient with vivid imagination and emotion 

indeed became a cornmonplace during the latter half of the nineteenth century. 

Meanwhile, as an alternative approach,' scientific' and thus emotion-free accounts of the 

181eontis argues that topography is what underlies the charting of a national 
home1and:"To understand how a place becomes homeland. one must know its 
topography ... Emeqent nations engage in topography when they name a peographical 
expanse and represent it as their own bounded temtory, fundamental to their existence 
and brimming with their history." (Leontis 1995, p. 3--ernphasis mine) 

9 ~ e e ,  for instance, Lord Byron's ( l8 12) Childe Harold's Pilgrimuge. 
2°ironically. the 'national' identity of Byron's Oriental costume is open for debate. While 
the Greek sources daim it to be the national Greek costume, Ottoman and some European 
histonans (including Scott himself) depict the costume as a typical OttomanlTuikish 
outfit. Similar overlaps of national identity constitute a common feature of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth century European descriptions of paintiogs and photographs as 'either 
Greek or Turkish'. 



East were also on the r i ~ e . ~ l  It  is in this context that a new hybrid genre of 'participant 

observation' emerged: the travelogue. The travelogue surely existed before. but it was 

molded into a aew f o m  according to the current preoccupations of nineteenth century 

Orientalism. 

European depictions of the Balkans are most commonly found in this travel 

literature bom out of first-hand experiences of 'the land and its peoples'.22 Nineteenth 

century European writers, travelers and poetlartists had a multiplicity of motivations and 

reasons that Ied them explore the Near and Middle East. which in the mapping practices 

of the day included Spain, Greece and North Africa as well as Egypt, the Arabian 

peninsula, the Holy Land. Syria and European Turkey--i.e. the Balkan peninsula--(Scott 

1988 in Thompson). No matter what the reasons were for the journey, however. the 

author was always writing for a curious European audience fed by Classical Greek and 

Roman myths as well as Judeo-Christian iconography and historical archetypes. The 

cornmon-place consumers of the travel literature were thus easily allured by the mystique 

of the images of the East. 

And yet, this audience's rnarked cunosity about the 'real East' was a phenornenon 

unique to the nineteenth century. Cunosity came into the picture precisely at the point of 

European political and commercial expansion into the heartlands of 'the Orient' (Said 

21~dward William Lane, for instance, insisted on a 'scientific and scholarly' approach to 
the object of his inquiries in his Account of the Manners and Custorns of the Modern 
Egyptians (1836). In the same vein, Sir Richard Burton combined adventure and 
documentation in his Personal Na~rorive of a Pifgrimage ru Al Madinah and Meccah 
( 18%). In France, Chateaubriand's Itinéraire de Paris d Jérusalem ( 18 1 1 ) launched the 
'vogue' of the Orientalist travelopue (Scott op. cit., p. 4). This trend found exemplary 
expressions in  the works of Lamartine (Voyage en Orient. 1835), Gautier (Vqvagr en 
Espagne. 1 843 : Voyage pittoresque en Algerie, 1 853 and L'Orient, posthumous 
publication in 1877). Fromentin (Un Eté dans le Sahara. 1857 and Une Année dans le 
Sahel, 1859), Flaubert (Voyage en Orient, 1849-51) as well as Hugo's Les Orientales 
( 1829), Nerval's Les Chimêres ( 1853) and Raubert's Salamntbû ( 1862). 
2 2 ~ o r  an overview of this literature, see Rice (1933). 



1978). Although the Orientalist tide in literature and arts primarily seems to have 

concentrated on re-capturing the exotic and picturesque aspects of the 'Oriental life', it 

also refiects an urgency 'to know' in order to understand and to master. In this context. 

Oriental landscapes promised more than new sources and forms of aesthetic pleasure. 

The East provided a terrain of self-examination for a Europe anxious to afinn its roots in 

the 'superior' classical and Judeo-Christian traditions, ironically both of which had sprunp 

out of the soils of Europe's Orient. In order to frame the origins of the European 

civilisation in the Oriental topos, Orientahm as  a doctrine employed a selective narrative 

strategy; it applied 'progress' only to Europe while keeping the time of the Onent and its 

peopies frozen (Fabian 1983). For instance, Orienialist traveloaues suggested that much 

of the Biblical past could indeed be re-experienced through a joumey across the Holy 

Land or  Egypt since the surrounding imagery hardly changd to blur the original 

depictions of these ancient landscapes (Scott op. cit.). Such persuasions of similacnim 

were then readily attested by the works of Orientalist painters. In other words, the image 

and the word worked in hamony for sustaining a catered 'cultural memory' of the East. 

In general, the construction of the OrientEast as a geographical place unrelnied to 

Europe was achieved through three self-acclaimed processes: imagininp. expenencing 

and re-rnernbering (Scott op. cit., p. 6). The works of the Onentalists informed. clarified. 

observed. complemented and extended what the European civilisation wanted to find in 

its Orient. In this context, let done the much-cited desert or the isolated mountain 

village, even the attraction of the busy metropolises of Cairo, Alexandria, Constantinople 

and Beirut had very little to do with the charms and qualities of their European 

counterparts.Z Instead, the Oriental city was fantasised as a ci tadel of unpredictable 

2 3 ~ o r  further debate on the 'Oriental city'. see Gilsenan (1986). For an historical account 
of the changes in the 'Oriental city' during the nineteenth century. see Dumont and 
Gcorgeon ( 19%). 



cultures, forgotten times, eccentric traditions, colours and tastes, most of which are utterly 

'alien' to the European mind.24 Meanwhile, the importance of the Orientalist imagery 

notwithstanding, it is through the 'writinp up'-or, the re-membering of the experiencing- 

of the voyage that the imagedfantasies of the Orient were solidified as the truths about it. 

Through the kaleidoscope of the 'experiences' of the European observer/visitor. 

accounting the climaxes and frustrations, exci tements and misapprehensions, novel ties 

and banalities of his/her time in the East, the East became an object of memory and 

anticipation. Europe's Orient, subjectively experienced, objectively observed, and 

historically or rnythologically recorded. was thus molded into one of its mental 

possessions. In this context, "enjoying and explonng the 'otherness' of the East was and 

is an act of self-definition." (Thompson 1988, p. 18) 

Before the nineteenth century, the Orient was still more of an image than a 

recorded experience. It was the Napoleonic campaign in Egypt that inaugurated this new. 

realistic phase of European Onentalisrn (Clayton 1982). The Orientalist now had to stand 

face-to-face with the realities of daily Iife in hislher travels to the once-imagined East. 

This latter-day 'visitor-cum-observer' had two choices (Lévi-Strauss 1973). He/she could 

be blinded by the spectacles and illusions of the East, or could actively chase after the 

remnants of past glories and look for the vanished realities of ancient civilisations. The 

latter option was widely practiced as a kind of cultural treasure-hunt. There was even a 

scientific name for it: archeology--an undertaking that yielded many a priceless bounty 

for the 'curious visitor' (van Domrnelen 1997). 

The travelogue written by the visitor/observer who opted for the second choice 

incorporated in its eye-witness accounts more tban 'what was out there'. The 'fanciful 

2 4 ~ s  Scott argues, "[aln exotic Orient, Iike Delacroix's pink horse. musr exist because ii 
is so deeply desired by Western consciousness." (Scott 1988, pp. 12- 13) 



information' that ornamented the text mostly invented or replanted observations.25 Even 

when the traveller only recorded what shelhe would see, it was what hdshe was prepared 

to see. In other words, the travelogue irnprinted images of new horizons, alien cultures, 

geographical and ethnological tapestries in accordance with the cultural boundaries of the 

imagination of the era. Furthemore, by the nineteenth century, what was recorded in the 

travelogue were not only accounts of discoveries of the 'wanderer', but of conquests and 

missions as well. In this context, the visitorlobserver's elaborations on race, culture, 

civilisation and religion confirmed the already fixed civilisational boundaries that 

separated the savage and the noblemen, east and west, the barbarian and the civilised.26 

The projection of 'evil' onto marginal groups has been a common strategy across 

Medieval Europe, the prime example being Jews tried for poisoning wells, crucifying 

their victirns or even eating them, or, wornen hunted down for their witch-craft.Z7 

According to this tradition, the enemies of the Church were the enemies of civilisation, 

and visa versa. The evil that was found in an outside culture was not of a substantially 

different nature. For instance, Medieval Christianity's opposition to Islam and its prophet 

25'~ravellers depended on each other's testimony in order to forge a communal image of 
the lands in which they travelled. They quoted each other in their accounts ... and breathed 
new life into old stories that would otherwise have passed out of currency." (Kabbai 
1986, p. 2) Needless to Say, Kabbai's definition of the travelogue is not peculiar to the 
Western traveler. She refers to Arab travelers Mas'udi and al-Sirafi, or Idrisi wnting 
about South-east Asia in the twelfth century. In this context, she mentions the mythical 
land of Waq waq, devised by Arab geographen and most often associated with a country 
like Japan or India 'in the genetal direction of the east'. Kabbai in fact makes an unusual 
connection between theseearly Arab travelogues and medieval and renaissance travel 
accounts produced in Europe based on  the common genre they al1 belong to, a genre 
which documents voyages in the mind-set of a deliberate and self-conscious 
strangenesdf'oreignneu. 
261n Kabbai's words, "The savage was noble [onlyj if he belonged to a dying species: the 
last of the Mohicans is majestic precisely because he k the last of the Mohicans." (op. 
cit., p. 4) For further debate on the separation of the civilised from the barbarian, see 
Duen (1985). 
270n the accusations directed to Jews, see Arens (1979). On wornen and witchcraft, see 
Madarlane ( 1970). 



Mohammed characterised him in terms that are quite often used against 'bigotry' on 

homeground: he was an imposter, an evil sensualist, the Anti-Christ in human body 

(Kabbai op. cit.). Although with a changed emphasis, pst-Eoliphtenment European 

narrations of the Orient continued to put a deliberate stress on the qualities that made the 

East categoncally different from Europe. Among the many themes that emerge. three are 

most striking: erotic sensuality, inherent and brutal violence, and arbitrary rule and 

lawlessness. These characterisations were, however, predicated upon a relationship of 

domination and exploitation. Quite different from the cloud of ignorance that determined 

the content of the confrontations between the Crusaden and their others during the Holy 

wars. the nineteenth century Orientalist had the pnvilege of pnor encounters abroad and 

traditions of scholarly studies of the Orient and Islam at home. Nonetheless. in the Orient 

still lived the age-old Oriental whose descriptions elevated the European coloniser into a 

man of honour. carrying the badge of 'enlightenment/Enlightenmeni' to those who were in 

the dark. 

Among the European powers, nineteenth century Bntain and France produced the 

largest travel literature as they went about the process of conquering the world 

(Augustinos 1993). Cornpared to the travel literature of the previous centuries. for 

reasons already discussed, these nineteenth century works went beyond citations of 

anecdotal quality. While neoclassicism ovenvhelmed the iaste of the eighteenth century 

European traveller and helshe was thus spell-bound to Say anything other than elaborate 

descriptions of temples, monuments and chutches, the nineteenth century traveller was 

weary of dubbing the 'vainness' of the accounts of hislher predecessors. The new 

generation of travellers instead have chosen to embed themselves and their 

autobiographies well into the center of the text. Their search for the sensual and the 

picturesque was compounded by the traveller's glorification as the Hero, the Pilgnm or 



the self-imposed Exile. The glorified self of this new generation of travellers revealed a 

curious sum of their upbringing, religious beliefs, cultural and social background, racial 

and civilisational biases and finally literarylartistic inclinations. These self-created and 

self-appointed cultural crusaders of Europe embarking upon the unknowns of the Orientai 

world stood in stark opposition to the 'uncivilised' natives and the 'unruly' landscapes they 

travelled througb. 

While the original clairn of the European traveller has always been that one travels 

to leam and to 'experience'. what was to be learnt, perceived and absorbed was already 

pre-manufactured. Sustained by the tradition of European scholarship on Islam. the 

Orient as well as on Europe itself, the visual and mental metaphors of the traveller's 

accounts were already set before he/she even stepped foot on the road.* In this sense. 

the European traveller's experiences epitomised a heightened condition of cultural and 

literary dependency to the homeground. In the midst of a sea of endless materials to 

choose from, to wnte about and thus to record, the traveller had but one real option-- to 

select the ones that made the Orient what it was meant to be, The words OrientEast 

already invoked such a rich tapestry of religious. cultural and civilisational tniisms. the 

story to be told by the new travel accounts could mainly improvise and elucidate what 

had already been told many a time before. 

Genealogicaliy, the story of the OrientlEast started as a polemic between the Arab 

Empire and the Byzantine. By the seventh cenniry, the newly Islarnised Arab annies 

claimed victory upon their assault on Byzantium and changed the religious character of 

eastern and southerri coasts of the Meditemean (Southern 1%2; Donner 1981). At that 

point. there emerged the image of the MuslidArab enemy who rose from the East and 

2 8 ~ o r  instance, Chateubriand 'prepared' himself extensively before leaving France for 
Jenisalem to the point of mentally completing the joumey before he physically embarked 
upon it (Kabbai 1986). 



turned the familiar waters of the Mediterranean (mare nosrnirn) into an unreachable 

territory (Munro 193 1; Daniel 1960; Baker 19'73). This geographic bamer between the 

Christian Occident and the Muslim Onent was culturally upheld by myth-makinp. The 

Saracens--a bout w hom barely anything was known-thus became the alien race, as often 

than not associated with monstrosity (White 1%9; Friedman 198 1 ). Mohammed became 

the apostor--a wornaniser who wore purple, coloured his lips and delighted in scented 

things. His teachings were believed to be concentrated on 'lust' and sensual pleasures and 

his conceived plans for sexual profligacy were seen as the very instrument devised for the 

destruction of the moral core of Christianity (Southem op. cit.). These were the 

beginnings of a centuries-long religious-cum-civilisational polemic, which portrayed the 

Muslirns as villains following the hollow beliefs of a religious transpressor with infernal 

powers. 

Consequently, Renaissance Europe inberited a rich repertoire of imagery and 

vocabulary attending to Islam from the Middle Ages, intertwined with the fear from the 

evil power of the Muslim/other lurking across the Sea. In the new era. however. a new 

elemeni was introduced into the picture: the OttomatdTurk. Aiong with the military 

might of the Ottomans came the depictions of the endless fiches of the Oriental ~ e a l t h . 2 ~  

The 'Oriental riches' were no longer associated with libidiousness and idleness only but 

also with looting and predation. There began to appear the romantic Orient. 

simultaneously representing barbarisrn, violence and fatalisrn, and, honour. grandeur and 

self-importance. These characterisations were then referenced to sensual, glittering. 

other-wordly and mystical surroundings drenched with darkness, sinister and macabre. 

2%he descriptions of the architectural aspects of the Grand Turk's court. for instance. 
tradiiionally brought together details of titillating images of 'stark naked concubines' of 
the Turkish Sultan and his endless jewels ornamenting every corner of the palace he 
dwelIs within. For further debate, see Daniel (1960) and Patrides (1963). 



Its cultural/civilisational contents more or less remaining the same. from the 

Middle Ages onwards, the r o p  of Europe's East also began to change. By the 

nineteenth century. Europe's Orient was encompassing almost the whole of the globe 

except centrallnorthem Europe. In this context, the 'East', as distinct from the Yar East' or 

'Africa', became more directly associated with the lands where Ottoman reign has taken 

effect. The East of the Crusaders has turned into the 'Near East' of the post- 

Enlightenment Europe. There are two dimensions to the European perception of the Near 

East which includes the Balkan peninsula. From the angle of 'experience'. the Near East 

provided ample confirmation of the pre-conceived images of what 'Eastern societies' were 

Iike (Saggs 1989). Observed from the angle of cultural/civilisational memory, however, 

the 'land towards the East' suggested unmediated linkages with Europe's ancient gloq. Le. 

its Greco-Roman past. In this context, the local people sirnplified the 'experiencing' of 

the Balkans and reduced it to a series of emotional reactions, but the landscape 

complicated the expenence since it carried the message of a sacred civilisation whose 

remnants were lying in front of the very eyes of the visitorlobserver. Along the eastern 

Mediterranean Coast, this conflict became ail the more severe. Whether it was ancient 

Roman or ancient Greek, for the Western 'observer', the 

'familiar cultural presence' that did not match the 'human 

landscape was haunted by a 

life' around it.30 Travellers' 

30'Referring to the Victorian-Edwardian 'experience' of the eastem Mediterranean, John 
Pemble writes, "Four sorts of experience shaped British attitudes to the South. Fint there 
was the purely physical experience of squalor, discornfort, and inconvenience. Tourist 
literature is full of cornplaints about weather, food. dirt. and the absence of home 
comfons. Victonan travellers disliked unperforated postage stamps and twenty-four-hour 
clocks: and for al1 their schooling in laissez-faire economics they were offended by the 
naked cnidities of the market mechanism-haggling, importuning, totiting and extorting. 
These aspects of life abroad made the traveller sorry he had corne. But a different mode 
was induced by the aesthetic experience of Mediterraneau landscape and people. the 
social experience of the Mediterranean masses. and the sensual experience of 
Mediterranean sunlight and Mediterranean life ... They revealed to the traveller a world 
that was sometimes unattractively strange, but often entrancingly famiiiar ..." (1987. p. 
1 14) 



accounts of Greece and Italy are thus full of reminiscences and associations. fraught with 

a sense of déju vu, enchanted with ecstasies of 'recognition'-in short, a cultured feeling of 

'homecoming' (Tsigakou 1981; Herzfeld 1987; Pemble 1987: Eisner 1991: Jacks 1993: 

Augustinos 1993; Leontis 1995). However, this feeling of familiarity and the incense of 

hornecoming could not endure the short distances between the recognised heartlands of 

the Classical age and the rest of the immediate periphery of Europe. 

Furthemore, the acculturation of the Eumpean visitodobservers provided them 

with an acute sense of kinship to the archaeological remains of Rome and Athens but 

rarely anything else that lie beside, around, or even within them. As travellers steeped in 

the Classical lore, they became visiton in the Greece of Homer and Herodotus, of 

Pericles and Phidias, of Aeschylus and Sophocles. of Aristotle and Plato, etc. (Turner 

1981). The sceneries of southem France, Italy and Peloponnese and the Ionian Islands 

were joined together in a searnless tread of cultural/civilisational heritage that was quoted 

in salvaged ancient texts and retold in the vast Iiterature of travel accounts. Meanwhile, 

the scanning of the human landscape for finding 'living equivalents' of antique marbles 

proved to be a major source of frustration and confusion. With a large dose of 

romanticising, the fishermen on a distant island could appear as descendents of the 

Parthenon pediment, the young girl on a mountain village might begin to reflect a 

startling resemblance to Classical statues, or the men and boys at work among the olive 

mills would briefly bnng the images of Praxitelean beauty back to life (Pemble op. cit., 

pp. 1 1 8  1 19). Yet, there remained one major obstacle. The modem-day hein of the 

antique beauty were not in possession of the culture that came with it. 

Despite the locals, visiting South or East might weli have been an unrnatched 

esoteric pleasure for the European iraveller, conditioned by Gothic fiction and Romantic 

poetry on top of years of Classical education andor Biblical studies. I t  was also a 



rigorous intellectual exercise, to be fed by a remorseless regime of visits to museums and 

galleries beforehand and to monuments, ruins and remnants on site. The exarnining of 

the compendious guidebooks were thus suggested to be accompanied with extended 

studies on the topography and history beforehand so that the visitor/traveller would not 

retum home regretting the missed opportunities of seeing the most rewarding shrines of 

the ancient civilisations.3~ In this context, toward the East (and south), Italy and Greece 

--that is, the contemporary sites of ancient Rome and Hel1a.v-represented not 'foreign 

lands' but an extended horneground whereby the European traveller acquired rather than 

departed from the taste of the superior European civilisation? It is true that the ancient 

civilisations of Egypt, Assyria, Tunisia, or India were also intriguing and worth investing 

the money to solve their mystenes. especiall y after archaeolopists began to find biblical 

associations with the remains of these ancient societies. However, the discoveries of 

Western arche01 ogy regarding the non-Gree klnon-Roman remains were easil y reduced to 

museum specimens, the gains of a collecter's mind (Mitchell 1989). These marvels did 

not offer ches to the European civilisation itself, thus they were declared 'aiien'. Their 

foreignness was furthered by the depictions of the civilisations that produced them as 

3 l~emble  cites that the 1883 edition of the Hcinclbuuk for Greece listed only twenty 
works (comprising some forty volumes) as those 'which the tniveller should make a point 
of carefully examining either pnor to his visit to Greece or dunng his sojourn there.' The 
handbook wamed however that owing to their size and weight these works were 
'unsuitable as travel companions, and to supply these essentials it fumished a further list 
of seventeen works.. Pemble then argues that "Few tourists can have reached the level of 
academic expertise prescribed by mentors such as these; but many aimed at it and went 
on their way overloaded with information and judgements about art and history which 
detennined - both the things they saw and how they saw them." (op. ch., pp. 69-70) 
3ZAccording to Pernble's account of the English experience of the 'ancients',"Victonans 
and Edwardians were not generally accustomed to seek elevation and enlightenment from 
lands other than their own. Italy and Greece. and possibly Germany, were the only 
countries where such a quest was admitted ...[ in contrast] few people really doubted that 
beyond the bounds of southem Europe the role of the British was to civilise others, not 
civilise themselves. There was very little that India could teach them, and Asia was 
generall y as an area of darkness." (Pemble 1981, p. 60) 



despotic cultures, practicing horrific sacrificial ceremonies and imbued by self- 

aggrandisernent. Concornitantly, Ancient Rome and Greece were believed to have 

introduced Civilisation to the Mediterranean basin rather than being a part of its 

civilisation. 

Echoing the myth of the Greco-Roman legacy, the French and the British readily 

justified the expansion of European imperialism/colonialism d o n g  the southem shores of 

the Mediterranean. It was their duty to combat the 'apathy, improvidence and mental 

ossification' that infected the Orien taIffistem societies: the 'province of Afnca' had to be 

salvaged by the heirs of the Roman imperial achievement (Douglas 1915. p. 215; also 

cited in Pemble 1987. p. 63)?3 Meanwhile, the land that laid rigbt next to home. that of 

the Balkans, had to wait until the tide of national awakening to receive Europe's 

sympathetic hand. The new vision about the Balkans had more to do with the further 

expansion of European markets than that of Balkan peoples' unredeerned 

culturallcivilisational heritage. Still, the two went hand in hand and charted the national 

topography of the Balkans. 

The topographical basis upon which counter-histories of the Balkan peoples had 

to be written despite the Oriental curse cast upon the peninsula was. as illustrated. first 

and foremost charted by European civilisational history. In this context, the transition 

from narratives of the Islamisation/Orientaiisation of the Balkans to that of their 

Romanisationlre-Europeanisation can be best observed by focusing on the tension 

between the particular (religio-civilisational specificity) versus the universal aspects of 

the Enlightenment project of modemity. In i h i s  context, Islam constitutes the key point 

3 3 ~ ~  the nineteenth century, English writen used the terrn 'Augustan' to describe 
themselves and their age, and Latin catch-phrases like Civis Romanus sum. par 
Britannica or hperium britmnicum were already part of the political rhetoric of the 
Empire. In this context. whether it was the French or the British who took over the 'duty' 
of re-civilising the Mediterranean, it was the ideal of Rome that they claimed to have 
followed (Pemble 1987; Woolf 1995). 



against which 'civilisation' was re-claimed as endernic to the cultural heritage of the 

Baikans. 



Religion versus Civilisation at the Borderlands of Eampe: The Making of the 

Compared with the remoter cults and cultures of Asia and Africa. Islam 
and Chnstianity are sister religions, with an immense shared heritage and 
with a shared--or more often disputed-domain. Each saw itself as the 
bearer of God's final revelation to hurnankind, with the duty of bringing 
thai revelation to the rest of the world. Each recognised the other as the 
principal, indeed, its onty, rival in this daim and task. The result was a 
long senes of conflicts, beginning with the early holy wars--jihad and 
Crusade, conquest and reconquest-and continuing with the ebb and flow 
of Muslim empire in Europe and of European empires in the lands of 
Islam. 

Bernard Lewis 1993, p. vii. 

The appearance of national definitions, which registered an awareness of 
ethnic distinctions among the Orthodox Christian groups of Balkan 
society, illustrates in a precise and documented manner the transition from 
the ecumenical community of Balkan Orthodoxy and the religiously 
defined millets to a still inchoate, inarticulate and uncertain world of 
modern linguistic nations. 

Paschalis Kitromilides 1994b. p. 151. 

In order to fully grasp the meaning of the Balkans as a distinct region that is 

intimately related to Europe but not easily deemed as 'European'. the definition of 'the 

world of Islam' needs to be attended. Only within this specific context could the 

Eurocentric framing of the Ottoman-related Balkan past become transparent. 

The encounter of European modemism with its outsider/others finds one of its 

best articulations in the self-referential coinage of 'OrientallIslamic societies'. In the 

European imagery, these societiesnands symbolise uncontrollable sensuality, chaos and 

unpredictable/unknowable cultural variation. These factors make Islam into the anti- 

thesis of what the Enlightenrnent tradition stands for, i.e. rationality, howledge. and 

predictability. Consequently. Islarnic societies are characterised as lost in a 'timeless' 



history (ergo stagnation), their social life as one built upon lack of change (ergo stenlity) 

and their normative choices reflecting a marked disinterest in any of the prime values of 

the pst-Renaissance European civilisation such as progress. profit and rational i ty (ego  

incomprehensi bility). 

Interestingly enough, many of tbese generalisations did not stem from utter 

ignorance: there was an early tradition of Islamic Studies and Middle Eastern History in 

~ u r o ~ e . 3 4  Furthermore. these studies were based on identification, editing and 

interpretation of written texts in a genuine effort for reaching an undentanding of the 

history and culture of the 'Islamic civilisation' (Shaw 1%2; Hourani 1991). Islam. in this 

context, was included in the history of the Oikoumene--the world of settled agriculture, 

cities and high culture (Hodgon 1974; Lapidus 1988). In other words. the European 

Islamic studies tradition suggested that there was such a thing as 'Islamic history', 

althouph Islam did not provide ail the answers in societies within which it was the 

dominant religion. Still, even within this enlightened tradition, Islam reserved its place as 

a 'problem' for Christian Europe. 

As argued before, from the seventh and eighth centuries onwards. Islam 

represented the rival religion to Christianity expanding ioto the heart of its Christian 

univene. With the occupation of the Holy Land, Egypt and the Byzantine provinces in 

Syria, and then westwards that of North Africa, Spain and Sicily. the conquest of the 

Muslim amies symbolised more than militas, defeat. Even the successful Christian 

counter-attack of the Crusades between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries and the 

341t is true that the transference of ancient Greek philosophy and culture is accredited to 
the work of Islamic scholars who not only translated but also expanded on the classical 
works. However, the dominant trend is to regard the products of early Islamic 
scholarship as dormant replicas of the original masterpieces. Furthemore, the initiation 
of the Italian Renaissance-ergo European Enlightenment-is commonly attributcd to the 
work of Byzantine scholars who fled Constantinople rather than to the legacy of lslamic 
scholanhip. See, for instance, Thomas (1988). 



establishment of a Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem could not reverse this deep-seated 'sense 

of siege'. This was largely due to the Ottoman presence at the very borderlands of 

Europe. The last Muslim kingdom of Europe in Spain was brought to an end in 1492. 

An yet, Ottoman reign over the Balkans continued well into the nineteenth. and so did the 

threat of Islam (Appendix, Map 3.1). 

In this context, it was a necessity for the European ecclesiasticai thinker to corne 

to an understanding of this rival religion and its unending territorial claims. From the 

early biblical point of view, the teachings of Mohammed denied the central doctrines of 

Christianity--the incarnation and Crucifixion and therefore the Trinity and the 

~tonement.35 The  only available explanation for this was that Islam was not a true 

religion and its message was a distortion of biblical stories and themes. As argued before. 

at least initially, these beliefs were surrounded by an environment of military 

confrontation and isolation, thereby ignorance on the part of the European students of 

Islam. Although the Qur'an was available from the twelfth century onwards in addition to 

Arabic philosophical works carrying along the tradition of Greek thought, the contextual 

knowledge of theology. spirituality and comparative law was missing (Hourani op. cit., p. 

9). In contradistinction to the situation in the Middle East. whereby the knowledge of 

Judaism and Christianity was necessary for administrative and political purposes in the 

multi-ethniclmulti-religious Empires of the region, Europe thus long suffered from its 

fear and bewildennent about Islam due to its Iack of cultural contact with it. This has 

unduly delayed Europe's corning to tems with its own difference. As late as the times of 

St. John of Damascus (circa 675749), Islam was classified at best as a Christian heresy: 

3 5 ~ n  contradistinction, for the Muslim thinkers, Chnstians were a People of the Book and 
Jesus was an authentic prophet. Furthemore, his message was believed to be essentially 
the same as that of Mohammed's. However, Christians were seen as people who 
misunderstood their faith and thought of their prophet as God. It was thus maintained 
that the true reading of the Christian scriptures do not support the daim of Jesus' divinity 
or that he has k e n  crucified (Hourani 1991; LRwis 1993). 



it was a 'false religion', Allah was not Gd and Mohammed was not a tme Rophet (Sahas 

1972. pp. 13241). 

The Iegitimation of Islam as a 'me religion' finally took place in early modem 

times. Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. the increased interaction between 

the Ottoman Empire and European states led to a kind of 'political kinship' between 

Europe and its immediate East (McNeill 1974 in Karpat). According to the new political 

tradition of dipiornatic missions, treaties and alliances, the Ottoman Empire was 

identified as one of the playen in the European scenery (Hurewitz 1975). In addition. the 

religious controversies in Europe began to revolve around intemal problems at the time of 

the Refomation and Counter-Reformation. Under these changed set of terms, Islam in 

particular, and Islamic civilisation in general, have become a legitimate interest of the 

enlightened European scholar. 

The first systematic study of Islam and its history in western Europe was 

undertaken by the late sixteenth century. In 1587, regular teaching of Arabic began at the 

College de France in Pans: this was folloaed by the establishment of a chair of Arabic at 

the University of Leiden in the Netherlands by 1613, and in Enpland, a chair of Arabic 

studies was created at Oxford by 1634 (Hourani op. cit., pp. 12-13). At the turn of the 

century. George Sale (circa 1697- 1736) made the first accurate English translation of 

Qur'an based on the Latin version by Lodovico Mamcci. In these institutional tenements 

of the study of Islam, however, the religion was still pnmarily studied to find a formula to 

explain its problematic relationship with Christianity. This attitude was to change only 

with the fundamental transformation of European perception of religion per se from the 

seventeenth century onwards. Mohammad in this new context began to be described as a 

man of ambition and zeal, a political as much as a religious leader. At this point. 

however, one has to bear in  mind that the interaction between the 



nationdising/seculansing Europe and the 'world of Islam' was framed by the shift of 

power in favor of Europe and leading to the eventual collapse of the Ottoman Empire. 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, Islam was no longer studied as the 

enemy or rival of Christian Europe. An alternative path of study has emerged which 

attended to Islam as a civilisational category. Needless to Say. this new approach was not 

immune to the conviction of the ultimate superionty of the European civilisation. 

Therefore, it would not be erroneous to argue that neither the institutionalisation nor the 

secularisation of the study of Islam could bypass European modemity's rigid hierarchy of 

civilisations and cultures--the details of which were already discussed in the context of 

nationalism. 

In this context, the development and durability of the images of the Ottornaflurk 

is of major concern for any scholarly approach to the popph ica l  and cognitive mapping 

of Europe in accordance with civilisational boundaries. First and forernost. the 

Ottoman/Turk embodies the conûnuity of the medieval logic of religious antagonism 

between 'wamor Chnstianity and wamor Islam' well into the modem era (Lewis 1993: 

Fuller and Lesser 1995). It thus carries along a tradition of 'siege mentality' and 

perpetuates the perception of foreignness of the followers of a different faith (Fuller and 

Lesser op. cit., pp. 4-6). The reasons behind the perceived religious, ideological and 

political threat of Islam might have changed over the centuries. Yet, there exists a 

cultural heritage of confrontation that breeds upon self-fulfilling prophecies and mythical 

stereoty pes across the constructed terrain of 'civi lisational dichotomies'?6 The European 

perception of Islam was initiated by a dopmatic hostility and strive to prove each other's 

wrongfulness (Addison 1%6; Pailin 1984; Lewis 1993)37 Especially dunng the initial 

3 6 ~ o r  a recent articulation of this heritage. see Huntington ( 19%). 
371x1 this context, Bernard Lewis argues that among the three rnonotheistic religions of 
the eastern Mediterranean antiquity. Christian and Muslim perceptions of religion 



stages of the expansion of the Arab and then later Ottoman Empires, religious leaders 

even entertahed the idea of converting the barbaric infidel to Chnstianity (Baumer 1944; 

Schwoebel 1965: Burns 1971). Both Christianity and Islam have the claim to a sole 

universal tnith and their doctrines emphasise the sacred mission of bringing their religion 

to the others.38 These cornmonalties are further complicated by the fact that Christianity 

and Islam were not only universal religions, but each represented hepmonic geopolitical 

power well until the opening of the modern era in European history. 

According to the secular post-Enlightenment rhetoric, Christendom no longer 

refers to European society, history, politics or even the umbrella terrn 'European 

civilisation'. Instead, the geographical pointer 'West' is commonly utilised as the nomer 
- - - --  

significantly differ from the Jewish one. He suggests that whereas according to Talrnudic 
dictum, the righteous of al1 peoples and faiths have their place in paradise, Christianity 
and Islam deny each other's followers access to salvation. This is mainly due to the fact 
that they both claim to possess "[njot only universal but exclusive truths. Each claimed to 
be the sole custodian of God's final revelation to humankind ... In the fourteen-centuries- 
long encounter between Islam and Christendom, the most profound conflicts between the 
two religions, the most irreconcilable disagreements between their followers, arose aot 
from their differeaces but from their resemblances." (Lewis op. cit, p. 175) Concerning 
Judaism, Lewis then argues that although Judaism was a predecessor for both Christianity 
and Islam. there is a fundamental difference between how each religion treats Jews and 
Judaism. He attributes this difference to the 'foundation myths' of each religion: 
" Christians retained and reinterpreted the Hebrew Bible, which they called the Old 
testament, and added a New Testament to it. In a view only recently and partially 
relinquished by the churches, God's covenant with the Jews was taken over, and Israel 
was, so to speak, replaced by the 'tme Israel,' Verus Israel, which is the Church." (op. cit., 
p. 177) In contradistinction, Mohammed and his followers made no such claim and 
abandoned both of the testaments and replaced them by the Holy Qur'h. As a result, 
while Christian ecclesiastical history is rich with polemics in order to persuade the Jews 
and otbers the singular truth of Christian faith, Muslim theologians did not undertake the 
enterprise of 'persuasion'. In fact, the major polemical literature in Islam is wntten by 
members of different schools (Sunnis and Shi'a schools) as well as rnainstream and 
heterodox believers of Islam (Isma'ilis, Alawis, the Druse). From a Muslim point of 
view, neither Judaism nor Christianity are false religions and they are based on authentic 
revelations. However, QurtAn is the final and perfect revelation. The only exception to 
the 'tolerance for others' within Islam is about the heretic, the atheists, polythesists or 
idolaters, who are not entitled to the grace and protection of the Muslim state 
(Waardenbuq 1992 in van Gelder and de Moor, pp. 1 1 - 13). 
3% Lewis' words, "When Christians and Muslirns called each other accuned inlidels. 
each understood exactly what the other rneant, because both exactly meant the same 
thing." (ibid.) 



for the nebulous entity made-up of Europe, Christianity. capitalism, colonialism, 

impenalism and various forms of cultural s ~ ~ r e r n a c ~ . ~ ~  By cootrast, the terrns 'House of 

Islam' or the 'Muslim world' have been kept in circulation despite regional. national, 

sectarian, socio-economic, cultural and political variations and d i v i s i o n s .  Even if the 

'Muslims' are no longer simply part of the Oriental tapestry and claim nation-states 

outside Europe and minority status within it, Islam somehow still refers to a general, 

adumbrated category of what mipht be perhaps cdled 'religio-cultural nationhood'. This 

coalescence of religion, culture and civilisation is fundamentally indebted to the 

centuries-long 'threat of the Turk' at the gates of the Christian ~ u r o ~ e . 4 1  The borderlands 

of Europe were solidified into cultural and civilisational boundaries against that very 

threat. In tum, this process led to the stabilisation of the insider/outsider status of the 

Balkan peninsula in the topopphy  of Europe. 

3%eanwhile, 'the West' is far from having an unequivocal rneaning. According to Fuller 
and Lesser, it can mean the entire industrialised world, including Japan. At  other times, 
however "'the West' means former colonial nations--al1 European--who conquered and 
dominated most of the Muslim world ai some point in history ... On other occasions, 'the 
West' actually refers to the United States as the leading Westem power and dominant 
political, cultural, and economic actor in the Muslim world ... Clearly there is  no single 
coherent 'West' opposed to Muslim countries, any more than there is a single 'Islam' 
expressing - - hostile views toward the West." (1995, pp. 6-7) 
WAgain in Fuller and Lesser's words, "[tlhere is no Islam per se that c m  be treated as a 
single. cohesive, coherent, comprehensive, monolithic entity. There are various sources 
of lslarnic theology ad law, including the Qur'An, the sayiogs of the Prophet (Hadith), 
religious Iaws by extrapolation (ijtihas) and other articles of faith, and, traditional 
practices. In addition, there are Sunni and Shi'ite branches of Islam (each of which has 
broad and diverse subdivisions), a variety of schools of theology, a wealth of Sufi or 
mystical brotherhoods, regional customs, and differing histoncal personalities and 
experiences among dozens of Muslim countries across three continents ... Islam will never 
constitute a single entity." (op. cit., p. 2) For further debate on the intemal divisions of 
Islam, see Zakarya ( 1989). 
41 '~he  fa11 of Constantinople in 1453. and the ensuing fear that the Turks would attack 
the West and destroy Christianity, was the most powerful stimulus conditioninp the 
formation of the Westem image about Turks ... Suffice it to mention that even in the 
modem age, Europe's image of Turks and the Ottoman state continued to be nurtured by 
the sarne medieval concepts which were used to legitimise the Crusades and eventually 
proved handy in the age of economic and cultural imperialism." (Karpat 1974, p. 3) 



In this context, the OttomadTurk played a very significant role in the 

reconfiguration of patriotism in Europe. nie Greekpanis and the Latin parria-as well as 

the derivations of parriores and paniora--traditionally conveyed a sense of 'fellow 

countryman' or compatnot devoted to the service and cause of one's paternallancestral 

home. In ancient Greek and Roman civilisations, this usually meant the city-state, which 

was the locus of political identity, authority and loyalty. A Greek or Roman compatnot 

was also a polites or civis, one who had the right to be involved in the formation and 

conduct of the govemment of his city and the duty to fight for it. This select sense of 

civic belonging to the ancestral land contiuued well into rnedieval and early-modem era 

despite the growing authority of the church on the one hand, and feudal lords and kings 

on the other. It  is upon this foundation that both the Holy Roman Kaiser and the 

Byzantine Aurokmor laid claims to be the head of 'al1 Christendom' (Lewis op. cit.. pp. 

166-67). However, by the sixteenth century, as already discussed, there emerged a novel 

convergence between people, nation, and patria. This period in European history 

coincides with the arriva1 of the Ottoman army at the gates of Vienna. 

Ottoman presence in the domain of Christian Europe dates back to 1361, when the 

first capital city in Europe (MirnefAdrianople) was captured by the Ottoman annies. 

Before that, the Turkish principalities surviving the Seljuk Dyaasty of Konya (Asia 

Minor) were already engaged in a war against the Byzantine Empire under the leadership 

of 0smanlis.2 However, the decisive turn of the Ottoman expansion into Europe was 

the invasion of southem Balkans. Under the reign of Murat 1 (1360- l389), the Ottoman 

amies reached Albanian territories by 1385, Thessaly by 1387, Bulgarian temtories and 

Dobrudja by 1388, and, Belgrade, Sofia and Nis following the destruction of the 
-- - 

4%he name 'Ottoman' is denved from the Turkish Osmanli. The literal translation of 
Osman11 corresponds to the followersfheir of Osman, the founder of the initial Turkish 
Beylik in Northwestem Asia Minor which expanded into the Ottoman Empire. For further 
debate, see the classical work of Paul Wittek (1938). 



Kingdom of Serbia at the Battle of Kosova by 1389 (Beck 1987). Therefore, by the late 

fourteenth ceotury . European dynasties had already known about the Ottomans and their 

fast-moving frontier cavalry of holy wamors (gk - i ) .  Indeed, it was this 'Western 

frontier' of the Ottoman Empire that produced the core repertoire of images and 

perceptions of the Ottoman Turk (Schwoebel 1%7). 

Mehmet 1 (1413-1421p3 continued the raids in the Balkans and reached Hungary, 

Transylvania and Bosnia, while his successors Murat II ( 1421- 1451) and Mehmet II the 

Conqueror of Constantinople ( 1451 - 148 1) consolidated the central power of the Empire 

usurping the vast territorial gains of their predecessors. Following the capture of 

Thessalonika in 1430 and the victory of Ottoman armies at Varna in 1444, the 1453 

conquest of Constantinople led to the annexation of Serbian, Greek and Bosnian 

territories as well as the Ottoman invasion of Crimea. Ottoman amies then reached 

southem Italy by 1479. By 1503, the Ottoman Empire has become the colossus of the 

Balkans in addition io dominating the Eastern Mediterranean. In the East, Selim 1 (1512- 

1520) defeated the Safavids in Penia and pulled down the Mamluks in Syna and Egypt. 

doubling the size of the Empire. In the western Mediterranean, under the reign of 

[Kanuni] Süleyman 1 the Magaificent (1520- 1566) the Ottomans established naval bases 

along the North African Coast and captured Rhodes in 1522, thus securing the mastering 

of the whole of the Mediterranean. He also added Mosul, Baghdad, Armenian temtones. 

Yemen, Aden, Oran, Tripoli and Algien to the Empire. 

Sultan Süleyman--who died in 1566--was the tenth consecutive successful Sultan 

of the Ottoman reign. His rule culminated 250 years of conquests and victories which 

expanded the Ottoman land-mass well into the gates of Vienna by 1529. At the peak of 
- - -  

4 3 ~ h e r e  was an interregnum between Murat's successor. Beyazit 1 (138% 1402) and 
Mehmet 1 (14134421). Beyazit attempted simultaneous expansion in Europe and 
Anatolia, as a result of which he lost the battle of Ankara against the famous Mongol 
warlord Timur. 



this 'golden p e n d  of Ottoman reign, most of Hungary had become an Ottoman province 

and there emerged the Ottoman-Habsburg military frontier. By the sixteenth century. 

parts of Eastern Europe and the whole of the Balkans were thus ruled under what was 

descri bed as the pax turcic& 

In this context, the date 1453 constitutes a landmark in the histories of the Balkan 

nation-states. The fa11 of Constantinople and thus Byzantine Empire fully legitimised the 

Ottoman reign in the region (Runciman 1%9).45 Under the Ottoman nile, well into the 

eighteenth century. the peninsula was under regular administration and benefitted from 

improvements in the infrastructure--such as the construction of bridges, fountains and 

public buildings. It is even argued that 'Ottoman Balkans' was economically better off 

compared to the region's condition in Byzantine times (Stubos 1988; Inalclk 1995a; Hall 

and Danta 19%). From 1600s onwards, however, the decline of the Ottoman military and 

administrative might led to tumoil in the Balkans. After the second failed siege of 

Vienna in 1683, Austna, Poland and Venice joined forces against the Ottomans. While 

the Habsburg Empire was occupying the land lost by the Ottomans in Centra1 Europe. the 

Venetian power rose in the Eastern Mediterranean. During the 1700~~ Russia joined in 

4% Arnold Toynbee's words. "Dunng the [sixteenth and seventeenth] centuries. the 
Empire's westem frontier in Europe was within short range of Trieste and Vienna. The 
northern frontier adjoined Poland. The Black Sea and the Sea of Azov were Ottoman 
lakes. From 1475 to 1768, no state except the Ottoman Empire and its dependencies had 
a seaboard in those waters. The westem side of Caucasia was under Ottoman rule, and 
so. in western Asia. were the basins of the Riven Tigris and Euphrates down to the head 
of the Penian Gulf. The Empire also held Syria, in the modest geographical meaningof 
the name, and the whole western side of Arabia as far south as Yaman inclusive, which 
gave the Empire a seaboard on the Indian Ocean. North Africa, too, was Ottoman from 
Egypt to as far westward as the eastem frontier of Morocco. Thus the Otîoman Empire 
occupied the focal area of the Old World, where the backwaters of the Indian and 
Atlantic Oceans approach closest to each other." (Toynbee 1974 in Karpat, p. 15- 
emphasis mine) 
45~eanwhile, the fact that Ottoman expansion across the Dardanelles had actudly began 
as early as 13%-and at the invitation of the Byzantine leaders who wanted to use these 
wamor tribes against the expansionist Serbs in the Balkans--is rarely noted in Balkan 
histories. 



the counter-offensive against the Ottomans as well, and gained protectorate status for 

Moldavia and Wallachia. 

In this changing context of 'close encounters', early accounts of the Ottoman 

Empire and the history of the 'Ottoman expansion' into Europe were affected by two 

contradictory sentiments: the fear of the foreign/alien/infideI Ottoman army and the 

curiosity about the powerful Oriental, the Muslim Turk. The Ottomans were 

characterised as admirable and strange as  well as being barbaric and cruel 'horse-leeches 

of Christian blood' (Beck 1987, p. ix).& Until the sixteenth century, the European 

knowledge of the 'Great Turke' was attained at a considerable distance from the source of 

that knowledge (Patrides 1%3; Beck op. cit.).47 In Medieval Europe. the Turk and the 

Saracen were used interchangeably, both incumng a condemnation of Islam (Addison 

1%6; Heath 1979; Spencer 1981). From the sixteenth century onwards, however, the 

term Turk' began to be used in direct reference to the Ottoman Sultan and Ottoman 

military power. The Turk' thus became a name of 'origin' as well as a reference to 

'character' and 'typo10gy'.48 The novel understanding of the Ottoman Empire did not 

&~eck's work is an excellent study of original documents depicting the earliest images 
of the contact between Europe and the Ottomans. It also alludes to the changes and 
continuities of the image of the Turk during the establishment of a European commercial 
and diplornatic presence in the Ottoman Empire. However, he insists that "Christian 
Europeans and Muslim Turks met as enemies, and remained so. In the tenth and eleventh 
centuries European crusaders fought Turks dong blood-soaked routes through Asia 
Minor (Anatolia) to the Holy Land. By the fourteenth century, with the Holy Land now 
beyond Christian reach, the Turks had become targets of Crusaders rather than obstacles 
in their path." (op. cit., p. 5) 
4 7 ~ e c k  argues that the terni Turk' first appeared in Englisb in 1369, used by Chaucer 
O .cit,p.29). 2' At this point, Lewis argues against the trend and disassociates the Saidian politics of 

Orientalism from the eady European knowledge of the Turk. He states, for instance, 
"When Francis I established the chair of Ambic at the College de France, the Moors had 
not long previously been expelled from Spain. and it was far from certain that they would 
not corne back. The Turks were still threatening Vienna and had occupied the whole of 
southeastem EuropeJven  a century later, when the two chairs of Arabic were founded 
at Cambridge and Oxford, a11 of the Balkans and half of Hungary were still under Turkish 
rule; there were still Frfty years to go till the second Turkish siege of Vienna in 1683; and 



erase the derogatory undertones of previous generalisations about Islam. The European 

tendency to designate Islam via ethnidtribal affiliation continued; only now, it was not 

the 'Mohammedan' that was causing the problem, but the Turk. However, these 

characterisaiions were qualified with a clear recognition and persistency of the Ottoman 

military might. After all, most of the territorial gains of the 'Muslim Turk' were wrested 

from the domain of Christendom, such as Syria, Palestine. Egypt and North Africa. In 

this context, the Ottoman/Turk symbolised two different things: a challenge to 

Christendom from the 'rival' Muslim faith, and, an unyielding military powerhouse 

breathing close, ready to invade, conquer and enslave Europe for its own impenal ends. 

Also, by the seventeenth century, Islam was no longer feared as a 'rival religion' among 

the Chnstians. Therefore the military rnight of the Ottoman army as well as the customs 

and eccentricities of the Turk moved to the forefront of European consideration of the 

Ottoman ~ r n ~ i r e . 4 9  

From the seventeenth century onwards, another change of tenns took place. The 

vast and thriving 'Empire of the Turk' was not only a threat to Europe. but also became an 

extensive market full of promise for profit as far as the European merchant-classes were 

concemed. Earlier commercial contact between the Ottoman Empire and the European 

states rested upon the European dernand for 'Oriental goods'. The geopoliticai importance 

the south coasts of England and Ireland were still being raided by Barbary corsairs, 
carrying off captives for sale in the slave markets of Algiers." (op. cit., p. 126) His 
answer is 'from within', that is, Christianity from the very beginning had to look outside 
in order to gain knowledge about its ongins and its civilisation. Its Holy scriptures were 
written in Hebrew and Greek as well as Aramic, its shrines and places of pilgrimage laid 
in the landscape of the Middle East, etc. Finally, there was the factor of fear from the 
unknown, from the Muslim invader. In this cootext, early-modem European interest in 
Islamic studies was not about, as the genre of criticisms of Onentalism suggests, 
conquenng and dominating the East. 
@For a background study of Europe's secondary position in the pre-capitalkt world. see 
Abu Lughod (1989). As Lewis argues, "[Elven Luther, though much coocerned with the 
Turkish peril', perceived it primarily in military and political rather than religious, ternis. 
'Antichrist,' he declared in his Table Talk, 'is the Pope and the Turk together ... The spirit 
or sou1 of Antichrist is the Pope, his flesh and body the Turk." (Lewis 1993, p. 73) 



of Asia Minor as a land-route linking east-west trade, in addition to the permanence of 

Ottoman conquests in the Caucuses, the Balkans and the Eastern Meditemean, initially 

gave the Empire the upper hand. In other words, the Europeans were a 'buyer' rather thau 

the 'seller' during the opening phase of their economic relations with the 0ttomans.S Ln 

addition, the sea trade with the Venetians, the Genoese, the Dutch, English and the 

French, as well as land routes extending well into Northenl Europe, enabled the Ottomans 

to maintaiu regular and beneficial trade relations. In this context, the vast social and 

economic transformation in Europe between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 

correlates with the ecoiiomic relatioiis between the Ottoriian Empire and Christiari 

~ u r o ~ e . 5 1  

By the second failed siege of Vienna, the equilibnum has ~ h a n ~ e d . 5 2  

Challenginp the equal exchange-based and trade-oriented relationsliip. Europe soon 

became the principal 'seller', and a seller of a different kind (Polanyi 1956). By the 

eighteenth century, the ecoaoniic privileges granted under the title of Ottoman 

capitulations awarded European merchants with special conditioris of trade. the 

adniinistratioii of justice withiri the nierchant's cornmunity, and extra-territorial privileges 

%he one European pmduct that Ottomans had always been a buyer of was weaponry: 
"Though such weaponry was needed principally to punue the war against Christendom, 
there was never any dearth of Christian merchants willing to provide it and even. on 
occasion. -. to finance its purchase." (Lewis op. cit.. p. 74) 
51~he1-e are two exceptions to the general trend of 'isolating' Ottoman history from its 
European counterpart. As already mentioned, the first group of scholars can be roughly 
grouped under the world-system'slglobal approaches to capitalism school. The second 
group. on the other hand, is engaged in the study of historico-cultural roots of the changes 
in European civilisation in the 'Orient', such as works on the critical quality of the 
Ottoman support for the Calvinist Revolution in Europe. In this category, see for 
instance, Galati (1959) and Kortepeter (1972). In the following pages, a combined 
a proach will be advocated. 
&"The last great Muslirn asrault on Europe, that of the Ottoman Turks, ended with the 
second unsuccessful siege of Vienna in 16û3. With that failure and the Turkish retreat 
that followed, a thousand years of Muslim threat to Europe came to an end, and three 
centuries of Christian threat to Islam began." (Lewis op. cit, p. 180) 



such as tax-exemptions (Quataert 1983; Keyder 1987; Pamuk 1988). Politically and 

culturally as well, the Ottoman Empire was now one among many political entities which 

had to find a way to cope with European supremacy. Balkan nationalist movements were 

the first to articulate the desire for the reconstitution of their civilisationai validation in 

political terms. They were, however, soon to be followed by heirs of the deterioratinp 

Ottoman Empire itself. 

The Balkans: Geographicai, Histoncai and Cuitoral Refe~nces 

The name Balkans originally referred to a rnountain range in Bulgaria. However, 

even that name is of a recent origin. From classical times to early nineteenth century, the 

mountains now known as the Balkan range were labelled as the 'Haemus' (Todorova 

1994; 1997). In fact, the region now referred to as the Balkans was for centuries known 

by the names of its Roman provinces; IIlyricum in the West and Thrace in the east (Hall 

and Danta 19%).53 Even after the fall of the Roman Empire, rnedieval European 

travellers mentioned the region as 'Romanie' in their travel accounts (Yerasimos 1991). 

In a sirnilar fashion, for the Ottoman Empire it was (eastem and central) ~umelia.54 

Geographically, ancient European maps portrayed an imaginary mouniain range-- 

the Haemus--stretching the length of the peninsula from the Black Sea to the Adnatic. 

This perceived geographical bamer was then transformed into a cultural bamer against 

the 'barbanans living in the north'. Later on, early-modem cartographen copied the same 

3111 Hall and Danta (19%), particularly see Chapter I (The Balkans: Perceptions and 
Realities) and Chapter II (Contemporary Balkan Questions: The Geographical and 
Historical Context). 
m h e  word Rum means the Roman, and the addition eli refen to the land of. Therefore. 
Rumeli (mosily transliterated as Rwnelia) connotes the lands of the Roman Empire, in the 
Ottoman case, primarily the lands of the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire conquered 
or to be conquered. 



geographical illusion to suggest that following the Ottoman conquests in the area, the 

barbarians lived to the south of that barrier. It is in this cultural context that by the 

eighteenth century, European travellers began to cal1 the region as Turkey-in-Europen 

with reference to its inclusion within the the Ottoman Empire (Stoianovich 1994). Well 

until the end of the nineteenth century, not only was the word 'Balkans' nor used in travel 

or diplornatic literature, but there was no single geographical entity clearly defined as a 

separate region that is today known as the 'Balkan peninsula'. The name Balkans, in this 

sense, is more of a recent cultural innovation, which refers to primitiveness, savages, 

hanhness, and wild landscapes and peoples that Iive between the Adriatic and the Black 

Seas and for a long tirne under a 'foreign yoke'. 

The name Balkan was first used by the Gerrnan geographer A. Zeune in 1809 

although it was used interchangeably with the older Haemus well into 182ûs (Todorova 

1994; Hall and Danta 19%). Irrespective of the fact that the majonty of classical 

geographical texts of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries used the term 

'Balkan' in exclusion of all other terms refemng to the region, only after the 'Balkan 

Wars' did the term assume regular use. Still, the spatial referents of the Balkans remained 

in dispute (Carter et al. 1995). As late as the 1920s, the Balkans lacked a clear reference: 

the 'Balkan peninsula' was neither a regional term nor assumed an undisputed 

geographical rneaning. Instead, the terms 'Balkans'. 'Balkan peninsula' and 'Southem 

Europe' continued to be used interchangeably (McDonald 1992). Meanwhile, after the 

Balkan wars, the term Balkan was 'verbalised' and 'Balkanisation' began to refer to the 

'parcelisation of large and viable units' as well as becorning a syoonym for a regression to 

tribal, backward and primitivelbarbarian forms of human existence (Todorova 1994, p. 

433 155. 

5% this context, Hall and Danta rightfully suggest that "The twentieth century picture of 
the Balkans that emerges is therefore one of a region where civilisation is al1 too easily 



The Balkan-related terminology continues to convey a meaning of 'peripheral 

existence' in socio-political, econornic and cultural terms.s The classical case of this 

characterisation is the identification of Balkan nationalisrns as 'ethncmationalisms' as 

opposed to the civilised. European creed of 'liberal nationalisrn'. An obvious exarnple of 

the negative connotations of the name is the unwillingness of the states in the region to be 

classified as 'Balkan'. The contemporary usage of the 'Balkan peninsula' refers to the 

majority of the land-mass of Southeast Europe. Politically, the Balkans is thus comprised 

of the states of Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, Greece, the new states established within the 

territory of the former Y ugoslavia, and the European part of Turkey (Eastern Thrace). 

Meanwhile, Romanian nationalists insist that the Balkans lie south of the Danube, the 

Slovenes tend to cast the region to the east of themselves, while Croats and Greeks as 

well as Turks tend to disassociate themselves from the 'Balkan identity' prefemng other 

regional or cultural referents (Hall and Danta op. cit., p. 6).57 This is due to the fact that 

belonging to the Balkans or 'Balkanness' suggests being subjected to a hierarchy, or being 

pushed to the bottom of a layered socio-geographical existence that relates to different 

degrees of 'Europeanness'. 

The 'temtory' of the Balkans begins in Istria, the peninsula's opening into the 

Adriatic Sea at Italy's borders (Appendix Map 1.1).58 In geographical ternis. however, 

overshadowed by impulses for revenge, and hence where peaceful solutions to tensions 
and conflicts appear unrealistic." ( 19%, p. 8) 
5 ' ~ s  an example of the direct usage of the term 'Balkan periphery', see Jordan (1988). On 
the other hand, the inferior characterisation of the Balkans finds a much-needed cnticd 
address in terms of the region's 'multiple marginality' in the introduction to J. B. Allcock 
and A. Young's edited work Black Lambs and Grey Falcons: Women Travellers in the 
Balkans (1991). as well as in Maria Todorova's body of work. 
5 7 ' ' ~ e w  regional terms pack the ernotional punch of 'the Balkans'. Indeed. it is an 
appellation with which few appear to waat to be associated, and about which conferences 
often degenerate into narne callinp and cunes uttered in any one of dozen tongues." (Hall 
and Danta 19%, p. 7) 
5 8 ~ ~ ~ i c a l l ~ ,  descriptions of landscape are attacheci to this 'geographical border' between 
Europe and the Balkans: "There the northem Italian landscape of cypress trees, pink and 



there is no natural center for the region. Running the length of the Adriatic Coast of the 

Balkan peninsula are the Dinaric Alps, extending into Greece as the Pindus rnountains. 

Bulgaria . on the other hand, contains the Rhodope and Balkan mountain ranges, running 

east-west to the Black Sea. thus setting part of the northern border of the region. Much of 

Romania is dominated by the southern extension of Carpathians and the Transylvanian 

Alps. The major river of the Balkans is the Danube flowing south from Hungary to 

Belgrade, and then eastward to the Black Sea forming the borders between Serbia. 

Rornania and Bulgaria (Hall and Danta op. cit., p. l6).59 The line of the Danube, Sava 

and Kupa nvers has often been associated with the northern penmeter of the region. 

Finally, two seas surround the peninsula: the Mediterranean (Aegean. Ionian and Adriatic 

Seas) alonp the southern coastal areas from Dalmatia to the Black Sea and al1 of Greece. 

and. the Black Sea setting the north-east borders of the peninsula. 

In terms of ethnic, religious and linguistic charactenstics, the Balkan peninsula is 

settled by populations that exhibit uninhibited variety. Three of the peoples inhabiting 

the repion claim direct descent from ancient times: the Greeks lay an authoritative claim 

to the Hellenic culture and the ancient Hellas, the Vlachs claim descent from original 

Thracians, and Albanians claim descent from the ancient Illyrians. Others mostly trace 

their predecessors to Slavic tribes from the north. Meanwhile, contrary to the national 

myths of pure and ancient roots, the history of the region suggests complicated patterns of 

migration as well as high levels of ethno-linguistic and ethno-religious 'inter-mixing' 

(Jelavich and Jelavich 1%5; 1983). In the present era of preference for proven lineages 

--- - -- 

tawny stucco farmhouses and green fields passes shockingly into a savage caricature of 
itself. It becomes a contorted landscape of barren limestone hills and desolate upland 
pastures under a light so bard and a sky so piercingly blue that in summer the eye is 
blinded. Al1 that is easygoing and prettily charming ends in Italy." (Stiliman et al., 1%4, 

9; also cited in Hall and Danta 1996, p. 7) 
%h e Danube system of rivers include Sava and its tributaries Drina, Bosna and Una. the 
Drava, Tisza, Morava and Olt, in addition to Neretva, Vardar and Maritsa. 



of ethno-linguistic identity, the national borders across the Balkans thus encapsulate a 

multitude of 'minorities': Hungarians and Romanians in Vojvodina, Albanians in Kosova, 

Macedoni a (the former Y ugoslav Republic of Macedonia) and Montenegro. Gree ks in 

Southem Albania, Turks in southeastem Bulgaria (until 1980s) and Greece (referred as 

Turkish-speaking Muslims), Italians in Istna (Slovenia and Croatia), Slovenians in 

Austria and Italy, Croats in Bosnia and Serbia, Serbs in Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro. etc. 

In terms of religion as well, although Eastern Orthodox Christianity--seconded by 

adherents of the Roman Catholic Church-io the dominant religion in the region, with the 

Ottoman domination from the fifteenth century onwards, Islam was adopted in various 

parts of it (Carter 1977: Magosci 1993).a The 'ethno-temtorial' history of the Balkans is 

further complicated by a number of additional factors. Religion. laquage and alphabet. 

as well as the imperial boundaries that predate the present day nation-states and resultant 

overlap of institutional domains (such as the Greek Orthodox Church under the Ottoman 

reign), present a considerable degree of fluidity which makes 'tracing' histones of peoples 

back a forbidding task. Still, there are three foundational histoncal narratives that inform 

the nationalist depictions of the history of the 'Balkan peoples'. 

The primarv foundational narrative is about the ancient Greeks. Ancient Greece 

refen to an advanced Bronze Age civilisation in the period 1600-1200 B.C. around the 

Ionian centen of Mycenae, Tiryns, Pylos, Athens and Thebes, sites which were heavily 

influenced by the non-Hellenic civilisation of Minoan Crete (Jelavich 1983, p. 4). As 

primanly seafaring peoples, their influence was mainly felt in the coastai areas around the 

Peloponnesos and Attica, although they eventually reached to the shores of the Aegean 

(Rhodes and Crete) and the Black Sea (Vryonis 1992). It is widely suggested that around 

the ninth century B.C., the invasion of a new group of Hellenes speaking the Doric dialect 
- - -- . . . . . - 

60The key areas where Islam continues to be practiced by the native populations are 
Bosnia-Hercegovina, Kosova and Albania. 



of the Greek language led to the marked decline of mainland Hellenic civilisation and led 

to massive migrations to the shores of Asia Minor. Subsequent Hellenic civilisation 

developed around the city-states of Attica, the Peloponnesos and Ionia in western 

Anatolia, the key centers being Athens, Sparta, Thebes, Argos and Corinth. These 

autonomous city-states linked with fertile agricultural hinterlands 1 ed to prosperity in a 

secluded atrnosphere of political, artistic and architectural sophistication. 

The farthest reach of the project of Hellenisation was the short-lived achievements 

of Alexander of Macedonia during the third century B.C. His armies marched al1 the 

way to the Indus river. and yet his influence did not l a v e  long-lasting traces amonp the 

Thracian or Illyrian tnbes in the region. Furthemore, despite Alexander the Great's 

mythic importance for Greek national history-especially in the context of the clairn of the 

Greekness of Macedonia--, the main contours of the Western cultural inheritaoce of 

ancient Greece were mainly set by the civilisation of fifth and fourth century B.C. Athens. 

From architectural style to literature, philosophy and history , A thenian grandeur 

determined the European collective memory of ancient Greek history. 

For the Balkan national histories, Greek colonisation assumes a unique 

significance since many of the urban centen along the seacoasts of the peninsula were 

founded by Ionian-Greek colonisers from Asia ~ i n o r . 6 1  The prominence of these Greek 

colonies were then followed by the military reign of Philip of Macedonia across the 

region (359-336 B.C.). Philip's son, Alexander the Great (336-323 B.C.) became one of 

the most farnous conqüerors of the ancient world. And yet, his imperial drearn of unity 

extending as far as India fell apart soon after his death. During the same period, another 

imperial power, the Romans, was rising in the West. They replaced the Hellenes and 

61~ccording to Jelavich (1983). Istros (Histria), Tornis (Constanta), Callatis, Odessos 
(Varna), and Mesembna (Nesebur) along the Black Sea coast and Troguriurn (Trogir). 
Epetian (near Split), and Issa (on the island of Vis) on the Adriatic coast are just of few 
results of Greek colonial expansion. 



became the masters of the western Mediterranean by 201 B.C. By the end of the reign of 

August (27 B.C.-A.D. 14), Romans established their superiority across most of the 

eastern Mediterranean as well. The Roman m i e s  acquired Macedonia and annexed 

Greece, then secured sub-Danubian Balkans as one of their prized possessions. Roman 

settlements in the region established a network of military camps and roads centered 

around cities of Belgrade (Singidunum), Edirne (Hadrianopolis/Adrianople), Nis 

(Naissus) and Sofia (Serdica). Under the pur romana, Balkan cities prospered and 

Roman traditions and language were appropriated by the local cultures of the region. 

However, the protection of the extended frontien of the Roman Empire proved to 

be impossible against the Germanic invaders (particularly the Goths) moving down from 

the Northem parts of Europe. Balkan histories suggest that local populations suffered a 

'millennium of devastation' under the Goths between the third and the fifth centuries, 

followed by the raids of Asiatic wamor tribes of Huns during the fourth and fifth 

centuries, the Avars. Slavs and Bulgars in the sixth and seventh centuries, Magyars 

(Hungarians) in the ninth and tenth, the Pechenefs in the tenth and eleventh. the Cumans 

in the twelfth and thirteenth, and the Mongols in the thirteenth (Jelavich op. cit., pp. 9- 

10). Dunng the centuries of invasions, the original inhabitants of the land are believed to 

have migrated to the secure and prosperous Roman provinces westward while some of the 

invaders such as the Slavs, Magyars and Bulgars settled in the region. This long period 

of invasions came to a final closlire with the conquests of 'the Turks' from the fourteenth 

century onwards. 

Before the Ottoman reign, the Roman presence penisted in the region. although 

under a new format. Facing the massive territorial losses and the difficulty of 

maintaining control over the whole of the Empire, Roman Emperor Diocletian (284-305) 

was already forced to create four distinct administrative units. Although under 



Constantine's rule (306-337) a single emperor ruled the whole of the Roman Empire. 

following his death, a final separation of temtories was made. As the Germanic and 

Asiatic tribes began to raid Europe. the Roman Empire adopted Christianity--which 

became i ts official religion in A.D. 392--, and its capital was moved to Byzantium (the 

new Rome). This was followed by the split of the Empire into East and West Roman 

reigns. The dividing line between these two, cutting through present-day Bosnia, became 

a major boundary that defined Europeanness throughout the fol low ing centuries (Hall and 

Danta op. cit.. p. 19). There was also a geographical bamer that separated the eastem 

from the western part of the empire; it mns along the Drina River. then the Sava and the 

Danube. This line then set the boundary between Catholic and Orthodox Churches. 

Supported by the fact that the Roman Empire was officially bilingual and thus 

emphasised the importance of Greek as well as Latin, Greek remained as the Iingua 

frunca of the eastern end of the Empire which already was inhabited pnmarily by 

Hellenic and hellenised peoples. 

In this context, the second foundational narrative of Balkan histones is threaded 

around the history of the Roman Empire, but particularly its eastern branch, the Byzantine 

Empire. The Romans. who dominated the region between 200 B.C. and A.D. 5ûû. were 

more active in conquenng and 'Romanising' the Balkan peninsula compared to the 

'Hellenes'. By the second century A.D., they were already controlling almost al1 the 

temtory south of the River Danube. Still. the cultural impact of the Romans is believed 

to be as short-lived as that of the ancient Greeks. Only two groups--the claimed Dacian 

forefathers of present-day Romanians and the Vlachs--adopted Roman [Latin] language 

and culture. For the most part, Greek language and culture remained intact at the coastal 

areas and Illyrians were left more or less unaffected. The only tribe that appears to have 



ceased to exist under Roman domination are the Thracians, the claimed forefathers of 

later-day Vlachs. 

Furthemore, as Byzantium-cum-Constantinople became the dominant center of 

power in the remaining Roman temtories, there occurs a change in the nature of the 

referrals to the Roman theme in Balkan history. Rather than k ing  a celebrated classical 

heritage as is the case with ancient Greek and Roman civilisations. the Byzantine period 

is generally marked by a stagnant society, exploitation and suffering of the peasantry and 

corrupt nile. Although the 'Eastern Empire' retained Roman law, administrative practices. 

and military traditions, its ecclesiastical bent is commonly believed to have 

overshadowed and comipted its authonty in territorial and administrative matiers. It is 

only recently that the Byzantine hentage began to matter, following the lead of Greek 

nationalist scholarship re-claiming the 'lost Empire' as part of modem Greece's praised 

cultural uniqueness (Mango 1984c)fjZ 

For the Balkans in general, however, the legacy of the Eastern Roman Empire was 

also decisive in many respects. The key factor that characterises the reign of Byzantium 

is the importance attributed to its capital. By 330, the former city of Byzantium was 

6ke femng  to the consolidation of 'Byzantine studies', a leading Byzantine scholar, Cyril 
Mango argues that "There exists a myrh of Byzunriurn which also serves as a justification 
for the pursuit of Byzantine studies. This myth was largely created in the nineteenth 
century and still retains rnuch of its potency. It represents Byzantium as a beacon of 
classical civilisation shining in the barbarous gloom of the Middle Ages. The Byzantine 
Empire, we are assured, saw itself as the custodian of a pnceless deposit of ancient 
culture, and more particularly of Greek culture, which it lovingly guarded century after 
century until forced by the advancing hordes of Asiatic Turks to convey it to Italy, thus 
causing the renaissance in the West. n ù s  deposit, we are told, was a perennial fount from 
which Byzantine authors and artists drew their inspiration ... Even the common folk of 
Byzantium, whether 'de pure race hellénique' or Greek by adoption, allegedly retained in 
their consciousness a body of barely disguised tore and ritual that descended from the 
days of Greek paganism and which four cëntunes of ottoman domination were powerless 
to obliterate. In short, Byzantium is portrayed both as conduit of the classical tradition to 
the West and as a bridge uniting ancient Greece to modern Greece." (1%5, p. 48-- 
emphasis mine) For an argument in support of the viewpoint criticised by Mango, see 
Geanakoplos ( 1976; 1979). 



declared as the capital of the Eastern Roman Empire, and renamed as Constantinople. It 

was to carry on the imperial tradition of Rome across al1 the Roman territories, including 

the Balkans. Already in 2 12, Emperor Caracalla had granted Roman citizenship to al1 

'freemen' who lived within the boundaries of the Empire. Thus, the citizens of Byzantium 

called themselves Romans, regardless of their ethnic-religious background. It is true that 

the Greek political elite dominated the govemance of Byzantium. However, the 

Byzantine citizens did not regard themselves as Greek. and mainland Greece of the 

classical era, in particular Athens, was not of pivotal importance any longer. 

Constantinople was the center of administrative power as well as impenal grandeur. 

Soon, it also became the center of the [Orthodox] Christian universe. 

Although the basis of the Byzantine government remained bound by the Roman 

legal and political systern, a transformation took place which reframed the role of the 

emperor of Byzantium and made him into a divine monarch. This autocratic monarch 

presided over an immense bureaucratic state apparatus and was also deemed the ultimate 

representative of the Greek Orthodox Church (Vyronis 1%7). In this context. the center 

of both Eastern Orthodoxy and the Byzantine irnperial state was Constantinople 

(Appendix, Map 1.2). 

Meanwhile, the western Roman Empire continued to adhere to the Catholic 

Church and remained Latin in its culture and language. Geographically as well as 

administratively squeezed between Western Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy, 

Christian populations of the Balkans were directly influenced by the resultant 

ecclesiastical conflicts. Although the Constantinople hierarchy at first recognised the 

primacy of Rome, in 1054 the final break took place; in doctrine and ceremony, the 

eastem Empire and the Eastern Orthodox Church became definitively divorced from 

Rome and the Catholic Church. As the Italian peninsula was overwheimed by invaders 



from the north and the Roman authority in the West was diminished to a virtual 

nothingness, Byzantium then claimed to be the sole heir to the Roman imperial idea. 

Across the Balkans and the Middle East, the Patriarchate of Constantinople thus became 

the foremost center of religious and administrative authority until the age of nationalism. 

In the later centuries, however, with the establishment of national patnarchates 

and archbishops, the superiority of Constantinople was greatly overshadowed by the 

influences of 'Russian Orthodoxy' in the region. Furthemore, the establishment of the 

Holy Roman Empire in the West by 800 A.D. significantly repudiated the legitimacy of 

Byzantine authority as the sole custodian of the Roman heritage. Still, the effects of the 

Byzantine expansion far into the Balkan interior particularly during the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries were long lasting. Similarly, Constantinople remained as the leading 

city of the ancient world for five consecutive centuries.63 Even its ransack and capture 

by the Fourth Crusade in 1204 did not shatter the Byzantine stronghold in the region It is 

tme that the Eastern Empire was brought under almost a century long 'Latin domination' 

by the Crusaders between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Dennis 1982; Nicol 1993). 

6 3 ~ s  Mango suggests,"Within this general context [regarding the Roman and Byzantine 
heritage] of p s t  and future the city of Constantinople held a central position. By virtue 
of the mnslario Nnperii ordained by Constantine the Great, it had become the New 
Rome--this indeed was the basis for the conviction that thein was the only Roman 
Empire. But in addition to being new Rome, Constantinople was also the New Jerusalem. 
Entnisted by its founder to the protection of the Virgin Mary, it was further fortified by 
the possession of practically al1 the major relics of Christendom--the True Cross. the 
Crown of Thorns, the nails, the sponge, the reed, the Virgin Mary's robe which acted as  
the palladium of the City, and thousaads of other relics, from Noah's axe and Moses' staff 
to the teeth of St. Christopher and the eyebrows of St. John the Baptist. The Holy land 
yielded its treasures to Constantinople." (Mango, 1965; reprinted in idem., 1984, p. 31) 
For further debate on the distinguished position of Constantinople based on its ancient 
heritage, see Baynes (1949) and Yewirnos (1993). 



It was, however, only through Constantinople's final fall to the Ottomans in 1453 that 

Byzantium was clairned dead- 

Like the Greeks and Romans before, Byzantiurn embraced the ideal of a single 

secular authority and one universal church. This conflation of 'terrestnal and celestial 

rule' found its utmost symbol in the presence of the Byzantine Emperor. The complex 

imperial tapestry of sacred and this-worldy ideals were sustained by advanced methods of 

warfare, an expansive bureaucracy, wealth based on trade and fertile agricultural lands 

(especially in Asia Minor), and, creative diplomacy. In this context, refemng to the 

notable religio-cultural achievements of the Empire. the Medieval Balkan civilisation is 

defined as Byzantine in its essence. However, Byzantium also carries along the meaning 

of decline. cormption and a relentlessly tyramic autocracy. There are thus two paradoxes 

conceming the interpretations of the Roman legacy in the Baikans. Fint, while Romans 

symbolise a secular image of civilisation and prospenty, Byzantium represents religious 

supenority and material decline. Secondly, concerning the depiction of Byzantium as 

'essentially Greek'. the juxtaposition of Hellenic cultural hentage with connoiative racial 

meanings such as 'Greekness' leads to a dangerously monolithic reformulation of the 

Byzantine legacy. As a result. histones of Byzantium are constructed as essentially 

cleared of the cultural role played by the significantly large nurnbers of non-Greek 

peoples that dwelt in the Empire such as the Syrians, Egyptians. Jews. Amienians and 

Slavs. The value of Byzantium, when it is mentioned in such ternis, is solely attnbuted to 

its Orthodoxness-cum-Greekness (Geanakoplos 1976). 

According to this particular interpretation, since Greekness has already found 

solid racial, linguistic and cultural references in the pst-Renaissance construction of the 

6 4 ~ o r  the perpetuation of 'rnessianic B y zantianisrn' in Hellenic culture and the 
importance of the theme of Constantinople's fall, see Herzfeld (1987) and Ycrasimos 
(lm). 



ancient world, Byzantiurn merely acts as a bridge that links the virtuous Hellenic heritage 

of the ancient world with the age of European Enlightenment. This view point is 

challenged by a select number of Byzantine historians who suggest that there are 

considerable 'discontinuities' between the Byzantine Middle Ages and Hellenic antiquity 

(Jenkins 1963; Mango 1984). First and foremost, there is a debate on the decline of urban 

culture in the Empire except Constantinople as opposed to the central position of the polis 

in ancient Hellas. Secondly. although ancient Greek grammar and rhetonc were taught at 

schools educating the members of the imperial administration and the upper echelons of 

the Orthodox Church, critical studies on Byzantine literature and politics suggest that the 

Hellenic curriculum primarily reflected a 'dead languape' and a body of 'arcane 

knowledge' isolated from the conduct of everyday life in Byzantium (Mango 1975; 

1984.65 And thirdl y, in t e m s  of folklore studies. there is a growinp suspicion that the 

selectively Hellenic depiction of Byzantine culture undermines the importance of early 

Christian elements as  well as the cornmoners' allegiance to ~ o m e . 6 6  The assumption that 

Christian saints of Byzantine have stepped into the shoes of pagan gods of ancient Greece 

is thus refuted from a multiplicity of angles. As an alternative. the doctrinal heritape of 

-- -- 

6 5 ~ s  Mango argues, "The almost unbroken. if at times rather tenuous, continuity of the 
intellectual élite, based on the survival of a particular kind of schooling. need not to be 
doubted ... Grateful as  we must always rernain to the Byzantine intellectuals for having 
preserved the legacy of ancient Greek literature and philosophy, w e  must not forget that 
they have also done us a grave disservice. By expressing themselves in an artificial idiom 
and in a manner dictated by archaic conventions, they have effectively obliterated the 
reality of Byzantine life." (1984, p. 50) 
66 '*~he  average Byzantine ... did not feel any kinship with the ancient Greeks. He was 
more conscious of the history of Rome, especially from Augustus onwards, since that was 
the history of his own Empire. But in a deeper sense, he was concemed not with this or 
that nation. but with the fate of the Chosen Peo~le .  i.e. first the Jews and then the 
Christians. ' The nodal points of his historical scfieme were the Creation. the Rood. 
Abraham, Moses, the Incarnation of Christ ... It is not, of course, inconceivable that certain 
remnants of pagan beliefs and practices should in places have survived the conversion of 
the common people to Christianity and lived on for centuries, transformed and 
misunderstood, but to be convinced of the existence of such cootinuity, we need a chah 
of evidence that simply is not there." (op. cit., p. 54-55) 



Christian and Jewish apologists built in the f int  six centuries A.D. is offered. embodying 

an arnalgam of influences but always subordinated to the Orthodox teachings of the Bible 

(Kazhdan and Constable 1982; Cameron 1996). 

Still, in terrns of its general imprint on the Balkans. Byzantium's religio-political 

authonty is cornmonly associated with Hellenic hegemony expressed via the 

establishment of the Greek Orthodox Church (Nicol 1977; 1986). This 

HelleniclByzantine hepmony was strongly detested with the onset of nationalist revival 

movements in the region. The Greek Orthodox church was re-nationalised and thus 

decentralised. its biblical idiom was translated into locai languages. and the remnants of 

Phananot supremacy that survived thmuphout the Ottoman reign were debased (Mango 

1973 in Clogg). In the nationalist histories of the new Balkan nation-states. the Byzantine 

period thus became commonly associated with a peculiarly brutal fom of feudalism led 

by Hellenic tyrant/iandIords, saving the religious graces of the Empire. Only the 

Ottomans could have done worse. 

In  this context. while the heritage of Byzantium is mainly claimed by Greek 

nationalism. the other nations of the Balkan peninsula refer to the rival medieval 

kingdoms in the region in order to prove ethno-national lineages despite the 

HelleniclByzantine cultural. economic and political dominance. The 'medieval Empires' 

rhetoric thus f o m s  the third foundational narrative in the histories of the 'Balkan 

peoples'.67 In general, Slavic tribes arriving frorn the north are seen as a major factor in 

6 7 " ~ y  the end of the fourteenth century, the basis had been set for the modem Balkan 
states. each of which had a counterpart in this period: Romania in Moldavia, Wallachia 
and Transylvania: Bulgaria in the medieval empires; Yugoslavia in the Serbian, Croatian 
and Bosnian kingdoms; Albania in Illyria; and Greece in the Byzantine Empire ... By the 
end of the medieval penod, not only had the foundations for modem nations been laid. 
but the area was divided by a long-lasting cultural cleavage, whose boundaries 
approximated those of eastem and western Roman Empires." (Jelavich 1983, pp. 26-27) 
Meanwhile, Jelavich retains the fact that none of these early states were 'national' 
although their legacy provided a ready-to-use imagery for the establishment of national 
borden. In this context, the medieval Empires do not represent 'successive political 



the re-ordering of the human landscape, culture and politics in the Balkan peninsula. 

Meanwhile. the Slav presence in the Balkans did not traditionaily have a sympathetic 

reading in European history. Before the Slav invasion. in the extended eastern territory of 

Rome--the Ill-wicum--. Latin and Greek speaking populations were assumed to have 

intermingled and lived in peace with each other. As such, the pre-Slavic Balkan 

peninsula appears as a cultural and economic bridge joininp the Latin West to the Greek 

East. This notable civilisation of mainly Christian Illyricum is believed to have been 

destroyed by the Avan and the Slavs. leading to an extended situation of instability which 

is believed to have facilitated the late medieval expansion of Islam in the region (Dvomik 

1956).@ In this context, Islam and the Slavic invasions are seen as twin-forces that 

eroded the peaceful rei gn of Romanised Christianity and aggravated the estrangement of 

Western and Eastern Europe. 

Analysed from the angle of cultural/civilisational interpiay rather than clash. 

however, Slavs appear more as 'carriers of civilisation' than barbaric herds. ln fact. they 

were recognised by the Muslim Arabs as noble peoples with a distinct culture. The first 

contacts between Arabs and Slavs were conditioned by the tripartite relationship between 

the Byzantine Emperors who reigned the region during the seventh and the ninth 

centuries. the Slavs bordenng the Byzantine temtory in Thrace. and, the Arabs pushing 

north through Asia Minor towards the Caucasian and Aegean borders of Byzantium. 

Byzantine Emperors, upon defeating the Serbs in the West, force-settied the Slav 

communities in Asia Minor (Graebner 1975). In tum, the Arabs were brought to 

entities' but rather a h i ~ h l  y controversial map of overlapping tem torial daims and 
shifting boundaries of political domination. - 
68~eanwh i l e .  upon iheir acceptance of Christianity, the Slavs were used by the 
Byzantine Empire to fight against the Avars. The Byzantine Emperor Heraclius (610-41) 
have sought allies among the Serbs and the Croats to expel the Avan, as a result of which 
first Dalmatia and the remainder of the Illyricum was 'liberated'. It is upon this victory 
that Serbs and Croats claimed the leadership of other Slavic tribes (Norris 1993. pp. 1 1- 
14). 



interaction with the Slav populations in their advances through the region. This 

interaction between the Slavs and the Muslim Arabs in tum led to the 'Orientalisationt 

thesis of the Byzantine Empire and its Church, accompanied by the totalising image of 

the Islamisation of Asia Minor and the Balkans. Such re-constructions of history tumed 

the Balkans into a thick borderline between Christendom and Dur al-lsiam rather than the 

bridge as it once was portrayed. It is upon the b a i s  of Slavisation/Onentalisation of the 

region that the 'foreign religion' and the 'alien langage '  of Islam is believed to have 

contaminated the cultural make-up of the Balkans (Fine 1987; Andnc 1990). It is also in 

this context that Thrace and Macedonia began to be identified with the dumping-ground 

of alien races and civilisations, a melting-pot of religions and cultures that are deemed to 

be 'unmixable' and therefore constituting a bedrock for heresy. 

Histoncally, at the beginning of the Christian era, Slav tnbes occupied the region 

between the Baltic Sea and the Carpathians. and, between the River Elbe and the Black 

Sea. They were soon driven to the south due to riches promised by the trade routes of the 

Roman East and the Penian Empire. By the third century, they reached the northern bank 

of the River Danube. Ironically, neither the Croats nor the Serbs are believed to be of 

Slavic origin. In their fights with the invading Huns, they however are believed to have 

mingled with the Slavic tribes of Gallacia, Hesi and eastem Bohemia and thus have 

gained a Slavic character (Noms op. cit.. p. 15). They crossed the Danube in 517 and 

raided Dardania, Macedonia, Epirus and Thessaly. They were thus deemed as savages by 

the Byzantines. Through their invasions, the Slavs brought along their own material 

culture and beliefs which in later centuries were infused to Christianity and popular Islam 

in the region (Stoianovich 1995). Their religion was centered on the celebration of nature 

such as the wonhip of the Sun, the rnoon, the creatures of nature, the cycle of seasons and 

the harvest time. Arnong the Christianised Slavs, the Bogornik kept to their pagan beliefs 



most and were condemned by both Catholic and Orthodox communities. Bogomil 

communities were found in Asia Minor and Constantinople itself in addition to their more 

traditional location across mid-Balkan regions (Fine 1976; 1987). They led a secret life 

of belief and finally embraced the Muslim faith mainly 'out of choice' due to the prospect 

of punishment for their heretic behaviour under the mie of a Catholic Hungarian feudal 

nobility. Bogomils are believed to be the anceston of Bosnian Muslims of contemporary 

ti mes. 

The first Slav threat to Byzantium in the Balkans came from the Bulgars, 

originally a Turanian people who once inhabited the area between the Sea of Azov and 

~ u b a n . 6 ~  They achieved regional independence from the Byzantine govemrnent in 681 

and Pliska became the capital of the first Bulgarian state. Its temtory was significantly 

expanded under the rule of Khan Krum (803-814) and the Bulgars extended into the area 

inhabited by Slavs. By the ninth century, the mixed population became Slavic-speaking 

and Christian. Christianity was accepted in 865 under the rule of Boris (852-889) and 

the Bulgarian Church became associated with the Patriarchate of Constantinople. 

Meanw hile, the Bulganan Church kept its own ecclesiastical organisation and, wi th the 

efforts of brothers Cyril and Methodius, it undertook the translation of religious works in 

Greek into Slavic language and a newly devised script (Jelavich 1983, p. 16). As a result, 

old Bulganan or Church Slavic became the language of the Slavic Orthodox Churches. 

and, a revised version of the original Glagolitic alphabet was adopted as the Cryllic 

alphabet by the Orthodox Slavs--the Bulgars, Serbs and Russians. 

The first Bulganan Empire reached its zenith under the reign of Simeon (893- 

927). Simeon's big drearn was to capture rhe Ci@ (Constantinople) in order to lay c l a h  

- - - -- - -- 

6 9 ~ a l l  and Danta suggest that although the name 'Bulgarian' refers to Mongoolian origins. 
the Bulgars were quickly assimilated by the local Slavs and adopted Slavic language and 
culture (op. cit., p. 20). 



upon the 'universal empire of the Christian world'. At the height of his power. he ihus 

claimed hirnself the emperor of Romans and Bulgarians in 925 (Appendix. Map 13) .  

Bulgarian-Byzantine opposition continued until the new capital, Reslav, was captured by 

the Russian d e r  Sviatoslav (964-972) in %9. Following the Russian conquest, 

Byzantine a m i e s  took over the lands of the Bulgarian Kingdom. Although the Kingdom 

was revived as the Second Bulganan Empire under the reign of John Asen 11 (121% 

1241). it never achieved a stable rule in the region. Its dreams of ascendancy to the 

throne of the Byzantine Emperor were soon taken over by the Serbs. 

The rise of the Serbian Kingdom is closely associated with the Nemanja dynasty 

( 1  168-1371). The Serbs amved in the Balkans by the seventh century. They were 

Christianised by the ninth and had become a kingdom with an autonomous Orthodox 

church by the twelfth centuries. The decline of both Bulgarian and Byzantine power in 

the region led to Serbian expansion. The height of the Serbian medieval state was 

reached under Stephen Dusan (133 1-1355). Dusan's control extended ove: Albanian 

lands. Macedonia. Epirus. Thessaly as well as original Serbian settlements (Appendix. 

Map 1.4). He claimed himself. similar to the Bulgarian King Simeon before him, as the 

emperor of the Serbs and Greeks--later adding Bulgarians and Albanians to his title. After 

his death, the Serbian kingdom suffered the faie of its Bulparian predecessor; i t  

disintegrated and its lands became the property of competing Balkan nobles. 

While the Byzantine, Bulgarian and Serbian states were contending for the control 

of the bulk of the Balkan peninsula, north of the Danube river, two Romanian 

principalities--Wallachia and Moldavia--were formed. Although contemporary 

Romanian historiography emphasises the continuity of settlement between the present- 

day Romanian lands and that of the Daco-Roman population before the withdrawal of the 

Roman administration in 270, the ethno-ling uist ic background of Romanians remains 



controversial. The medieval Romanians spoke a romance language, closely related to 

Latin but with a very high proportion of Slavic words, and they accepted Slavonic 

religious ceremouies and the Cynllic alphabet. Like the Serbian and Bulgarian churches. 

the Romanian church remained linked to Constantinople and yet kept its own regional 

organisations well until the re-Hellenisation movement during the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. Both Moldavia and Wallachia were formed as stateslprincipalities 

dunng the fourteenth century. Their stroug nobility (boyars), however. constituted a 

considerable obstacle to further centralisation of power. 

At the Adriatic coast of the Balkans. another two groups of Slavic peoples. 

Slovenes and Croats. were settled along the divide that separated the Eastern and Western 

branches of the Roman Empire. However. the Slovenes did not f o m  an independent 

political entity and their lands became parts of the Frankish Kingdom by 768. They 

embraced the Catholic faith and by the end of the fourteenth century, their lands were 

controlled by the Habsburg Empire. The Croats, on the other hand, established an 

independent state and had Biograd on the Dalmatian coast as their capital. Croatia soon 

became a center for the religious controversies between the Latin liturgy representing 

Rome and Orthodox Slavonic churches. Croats finally chose Rome over Constantinople 

during the reign of Zvonimir (1075-1089) and Croatia embraced the Roman Catholic 

faith. Croatia was then brought under the mle of Hungarians although it  enjoyed a 

considerable degree of autonomy. Later on. it was under Italian and particularly Venetian 

influence. Al1 in ail, however, it remained within the 'western/Catholic domain' as 

opposed to the 'eastedOrthodox' one. 

Another area situated between the eastern and western Roman Empires and 

churches was Bosnia. The Church of Bosnian Christians, however. was neither part of 

the Orthodox nor of the Catholic hierarchy (Fine 1975). These people later became 



known as the Bosnian Muslirns. who converted to Islam during the Ottoman reign in the 

Balkans. As stated before. the common assumption is that most of them were originally 

Bogomils. As Christian heretics, they were thus severely persecuted prior io the Ottoman 

conquests (Hall and Danta op. cit., p. 21). During a short penod of independence, 

Bosnian leader Tvrtko (1353-1391) was claimed the king of Serbs. Bosnians and Croats. 

However. the familiar pattern of medieval Balkan kingdoms resumed, and the Bosnian 

kingdom fell apart after Tvrtko's death. Another cultural and religious anomaly in the 

region was that of Albania. The local population claiming Illyrian descent was neither 

Slavised nor thoroughly Hellenised. Despite many invasions, the local notables and clan 

leaders traditionally run their own districts. Meanwhiie, conditions of extended intemal 

turmoil prevailed. As a result, large communities migrated into Thessaly and to the 

islands of Hydra, Psara and Spetsai and were ~ e l l e n i s e d . 7 ~  Foollowing the Ottoman 

conquests. the remaining populace converted to Islam. 

In conclusion, the combined idiorn of Enlightenment and nationalism led to the 

charting out of two distinct topographies of the Balkans in relatior: to the above- 

mentioned trajectories of history. The first one emphasises the Greco-RomanByzantine- 

European cul turallcivilisational continui ty and w as primaril y produced by Gree k 

nationalism although it was also consumed by Romanian nationalism. The second one 

re-maps the region according to the geopolitics of medieval power stmggles and imperïai 

dreams against the Byzantine, carving out ethno-national enclaves in the region. Neither 

one of these topographies, however, incorporate the post- 1453 Balkan history into their 

7 * ~ s  Jelavich and Jelavich argue "On the eve of the Ottoman invasion, a band of Slavic- 
speaking people separated the Romanians and Hungariaos in the north from the 
Albanians and Greek l a n v a g e  areas to the south. In each region the population 
represented a fusion of original inhabitants with subsequent invaders, an amalgamation 
achieved through the military conquest by the stronger group, the absorption of one 
people by another owing to the weight of numbers, or the acceptance of another language 
because of the cultural attraction offered by a more advanced civilisation.' (op. cit.. p. 27) 



coordinates. In fact, nineteenth century Balkan nationalisms initiated an ideological 

struggle against the alteration of these two 'original topographies' by the Ottoman 

presence in the region. In this context, nationalised ceremonies of ancient victories or 

defeats against the Ottomans keep the memory of the medieval mapping practices alive. 

For instance, when Romantic nationalists of Vojvodina and Srem constructed the history 

of the Serbian people. certain places figured more prominently than others in Serbian 

national topography. The majority of these were related to the military confrontations 

between the Ottoman and Serbian irnperial amies .  In this context, Kosovo in old 

(Kosovo Polje) Serbia provides one of the most direct 'physical' links between modern- 

day Serbian nationalism and the medieval Serbian ~ r n ~ i r e . 7 1  Kosovo Polje also 

illustrates the sacrifices Serbs have made for 'al1 of Europe' and the insistence on an 

ethno-religiously specific explanation for why Serbian Empire could not continue to 

flourish. Among the other sites which were representations of the power and glory of the 

medieval Serbian Empire. Macedonia is particularly important. Macedonia served as the 

power center of the Dusan's ~rn~ire.'2 As a result, many of the specific places within old 

710f al1 the places in Old Serbia. Kosovo Polje is of major significance. It was there that 
the cornbined Christian forces were defeated by the Turks' in 1389. Although the battle 
was one of the many military campaipns organised dunng the Ottoman expansion in 
Southeast Europe, Kosovo Polje victory is attnbuted the meaning that "[ilf the Turks had 
lost the battle, they may have never entered Europe." (White 19% in Hall and Danta, p. 
46). Historical narratives of Serbian ethnic and national identity thus selectively focus on 
the events and places related to the battle. The disastrous and debilitating defeat at 
Kosovo is seen as the artificial ending of the reign of one of Europe's greatest empires. 
For Serbian national history, the battle of Kosova became so crucial an event that the 
tradition of epic poetry weaves the death of country's greatest leaders that took place 
earlier into the battle itself. 
72~eanwhile,  Macedonia is also of great cultural-political significance for Greek and 
Bulganan nationalisms. As White argues, "For example, the Bulgarians consider Prince 
Marko [who ruled over Macedonia as part of the Serbian Empire] to be a great Bulgarian 
figure, while the Greeks consider Alexander the Great to be a great Greek figure." (op. 
cit., p. 51) For further discussion on the competing claims concerning Macedonia's 
'national identity', see Papadopoulos (1996), Terkenli (1996). Danforth (1995) and 
Karakasidou ( 1997). 



Macedonia became shrines of modern Serbian national ide11tit~.~3 In the sarne vein, 

Bosnia-Hercegovina and Dalmatia are regarded as 'core temtories of Serbia' (White 19% 

in Hall and Danta. p. 48). 

Specifically regarding the 'place' of Bosnia-Hercegovina. one finds an interesting 

twist in the re-writing of history via nationalism that parallels the latest conflicts in the 

region. The entire Coast of Dalmatia was a permanent zone of conflict between Ottoman, 

Austrian and Venetian Empires for centuries, as a result of which Ottoman control in the 

area was never fully established. The resultant tradition of banditry in Dalmatia is 

glorified by nationalist histones as the prass-roots reaction to the foreign domination of 

the Ottomans. The deeds of outlaws were thus reframed as part of the ongoing stmggle 

of the Serbs against the Ottomans. The places within Dalmatia and Bosnia-Hercegovina 

where the bandits (hajduks and uskokr) camped were also venerated in epic poetry (Kotur 

1977; HoIton and Mihailovich 1988). Meanwhile, in  some of these edicts of nationalisrn, 

the enemy is co longer the 'Turk' but those who 'cooperated' with him. Le.. the 

'Muslims/Bosnians'. In other words, while Bosnia-Hercegovina is topographically related 

to the Serbian struggle against the Ottomans. Bosnian Slavs themselves (whether 

converted to Islam or remained as Christians) were commonly seen as the remnants of 

the Ottoman tyranny. As such. they were by definition identified as the 

culturallcivilisational others of the Balkan peoples. Similar tendencies of targeting 

minority populations as the non-rnemben of the national polity are ali too common-place 

in Balkan national histones. A few exarnples are the Turkish-speaking Muslims of 

Bulgaria or Greece, Slavo-Macedonians of Greece. Greek-speaking Orthodox Christians 

of Albania. or the Gypsies of the region. In this context, suffice it to Say that definitions 

of cultural and civilisational lineage directly inform the construction of national 

7 3 ~ m o n g  them. Skopje (the modem capital of Macedonia). Seres and the monasteries of 
Andreja. Graçanica, Ohrid and Suçica are of particular importance. 



topographies and the casting out of national histories at the immediate periphery of 

Europe. 

The Ottoman Legacy in the Balksns: History by Defadt 

The Ottoman conquest of the Balkans cannot be explained as an abrupt 
invasion of conqueron or a juxtaposition of an alieo dominant society over 
another. Rather it was the outcome of a long process of compromise and 
integration of two societies ..A is an anachronistic distortion by modem 
nationalist or Marxist histonans to visualise the pre-Ottoman Balkan 
landlords or  'Latinised' elite as the advanced feudals apt to Iead these 
societies to a western type feudalism and thence to capitalisrn. What 
actually the bulk of the population then wanted was the restoration of 'free' 
peasant exploitations under the protection of a Basileus, Tsar or even a 
Sul tan. In this, while Stefan Dusan failed, the Ottomans succeeded. 

So far, the common pool of referents that corne into play in the historical accounts 

of the Balkan nations and their nationhood were examined. The conclusion was reached 

that the geographical delineation of the region parallels its cultural/civilisational mapping 

as an unmediated reflection of the post-Enlightenment narratives of the history of Europe. 

In this context, it was argued that Balkan nationalisms claim two kinds of descent: 

linguistic/racial lineages based on a common Indo-European ancestry. or. 

HelleniclRomanlByzantine cultural heritage matched by presurnptions pertaining to a 

'Greek race'. A third possible f o m  of lineage. that of Christianity. only appears when i t  

concems peoples who are not seen as true inhabitants of the Balkans. Meanwhiie, this 

mostly unspoken and 'negative' critenon of descent refers to five hundred or more years 

of history across the Balkan peninsula. More specifically. frorn the fa11 of the Byzantine 



Empire in 1453 until the wave of national liberation movements in the Balkans. the 

Ottoman reign in the region appears as a 'blank period'. 

Balkan nationalisms' rare mentioning of the Ottomans, however, is not a trend- 

setting act. Most of the major works on 'world history' do mention the Ottoman Empire 

only with an occasional short chapter of derogatory remarks (Lindler 1994 in Heywood 

and Imber). In other words, the cornmon depictions of the Ottoman rule were already 

available, pnmarily charactensing it as alien occurrence to civilisational histories. Balkan 

nationalisms adopted the rhetonc and claimed the Ottoman presence in the region as not 

reall y belonging to their histones (Karpat 1974; Inaicik 199~b).~4 

Here. two immediate questions corne to mind. Fint and foremost. why is the 

Ottoman Empire perceived and studied so much in isolation from its preylpredecessor. 

Byzantium? Although they more or  less reigned the same territories and similar 

population groups. in addition to the fact that the latter incorporated many of the 

administrative/political traditions of the former in its irnperial conduct, why is Byzantium 

depicted as the custodian of a quintessential European culture while the Ottomans 

symbolise the anti-thesis of European modemity? And secondly, why is the Ottoman 

Empire portrayed as a large-scale barbaric tribe always at war75. thus having very little to 

7 4 ~ s  Kemal Karpat succinctly points out. "It is  difficult to justify this neglect of 
Ottoman-Turkish history, since alrnost from the beginning to its end, the Ottoman state 
developed original patterns of social, economic, and political organisation, and evolved in 
close relationship with the history of Europe. Indeed, Ottoman history was influenced by 
and in tum it affected the course of events in Central and West Europe, while the rise and 
fa11 of the Ottoman state itself was govemed to a great extent by the same economic and 
social forces that chartered the path of European history." (1974, p. 1) He further 
suggests that "The Ottoman rule became ... a convenient scapegoat on which to heap al1 
blame for national frustrations, social inequities. econornic backwardness, and failure to 
fulfill national goals and ambitions. Even Turkey, the legal successor of the Ottoman 
state, did not treat the Ottomans better." (p. 4) For further discussion on the adverse 
treatment of the Ottoman period by Balkan historians, see Inalcrk (1995a). 
7% the words of Halil Inalcik, one of the founding fathen of Ottoman history, "At the 
outset it must be emphasised that the Ottoman state was not a nomadic empire the models 
of which could be found in the Euroasian steppes. It was a typical Middle East empire 



do with the European state system, diplomacy, trade Cr production of agricultural 

s ~ r ~ l u s ? ~ 6  The answer to either of these questions could not simply be cited in the idiom 

of religious or  civilisational antagonisms. The fact that Byzantium imagineci itself as the 

sole guardian of Chnstianity and its falliog prey to the Muslim Ottomans is characterised 

as the amval of the Anti-Christ to the Holy City of Constantinople in messianic folklore 

is an interesting piece of information, yet with much lirnited relevance to the larger issues 

addressed above. 

Rather than representing herds of barbaric 'infidels' hunting for the heads of 

Christian peoples, the Ottoman state was a rare and gigantic political entity. In the 

medieval and modem era. it was the only state which officially recognised al1 three 

monotheistic religions of the ancient world (Fuller and Lesser 1995). In particular against 

the background of the unfortunate faith of Muslims and Jews under the Habsburg- 

dominated Spain, religious antagonism within the Empire does not appear as a plausible 

reason for the denial of the Ottoman legacy in the Balkans. The Ottoman Empire. 

embracing the political tradition of the Persian (538-334 B.C.), the Roman (62 B.C.-A.D. 

602) and the Arab Empires (A.D. 650-A.D. 850). was a multi-ethnic and multi-religious 

conglomeration of peoples as much as i t  was the militaq forerunner of the Muslirn cause 

(Toynbee 1 9 7 4 ) ~ ~ .  Furthemore, up uniil the nineteenth century, the Ottoman heritage 

wi th al1 its age-old administrative principles and institutions. 1 t was concemed pnmarily 
with the protection of the settled populations under its rule and promotion of their 
agricultural and commercial interes B..."( lnalcik 1974 in Karpat; reprinted in idem. 199%. 
D 117) 

~ h e r e  are a number of notable alternatives to this lirnited and heavily biased approach. 
On the role of Ottoman state in the balance of power in European politics, see. for 
instance, Korteper (1972). Karpat (1974) and Seton (1976-1984). On the issue of the 
econornic significance of the Ottoman Empire in the progress of the Europe-led global 
capitalist regime. see the classical work of Hun  Cihan IsIamop!u and Caglar Keyder 
(1977). On the issue of Ottoman diplomacy and the Empire's relationship with European 
states, see Hurewitz ( 1975) and Denngil (l993b). 
77~oynbee argues that "The Ottoman Empire inherited three distinct traditions. It was 
the heir of the Muslim Arab Empire; it was the heir of the Christian Roman Empire: and 



from the Muslim Arab Empire was only but one in the vast repertoire of its cultural and 

political traditions.78 For instance, claiming the office of the Caiiphate (Wtalifah ) as the 

'successor of the Prophet Mohammad' took place as late as 1543. The Ottoman Sultan 

Murat I (1360-1389) was legitimised as the Caliph oaly after the extinction of the 

'Abbasid House and Cairene 'Abbasid Caliphs. Even then. the spintual leadership of the 

Islamic world mattered most not during the Empire's classical age but through the p e n d  

of its decline and immense territorial Iosses. Keeping the title of the Caliphate meant a 

renewed chance to remain in the position of authonty. at least in some capacity, based on 

the spirituai leadership over the Sunni populace of the lost f r~n t i en . ' ~  

Indeed, compared to its 'Islamic lineage', the Empire's political and temtonal 

heritage from the East Roman (Byzantine) Empire appears to be a much more 

determining feature of its reigam The Ottoman conquest of the old Byzantine world 

gave the Empire the distinct status of ruling over both the ancient lands of the Near East 

and the fertile hinterland of sub-Danubian Balkans. The crowning of 

Constantinoplellstanbul as the capital of the new impenal power in and of itself aiso 

suggests continuities between Byzantine and Ottoman political traditions.81 In addition, 

it was founded by a srna11 band of pastoral nomads from the Eurasian steppe." (op. cit., p. 
21) His views on the ongins of the founden of the Empire, however, have been widely 
challenged. For a critique, see Lindler (1994). 
7 8 ~ n  this context, contrary to the established pattern of academic parcelisation and 
isolation, Ottoman studies are inherently related with not only Middle Eastern but also 
Balkan, Slavic. and European studies. 

instance, in the peke-treaties that concluded the territorial losses of the Empire to 
Russia (1774). Italy (1912) and Bulgaria (1 913). the Ottoman govemment attempted to 
secure some position of authority with reference to its 'spintual leadership' over the 
Muslim populace of the ceded impenal lands. For further debate on the changing role of 
the Caliphate, see Toynbee (1974), Ortayli (1994). 
-or a critique of this approach, see Vryonis ( 1971). 
I l ~ e a n w h i l e .  the Byzantine-Ottoman continuity thesis is senously challenped on the 
grounds that Ottoman Empire was wt the true heir of the Byzantine ecumenical tradition. 
This argument proposes that on the one band. Moscow was a better choice to become the 
'third Rome', on the other Byzantium has left its most direct cultural legacy upon the 
Greek Orthodox Church and thus the Christian Hellenes (Barker 1974 in Karpat). Here. 



for more than three hundred years, the Ottoman military rnight was dependent upon 

extraction of male children from Christian families in the conquered Balkan temtories, 

who were then converted to Islam, and educated and trained for public service in the 

Ottoman army and its vast bureaucracy. The abandonment of this system of conscription 

(devsirme) was then followed by the creation of the prestigious and strategically very 

important office of the interpreter (dragoman ) in the Ottoman Porte. a position reserved 

for the Christian subjects of the Empire (Karpat 1983). EquaIIy importantly. the Empire's 

'success' dunnp its long reign over the Balkans was largely due to its reliance upon 

already-in-power Christian landlords fuactioning as povernors and tax-collectors and 

sometimes semi-autonomous rulers (Inalcik 199%). 

Des pi te regional alliances and traditions of administration, the Eurocentnc view of 

world history decisively set the dominant tone for the writing of Balkan national histones 

vis-a-vis the 'Ottoman legacy1.82 The most influentid school of thought that propagated 

such a view--as well as offering alternatives against the Eurocentnc understanding of 

Ottoman history--has been Marxist political economy. The debate on the Ottoman 

- - - - -- - - 

we do not wish to engage in a polemic conceming the successor status of the Ottoman 
Empire vis-a-vis Byzantium. Suffice to note that, however, denying possible continuities 
based on the differences in the religious and linguistic charactenstics of Byzantium and 
the Ottoman Empire severely shortcuts the rewarding perspective of allowing 
convergences across the Muslim-Christian civilisational divide. T o  argue that the 
Ottoman Empire was the epitome of the Islamic imperial mission and it thus negated al1 
that Byzantium stood for dangerously creates an echo of the medieval feuds of 
expansionist religious zeal. 
821nalcik divides the Eurocentric re-writings of Ottoman history into two categories: "In 
the first group are those who have chosen a definite theoretical model and sought to 
interpret the findings of Ottoman empirical histonans according to that model. In the 
second group are historians who take as a subject of research the topics suggested in Karl 
Marx, or Max Weber, or less frequently, other models and proceed to examine them in 
the light of historical sources. As the first group presses the debate over whether 
Ottoman society represented a feudal mode of production (FMP) or Asiatic mode of 
production (AMP) or a patrimonial state historians began to do empirical research on 
such topics as landholding and agrarian relations, socio-economic integration between 
town and countryside, population pressure, impact of the pnce revolution on the Ottoman 
Empire and its place in the capitalist world economy." (1995a. p. 17) 



Empire in this context centers around the issue of 'pre-capitalist modes of production' 83 

The inherent ideai of a strict sequence of modes of production corresponding to state 

organisation and the 'nature' of the society under observation in post-Marxian European 

economic history had already been discussed in the opening paragraphs of this chapter. 

In this frarnework, it is suggested that what separates Ottoman history from that of either 

its Byzantine predecessor or of its European cootemporaries is its distinct mode of 

surplus-extraction (Inalcik 1995a). Ottoman nile. seen as part of the Oriental/Asiatic 

mode of production. is thus characierised as imposing a unique matrix of relations of 

production in the conquered territories. In this context, both the 'belated modemity' 

(Jusdanis 1993) of the Balkans and the 'underdeveloped' status of Republican Turkey 

have been commonly attributed to the 'Asiatic' character of Ottoman socio-economic 

formations (Keskinoglu 1970; Yetasimos 1974; Boratav 1980). 

More specifically, the mode1 of Asiatic Mode of Production is based on the 

assumption that 'AsiadEastem societies' can best be characterised by isolated and self- 

sufficient peasaot-communities exhibiting a primitive division of labour for the 

perpetuation of the social system. Agriculture is not commercialised. and a military 

stratum originating from outside the countryside incorporates the peasantry into its 

imperial domain first through conquest, then via physical force. Consequently. the 

village comrnunities surrender part of their surplus product to the imperial rulers in the 

forrn of tax or rent. Meanwhile, the 'Oriental state' is not meant to provide anything in 

retum to the peasant communities and hardly any connection is suggested between the 

usurpers and the producers other than the absolute political-legal hegemony of the 

8 3 ~ o r  further discussion on the theory of the Asiatic Mode of Production, çee Hindess 
and Hirst (1975). 



 tat te.^^ In such societies, at least theoretically, class conflict--which underlies historical 

change in the West1--could not be located. Instead, conflicts are limited to the local 

reaction to the despotic elements which remain alien to the indigenous society. 

It is indeed rnost curious that Marx and Engels' placement of the Ottoman Empire 

into the vague category of EastedAsiatic empires based on mostly anecdotal information 

survived well into the twentieth century (Bailey and Llobera 1981). What is even more 

interesting. however, is the extent to which the Asiatic mode of production debate has 

been appropnated by Balkan national histories. In vanous Balkan histoncal accounts. the 

Ottoman reign in the region has been pnmanly discussed in terms of its fundamental 

differences from Western European States and societies. The Marxist model of capiialist 

development dictates the self-generation of the move from feudalism to capitalism in 

westedcentral European histories. In Balkan cases, there is unanimous agreement that 

the expected move did not take place because the Ottoman invasion halted the 'natural' 

transformation of feudalism into capitalism (Lampe and Jackson 1975; 1982).85 This 

argument posits that Ottoman feudalism was an eastemhackward form of pre-capitalist 

mode of production, which replaced the westem/progressive f o m  of feudalism that was 

already in existence throuphout the Balkans by the fourteenth century.86 Accordingly. 

8 4 ~ o r  further debate, see Karl Marx's The Eartern Quesrion (1%9). For a substantial 
critique of the Asiatic Mode of Production formula, see Habib (1969). Anderson (1974) 
and Chandra ( 1981 1. . - ,  

8%e 'Ottoman type' feudalism is also sometimes treated as a sui generis phenornenon. 
descnbed as nomadic tnbesmen headed by individual chieftains and gathered under the 
leadership of a military leader ( b q )  conquenng and settling lands for 'communal 
ownenhip'. In that sense, parallels are established between that of the Gerrnanic tribes 
settling upon Roman lands and the Turkish 'nomads' settling across the ByzantindBalkan 
territory In contradiction, the classical model of feudalism suggests a manorial system 
based on seignional ownership of the land. In this context, the Ottoman conquest 
'blocked' the development of classical capitalism by clairning state ownership of the land 
and eradicating the hereditary landowning/aristocratic classes (Inalcik 1995, pp. 20-22). 
860n the issue of landed aristocracy at Byzantine times, see Ostrogorsky (1957), 
Matanov (1984) and Asdracha (1986). 



the landed aristocracy of the Balkans who were well in-place under the Byzantine rule or 

that of the medieval kingdoms must have been displaced by 'Euro-asian pastoral nomads' 

invading the settled Balkan societies. 

This approach to Balkan history clearly overlooks the existence of Turkish 

principalities across Asia Minor well before the conquest of the Balkans. In other words, 

the Ottomans did not just amve from the Central Asian steppes. It also dismisses the 

legacy of the Seljuk Empire which incorporated many of these 'Euro-asian nomads' into 

its political structure and therefore bred a 'settled culture'. Furthemore, upon their 

conquests in the area, the Ottomans did not 'eradicate' the pre-existing members of the 

landowning classes. Following the Byzantine administrative tradition of dominium 

eminens, which could be translated as the miri (state-ownenhip of land) pnnciple undrr 

the Ottoman reign, they implemented the universal fimar system attributing land to the 

rrrnar holderlripahi in return for military/bureaucratic services to the state. The land and 

al1 property was owned by the state primarily as a means to ensure loyalty from the 

feudatones. In this context, the 'ex-landlords' who had transfonned state lands into their 

private property during the decline of the Byzantine Empire were incorporated into the 

trmar system and became r~mrio t s  themselves. Therefore, the suggested disappearance 

of the previous 'feudal classes' in the Balkans entails a more complicated story than 

Muslim nomads invading the Balkans and bringing the socio-economic Iife of the region 

to a virtual end.87 

 AS [nalcik suggests, "The thesis common to al1 East European Marxist historians-the 
socio-economic retrogression under Ottoman centralist power--has to be re-examined. It 
is highly questionable that pre-Ottoman Byzantine and Balkan feudals can be compared 
to the landlords of so-called 'advanced feudalism' who reorganised their estates for market 
economy. Even among the Hungarian nobility large landowners were foreign to such 
economic concems before the seventeenth century." (1995a, p. 22) In the same vein, 
Perry Anderson argues that "[Tlhe essential characteristic attributed to the Ottoman 
feudal system. i.e., the divorce of political and legal superstructures from the econornic 
basis, is rnethodologically misleading." (Anderson 1974, p. 403) 



In fact, there is a growing body of historical evidence supporting the counter- 

claim that holders of large t~mcus, mülks (property) and wukfi (pious organisations) 

continued to possess incomparably larger portions of the agricultural surplus produced in 

the region. As opposed to the moderate size of the possessions of the Ottoman frontier 

warriors (ghe-i) in retum for disproportionately heavy military duties, this privileged 

class of ex-landownen were classified as the çelebis (gentlemen) who Iived in the cities 

as urban notables and were primarily engaged in the collection of surplus revenues and 

provision of basic public works (Inalcik 1954). Meanwhile. at least until the period of 

decline from the seventeenth century onwards. there was tight state control over the 

revenues from land and hereditary ownership was not permitted other than exceptional 

cases such as lands granted by the Sultan himself (remlik). Therefore. ownership of land 

did not materialise well untii the very late stages of Ottoman history. In that sense. it is 

possible to suggest that Ottoman methods of extraction of the agricultural surplus were 

distinct compared to the western European mode1 of feudalism. However, the weight of 

the Asiatic mode of production debate in the Balkans lies on its emphasis upon the 

changed character of the peasantry back to subsistence farming, an argument which is not 

sustained by scholan of Ottoman studies. 

In this context. Halil Inalcik and othen argue that the peasant-farnily ( ç i f t - b e )  as 

the unit of agricultural production was there both before and after the Ottoman 

c0n~uests.88 In other words. from a strictly Marxist point of view, the relevant historical 
- -  - - -  - 

a ~ e a n w h i l e ,  Stoianovich (1995) and others argue that under the Ottoman reign there 
also existed a 'franchised Christian peasantry' who performed interna1 security functions 
in retum for exemption from taxes and guarantees against the spread of a seigniorial 
regime in their communities. These privileged pastoral-military communities--known as 
elefrherochoria of the Greeks and Macedo-Vlachs and the knè'itzas of the Serbs--are 
believed to have persisted until the nineteenth century. In contradiction, the 'pariah 
reayu' of mainly Orthodox Christian communities of South Slavic, Albanian or Greek 
ethnicity are characterised as people who had no escape from their servile position. 
Needless to Say, it is the 'franchised peasantry' that emerges as a centrai character in 
Balkan histones of national revival, and not Inalcik's 'peasant family'. 



data suggests that the Ottoman conquests affected very little in the organisation of 

production per se. The 'nascen t feudalism' that the Ottomans are believed to have done 

away with did not yield a population of serfs which was then transferred into semi- 

independent peasants. Even the formation of large tax-farms (çiJLftlik) and the emergence 

of a class of big timar holders (:ainu and kapetam) in select Balkan provinces such as 

Bosnia during the eighteenth century did not significantly affect the workings of the çifr- 

hane (pesant-family) ~ ~ s t e r n . 8 9  

Another exception to the general practice of surplus extraction could have been 

Wallachia. Moldavia and Transylvania (temtones of modern-day Hungary and Romania), 

since they kept their regional autonorny after the Ottoman c ~ n ~ u e s t s . ~  In the period 

1526- 1542, Hungary was divided into three parts: the regions under Ottoman domination. 

Habsburg-controlled Hungary and a separate Transylvanian pnncipality (Inalcik 1995a, 

pp. 27-29). However. the relative autonomy of these regions did not Save their historical 

accounts frorn being centered around the Ottoman conquest, either. Hungarian historians 

assert that while 'advanced/western feudalism' developed well in the regions under the 

Habsburg rule. the socio-economic autonomy of the nobles and their necessary feudal 

privileges came to an abrupt end under Ottoman tyranny (Pach 1%6; M a k a i  1975). 

Furthemore. the majority of the nobles are believed to have fled to Habsburg Hungary 

under the approaching Turkish threat' without giving up their rights for surplus 

collection. Thus, at the onset of the Ottoman conquests, a highly exploitive situation of 

double-taxation of the peasantry came into effect. The resulting socio-economic 

- - - - - -- - 

8 q n  Inalcik's words, "When discussing the 'big fam' and the 'small farm', the key point 
must be the actual organisation of production, not the size of the landlord's estate." 
( 1995a. p. 33) Inalcik contends that instead of talking about the Balkan peasantry as 'free' 
or  'enserfed', the t e n s  of the debate must be set in terms of what comprises the basic unit 
of production. On that basis. he proposes a continuity between the Byzantine sfafis and 
the Ottoman cifr-hane systems. 
m ~ o r  further debate on 'pre-Ottoman Hungary', see Makkai ( 1980). 



transformations in the repion are cornmonly addressed by the term 'second serfdom'. 

assuming that the peasantry was at least semi-relieved from its bondages before the 

Ottoman conquests (Makkai 1975). In the case of the Romanian temtories of Wallachia 

and Moldavia. on the other hand. it is argued that the Ottoman Palace's monopolistic hold 

on the economy as well as the subjection to heavy tnbutary payments made it impossible 

for the once-fertile economy of the region to consummate its potential (McGowan 1981). 

The set-trend in Balkan histotiography insists that due to the Ottoman methods of 

'retrogressive feudalism'. even the once-prominent agrarian regions such as Hungary were 

pushed to basic animal husbandry (Kildy-Nagy 1971: Lindler 1994 in Heywood and 

Imber). Meanwhile, findings of a number of Ottoman historians working with original 

documents suggest the opposite and indicate an active--though captive--economy in the 

region since i t  had to provide al1 the necessary produce for the capital city. 

Constantinople, and its environs. 

Lastly. in contradistinction with the assumptions of the Asiatic Mode of 

Production model, the Ottoman state confiscated the lands not of the self-sufficient 

peasant comrnunities but that of an emergent class of landlords (Inalctk op. cit.. p. 43). In 

many cases, this could even be interpreted as an initial 'tacit agreement' between Balkan 

peasants and the Ottoman state against the 'feudal overlords' in the region. That is 

perhaps the reason why some historical accounts indicate that the Ottomanrïurk was 

better for the Balkan peasantry than the Byzantine usurper (Stubos 1988). Furthemore. 

the Ottoman peasantry (reaya) was by and large a free class of people. Muslim and 

Christian alike. Although the state reserved the power and the right to ask for semices, 

such demands were restricted and regulated by laws or regulations. As a second point of 

contention with the Asiatic mode of production rnodel, some of the surplus w u  returned 

back to the local society as public services offered by the w w s  (Divitcioglu 1%7). And 



as a third point of contradiction between the model and histoncal findings, the Ottoman 

Empire enjoyed an authentic growth of urban centers as well as nehvorks of urban-rural 

interaction (Faroqhi 1984; idem. 1994 in  Inalcik et al.; idem. 1995). In this context. it is 

highly debatable that the Asiatic Mode of Production model, or the terminology of 

'backward feodalism' and 'second serfdom' are applicable to the Ottoman legacy in the 

~alkans.91 Instead, the Ottoman social formation presents a different picture with unique 

characteristics which became particularly apparent during the dissolution of the Ottoman 

state's hegemonic control over econorny, politics and social life (Keyder 1976). In this 

context. there emerges a new framework of references which allows the identification of 

social classes and thus class conflict in Ottoman society (idem. 198'7).~2 

In conclusion, the characterisation of the Balkan peasantry-a class which 

comprised the majority of the Balkan medieval and early-modern societies--primanly as 

the independendy suffering alien race under an Asiatiddespotic state does not correspond 

to the social formation of the Ottoman Empire. At this point, however, a caveat has to be 

inserted. Although further histoncal analysis of relations of production might alter some 

of the presumptions about Ottoman rule in the Balkans, it is  a much harder task to 

relocate the Ottoman state away from its traditional seat among the great 'despotic 

empires' of Asia. These empires are charactensed by state proprietorship of land, absence 

of a hereditary nobility and a general condition of Iack of 'histoncal change' (Anderson 

1974, pp. 462472). The Ottoman state fufills some of these cnteria due to the autocratie 

9 1 ~ o r  a counter-account emphasising the pivotai role of the Asiatic Mode of Production 
debate in explaining at least the earlier periods of Ottoman rule, see Keyder and 
Islarnoglu ( 1977). For a critical examination of the characteristics of Ottoman peasantry 
in general, see Faroqhi and Berktay (1992). 
9 2 ~ c c o r d i n ~ l ~ ,  the bureaucratic class, the  janissaries (up until the eighteenth century) the 
[modemising] military-bureaucratie elite (primarily the nineteenth century), the lslamic 
elite (ulema) and the provincial notables ( a y m )  can be identified as the major classes 
that embody the contradictions of the Ottoman sotio-economic system (Keyder 1987). 



and centralised state tradition and complete monopoly of land ownenhip up untii its 

'penpheralisation/incorporation' in to the global world-economy . In that sense, it 

symbolises the continuity of an 'Islarnic tradition' exemplified by the Seljuk and lndian 

Mughal irnperial regimes. However, in Euro-centric scholarship, these points of 

commooality are then hastily qualified by the Ottoman state's structural dependency upon 

miliîary predation and its 'contempt' for agricultural production; its 'tribal wamon' were 

not convertible into a rural nobility nor into a stable state bureaucracy capable of 

founding the basis of a civil administration (Anderson 1974).93 In this context, it could 

only be the brutal combination of rnilitary force, excessive and continual violence and 

terror that could make these Islamic Empires work, Ottomans being the last ring of the 

chain. Alternative views attending to the Oriental Despot do suggest the existence of a 

significant bureaucratie machine (Witnogel 1%4).94 Still, the ernphasis on conquest and 

predation remains unchanged. 

This is hardly an informative approach to the study of an immense 

imperialladministrative structure such as the Ottoman state which sustained its power 

over a centuries-long period. Furthermore, it entails serious contradictions. On the one 

hand. the pax furcica is claimed to be responsible for the socio-economic stagnation and 

political instability in the region due to the heavy-handed control of the Ottoman state 

charactensed at best as 'despotic'. On the other hand. the 'backward feudalism' of the 

Ottomans is attributed to their primarily nomadic and loot-oriented culture. In other 

words, the Ottomans are characterised at once as state-builders and keepers. and as 

93lMeanwhile. as Inalcik suggests, "[tlhe right of booty and spoils was legitimised in 
lslamic law only in the time of war, and submission brought about the immediate 
protection of the conquered by the Islamic state." (1995b, p. 52) Furthermore, the g h c i s  
that conquered the frontier-lands are to be treated as categorically different than the latter 
timar-holders. 
9 4 ~ o r  a critique of Karl Wittf'ogel's diffusionist theory of 'agro-managerial statecraft' that 
originated in the valleys of Nile, Euphrates and Indus, see Steward (1978). 



unsettled nomadic warrion. The oniy way out of this prison-house of theory is defining 

the Ottoman legacy not solety in terms of its pastoraVnomadic frontier fighten of Islam 

(ghazis) who were prominent primarily during the early days of the Empire. but rather in 

terms of traditions of absolutist statecraft and empire-building that brought together a 

Persian-Near Eastern heritage on the one hand and East RomanlByzantine influences on 

the other. 

The one major obstacle in achieving such a change of tems brings us yet back 

again to the modes of production debate. The Ottoman state, along with its other 

'easterdAsiatic' Ln, is categorised not as a feudal or proto-absolutist state but as an 

autocratic/despotic one. The term despotism suggests that neither the mled nor the d e r  

had been introduced into a relationship of rationalisatiodlegitimation. Works on the 

Ottoman state, on the other hand, suggest that at least from the Palace's point of view. 

their relationship with the populace of the conquered lands was not that of a mere 

tnbutary kind but entailed religiously engrained and thus legally binding obligations. 

Accordingly, the subjects of the Ottoman Sultan were to be cared for as 'the trust of Goci' 

and their dominions were defined as 'well-pmtected lands' (Inalcik 1995a. p. 53-54). It is 

true that the notion of 'state protectionf purporting justice (&let) for the rded belongs to 

a long history of idealisation in Islarnic political theory (Hourani 1994). Still. in the 

Ottoman case, a creative compromise between Islarnic legal theory and the practical 

demands of statecraft enabled the Ottoman Sultans to formulate new codes of Iaws 

(kanun) that correspond to specific situations at hand. In this regard. the state's 

monopolistic policies and its overall pervasive role found a justification from within the 

imperial systern itself (Barkan 19'73.95 This is a point of entry which is rarely cited in 

950mer Lutfi Barkan was a student of Marc Bloch of the French Annales School of 
history and the founder of the Turkish school of agrarian history. His work particularly 
stresses the omnipotent and autarchic nature of the Ottoman state as the necessary means 
to guarantee imperial self-sufficiency. Following the path opened up by Braudel in terms 



Balkan [national] histories of the Ottoman period. As a result, if there is any Ottoman 

legacy to be found, it happens as 'history by drfault' in the Balkan context. 

Conclusion 

Discussions of the Ottoman history as 'real history' are primarily undertaken by 

the respected specialist daring to cope with the complexities of the historical sources as 

well as their interpretation. Meanwhile, these complexities are not so much different than 

what is 'normally' encountered by medieval or  modem European historians (Abou-El-Haj 

1991).% In other words, what makes Ottoman studies in pneral or the study of the 

Ottoman lepacy in the Balkans in particular so  rare an undertaking cannot be explained 

on  the basis of the intricacies of archival research. Instead, as demonstrated in the above 

papes, this lack of attention results from the pronounced division between the study of 

Europe and its EasdOnent. In this context. the myth of the 'slave state' or  the 'Oriental 

despot' commonly appear as the ultimate capturing of the sou1 of the Ottoman Empire. 

Needless to Say, these are peculiarly limited renditions of Ottoman Imperia1 mle in the 

Balkans. However. based upon them, the dominant preoccupations of Balkan national 

histories have become the civilisational differences between Islam and Christianity. 

of incorporating the 'Ottoman Eastf in the map of western Mediterranean monetary and 
demographic changes, Barkan offered a theory of 'structural crisis' that effected the 
Empire as a result of its continuous interaction with the 'west'. For further discussion on 
the influence of the Annales school on Ottoman studies, see Inalcik (1977). 
% " ~ t t e m ~ t s  at critical revaluation are particularly rare in Ottoman history, where well- 
established paradigms, which will admit some modification but not significant change, 
continue to dominate the field. To narne but one example: Ottoman state and society 
appear in the secondary literature largely as objectively known realities that in essence do 
not change over time." (Abou-El-Haj 1991, p. ix) 



Orientalism and capitalism. or other antinomies produced by the European project of 

modernity. 

Although the way Balkan histories of nationhood are generally constructed 

suggest that Ottoman history is uitimately incommensurable with histories of 'Europe 

proper'. cntical evaluations of histones of Europe's others had already revealed the 

downfalls of the narrow perspective which guards Europe from influences and 

interactions with the rest of the world unless it was Europe-dominated (Wolf 1982; Asad 

1987). In this context, Islam, Ottomans, Oriental despots, the enigmatic Turk are part and 

parcel of a European trajectory of writing self-acclaimed histories. Balkan histories of 

nationhood follow the pattern set by European histones of civilisation, perhaps even 

without an original addition to it. The results of this Europe-centered selection of what 

qualifies for history, culture or civilisation, however, unduly affect the Balkan societies 

themselves which occupy the borderlands of Europe. 



Chapter V 

GREEK NATIONALISM AND EUROPE: FROM A HISTORY 
WTHOUT PEOPLE TO 'NATIONAL HISTORYf 



The Modem Greeks' fate, during the post-Byzantine interregnum. was 
subjection to alien dominations; this subjection was cultural as well as 
political; and, even at this price, the Modem Greeks did not succeed in 
shaking off the incubus of their past. Both their Byzantine past and their 
Hellenic past continued to haunt thern. and, when they recovered their 
independence, the enegies that might have been spent by them more 
profitably on the Promethean enterprise of findinp their feet in the modem 
world were partly diverted to the Epimethean exercise of debating whether 
to re-establish or to re-mold or to transcend their importunate Byzantine 
and Hellenic traditions. 

Arnold Toynbee 198 1. pp. 16. 

The unattainable Eden of the Greeks is that of European culture. defined in 
terrns of a neo-classical ideal... 

Michael Herzfeld 1981. p. 47. 

Hellas is a disputed province of Western thought ... The centers and limits 
of Hellas. both actual and irnaginary, are constantly shifting. as different 
groups approach their ideal from distinct paths, with differing 
objectives ... Some hold nationalist aspirations. enpging in linguistic. 
political. and cartographie battles in order to reclaim the temtones of 
Hellas: others work the field of indigenous practices. in which they may 
wish to discover ancient survivais. Still others have followed the literary 
paths of classicism. with its idealisation of ancient Hellas. or high 
modemism. with its skeptical reassessment of Hellenism. 

Artemis Leontis 1995. p. 17. 



Introduction 

European identity is a precanous cultural good circulated in three distinct molds: 

it is 'not wanted'. passionately 'desired', or 'naturally possessed'. Meanwhile. as amply 

illustrated by the debates on post-colonial identity or belated modernities, both the 

attainment and the denial of 'Europeanness' are highly problematic themes.1 The only 

clear path in a culture's relationship to European heritage thus appears to be the 'natural 

possession' of Europeanness. And yet. as Our discussion on Balkan national histories 

indicated. proving one's Europeanness is not a task with a given definition or a 

guaranteed result. In other words, it is not any easier to ciaim to be European compared 

to the diffxculties surrounding the denial or attainment of this peculiarly wholesome 

civilisational identity. In the southeast European context, however. there is a noted 

exception to the ceaseless search for Europeanness: Greek nationalism has been a 

singularly successful socio-cultural project in decisively cultivating a European identity. 

The most determining feature of the 'Greek exception' is that in many ways, the 

stoqdhistory of Greek nationhood was initiated by the European interest in the possibility 

of it. As argued before. European Enlightenment attributed to the 'Greeks' a universal 

significance since they set the standards for Europe's distinctiveness as  the 

creatodpossessor of a supenor civilisation. In this context. ancient Greece (Hellas) and 

Europe were conceived as socio-political entities with overlapping geographical and 

cultural borderlines. As testified by the European travel accounts and other products of 

the romantic trend of physically re-locating the glamour of the Classical civilisation, by 

the nineteenth ceniury, European philhellenism had thus made the essential initial bridge 

I ~ e r e ,  the term 'belated modernity' is borrowed from Gregory Jusdanis (1991). For an 
extensive philosophical undertaking on the meaning of post-colonial identity and its 
relationship to Europe, see for instance, Sekyi-Otu ( 1996). 



between the natural possession and the desire for the attainment of a European identity 

for the 'Greek nation'. The idea of an independent Greek state owed iis political 

credibility to the same post-Renaissance conviction about the Hellenic origins of 

European civilisation. 

Meanwhit e, European philhellenism also camed along the message that modem- 

day Greeks did no[ possess what their forefathers symbolise--Le. the superior 

culturaVcivilisational refinernent.2 As such, Greek nationalism had to produce a genenc 

and idiosyncratic confirmation of the modem Greeks' political destiny despite 

philhellenism. This transformation was made possible by the idiom of national self- 

detemination. In the following pages, it will thus be argued that the Greek Liberation 

Struggle (1821- 1829) constitutes the central motif of the Greek national myth of 

'independent Greece in Europe'. The lacking contents of Greekness-cum-Europeanness 

were remedied throuph the accounts of the Greek fight for freedom. Specifically, the 

Greek liberation struggle soiidified the past of the modem Greeks into a comprehensible 

whole by providing an official opening to Greek national history. Still, Greek nationalism 

had to define and redefine the boundanes of Greek nationhood dunng the successive 

stages of the nation-building process (Appendix Map 2.1). Here. only the very first 

chapter of this long process will be analysed since the appointment of a beginning point 

2 ~ s  Herzfeld argues. "[G Jreece may be unique in the degree to which the country as a 
whole has been forced to play the contrasted roles of Ur-Eurupa and humiliated oriental 
vassal at one and the same time ... For many West Europeans, the Greeks of today are a 
people neither dramatically exotic nor yet unambiguously European." (1981, pp. 19-20) 
He thus suggests that "Greek ethnography ... taken in its historical context, offers a 
looking-glass to the discipline [of anthropology]: it records the effects on everyday life in 
one country of at least some of the ideological tensions and pressures that also generated 
anthropology itself." (p. 25) Hence the title of Herdeld's book, Anthropology Through the 
Looking-Ghs. Again in Henfeld's words, "The uncertainties and ambiguities of Greek 
identity decorate the reverse face of a coin that bears on its obvene the imperial heads of 
folklore and anthropology." (p. 48) 



for the national revolution predominantly defines the terms of the debate concerning 

subsequent socio-political changes. 

In this chapter, the production of topographies of Greekness will then be directly 

related to the 'civilisational content' of Greek nationalism. The primary engagement of 

Greek nationalism has been the double-headed task of proving that Greeks of today are 

worthy of claiming both a European culturallcivilisationai identity and a self-referential 

national one? Ultimately, the civilisational identity of Greece dominates its 

quintessential cultural makeup. It is in this context that the Ottoman/Turk. and for awhile 

even the Byzantine legacy in the Balkans, became a problem conceming the definition of 

who 'contemporary Greeks' are and what their cultural heritage might entaiL4 The 

premise of national sovereignty led to the eradication of the majority of the problems 

concerning the genealogies of 'Greekness'. There is. however. an attached cost to such 

'new beginnings'. The boundaries of Greek nationhood, which are pnmarily set by the 

European discourse of civilisational--therefore outside--othen. cntically limit the political 

possibilities of claiming a rnulti-cultural past, present or future for the Greek national 

polity. 

31n the context of an 'anthropological approach' to modem Greek studies. Herzfeld argues 
that "Anthropological categories serve as the collective representation of the Eurocentric 
ideology abroad. In the Mediterranean context, which broaches the modem edges of 
Europe, they reproduce the ambiguities of identity-European or oriental, familiar or 
exotic?--that the local populations directly experience for themselves." (op. cit, p. 16) 
4"~ellenism's project for the past two centuries has been to find answers to the questions, 
how does one reconstnict Hellas? what did Hellas once look like? how should it look 
today? what values did Hellas once stand for? what place do these values hold in the 
modem world? To answer these questions, people retumed again and again to the 
cornmonplaces of Hellas. They revisited common citations: Ilissus, Marathon, tbe 
Acropolis, Eleusis, Crete, Mycene, the Sacred Way, philosophy, science, democracy, 
poetry, history, politics, ethnography, and ethics." (Leontis 1995. p. 129) 



The Pecaliarities of Greek Nationalism and the 'Balkan Context' 

The rediscovery of the historical past of the Balkan peoples was the 
product of a yearning for a sense of dignity and for an example of a better 
epoch in the collective experience that might mitigate the sense of decay 
and calamity in the preseot and supgest the shape of the future. In this 
search the Serbs and Bulganans could tum to a glonous medieval past. 
The Rumanians would try to reconstruct their Latin lineage from the 
legions of Trajan and dso look at the heroism and cultural splendour of 
their late medieval and early modem history. The Greeks, finally, would 
discover their splendid histoncal descent through an awakened awareness 
of their ethnic connection with the most illustrious civilisation, that of 
cIassicd Hellas. 

Paschalis Kitromilides 1983, p. 58. 

Among Balkan oationalisms, the Greek national revival movement occupies a 

special place. Similady. outside the Balkans, the Greek Independence Struggle was a 

cause célebre in European liberal circles-in many ways overçhadowing the perception of 

other Balkan national liberation movements (Hall and Danta 19%, p. 24). Meanwhile. 

Greek nationalism's uniqueness cannot be attnbuted to its histoncal precedence among 

other Balkan independence movements. Greeks were not the f int  peoples who fought for 

autonomy against the Ottomans in the region. By the early 1800s. Serbs were already 

revolting against the Ottomans first under Kara George (1804) and then under Milos 

( 1815). although a Serbian state was established as late as 1834.~ The Greek revolt of 

1821 came almost two decades after the Serbian one. It is true that an independent Greek 

state was established already by 1830, yet it did not include Epirus, Macedonia. Thessaly 

nor most of the Ionian Islands where the majonty of Greek-speaking Orthodox Christians 

lived. In addition, although the Roumanian state was founded in 1856, the Romanian 

pnncipalities of Moldavia and Wallachia gained regional autonomy prior to the 

%he Serbian state established in 1834 had Belgrade as its centedcapital and was bounded 
by the rivers Danube, Drina, Tirnok and Morava. 



completion of the Greek revoit6 In this context. the peculiarities of Greek nationalism in 

the Balkan context cannot be deduced from a narrative of 'path-breaking achievements' of 

the Greek national revival. Instead, here the 'cultural/civilisational' reasons w il1 be 

ideniified. If put in utopian terms, Greece's distinct position is bom out of its socio- 

cultural positionality rather than its temporal referenrialip. Greek nationalism was a 

participant in the regionally-defined politicwthical enterprise of 'modemisi nationalism'. 

Meanwhile, it took over the role of a 'civilisational redeemer' vis-a-vis the 'Ottoman 

bondage'. 

Within the Balkans. the conception of Hellenic culturaVcivilisational superiority is 

indebted to the centralist tradition of eastem Orthodoxy. The subsequent formulation of 

Greek nation hood was intertwined w ith centuries-long religious leadership of the 

Hellenic elernent in the Eastern Onhodox Church, a prominent position further 

pronounced by the Byzantine legacy of Hellenic cultural hegemony. Therefore, at least 

during its initial stages, the Greek nationalist agenda easily appropnated an orientation 

towards establishing a Balkan federation under the Hellenic lead.7 The original plans for 

a post-Byzantine Hellenic federation across the Balkans and Asia Minor were marked by 

%n the Balkans, the latest case of statehood was that of Bulgaria-with the exception of 
Albania. The 'Rincipality of Bulgaria' was established by the Congress of Berlin (1878). 
By the late 1880s, Bulgaria united with East Rumelia and began to advance towards 
Macedonia. In fact. the friction over Macedonia between Bulgaria, Greece, Serbia and 
Montenegro was the cause of the First Balkan War (1912). at the end of which the 
Albanian state was created. The resultant split of Macedonia between Serbia and 
Bulgaria, however, was soon undone by the Second Balkan War (1913). The fina1 
boundaries of the Balkan nation-states were set by the Treaties of Versailles (1919) and 
Trianon ( 19 19- 1920) in the irnmediate aftermath of the break-up of the Austro-Hunganan 
Empire. 
7 ~ h e  prototype of the coalition of Balkan States was created by Serbia. In 1867, an 
alliance with Greece provided the latter would get Epirus and Thessaly in retum for 
allowing Serbia to annex Bosnia and Hercegovina. adding to the list of similar alliances 
with the Bulgarian revolutionaries, with Montenegro (1866) and earlier with Roumania 
(1865). Later on, however, pan-Hellenism and pan-Slavism came into a serious clash and 
blocked the way of Balkan unity, and led to the successive Balkan Wars. For further 
discussion, see Jelavich and Jelavich (lm). 



the political ambitions of the Phanariot Greek elite who longed for a renewed age of 

imperial glory. They were then translated into the nationalist jargon of the late nineteenth 

century and thus lost their imperid edge. The strong emphasis on Hellenic religious and 

cultural leadership left an undeniable imprint on Balkan nationalisrns. Intellectually, the 

production of vocabularies. translation of key political treatises, and in general the 

unequivocal articulation of a nationalist emancipation project distinguishes Greek 

nationalism as a cultural revival movement with region-wide influence. Meanwhile. at 

the  age of Balkan nationalisms, the Constantinople-led re-Hellenisaîion of the Orthodox 

Church and the imposition of the Greek national agenda as rhe solution for breaking 

through the Ottoman bondage also engendered anti-centralist and therefore anti- 

Ecumenicallanti-Hellenic reactions in the region. This confiict is in fact the underlying 

theme of the seculansation of Orthodoxy in the Balkans via national revolutions. 

In the European context. on the other hand. Greece's peculiar importance is due to 

1 talian Renaissance's re-introduction of ancient Greece to Europe as the very foundations 

of the European civilisation. The Greek nationalist case was then successfully made by 

the philhellenes in accordance with the cultural matrix of European political thought. In 

this context. Greek nationalism was shaped amongst diverse currents of cultural, 

geographical and historical identification. In the long-run, however, the Europe-oriented 

and singularly national identity won over Balkan-oriented federalist aspirations. Greek 

nationalism, along with Serbian and Bulgarian national movements, took the lead in the 

undoing of the 'Ottoman Europe' and the consequent re-writing of the history of Balkan 

peoples. Yet it alone succeeded in writing the 'national homeland' off the 

culturallcivilisational map of the 'Balkans' and into that of Europe. Furthemore, 

Greekness was claimed as a quintessential fonn of Europeanness--a regaining of the lost 



legitimacy of the ancient Hellas in modern terms8 In this sense, Greek nationalisrn 

embodies the ultimate collapse of modernist nationalism and European identity in the 

Balkans. Greek national ism distinct1 y claimed a closure for the nationalism-ini tiated 

trajectory of modernisation. With Neohellenism, the Greeks became representatives of a 

living and breathing modernity themselves. 

Still, the eventual separation of Greece from the Balkan domain should not 

ovemde the fact that the foundations of the Greek 'national self-understanding' were laid 

by a simultaneous engagement in two separate and in many ways oppositional projects. 

To  begin with,  securing unity among the Balkan peoples via post-Byzantine 

cultural/linguistic evangelism was on its own a hefty undertaking for any nationalist 

intelligentsia. especially without an independent political structure to embrace that claim. 

Then, there was the modemist promise of the political fulfillment of the needs of the 

'Greek nation' per se. This was not a matter to be simplified or overlooked by the 

nationalist cadres since the nineteenth century inscription of the necessary ethno- 

linguistic identification of nationhood dangerously narrowed down the boundaries of the 

Hellenic revival. The genedogy-based definition of the nation had to be qualified by the 

premise of a dispersed and largely diasporadic Greek nation united by linguistic and 

religious affiliation? It is tme that the rejection of Greek military, religious or political 

supremacy in the Balkans following the initial yean of the Greek liberation strugple led 

to a nation-based reorganisation of the Hellenic revival movement. Meanwhile, this shift 

81n Leontisf words, "Hellas is the name by which modern Greeks refer to their 
geopolitical entity, established as  an independent kingdom in the early 1830s and 
renamed a state in the 1970s. But Hellas is also a major ideal of modemity. It represents 
the political, cultural, and philosophical value of the Hellenic hentage for Western 
Europe." (op. cit., p. 4) Redefined as such, Hellus is  both the homeland of Greek 
nationalisrn and a central topos of the EuropeadWestern civilisation. 
90n the importance of the Greek diaspora for the Greek nationalist project, see the 
collection of essays in Proceedings O/ the First Inter~tional Congres (1988) on the 
Hellenic Diaspora from Arviquiv to Modern Times ( 199 1). 



in the focus did not eradicate the obscurity of the territorial boundanes of Greek 

nationhood. Instead, the uocertainties conceming the Hellenic iead of the Eastern 

Orthodox universe were projected upon the national project of reclaiming Hellas, a 

juxtaposition which found a political expression in the conception of the Megnii Idea (the 

Great Idea). 

The concluding choice of a secular and populist form of independent political 

existence in many ways was the determining step for the citation of Balkan nationalisms 

within the Enlightenment project of modemity. As the altemations in the Greek 

nationalist agenda clearl y illustrate, however, the ultimate form of modemist nationalism 

was not crystallised at the end of a unilinear trajectory of socio-political change sweeping 

through the Balkan peninsula. Among others, during the early phases of Balkan national 

awakening, finding an enlightened despot in Central and Eastern Europe or in Russia was 

approved as a reasonable formula for the 'improvement' of the cultural, poli tical and 

economic situation of the 'Balkan Christians'. In this context, the embrace of 

republicanism and Balkan nationalisms' eventual focus on the 'emancipation of the 

people' were in many ways parallel developments to other ideological alternatives. For 

instance, the Ottoman Phanariot gentry were once an inspiration for the Greek nationalist 

intelligentsia. For a brief period, they represented the earthly version of the ideal of 

enlightened absolutism blossorning on the terrain of pst-Byzantine civilisational glory. 

The Phananots' unwillingness in activating radical socio-political change which might put 

their privileged positions at risk--1ater accentuated by the observed limitations of 

European monarchs who rnight 'head' but not 'lead' the independence movements--1ed to 

the republican re-orientation of Greek nationalism (Kitromilides 1983).1* Even then. 

l0' '~he turbulent decade of the 1790s, during which the tremon of the French Revolution 
were felt in Southeastem Europe, provided the relevant ideological context for the 
emergence of a novel radicalism among the politically aware segments of local 
society ... The effects of the French Revolution on Balkan political thought provided the 



however, republican nationalism did not secure a markedly stronger position than that of 

enlightened despotism. European idealisation of Greek nationalism as a political 

movement with a clear slate was oot helpful either. The European republican dream 

imagined a Greece free of kings, nobles or priests (Rosen 1992)lI. Such a naive 

optimism in the midst of latdlords, warlords, clashing segments of the ernergent Greek 

national bourgeoisie, contradictory political alliances and the ngid religious hierarchy of 

the Greek Orthodox church was hard to justify. Consequently, neither republicanism nor 

liberalism became the dominant trend in Balkan nationalist movements in general and 

Greek nationalism in particular. 12 The 'trans-Balkan impact of the French Revolution' 

was, quite expectedly, circumscribed by the sociotultural conditions of the adoption of 

French revolutionary ideals. Nonetheless, the eventual appropriations of republican and 

liberal models of socio-political change established an important tuming point in the 

setting up of the boundaries of Greek nationhood against the Ottoman imperial legacy. 

In summary, the political articulation of the desire for independent existence 

found variant expressions not only within the wide spectrum of Balkan nationalisms, but 

also through the historical development of each nationalist discourse. Meanwhile. the 

widespread assumption about the general context of Balkan national awakening is that 

- -  - - - - - - - - -- 

catalyst for the transition to a new political ideology, championed by representatives of 
younger generations of the Enlightenment. They focused for the first tirne on the idea of 
political emancipation and national independence for their peoples, rather than 
replacement of Ottoman despotism by that of some European emperor." (Kitromilides 
1983, p. 61) 
1 l ~ r o m  within the Greek nationalist movement, Adamantios Korais was the major 
spokesman of republican ideals. Korais, following Montesquieu, projected the ideal of a 
modern liberal republic as the ultimate means for the 'regeneration of Southeastern 
Europe . - (Kitromilides 1983, p. 62). On Komis' life and work, see Chaconas (1%8). 
l z ~ e f e r r i n ~  to the histoncal context of the 'wars of the French Revolution and Empire 
( 1792- 18 U)', Kitromilides argues that Greek militant republicanism of the pre- 
independence period was a result of the trends in the era: "The Greek experience was 
perhaps the most pronounced in Southeastern European civilisation, but was by no means 
unique. ParaIlel processes of intellectual change unfolded equally in the cultural history 
of other Balkan nations, such as the Serbs and the Rumanians." (1982, p. 365) 



one can indeed find a region-wide ideological format that advocates civic humanism. 

seculansrn and 1iberaUpopulist or aristocratie republicanism. 13 In this formulation, the 

ideological transfonnationfrom Balkan localisms, imperial drearns or  colonial aspirations 

10 the established idiom of liberal nationalism is left unproblematised. Meanwhile, the 

appropriation of the Enlightenrnent vision of 'ernancipation' within the Balkan context of 

local banditry, uneveo waves of social and political upheaval, changing class alliances 

and the general decline of the Ottoman imperial administration required more than the 

'naiural unfolding' of a Balkan Enlightenment. 

By the time Balkan nationalisms concentrated on the idea of a sacrosanct 'national 

pnius'  (Volkgeist) as the guiding principle for a new, national politics, there was already 

an established tradition that they could tum to.14 They thus heavily borrowed from the 

political idiom of Herder, Hegel, Mazzini as well as the early Slavophiles of Ustna, 

Hungary and ~uss ia .15 Obviously, however, the evolution of the Balkan quasi-states into 

well-established political entities cannot be reduced to the populist captunng of the 

Volkgeisr. The determining features of the success of the Balkan modemist nationalisms 

13tlere, the Rumanian nationalist experience represents an oddity up front. Due to the 
political strength of the landed gentry of boyus whose privileges were absolutised by the 
decline of Ottoman authority and the removal of Phanariot hegemony from the Danubian 
Principalities, 'Rumanian Enlightenment' was initially lirnited by administrative reforms 
that protected its aristocracy against the peasant masses. In tbis context, Rumanian 
nationalism exhibits strong similarities with other EasternKentral European cases such as 
Polish, Hunganan and Russian nationalisms. For further discussion on Romanian 
national awakening, see Theodor ( 1980). 
14At the age of nationalism, Barbara Jelavich explains the disposition of the Balkan 
peoples in the following tenns:"Unwilling to accept the substitution of the rule of other 
powen for that of the Ottoman Empire. the Balkan national leadership fought against any 
outside attempts at annexation o r  domination. At the same time, they were enormously 
attracted by the material and cultural achievements of the European States. Thus, despite 
the fact that the national movements were directed toward what was in fact the revival of 
pre-Ottoman political organisations, their leadership accepted European political 
institutions and often justified their actions on the basis of contemporary Western 
ideologies of liberalism and nationalism." (1983, p. 28) 
150n the relationship between pan-Slavism and Balkan nationalisms, see Kohn ( 1%0). 
MacKenzie (1%7) and Kostya (1981). 



were the loosening of family, clan, and patriarchal ties--i.e. the traditional network of 

social relations-, the expansion of a peripherai capitalist econorny. total transformation of 

landownership patterns, the rise of a new 'national' bourgeoisie and the emergence of an 

influential, western-educated and secular nationalist elite.16 At this point, we will briefly 

concentrate on the Balkan-wide growth of a mixed class of liberal nationalists 

challenging the authority of the governing or privileged conservative classes as a 

particularly noteworthy development between the 1830s and 1810s (Stoianovich 1995. p. 

123). 

Although the fint wave of Balkan revolts in the early 1800s did not lead to a 

'Balkan revolution', they had wide repercussions among the Serbs and Greeks, and later 

on. across the whole region. In this era of radical social unrest, a new political class made 

up of hujduks, intellectuals, &:es, merchants, pnests and property holders emerged in 

Serbia which later camed out the Serbian national revolution (Stoianovich 1994, 1995: 

Hall and Danta 1997). Similar elements also detennined the make-up of the Greek 

nationalists cadres, except they had ticker strata of oiigarchical and pseudo-aristocratic 

background. Both national revolutions profoundly changed the social structure of the 

involved communities. A prime example of this transformation took place in the 

agricultural sector. An almost complete transfer of land titles and property rights took 

place, first from the former dominant political classes to the new ones and then to 

peasantry. Although this transformation did take place mostly at the expense of the 

16hleanwhile, there were significant regional differences in the appropriation of 
modemist nationalism. In Greece. Serbia and the Danubian Principalities, the new 
nationalist elite organized themselves into liberal political clubs and cornbatted the air of 
failure that followed the aborted 1848 revolutions in Europe. However, in Albania, 
Macedonia and Bosnia-Hercegovina, the rural and semi-urban-Oithodox merchant classes 
resisted to the tide of liberal nationalism with all their might well until the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century. Even then, especially Cn Bosnia, the old Muslim 
landowning classes preserved theii hegemonic ~osition evën after the transfer of Bosnia- 
Hercegovina to Austro-Hungarian administration. For further discussion, see 
Kitromilides ( 1989). 



Muslim inhabitants of the area. it also affected the non-Muslim gentry and local groups of 

financial and bureaucratic pnvilege (Stubos 1987; McCarthy 1995). Another area of 

change was the guaranteeing of security of property and the defense of the principles of 

freedom of contract, equality before the law and social mobility on the basis of politico- 

economic cornpetition and not confessional or organisational membership. In this 

respect, both Serbian and Greek revolutions indeed appropriated the liberal format of 

European bourgeois revolutions. Meanwhile. the enlightened surface of the Balkan 

liberal nationalist dream was shattered by the contest of power between advocates of 

oligarchy and partisans of rnonarchy.17 The oligarchists defended the pnnciples of 

limited monarchy and a govemment of law. They thus opposed the attribution of royal 

prerogatives to an 'imported' monarchy. In this vein. for instance. some members of the 

Serbian nationalist cadres demanded the concentration of political authonty and economy 

in the hands of an enlightened oliparchy of well-to-do landlords. public and church 

officiais and military cornmanders. In this sense. whether oligarchie or populist in its 

political accent, a solid alliance between republicanism, liberalism and emergent Balkan 

nationalisms was missing. 

Paralleling the 'Balkan Enlightenment' thesis, there is another questionable and yet 

dominant tendency in the writing of Balkan national histories. The alternatives for 

Ottoman reign are largely perceived as limited to what was offered by the nationalist 

ferment of various colours. Meanwhile, one has to keep in rnind that the majority of the 

wealth produced in Balkan societies was still generated and kept by the classes and 

groups accused of being the defenden of the Ottoman starus quo. Keeping a safe 

distance from the political turmoil related to the national independence debate, these well- 

1 7 ~ h e  background to the political tumoil in the newly founded Balkan States was set by 
the retuming tide of conservatism in Europe after the 1830-1832 post-Napoleonic 
revolutions (Kitromilides 1982). 



to-do officia1 and semi-aristocratie propertied classes instead opted for 'dependence on 

and protection by' the western powers while staying within the Ottoman domain. After 

all. European commercial expansion in the Ottoman Empire provided them the lion's 

share in the growing net of capitaiist market relations in the region. By the eighteenth 

century, the Russian and Habsburg Empires were in cornpetition with the Ottoman 

Empire about predominance in the Balkan peninsula. By the nineteenth century. 

however, the region had moved to the center of European impenalist discoune under the 

diplomatic title of 'the Eastern ~uestion'.l* The expansionist economic ambitions of 

Britain and France--1ater on joined by Germany and Italy--1ooked for allies in the 

Balkans. an undertaking which was welcome by the 'dependency camp' among the 

Ottoman elite as well as the Anatolian and Balkan entrepreneunal classes. These sectors 

of the Ottoman and Balkan societies encouraged the investment of European capital in 

railroads, mines. banks and municipal utilities, defended the interests of large landowners, 

merchants. officiais and financiers, and devised dl-encompassing modernisation projects 

which required Europeanisation of the society in tom. l9 Ultimately. they believed not so 

much in the 'nation' but in the healing power of European capitalism and modemism. 

Along with the status quo-oriented religious elite, these sectors of the Balkan society 

were not likely to be convinced by the romantic authentication of Balkan nations 

suggested by the 'independence camp'. 

1 8 ~ o r  further discussion on the origins and the definition of the 'Eastern Question'. see 
Anderson (1%6). A number of works written during the heyday of the Eastern Question 
also provide valuable insights. See, for instance, Urquhart (1914) and Mamott (1917). 
l%'he champions of the 'dependency campt were the party of Charialos Trikoupis in 
Greece, and the Council of Administration of the Ottoman Public Debt in the Ottoman 
Turkey. For further discussion. see Mouzelis (1979) and Keyder (1989). The Serbian 
camp of dependency, on the other hand. was organized as the party of 'Progressists' or 
'Young Conservatives'. the sons of the 'Old Turks' or constitutionalists, while the chief 
representatives of this school of thought in Bulgaria were the 'Liberals' who then became 
the 'Democrats' (Stoianovich 1995). 



Ironically, the expansion of Greek commerce and business during the eighteenth 

century and the emergence of a class of merchants in constant intercourse with Europe 

and Russia produced classes with vested interest in Balkan and Ottoman servitude to 

European capitalism. These developments also led to the growth of a seculansed, 

westernised and fiercely nationalist intelligentsia as well as a smaller and bitterly 

national ist bourgeoisie. In addition. accornpanied by the demise of the umbrella 

Orthodox authority of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, the political status of the lower-level 

local clergy was underpoing a significant depreciation.20 This new generation of 

nationalists criticised the Ecurnenical Patriarchate of Constantinople for being a 'satellitic 

Christian oligarchy' due to their hostility to the idea of Balkan national revolutions. and 

frowned at the Ottoman-related offices of the Phanariot elite as well as the 

'nationlessness' of the Greek merchant-capital. In particular, the ideological flirtation 

with Protestant evangelism provided a strong idiom of anticlencalism among the 

nationalist Greek intelligentsia (Kitromilides 1994).21 The nationalist attacks on the 

integrity of the traditional religion were only a preface for what was to follow: the 

'nationalisation' of the Greek Orthodox Church. 

2 0 t * ~  Greek or Serbian priest ... was accepted by the people because he was one of them 
and was respected because he was often brave. But the lower clergy failed to provide 
intellectual leadership and, being no braver than the rest of the people played only a 
modest - role in the subversion of the old society." (Stoianovich op. cit., p. 117) 
Z l ~ o r  instance, protestant inspirations and intellectual influences associated with the 
presence of Western rnerchant cornmunities in Smyma were promptly discredited by the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy of the Ionian Orthodox Church. With the ennchment of the 
Levant Company's library in Smyma, a vast collection of books on Protestant theology 
became readily available. As a result, Protestant ideals were circulated in the cultural 
environment of Smyrna and in the long run, they constituted an important element in the 
'Greek Enlightenment' Kitromilides argues that they c m  in fact be considered as the 
"cognitive catalyst in the articulation of religious criticism." (1994, p. 121) Smyma, in 
many ways, was a focal point at which the confrontation of post-Byzantine Hellenic 
culture and the Western-inspired Neohellenic Enlightenment led to a cultural and later on 
political clash. For further discussion on the life in 19th century Smyrna, see Goffman 
( 1990) and Kasaba ( 1991 ). 



Already during the decade of 1790s, there were ideological confrontations 

between the Ecumenical Patriarch of the Greek Orthodox Church as the authoritative 

representative of 'traditional' post-Byzantine Hellenic culture and society. and the 

proponents of a populist political and cultural revival under the flag of Greek national 

liberation.22 Still, it was as late as the second half of the eighteenth century that the 

peasantry ( reqa)  of the Peloponnesus and expatriate Phanariots finally transferred their 

spintual-political loyalty away from Constantinople to St. Petersburg and thus made 

perhaps the most diffîcult ideological move in their tuming away from the Ottoman 

legacy?3 This 'gap' in time is prirnarily due to the fact that the exponents of the new 

republican nationalist ideolopy had to consolidate a populist basis in order to establish an 

ideological hegemony upon the various strands of defenders of the sratus quo as well as 

the supporters of an extended European mandate in the Balkans. In the end, it was the 

joining of the forces of a secular nationalist elite, a nascent national-b~ur~eoisie*~. the 

hajcirrks and other banditsfoutlaws living on the mountains, and, the peasantry-the latter 

three unfavorably disposed to the cosrnopolitan Ottoman life-style and the trading 

220ne of the most creative combinations of neo-classical republicanism, radical political 
activism and Enlightenment idealism was achieved by Rigas Velestinlis, who wanted to 
replace Ottoman despotism by a 'Republic of Balkan Peoples'. For further discussion, see 
Augustinos ( 1974). 
23As a result, the political leadership of these nationalist movements passed into the 
hands of "new merchants, outlaws, disgruntled eiders and intellectuals ...[ in general] 
uprooted 'rnasterless' men, who had broken with custom or were denied the privileges or 
econornic freedoms they craved." (Stoianovich 1995, p. 1 18) 
2 4 ~ h e  nationalist oascent-bourgeoisie that played-the pioneering role in the Greek 
struggle for independence--as opposed to the nationless, trans-Balkanftrans-Ottoman 
bourgeoisie-originated from remote highlands or the agriculturally l e s t  promising of the 
Aegean islands. Ottoman urban centers and port cities were already shared between 
urban orders and guilds jealously protecting their privileges against the incursions of 
these ruralIsemi-urban merchants. For further discussion, see Stoianovich (1960). 



network of BalkanIMediterranean port cities-that formed the united front of the Greek 

liberation s t r ~ ~ ~ l e . 2 5  

In conclusion, although the Greek liberation struggle of the 1820s is primarily 

regarded as part and parcel of 'Western national revolutions' of the nineteenth century, 

factors such as the initial regional/federalist aspirations of the Hellenic revival. the 

nationless motives of the Balkan bourgeoisie. the Ottoman-related Iepacy of the Phanariot 

elite and the controversial center of Eastern Orthodoxy in Constantinople yield a more 

vanegated interpretation of the appropriation of nationalism among the Greek-speaking 

Eastem Orthodox communities. In this sense. the privilepd quotation of Greek 

nationalism as a continuation of the 'French revolutionary tradition' and thus the European 

Enlightenment project is misleading. 

Gmek Nationalism and the 'Greek Heritage': Precarions Alliances 

The assessrnent of the contextual qualities of the Hellenic revival reveals that the 

fornation of the Greek nation-state was not an exceptional undertaking in a regional 

context. Still. Greek nationalisrn has put a peculiar emphasis on the Hellenic reli,' olous, 

cultural or civilisational leadership in the Balkans. Although the focus of this emphasis 

gradually shifted away from a post-Byzantine federative Balkan unity and toward a more 

inward-looking national agenda? there remained the conviction that Greece had something 

2% this context, the city represented the sanctuary of monopoly capital, class 
differences, religious hierarchies and military and legal repression. The Greeks who 
dwelled in Ottoman towns and cities were looked upon with disrespect since they 
'submitted to the Turks'. they would 'seek refugee amoog the Turks at times of war or flee 
to Austria with their moneybags' (Stoianovich 1%0). Kitromiiides thus suggests that 
Smyma "illustrates charactenstically the connections between the forces of Commerce, 
cultural change. and religious dissent." (1994, pp. 120-21) 



special to offer. From this point onwards, some of the underlying factors that supported 

this conviction in a Greek national context will be examined. 

European accounts of the Classical age abound with narratives of the fa11 of the 

ancient Hellenic culture (Harnrnond 1975; Thomas 1988). As the guardian of that praised 

but lost past, Europe daims the right to 'preserve' two most detectable achievements of it: 

the physical relics of this long-gone antiquity, and, the knowledge pertaining to the 

Classical era as well as the authonty to recast the w orks of ancient Hellenic thinken and 

authors (Leontis 1995). From this perspective, the pre-independence Hellas-which was 

classified as  Turkey in Europet--easily appeared as a land of mins "irrevocably fallen 

beyond any hope of redemption." (Herzfeld LW, p. 21) In response to such a 

catastrophic scenario of disinhentance, Greek nationalism sought for self-redemption via 

the production of a culturally. geographically and 'ethno-racially' purified account of the 

Greek national past. Henceforth, the constitution of modern Greece became inextricably 

tied to the re-constitution of Greekness vis-a-vis Europe. 

In this context, Greek nationalism reclaimed the ancient Hellas as a national 

property and challenged the European sense of 'aboriginaliiy' that the ancient terrain has 

evoked for almost two centuries (Herzfeld 1987, pp. 25-27). The nationalised 

embodiment of Hellas in turn dictated modem Greeks' elevation to the status of 

'primordial ancestors of Europe'. The Neohellenic desire for the resuscitation of antiquity 

not only aimed for the possession of 'European cultural identity'; the new Greek national 

self-image claimed the pnvilege of being the very source and nghtful custodian of it. 

Behind al1 this sea of change, however, was the European impetus of re-owning the 

ancients in the first place. It was the European Enlightenment that detemined the 

contextual unity of what is rendered as antiquity, as Classicai Greece, thus, as the 'Greek 

heritage'. In this sense, the nationalisation of Hellenism took place under the shadow of 



the European national-cum-civilisational self-understanding. Consequently, the Greek 

nationalist scenario of the legitimation of modem Greece's 'original' European identity 

deveioped around the central theme of 'Europe venus its outside/othersl--the civilised 

versus the barbarian, the European venus the Oriental, etc. The only complication was 

that modem Greece occupied a temtory that has been long been associated with Europe's 

Islamic/Oriental other following the Ottoman conquests in the Balkans. 

We already proposed that across the Balkans, the building up of a national 

heritage meant the narrowing down of focus upon the very element of the 'Musl i f lurk '  

as the anti-thesis of what culture. enlightenment, or modemity meant.26 The concept 

Turk symbolised not only Christian bondage under Islam--commonly referred to as the 

Ottoman yoke. It also meant the 'dark force' that kept the Balkans, but in particular 

Greece, away from its 'natural historical progression'. More importantly, the centuries- 

long presence of the MuslidT'urk in the region delivered a troubled meaning of 'cultural 

poll ution' that diluted the Heilenic-Latin lineage of the Balkan peoples. Specificall y in 

the Greek context, the 'contaminated' make-up of the Greek national character. 

presumably suffering from a sort of cultural disease that can be best named as 

'Orientalisation', rendered the modern-day Hellenes as untrustworthy under the judging 

and observing eyes of the ~uro~eans .27  In response to the European frarning of what the 

26 '~he  presence of obviously Turkish-derived elements in Greek culture was bound to 
become problematic when Greek political and intellectual leadership looked to western 
Europe for the definition of Greekness .... Perhaps the best rneasure of western cultural and 
political hegemony was its eventual success in persuading the Greeks to adopt the Turks 
as their natural enemies, and to treat Turkish elements in Greek culture as its worst 
failing--as a source of cultural pollution." (Hedeld lm, p. 29) 
Z7~erzfeld points out that Greek folklore studies have long discredited the seerningly 
Turkish-derived' elements in everyday culture as extraneous or not relevant for Greek 
culture. In the same vein, Islarnic or Ottoman influences in folksongs or legends were 
claimed to have an 'obliterating' effect on 'authentic Greek culture' (p. 29). Similarly, the 
'tainting' of the Greek language due to Arabic or Turkish influences was described as a 
most unfortunate sort of 'blending' as a result of which "[tlhe ancestral purity of the Greek 
tongue and of Greek culture was sullied and adulterated." (p. 35) In fact, during the 



extended contact with the MuslimlTurk has changed in Balkan societies, the Turk was 

then blamed for introducing these 'Oriental traits' or rather 'character fiaws' such as 

illiteracy, nomadic lifestyles. feuding, vengeance, animal-theft (rural life) as well as 

double-dealing, influence-peddling and rule-bending (urban/cosmopolitan life). 

In this framework, polluted and pure in the same breath, the collective portraya1 of 

modem Greeks decried a strong sense of culturallcivilisational castration as well as a 

consonant utopia of 'national redernption'. Although initially lacking an effective cultural 

voice, subsequent renditions of Neohellenism strived to overcome the imbalance of 

power between Europe and the modem inhabitants of the Hellas. In this context. for 

instance, the Great Powers which fomalised the independent Hellenic Kingdom in the 

1830s were later stereotyped as interventionist and self-indulging nations utterly ignorant 

of Greek aspirations and the true character of the Greek nation (Couloumbis et al., 1976). 

Revolting against Europe's 'categorical error' in placing the modem-day Greeks among 

the Onentals, especially the Neohellenic strand of the Greek nationalist rhetoric insisted 

that since the fali of the beloved City of Constantinople, Greeks never lost their 

detemination to 'gain back' their cultural pinnacle. As such, resisting the common 

attribution of fatalism to Greek culture, the Greek national myth concentrated on the 

theme of the perennial fight against domination by others, in particular the Turk. It also 

produced myriad explanations for the failure to recapture the grandeur of Byzantine 

against the Ottoman menace, many of which were shared by other Balkan nationalism's 

characterisation of the Ottoman nile in the region. 

nineteenth century the fear of the adulteration of the Greek heritage by the Turk reached 
such extremes that any suspected forrn of diversion was directly attnbuted to the Turkish 
domination and was thus discredited. It is in this context that Katharevousa (the Neo- 
classical codification of Greek language). the rnodernized/rnodem Greek language as 
separate from vemacular Greek, came into existence as to wash away the traces of 
Tourkocracy as well as modem Greek's dependency on recognised European languages. 



Therefore. the Greek liberation stniggle (1821-29) has been largely regarded as a 

necessary tuming point in modem Greek history. Although a Balkan Orthodox federation 

did not concretise. Greek nationalism savored the premise of the continuity of the 

'Hellenic desire' for sovereign existence. Needless to say, nationalisrn conveyed a much 

better chance for the realisation of this desire, since by definition it entailed the 

independentkovereign existence of a people. The unique achievement of the Hellenic 

national revival movement was to link previous strands of contention into a coherent 

narrative of national redemption. This bringing together of diverse traditions of 

irredentism from the fa11 of rhe City to the Greek War of Independence had to produce a 

single histoncal trend indicating the unadulterated nature of the 'Greek identity'. 

Meanwhile. whether the primary referent to this newly defined national identity was a 

broadly defined sense of nationhood o r  a genealogical attribution based on language, 

religion, or ethnicity, is an issue left unclear. 

Forced to choose between Europe and its Orient in its pursuit of independent 

existence. to start with, Greek nationalism claimed a nebulously defined Hellenic cultural 

identity. From that point onwards, binary oppositions became the dominant theme in the 

classification of religions. languages and cultures that were related to the 'Greek national 

past'. In this context, while European civilisational identity represented an autonomous, 

distinct and superior culture, the ' M u s l i d u r k '  was charactensed as barbanc, uncivilised 

and alien. Thus, Greek national identity was confirmed as Ellines (Hellenes of the 

Classical past) while its Romii (Byzantine and Ottoman Chnstians) characteristics were 

pushed to the outer fringes of the domain of Greek national  affiliation^.^^ The depiction 

2 8 ~ c c o r d i n ~  to this formula, the inclusion of Greek national identity "alludes to the 
founding role of Classicai Greece in Europe. while exclusion represents the adoption of a 
self-view as oriental and illiterate." (Herzfeld op. cit., p. 42) As such. Herzfeld claims 
that the Modern Greeks are caught between "the condescending farniliarity of Europe and 
their intemdised alterity."(p. 48) 



Romiossini signifies the acknowledgement of altenty and heterogeneity in what is 

deemed as the 'Greek national past'. The Hellenic ideal of the Greek nation (Ellinismos), 

on the other hand, emphasises the continuity and chastity of Greekness across the vast 

historic terrain of Hellas. These differences in emphasis operationalised by Greek 

nationalism were predorninantly presumed by the dilemmas of the European civilisational 

self-understanding. However, their re-appropriation by the Greek nationalist discourse 

singularly authenticated these perceptions of civilisational schisms. 

In conclusion, the post-Enlightenrnent rhetoric of 'Hellenism fallen from grace' 

painted both a holy and a corrupted vision of modem Greece dispened between ancient 

history and the present (Herzfeld 1987).29 Hellcrs' 'loss' of culture due to its politicai 

decline and then invasion was transliterated by European modernism as a 'lack' of culture- 

-a claim against w hich the foundations of Neohellenism were laid. Consequentl y, the 

historylstory of Greek nationhood has gradually become a concerted effort to escape the 

predicated destiny of modem Greeks as either immediate descendants of ancient Hellenes 

o r  as a cursed rnixed race with staggeringly Oriental features. The task of defying the 

attributions of 'cultural failure' was tackled primarily via referrals to the sufferings 

incurred in the hands of the barbaric, infidel T r k .  Moving beyond the romanticised 

image of Hellar afforded by the European patrons of philhellenisrn, Greek national self- 

understanding harbored a struggle for the re-confirmation of modem Greeks as possesson 

of Culture/Civilisation. Greek national revival thus sirnultaneously reclaimed what was 

lost. and denied the lack of it. In other words, Greek nationhood is conditioned both by 

the modem Greek nation's individual worth and its purity in terrns of its European 

heritage. Contrary to the commonly-held nineteenth century view of Greece as an 

'outpost' of the Orient and thus the Oriental, the Hel2a.s of modem Greek nationalism was 

29"[~reece/~el lenism] portrays the aboriginal embodiment of the European ideal fallen 
to  the evil corruption of anti-Europe."( op. cit., p. 49) 



a 'peopled' temtory of culture. In this sense, Greek nationalism achieved a total 

transformation of the civilisational mapping practices of Europe vis-a-vis Hellar. The 

cultural landscape of contemporary Greece now embodies a continuous tradition that is 

civilisationally European and culturally Greek. Inhabiting a venerated site which 

simultaneously reflects the civilisational essence of Europe and the national topography 

of Neohellenism, the modem Greeks are no longer part of the clan of peoples without a 

history (Wolf 1982). 

Sketches €rom the Greek Revolt: Narrations of Continuity versas Geopolitics of 

The question of 'ethnic origins' of modem Greeks was first formulated by the 

Geman historian Jakob Phillip Fallmerayer in 1830, in the immediate aftermath of the 

Greek struggle for 1nde~endence30 Despite the great hopes for the rejuvenation of 

Greece entertained by philhellenes of vanous nationalities alike, Fallmerayer's theory 

insisted that the ancient Greeks disappeared completely and that 'modem Greeks' were 

mere descendants of Slavs and Albanians. Greek nationalism in many ways is formulated 

as an elaborate testirnony against Fallmerayer's thesis. 

The Balkan incursions of Avaro-Slav peoples are believed to have started in the 

sixth century. Accordingly. the Slavs are estimated to have reached the Peloponnese by 

the rniddle of the seventh century (Vakalopoulos 1970, p. 2)?1 The arguments against 

30~allmera~er 's  theory of the 'lack' of Greekness among modem Greeks was initially 
advanced in his Geschichte der Halbinrel Morea wahrend des Mittelalrers (A history of 
the -. Penimuta of Morea During the Miaüle Ages). 
jl"[The Slavs] moved as isolated groups of peasant farmers and shepherds, and the 
various place-names they left behind indicate that the line of their march was through the 
mountain highlands of the west ... The Slav tnbes which settled down in Epirus, 
Macedonia, Thessaly, and the Peloponnese originally spoke a Slav dialect related to 



Fallmerayer's theory suggest that Slavs have been assimilated, thus Hellenised and later 

Christianised by the local cultures. In particular under the aegis of the Byzantine 

Emperor Nicephorus (802-81 1). a massive project of Hellenisation is believed to have 

taken place which re-Christianised the region. The same period is believed to have 

initiated the retum of the Greek 6migrés who ran away from the Slavic invasions. In this 

context. the cosrnopolitan centers of Constantinople, Thessalonika, Corinth and Patras are 

commonly offered as the sources for the preservation and continuation of the Hellenic 

culture across the southem Balkans. Still, places which 'avoided' the Slav invasions were 

more prone to become shnnes of culturai continuation and survival. such as the plateau of 

Arnea, the mountainous districts of southem Macedonia. Pieria and Vermion or 

~halcidice.32 By the nineteenth century, these 'Greeks' who were left intact in srnall 

villages. isolated and inaccessible places such as the Ionian islands or mountain fastnesses 

were commonly seen as the true custodians of the Hellenic culture. This logic suggests 

ihat the more we are assured of the isolation and thus purity of the Greek peoples under 

observation, the more assured we must be about their true Greekness. 

In this context, in Greek nationalist historiography, cultural interaction and 

exchange is generally treated as a bad omen unless it takes place under the protective 

umbrella of Hellenic civilisation (Millas 1989, 1994). In this context, the SIavs are 

Bulgarian ...[ t]he Slav migrations which took place at the time of [the Byzantine Emperor] 
Maurice (582-602) probably displaced many Greeks from the Peloponnese and 
northwestem Greece, who then sought refuge in Sicily and Italy." (Vakalopoulos 1970. p. 
2-3) 
32~akalopoulos mentions that in the Chronicle of Monernvasia. it is stated that the 
" [GreekRlellenic] people of the Corinth 'found sanctuary' on Aegina, the people of Argos 
on the island of Orobe, the people of Laconia in the surrounding mountains." (op. cit.. p. 
4) Vakalopoulos also mentions the Chronicle of Galaxadi as full of references to the 
'local Greek resistance' against 'Bulgarian invaden'. Based on these ancient chronicles 
and other Byzantine sources, Vakalopoulos' practice of histonography is exemplary of the 
nationalist historian equipped with the means to constnict a saga of heroisms and 
sacrifices in defense of a retrogressively constnicted Greek patrida in ancient history. As 
classical examples of this enterprise, see for instance, Holm (18941898). 



assumed to became totally assirnilated into the Hellenic culture by the tenth century, the 

only surviving settlements to be found in western Thessaly and Epims (Vakalopoulos 

1970, p. 5). In the sarne vein. it has been argued that the Slav languages had very 

minimal influence on the morphology and syntax of the 'Greek language' (Momigliano 

1975). The Slav toponyms found in spoken Greek were categorised as alluding to nature, 

thus representative of a peasant or shepherd culture as opposed to the cosmopolitan core 

of ancient ~reece.33 The history and identity of Vlachs and Albanians settled in the 

perceived boundaries of Hellus were subjected to similar strategies of culturally specific 

interpretation. In this presurned context of a singularly Hellenic socio-cultural existence, 

linguistic and folkloric continuities of the Hellenic culture are accredited as the definite 

si gns of the unbroken racial affinity between ancient and modem Greeks representing the 

successive stages of development of the 'Greek ethos'. 

Meanwhile, at the end of Byzantine sovereigniy in 1348, first under Serbian 

domination then under the invasions of 'Franks' and Turks', the 'original Greek element' 

of Thessaly, Aetolia and Acamania (later comprising southem Epirus) resorted to flight to 

the coastal littoral of Epirus and the Peloponnese (Jelavich and Jelavich 1977). Despi te 

these myriad waves of migrations. flights and encounten with other cultures. tnbes and 

ethno-linguistic proups, the Greeks of the late middte ages could be still charactensed as 

peoples who spoke colourful and quaint dialects of ancient Greek, retained popular 

traditions of a pagan culture despite their gradua1 Christianisation. and possessed 

'discernible Greek characteristics such as love of freedom' (Walcot 1996). 

Anthropological field studies' anthropologists rnainly in rural communities of the 

present-day Greece have long been taken as a channel to 'deepen the understanding of the 

3 3 T h e  Greeks were mainly townspeople and farmers; the others were nomads who 
moved frorn mountain to plain with the fluctuation of seasons." (Vakalopoulos 1976. p. 
11) 



Greeks of antiquity' based on the conviction that the ancient and modem Greeks do share 

characteristics and values which are best preserved in isolated peasant communities 

(Campbell 1%4; Danforth 1984; Hart 1992; Walcot 19%). The question is, why and 

how could 'values and characteristics' penist from Homeric times to the end of the 

twentieth century. The 'enlightened answer' to this inquiry does not stress 'ethnic 

continuity' but a matrix of shared life-circumstances--such as small-scale subsistence 

agriculture and working the land as a family unit--in addition to inhabiting the same 

plateaus and villages and enjoying a rather 'culturally defined' continuity. It is thus 

argued that one can find three 'common characteristics' that survived the passage of time 

in Hellas (Walcot op. cit., p. 170): the sense of shame (in ancient Greek aidds and 

sdphrosyné; and in demotic Greek dropi), a 'peculiar form' of clevemess or sharpness 

(métis in antiquity and poniria in demotic Greek), and, a passion for honour (tiine in both 

ancient and modem Greek). In this context, parallels are drawn between the Homeric 

society of epic heroes, tragic battles, poetry and philosophy, and, the villages and even 

town quarters and cities of modem-day Greece. These cornmonalties, in turn. justify a 

distinguished sense of attachment to their 'place of origin' @mida) among Greeks of al1 

iimes. Such an analysis is based on the obvious assumption of the primacy of the peasant 

element in Greek sociev (McNall 1974). 

Across changing historical and geopolitical coordinates, the 'observed' persistence 

of Hellenism is attributed to its cultural and linguistic dominance or superiorityW In 

this context, the next stage comrnonly depicted in the nationalist accounts of histories of 

the 'Greek people' refers to the Roman Empire, in particular its Hellenised eastem wing, 

the Byzantine. The in-between period of Latin occupation of Hellas is treated as of very 

3 4 ~ e t e r  Walcot (19%) argues that the Greek language survived as the vital living 
organism through which the essence of [Greek] civilisation was preserved and 
transmi tted. 



little. if any, ~i~nificance.35 Similar to resistance to the 'Slavisation' of Greeks. 

Latinisation of 'native Greeks' by the Crusaden is suggested to be only at the surface. In 

fact. the argument of the 'Hellenic legacy' of the Byzantine Empire points in the opposite 

direction and assures u s  of the hegemony of Greek culture and laquage despite the 

original Latin heritage of the Eastern Roman Esnpire. In this context. the Ottoman mle in 

the Balkans signifies just yet another failed attempt for the invasion and adulteration of 

the Greek ethos. 

Set against this background, the Greek liberaiion strugple appean as a necessary 

stage in the historical unfolding of the Greek nation. Within the epic construction of 

Greek national history. among others, the bandits. the wandenng Balkan merchant and 

the Peloponnesian peasant who were engaged in the fight for freedom at the front-lines 

constitute the heroic peoples of the land of H e l h .  This original-truth based account of 

the storylhistory of Greek nationhood both requires and creates such categories of 

unrnediated political agency in order to verify the predestined path to independent 

statehood. Meanw hile, nei ther the geopolitics nor the demographics of the Gree k 

Independence ailow such a straight-fonvard reading of history. 

To begin with. the geographical boundaries within which the Greek Liberation 

Struggle took place was in many ways deterrnined by the Ottoman administrative 

divisions in the Balkans. The temtories which finally made up the map of modem 

Greece after the second Balkan War (1913) were divided and ruled under different 

headings. The 'European lands' of the Ottoman Empire were divided into five 

-- - 

3 5 " ~ h e  Latin occupation from 1204, when Constantinople fell during the Fourth Crusade, 
to 1566 left almost no permanent ethnic imprint on the Greek nation. This was especidly 
so in the north, where Latin influence prevailed during the very brief period between 
1204 and 1224. Even in the south. where Latin presence made itself felt for a much 
greater length of time, assimilation tended to be rapid because of the small number of 
invaders ... In time even the immediate products of racial intemixture, the Gasmuli or 
Gasmuli, similarly disappeared." (Vakalopoulos 1970, p. 15) 



govemorships--Rournelia, Bosnia (includinp Vidin in Bulgaria), Silistria (including 

Belgrade), Djezair (including the Pelopoonese and sorne of the Greek islands), and Crete- 

-which were then subdivided into provinces and districts. In addition to these 

govemonhips, there were two Danubian Rincipalities of Wdlachia and Moldavia with 

quasi-independent status. The five Ottoman European govemorships comprised nine 

provinces (pashalik): Rumelia, Belgrade, Bosnia, Scutari, Joannina, Negropont, the 

Morea, Candia, and the Archipelago. These provinces covered the area of today's Greece. 

Bulgaria, parts of Romania, Albania, and former yugoslavia?6 The governor of 

Rumelia (beylerbeyi) was the commander-in-chief of al1 the European contingents in time 

of war. The Ionian Islands in the Aegean Sea, on the other hand, belonpd to the 

Venetian Republic until 1797 before being handed down to the French. Under French 

rule. they became the 'Septinsular Republic', though for a very brief penod.37 Then, by 

1815. Corfu, Cephalonia, Zante, Santa Mavra, Ithaca, Cerigo, and Paxo. along with their 

dependent islands, formed the 'United States of the Ionian Islands' under the protection of 

Britain's King George 111.38 In any event, geopolitically, the Ionian Islands were not part 

3 6 ~ i l l e r  (1922) estimates that the Turkish dominions in Europe in 1801 measured 
238,000 square miles, and contained 8,000.000 inhabitants. 
3 7 ~ h e  Septinsular Republic is defined as the "seven islands constituted into an 
'independent' republic under Ottoman protection and Russian guarantee in 1807, placed 
under British protection and administration by the treaty of Vienoa in 1815, and 
incorporated into the kingdom of Greece in 1864. Known as the Ionian islands because 
of their location in the Ionian Sea off the west Coast of Greece, they include Corfu, 
Cephalonia, Zante and Ithaca.*' (Glossary in Diamandouros et al. 1976, p. 18). An Ionian 
Constitution was drafted in 1817. Although the Greek Orthodox Church and the Greek 
language were declared by the 'United States' to be the dominant 'creed and idiom'. 
English was employed in the police. health and postal departments, and Italian in the 
legislature until 1849 (Miller 1922, pp. 6û-67). In fact, it was not until 1852 that Greek 
was made obligatory as the national tongue to be spoken and used in the public offices. 
3% this context. the early nineteenth century history of the island of Parga is 
surprisingly indicative of the later developments in the Balkans. The island of Parga was 
garrisoned by order of Napoleon, when the French recovered the Ionian lslands by 1807. 
It was held by a French force until 1814, at which point the British forces in the opposite 
Island of Paxo occupied the island. The Parguinotes requested to become part of the 
Union of Ionian islands under the Union Jack. The British, however, under pressure from 



of the Greek liberation struggle during its formative stages. In fact, in many ways they 

represented an alternative to nationally defined sovereign political existence. 

In terms of the political leadership of the 'independence movement', the common 

reference is to the secret society of Phifiki Etairia (Fnendly Society), which was founded 

in 1814 at Odessa. Philiki Etairia was composed of seven different classes of 

membenhip. ranging from that of the Vlamided (an Albanian word signifying 'adopted 

brothen') up to that of 'chiefs of the initiated'. It was govemed by a secret committee 

known as the 'Supreme Authority'. Its most dedicated membership was from the Ionian 

Islands and the Morea peninsula (Miller 1922, p. 65).39 By 1821, under the leadership of 

Prince Hypselantes, the society organised a revolt in the quasi-independent Danubian 

Principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia. However, there was one considerable obstacle: 

the native population in these two provinces regarded the Phanariot Greek elite in the 

region as tyrants and oppressors rather than the kin of potential liberators. Furthemore, 

the ethnicaily-conscious Roumanian peasants felt little enthusiasm for joining a Hellenic 

cause of liberation. Still, confident of his cause, Hypselantes crossed the Pmth river--the 

natural boundary between Ottoman and Russian Empires since 1812--and entered the 

the Ottoman government and weary of the extended financial costs of staying on the 
island, left the island. Upon the transference of the island to Ottoman rule, the 
Parguinotes were then informed that those who desire to ernigrate will receive 
compensation for the loss of their houses and property. and a free passage to the Ionian 
Islands. The inhabitants had a long and painful emigration, since to begin with the 
Ottoman commissionen. the Cof io t e  valuers and the owners each gave different 
estimates for the value of the assets and property to be left behind. In 1819. traditional 
Parguinote communities left the island en masse for the island of Corfu. They were 
provided with a church and were settled in the Cofiote suburb of Mandouchio where, 
Miller wrote in 1927, their descendents still lived. Indeed. the garrison-church of Corfu 
was in possession of the sacred pictures and other possessions of the Church of Parga 
(Miller 1927, p. 63). 
f%'he movement turned to Count Capo d'Istria, a medical doctor who left his profession 
for public employment under the 'Septinsular Republic'. He then eniered the Russian 
service, in which he had tisen substantially as a favounte of Alexander 1. However, he 
declined the offer. Instead, Prince Alexander Hypselantes, eldest son of a Phanariot 
prince to Moldavia and then to Wallachia, accepted the position as the commander of the 
Greek revolution in 1820 (Miller 1927. p. 66). 



Moldavian capital without opposition. The capturing of the city was followed by the 

massacres of local Muslim populations at Galatz and Jassy. The Muslims were seen as 

the representatives of the Ottoman Imperia1 rule. and not as part of the local human 

landscape (McCarthy 1995).a 

The Greek rebel forces, trusting the tradition of faiberly protection from Russia, 

expected widespread support from the Tsar. Contrary to the Greek nationalist 

expectations, however, the Russian Tsar did not approve of the current developments and 

officially cut ties with Hypselantes by eliminatinp his name from the Russian army list. 

Similarly, the Ecumenical Patriarch in Constantinople excommunicated the would-be 

saviour of Greeks as well as the Hospodar (Phanariot prince) of Moldavia. Still. 

Hypselantes marched to Bucharest, the capital of Ottoman Wallachia. Meanwhile in 

Wallachia, there was aiready a rebellion established under the leadership of a local hero-- 

Tudor Vladimirescu--but not only against the 'Ottomans'. The cause of the populist 

Wallachian revoit was to stand against the nobles, Greek, Ottoman or Roumanian alike. 

The native nobles were quick to separate themselves frorn the Phanariot princes and 

Ottoman officiais in an attempt to divert the agitation through a patnotic/nationalist 

cause. Tudor soon came to terms with the 'patriot nobles' and thus diametrically opposed 

Hypselantes' ambitions to be the Greek liberator of the ~ a l k a n s ? ~  In other words, 

Wal!achia already had its own native idiorn of liberation.42 

Romanian nationalist histonography suggests that using the opportunity of the 

Ottoman army's procession to Bucharest, Hypselantes arrested and killed his counter- 

nationalist rival (Otetea 1972). Although denounced as a traitor to the 'national-cause' by 

- - 

~ a r t i c u l a r l y  see Chapter 8. 
41 "'Greece', he told the Etairist chief, 'belongs to the Greeks, and Roumania to the 
Roumans." (Miller op. cit, p. 68) 
4 2 ~ o r  further discussion on the origins of Rumanian nationalism, see Otetea (1972) and 
Moisue and Calafeteraiu (1980). 



the Greek rebels, the body of Tudor was extolled by his compatriots as the hero of the 

Roumanian national awakening. Soon after, the 'sacred banalion' of young and upper 

class Greeks were defeated by the Ottoman forces at Dragashani. That was the tragic end 

of the bnef f int  phase of the Greek Revolt. Abandonhg his soldiers, Hypselantes fled 

with his two brothers into Austrian temtory, where he was imprisoned and died as an 

exile. The Greeks who remained behind without leadership were defeated once more by 

the Ottoman soldien at Skuleni along the Ruth river. Thus, after six rnonths, the military 

attempts of Philiki Etairia in liberating the Danubian Rincipalities ended with failure. 

Ironically, it was the Rournanian nationalists who benefitted most from the unfolding 

events as they nd themselves of the Ottoman-allied Greek nobility of Phanariot Princes 

who ruled over Wallachia since 171 1. The petition of Roumanian nobles to the Ottoman 

government for the local administratorlelite (hospodars) to be selected among their own 

was accepted in 1822. 

Meanwhile, the Greek revolutionary fervor continued. Barel y after a month 

following Hypselantes' defeat, a widespread revolutionary uprising broke out in the 

Ottoman Morea (Diamandouros et al. 1976). The Ottoman forces were dispened along 

the immense borders of the Empire to settle vanous nationalist insurgencies, and the 

pvemor of Morea (Peloponnese) was absent from his post to deal with the revolt of Ali 

Pasha of Albania. The revolt broke out on A p n l 6  (March 25, Julian calendar), 182 1, a 

date which later obtained officia1 consecration as a national festivallholiday in modern 

Greece. The popular symbol of the revolt is identified as that of Germanos, Metropolitan 

of Patras, raising the sacred banner representing the death of the Virgin in the Church of 

the monastery of Hagia Lavra in Kalavryta (Dakin 1973). The revolt started as isolated 

attacks on the Muslim communities, which gradually became more systematic and 

frequent. In Kalavryta and Kalamata, the thanksgiving to Almighty God was celebrated 



along with manifestos for a 'Christian and only Christian Europe'. These events were 

replicated in Patras, depicted in popular songs declaring that 'not a single Turk should 

remain in Morea' (Woodhouse 1952). Attacks on local Muslims throughout the peninsula 

were soon extended to the gulf of Connth, where Salona, crowned by a medieval castle, 

becarne the new 'Christian stronghold'. Within three months of the commencement of the 

upnsinps. the whole region south of Maliac and the Arnbrakian gulfs, was removed from 

Ottoman rule and cleansed of Muslim inhabitants, peasant and landlord alikeP3 

Meanwhile, in Macedonia. the complex multi-ethnic and multi-religious make-up of the 

region made the straight-forward progress of a Greek-led national revolution unlikely-4 

43~eanwhile, this trajectory of events was not unique to the Greek Independence 
Struggle. Serbia had gone through a similar path during its struggle for autonomy. Under 
the new regulations of the Treaty of Edirne, no Ottoman (Turkish speaking Muslim) 
could live in  the country except the soldiers who gamsoned forts and people already 
resident in the main cities. Al1 the timar holden were expelled and their properties were 
sold to local Serb notables or the returns were sent to the Ottoman government. Although 
the Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Constantinople remained supreme, he could do no more 
than confinn the choice of native Serbian pnests to replace the Greeks whom he formerly 
appointed to the churches (Shaw and Shaw 1977, p. 147). 
4 4 ~ h e  position of the islands are surnmarised b; Miller in the following ternis: "Of the 
[Ionian] islands, Spetsai was the first to hoist the Greek flap;.,.Psara was not slow to 
follow; but Hydra, owing to the reluctance of the wealthy hesitated until a ship's 
captain ... affiliated to the 'Friendly Societyt, placed himself at the head of the people and 
forced the local leaders to fit out a squadron under the Hydriote Tombazes. Samos 
proclairned that union with Greece which was accomplished only nine years ago, whereas 
Syra, then wholly Catholic, preserved neutrality which was the foundation of her 
prosperity. Crete. w here the proportion- l60,Oûû to 130,000--of Musulmans to Christians 
was then much larger than at the time of the modem insurrections, received the tidings of 
the revolution with apparent apathy ..." (Miller 1922, pp. 73-74). The neutrality of the 
island of Chios, however, did not Save them from becoming a prey to the Christian- 
Muslim clashes that becarne so characteristic of the penod. In 1822, due to a self- 
acclaimed rebellion and occupation of its capital by Chian named Boumias and a 
Samian adventurer called Lykourgos Logothetes, the Ottomans embarked a Large force at 
the island. The result was "46 smoking villages, a ruined city, and a hecatomb of corpses 
testified to the rashness of their enterprise...it was calculated that of the 113,000 
Christians, whom Chios contained in [thk] April, only 1800 remained there in August. 
Of the rest 23,000 had been slain. 47,000 sold into slavery, and the othen scattered to 
every part of the Hellenic world." (Miller 1922, pp. 79-80) What was Chios' loss, 
however, becarne the island of Syra's gain. A body of Chian exiles founded Syra's twin 
towns, and introduced the monopolistic industry of the manufacture of the famous 
Turkish delight'. 



The settling of the 'problem of the mixed ethno-religious character' of Macedonia could 

only be taken care of by the Balkan wars and the consequent Greek-Bulgarian and Greek- 

Turkish population exchanges during the fint two decades of the twentieth century. 

In retaliation to the killing or uprooting of local Muslims, the Ottoman Sultan 

Mahmud II began the execution of 'suspected Greeks' in the region. When the news of 

wholesale slaughters of the Muslim comrnunities in Peloponnese (Morea) reached the 

Porte, several leadinp Phanariots were executed. Thea. a native of Morea, the venerable 

Patriarch Gregory V was hanged from the gate of his church on Eastern ~ u n d a ~ . ~ s  Other 

executions of high officiais of Greek descent followed, as well as the random persecution 

of Greek-speaking Christians in Smyma, Rhodes and Cyprus. The tension and 

subsequent violent confrontations between Muslim and Orthodox Greek Christian 

comrnunities were to continue and escalate on both sides of the Aegean for the next LOO 

years. Meanwhile, at least in Peloponnese. the dernographic and geopolitical changes 

were reified by 1829 with the intervention of Great Britain, France and Russia into the 

affair of the Greek civil revolt against the Ottoman Empire (Petropulos 1%8). 

4 3 h e  story around the Patriarch's body is long and with many twists. It is believed that 
his body was left hanging for three days for the public eye, and then dragged by 'the Jews' 
who were identified as the enemies of Hellenism, and cast into the sea. The faithful, then, 
are believed to have recovered the body from the sea and camed it to Odessa, and then 
transported it  to the Metropolitan Cathedra1 in Athens fifty years later. For further 
discussion, see Papadopoulos (1990). 



The Greek Liberatio k natîonaliam: ex post facto Determinations 

Regionally, the repercussioos of the Greek revolt were limited. The other 

Christian communitieslnationalities of the Balkan peninsula, with the exception of the 

Orthodox Albanians, showed little concem or enthusiasm for the Greek struggle for 

independence. Despite the Hellenic revival movement's initial expectations about the 

formation of a BalkantChristian united front, the Greek Revolt of 1821 did not lead to a 

general uprising or independence struggle involving al1 the 'Balkan ~h r i s t i ans ' . e  

However, the Greek revolt initiated a long-term process of radical socio-cultural and 

economic transformation (Vryonis 1976 in Diamandouros et al.). In this context, the 

Greek war of liberation (1821-29) Ied not only to symbolic political enfranchisement but 

also to the refonnation of the ciass structure via the elimination of Ottoman over-lords 

and notables, as well as Muslim peasants. It is true that the question of disposing of 

Ottoman/Muslim lands was at lûast initially avoided by their placement under the special 

control of the insurgent state as 'national lands' (McGrew 1976 in Diamandouros). The 

insurgent regions of Ottoman Greece--namely Peloponnese and the area of central Greece 

known as Rumeli--were overw helrningl y agricultural. The bulk of the population was 

scattered in small villages and land was a major source and measure of wealth and power 

(op. cit., p. 113). On the eve of the Greek revolution, the classical accounts of the 

Ottoman Greece suggest that the Ottoman land regime was based on the differential 

attribution of land based on religious dividends disprivileging the Christian peasantry 

(Stoianovich 1953: Stavnanos 1959; Stubos 1988, pp. 87-91). In Peloponnese, for 

46~ndeed, as seen in the case of Rumania, the locals' various alliances with the Ottoman 
Porte gave them pnvileges at the expense of the Greek Phananot classes.Following the 
handing over of the local princedoms from Phananot families to local nobility. in 
Roumanian Principalities, Greek Orthodox monasteries and schools were closed. 
Roumanian histonans indeed date the national awakening back to 1822. 



example, it is commonly suggested that although the Muslim communities constituted 119 

of the total population, they were cultivating 66 percent of the available land and paying 

only 20 percent of the total tax revenue (Stubos op. ci t ,  p. 91). 

In light of such discrepancies in the distribution of wealth and/or resources, the 

'land hunger' of the rebeliing Greek peasants could be considered as a leading factor in 

the violent expression of their grievances against the Ottoman niie.47 In tum, the 'freeing 

of land' had a differential impact on the situation of the Christian landowning class and 

the peasantry. It is true that initially, the property of the Christian landlords were often 

left undisturbed, and. the majority of the peasantry continued to be shareholders. 

However. dunng the subsequent stages of state formation, the ideal of egalitarianisrn led 

to the reconsideration of the distribution of the 'war gains' in order to create a prosperous 

peasant class who 'own' the srnall lots that they tili. Consequently. initially formulated by 

John Capodistnas (18% 183 1) in the immediate aftermath of the Greek revolt.4 large- 

scale land distribution took place during the period of 1833- 1811.49 

The closing of the long period of 'Greek statelessness' also changed the relations 

between the Greek diaspora and residents of the historical Hellar (Geanakoplos 1976 in 

Diamandouros et al.). By and large, diaspora Greeks did not suffer from 'economic 

impoverishment' due to their ernbeddedness in the European capitalist expansion at the 

periphery of Europe. Furthemore, their way of life was primarily cosmopolitan and 

4 7 ~ s  McGrew argues, "[tlhe uprisings involved no indiscriminate assault on property as 
such, but were first and forernost a murderous onslaught against the hated Turk which 
also - offered oppominities for plunder." (1976, p. 116) 
a ~ o r  further discussion on the reformist agenda of the Capodistrias regime, see 
Woodhouse (1973). 
4 9 ~ e o r ~ e  Stubos argues that the distribution of 'national lands' strengthened the authority 
of the central govemment at the expense of landed classes and regional nobility (1988, p. 
278). In this context, the appropriation of the property of the Mudim communities dunng 
the Greek Revolt prepared the foundations of the authonty of the Greek nation-state in 
the long run. 



urban-centered. Consequently, they were directly exposed to European ideas of 

revolution and Enlightenrnent, and were cornmonly bilingual or multi-lingual. Their 

social structure was characterised by the domination of merchant groups. Enally, 

although they often converted to Catholicism and became Uniates, they had a distinct 

sense of ethnie [Greek] identity. In this context, the Greek war of liberation provided a 

basis upon which the diasporadic ethos of national awakening and ethnic distinctiveness 

could be articulated via territorial clairns.3 

On the eve of the liberation struggle, as we argued, there were a number of 

possibilities available concerning independence frorn Ottoman ru1e.51 In simplified 

form. the most commonly referred alternatives were the foundation of a multi-national 

state under the Hellenic lead and following the legacy of the empires of Alexander the 

Great and Byzantium. a nation-state restricted to the geographical areas where Greek- 

speaking populace constitute a majority. and, the establishment of several independent 

Greek principalities similar to that of the Septinsular Republic. There was also the 

possibility of Western suzerainty. suggested by some memben of the Greek diaspora as 

the best solution for the Greek peoples. In this context, the singling out of the nation- 

state ideal and of the supposition that al1 Greeks must be brought together under the mle 

of a Hellenic state took place primarily after the liberation struggle and not before. In 

tum, the ultimate success of the Hellenic insurgency was largely detennined by the 

MAS John Petropulos argues, before the advent of nationaiism, "Greekness was. at the 
popular level, a life-style practiced by Greek-speaking people, and. at the formal 1evel.a 
corpus of learning conveyed in Greek language and preserved by the Orthodox Church. 
Stnctly speaking, it was the heritage of multi-ehic Byzantium, a cultural category to 
which other ethnicities had contributed and in which they shared ... The new national 
consciousness. which accompanied the Greek revival of the eighteenth century, 
involved ... the attitude that this cultural heritage, though still open to others, was the 
s ecial possession of the Greek-speaking people." (1976, pp. 23-24). 
&3y the eve of the first Greek war of liberatioo, the political objectives of the new 
Greek national consciousness were confused, undefined, or  contradictory." (op. cit., p. 
27) 



political status quo of the post-Napoleonic Europe detemiined tu establish peace under 

the guiding hand of the Concert of Europe (Polanyi 1956; Peropulos 1968; Psomiades 

1976 in Diamandouros et alJ.52 

In terms of the factors that prompted the Greek Revolt, we have to take into 

consideration the changing administrative and social features of the Ottoman Balkans and 

the increased pressure on Balkan peasantry as  much as the ideological matrix of Philiki 

Etairia that circumscnbed the outbreak of rebellion and violence. In fact, a mere 

reconsideration of the dates of the Peloponnese revolt reveals that the peasant revolts as 

well as the insurrections that took place in the Danubian principalities of the Empire took 

place in rcsponse to the Ottoman military campaigns initiated as a countermeasure to the 

growing wealth and influence of local notables (Petropulos 1976 in Diamandouros et al.). 

Although the Greek revolt set the official precedent for the establishment of an 

independent nation-state, a centralised administrative apparatus and the embrace of an 

ethnos-based identity, it was by no means initiated ex nihilo. Furthemore, as  the revolt 

disintegrated into a civil war, demands of regional autonomy and persistent local loyalties 

significantly marred the successful course of the revolt. In this context. the 'success' of 

the Greek revolt was mainly due to two factors: the consolidation of a central 

administrative system which employed men that were not related to the feuding local 

fractions in the Peloponnese, and. the foreign rnilitary and diplomatic assistance for the 

retaining of the gains of the revolt (Jelavich 1976 in Diamandouros et al.). In this 

context, a backward reading of the Greek Revolt as the pivota1 expression of Greek 

- - 

521n Hany Psomiades' words, "Foreign involvement in Greece ... was not without its 
beoefi B... While it contributed to political instability, it also served as a kind of guarantee 
against the political excesses of the Greeks and the possible disintegration of their state. 
It explains why a tnincated and barely viable state, which could scarcely hope to prosper 
even under the most fortuitous circumstances ... could, alongside an al1 powerful and 
hostile Ottoman Empire, manage to preserve its freedom and teintonal integrity." (op. 
cit., p. 149) 



national consciousness is not sustainable. Instead, what we encounter is the historical 

setting of a venue which served as the foundation of a nation-state. Thus, it was the post- 

Liberation Struggle developments of the Greek national discourse which set the 

determining boundaries of Greek nationhood. In this context, the Anatolian Venture and 

the disastrous settling of the territorial ambiguities of Greek nationalism were of key 

importance. 

The Bordered Pumit of the Me@ I&a: A Prelude to the tAnatolian Venture' and 

the Catastrophe of 1922 

The Greek independence struggle was fueled by the utopian desire of re- 

establishing Greek-Orthodox superioriiy in the Balkans and the Near East as much as the 

nationalist fervor that spread across the Balkans after the French Revolution. However, 

the independent Hellenic Kingdom founded by 1830 could capture just a small portion of 

that grandiose neo-impenalist and yet simultaneously nationalist dream of sovereign 

existence across al1 the lands where Greek was spoken and the Greek Orthodox Church 

exercised religious authority. Not only was the new state geographidly confined to the 

southem end of the 'Greek lands', it incorporated only a negligible portion of the Greek 

population under Ottoman rule (Ladas 1932).53 It was a sovereign state nonetheless 

- -- 

5 3 ~ o r  a classical diplomatic account of the exchange, see Ladas (1932). Although the 
accuracy of his figures have been questioned by Turkish historiaas, so far Stephen Ladas 
provides the most detailed account of the historical conditions of Greek-Turkish 
Population Exchanges. Ladas' work also documents the changes in the land-mass and 
total population of the Hellenic Kingdom between 1830 and 1927. For an update of 
Ladas' study which is balanced by a sociological analysis of the implications of the 
exchange on the Turkish side, see A n  (1995). 



(Clogg 1981. p. xi).54 As such, it served the crucial function of a steady foundation for 

what is today known as modem Greece. 

In the following pages. the changes in the discoune of Greek nationalism that 

paralleled the reshaping of the territorial boundanes of Greek nationhood between 1821 

and the Greek-Turkish population exchanges of 1922-23 will be examined. The 

ideological impetus behind the expansion of the original Greek state has generally k e n  

attnbuted to the Megali Idea (Great Idea). charnpioning the Balkan-wide re-establishment 

of the politicai supremacy of Greek Orthodox civilisation under a Greek national state. 

While the Megali Idea had a direct impact on the temtorial conceptions of modem 

Greece, as will be demonstrated, it was perpetually redefined in accordance with both the 

socio-political dynamics of the Greek society and the geo-political challenges affecting 

the Greek state. 

The Megali Idea was officially introduced by Greek Prime Minister 1. Kolettis in 

1844.55 Following Kolettis. it was crowned as the dominant symbol of the Hellenic 

revival and enjoyed this privileged status until the Greek-Turkish War of 1922 following 

the Greek Amy's 'Anatolian venture'.% However, the traumatic events leading to the 

%Richard Clogg's edited work Anatolica is a docurnentary collection pertaining to the 
nature of the Greek society in the decades before 1821, as well as various strands of the 
Greek independence movement and the final consolidation of a wide-spread a m e d  
insurgence by 1821. 
55"1n spite of its vague rneaning it immediately captured the Greek imagination well 
beyond the confines of the newly-created Greek state, piving vent to poorly-defined 
feelings of extreme irredentism." (Papastratis, 1986, p. 153) Papastratis' work discusses 
the re-surfacing of the Megali Idea during the 1930s in the context of Greece's efforts to 
establish a 'Balkan Union ' in order to combat the effects of the 1929 world economic 
crisis. On this issue, also see Kitromilides (1989). 
5 6 ~ u r i n ~  the period when the Megali Idea had captivated Greek public opinion with 
accompanying nationalist ferment, the idea of Greater Serbia was propounded by Serbian 
nationalism. and. the 'Risorgimento' was finding ever-growing audience in Itdy. Bulgaria 
followed suit only a few years later. As Papastratis argues, "The Balkan people at the 
time. busy in entertaining their own historical continuity and national identity. were in 
fact protecting the treats that distinguished them and not their common characteristics." 
(1986, p. 141) The only factor that united dl the Balkan nationalisms was the common 



1912-23 Greek-Turkish population exchanges--the Cotasmophe--substantiall y changed 

the meaning of the Megali I d e a  Although not entirely removed from the political 

terminology of Greek nationalism, it was certainly reduced to a metaphor of dubious 

status. 

Until the Greek-Turkish War in Asia Minor, the re. captunng of the Byzantine 

capital Constantinople (which became the Ottoman capital Istanbul in 1453) remained the 

leitmotif of the Megali Idea. In the pst-1922 period, however, the Greek nationalist 

doctrine began to advocate much more conservatively defined geopolitical maneuven 

such as the 'readjustment' of Greece's northem frontiers in Eastern ~hrace.57 But even 

between 1821 and 1922, the discoune of Hellenic revival gradually departed from the 

dream of neo-Byzantine rejuvenation and became more of a nationalised utopia of 

redemption. Another ambiguity conceming the privileged ideological status of the 

Megali Idec is that at no point in tirne could it secure followers across the Greek society. 

This is due to the fact the Hellenic revival was by no means devoid of polyphony. In fact. 

the scattered nature of the Greek comrnunities in the Balkans, Caucuses and Asia Minor, 

in addition to ethnic, linguistic, class and ideological differences and the proximity of the 

major actors in Greek society to the Ottoman Porte. rendered the culmination of Megali 

I&als temitorially defined cultural revivalism a very difficult task. 

The factors that determined the limited intersection between the Greek nationalist 

discourse and the doctrine of Megali Idea were manyfold. To begin with, it is a 

commonly held belief that the Hellenic revival was led by the prosperous and this- 

worldly merchantlfinancier memben of the Greek diaspora (Shaw and Shaw 1977; Clogg 

- - - - - - -- . - -- 

enemy, 'the TurWthe Ottoman'. For further discussion, see Panayopulos (1980). 
Augustinos -- (1977) and Bryer (1981). 
S7~rorn 1922 onwards, it primkly resurfaced at the times of acute political crisis in 
Greece, the prime example being the junta period and the Cypms crisis during the 1970s. 
For further discussion, see Bahçeli ( IWO). 



1981, 1982; Ortayli 1987). During the course of the eighteenth century, as a consequence 

of their increasing commercial and cultural contacts with Western Europe, a new Greek 

merchant class grew who were critically conscious of the contrat between the dynamism 

induced by Europe-led capitaiist expansion and the endernic anarchy and confusion 

experienced in the Ottoman Empire during its eclipse. The argument goes on to suggest 

that uncertainties of life in the Ottoman Empire and the capriciousness of the Ottoman 

authorities drove enterprising Greeks in increasing numben to seek their fortune outside 

the cmmbling boundanes of the Empire, and to question the merits of k i n g  loyal to the 

Porte, 

However, this viewpoint ignores the important fact that the Christian subjects of 

the Ottoman mle aiso benefitted from the 'benign neglect' of Ottoman authorities (Keyder 

1989). On the one hand, from the eighteenth century onwards, many of the functions of 

the Ottoman state were undertaken locally by a new Ottoman elite of derebeys 

(valleylords) and ayms (notables) in Asia Minor and the Balkans, who encouraged the 

settiement and flourishing of Greek communities.58 On the other hand, the emergence of 

a strong Greek commercial bourgeoisie took p!ace due to the very circumstances of the 

incorporation of the Ottoman Empire in the circuits of global capitalism from the 

eighteenth century onwards (Issawi 1966; Owen 198 1; Keyder 1981; Kasaba 1988).59 

5 8 ~ o r  instance, Clogg argues that "In various remote and mountainous regions of the 
Empire, e.g. the Mani and Agrapha. the writ of the Ottoman central government scarcely 
ran while in others, e.g. the EleftheroWIoria (three confederations of villages in 
Khalkidiki), the Dervenokhoria (seven villages in the plain of Megara), Zagora. Ayvalik 
(Kydonies) on the western littoral of Asia Minor, Chios and the Peloponnese, the Greeks 
enjoyed a high degree of self-government often combined with tax privileges which at 
times amounted to virtual autonomy." (1981. p. xii) In addition, the nineteenth century 
Ottoman regulations known as 'Capitulations' gave virtual freedom for tax-free conduct of 
commerce and business to the Christian subjects of the Empire who ale0 held a foreign 
passport --an easily obtainable document from the European Embassies in Ottoman lands 
(Ortayli lm). 
5 9 n ~ h e  Greeks were quick and eager to assume the role of the principal mercantile 
element in the Ottoman Empire. taking over from Armenians and Jews who bad 



By the nineteenth century, the bulk of export and import trade as well transportation in 

the Ottoman Empire was in the hands of Greek merchants as a result of which towns and 

port-cities dominated by Greeks--such as Smyma, Thessalonika, Patras and Alexandria-- 

became thriving centen of commerce and finance (Keyder et al., 1993). Greek trading 

firms, frequently composed of members of the same family, conducted their business 

both within the Ottoman territories and in the commercial centers of Western and Central 

Europe, the Mediterranean, the Balkans and Russia. This was again due to the 

circumstances of 'benign neglect' which allowed the Christian subjects of the Empire to 

act as intermediaries between the European and the Ottoman markets. Furthemore. 

Greek merchants active in the Ottoman lands formed guilds with elaborate rules 

regulating membenhip and conduct of trade. In this sense. it is appropriate to terni this 

self-protecting class of Greek bourgeoisie as the runners of a Greek commercial empire. 

Paralleling the growth of Greek-run commerce and business was the development of a 

Greek mercantile manne. During the eighteenth century, the Greek mercantile business 

expanded dramatically thanks to the Napoleonic wan and the endless opportunities for 

enterprising captains to profit from 'blockade running1.60 By the end of the eighteenth 

century. the Greek commercial marine eclipsed the French in the Eastern Mediterranean 

and threatened the monopoly of the English merchants of the Levant Company. 

In summary, the bulk of the entrepreneurid energy of the Greek bourgeoisie 

might have been channeled into trade and commerce rather than industry or manufacture 

due to the uncertainties of the Ottoman market and the arbitrariness of Ottoman 

dominated Ottoman commerce dunng the eariy centuries after the fa11 of Constantinople." 
(Clogg 1981, p. xv) 
6 0 ~ u c h  of the Greek mercantile fleet was based on what was known as the 'Nautical 
Islands' of Psara, Spetses and Hydra (Clogg 19%). For further discussion, see Kasaba 
(1988) and Vryonis (19%). 



administrative rule.61 Nonetheless, profits that came from commerce and trade were not 

a small surn. They were also easily written off from tax collection. Under such 

circumstances. the Greek bourgeoisie was divided in their support to the burgeoning 

independence movement.62 There seems to be a cornmon belief among the Greek 

merchants that the Ottomans did not perceive the wealth of their subjects as an addition to 

the wealth of the Empire (Clogg 1981). However, there is not enough historical evidence 

to prove that the established and wealthy members of the Greek mercantile diaspora had a 

direct involvement with the politics of Greek independence. Indeed, in popular culture the 

Greek merchant was stigmatised as 'nationless' and caricaturised as being categorically 

different from the 'ordinary Greek' labouring classes in towns and in the countryside 

suffering under the 'Ottoman yoke': he was only interested in profit and not the source or 

conditions of it. As already argued, the only exception to this depiction was the rural, or 

more aptly, 'wandering merchant', who did not belong to the established circuits of capital 

and goods but was trying to break into the system. 

The second major obstacle to the consolidation of a Greek Independence 

Movement that could fully correspond to the callings of the Megali Idea was the relative 

religious autonomy and power enjoyed by the hierarchy of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of 

61~here were exceptions to this such as the town of Ambelaika in Thessaly or the town 
of Bursa in Asia Minor. Ambelaika became an important center for the production and 
export of spun red Cotton d u h g  the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Bursa, 
on the other hand, was the center of silk production responding to the demand of the 
whole Empire, until the European silk dominated the market more or less exclusively. 
For further discussion, see Kurmus ( M l ) ,  Inalcik (1993) and Inalcik and Quataert 
(19w.  
6 2 ~ h e  best-known histoncal ptoof for this suggestion is the 'progressive' role of the 
Greek merchants and their preponderance in membership to the Philiki Etairia. 
Meanwhile, as Clogg and Stoianovich argue, historicd studies have shown that the 
description of 'merchant' pertaining to the membership of the Philiki Etairia was 
misleading. The majority of the 'merchant members' of the society were in fact ex- 
merchants; they had bankmpt businesses which did not survive in the fierce world of 
commerce and trade. In other words, business-wise, they were the outcasts of the 
mercantile Greek diaspora. 



Constantinople (Istanbul) dunng Ottoman rule. According to the millet systeni, al1 the 

Orthodox Christians of the Empire were gmuped together in the Rum millefi (the Greek 

nation) which included Romanians, Serbs, Bulgars, Hellenised Albanians and Vlachs as 

well as the Eastern ûrthodox Christians of the Middle ~ a s t . a  As such, the millet system 

appointed the Greek communities, and indirectly the Greek religious hierarchy to a 

leading position in the Orthodox community. In this context, the impact of the French 

Revolution and the related phenornenon of nationalisrn caused a schism between the 

larger Greek populace and the Orthodox religious authonties in the In 

response to the growing separatist fervor of the early nineteenth century, the Patriarchal 

offices issued numerous admonitions urging total obedience of Greek Orthodox 

Christians to the Ottoman ~orte.65 The religious hierarchy's animosity to 'national self- 

determination' coupled with the ingrained comiption in the Orthodox church and their 

equation of the Enlightenrnent ideals with heresy and atheism provoked strong currents of 

anti-clencalism among the protagonists of Greek independence.& When the Greek 

6 3 ~ s  a result, the office of the Patriarch and the Church hierarchy rernained under Greek 
control throughout TourkoXra~ia (Ottoman rule). In addition, the Patriarch and the Holy 
Synod enjoyed a wide jurisdiction in civil affairs such as marital and testamentary 
matten. In return for their privileges. the Ottoman Porte expected the Patnarch and the 
Orthodox hierarchy to act as 'guarantors of the loyalty of the Ofihodox populations to the 
Ottoman state' (Clogg 1981, p. xiii). Various churches later departed from the 
Patriarchate as part of their national awakening. In fact, the feelings of resentment 
towards the Hellenic domination in the Eastern Orthodox Church goes back to the forced 
re-Hellenisation of the Balkan Orthodox churches during the eiphteenth century as part of 
the Hellenic revival. 
6 4 ~ h e  classical text that illustrates the reaction of the religious hierarchy of the Orthodox 
Church is the Didaskalia Patri ki (patemal Exhortation) published by Anthimos, the 
Patriarch of Jerusalem at the press of the Ecumenical Patriarchate in 1798. The original 
document is translated and re-published in Clogg (19%). 
6% addition, the Greek Orthodox Church entertained the belief that the Ottoman 
conquest of the Byzantine Empire came about by Divine Providence as a "punishment for 
the Christian Empire's manifold sins and so that the Ottoman Empire might act as a shield 
for the Orthodox Church against the taint of the Latin heresy." (Clogg 1981, xiii) 
66~n the meantirne, eveo the strongest critics of the Orthodox religious establishment 
would rnake sure to stress that they were believers of the Orthodox faith. For further 



Revolt broke out in 1821, the Patriarch and the Holy Syriod went as far as denouncing the 

'rebel lious ~reeks' .67 

The third factor that complicated the storylhistory of Greek Liberation Struggle 

was the Greek bureaucratie elite that actively served the Ottoman Porte. While the 

Orthodox hierarchy acted as  the 'administrative am' of the Ottoman state with the 

implicit obligation to provide order among its plirorna (the flock),the Phanariot elite 

drawn from a tightly-knit group of eleveo families were the 'nearest approximation to a 

Greek 'noblesse de robe' (Clogg 1981, p. xiv). From the end of the seventeenth century 

onwards, the Porte's need for skilled diplomats and negotiators had increased 

tremendously due to a succession of military defeats on the European front. This need 

was met by the Phanariots who, during the eighteenth and the f in t  two decades of the 

nineteenth century , monopolised the office of principal interpreter (rnegas dierminefs or 

rercumnnbusl) at the Ottoman p o r t e .  They also ran the office of interpreter to High 

Admiral of the Ottoman fleet (dierminefs tou stolou) and, in effect, acted as governors of 

the islands of the Aegean archipelago. In addition, they actively sought after the posts of 

pnncedom (hospodar) to the fertile provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia where the 

opportunities for persona1 enrichment were great; these two provinces were the Porte's 

principal providers for agricultural goods.69 Yet another elite group which had vested 

discussion on the complex role of Orthodoxy for the Greek Independence Movement, see 
Arnakis (1963). 
67~eanwhi1e. the Patriarch and a number of leading mernben of the hierarchy were not 
saved by their 'loyalty' to the Porte. They were executed by the order of the Ottoman 
Sultan with the justification that they failed to fulfill 'their end of the bargain'. The big 
entrance to the Patriarchate is left closed to this day in memory of the hanged patriarch 
Genadius. For further discussion on the history of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, see 
Runciman ( 1968). 
q h i s  office had much more importance than its name might suggest: the Phanariot 
principle interpreter was often in a position to exercise considerable influence over the 
conduct of Ottoman diplornacy (Clogg 1981; Ortayli 1987). 
69T'he Phanariot courts established in Jassy in Moldavia and Bucharest in Wallachia were 
organized on the mode1 of the imperial court in Constantinople. Accordingly. each 



interests in the imperial status quo were the notables (kocabusi or proesro). Particularly 

in Peloponnese, the kocabmr (also known as the Christian Turks) acted as a Greek 

landowninp class. They enjoyed a considerable degree of self-government and in retum 

cooperated with the Ottoman officials for oqanising tax collection. As a result, they 

epitomised the 'dual-oppression' of the Christian peasantry. 

In this context, due to the fact that the central hierarchy of the Greek Orthodox 

Church, the Phanariots and the kocabasi class were part of the srtûus quo under Ottoman 

rule, they were later on singled out as the worst kiod of oppressors for the Greeks; they 

were the enemy 'from within'. In contrast, Greek national history crowns the nationalist 

intelligentsia, the anti-s~aius quo small-time merchant, rebels, bandits and peasants as the 

makers of the new Greece. Meanwhile, none of these groups elicit an unbroken narrative 

of national consciousness ei ther. 

At the rnargins of the Greek society under Ottoman rule were the c o m o n  bafidits 

taken to the mountains known as kiefts. Similar to the case of the diaspora Greek 

bourgeoisie, their position vis-a-vis the Greek Liberation Struggle remains somewhat 

precarious. Although they are commonly referred to as the representen of authentic 

Greek nationaiism. historical studies prove their alliances to be ever-changing, mostly in 

favor of the Ottoman authorities when a hefty retum was promised. Since the principal 

targets of kiefs were either Ottoman officials or members of the Greek landed or 

bureaucratie classes, they left a romantic popular legacy behind as the protectors of the 

'common people'. Upon such foundations, their defiance of the Ottomans made them 

Phanariot prince had an elaborate retinue of courtiers and officials. The rivalry for these 
posts was excessive. as a result of which the Phanariot prince who secured a position 
employed an agent (kapikahyasi) to 'watch' the interests of their prince. This peculiar 
combination made the name Phanariot a byword for intrigue (Clogg 1981, p. xv). 
Indirectly, the Phanariot supremacy in these provinces led to the flourishing of the 
pnncely academies of Bucharest and Jassy which became centers of high leaming for the 
Greek worId. 



symbols of nationalism. although the range of their activities negate the projection of a 

clear nationalist agenda from the very begiming. Another interesting and yet largely 

overiooked aspect of the history of the klefts is the intersection of their undertakings with 

other forrns of militia activity in the region. In an effort to suppress the local bandits and 

re-establish order in the Balkans, Ottoman authorities established a militia composed of 

Christian irregular troops (1~rmztoloz). Accordingly, the Rumeli (European) province was 

divided into fifteen or so armatolik, their leaders known as the kopetanioi. In the 

Peloponnese, the function of the armaroloi was taken over by the @oi, who were 

employed by the Greek kocabans. In the long run, however, the dividing line between 

the klefrr, armatoloi and kapoi almost disappeared since the memben of these groups 

becarne more or less inter~han~eable.70 

In this context. the urbanite Greek intelligentsia exposed to the ideas of the French 

Revolution and the European Enlightenment, and fluent in the idiom of national 

awakening, appears to be the only class with a clearly nationalist stance. From the 

eighteenth century onwards. the ever-increasing number of books published in Greek as 

well as translations of the European scientific, social. political and philosophical 

masterpieces brought a5out a revival in Greek intellectual life and led to the rediscovery 

and re-construction of Greekness based on the ancient Greek past. This re-awakened 

sense of the Greek past constituted a key element in the self-image of the nascent Greek 

intel1i~entsia.71 The coming into fashion of ancient Greek narnes replacing the Christian 

ones, scholarly debates on the roots of contemporary/demotic Greek in Attica are just a 

70~logg gives the example of Theodoms Kolokotronis, one of the leaden of the Greek 
Independence Movement, who had been a Weft and also sewed as a kapos before joining 
the movement (op. cit., p. xviii). For a classical account of the role of banditry in Greek 
Liberation struggle, see Kolliopoulos (1987). 
7 1 ~ o r  a detailed discussion on the Iiterary background to the formation of Greek national 
consciousness, see Jusdanis (199 1). 



fcw examples of the nationalist intelligentsia's consolidated effort to reclaim the Greek 

classical heritage.72 

Meanwhile, the Greek peasant and urban artisan classes more or less went on with 

their daily lives and were very marginally effected by the Neohellenic Enlightenment As 

argued by an increasing number of folklore studies, the world of the common Greek 

peasant remained pnmarily Byzantine up until the forced population exchanges of the 

early twentieth cenîury (Henfeld 1982; Vryonis 1988 in Clucas). The ballads, 

prophecies and oracles foretelling the eventual prophetic liberation of the Christian 

peoples of the (Byzantine) Empire from the 'Hagarene yoke' had a steady audience 

compared to the novel and convoluted nationalist rhetoric of the Greek intelligentsia. The 

main theme of many of these prophecies was that 'nothing that the Greeks did of their 

own accord would bnng about liberation' (Clogg 1981. p. xix). In response to the initial 

isolation of the Greek nationalist from the rest of the society, the foremost advocates of 

Greek emanci pation, such as Adamantios Korais and Count Ioannis Kapodistrias. 

resumed the role of intellectual mentors for the whole of Greek society (Augustinos 

1977). Both men believed in the emancipatory role of education and regeneration in 

order to bnng forward a new, strong Greek state and society. Due to their stress on long- 

term prospects, they were labelled as the 'gradualist' camp in Greek nationalist circles. 

Militant nationalists such as Rigas Velestinlis and Konstantinos Stamatis, on the other 

'2111 the area of education, for instance, societies such as the Philomousos Etairia 
(Society of Friends of the Muses) opened branches in Athens and Vienna in addition to a 
large number of colleges in Bucharest, Jassy (lasi), Chios, Smyma and Ayvalik 
(Kydonies) with the main focus on classical Greek culture (Stubos 1988). These schools 
attracted students from the iarger Orthodox world, including Bulgarians, Serbs, Albanians 
and Romanians. In this context, at least until the Balkan Wars, the reconstituted tradition 
of Hellenic culture played a crucial role in the Balkan rnovements of national awakening. 
One of the best examples of the Greek cultural evangelism is  the terraglott (Greek- 
Romanian-Bulgarian-Albanian) lexicon published in Constantinople in 1802 
(Kitromif ides 1989). 



hand, advocated immediate amed resistance against the Ottoman ru1e.73 They also 

believed in the possibility of physically uniting al1 'Greek lands'. For instance, Rigas 

published the project of a new constitution modelled after the declaration of the Rights of 

Man and the 1793 and 1795 French Constitutions under the title of The New Political 

Constifution of the Inhabitants of Rumeli. Asia Minor. the Archipelago. Moldavia and 

Wallnchio, envisaging a restored Byzantine Empire with republican in~titutions.~4 

Following the example of Rigas' martyrdom for the cause of liberation, the secret 

society of Philiki Etairia took the lead. Independence became the ovemding objective of 

the Philiki Etairia and its enlarging membership which included lawyers. doctors, 

students, clergy, notables and even a few peasants and artisans. The society's leadership 

was given to Prince Alexandros Hypsilantis. himself member of a ieading Phanariot 

family serving as a general in the amies of the Tsar Alexander 1. Hypsilantis called for 

the Greeks to throw off the chahs of tyranny and to unite with the other Christian peoples 

of the Balkans against their Turkish overlords. However, as discussed. Philiki Etairia 's 

scheme of a pan-Balkan revolt was not realised. Hypsilantes' ill-considered revolt in the 

Principalities was rapidly suppressed by the Ottoman authorities. Nonetheless, the 

upnsing initiated a massive stir in the Peloponnese which led to atrocities and reprisals 

from both sides. 

The Greek Revolt of 1821 could not overwrite the intemal quamls  between the 

traditional elite of the pre-independence Greek society trying to protect their pre-existing 

pnvileges and the Western-educated modemisers and ardent nationalists chanting for 

Greek liberation and the establishment of a constitutional state. Meanwhile, the revoIt 

f30n Rigas Velestinlis' life, see Woodhouse (1995). 
74~elestinlis preached the equality of al1 races in the new Empire regardless of religion 
or laquage, including the Turks. However, al1 the other races had to be subservient to 
the Greek lead in politics. He was killed by the Ottoman authorities in Belgrade in 1798 
(Millas 1997). 



ended in favor of the Greek nationalists, a vietory which was unilaterally inscnbed as the 

fruit of the efforts of the 'resilient Greek'. Even the major part played by the European 

powers in the destruction of the Ottoman resistance did not spoil the gains of the Greek 

nationalist ~ a d r e s . ~ s  

The victorious history of the new Hellenic Kingdom provided the initial 

ideological context for the national appropriation of the trend of post-Byzantine pan- 

Hellenism. By the 1800s, the leading protagoaists of the Neohellenic Enlightenment 

began to dream of a Greece which embraced al1 those whose mother tongue was Greek; a 

Greece that extended ploriously between the Pmth and the Nile IX.ivem76 The Greek 

communities in Russia, Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro. Turkey, Samos. Crete, 

Cypms, Egypt and Palestine symbolised the borders of this 'Greater ~reece'? The 

capital of this revived Greater Greece was to be Constantinople, echoinp the long-gone 

days of Byzantine supremacy. During the first century of Greece's existence as an 

independent state, nationalists of the Hellenic Kingdom continued to be enamored by this 

vision officialised as the Megali Idea in the hope of reaching out to the 'unredeemed' 

Greeks of the Ottoman Empire. At the time of the establishment of an independent Greek 

state, roughly three times the population of the Hellenic Kingdom still resided within the 

borders of the Ottoman Empire. By 1913, in the euphoria of the Greek success in the 

Balkan Wars of 1912- 1913, the dream of a reconstituted Byzantine Empire looked to be 

- - - - - -- 

75~t was the defeat of the Egyptian fieet under Ibrahim Pasha by the combined British. 
French and Russian fleet at Navarino in 1827 which ended the fighting and ensured the 
success of the Greek liberationist cause. 
7 6 ~ o r  further debate, see the discussion on Neohellenic Enlightenrnent in Richard Clogg's 
"1 Ka~h'imus h r o l i :  the Greek East in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries," in 
Clogg (19%). Clogg argues that this cartographic imagery set the foundations of the 
Greek 'nationalist hyperbole' which was later on formalized in the idiom of Megali Ides . 
n ~ h e  commonly quoted late-nineteenth and early twentieth century observer of Greece, 
William Miller, states that Greece combined 'the appetites of a Russia with the resources 
of a Switzedand' (1905, p. 44; also cited in Cbgg 1996, p. 1). 



ever closest to realisation.* Following the Ottoman defeat as the Empire sided with 

Germany, in the irnmediate aftemath of the World War 1, the Greek army occupied 

Western Asia Minor. 

However, the spirit of the Megali Idea was terminally shattered shortly after the 

Greek army's invasion supported by the European allies. The young Turkish nationalist 

cadres successfully consolidated an armed independence movement. In this context, the 

Greek invasion of the western shores of Asia Minor became the spark that initiated a 

Turkish Independence War re-clairning the whole of Asia Minor. The Greek army, along 

with the allied forces, was defeated a t  the end of the 191949î2 Greek-Turkish War. 

Their defeat was followed by the mass flight of the termr-stricken Greek populations 

inhabiting the shorelines, as well as those that reached the shores from mid-Anatolian 

towns in their plight. The Greek communities that did not immediately leave, mainly 

those in Cappadocia and Pontos, were later forced to leave on the basis of the Exchange 

of Populations between Greece and the newly established Republic of Turkey. The de 

facto expulsion of the Anatolian Greek Orthodox Chnstians then became part of a 

settlement between Turkey and Greece that was formalised by the Lausanne Treaty in 

1923. Accordingly, a 'compulsory exchange of Turkish nationals of the Greek Orthodox 

religion established in Turkish temtory and of Greek nationals of the Moslem religion 

established in the Greek territory' had to be administrated by the Greek and the Turkish 

nation-states. The cnteria thai guided the exchange was not language, nationality, or 

ethnicity, but religion. As a result, Orthodox populations of Asia Minor who were not of 

Greek ethnicity were also subjected to  forced migration. The determination of who 

constituted the 'Muslims' in the Greek temtory was similarly problematic. 

7 8 ~ o r  instance, in 1913, the Crown Prince Constantine assumed the title of Constantine 
XII on becoming the King to emphasise the 'direct succession to Constantine XI 
Palaiolos, the last Emperor of Byzantine Empire. For further discussion, see Clogg 
(1988)- 



In conclusion, the massive infiux of refugees into Greece in the early 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  not 

only from Asia Minor but also from revolutionary Russia, and from Bulgaria, signalled 

the reversa1 of the Megali Idea. Apart from the established Greek communities of 

Istanbul and the islands of Imbros and Tenedos who were permitted to remain in situ, a 

large Greek community of 100,000 remaining in Egypt up until 195ûs, and small Greek 

rninorities in Albania, Georgia and southem Russia, the Greek state now became the 

home of al1 the 'Hellenes'. By the 1930s, for the first time, what was known as the 'Greek 

diaspora' or the 'Race of the Greeks' had k e n  officially gathered together within the 

bounds of the 'Helladic  tat te'.^^ Following the population exchanges of 19181919 with 

Bulgaria. and then the 1922-23 exchange with Turkey commonly referred to as the 

'Catastrophe', the Greek presence in the larger Balkans as well as the Near and Middle 

East came to an end.m In this changed demographic and geopolitical context, the Greek 

state indeed became the primary source of authority for a national polity gathered 

together--by war, by force, by exile or by choice--within a single sovereign entity. The 

temtory and the populace of the Greek nation-state finally coalesced 100 yean after the 

Greek Revolt of 1821. The preoccupation of the Greek state in the pst-1922 period was 

no longer the realisation of the Megali Idea--spart from the bnef episode of the Cyprus 

7% is tme that there continued to be large diaspora communities in North America as 
well as parts of Middle East and Africa well into 1950s. Furthermore, the great 
immigration of 1950s and 1960s brought close to twelve percent of the mainland Greek 
population outside the country, to Europe and again to North Amenca, a phenornenon 
referred as xeniteia. Still, the effective disappearance of the Greek element in the Near 
and Middle East, particularly after the '1922 Catastrophe' constitutes n landmark in Greek 
national history. For further discussion, see Giannuli (1995) and Clogg (1996). 
8 0 ~ s  Clogg argues, "2 karh'imas Anaroli, 'the East as w e  see it' or 'our East', to use the 
expressive Greek phrase. was no more. Outwit the bounds of the Greek state there were 
only a few small and scattered communities where once there had k e n  a very substantial 
Greek presence." (19%. Foreword) For further discussion on the effect of the population 
exchanges, see Pentzopoulos ( l%2) and An ( 1995). 



cnsis in the 1960s--, but the remedy of the major socio-cultural reshuffling that resulted 

from its pursuit. 

The 'Anatolian Venture' or the Failed Lo& of Territorial Redemption 

The history of Greece, from the date of the establishment of an independent 

Hellenic State in 1830s to the end of the fint decade of the twentieth century, has been 

marked by frequent periods of intemal stnfe and external vicissitude. Greek political life 

during the first eighty yeaa of independence was hardly satisfactory for the high hopes 

entertained by the European philhellenes or the Greek federalists alike: the new Hellenic 

Kingdom was 'destined to' play a very crucial part in the affairs of the Balkan Peuinsula 

and to become the 'natural successor' of the Ottoman Empire (Pallis 1937). In this 

content, from 1843--the date of the granting of the f int  Constitution-to 1909, Greek 

politics was divided rather than united by party intrigues and govemmental instability. 

Initially, the Greek Count Kapodistrias and the Bavarian King Otto both worked 

on establishing a dependable administration, but neither of them stayed in power long 

enough to achieve their ends. Otto's successor, the Danish Rince William, ascended the 

Greek throne in l a 3  under the name of George 1 and he chose to play the role of a 

Constitutional Monarch. He was thus careful not to assume direct responsibility in 

intemal politics. This was primarily due to his belief that Greece was not strong enough 

to continue its sovereign existence unaided. During his reign. he put a strong emphasis on 

his family connections with the English and Russian Courts in order to 'remedy' the ills of 

Greek political life. However, intemal stability was further threatened by the military 

advances of new Greece's 'enemy -neighboursl. In 1897, the Ottoman amies invaded 

Greece as far as Lamia, an occupation which lasted until 1909. Meanw hile Bulgaria, at 



the time looked upon by the European statesmen and publicists as the 'Prussia of the 

Balkans', was gaining ground in Macedonia. Then, the violently nationalist tum in the 

Ottoman Empire following the Young Turk Revolution of 1908 led to a new 

determination by the Ottoman military to reassert their 'sovereign rights' in the troubled 

regions of Macedonia and Crete. Under such circumstances, in Greece, a military coup 

d'etat took place in 1909. 

Meanwhile, as a continuation of the mistrust for Greek politics from within 

Greece itself, the leaders of the coup did not attempt to take on the govemment of the 

country but invited an 'outsider' to take charge. That outsider, who already won a 

reputation for statesmanship in Crete. was Eleutherios Venizelos. The new leader was 

confident of Greece's rnilitary power and national unity; he was determined to repair the 

humiliations of 1854, 1897 and 1908 military defeats by the Ottomans (Selipan 1920; 

Alastos 1942). From 1910 onwards, under the guidance of Venizelos, al1 efforts were 

concentrated on how to deal wiih a possible Balkan crisis. His undertakings indeed 

reaped their reward in the military successes of the Greek amies in the Balkan wan of 

19 12- 13. Greece secured an accretion of temtory far exceeding what has been expected 

by even the most sanguine enthusiasts of the Greek nationalist cause. The troubling 

questions of Crete and Macedonia were finally put to rest to the satisfaction of Greece. 

Bulgaria, at the time Greece's most fierce rival, gave in to the Greek territorial demands. 

These favorable results led to Venizelos' enjoyment of the full confidence of his 

compatnots. Even the 'uninvolved' monarch was prepared to back up and follow in the 

direction of his Minister. 

After King George II's early death, the hope was to re-establish the same kind of 

close cooperation between the Sovereign and the Statesmm embodied fint by King Otto 

and Kapodistrias, and then by King George and Venizelos. However, King George's 



successor Constantine, to whom the military successes of the Balkan Wars had hardly 

given any prestige and popularity compared to Venizelos', was an unlikely choice for 

such a harmonious union. The two men ended up with unresolvable differences of 

opinion on matters of foreign policy measures and further rnilitary maneuvers. Unable to 

agree on a common national policy, the unity of purpose in national politics was 

completely shattered between 1915 and 1922. This stnfe culmioated in the military 

debacle of the Greek a m y  in Asia Minor in August 1922. The consequent tragic de- 

peopling of Smyma and the uprooting of the local Christian populations of the whole of 

Asia Minor and Thrace not only sealed the political fate of Venizelos but also changed 

the course of Greek nationalist discourse.81 

So far, a summary of the intemal political background to Greece's Anatolian 

Venture is provided. The military move itself. however. was conditioned by a 

combination of interna1 and inter-state politics. In fact, the venue for the invasion of 

Smyrna was opened up by the European plans of partitioning the remaining Ottoman 

temtories.82 After the outbreak of the 'European War' in 1914, when the chaos in the 

region opened up new prospects for further temtorial changes in the Near East, 

81~aral le l in~ the nationalist expansionist cause, Greek army Corps were dispatched to the 
Ukraine in December 1918 despite the large Greek population resident in Russia 
8% this context, P. Pallis argues that the idea of directing Greek national aspirations 
towards a policy of temtonal expansion in Asia Minor does not appear to have entered 
Venizelos' calculations before the outbreak of the Eumpean War. In addition, neither the 
political conditions created as a result of the Treaty of Bucharest in the Balkans. nor the 
general diplornatic climate in European politics were favorable for an expansionist 
scheme at the time. In fact, Greece was preoccupied by the preservation of the newly 
acquired Macedonian territories against a Bulgarian revanche . In addition. despite its 
devastating losses in the Balkans, the Ottoman Empire was still well and dive in 1912. 
Under the vigorous militant leadership of the Young Turks, the elite cadres of the 
Ottoman Porte were entertaining the idea of a fresh war with Greece in order to 'recover' 
the Ionian Islands off the Anatolian coast--Lesbos, Chios, Samos, Imbros and Tenedos, of 
which ody Imbros and Tenedos ended up under the jurisdiction of the newly established 
Republic of Turkey in 1923. Under such circumstances, Pallis suggests that for Greece to 
have alone dreamt of new conquests and territorial expansion beyond the Aegean Sea is 
incomprehensible. 



demanding a 'share of Asia Minor' was not even in the Greek nationalist agenda. At the 

time, there were still concessions to be made between Greece, Roumania and Serbia for 

regional stability which was threatened by Bulgaria's massive loss of territory at the end 

of the Balkan Wars. Furthermore, the very fact that the Greek population in Ottoman 

Anatolia was so dispersed made the establishment of a Greek territorial claim on Asia 

Minor appear unrealistic and unsubstantiated, particularly given the absence of an 

overwhelming Greek majonty even in the much acclaimed coastal towns. In this sense. 

the diplomatic origins of Greece's Anatolian 'adventure' goes back to January 1915, when 

Sir Edward Grey--in the name of Great Britain--made Greece the offer of 'large 

concessions on the coast of Asia Minor' as compensation for her immediate participation 

in the European War on the side of the Entente (Pallis 1937, p. 8). It was the acceptance 

of this particular offer by Venizelos that legitirnised the occupation of Smyma by the 

Greek m i e s  in May 1919 following the victory of the Entente. The Allies were then 

called upon to honour the promise they had made to Greece at the begiming of the War. 

However. faced with the challenge of an armed struggle organised by Turkish 

nationalists, one by one, European States left the scene of rnilitary conflicts. The Greek 

army alone stayed and fought the Turkish militia. and lost the battle. 

The 'Asiatic idea' began to ferment in 1915. The Ottoman Empire's entry into the 

war on the side of the Central Powers in October 1914 seemed to seal the fate of the 

Empire in the event of the Entente coming out victorious in the War. Plans for the 

eventual partition of the European and Asiatic provinces of the Empire were already in 

the making. Assured of the possible benefits, Venizelos offered the dispatch of the Greek 

troops to Serbia in support of the Entente in retum for the promise of fuither temtorial 

gains for Greece, this time. in Asia Minor. The limits of these gains were not specified, 

however. Due to the pnor claims of Russia and Bulgaria, obtaining either Thrace or 



Constantinople was out of question. In reply to Venizelos' demands, the British 

goverurnent 'promised' Smyma to Greece with the consent of France and Russia 

disregarding the Italian plans for the r e g i o n -  Having accepted the offer, Venizelos was 

irretrievably committed to invoking it later on in 1919, under conditions none too 

favorable for a 'war of conquest' in ~nato1ia.w Even if the Greek amies gained 

temporary military advantage and succeeded in occupyiog Smyma and part of its 

hinterland. as it was proven later, the task of preserving their possession was much harder 

than the initial concpest.85 

Meanwhile, despite al1 odds against the profitable undertaking of a temtorial 

expansion of Greece at the expense of the derelict Ottoman Empire and its remaining 

populace, the glamour of the names of Smyma and Ionia were enough to suppress any 

doubts about the 'homeland of the Hellenic civilisations' to be united with the modem 

Greek state. In this atmosphere of victory and forecasted territorial redemption. for 

instance. the warnings issued by Colonel Metaxas about the suspect nature of the 

Entente's offer of Smyrna to Greece were framed as excesses of his 'pro-Germant 

l ~ ~ a l t i e s . ~ ~  He and others who shared similar opinions were called 'the defeatists' and 

83~imultaneously, Bulgaria was assured that they would be given concessions from 
Greece's newly aquired Macedonian territories in order to secure peace and cooperation 
in the region (Pallis 1937, p. 1819). 
"4Fallis states that upon the receipt of Sir Grey's offer, Venizelos "gave himself up ... to an 
intensive study of the geography and ethnology of Anatolia, with a view to defining the 
extent of Greece's new territorial aspirations." (op. cit., p. 20) The cntical information for 
his inquiries was provided by Coionel  eta axas. at the time the Acting Chief of the 
General Staff. German-trained Metaxas was in favor of Greece remaining neutral. He 
undertook a study of Anatolia from a military and political point of view, &ch later got 
published. dong with his correspondence with Venizelos, in the Athenian papa Politeia 
of Iuly 1924 under the title of The Responsibility for Greece' Anatolian policy from 19 15 
onwards' (cited in Pallis 1937). 
85I l ie  local Greek and other Christian populations, on which Venizelos hoped to rely, 
would at best be able to provide 40,000 man able to Wear amis. a force far from k i n g  
adequate - -  for the defense of the prospective territorial gain. 
w ~ e t a x a s  believed that both on military and political grounds, for Greece to accept any 
offer of territory in Anatolia was not wise since it would mean involvement in a long and 



were taunted by the patriotic press for denying the necessity of an extended 'war of 

liberation' for the recovery of Smyma and Ionia The population statistics, geographical 

and regional details that Metaxas' objections were based on, were thus largely 

overiooked. 

The principle of Greece's 'Anatolian expedition' was plamed and launched by 

Venizelos in 1919. The chaotic ianding of the Greek armies in Smyrna, which led to 

extreme bloodshed and disorder, set the pattern for the subsequent operations of the 

Greek Amy in Asia Minor. Furthermore, the landing itself strengthened the Turkish 

nationalist cause and gave its leader, Mustafa Kemal, a solid beginning to organise the 

attacks against the invading armies. By the middle of 1920, the Turkish Nationalist 

movement in the interior of Anatolia has assurned such formidable proportions that the 

costly campaign with uncertain results. As regards to the 'ethnological distribution', 
Metaxas pointed out that out of a total population of 10 million, only about 2 million 
could be reckoned as 'Greeks'. Furthermore, the 'Greek population' was not concentrated 
in a single region, but was instead scattered around in the vast Anatolian peninsula. He 
also reckoned that the Muslims were a rnajority 'everywhere'. The Muslims not only 
outnumbered the 'Greeks' in general, but they also outnumbered them in most of the 
coastal districts. Even in the vilayet of Aydin, which included the sancak of Smyma 
where the largest Greek communities were settled, the proportion of Greeks to Turks was 
5 to 7. In the area which Venizelos proposed to claim as territorial gains (the whole of 
Asia Minor West of a line from Cape Phenika on the Gulf of Adalia to the peninsula of 
Artaki on the Sea of Marmara), Metaxas argued that the proportion was significantly 
smaller. He also warned against the fact that the majority of the Muslims-Turks, Kurds, 
Circassians, etc.-were of peasant-stock and were accustomed to the use of anns, whereas 
the Christian communities were mostiy urbanites and thus lacked military training of any 
sort. Until the Young Turk Revolution of 1908, non-Moskms were exempt from military 
service and instead paid a tax. Although after 1908 they were obliged to serve, they were 
given secondary military training and were mostly employed as auxiliaries in the d e  
taburu (labour batallions). Finally, he argued that the attempt to annex any portion of 
Anatolia was bound to entail a long and arduous campaign in the interior. The invading 
army would be forced to push the Muslim troops into the intenor, into the heart of the 
country inhabited by a hostile population ready ro act against the invading armies. 
Meanwhile, in the event that Greece was forced to accept the offer and act on it, Metaxas 
insisted that when it came to actually occupying Asia Minor, the Allies should bind 
themselves to participate in the campaign with suf'ficient forces to enable the operation to 
corne to the desired conclusion. Secondly, he suggested that either the whole of Anatolia 
should be partitioned among the Allied Powers or the sovereign Turkish enclaves should 
be kept smdl enough not to pose any further military threats. His views were shared by 
high Allied military authorities (Pallis op. cit.). 



chances for the Greek expedition to succeed in its original aims became remote. Under 

these circumstances, the livelihood of Greek Orthodox Christians of Asia Minor was 

dangerously compromised and their loyalties were put to test. If the operation had ended 

sooner than later, there might have been fewer losses for both the Greek military forces 

and the local Christian populations. Evacuation was ultimately forced upon the Greek 

forces as the only course given the lack of effective Allied Support for the Greek 

excursion. Sirnilarly, if the operation had ended earlier, the drastic reshuffling of the 

human landscape in the region could have been avoided. The invasion and the extended 

fight instead decisively determined the choices of Turkish nationalism in favor of ethno- 

religious homogeneity for the building of a Turkish nation-state, an inclination which had 

its roots in the Young Turk era of Ottoman politics. 

It is true that Venizelos was deeply comrnitted to the Anatolian adventure for 

vanous persona1 and political reasons and doubtless found it difficult to draw back. For 

one thinp, it would have rneant political suicide for his own career. His policy of 

interventionism in the European War was justified mainly by the promise of temtonal 

expansion of Greece to Asia Minor. Without a doubt, to be told in the end that 'the 

Prornised Land' will not be theirs would strain the loyalties of his supporters.w 

Meanwhile, between 1919 and 1922, the Greek army in Asia Minor discovered that as 

soon as it moved away from the coastal line, it was operating in 'enemy temtory'. Even 

along the coastline. the Local guerilla organisations and armed militia called zeybekr were 

mostly recruited from the villages within what was identified as the 'Greek zone'. 

Furthemore, during the Greek occupation of Smyma, the local Greek population--to the 

great surprise of the invading Greek army-were very adverse to military service. The 
- -- 

m'we shall be unable to put the Greeks into Smyma--1 mean keep them there. they can't 
hold it without Allied support or unless the whole of Turkey behind them is split up 
among the AIlied Powers. Yet if they do not get Smyma, Venizelos will fa11 from 
power." (Nicolson 1%5, p. 3 12) 



ones who were conscripted largely ended up as deserters and defaulten. Under such 

circumstances, the short-lived Greek advances of May 1919, June 192û and July 1921 

were ineffective in changing the dramatic course of events. 

In compensation for war-weary Greece's intervention in the European war, the 

Venizelos regime was contemplating the future acquisition of the following territones 

based upon the promises of the Allied Powers: Northem Epirus (part of Albania), 

Western Thrace (at the time, Bulgarian territory), Eastern Thrace, Constantinople, 

Western Asia Minor and the Pontus (under Ottoman rule), the Dodecanese (under Italian 

occupation), and Cyprus (in Britain's possession). In reality, however, none of these 

promises were likely to corne through for various geopolitical and strategic reasons. 

Greece already occupied the Northem Epirus in 1914, at a time when the Entente was 

considering sacrificing Macedonia to pay the price for Bulgaria's neutrality in the War. It 

was thus unlikely that Bulgaria would depart from its territorial gains for Greece's wishes, 

and a similar situation was tnie for the Dodecanese and the Italians. There were too many 

conflicting daims upon Eastern Thrace and Constantinople, and Cyprus. Among the 

many choices, then. Smyrna and Asia Minor appeared the safest (Appendix. Map 3.2). 

However, as events showed, that was only so in terms of international calculations and 

short-term poli tical gains. 

The landing of the Greek troops at  Smyma was sanctioned as a temporary 

measure by the Allied Powers in order to 'protect the local Greek and Armenian 

populations against a massacre'. On 19 May 1919, Mustafa Kemal--the initially self- 

appointed leader of the Turkish nationalist movement who at the time was the Inspecter- 

General of the Ottoman forces in North-Eastern Anatolia--1anded in Samsun in order to 

organize a resistance movement against the decisions of the Allied Powers to partition 

what was left of the Ottoman Empire, that is, the land mass of Asia Minor. The supposed 



disarming of the Ottoman army dictated by the Sevres Treaty was nominal, and the 

depots were actually still under the guard of Turkish sentries. With the outbreak of 

regional and than Asia-Minor wide armed resistance, additional amis and munitions 

began to be transferred over the Russian frontier and through the port of Adalia in the 

Italian zone of occupation--the two countries vehemently opposed to the Greek territorial 

expansion in Asia Minor. 

On August 1920, the Treaty of Sevres was signed with the United States alone 

abstaining. Accordingly, on paper, the Ottoman Empire or whatever was to follow was 

reduced to the central Anatoiian vilayets of Konya, Kastarnonu, Sivas and a portion of 

Buna. In the meantirne, already in 1919, it was becoming obvious that not only there no 

longer was a Tsarist Russia to back up the Greek expansionist claims, or to take over 

Constantinople and the Straits, but the new Russia of the Soviets were indeed in favor of 

the new Turkish Nationalist movement against the 'capitalistic' Western Powen. The 

Treaty of Sevres dictated the creation of an independent ~ rmen ia88  and an autonomous 

Kurdis h state in the north-eastem vilayets of Ottoman Anatolia; the secession of Eastern 

Thrace and Smyma to ~ r e e c e 8 ~ ;  demilitarisation of Constantinople and the Straits Zone: 

annexation of Cilicia to France; and the partition of the remainder of Anatolia into 

economic zones to be operated by Great Britain, Italy and France. However, these terms 

m ~ h e  proposed iodependent Armenia in the East was not really a viable option without 
its union with the 'Russian Armenia' for the practical reason that at the tirne, almost the 
whole of the Armenian population in Eastern Anatolia was either exiled or dead, and the 
territory claimed for an independent Armenia was inhabited by Turks and Kurds. The 
Armenians of Eastern Anatolia were thus reduced to a few hundred thousand refugees 
scattered about in Syria, Russia, Cilicia, and other parts of Anatolia. Of the survivon, 
only some 120,000 Armenians were in situ in the Eastern vilayets of Diyarbekir and 
Harput compared to the Muslim population of the same vilayets of 1,875,000 (See the 
figures provided by the Armenian Delegation to the Peace Conference, cited in Pallis 
1937, p. 53). Also see Sharpe (1991). 
*Originally Italy was a clairnant to Smyma in virtue of the Treaty of St. Jean-de- 
Maurienne of April 19, 1917. However. that treaty was not ratified by Russia and thus 
was not legally binding. 



were opposed both by the British and the French governments in the light of military 

difficulties of imposing them. In this venue, in December 1919, the French Governent 

already started direct negotiations with Mustaf'a Kemal through the High Comrnissioner 

in Syna and agreed to the retro-cession of Cilicia. Venizelos was then openly told that 

the Allies were no longer fully committed to the terms of the Treaty. 

In November 1920, Venizelos' Party was defeated in the general elections, and in 

December, King Constantine was recalled from exile by a plebiscite. Meanwhile, the 

French govemment proceeded to sign a treaty with Mustafa Kemal to formalise their 

withdrawal from Anatolia. The Treaty of Angora was signed on October 30, 1921. The 

French evacuated Cilicia. handing over their munitions and depots in South-Eastern 

Anatolia to the Turkish nationalists. Increased pressure was applied on the Greek 

govemment to end the 'Anatolian Adventure'. The Greek govement ,  however, was 

unwilling to face the consequences of a withdrawal at home. By 1921, the Greek a m y  

relapsed into a prolonged wait. It was finally attacked by the Kemalist forces in August 

1922 and completely destroyed. The debris of the amiy withdrew to the Aegean Islands 

and Thrace, carrying dong with it  the whole Christian population of Western Asia Minor. 

Meanwhile. a revolution broke out among the troops at Chios and Mytilene, headed by 

Colonels Plastiras and Gonatas. The Greek govemment was overthrown, King 

Constantine was driven into exile for a second tirne. and a Revolutionary Tribunal tried 

the principal members of the late Cabinet and the Commander-in-Chief of the Greek 

troops, General Hadjanetis. Five ministers and the general were condemned to death and 

shot. 

In the end, not only had the Greek occupation of Asia Minor proven to be a 

Catastrophe for the local populations of Asia Minor, it also fundamentally shattered the 

regime at home. Ioternally, Venizelos' decision to undertake the Anatolian venture 



combined with the perception of his defeat took place under politically charged 

circumstances. The acquisition of the promised temtory in Asia Minor became the 

'pnnciple plank' in the Venizelist platîorm and the dominant issue in Greek politics 

during the nine years between 1915 and 1923. Consequently, it divided Greek public 

opinion into two opposing c a 1 n ~ s . ~ 0  The subsequent political upheavals in Greece and 

the establishment of the Republic in 1924 were thus directly related to the 'Asia Minor 

question'. The Anatolian Venture decisively proved that the territorial realisation of the 

Megali Idea was detrimental to the consurnmation of the Neohellenic ideal of national 

rejuvenation. The post-1922 Greek nationalist discourse thus assumed a predorninantly 

inward-looking posture. 

Counter-Histories of Greek Nationhood: The Greek Communïties of Asia Minor 

The underlying ideological justification for Greece's Anatolian Venture of 19 19 

was the unfinished business of redeeming the Greek Orthodox communities living within 

the boundanes of ancient H e l h .  Meanwhile, a s  studies on the Iife and culture of 

Orthodox Christian communities of Asia Minor suggest, Neohellenic national redemption 

was only one of the many possible options that became available under the changing 

political climate of the nineteenth century (Miller 1967; Doulis 1977: Hirschon 1989: 

Augustinos 1993). 

Greece itself, the circumstances were such that every Greek found himself forced to 
take sides with one or the other of the two contending factions into which the country 
became divided ion the fundamental question of intervention or neutrality in European 
War]." (Pallis 1937. p. viii) The policy of intervention was charnpioned by Venizelos. 
and the neutrality camp was led by King Constantine. 



Until the end of the eighteenth century, Greek Orthodox communities of  Asia 

Minor and the Middle East distinguished themselves based on three overlapping cultural 

worlds (Augustinos 1993, p. 186). The most circumscribed and immediate of these was 

the local community in which an individual was bom and raised. It provided a sense of 

identity via its traditions, customs and social structure. Those who left their immediate 

community and migrated elsewhere could still remain part of that community by retaining 

its particular customs and thus keepinp the memory of their 'place of origin' alive. The 

second world of culture for  a Greek Orthodox Christian was that of the larger 

confessional cornmunity. It symbolised commitment to a particular religious belief and to 

the hierarchical order that came with it. The world of the Greek Orthodox Church was 

not time or space bound as one's immediate local community was. Neither could the 

Greek Orthodox Church achieve the exclusive use of the language of a particular ethnic 

group considering the immense ethno-linguistic diversity of Greek Orthodox Christians 

scattered around various regions in the Middle East. In addition, the Church suffered 

from a peculiar tension within the institution itself. As argued before. on the one hand, it  

bore the historically significant authority of Byzantine Hellenism. On the other, it was 

bound by the authonty of the Ottoman Empire and was therefore reduced to be part of the 

larger mosaic of 'millets' dictated by the impenal political system. Consequently. 

although essential for the Greek Onhodox identity. the Greek Orthodox Church was 

characterised more by ambiguity than by certainty. In this context. the third realm that 

shaped the life of Greek Orthodox communities pradually became dominant. This was 

the vast universe of the 'Hellenic culture', which became institutionalised following the 

advent of the Greek Revolt of 1821.~1 

g l ~ e o ~ r a ~ h i c a l l ~ ,  Greek national revival was articulated in t ems  of an open space of 
urban and coastal commercial centers as well as ancient rural communities across the 
temtories of the Ottoman Empire (Augustinos 1992; Augustinos 1995; Clogg 1996). 



As the Ottoman state began to show clear signs of intemal fragmentation and an 

independent Greek state became a political reaiity, the relationship between these three 

realms of identity affecting the ordinary lives of ethnically Greek Christians 

fundamentally changed. The founding of a Hellenic nation-state was accompanied by the 

creation of a set of central institutims that oqanised and re-focused the elements of what 

was deemed to be 'Greek'. This re-organisation did not necessarily mean that previous 

modes of identity were preempted or pulled under the dictate of a single political center. 

What the new Greek state did, however, was to assume the political representation and 

cultural leadership of the dispened and variegated world of Hellenism (Herzfeld 1982: 

Augustinos 1992; Leontis 1997). The new state produced a self-pnerated and nationalist 

urban bureaucracy in contradistinction with the cosrnopolitan entrepreneurial middle 

classes of the Ottoman-Greek realm. Concomitantly, there arose the problem of who had 

the most legitimate voice to be the spokesperson of 'the Greek people' on both sides of the 

Aegean Sea. Ultimately, national leaders of the newly found Kingdom of Greece claimed 

the nght to speak for al1 members of an ethno-religious defined 'national polity' regardless 

of where they resided. 

In this context, the cultural/civilisational idiom of Hellenic revival posed a direct 

challenge to the basic principles around which the Ottoman cultural universe was 

organised. Specifically, although the terni itself has been contentious since the critical 

work of Braude and Lewis (1982). the Ottoman millet system provided the foundational 

idiom for the organisation of the life of the multi-religious/muIti-ethnic population of the 

Empire. The millet system, whether it was a coded terni used primarily in foreign 

correspondence by the Ottoman state (Braude 1982 in Braude and Lewis) or it embodied 

a socio-political reality larger than the dictates of Ottoman central bureaucracy (Karpat 

1985), was an administrative tool developed to account for the ethno-religious divenity 



of the Empire. It allowed a high degree of flexibility around issues of language, religion, 

ethnicity, distinct cultural practices and local custorns while achieving an effective level 

of centralisation for the incorporation of vanous communities into the impenal 

administrative, political and econornic system (Karpat 1973). 

The constitutional basis of the Ottoman millet system was the Islarnic pnnciple of 

recognition of the 'Peoples of the Book', which accorded them protection as dhimmi.s?2 

The tenn 'religious tolerance' usually indicates the willingness of a dominant religious 

community to live side by side with memben of other faiths (Braude and Lewis 1982). 

In the case of the Ottoman state, religious tolerance was offered to the 'People of the 

Book' provided that they unequivocally recognise the primacy of Islam and the 

supremacy of Muslims. This recognition was enforced upon non-Muslim communities 

through a series of rules and regulations that were stmctured to distinguish the dhimmis. 

However, as many Ottoman historians argued, the actual practice of these regulations and 

restrictions exhibited a great degree of variation depending on the individual situation of a 

given non-Muslim community as well as the personality and politics of local Ottoman 

adrninistra?or~.~3 In this sense, the only uniting feature of the millet system appean to be 

the identification of non-Muslims as a category of Ottoman subjects divided among 

themselves according to their attachment to one of the three main faiths recognised by the 

Ottoman state. Well into the nineteenth century, this system functioned under the aegis 

of the institutional authority of the Greek and Armenian Patriarchates and Jewish 

communal leadership. 

92"~n Muslim law and practice, the relationship between the Muslirn state and the non- 
Muslim communities to which it extended its tolerance and protection was conceived as 
regulated by a pact called dhimma; those benefitting from it were known as ah1 al- 
dhimma, people of the pact, or more bnefly dhimmis." (Braude and Lewis 1982, p. 5) 
931ndeed, the veiy term miller was used more with reference to the Muslim populations 
of the Empire than the non-Muslim communities (Braude 1982 in Braude and Lewis, p. 
70). 



The fint major millet, the Orthodox Rum, was established in 1445 in recognition 

of the supenor position of Greeks among the Orthodox Christians of Asia Minor, the 

Middle East and the Balkans. The Byzantine Iegacy was thus perpetuated in the sphere of 

religion since the Ottomans actively supported the bringing together of Orthodox 

Christian communities under the single religious authority of the Greek patriarchate in 

Constantinople (Karpat 1982 in Braude and Lewis, p. 145). Subsequently, the Armenian 

millet with its own patriarchate was established in 1461. Unlike the Greek Orthodox 

community. the Armenians did not have a patriarchate in Constantinople before the 

Ottoman conquest (Bardakjian 1982 in Braude and Lewis). Their ecclesiastical centers 

were the See of Etchmiadzin and the See of Cilicia. Then the Jewish millet was founded 

as the third pillar in Ottoman administration of non-Muslim peoples. The Chief 

Rabbinate of the Ottoman Empire, however, did not survive the centrifuga1 pressures 

resulting from the large-scale Jewish immigration from the Iberian peninsula after 1492 

and ceased to be the single authority for al1 the Jewish communities with different 

cultural and linguistic traditions (Kastoryano 1992 in Rodrigue). 

The Greek and Armenian communities represented Christian subjects across the 

whole of the Ottoman ~ r n ~ i r e . 9 4  Since the sixteenth century, the Christian world has 

been divided into four major domains: Roman Catholic. Greek Orthodox. Protestant and 

Middle Eastern (Joseph 1983, p 1). What keeps these four denominations together is 

their common belief in the divinity of Jesus Christ. However, in almost al1 other matters, 

94'~t was in this rnanner that the two patriarches, Greek and Armenian, became 
recognised as the heads of the two great Orthodox Christian parties in the East; that 
division was established on the basis of a profession of faith, independently of any 
consideration of race or nationali ty . Al1 the Orthodox dyophysites, Greeks, Bu1 ganans, 
Serbians, Albanians, Wallachians, Moldavians, Ruthenians, Croatians, Caramanians, 
Syrians, Melkites, and Arabs, became associated, under their representative chiefs, with 
the j urisdiction of the Greek patriarch: w hile the Orthodox monophysites, comprising the 
Armenians, Syrians, Chaldeans, Copts, Georgians, and Abyssinians, became subject, 
under their respective chiefs, to the junsdiction of the Annenian patriarch." (Ormanian 
1955, p. 6 1, also cited in Karpat 1982 in Braude and Lewis, p. 146) 



they differ. They are mainly independent of each other in their hierarchy, and 

theologically they have ineconcilable disagreements. The Greeks and Latins were 

separated by the eleventh century. the former having Constantinople as its base and the 

latter spreading Catholicism from Rome and dominating the religious life of Central and 

Eastem Europe until the Protestant revolt challenged their supremacy. While the 

Protestants broke away from the Roman Catholic church during the sixteenth century. in 

the East, the Middle Eastern Christian communities freed themselves from a church 

dominated by the Greek Orthodox liturgy for a thousand years. Nevertheless, Middle 

Eastern Christians as a group do not represent a united political or theological body per 

se. They are made up of a number of theologies brought together by the geographical 

location of their homelands and their opposition to the religious domination of Greco- 

Romans. The Christian communities within the Ottoman borders induded members of 

al1 four of the above-mentioned divisions. However. shadowed by the histonc presence 

of established Greek and Amenian religious authority, the Middle Eastern Christians did 

not assume an independent presence dunng the Ottoman reign.95 Greek Orthodox 

Christianity remained as the faith of the majority of the Christians in the region even after 

the collapse of Byzantine Empire. The churches of various communities were thus in 

union with the Church of Constantinople and they were controlled by a Greek hierarchy. 

This link between Greek and Middle Eastern Christianity was further strengthened by 

Ottoman mle, which brought Greek Orthodox and Middle Eastern Christian communities 

under the same religious authority.% 

95~ohn Joseph suggests that Middle Eastern Christians "[wlere the Ararnic-speaking 
natives of [today's] Syria and Iraq as well as the Armenians of Asia Minor and the 
Eayptians and Abyssinians of Northeast Africa." (1983, pp. 1-2) 
99~eanwhile, a number of Middle Eastern Christian communities broke away from the 
established church as early as the fifth century. They did so on theological grounds, 
though there were political, social and economic factors that fed into the final break-up. 
However, what is remembered today is the main theological dispute that concemed the 



The patriarchates in Constantinople assumed a central position vis-a-vis al1 other 

patriarchates due  to their proximity to the Palace and thus to the heart of Ottoman 

bureaucracy.97 Meanwhile, the Greek and Armenian patriarchs were not furnished with 

rights to infringe upon the ethno-linguistic integrity of the rnultiplicity of communities 

under their junsdiction. They were ordained to function in the manner of 'umbrella 

organisationsf. As numerous ancient churches of the East were included in the Ottoman 

territones, Copts. Maronites, Jacobites and other smaller and unorthodox sects of 

Christianity also entered the domain of Greek Orthodox religious authority . The 

- --  -- 

question of the divinity of Jesus Christ. The disagreement on whether he was God 
incarnate gave rise to heated controversies which often resulted in violence, penecution. 
isolation and exile. Questions raised about the humanity and divinity of Jesus were 
debated and settled in church councils convened by the Byzantine emperor. More often 
than not. those who upheld a view that questioned what was defined as orthodoxy by the 
Greeks and Latins were accused of heresv. 

4 

W"~onstantinople's claim to authority over al1 Orthodox Christians in the Empire, 
consistent with its ecumenical pretensions to universal authority. dovetailed with the 
Ottomans' own daims to a universal empire, heir to the traditions of Byzantine Empire 
and Rome." (Braude and Lewis 1982, p. 13) 
* ~ h e r e  are four ecumenical church councils thai shaped the contours of Middle Eastern 
Chnstiani ty for centuries to corne. The first counci t ' ( ~ i c e a )  met in 325 A.D. over the 
controveny on the 'Arian heresy' o r  the doctrine of the Priest Arius of Alexandria, Egypt. 
The Council of Nicea condemned Arianism as blasphemous and maintained that the Son 
was of the same substance as of the Father in the Christian Tnnity. The second 
ecumenical church council was convened in Constantinople sixty years after the Council 
of Nicea and reaffirmed the Nicene doctrine of the divinity of the Holy Spirit for both 
Eastern and Western Churches. However, this union was short-lived. Only fifty years 
later, a controversy similar to the very fint one on the relation of Christ's humanity to his 
divinity caused the f int  official schism between the East and West Churches. The debate 
was brought forward by the school of Antioch which emphasized the completeness of the 
hurnan nature of Christ to the point of undermining the unity of his divine and human 
natures. The rnost prominent exponent of this viewpoint was the Patnarch of 
Constantinople, Nestorius. Named after the Patriarch, Nestorians were very interested in 
the earthly life of Christ as his human relations were taken to be a mode! for Christian 
living. They developed the formula of the 'two natures of Christ after the union' whereas 
their opponents. the Alexandria school insisted on one nature after the union. The 
Nestorian doctrine was condemned as  heretical at the Third Ecumenical Council, and the 
Alexandrian position became the Orthodoxy. Adherents of the condemned doctrine, most 
of whom were linked to the Patriarchate of Antioch, were forced to break away and 
organise their own church. First established in Edessa, Nestorians were then forced to 
move farther East into northem Iraq and northwestem Persia. There, their numben grew 
as a result of large number of conversions from Zoroastnanism into Nestorianism during 



autonomous survival of these various ethno-religious communities was guaranteed by a 

highly developed system of local administration based on rural or town quarter 

representation. Indeed, the millet system cannot be compared with the t e m  tonal 

divisions of Ottoman administrative or political units such as the qufe t  system (Karpat 

op. cit.). Instead, it accounted for an abstract mapping of ethno-religious communi ties 

within the Ottoman temtoxies. Consequently, it simultaneously encouraged religious 

universalism and local parochialism. 

Still, there were limits to the acclaimed universalism and egalitarianism of the 

millet system. It is commonly argued that among the Christian subjects of the Empire. 

although Greeks, Armenians and Jews had the same status as subjects of the Ottoman 

Sultan. there was a substantial difference in terms of how they came under such authority, 

and hence how they were treated from that point onwards. The Sephardic Jews migrated 

to the Ottoman lands for protection, whereas the Greek and Armenian communities 

became subjects of Ottoman authonty as a result of rnilitary conquests and invasions. 

Therefore, as far as cultural memones were concemed, despite a long history of Ottoman 

official tolerance for 'Peoples of the Book', the dictates of the millet systern did not suffice 

- 

the Sasanid rule. The Egyptian school of Alexandna, which emphasized the divinity of 
Christ at the expense of his humanity, caused the continuation of this controversy which 
was temporanly settled by casting out the Nestorians. The Fourth General Council of 
Chaldeon gathered in 451, and repudiated the doctrines taught by both Nestorius and 
Eutyches (the forefather of the school of Alexandna). As a result. in addition to 
Nestorians, the Patriarch of Alexandna and his monophysite followers were also 
condemned with heresy and were forced to exile. The declaration of the Chaldeon 
Council stressed that Christ was both man and God; he was One person in two Natures 
which were unmixed and undivided (the dyophysite doctrine). Unlike the Nestonans. 
however, the Egyptian Monophysites refused to migrate and remained as a non- 
con fodng  sect represented by the patnarchates of Alexandria and Antioch. Finally, in 
the late fifth century, in an attempt to heal the division within the borders of the 
Byzantine Empire, the patriarches of Constantinople and Alexandna prepared a common 
statement affirming the con-substantiality of Chnst with God and with man. Instead of 
bringing Constantinople closer to Alexandria and Antioch, however, the decree resulted 
in the official estrangement between Rome and Constantinople known as the Acacian 
Schism. 



to ovemde religious or cultufal/civilisational differences that found a militant articulation 

in the nationalist idiom of the nineteenth century. Neither could it accommodate the 

demands of Ottoman reformists yeaming to create a tradition of equality amonp co- 

habiting confessional comrnunities under the banner of a new 'Ottoman citizenship'. 

Instead. its emphasis on confessional distinctions ensured a continued sense of ethnic, 

religious and political separateness. Competing economic interests among non-Muslim 

communities as well as between Muslims and non-Muslims was yet another factor that 

agitated inter-communal friction, particularly for the classes engaged in commerce, 

finance or ~ a d e . ~ ~  

The official undoing of the millet system began with the erosion of the distinct 

position of non-Muslims in 1856 in exchange for the grantinp of equal rights to al1 

Ottoman subjects (Kushner 1977). These changes were part of the scenario of the 

'Ottomanisation' of religious minorities and their treatment as equal subjects. However, 

by the end of the nineteenth century, individual communities residing in what remained 

* Io0 as Ottoman temtories were already drifting away from the orbit of the 'miller system . 

In particular, ethnic Greeks who were detached from their 'place of origin' and joined the 

9 9 ~ s  a counter-example, Augustinos gives the example of Greek Orthodox and 
Armenian communities working together in the Anatolian town of Aydin to change the 
market day so that it won't coincide with their sabbath (1992, pp. 203-204). However, in 
the long-run, such acts of cooperation proved to be event-based rather than providing a 
united-front of shared interests. Instead, the leadership of each non-Muslim community 
strived to take care of their own immediate interests and made individual agreements with 
Ottoman authorities. 
IOO~efer r in~  to the Tanzirnat refoms, Augustinos argues that "Under the cold light of a 
new political era the peoples reacted by viewing the impenal govemment and the Muslim 
population in ever darker ethnic ternis." (op. cit., p. 189) Following the Millet Reform of 
the Tanzimat era in  the Ottoman Empire, ethno-religious distinctrons were transmuted 
into solid lines of ethnic differentiation along with growing political and cultural mistrust 
among communities. Under such circumstances, ethnically defined anti-Greek 
sentiments among the other non-Muslim Ottoman communities protesting the Greek 
supenon ty within the Orthodox Church furthered the Greek communities' awareness of 
their cultural heritage. 



larger world of trade, commerce and bureaucracy became more attentive of matters 

conceming language and religion to assert their distinct identity in an increasingly 

cosmopolitan Ottoman urban culture (Clogg 1981). Greek language provided many 

options for the delivery of a particular sense of identity: membership to a particular 

community (such as  Sinusites from Sinasos), residence in a particular region 

(Cappadocia, Pontos, etc.), Mikrasianoi (Greeks of Asia Minor), patriotes (compatriots of 

the Hellenic Kingdom). omogenelr (belonging to the Hellenic race), or ethnos (belonginp 

to the Greek nation). 101 The choice of a particular fom of self-identification within this 

broad range of ternis depended on the context. In the presence of non-Greeks-that is 

Othomanoi (Ottomans) or allothriskoi (people of other ethnic groups)-- however, ethno- 

national identification came to the forefront. 

The Orthodox Greeks of Asia Minor shared a social and political space as well as 

the routine of their everyday [ives with both Muslirns and other non-Muslim 

communities. Nevertheless, by the middle of the nineteenth century, what mattered most 

was not cornmonalties but differences. The rnotto of the day was the survival of the 

individual through their ethno-nationalist kin (Augustinos 1992, pp. 19 1-92}. Under such 

circumstances, narratives of Greek nationalism echoing across the Aegean Sea and 

finding diverse expressions in Constantinople and Smyrna re-oriented the eihnically- 

Greek communities of Asia Minor towards integration with this new and promising world 

of Neohellenic revival. The concerns of separate communities were thus brought together 

under the rubric of ~rreekness/~ellenisrn'.102 

l o l ~ h e s e  and many other examples of f o m s  of affiliatiodidentification are provided by 
Augustinos ( 1992). 
1 0 2 ~ ~  the l m s ,  Greek intellectuals and elite, whether in the kingdom or  in the Ottoman 
or Russian Empires, developed a common appreciation af their past through a coherent 
narrative of national history (op. cit., p. 195; Clogg 1982). 



Meanwhile, not al1 the communities were influenced by Greek national revival to 

the same degree. The impact of Greek national consciousness on local Greek 

communities' sense of their cultural distinctiveness was significantly affected by their 

demographic position--the proportion of Christians to Muslims in their area of residence-- 

as well as their location within the irnperial borders. As already discussed, the ancient 

Phanariot nobility of Constantinople-4s supenor clergy as well as the lay dignitaries of 

the Greek Orthodox Church--and the majority of the established Greek Orthodox 

merchant families were opposed to acting against the status quo while the enlightened 

and liberal class of members of the medical, legai and literary professions were identified 

as 'most susceptible' to the Greek nationalist cal1 (Augustinos 1992, p. 198).103 Taken 

together. however, these two groups constituted only a minor portion of the Greek 

population in the Ottoman Empire. A much greater proportion was made up of the 

mernbers of rural communities, and, artisan and labounng populations in a multiplicity of 

urban centers and towns. Especially those living in tne interior of Asia Minor and 

outnumbered by the Muslim or non-Greek communities were placed considerably far 

away from the centers of Greek national revival. 

And yet, even these inward communities were not left untouched by the 

redemptive project of the Megali Idea. According to both European philhellenes and 

Greek nationalists. the ancient Greek heritage rnust have survived in the small Greek 

Orthodox comrnunities across Asia Minor. As a result, the Greeks of Asia Minor were 

referred to in the narratives of Greek national enlightenment as crucial compact units of 

culture that bear witness to the authenticity and continuum of Greek ethnic identity. 

Local dialects, confessional practices and ways of life of Asia Minor Greeks thus became 
-- - - -- 

103"[~jhe contrast between the two groups is apparent. The former was to a large extent 
concentrated in the capital and attached to tradition and prerogatives; the latter was 
scattered throughout a number of urban centen and open to change. It appears to be the 
story of the ancien rkgime within the Greek-Ottoman world." (Augustinos 1992, p. 198) 



an essential part of the standardised package of cultural/civilisational distinctiveness 

disseminated by the Hellenic Kingdom. In other words, Greek nationalism was capable 

of closing the gap of physical distances with a strong rhetoric of ideological proximity 

that immanently tied the distant villages of Anatolia to Athens. 

In summary, long before the total collapse of the political system or the Anatolian 

Venture of 1922, the ethnically-Greek 'Orthodox Greek subjects' of the Ottoman Empire 

were faced with the difficult choice of remaining part of the Empire or  following the 

example of their 'fellow nationais' and struggle for independence (Clogg 1982). Adding 

to the complexity. dunng the nineteenth century, thousands of Greek nationals--their 

foreign status being an asset--migrated to the major commercial centers of the Ottoman 

Empire. They were drawn to the new possibilities in trade and liberal professions that 

came with the intepration of the Ottoman markets into the world economy. These 

migratory waves brought in new patterns of mingling between 'local' and 'outside' Greeks 

which facilitated the formation of an active ethnic Greek political identity. The identity 

of Greek communities in Asia Minor at the tum of the nineteenth century was still a 

compound of competing influences of the Greek Orthodox Church, the young Greek 

state, and traditional and localized communal ties to their place of ongin. The change 

from ethnic communal identity associated with the millet system to territorial and 

- politicized ethnicity espoused by Greek nationalism was not a linear process. Towards 

the end of the nineteenth century, however. community-supported educational institutions 

teaching the curriculum sponsored by the Greek state across Asia Minor led to the 

centering of communal sentiments towards a unified image of Greekness. 

Constantinople, along with Smyma, Trabizond and Caesarea (Kayseri) were the key 

points for the temtorial matnx of this new feeling of nationhood. 



The appeal of the goal of liberating the lands of ancient heritage from 'foreign 

forces' of invasion was unmatched in an age of political tumoil and heightened divisions 

based on class and ethnicity . Competing political projects of 'Greek ethnic liberation' 

included annexation of Asia minor by the Greek state, replacement of the Ottoman 

Empire with an Hellenic one ruled by a relative of the Orthodox Russian imperid family, 

or reorganisation of the empire into a federation of autonomous states based on ethnic 

lineage (Petropulos 1976 in Diamandouros). However, in the afiermath of the Greco- 

Turkish war of 1919-1922, the Turcophone Orthodox communities in Asia Minor and 

Grecophone Muslim communities in the Balkans ended up in the most precarious 

situation since they did not fit into the newly established rigid categories of ethnic 

belonging (Pentzopoulos 1%2). In other words, the final solution to the problem of their 

'political loyalty' was determined by the military confrontation of Greek and Turkish 

nationalisms. The  rising cadres of the young Turkish state were convinced that a 

religiously hornopeneous population in Anatolia was politically much more conducive for 

the establishment of a nation-state than a microcosrnic replica of the Ottoman niillet 

system. It is under such an initiative that the 1922-23 population exchanges between 

Greece and Turkey took place. 

Most of the early Greek refugees who left Anatolia between 1912- 1914 or who 

were moved from the coastal regions to the interior of Asia Minor returned back to their 

original settlements during the years 19i8-1919 (Ladas 1932, p. 16). Following the 

Greek-Turkish War of 19 19- 1922, however, Greek communities who fled Asia Minor 

could not retum back to their land and property. The remaining ethnic Greek populace 

was then subjected to compulsory population exchanges of 1922-23. As a result of the 

forced displacement of local communities along ethno-religious lines, 774,123 ethnic 

Greek refupees from Asia minor were resettled in Greece by 1928 (Greek Census of 



1928; cited in McCarthy 1983, p. 13 1).1w This, however, is the lowest estimate of the 

number of Greeks who left Anatolia during the population exchanges since not al1 

refugees resettled in Greece but instead moved to Western Europe. North Amenca or the 

Middle East. At the end of the yean of turmoil and misery between 1919 and 1928, out 

of 1,229,491 Greeks that resided in Anatolia in 1912,916,000 emigrated between 1922 

and 1928 (op. cit., p. 133). 

The principle of numerical balance between the remaining ChristiadGreek 

minority in Turkey and the remaining Muslim/Turkish minority in Greece was at the 

heart of the Lausanne Treaty. The approximate break-down of the Greek minority that 

remained in Turkey after the population exchanges was 73,000 Orthodox Greek 

Christians who were Turkish subjects and 30,000 Greek nationals, in addition to 7,000 

Greek Christians on the island of Imbros and 1,200 on the island of ~enedos.105 In 

correspondence, 106.000 Moslems in Western Thrace were granted Greek citizenship 

(Ladas 1932: Helsinki Watch Report 1992). The Christian Greek communities. fonnerl y 

recognized under the millet status during the Ottoman reign, were defined as a religious 

minority by the Treaty of Lausanne. As such, they were and still are entitled to free 

conduct of speech and religion as well as the nght to maintain their cultural institutions 

l04~h i s  figure does not include the nurnber of deaths between 1922- 1928 that occurred in 
the refupee communities. McCarthy suggests that when the deaths are included, the total 
amounts to 850,000 ( 1983. p. 132). 
105lrnbros (Turkish name: Gok~eada) and Tenedos (Turkish name: Bozcaada) are two 
small islands in the northeast corner of the Aegean sea, near the mouth of Dardanelles. 
Part of the Ottoman Empire since the 15th century, they were captured by Greece in 1912 
during the Balkan Wars. The islands were reverted to Turkey in 1923 due to secunty 
reasons. In 1920, Imbros was inhabited almost entirely by Greek Christians and Tenedos 
had close to an eighty percent Greek Christian population. Taking into consideration 
these demographic factors, the Lausanne Treaty of 1923 established a special status for 
both Imbros and Tenedos conceming the rights of the Greek communities for local 
administration, the nature of the local police force and the protection of penons and 
property (Helsinki Watch Report 1992, pp. 27-32). Furthemore, the Greek residents of 
the islands were entitled to remain on the islands and they were thus protected by the 
minority provisions of the Lausanne Treaty (Alexandris 1990). 



and schools. Particularly since the 1950s. however, the lives of the remaining Greek 

Orthodox communities have gone through dramatic changes. On September 6 and 7 of 

1955. violent anti-Greek riots in Istanbul led to a major exodus of the Greek communities 

of Istanbul (Akar and Demir 1994). As a result, 3000-4000 Greek businesses were 

sacked and plundered, churches were burnt down and Greek Orthodox cemeteries were 

vandalised, more than 2000 Greek homes were robbed and Greek schools were attacked. 

Following these events, a significant portion of the Orthodox Greek population of 

Istanbul migrated. After the first Republican wave of exodus, at  the time of increased 

tension between Turkey and Greece over the Cyprus issue, the Greek church press was 

banned and the operation of the theological college was curtailed in 1%3. By 1964, on 

the islands of Imbros and Tenedos, the ieaching of Greek was prohibited at schools, and 

communi ty ownershi p of property (including schools and churches) was forbidden. lû6 

The livelihood of the remaining communities was further threatened by the 1964 

expulsion of Greeks who had Greek citizenship on the grounds that they were a security 

threat to the Turkish state (Helsinki Watch Report 1992, p. 9, footnote 12). By 

September 1%4, an estimated 12,000 Greeks were expelled from Turkey upon 

discontinuation of their residence permits. By October of the same year, another 30.000 

Turkish nationals of Greek descent were reported to have Ieft Turkey due to family ties 

and general discornfort (ibid.) According to the 1965 census figures, 35,097 Greek- 

speakers were registered in Istanbul, 898 in Izmir, and 164 in Ankara. In the Izmir area, 

the majority of Greek speakers were Cretean Muslims (~ i r i t l i l e r ) . lO~  Sirnilarly, in 

Ankara. only a minonty of Greek-speakers were Christians, the rest being of Arab 

1 0 6 ~ ~ a i n  on the islands, between 1960 and 1990, an estirnated number of 200 churches 
and chapels have been abandoned or  destroyed (Helsinki Watch Report 1992, p. 28). 
lo70f the total number of 898, only 262 were registered as Orthodox Christians 
(Andrews 1989, p. 143). 



ethnicity. lo8 Christian Greek-speakers, on the other hand. were concentrated in Istanbul. 

The rnajonty were members of the Greek Orthodox Church (Orthodox Catholic Apostolic 

Eastern Church) under the Patriarchate of Istanbul in Fener. There was only a minority of 

Greek Catholics (Uniate) of the Byzantine rite. and a small number of Protestants who 

were members of the Greek Evangelical Church (Barrett 1982). 

Following the military confrontation of Greek and Turkish govemrnents in Cyprus 

in 1974, the situation more or less reached a deadlock. The population of the Greek 

Orthodox comrnunities in Turkey has declined from 1 10,000 at the time of the signing of 

the Lausanne Treaty in 1923 to less than 2,MO today (Alexandris 1983: Helsinki Watch 

Report 1992; Akar and Demir 1994).Iw The remaining Greek community is 

concentrated in Istanbul. It is dwindlinp and mostly made up of the elderly. There is also 

1O81n 1965 census, Greek-speaking Muslims were categorized according to the self- 
designation of three separate groups: Pontic-Turkos (Oflular): Cretean-Kritikos 
(Gintliler); Cypriot (Kibnslilar). Pontic Greek (Romaika) is an archaic dialect with 
affinities to the dialect of Cappadocian Greek. In terrns of religion, Pontic Greek 
speakers are primarily Sunni Muslims. They are said to have converted to Islam in 1700s. 
Their retention of language rather than religion appears to be an exception in the larger 
Anatolian context. They were identified as a community which symbolises a state of flux 
between Alevi and Christian beliefs in the area. The Pontic dialect is still spoken. 
especially among women (Mackridge 1987). The largest concentration of those speaking 
Pontic Greek is in Trabzon, consisting half-dozeo villages around Tonya, and forty or 
fifty settlements in upper Solakli and Gürçay valleys south of Of, around Çaykara and 
Koprübasi (Andrews 1989, p. 145). There are at least two migrant outposts of these 
communities in Sakarya. Cretan Greek, on the other hand, is a South-Aegean Greek 
dialect. The Greek-speaking Muslims frorn Crete amved in Antalya Ca. 1900 after the 
Greek possession of the island in 189% Further Cretan settlements flourished follow ing 
the grantinp of housing and land in 1913 (Tütengil 1954, pp. 37-8). At the third stage. 
large waves of immigrants amved during the compulsory population exchanges of 1922- 
23 between Greece and Turkey. The settlements of Cretan Greek-Muslims are almost 
entirely along the Mediterranean and Aegean coast-lines extending from Hatay to 
Çanakkale, and continuing along the southem Coast of the Sea of Marmara. Some of the 
Cretan Greek speakers belong to the Bektasi religious order, although other have been 
recorded as Sunni, Hanefi or crypto-Christians. Finally, there is a Greek-speaking 
Muslim Cypriot village near Antalya. They amved in 1936 as a single group (Andrews 
O cit.. p. 146). b 1 According to Alexandris (1983), the Greek Orthodox Patnarchate estimated that 
during 1920s there were close to 250,000 Greeks in Istanbul in 1923, approximately 
150,000 of whom left dunng the population exchanges. 



a populace of less than MO left on the islands of Imbros and Tenedos (Akar and Demir 

1 994). 

The Changinpr Demographic Basis of Greek Natiodism: An Overview 

On the eve of the first World War (1914- 1919). Greece had a population of 

4.8 17 .O  of whom around 400,000 were Turkish or Albanian-speaking Muslims. After 

the accessions of the temtory secured by the Treaties of Neuilly (1919) and Sevres 

(1920), the population of Greece increased to 6,477,000, of whorn about 1,100.000 were 

Muslims. In terms of proportions, therefore, the Greek temtorial expansions in fact 

increased the Muslim elernent in the Greek temtones by a factor of two. The breakdown 

of the Muslims suggests that there were 800,000 Muslims in the European temitories of 

Macedonia and Thrace, some 20,000 Albanian Muslims in Epinis, and 300,000 Muslims 

in  the coastal acquisitions of Asia Minor (Pallis 1937. p. 56). The Greek-speaking 

Christian population of Asia Minor, on the other hand. was divided into some 800,000 on 

the Aegean Coast, 270,000 in the region of the Straits comprising the Asiatic suburbs of 

Constantinople, Izmid peninsula, and the southern shores of the Sea of Marmara. another 

230,000 on the Black Sea littoral (Pontus), the rest scattered around in Central. Southem 

and Eastern Anatolia, the total number being estirnated as 1,500,000 Greeks. 1 l0 Dunng 

the European War of 1914- 191 8, some 300,000 Greek-Christian lives were lost, aiong 

with 600,000 Moslems and 80,000 Armenians (Pallis 1937, p. 57). Therefore, the total 

1 lwhese figures provided by Pallis are larger than the 1, 229,491 offered by McCanhy 
(1983). The discrepancy is largely due to the differences in the use of sources and 
methods of extrapolation. However, both these and other sources make it clear that the 
Greek Orthodox population of Asia Minor constituted a total figure ihat was more than 
one million, that is, more than one tenth of the total population of the peninsula at the turn 
of the century (Behar 19%). 



Greek (Orthodox) population of Ottoman Anatolia at the time of the Sevres Treaty of 

1920 bard1 y exceeded 1,200,000. 

The area initially claimed by Venizelos at the beginning of the 'Anatolian 

expeditionl-- which included the whole vilayet of Aydin, the independent sancaks of the 

Dardanelles and the Westem portion of the vilayet of Bursa--compriseci a population of 

830,000 Christians (Greek and Armenian) and 1,300,000 Muslims. In order to balance the 

8 to 13 proportions of Chnstians and Muslims, Venizelos claimed that the islands off the 

Anatolian Coast whi -h had a Christian majority should also be counted as part of Western 

Asia ~inor.111 In that context, Venizelos himself made the initiai suggestion of 

'population exchanges': in the event that the above-mentioned temtory is annexed to 

Greece, a redistribution of the local population by a mutual exchange of Christians and 

Muslims who would become 'stranded on the wrong side of the border' should solve the 

problem, as had been done in the case of ethnic Greeks and BuIgan in Eastern Rumelia, 

Macedonia and Westem Thrace. Venizelos' claims for temtorial expansion were later on 

reduced to Smyma and its neiphbouring ka,-as by the Supreme Council, in which the 

Christians constituted a large rninority, but not the rnajority, of the population.l l2  

After WWI, a special commission financed by the Greek Government and aided 

by the British High Commission at Constantinople took measures to resettle the Christian 

populations of the Empire following the occupation of Constantinople by the Allied 

troops in. During the war years, at the instigation of Liman von Sanden, the Gennan 

general commanding the Ottoman Amy Corps, Christian populations were moved away 

from the littoral of Thrace and Asia Minor to the interior as a preventive measure against 

l l l ~ a l l i s  provides the estimate of a total of 370,000 Christians and 130,000 Muslirns, 
Jews and foreigners for the islands of Imbros, Tenedos, Chios, Mytilene, Samos, Icaria, 
the Dodecannese and Castelorizzo (op. cit., p. 58). 

12~hese  included Srnyma, Varla, Ayvalik, Cesrne, Kara-Pinar, Sivri Hisar, Foca, Kus 
Adasi, Menemen, Bayindir, Manisa, Tire, Edremit, Bergarna, Akhisar and Kasaba. 



their rendering assistance to the troops and submarines of the Allies after the Greek 

govemment chose a side in the war. These uprooted cornmunities were repatriated and 

resettled by the Allied forces, but not for very long. The landing of the Greek troops at 

Smyma in May 1919 had been authonzed by the Supreme Council on the pretext of 

protecting the Christian populations in the region. Instead, however. the occupation 

caused more bloodshed and chaos. The Muslim populations in the occupied region were 

in a state of impending rebellion and revolt in defense of their villages and t oms ,  and the 

Greek army was thus drawn into bloody reprisais and devastation of whole areas to 

secure their position. The bittemess and pain engendered by these events marks the 

begirinings of the unbridgeable gulf between Orthodox Christian and Muslim 

communities in Asia Minor. The Turkish speaking Muslims particularly felt betrayed by 

their Greek-speaking Orthodox Christian neighbours who cheered the amival of the Greek 

army as the heros of 'liberation' when the whole of Anatolia was divided and invaded by 

the Allies. It was a time of radical change and chaos due to the virtual disappearance of 

the Ottoman authority. The almost simultaneous amval of the Greek troops in a gesture 

of overtaking Asia Minor to refurbish the Mega[i Idea was thus seen as  the utmost insult 

on the legacy of the Ottoman heritage by the Muslim/Turkish speaking heirs of the 

Empire. 

In this context, the disastrous termination of the Anatolian campaign in August 

1922 proved to be fatal for the Christian population in the peninsula. The abandonment 

of the occupied temtories by the Greek army was accompanied by the en masse 

emigration of the Greek and Armenian inhabitants of the coastal regions, as well as those 

uprooted in the intenor. The evacuation of Eastern Thrace, which took place after the 

signature of the Armistice of Mudania on October 10, 1922, was accompanied by a 

similar exodus. Many left the city of Constantinople itself which histoncally has always 



been a metropole of many cultures, languages and religions. An estimated 50,000 Greeks 

and Armenians, mostly comprising the wealthy members of the Christian communities, 

fled from the city following the military defeat of the Greek A m y .  In total, close to one 

million refugees amved in ~ r e e c e l l 3 ,  topping up the already crowded refugee 

population amved earlier from Russia and newly 'exchanged' 50.000 Greeks frorn 

Bulgaria. About 10 ,000  Greeks and 20,000 Armenians stayed behind, and were allowed 

to stay in the city of Constantinople by the Lausanne Treaty. These people formed the 

dwindling core of the Greek and Armenian minorities in the Republic of Turkey. 

The question at once arose as to whether the refugees could be allowed to retum 

to their homes after the conclusion of a peace agreement. When the issue was raised by 

the Greek Delegation at the Peace Conference at Lausanne, the new Turkish government 

made it very clear that they were not wiliing to accept 'a single Christian refugee', be it 

Armenian or Greek, to the 'independent Anatolia'. The rationale for this was their 

questionable loyalties and the security threat posed by their nationalist aspiration. In the 

face of this 'categorical declaration' of the Turkish side's absolute refusal to re-admit 

Christian refugees, the Greek government had two options: either a fresh recourse to 

arms, which was practically and politically impossible, or a retaliatory action which 

would also pive Greece some space to relocate the immense number of refugees already 

in the country. Thus, in compensation, Greece demanded that in order to settle the vast 

number of Asia Minor refugees, the rernaining Muslim population of Macedonia as well 

as in al1 other regions of Greece, amounting to a total of 400,000 people, should be forced 

to migrate and leave their lands and property to be taken over by the Greek govemment. 

l 1 3 ~ s  cited earlier, the total number of refugees leaving Asia Minor is estimated as 
916,000 Orthodox Greeks by McCarthy ( 1983). To this number, the Greek sources add 
the Armenians and other Chnstians who were also expelled from Turkey, hence the 
citation of one million. Meanwhile, not al1 these refugees stayed in Greece, since a 
significant number left fro Europe and North Amenca. 



The Turkish govemment, itself faced with a senous problem of depopulation, readily 

accepted the offer. An agreement confirming this unprecedented forced barter of 

populations, entitled the 'Convention for the exchange of populations between Greece and 

Turkey,' was signed at Lausanne on January 23, 1923.l l4 By the Treaty of Lausanne. the 

frontien of Greece were moved back to the Maritza (Tuna) river. which historically 

separated Eastern and Western Thrace, and the chapter of its Anatolian adventure was 

affirmatively closed. 

-- 

1 1 4 ~ c h o i n ~  the beliefs of his time, and also the Greek patriotic front, Pallis argues that 
"[tlhe exchange of populations, by re-grouping the vanous nationalities within the 
frontiers of the States in which they racially belonged, has undoubtedly contributed, to no 
small degree, to the final elimination of what had, from al1 time, k e n  the principal cause 
of friction and conflict in the Balkans. After the exchange. an entirely new phase of the 
eastem Question begins. or it would be more correct to Say that the old Eastern Question, 
as it presented itself during the course of the break-up of the Byzantine and Ottoman 
empires, finally disappears." (op. cit.. p. 169--emphasis mine) 



Conclusion 

The emergence of the independent Greek state in the 1830s has led 
historians, both Greek and non-Greek, to focus much of their effort on the 
history of the Greek state. its experience of state-building and its 
subsequent expansion. Bat many aspects of the history of the 
Tourkokratia, the period of Ottoman rule. and of I kath'imns Amroli. the 
very considerable Greek presence in the Near and Middle East outside the 
bounds of the Greek state, remain to be written. 

Richard Clogg 1996, p. 6.1 15 

Greek nationalism, at least at its early stages treating even the Byzantine court and 

church as foreign elements to the 'Hellenic spirit', championed the essentially preserved 

character of the Greek people. It transcended the allusion of the invasion of the West by 

the East in the Balkans and the East Mediterranean, and thus secured H e l h  a new space 

in the historico-cultural map of Europe. 1 16 The unbroken continuity of Greek ethnicity. 

race or nationhood became the device to defeat the assurnptions accrediting the 'child- 

Iike' status of GreeWMediterranean culture vis-a-vis Europe's 'mature' standing as a 

civilisation. The Greek people had to becorne the 'makers' rather than 'receiven' of 

history again: history as recorded by the European Enlightenment 'happened' through 

Mycaenians, Phoenicians, Dorians, Romans, the Byzantine Empire, the Venetians and 

finally the Turks, at the end of which there still remained/survived the 'Greek peasant' at 

- - 

1Whe essays collected by Clogg attend to vanous aspects of the history of the Greek 
people under the Ottoman rule, before and after 1830--the establishment of an 
independent Greek state-- up until the Greco-Turkish war of 1919-1922 and the 1922 
population exchanges. This volume thus provides a most valuable companion to Greek 
history, - focusing on what was known as the 'Greek East'. 
116Refemng to the opening up of a new space to include 'modem Greece' in Europe, 
Michael Herzfeld introduces the term 'Mediterraneanism'. Similar to Said's Orientalism, 
Mediterraneanism is a 'sub-specialty' that denotes "the reification of a zone of cultural 
difference through the ideologically motivated representaiion of othemess." (1987, p. 64) 
It pnmarily aims at the legitimisation of a timeless/idealised representation of the 
ancestral core of Europe. 



the receiving end (Waicot 1970; Herzfeld 1987).117 If the philhellenic project was to 

'restore' Greece, the Greek nationalist project was to 'revive' it. In the end, Greek 

nationalism successfull y employed Eurocentrism for its own ends (Toynbee 1922). 

In this context, modem studies of Neohellenism identify two intersecting axes that 

define the 'topography' of HeIla: maps of places and actual physical sites symbolising 

cultural/civilisational heritage(Leontis 1995).11* In this chapter, both aspects of the 

Hellenic/Neohellenic cultural/civilisationd revival under the aegis of Greek nationalism 

were explored. Consequently, it became clear that although the cumulative result of 

Greek nationalist endeavor was the 'wholesale recovery of Hellas', there was the attached 

cost of massive uprooting of Orthodox Greek populations of the Balkans and Asia Minor 

as well as the Muslim communities of the Balkans. It is only under such circumstances 

that HelIm-cum-nation-state of the Hellenic revival movement could represent a 

historical, philological, and literary iogos (Neohellenism) as well as a definite ropos 

(modem Greece). 

What separates romantic Hellenism and primitive neoclassicisrn from post- 

independence Neohellenism is that the linkages between nature, earth, landscape, 

language, people, religion and culture are secured by Neohellenism through the 

1 1 7 ~ s  Herzfeld argues, "Just as English and French pesants played the role of domestic 
exotics to the scholars of their countries, the Greeks found themselves cast in the rofe of 
European aboriginals in relation to these same scholars, acting now as representatives of 
the European mind." (op. cit., p. 71) 
118under the claim that literature and geography are bound together with an organic 
fonn of interdependence, Artemis Leontisr critical study of the construction of H e k s  is 
of central importance. Leontis starts with asking what a homeland is: "It may be a place 
where one builds a home, or a place where one can feel at home; but it m u t  be a place 
one calls one's home. The citation of 'home' is the provision of a homeland ... Whether it 
exists on an imaginary plane or settles into the domain of the reai, a homeland requires 
that one narrate a ps t ,  claim a present. and prophesy a future. A homeland must have a 
history one recalls, a topography one describes, a culture one envisions spreading its roots 
in the depths of time. In this sense a homeland emerges not when it has been inhabited 
but when it has been rnapped." (1995, pp. 2-3) It is in this context that she intmduces the 
concept of topography as the "graphe of a topos, the writing of a (cornmon)place." (p. 3) 



description of Hellas as the site that feeds the 'fountain' of an authentic Greek voice. 1 l9 

In Hellar itself lies the hope and assurnption that the Greek society has self-sufficient 

values and virtues sustained within a 'Hellenic Universe' (Leontis 1995, pp. 176- 179). As 

such, the depicted continuities between archaic, classical, post-classical, Byzantine and 

Ottoman Hellenisms draw upon the resourcefulness of the landscape of Hellas itself. 

Meanwhile, the examination of the complex roots and dramatic consequences of the 

Hellenic Kingdom's Anatolian Venture proved that the project of Hellenic revival was not 

only a scenario of cultural recovery/redemption but also a topographical undertaking. 

Particularly as a result of the Ccirasnophe, the modem Heilas became a de facro site 

reflecting the lump-sum of mernories of Hellenic peoples. The modem 'Greek nation', in 

this context, includes refugees. migrants and displaced peoples more then the 'locals'. 

The descriptions of the 'Hellenic nation' might project the spirit of the Hellenes onto the 

Sun, the sea, the land, the earth, the winds, rnountains and peoples of the ~ e ~ e a n 1 2 0 ,  but 

- - - - 

1 1%at is referred by Neohellenism here is the doctrine of an original Hellenic narional 
culture. As an ideology, Neohellenism emerged out of the struggle for the evolving of an 
independent Greek Kingdom during the nineteenth century. It is in the context of 
Neohellenism that one's home was no longer the village or the region, but the whole of 
Hellas--the symbol of national destiny, political unity and cultural vitality. Pan- 
Hellenism, in contradistinction. refers to administrative centrality and the dominance of 
the Hellenic culture in areas that are not inhabited by ethnically-Greek peoples. It first 
appeared during the eighth century (for further discussion on the cultural content of pan- 
Hellenism, see Nagy ( 1990). There are, however, other cornmon distinctions that involve 
elements of both pan-Hellenism and Neohellenism. 'Hellenic', for one, refers to the entire 
nation including the nationally 'unredeemed' areas referred by pan-Hellenism occupied by 
the speakers of eliinika, while 'Helladic' refen to mainland Greece and the 'original' 
Greek state (Leontis 1995, p. 11). In this context, one could indeed argue that 
Neohellenism has its bearings upon the Hellenic topos while aspinng a Helladic revival. 
120~ere,  the distinction between the two designations of nationhood in Greek language is 
very significant: while laos (people) is the preferred socialist term, ethnos (nation) is the 
preferred conservative term (Leontis op. cit., p. 183). For further discussion on the 
different addresses of nationhood in modem Greece, see Tziovas (1986). 



the politics of Greek nationalism has to speak in the convincing tongue of a rootless 

popuiism. 121 

In this chapter, the brief examination of the production of the topography of a 

modem Greek nation revealed that Greek oationalism's appeal to an organically unified 

political community assuming a common historico-cultural background has serious 

limits. While justifying the [opos and logos of the nation, populism--sirnilar io 

nationalism or liberalism--breeds upon and perpetuates binary oppositions: native versus 

foreign, majority versus minority, direct versus mediated, nature versus culture, people 

versus the elite. etc. Populism's escape from the 'burden of history' by direct referral to 

the beauty. simplicity, authenticity and purity of an alleged national community falls 

short of addressing these oppositions that cut through the national body politic itself 

(MacRae 1%9). In the Greek case, although the populist description of nationhood (laos) 

refers to no more than 'collective consciousness for popular will and power' (Alexiou 

1984),122 the topography of Hellas authenticates and hitherto glorifies the national body 

beyond the bounds of time.lu During the later phases of Greek nationalism, enhanced 

by the coordinated efforts of the demoticism consoiidating a new vemacular that reflects 

1 2 1 ~ r a c i q  the history of populist nationalism in Greece, Leontis suggests that 
"[Pjopulism permeates Neohellenic vernacular culture from its early demoticist to its late 
modemist phase, approximately from 1880 to 1960, before taking hold of the state 

a% 
aratus in the postmodernist 1980s." (op. cit., p. 184) 
Refemng to the changes in the referents of nationhood through the course of Greek 

nationalism, Margaret Alexiou argues that "Throuphout the Tourkokratia, and even 
dunng the War of Independence, the words genos, ethnos and patrida predominate in 
appeals to Greek consciousness. Only after the establishment of the Greek state, was the 
word laos used increasingly to mean 'people' in the Herdenan sense of Volk, as camen of 
the eternal spirit (pneuorna) of the Greek nation (ethnos), whose values are transmiited 'in 
the blood'. The nationalistic and religious overtones of the word continue to this day." 
(pp. 14- 15; also cited in Leontis op. cit., p. 187) 
1230ne of the landmarks of national self-understanding is the initiation of festivals and 
celebratory traditions. In both the Greek and the Turkish contexts, these 'national 
festivities' circumscribe the meaning of nationhood while emphasising spontaneity, joy 
and naîveté. For further discussion, see Herzfeld (1987) and Oztürkmen (1996). 



the sou1 of the rural masses, the Greek laos indeed became the c a m e r  of al1 the 

civilisational emblems of a rnodernist nationalist r e ~ i v a l . 1 2 ~  Meanwùile, the blindness of 

Greek nationalism towards what cannot be defined as Hellenic still signifies a culture's 

self-imposed castration of the multiplicity of its past. One of the best examples of this 

embedded weakness of Greek nationalism is the nationalist addressing of the 'minonty 

problems' that concem the Turkish-speaking Muslim population of Western Thrace as 

well as the Slavo-Macedonian communities of the Greek region of Macedonia (Pollis 

1992). 

To conclude, the historical self-presentation and cultural genealogy of 

contemporary Greeks are based on the 'pnnciple of continuity' from antiquity onwards- 

despite "the painful era of skiavia 'slavery' under the Turks until the restoration of a free 

patrir 'fatherland/homeland'." (Alexiou 1984; also cited in Leontis 1995, p. 190 )l25 The 

evidence of this continuity was primarily found in oral and folk culture, i.e. in the fields 

of the study of folklore (Herzfeld 1982). Based on the recent explorations of Byzantine 

and Ottoman-Christian vernacular and folk heritage, the distinction between Romiosini 

(Romanism/Byzantianism) and Ellinismos (Hellenisrn) gradually disappeared.126 

124~eontis  identifies two phases in the development of the 'myth of Hellenicity': "The 
first phase began when demoticists appropriated ancient authors as demotic writers ... The 
second phase may be linked to the modemist quotation of ancient t u p i  as textual 
siwposts of Neohellenism." (op. cit., p. 189) 
l%n the continuity of the Hellenic culture between the 'ancients' and the 'modems'. also 
see Thomson (197 l), Vryonis ( lW8), Kitromilides (1985) and Konstan (1997). 
126''1n celebrating the survival of a continuous religious and folk tradition rather than the 
revival of a glorified classical past, the champions of Romiosini highlighted the people's 
everyday contributions to the continuation of an unbroken heritage. especially the part 
they played during the Byzantine and Ottoman penods. Yet demoticist authors did not 
denounce outright the values of Hellenism or the ancient origins of Greek culture. 
Demoticists never finally selected Romios over Ellinas as  the chosen epithet for 
Neohellens, nor did they denounce the tenns Ellinas or Eilinismos. Instead, they made 
the two equivalent titles of honour. And they kept both in circulation." (Leontis op. cit., 
p. 191) Herzfeld ( 1987) succinctIy argues that in recent usage, Romiosini refers to self- 
knowledge while Ellinismos involves self-presentation to the outside world. 



Consequently, the pan-Hellenic desire to include every possible layer of history that 

invoived 'the Greeks' in a seamless narrative was ultimately consumed under the auspices 

of Neohellenism. 127 

I n  particular, the demoticist camp of Greek nationalism included the pst-classical 

penod--Le. Byzantium--as a 'center-piece' in their narrations of Greek history. The  

Demotic re-definition of the Greek nationhood and national identity via the vernacular 

was appropriated as late as the 1970s by the Greek state. However, from 1930s onwards 

demoticist wri t e s ,  scholars, artists, poets and nationalists of mynad backgrounds began 

to s t r h  for a popular national culture under the bamer of Neohellenism. They evoked a 

cultural project of "continuous renewal of the Hellenic tradition through the recovery of 

forgotten links with the past." (Leontis op. cit., p. 195) The demotics were in search of a 

Greek vemacular of proven historical origins as well as  of the highest degree of 

authenticity which would make it intelligible to the 'Greek peasant on the mountain 

village' (Tziovas i989).128 They claimed that language and culture, even the ancien t 

Homeric poetry, was the possession of the modem Greek laos. Similar to the ambitions 

of the Geman  romantics in their baptism of the Volk as the very source of an authentic 

national consciousness, the deniotics redefined the borders of Greekness based on the 

127 On this issue, for a defensive argument imbued with nationaliçt sentiments against 
the German occupation of Greece, see Kiriakidis (1968). 
12% this context, the Neohellenic struggle for defining a self-sufficient Greek identity 
focused on primarily language and folklore. Alluding to the spirit of Demotic 
popularisation of ancient Greece, Leontis argues, "[Homeric epics] represent the 
composite oral creation of a plurality of anonymous authors who, like contemporary 
illiterate villagers. stiched together the poems they created in the spirit of folk songs. In 
other words, the ancient epic poems appear to be no different from dimotikd tragudia 
(folk songs). Homer, finally, is none other than the &os of antiquity who spoke the Greek 
vernacular and produced folk poetry ... A sign of what the Greki (another vemacular 
appellation for 'Greeks') are rather than of what they corne from, Homer becornes the 
national communal organism diligently at work spinning its copious through ultimately 
unified cultural traditions." (op. cit., p. 193-94) For further discussion on the 'Homeric 
question', see Nagy (1992) and Konstan (199'7). 



linguistic and cultural anonymity of the Greek vernacular in order to include the entirety 

of the Romeic-Hellenic world. In this context, in the end, Greek nationalism succeeded 

in creating an ethic of nationhood combining native identity and ageless depiciions of a 

superior civilisational [Hellenic] authenticity. Sirnultaneously, however, the boundanes 

of Greek nationhood exclude what is left out of the civilisation-specific utopian 

underpinnings of the project of European rn0dernity.12~ Similar to other Balkan national 

histories, the Greek national history is wntten in order to authenticate the birth of a 

nation-cum-nation-state. Meanwhile, the resultant narratives of cultural/civilisational 

redemption wnte  off the very multiplicity that was characteristic of the diasporadic 

identity of Hellas and its residents, past and present. 

129~ccording to Adamantia Poilis, "Since Greekness is an integral, transcendent entity. 
non-Greeks are not--and cannot be--members of the ethnos ... There is one officia1 history 
of the Greek nation; alternative histones, including any which incorporate the history and 
role of ethnic minonties, have been forcefully repudiated." (1992, p. 189) 



Chapter VI 

HEROS, VILLAINS AND VICTIMS: THE CULTURAL 
TOPOGRAPHY OF PATRIOTIC TURKISH NATIONALISM 



We stopped at the small square which 1 recognised immediately by the 
stores which were the same except forty-five to fifty years older. After a 
generous dnnk of water from a ninning spring which 1 knew was good and 
refreshing, we walked a block to the churchyard. 1 took a picture of the 
church which now was a Jami [rnosque]. It was twelve noon and the 
Emarn [Muslim preacher] was calling the believen to worship. I took off 
my shoes and entered the Jami, expressing my pleasure for the fact that the 
building was still being used for the worship of God even though the 
church bell-tower was replaced by a minaret and the inside of the church 
was rearranged to meet the requirements of the Istamic prophet. The 
people were cordial again. I left them praying, and walked another block 
to our house. I saw the wall which 1 helped Father build around the garden 
in front of the house, but the house was not there. Although one of the 
best houses in the neighbourhood, it was demolished for the good wood it 
provided to newcomen. These were Turks from Greece exchanged for the 
Greeks of Maden ... 

D. E. Theodore 1970, p. 124. 

The Near Eastern question may be defined as the problem of filling up the 
vacuum created by the gradua1 disappearance of the Turkish Empire from 
Europe. I 

William Miller 1927. p. 1. 

This country shaped like the head of a mare 
Coming full gallop from far-off Asia 

To stretch into the Mediterranean 
This country is ours. 

Bloody wnsts, clenched teeth 
Bare Feet, 

Land like a precious silk carpet 
This hell. this paradise is ours. 

Naum Hikmet (cited in Mary Lee Settle 1991, p. 1) 

~ e e  Appendix, Map 3.1. 



Introduction 

At its opening, the leitmotive of the present work was proposed as the necessary 

undoing of the separation of ethno-nationalism and Ii beral nationalism. In this 

framework, acknowledging the utopian underpinnings of liberal nationalism allowed the 

examination of the inherent ethical choices that lie behind the nation-state based framing 

of modem politics. In subsequent chapten, this argument was developed further in the 

historically and geographically specific context of Europe. In the meantirne, Our 

conviction that the margins of the discourse of nationalism speak of its core premises 

louder than any of its canonised self-narrations also led us explore where Europe 'ends' 

and where its margins bepin. The Balkan peninsula, initially carved out by its Eastern 

RornadByzantine legacy and later subjected to a 'culturalfcivilisational castration' due to 

the Ottoman reipn in the region. has long been Europe's outer boundary. And yet. i t  was 

never 'outsider of Europe due to the intertwining of historj, religion and human 

geopraphy between the Balkans and 'Europe proper'. In this context. the examination of 

the marginal status of the Balkans vis-a-vis 'Europe proper' constituted a key debate in 

our analysis of the ultimate coalescence of culture and politics in the European tradition 

of nationalism. 

As our diagnosis of the relationship between the 'European self and the post- 1848 

ideal-type of national body politic indicated, the making of the national other is an 

integral part of the consolidation of the post-Enlightenment self-identity . The unique 

characteristic of the European perception of Balkans is that it was neither a civilisational 

kin. nor the ultimate embodirnent of Europe's Oriental-other. The Balkans were instead 

descnbed as  a cultural waste-land with reference to the intertningling and therefore 

'dilution' of races, 'lost' traditions or the unfortunate rnixing of ancient heritages with 



backwardness and barbarism camed over from Europe's Orient. The  Balkan 

Enlightenrnent, in this sense, was a reaction to Europe's marginalisation of the Balkans 

through its simultaneous categorisation both as an insiderlother of the European 

civilisation and its Oriental outsiddother. As  proposed in the discussion on Greek 

nationalism, Balkan modernist nationalisms were first and foremost projects of 'cultural 

cleansing'. In this context. the singular success of the Greek case in cultivating a bona 

fide European identity upon the old soi1 of Turkey in Europe' is particularly noteworthy. 

This is the last chapter of our analysis of the utopian foundations of liberal 

nationalism, and it will introduce the case of modern Turkish nationalisrn as a counter- 

narrative to the unilinear civilisational logic of European nationalism. The Republic of 

Turkey, established in 1923, is not considered as 'part of Europe' by most. And yet, its 

validation of the legacy of European modernism has been as zealous an undertaking as 

that of Greek nationalism--the key difference being the latter's re-claiming of a 

quintessential European identity. Relating the Turkish case to our previous debate on the 

depiction of the Ottoman legacy in European civilisational topography. in the following 

pages, three of the previously-made arguments will be reworked. 

To begin with, Our earlier suggestion that the marginalisation of the Balkans 

results from the civilisational logos of the discourse of (modemist) nationalism will be re- 

contextualised. So far, the influence of Europe-centered representations of the Ottoman 

legacy on the construction of Balkan national histones was considered. Here, as a related 

case, the civilisational tract of patnotic Turkish nationalism and its appropriation of the 

Ottoman imperial past will be explored. The irony of this 'cross-borders' comparative 

analysis is that a similar charting of the Balkans as a cultural waste-land is also to be 

found on the 'Oriental' side of the boundary separating Europe from its East. In this 

context, the argument that the modemist denial of utopian underpinnings of nationalism 



leads to a short-sightedness about the employment of selective cultural criteria in the 

construction of historical plots of national redemption will be reworked. Qualifying the 

basic propositions that ethno-nationalism emphasises what is consistently dismissed by 

liberal nationalism and that in the end they both speak the same modernist tonpue, here 

we will suggest that the nationalist advocation of European modemity is one of the key 

ways through which the boundary between ethno-nationalisrn and liberal nationalism is 

nullified. 

The study of patriotic Turkish nationalism will clearly demonstrate that the 

universalist dictum of the principle of national sovereignty f o m s  a major challenge to the 

closure of the cultural narration of 'Europeanness'. The choice of civilisational alliances 

is left to the usurpers of national liberation as national sovereignty lays the political 

foundation for the wnting of histories of cultural redemption via political independence. 

In other words, there are no immediate self-protection mechanisms to kick in from within 

the discourse of nationalism to Save Europe from patriotic Turkish nationalism's--or any 

other modemist nationalism's-- reclaiming of a European civilisational identity in its own 

terrns. The labelling of such penpheral visions of national resurrection as ethno- 

nationalisms does not invalidate their c l a h  for ownership of virtues defined by the 

maxims of liberal nationalism. On the contrary, the modernist insistence on the 

culturaI/civiIisational prerequisites for the possession of civic virtues as well as a pluralist 

national culture in fact proves the lirnits of the universality so dearly defended by the 

Enlightenment project. 

In the following pages, the analysis of patriotic Turkish nationalism will reveal the 

many commonalties in the construction of Balkan and Turkish national histones. These 

commonalties in tum indicate that the anxiety of reaching the civilisational rnerits of 

Europe is the detennining factor of the final shape that miming of European modernity 



takes. As our bnef study of the similar appropriations of the Ottoman Impenal legacy in 

Balkan and Republican Turkish national histories will manifest, geographically, this 

anxiety follows regional rather than national contours. Such 'regional topographies' of 

rnodemist nationalism reflect intenecting networks of economic, cultural and political 

domination at a global scale (Cox 1981, 1987, 1996). In other words, the merit of 

emphasisinp the importance of an 'Ottoman context' is not about cultural similarities 

across the Ottoman temtories but about a common structure of exposure to European 

modemity and capitalist expansion (Appendix, Map 3.1). However, the value of the 

present analysis goes beyond the recapitulation of the regional dynamics of penpheral 

incorporation to the global network of capitalist relations. By highlighting the 

continuities in the appropriation of European modemism throuph nationalism in hybnd 

'civilisational' contexts, the mechanisms of the reproduction of the premises of the 

Enlightenment defini tions of the self, the society and legitimate politics are revealed. 

Within the European context. the dilemmas of that infom these patterns of reproduction 

are harder to dissect due to the self-referential texture of the discourse of (modernist) 

nationalism. However, in the immediate periphery of Europe ihey become apparent due 

to the self-confiicting and ultimately self-inflicting qualities of the modernisation project 

in the societies aspiring for a European identity. Although Balkans and Eastern Europe 

have traditionally been identified as the very penphery of Europe that suffers from such 

shattered perceptions of identity, the Ottoman Empire and the Turkish Republic must be 

added to this list in order to grasp the dimensions of the particular pattern of the diffusion 

of civilisationai dichotomies fully. Without the critical consideration of Muslim/Oriental 

excesses of the narratives of European history, the 'Balkan problem' will continue to 

appear as an enigma for the EuropeanIWestem civilisation-best explained as the 



unfortunate result of the forced mixture of identities which are believed to be prone to 

'clash'. 

Civilisation and History in Repubiican Tnrkev: The 'New Turks' 

The cultural success of Greek nationalisrn was not accompanied by the territorial 

consummation of its grand project of civilisational revival. However. this was not 

necessarily due to the military defeat of the Greek Amy; Greek nationalism had to deal 

with rival temtonal daims that were justified either by nationalist or  imperialist causes. 

Especially in the Balkan context, the Greek Megali Idea was one arnong many other 

failed Greater Ideas aiming at possession of the remnants of the Ottoman Empire. 

According to the plans of the victorious Allies, as the Greek army units landed in Smyma 

(Izmir) on May 14, 1919, the British--who already occupied Constantinople in 19 18- 

would 'push the Turks out of Europe' (Bisbee 1951. p. 51). The  French wouid 

pemanently take over Cilicia (southern part of Asia Minor) and adjoin it to Syria where 

they were already in control; the ltalians were to move into southwest Anatolia via the 

Dodecannese Island, and there would be an Annenian and a Kurdish state in the eastern 

part of Asia Minor (Appendix, Map. 3.2). The ten to twelve million Turkish-speaking 

Muslims of Anatolia would thus be temtorially limited to the barren central plateau of the 

peninsula. 

Greek nationalism was accompanied by European imperialist agendas in another 

important respect as well. The failure of Greek amy's 'Anatolian Venturef in fact proved 

that European plans for the territonal partition of the remains of the Ottoman Empire at 

the end of the First World War ignored even the possibility of the consolidation of an 

Asia Minor-based Turkish nationalist movement. The Ottoman Empire was rneant to 



leave no traces behind other than a Puppet Sultanate and enclaves of Turkish-speaking 

Muslims in Asia Minor and the Balkans. Its Christian millets had already established 

their own nation-states, and Arab Muslims previously ruled by the Ottomans were busy 

w ith their own national revival movements. What else could have been left of the 'Sick 

Man of ~ u r o ~ e ' ? Z  

This mode of thinking is yet another reflection of the Orienialist framing of the 

Ottomans as predatory nomads who ran a polyglot Empire for centuries solely by sheer 

force and had no 'civilisational' backup for their reign? As studies on late Ottoman 

history aptly demonstrate, however, if attention is paid to the graduai centralisation of the 

Ottoman state via bureaucratie reforms and the general trend of modernisation which 

created a new military-bureaucratic and nationalist elite by the end of the nineteenth 

century. a radically different interpretation for the 'end' of the Empire is called for (Karpat 

1979: Keyder 1987; Zürcher 1993; Ortayli 1994; Inalcik 1977b. 1993, 1995a). In this 

context, the general view of Balkan nationalisms as genuine expressions of Balkan 

peoples' yeaming for sovereign existence as opposed to the ipso facto acknowledgement 

of patriotic Turkish nationalism is an issue that deserves a cntical address. 

The consistent placement of the secular Republican Turkish history within the 

matnx of Middle Eastern politics, and rarely with any reference to the Balkans, is an 

extension of the divide between Europe and its others into modem practices of history- 

- - -  -- - 

2 ~ h i s  term was first coined by the Russian Tsar Nicolai with reference to the deciine of 
the Ottoman Empire. 
3 " ~ h a t  the Turk has proved himself utterly unworthy to dwell in the fair lands which he 
encumbers with his fou1 presence, is the testimony of dl who know him; that he is utterly 
incapable of improvement seems to be proven by his absolute lack of progress in the arts, 
sciences, or civilisation, in the past five centuries ... He may be dressed in the most 
fashionable style by a Parisian tailor, and he may have leamed from skillful instructon 
the arts of the drawing-room. but he cannot or will not go farther. Undemeath the fine 
apparel and the society manners, still dwells the savage and cruel spirit of the 
bushibo:ouk, the deceitful, lying, and brutal nature ..."( Brockett 1878, pp. 26-27) 



writing. Following the legacy of the Ottoman Empire, modem Turkey constitutes the 

b d k  of the civilisational boundanes of Europe that cut through the Balkans. The only 

difference seems to be that at the age of Balkan nation-states, the frontiers of Europe 

moved back to the national borders of the new Turkish Republic whereas before they laid 

across the whole Balkan domain of the Ottoman Empire. Meanwhile, the 

culturallcivilisational incorporation of the former Turkey in Europe' into 'Europe proper' 

mainly resulted in the creation of demi-European Balkan cultural identities-with the 

exception of Greece. In this sense, the separation of Turkish modemist/nationalism and 

Balkan civilisational-cum-national revival movements obscures important commonalties 

that lie beneath the facade of Europeanness of the Balkans and the Middle Eastemness of 

Here, an alternative approach will be proposed suggesting a regionally defined 

politico-cultural heritage that effected the appropriations of nationalism both in the 

Balkans and in the rernaining landrnass of the Ottoman ~ r n ~ i r e . 5  Based on a comparative 

analysis of the 'boundaries of nationhood' dictated by the histones of the Greek Liberation 

Struggle ( 1821 - 1829) and the Turkish Independence War (1919-1922). the dynamics of 

4 ~ s  Jacob Landau argues, "Experts are still debating whether Turkish nationalism in the 
nineteenth century was of native origin or an outgrowth of national ideologies in Western 
Europe ... Irrespective of what view one adopts in this matter. it seems that towards the end 
of that century, Turkish nationalism largely developed as a response to competing forms 
of patriotisrn among non-Turkish entities both within the Ottoman Empire and outside it. 
In the Balkans and other parts of the hybrid Empire, separatist ideologies and movements 
were increasingly active in their efforts to break down the Empire's multi-ethnic structure 
and - institute their own mono-ethnic states on its ruins." (Landau 1992, p. 567). 
T h i s  alternative has already been proposed by historians and social scientists who 
advocate the world-system's school (Keyder and Islamoglu 19'77; Pamuk 19a. 1988; 
Keyder 198'7; Kasaba 1988). Accordingly, national revolutions in the Balkans. the 
Middle East and in 'Ottoman Turkeyt al1 came about as reactions to the peripheral 
incorporation of the Ottoman Empire into the world capitalist market. Here, the intention 
is not to produce a reiteration of this account. Rather, the object of the present inquiry is 
to locate the cultural and histonographical quaiifiers for the 'common transformation' 
already observed from the angle of Marxist political-econom y. 



the cornmon appropriation of the civilisational dichotorny across Europe's 'borderlands' 

will be inquired.6 The examination of the Balkan context of Greek nationaiism aiready 

laid the foundations of the present debate. Still, bridging the perceived 'civilisational 

distance' between Balkan national and Ottoman imperial histories in general, or Turkish 

and Greek nation-states in particular, is by no means an easy undertaking. The fact that a 

Turkish nation-state emerged largely in reaction to the challenges posed by Balkan 

nationalisrns rarely finds a clear articulation in Balkan national histories. Whatever traces 

of Ottoman history one can find, they rarely give way to a discussion on the Republican 

period. For Balkan nationalisms, Turkish nationalism is not a 'kin-nationalism'; it is an 

alien ideology characterised by irrationalism and aggression, an 'artificial' national 

identity, and, the continua1 threat of Islam (Brown 19%). Similarly, in Turkish national 

history. Balkan nationalisms are not regarded as related experiences of national revival or 

as precedent-setting examples. The modemist agenda of Turkish nationalism 'skips' the 

Balkan peninsula in its devoted orientation towards Europe. Finally, in the larger context 

of globallcivilisational histories. Turkish nationalism is commonly offered as a proof that 

even a derelict Islarnic Empire can undertake and succeed in a modernist/nationalist 

project (Huntington 19%). 

The background for this notable isolation of regionally related cases of national 

revival is primarily set by the namtion of the Turkish Independence War (191% 1922). 

In the face of an anned struggle orgaoised first by local Muslim militia and later on 

united under the Kemalist nationalist leadership, one by one, the Allies left the scene of 

war. As a result, the Turkish Independence War largely took place between the Greek 

army and the Turkish nationalist forces. In this context, the religious bond of Islam 

which unified the local populace in the fight against the 'infidel invaden', compounded 

6 ~ o r  further discussion on the definition of Europe's Borderlands. see Wolff (1996). 



with the ethno-nationalist cal1 of patriotic Turkism, rendered the Muslim population of 

Asia Minor the core 'national polity' of the new Republic. Although patriotic Turkish 

nationalism that burgeoned during and after the Turkish Independence War prirnarily 

embraced the Young Turk political agenda formulated for the revival of the Ottoman 

Empire, i t  lirnited the scope of the Turkish homeland' to the very battle ground itself: 

Asia Minor ( ~ n a t o l i a ) . ~  The addressing of Asia Minor as the homeland of the Turkish 

nation' had already begun at the tum of the century, as testified by the Armenian 

massacres in  Eastern Anatolia. However, it was dunng the course of the Independence 

War that a new, territorial Turkish nationalism was truiy popularised and decisively 

legitimised. The two-headed common enemy of the Turkish Independence War was the 

Greek A m y  on the one band, and, European Impenalism on the other. In the end, 

however, the history of Turkish 'Independence' was written against one of the new 

Republic's immediate Balkan neighbours, that of Greece. These circumstances severely 

curtailed the acknowledgement of Ottoman/Turkish nationalism's intellectual and 

ideological debt to the Balkan tradition of modemist nationalism. 

Although the Republican cadres were in many ways the products of Ottoman pan- 

Turkism, the Young Turks stand for only one of the movements that formed the 

background of Republican Turkish nationalism. There were in fact three major pre- 

Republican ideologies of political redemption, al1 of which found a clear expression in 

the Ottoman Empire by the end the nineteenth century: pan-Islam, Ottomanism, and, pan- 

Turkism (Landau 1992). Among these three. pan-Islam proved to be the least resilient to 

the changing circumstances of the Ottoman Empire (Türkone 199 1 ). Owing a significant 

debt to the Islamic tradition itself, the Ottoman aspirations toward uniting 'al1 Muslims' on 

70n  the political dynamics of the Turkish lndependence War, see Çandar 
( 1995). particularly pp. 139-69. 



the basis of their common faith was nonetheless a strong gesture aimed against the 

nationalist revival movements across the Empire. Pan-lslamist politics were the 

dominant theme of the reign of Abdulhamid 11 (1816-1909). Abdulhamid made pan- 

Islamism into a 'state policy' and gave direct reference to it in his disapproval of 

separatistlnationdist movernents.8 

Altematively, Ottomanism was a bureaucratic reforrn movement. It was in many 

ways a reaction to the failure of the pan-islamist policies of Abdulhamid II. Ottomanism 

aspired to consolidate a 'citizenship-based' loyalty to the Ottoman Empire. It therefore 

initiated a radical process of change in the organisation of social. political and cultural life 

in the Empire. With the Tanzimat reforms, Ottomanism introduced the principle of 

equality before the law regardless of one's religion or language. However, Ottomanist 

policies led to further divisions in the Empire rather than the formation of a united front 

of citizenship. Non-Muslim minorities were unwilling to give up their privileges in 

commerce and business in exchange for their newly ascribed duty to 'hold arms' in the 

Ottoman army against their ethno-religious kin along the borders of the Empire (Toros 

1985; Bozkurt 1989). They were also suspicious of the curtailment of their autonomy in 

education, community affairs and in general in the daily conduct of their lives. The 

Muslim elite as well as the Muslim masses, on the other hand, were not convinced of the 

merit o r  the wisdom of the radical changes imposed by Ottomanist policies in 

jurisprudence, education or common law (Inalcik 1964, 1995b). As a result, although 

81n Jacob Landau's words, "Its [pan-Islamisrn] dual objective was to respond to both 
fissiparous ethnic-religious movernents within the Ottoman Empire and politico-military 
threats against it from outside." (1992, p. 567) In this context, intemally, Abdulhamid II 
attempted to bolster the loyalty of al1 Muslims of the Empire to the Caliphate as a 
response to movements such as  Egyptian or Albanian nationalism. Extemally, the 
S ultan-Caliph tned to recrui t the loyal ty of the Muslim populations inhabi ting the 
temtories in Austro-Hungarian, Russian, British, French and Dutch Empire. thus causing 
intemal strain for the Western powers. 



Ottomanism had a long-trm impact ou the trznsformation of the Ottoman Empire into a 

Turkish nation-state, in the short run, Ottomanist policies had very limiteci successg 

Set against this background of failed dreams of Imperia1 grandeur or bureaucratic 

reforms, pan-Turkism was a 'reactionary movement' that came into existence in order to 

remedy the weaknesses of both pan-Islamism and Ottomanism in the Empire. In tum, 

pan-Turkism laid the foundations of Turkish nationalisrn par excellence (Zürcher 1984; 

Landau 1992; Deringil 1993).10 First and foremost, pan-Turkism emphasised the 

cultural unity of TurkishlTurkic peoples regardless of the geographical boundaries of 

their residence. In this spirit, the 'ancient migration routes' of the Turkic tribes were re- 

charted across the Volga river, Chinese Turkistan, Siberia, Afghanistan, Beluchistan and 

Iran. The main focus of pan-Turkist activities was the Turkification' of education, 

langage and every sphere of social and economic life. However, although the 'intemal' 

emphasis of pan-Turkist policies was the salvation of the Ottoman Empire via its 

Turkification and the protection of the pnvileged status of the Ottoman Turkish elite 

within it, externally their aim was to achieve political unity between the Ottoman Empire 

and other Turkic populations such as those in Tsarist Russia. In this context, the fact that 

at its origins, pan-Turkism was a diaspora movement does not corne as a surprise (Landau 

1981, Chapter II). Pan-Turkist ideology was f in t  fomulated amongst the Tatars and 

Azens protesting the policies of Tsarist Russia toward the end of the nineteenth century 

(Czaplicka [1918] 1973; Window 1995). 

%'he exception to this were the 'urban refoms' which drastically changed the 
organisation of daily life and led to the politicisation of local affairs. For further 
discussion, see Ortayli ( lm). 
l01n this context, Landau argues that "[tlhe proponents of Pan-Turkism in the early 
twentieth century were able to hope for what 1 would cal1 'political life after physical 
death'. by working for an alternative to the disintegrating Ottoman Empire. namely. a 
substitute TurkisldTurkic empire made up of al1 peoples of Turkish stock and culture." 
(op. cit.. p. 568) 



AI1 three ideologies of the age of Ottoman reformations, i.e. pan-Islam, 

Ottomanism and pan-Turkism, had devoted followers and produced a considerable body 

of literature such as books, pamphlets, newspapers and periodicals. Still, these were 

mainly circulated in the big cities of the Empire and then, among the select groups of 

intelligentsia and military/bureaucratic elite (Ahmad 1980). In other words, these 

political scenanos of redemption were not yet the property of the masses. Well until the 

Independence War, the Muslim populations of Anatolia--similar to their Christian 

counterparts--were primady attracted to regional identities, local-patriotisms or the 

reiigious demarcation of their political universe. In this context. the temtonally defined 

(Asia Minor and Eastern Thrace) Turkish nationalism clearly outmoded its Ottoman 

imperial predecessors (Baram 1990b).ll The consolidation of a terntorially-defined 

political project of redernptionliiberation during the Independence War was the 

detemiininp factor in the success of the new Turkish nationalisrn. 

Demographically as well. there are continuities between homogenisation policies 

of Ottoman modemist/refonnist movements and the new patnotic Turkish nationalism. 

Between 1914 and 19î3. the killings, ernigration, exile and exchange of Christian 

communities from ethno-religiously mixed Ottoman Anatolia compounded by the amval 

of thousands of Muslim migrants from the Balkans and the Caucuses Ied to the gradua1 

closure of the gap between statehood and nationhood under the dictates of a distinctly 

'Turkish' nationalism (Akçam 1994; Timur 1997). Meanw hile, ethno-religious 

homogenisation of the select territonal basis of a nationalist revival movement is not a 

unique characteristic of Turkish nationalism. In fact, as Our previous discussions 

illustrated, the nationalist erhos of ethno-religious punty was a shared drive across the 

1 l~or genealogy-based geographical definitions of the nation, see Mikesell (1983) and 
Mellor ( 1989). 



Balkans. Furthemore, the 'politicisation of a revived ethnos' via nationalism is a 

commonplace development in the post-1848 evolvement of nationalist ideologies in roto 

(Smith 1981, 1986; Hobsbawm 1990)!2 If so. why does the evaluation of patriotic 

Turkish nationalism within the Balkan context constitute a methodological problem? The 

answer is two-fold. Chronologically, while Balkan nationalisms--as exemplified by the 

Greek national liberation struggle--are generally discussed within the nsing tide of post- 

1848 nationalisms in Europe, patriotic Turkish nationalism epitomises an anti- 

imperialidanti-colonialist--t herefore 'non-Europeanl--appropriation of nationali sm 

charactenstic of the immediate aftermath of the First World War (Keyder 1993; idem. 

1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba). Secondly, Balkan nationalisms are studied in the context 

of a 'Balkan Enlightenment' echoing the developments in a European civilisational history 

w hereas post-Ottoman Turkis h nationalism is commonl y placed among the Middle 

Eastern national revival movements which are formed simply as reactions to European 

capitalist/colonial expansion. However, nei ther the modernisation movements in the 

Ottoman Empire during the long nineteenth century nor the uncompromising modemist 

agenda of patnotic Turkish nationalism and the sweeping refoms of the Republ ican 

period aiming at the total 'WesternisationfEuropeanisation' of the Turkish society, 

cornfortably fit inio this picture (Kasaba 1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba). Instead, the 

Turkish case of modernist nationalism indeed poses a contradiction that troubles the 

separation of Europe and its Orient. Turkish nationalism's insistence on becoming 'one of 

the European family of nations' and totally embracing the tenets of 'European civilisation' 

- 

1 2 ~ h i l e  Eric Hobsbawm (1990) attributes this trajectory of change to primanly European 
examples of nationalism, in Chapter 11, we expanded the geo-cultural boundaries of his 
mode1 to include non-European genre of nationalisms as well. 



complicates the post-national configuration of the Ottoman realm in harmony with the 

civili sational borderlines offered by the 'European history'lf. 

This enigmatic character of Turkish nationalism can be best understood in terms 

of i is  'Balkan connections'. In particular, despite the anti-Greek legacy of the Turkish 

Independence War, the case of Greek nationalism constitutes the nearest possible 

comparative example for Turkish national revolution. Here, the issue is not the espousal 

of 'civilisational continuities' between Greeks and Turks (Salamone 1981), nor is it to 

ovemde the historical and contextual differences that separate these two histories of 

national liberation written against each other. However, parallehg the need for adequate 

acknowledgement of the Ottoman legacy in Balkan histories, patriotic Turkish 

nationalism cannot be fully grasped in isolation from the Balkan context of modemist 

national revolutions. To argue othenvise is a stubbom advocacy of Europe-bound 

civilisational dichotomies in an area which reveals a heritage that cannot be contained by 

the categorical rigidities of representations of Europe's others. 

1 3 ~ e r e ,  the t e m  'European history' is used not only with reference to the narration of 
historical events that concem Europe, but also in terms of the underlying premises of a 
Europe-centered practice of history writing. For a critical debate on the Turkish 
appropriation of European modemity through history, see Islamoglu ( 1994). In particul ar, 
for an overview of the European historical perspective on Ottoman legacy, see 
Islamoglu's Introduction (pp. 9-24). For further discussion on this issue, also see Yavuz 
( 1996). 



Middle East versus the Balkans? Contextnal Bonndaries of Patriotic Turkish 

It is time we took Turkey very seriously. The Turks are the only reliable 
bulwark in the Middle east of the Western way of life. 

M. Philips Pnce 1956, p. 1. 

Political history of the Middle East since the creation of post-irnpenal temtorial 

states repeatedly suggests the condition of the staie envisioninp its nation (Ben-Dor 1988 

in Esman and Rabinovitch, pp. 88-89)! In this context, the periodisation offered by 

Esman and Rabinovitch concerning the development of a centrallbureaucratic state 

apparatus in the Middle East is a helpful means for tracing the profound changes that took 

place dunng and after the dissolution of the Ottoman Impenal political system (Esman 

and Rabinovitch 1988, pp. 59).15 Accordingly, Phase One ( 1880s- 1914) connotes the 

ultimate ending of the millet system, and, the emergence of nationalist ideas in different 

parts of the Middle East. In particular, early Egyptian nationalism embodied the Arab 

ethnic resentment of Turkish preeminence in the region (Dawn 1973). Following the 

Egyptian model, Lebanese and secular Syrian nationalism demolished the remnants of 

Ottomanist pluralism and obedience to a Muslim-Turkish d e r .  Phase Two ( 19141945) 

1 4 ~ u r i n ~  this process. competing revival movements challenged each other's national 
narratives and counterpoised their own ethno-religious andlor racial-linguistic 
uniqueness. For further discussion on the nature of this 'cornpetition' for legitirnacy, see 
Rabinovich ( 1979). 
%nfortunatelY, a similar comprehensive andysis for the Balkan region that includes the 
Turkish state is not available. Kemal Karpat's work on the legacy of the millet system 
(1982) and S. D. Salamone's comparative analysis of Turkish and Greek nationalism 
(1981) surely serve the purposes of an eloguent introduction to the subject. However, due 
to the general adversity against the legacy of the Ottoman rule in the Balkans. most 
scholan shy away from even mentioning Turkey in comparative analyses of nationalism 
and state-formation in the Balkan peninsula. For a recent publication attempting to put 
together the necessary arguments in order to defeat this approach, see Brown (19%). 



is the inter-war period characterised by the territorial destruction and annihilation of the 

Ottoman Empire and the occupation of the Middle East by various colonial powers. The 

political changes in this period laid the foundations of a new state system in the repion. 

Turkey and Iran becarne the f in t  two 'nation-states' of the Middle East while Egypt was 

caught between its Arab-Muslim and secular-Mediterranean identities. In the Fertile 

Crescent. new states were being carved up by the French and British protectorates. The 

borders drawn dunng the Second Phase encapsulating modern Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, 

Jordan, and finally Israel fundamentally changed the political geography of the repion. 

Territorial states of a pst-impenai and post-protectorate era began to parade as the 

nation-states of the future. Phase Three (1945-1Ws) began with the initial dilution of 

problems around ethno-reiigious politics in the newly established states. During the late 

1940s, British and French colonial forces completed their departure and temtorial starus 

quo was consolidated. However, the 1950s brought in the Kurdish rebellion in Iraq, the 

first civil war in Lebanon, southern secession of Sudan, elimination of the vestiges of 

Druze and Alawite autonomy in Syria, and, conflict between Israel and its neighbours as 

well as within Israel itself. Then came the heyday of Arab nationalism in its Nasserite 

and Ba'thi versions during the 1960s. During Phase Four (1970s-present), problems 

around ethno-religious minorities and democratic politics regained saliency. The collapse 

of the Lebanese state, the growth of militant Kurdish resurgence in Turkey and Iran in 

addition to Iraq, the Sunni revolt against Alawite domination in Syria, Copt discontent in 

Egypt, collapsing Jewish-Arab relations as well as Sephardi-Askenazi tensions in Israel, 

the uncornpromising situation between East Banken and Palestinians in Jordan, Iranian 

revolution and the nsing threat of Shi'i fundamentalism, and the continuing Shi'ite 

challenge to Arab-Sunni ascendancy in Iraq are just some of the urgent issues fiilinp the 

agenda of Middle Eastern politics in the last quarter of the twentieth century. Despite 



increasing levels of political tumoil, Esman and Rabinovitch argue, the forrnal continuity 

and strength of the 'Middle Eastern state' was the major factor that determined the fate of 

the political order in the region. Weak regimes of the 1940s and 1950s have gradually 

been replaced by stronger ones, and, the state apparatus flourished enough to efficiently 

utilise civil and military resources for the solidification of its sovereignty (Baram 199ûb). 

The Turkish state is usually cited as one of the quintessential exampies of this 

developmen t. 

In this context, the strong territorial state constitutes the cornmon basis upon 

which the project of European modernity received a political, econornic and cultural 

expression across the Middle East. Meanwhile. as Roger Owen argues, "given the need 

to create a state as a site for the project, much depended on how this task was carried 

out." (Owen 1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba, p. 247) There are indeed substantial 

differences across the 'Middle East' concerning the undertaking of the task of state- 

building as well as the related task o f  nation-building, The Turkish Republic--along with 

lsrael and Iraq--belongs to a small sub-category of Middle Eastern states that were buitt 

upon the expulsion of settled cornmunities historically residing within the territories of 

the new nation-state. In contradistinction, in many of the Arab states at the eastern end of 

the Mediterranean. the political boundanes established during the colonial penod 

containing 'mixed populations' were later transformed into 'national boundaries'. In turn. 

the consequent formation of ethno-religious dividends in these latter type of 'temtonai 

states' are suspected of being the cause of the 'weak civil society/strong state dilemma' 

that encapsulates many of the minonty problerns in the region. In other words, the 

purification of ethno-religious hy bridity in a detennined national temtory pnor to or in 

simultaneity with the claiming of sovereign status is in many ways seen as a guarantee for 

subsequent political peace. 



Interestingly, an example of the efficient employment of such measures of 

homogenisation, conternporaiy Turkish society is commonly seen as suffering from a 

similar imbalance between state and civil society as well (Mardin 1995). The Republican 

creation of a unified Turkish nation did not guarantee the ironing out of the differences of 

opinion across modem Turkish society regarding the ethnos-specific appropriation of 

modernist nationalism. On the contrary, Kemalist nationalism's insistence on singular 

tmths led to a defensive overgrowth of the state apparatus in the face of multiple 

oppositions. As Balkan national movements trstify, in the immediate penphery of 

Europe. new sanctions have to be built into the modernist project regarding its 

universality and irreversibility from the moment of its inception. The local texture within 

which the project's appropriation takes place inevitably molds its contours into novel 

forms. In this context. the introduction of the modernity-cum-nationalisrn radically 

transfomis the domestic political agenda, "licensing new vocabulanes and openinp up 

new possibilities for recruitment, organisation, and contestation." (Owen op. cit., p. 248) 

Consequently, the project of modernity is bound to remain in flux in its non-Western 

applications by virtue of the fact that modemisation, Westemisation and seculansation as 

the derivative projects of modemity initiate the strongest counter-offensives to it.16 

In this vein, based on the Ottoman/Islamic lineage of the new Turkish nation- 

state, it might indeed rnake more sense to discuss Turkish modernist nationalism under 

the auspices of the peneral history of modernisation in the Middle East. Meanwhile. 

161n this context, on the civilisational paradoxes of the Republican penod in Turkey. see 
Ahmet Insel (1990). pp. 7-52. Insel. similar to Mardin. argues that Turkish modernist 
nationalism and the appropriation of he European civilisation was primarily efforts to 
guarantee the continuation of the state apparatus inhented from the Ottoman realm. 
Meanwhile, while the Irnperial modemisation policies were state-based, Republican 
modemisation project encompassed the whole society and therefore introduced the 
'cultural component' into the picture (p. 20). For further analysis of the Ottoman path of 
modernisation, see Heper ( 1980). 



similar to the contentious character of the 'civilisational' boundanes of the Balkans. the 

Middle East is an invented region (Baram 199ûa). The demarcation of 'national 

homelands' within that region is an even later development. The Arabic word watan 

(Turkish v m )  is the direct translation for p~ria.17 However, the Arabic verb wutana 

means both to reside or sojourn in a place, and, to settle and choose a place to live. In  

other words, the traditional usage of wnran had very few commonalties with the national 

demarcation of the putria. Instead, it can be characterised as a 'focus of sentiment, 

affection, nostalgia' as opposed to being an anchorage for political loyalty and national 

identity (Lewis 1993, p. 168). Although this interpretation of watan cames the danger of 

imposing a timeless past on the modernist notion of patriotism and thus elevatinp parria 

into an ageless icon, it nonetheless saves us from the pitfall of equating the word wafun 

with pre-political borderlines that cut across the Middle ~ a s t . ~ ~  The use of the word 

wurun in an politically equivalent sense to the French punie or the German Vuterlunci 

took place as late as the eighteenth century.19 In the Ottoman court. for instance. well 

into the nineteenth century the notions of republic (cümhur), nation (milier) and state 

(deder), along with the term watan, were mostly cited in documents refemng to the 

developments in Europe. It was only by the 1830s that the vocabulary of nationalism was 

1 7 ~ s  Bernard Lewis argues, "[wlith slight changes of pronounciation, (wutan) is also 
used in Persian, Turkish, and other Islamic languages which draw on Arabic for their 
conceptual vocabulary ..." ( 1993, p. 167) 
1 8 ~ s  a counter-example, Lewis states that "It is attested in the titulature of Muslim 
monarches, who in inscriptions, documents, and coins usually defined their sovereignty in 
religious tenns, rarely in ethnic terms, never in temtorial tenns." (op. cit., p. 168) As 
discussed previously, this particular framing of authority was not unique to the 'Muslim 
monarches' but was common to their European counterparts. However. the 
transformation of the address of authority took place much earlier in Europe. 
19~eanwhi~e ,  we should keep in mind that the nationalised version of punia was a novel 
invention in Europe as well. In other words, while patnotism was 'discovered' in the 
NeadMiddle East after the French Revolution, it was an equally striking notion for the 
French themselves. 



introduced into the official correspondence within the Ottoman Empire (Inalcik in 

Hurewitz 1975, p. 270; Lewis 1993, p. 169). 

Across the Muslim Ottoman territones, the association of watan with the nation 

and the state introduced the modemist political rhetoric of sacrifice, duty and service in 

the name of a chosen national identity. And contrary to the common assumption that 

national identities in the 'Muslim world' were formed due to military defeats against 

European amies  (Fuller and Lesser 19%), the transformation in the meaning of wurun 

had more to do  with the breaking down of the Iegitirnate union of politics and religion in 

the Ottoman realm.20 Since the beginning of the sixteenth century, almost al1 the 

military confrontations of the Ottoman army were against Christian powers. As already 

discussed, European accounts of the Ottoman Empire thus commonly suggest that the 

enemy of the Ottomans was invariably cast as the 'infidel', Ottoman soldiers were the 

fighters in the war of Jihad. and, their dead were martyrs. However, religion was not the 

underlying cause of Empire's temtorial expansion. Instead, land gain and taxation were 

the crucial factors for the survival of the Ottoman state functioninp on central usurpation 

of surplus (Anderson 1974). Furthemore, due to the system of recruitments to the 

traditional Ottoman forces, what is cited as the fighters of Islam included both forced- 

converts from Christianity (devsirmes) and non-Muslim minorities (dhimmis) in the rank 

and file of the Ottoman military enterprise well until the nineteenth century (Timur 1986). 

In this context, arguments suggesting religious/civilisational defense as the foundations of 

the currency of nation-related ideas and ideologies in the former Ottoman realm cannot be 

validated. The alternative approach to Ottoman/Turkish history, then, is a global 

understanding of the uneven dispersion of nationalkm as a corollary of European 

20~or a cntical analysis of the birth of panhrabisrn. see Findley (1982a). 



capitalist expansion and the resultant urgency for the 'modernisation' of earlier political 

idioms. 

In this peneral context, starting with Ottoman Egypt and then moving ont0 the 

neighbouring Synan provinces, the ideas of 'national homeland' and the unique people of 

the 'nation' detemining their own sovereign existence introduced several changes to the 

undentandinp of language, religion, culture and civilisation under Ottoman suzerainty 

(Findley 1982a). It was no longer the Ottoman SultanlCaliph to whom the patriot owed 

his allegiance: the warun-perver 's (patriot) devotion began to lie with his own 'people' 

and his newly defined wutan. By the 1870s, this new rendition of watan (vatun) also 

became cornmonplace in the writings of Young Ottomans at the very center of the Empire 

(Mardin 1962a. 1962b; Lewis 1993; Deringil 1993)21. Stiil. continuities between 

Ottomanist patriotism and Turkish nationalism notwithstanding, Ottomanism was 

primarily a political subscription to imperial cultural revivalism. In this context, although 

Young Ottomans made varan into a reliable asset for  Ottoman ideolopies of 

modernisation, its territorial delineation as well as ethno-religious specification took place 

under the aegis of the Young Turk movement which took issue with the 'Christian 

elements' in the Ottoman society (Ahmad 1%9, 1988; Hanioglu 1 9 8 5 ) ~ ~ .  In this respect. 

although it was a reactionary response to the burgeoninp nationalisrns both in the 

Arab/Muslim and BaIkanlChristian territories of the Empire, Turkish nationalism is 

211n Namik Kemal's words, "The vatan does not consist of imaginary lines drawn on a 
map by the sword of a conqueror or the pen of a scribe. It is a sacred idea. sprung from 
the union of many lofty sentiments, such as nation, freedom, welfare, brotherhood, 
property, sovereignty." (cited in Lewis 1993) For further discussion on Namik Kemal. 
see Mardin (l%2). On the connection between Ottomanism and Kemalism, see Deringil 
( 199'7). 
220n the issue of the Young Turks' selective treatrnent of religion as a unifying force for 
nationalist aims, see Hanioglu ( l98S), particularly pp. 6 19- 125. 



intrinsically connected with the Balkan Enlightenment rather than Arab national 

aw akeninp. 

In particular, the foundation of the Greek Kinpdom initiated a frame of reference 

according to which the Ottoman-Turkish elite interpreted the national independence 

movemen ts in the ~ a l k a n s . ~ ~  For instance, among revolutionary Young Turk cadres, the 

Greek nationalist organisation Philiki Emiria constituted a mode1 for the Committee of 

Union and Progress (Ittihat ve Ternkki ~ e r n i ~ e t i ) . ~ ~  The ideologues of the Party were 

particularly impressed by the populist and peasantist aspects of Balkan nationalism (Er 

1986; Zürcher 1993). It is true that conservative intellectuals of the era insisted on 

sanctioning the Ottoman imperial legacy and therefore regarded the nationali st 

movements in the Balkans and their komitadji and cetha armed banditry organisations as 

a source of malice and suffocating f a n a t i c i ~ r n . ~ ~  Still, the aspirations of the Balkan 
-- -- - - -  -- 

2 3 ~ s  Tanil Bora argues, "The Balkan nationalisms greatly inspired their Turkish 
counterpart both with regard to the praxis of founding a nation-state and creating a 
national identity and with regard io the comprehension of nationalism as a militant and 
populistic political movement. " ( 1995. p. 107) Bora States that one reason for the 
disregarding the influence of Balkan nationalisms in the emergence of Turkish 
nationalism may be the fact that these ideas were disseminated by the Young Turk 
movement. which Iater Turkish nationalist cadres distanced themselves from. Otherwise, 
in many ways, the Committee of Union and Progress acted as the 'local representative' of 
nationalism in the Ottoman realm. For further discussion on the CUP, see Zürcher 
(1984). For a histoncal debate on the Balkan connections of Turkish nationalisrn, see 
Oba ( 1995). 
240ne of the founden of this clandestine organisation, Ibrahim Temo, declared that they 
followed the example of the Greek Cornmittee of Philiki Etairia (Bora 1995, p. 107). 
Regarding the military branch of Balkan nationalist movements-the komitadji 
organisations--Tanil Bora argues that "The Young Unionist officers could not help 
adrniring this 'organisation' against which they were fighting to death. They did not only 
admire the rnilitary successes of the organisation against the 'Grand Empire' but also the 
national excitement it provoked and the nationalist enthusiasm it succeeded to evoke 
among the masses." (op. cit., pp. 107-108) 
25~ri t ic isms of both Balkan nationalism and the role of the CUP are succinctly 
summarised by Bora: "The party has been held responsible for the loss of the Balkan 
territories. It is claimed that the Party caused a disaster by abolishing the policies of 
Sultan Abdulhamid II who had created and steadily nourished a mutual hostility between 
the Bulganans and the Serbs and set al1 Balkan countries at loggerheads with each other. 
The charge that the Party allowed some of its non-Muslim korniladji as well as convert- 



Enlightenment in rnany ways constituted a solid basis upon which the later development 

of patriotic Turkish nationalism took place. In this sense, the limited treatment of 

Ottomanrïurkish modernism and patriotic Turkish nationalism as a 'Middle Eastern' 

phenornenon is an unfortunate practice of reading and writing history 'backwards'. The 

contextual boundaries of Turkish nationalism offer more variety than either 

Eurocentricism or Orientalism can afford. 

From the Ottoman Empire to The Republic of Turkey: Reconfiguration of the 

Balkans in the Topography of Turkish Nationalism 

The role of the sovereign nation-state mode1 in determining the process of 

national identity formation is directly related to the specific historical circumstances 

under which the state itself has been founded. The foundation of the nation-state provides 

the necessary point of departure for the construction of a 'national history'. It serves as 

the introduction to the narration of the 'national cause'. In other words, the nation-state 

symbolises bath the solidity and the continuity of the national polity. 

The establishment of the Turkish Republic bringing about the total collapse of the 

Ottoman Empire is the underlying theme of the patnotic Turkish national identity (Bora 

1995, p. 101). Meanwhile, the foundation of the Turkish nation-state has a dual 

character: although it came into being at the end of an 'Independence War', it is also a 

Muslim (formerly Jewish) members to infect Turkish political life is still asserted by 
sorne elements of the conservative intelligentsia of our time." (Bora 1995, p. 109) A 
similar argument is that the devsirme (young Christian boys appropriated from their 
families and brought to Constantinople to be educated and lslamised for the service of the 
Ottoman Palace and the army) gathered from the Balkans 'degeneratedt the pure Turkish 
blood line of the Ottomans. 



physical and historical antecedent to the Ottoman Empire. Consequently. Turkish 

national identity is caught between the wave of modernist and secular nationalism, and, 

the continuation and survival of a tradition of statehood arisinp from the Ottoman 

irnperial legacy (Timur 1986; Insel 1990). Forced to make a 'civilisational' choice similar 

to the one faced by Balkan nationalisms, the formal ideology of Turkish nationalism 

ultimately dictates that the Turkish Independence War totally transformed the social and 

political conditions of the Ottoman society. In the meantime, the founders of the 

Republic inherited and transmitted a long tradition of civic and political culture from the 

Empire (Zürcher 1993). As a result of the intertwining of such divergent convictions as to 

whether to break from or to mourn for the Ottoman heritage, Turkish national identity 

reflects the tension between a national culture based on self-reliant and sovereign 

existence and the longings for the grandeur of the polyglot Ottoman civilisation. 

In an attempt to ovemde these ambiguities embedded in Turkish national identity 

formation. state-sanctioned narratives of Turkish national history reconcile continuity and 

change with a peculiar twist. Official Turkish history starts with the formulation that the 

Turkish Republic was founded despite 'the ruins' of the Ottoman Empire and under the 

dire circumstances of its collapse (Enanli Behar 1992. 1995). Nationalist historiography 

also suggests that the Ottoman state had fallen victim to the destructive and expansionist 

projects of the allied European powers who were 'helped out' by the Empire's Christian 

rninorities26. Accordingly, the Christian 'former subjects of the Sultan' are characterised 

as abusers of the tolerance and the good-will of the Empire under the wrongful guidance 

of the European states. Similady, the foundation of the Balkan nation-states is explained 

as the work of those benefittinp from the decline of the Empire and appropriating and 

- 

2 6 ~ o r  a rare analysis of the dominant images about the Greek StruggIe for Independence 
and the origins of Greek nationhood in Republican Turkish historiography, for instance, 
see Millas ( 1994). pp. 20 1-243. 



dividing the Ottoman lands arnong t h e r n ~ e l v e s . ~ ~  The new Turkish Republic is then 

depicted as having been bom out of heroic rnilitary and grass-roots mobilisation across 

Anatolia conducting a fipht against both the outside enemies and the 'enemy within'. As 

such, the collaboration of the 'enemy within' and the imperialist evil outside is believed to 

have initiated an irrevenible transformation which lit the spirit of patriotism in the hearts 

of the 'children of Anatolia'. This narrative totality of the birth of the Turkish nation 

strongly suggests a popular mode1 of sovereignty that puts the onus of historical 

continuity upon the shoulden of the masses who 'fought' the Independence War. In this 

regard, the avowed goals of Turkish nationalism formulated by revolutionary cadres of 

the Ottoman-cum-Turkish bureaucratic/military elite are readily attnbuted to the burning 

desire of independence that brought the Turkish nation t0~ether.28 

In this context, we can pinpoint the employment of two strands of 'disowninglre- 

appropriation' of history through the setting of the boundaries of Turkish nationhood. 

Fint and foremost. territorially, Anatolia and what was left of eastem Thrace were re- 

defined as the sole horneland of the Turkish people' (Landau 1992). This meant cutting 

ties with a long cosmopolitan. multi-ethnic and multi-religious tradition that goes back to 

the Byzantine Empire and pre-Ottoman days of Islamic civilisation across the 

27~anr l  Bora depicts the 'official' documentation of events in the immediate aftermath of 
the World War I as  a 'matevolent alliance' which "has been able to defeat and deceive the 
Empire even on occasions when the Ottomans had achieved military success... [Thus] the 
themes of siege. isolation, betrayal and martyrdom have contnbuted a great deal to the 
gravity and endurance of the problem of the suwival of the state." (1995, p. 102) Bora 
further argues that "There is a conviction that, the whole Western-Christian world was 
involved in a conscious, organised and systematic conspiracy to bring about the collapse 
of the Ottoman Empire. The 'objective' foundations of this conviction are the anti- 
Turkish orientalist literature and Byronian romanticism of the era, crystallised especially 
in pro-Hellenic sympathies and the political literature that propagated the exemption of 
the Turks from Europe." (p. 105) Bora's arguments are supported by the works of Herkül 
Millas, Büsra Ersanli Behar and Nurï Bilgin brought together in the valuable compilation 
Tarih Ogretirni ve Ders Kitaplari (History Books and the Teaching of History). 
2 8 ~ n  the issue of the 'frorn-the-top' characteristics of the Turkish national revolution, see 
for instance, the comparative study of Trimberger (1977). 



Mediterranean basin. The second Strand, denial of the Ottoman lepacy and thus Islarnic 

govemance, could perhaps be regarded as an extension of the fint one. As a result of the 

combination of these two strands, within the totality of the Turkish nationalist/modernist 

project, religious, cultural o r  political affiliation of any kind with the Imperia1 or  in 

pneral  'pre-national' past was either negated or rephrased in the language of popular 

sovereignty. Here, 'pre-national' does not convey a chronological meaning. Rather, i t  

refers to segments of history which could not be absorbed by the genealogical 

construction of a Turkish nation. In this context, for instance, although Hittites are 

regarded as an essential part of the historylstory of Turkish nationhood, the Christian 

millets of the Ottoman Empire are not. 

To the south of Anatolia, prior to the constitution of an ideological bloc by Arab 

nationalism encountering the Ottoman lepacy in the Middle East. the colonial presence of 

European States in the region constituted a formidable obstacle to the realisation of pan- 

Islamist dreams of continued imperial grandeur. In the Balkans, however. the situation 

was categorically different. The Balkans were the first geographical region in which the 

Ottoman Empire began to lose temtory. These 'amputations' were of great significance to 

the Impenal legacy since the Empire expanded its borders westward during the period of 

its highest grandeur and rnilitary power (Ortayli 1983; Inalcik 1 9 9 ~ ) . ~ ~  The trauma of 

'decline' became chronic throuphout the Balkan national revival movements of the 

nineteenth century and reached its apex dunng the aciual partition of the whole of 

Ottoman territories by the Sevres Treaty in 1919 (Appendix Map 3.2). Along with the 

loss of temtories in the Balkans, thousands of Muslim inhabitants, sorne of whom have 

been living in the region for over five centuries* began to migrate to Anatolia (McCarthy 

290rtayli (1983. 1987) suggests that the Ottoman Empire was essentially a Balkan 
Empire by the end of the fifteenth century, a penod that signifies its ultimate rise in t e m s  
of geographical expansion and rnilitary might. 



1995). Turkish nationalist histonography describes the loss of the Balkans and the 

reshuffling of the Muslim populations as  results of the betrayal of the Christian 

communities supported by the 'Western Impetialist powers'. In addition, there is a 

constant reference to the 'pan-Slavic conspiracy', Le. the destructive plans of Russia with 

hidden aims of capturing the Dardanelles to reach to the 'wann seas' (Ortayli 1987). In 

this context, the narratives of the Turkish Independence War of 1919-1922 are tightly 

structured around images of 'enerny nations', 'divisive conspiracies' and 'betrayal'. The 

central character of these conspiracies is the Balkan Christians. The singling out of the 

'former Christian subjects' of the Ottoman Porte as traitors of the imperial legacy in tum 

prepared the basis upon which patriotic Turkish nationalism justified its unwillingness to 

accommodate the idea of coexistence of Muslirn and Christian communities in Asia 

Minor. 

The depiction of Asia Minor as the 'Turkish motherland' was a result of the 

combined effects of nationalist imagery , changi ng demographics and poli tico-mil i tary 

calculations. Mimicking the achievements of Balkan nationalisms of the previous 

century. borrowings from the French nationalist tradition of Jacobeanism and popular 

sovereignty situated within a 'romantic nationalist' school privileging the Vofkgeist is the 

ideological context within which the boundaries of Turkish nationhood' were established. 

According to its Kemalist rearticulation, however, Turkish nationalism 'happens' in a 

political universe which is emptied of in-between cases exemplified by neighbouring 

states or adjacent cultures--with the exception of the brief and problematic appearances of 

post-revolutionary Russia. Following the European bluepnnt of modernity, Turkish 

nationalism is defined as a solely self-referential enterprise. In this framework, the only 



open references are to European civilisation itself.30 This isolationist tendency 

constitutes a geopolitical oddity as well since the Turkish nationalist expenence has been 

directly influenced by the Balkan expenences of modemist nationalism (Adanir 1994). 

Greek, Serbian. Bulgarian and Macedonian nationalisms and their models of national 

identity formation based on a civic appropriation of ethno-religious dividends were 

addressed as  a source of inspiration by the Ottomadïurkish nationalist cadres (Heyd 

1950; Kushner 1977; Zürcher 1984, 1993). In other words, the Balkan expenence at the 

turn of the century influenced not only the wnting of the officia1 history of the demise of 

the Ottoman Empire, but also the formation of a Turkish national identity. Still, despite 

the Ottoman preoccupation with Balkan nationalisms at various levels as well as the 

ideological and peographical connections between Turkish and Balkan nationalisms, 

official ideology of the new Republic depicted Balkan nationalisms primarily in the 

context of the Balkan Wars and subsequent loss of territories. Therefore, in the 

Republican penod, the Balkans symbolised not much more than an 'alien past'. 

T h e  Republican distancing of the Balkans was fint and foremost a result of the 

denunciation of the polyglot traditions of the Ottoman Empire by the secular Turkish state 

envisaging an ethno-linguistically unified Turkish nation3 1 Observing the princi ples of 

3 0 ~ e e .  for instance, one of the many dramatic descriptions of 'civilisation' by Mustafa 
Kemal (Atatürk): "It is futile to try to resist the thunderous advance of civilisation, for it 
has no pity on those who are ig?orant or rebellious. The sublime force of civilisation 
pierces mountains. crosses the skies, enlightens and explores everyihing from the srnallest 
particle of dust to stars ..." (Mustafa Kemal (19251 1959, p. 212; cited in and translated by 
Kasaba 1997, p. 26) 
31Later on, the ultra-nationalist Turkish right suggested that the Balkans was a lost cause 
due to the great errors of the Ottoman administration in not 'Turkifying' and 
homogenising the region (Nayir 1973). Interestingly, writers such as Yasar Nabi Nayir 
suggest that the Turkification might have been achieved either by the Islamisation of the 
local populace, or, by the acceptance of Christianity as  one of the official religions of the 
Empire--hence approving the idea of the establishment of a Turkish Church' next to the 
office of Seyhulislam in Istanbul a t  the conquest of the City. However. historically. the 
establishment of a Turkish Orthodox Church' by Turkish-speaking Greek Orthodox 



the same logic, dunng the 1930s. Turkish nationalism re-defined Balkans as the land of a 

kin-people. In connection with the developrnent of an ethno-racially substantiated 

Turkish (national) history thesis, Balkan nations were re-appropriated into the topopraphy 

of Turkish nationalism as peoples who have common ancestry and common blood with 

the Turks1. Emphasising the findings of the racial tracing of migration routes of Indo- 

European peoples, Turkish nationalist historiography particularly focused on the invasion 

of Balkans with nomadic peoples from the steppes of Central Asia (Ersanli Behar 1992). 

As such, the re-location of the Balkans coincides with the consolidation of a scientified 

Turkology linkinp the current population of Asia Minor with original Turkish tribes that 

are believed to have migrated in five branches and populated the Caucuses, the Balkans 

and the Middle East (Besikçi 1978; Enanli Behar 1992; Akçam 1992: Oba 1995).32 

According to the conclusions reached at the end of the First Historical Congress 

convened in Ankara (July 1932), the Turks' were a people who created the nch pre- 

historic civilisation of Central Asia which then served as the basis for al1 subsequent 

civilisations in hurnan histo1y.33 Turkish national history maintains the argument that the 

communities of Asia Minor could not reverse to waves of migrants forced to leave their 
ancestoral homelands. 
32~smaii Besikci is a sociologist who has been repeatedly jailed due to his critical 

ublications on the Kurdish problem in Turkey. 
g3The comrnonly cited basis of these arguments is that traces of Turkic speaking peoples 
have been found at the southem shores of Lake Baikal dating back to the eight century 
B.C. In fact, Chinese records even go back to the fourteenth century B.C. in their 
descriptions of warlike nornads in the region where the Turks lived. Meanwhile, the term 
Turk' first appean in Chinese records in the year A.D. 545 (Harrison 1975, p. 62). By 
620, the Turks are recorded as assisting Herakiius in his wars against Penia. It is towards 
the end of the seventh century that they are believed to separate into two main tribes and 
began to migrate to both 'East' and 'West'. The western wing of the Turks reappear in 
European affairs when Genghis Khan (Timucin, 1 162- 1 127) conquered and united al1 the 
Mongol tribes and extended his empire from China to the Black Sea. The original tribes 
are believed to be shamanistic and worshippers of the 'Clear Blue Sky' (ibid.). Frorn the 
twelfth century onwards, Turkish tribes were firmly established in Asia Minor (Anatolia) 
via the Seljuk Empire. It was, however, mainly the Osman11 Turks who came to 
epiiomi se 'the Turk' in European civilisational history . 



Turks f int  appeared in history on the north-west borden of China, arnong the foothills of 

the Altai Mountains (Millas 1989).34 They are believed to be 'En' with the Tatars and to 

live according to a patriarchal system of independent clans. Already at that point in 

history, the Turks--settled around the River Oxus (Amu Darya)--are believed to have 

gathered together to form a 'nation'. The Turks who first occupied Asia Minor are 

believed to have been uprooted by Genghis Khan. Their settlement in Asia Minor was 

marked by their embrace of Islam. The Turks' are also characterised as the people who 

made the rnost significant contributions to Islam by furthering both the civilisational and 

territorial boundaries of the religion? And yet, their religious heritage does not corne to 

the fore in the nationalist documentation of their honourable history.36 

By the 1960s, the nationalist re-defining the Balkan people in terrns of kinship 

was transfonned into a tribalist reference to the Muslim communities in the Balkans as 

the 'outside Turks'. The Muslim brethren rhetoric at the level of state-politics was readily 

ernbraced by the ultra-nationalist movements in ~ u r k e ~ 3 ~  In the 1990s. the nostalpia for 

34~ronica11 y. Millas ( 19%) documents that this peculiar rendition of the Turkish nation 
has until very recently been used in Greek history school books as the foundation to prove 
that Turks were not 'civilised' peoples. 
3 5 ~ e a n w h i l e .  as the delegates of the 1932 Congress argued, Turkish national history 
sugpests that the conservative interpretation of Islam by the Ottomans unabled the Turks 
to participate in the European Renaissance and led to  the decline of the Empire from the 
sixteenth century onwards. For further discussion on the Congress. see Ersanli Behar 
( 1 995). 
3 6 ~ o r  a critical analysis of the chanping role of religion in Ottoman and Turkish societies. 
see Mardin ( 197 1) and idem. ( 1986). 
37~lthough'  the main subjects of this approach were the Turkish-speaking rninorities in 
Bulgaria. Greece and in Macedonia, Balkan Muslims of non-Turkic ongin such as 
Albanians, Bosnians, and the Roma people were aiso considered as part of the Muslim 
brethren of the Turkish people. See, for instance, Aydin11 (1971) and Deliorman ( 1975). 
Similar definitions of religious brotherhood are found in the Islamist and conservative 
political doctrines of the Republican era. For further discussion on the contemporary 
dimensions of the Turkish nationalist appropriation of Balkans. see Bora (1991). On the 
general issue of the loss temtories of the Ottoman Balkans, for a nationalist account of 
the 'problem of [the loss ofl Western Thrace', see Demirbas (1996). For a critical and 
comparative approach to the Western Thrace problern, see Oran (1986) and Yerasimos 
( 1 9 9 4  



the 'Balkans of our own' remains as  a determining feature of conservative Turkish poli tics 

sympathetic to the Ottoman legacy and underlining the historical continuity between the 

Ottoman and Turkish societies.38 According to the Islamist-conservative point of view, 

the RepublicanKemalist cadres' determination not to relate Turkish history to the Balkan 

histones is part of the general disavowal of the Ottoman civilisation and the secular 

distancing frorn islam? In the meantirne, even contemporary Islarnist-Turkist thought 

fails to 'remember' the dramatic reshuffling of populations across the Balkans and 

Ottoman Anatolia. The '99 percent' Muslim Turkey had only become so as a result of 

massive population displacernents. At the tum of the ceniury, waves of Muslim migrants 

and refugees amving to Anatolia--running away from political violence, chaos and terror 

in the Balkans and the Caucuses--were accompanied by the disappearance of whole 

Christian communities from the geography of Asia ~ i n o r . 4  Turkish nationalist history, 

revolutionary or conservative, decidedly does not harbour memories of inter-communal 

existence that once forrned the core of life across the former Ottoman temtories in the 

3 8 ~ h e  main figure in this group is podthinker Yahya Kemal Beyatli. Beyatli (1986) 
emphasises in his literary works the value and uniqueness of a 'pure Ottoman-Turkish 
tradition' in the Balkans. For further discussion on the 'Balkan obsession' of conservative 
thought, see Ayverdi (1990) and Ayvazoglu (1991). This literature refers to the Balkan 
peoples - as 'former subjects of the Turk' with a touch of nostalgia. 
3YIndeed, Islam is the key element in the identity formation of Turkish-speaking 
minorities in the Balkans--mainly Greece, Bulgana and the former Yuposlavia. 
Furthemore. minority nationalisms in the Balkans occasionally harboured anti-Kemalist 
Muslim theologians who do not identify themselves with the secular Turkish state. For 
further discussion on the Islam in the Balkans, see Bora (199 1). 
4 0 ~ s  argued before. these migrations were a decisive factor in the formation of an ethno- 
religiously specific basis of patriotic Turkish nationdism. In this vein, Bora suggests that 
"To be exiled from their homelands under the threat of decimation and to suffer the loss 
of family members has been a major trauma for the Balkan Turks and Muslims. the 
migrant groups have probably experienced a temfic depression and pain resulting from 
this trauma and nourished deep feelings of hostility and revenge towards non-Muslim 
minorities .... The traces of this revanchist potential and of the impact of pain and 
depression upon social life and collective memory didkould not p t  reflected in social 
scientific research or  in literature. This is an important deficiency in 'comprehending' 
Turkey and 'relieving' i ts collective consciousness." (1995. p. 1 15) 



Balkans and the Asia Minor (Salamone 1981). On this basis, the Balkans appear in the 

topography of Turkish nationalism prirnarily as the boundary that separates Turkey from 

Europe proper. Altematively, the region is observed mainly through the lens of Muslirn 

minorities. In either case, the polyglot charactenstics of socio-cultural history in the 

Balkans and Anatolia are not brought into the picture. 

In this context, the dominant ideological and cultural presumptions of patnotic 

Turkish nationalisrn that were pnmarily formulated during the Turkish Independence War 

(1919-1922) produced a topography of missing places and missing peoples. This 

'cleansing' of Turkish nation history reaches its zenith in the reiterations of the 

lndependence War (Tanor 1992). The consolidation of a national topography beiween 

1919 and 19î3 by and large determined the ternis of the debate on the boundaries of 

Turkish nationhood for the coming yean of the Republican period. As argued before. the 

officia1 doctrine of patrïotic Turlüsh nationalism is antagonistic to both Ottomanist and 

Islarnist uni versalisrn (Karpat 1982)41 In order to instill a terri torially -defined and 

civilisationally-justifiable sense of political identity, ideologues of the Kemalist 

revolutions instead adopted a modemist/seculanst national rhetoric that successfully 

combined populisrn and patriotisrn. The interna1 cohesion of the Republican agenda, 

l ~ e m a l  Karpat's work offers a selection of speeches, policy statements, editorials as 
well as excerpts from the writings of the leading 'ideologues' in the Middle East since 
1950s. Particularly see the section on Turkey, "Social and Political Thought in Turkey" 
p .365-459. g Karpat argues that the social forces of 'bureaucraticfurban elite' and 'rural elite' joined 
forces for the coming into life of the Turkish nationalist project. The former was 
cornposed of intellectuals, military and civilian bureaucracy as well as urban middle 
classes and was onented towards cultural and poli tical modernisation. They had a high 
social status and had relatively free access to political power for the installation of the 
secularist pnnciples of the Republican agenda. The latter, mainly made up of notables, 
landowners, small merchants and the Turkified commercial and financier class, had 
chiefly social and economic considerations and had a vested interest in the new nation- 
state ( 1982, pp. 3 6 s ) .  As Karpat suggests, "[This] sharing of power by two sections of 
public life had profound social and economic drawbacks, but it  also created an 



however. was pnmanly guaranteed by prior demographic homogenisation of the future 

national polity of the Republic of Turkey. In other words, if the Christianisation of the 

Balkans was the first chapter of nationalism's regional impact, the ultimate 

Turkification/Islamisation of the Ottoman Anatolia was the necessary sequel to it. The 

Arrnenian population had already disappeared from the human Landscape of Asia Minor 

under the dictates of Union and Progress Party of the late Ottoman e r a .  At the very 

inception of the Republic, the remaining Christian minorities--mainly the members of the 

Greek Orthodox Churcb-were then subjected to compulsory population exchanges 

(Ladas 1932; Ari 1995; Kasaba 1997 in Kasaba and Bozdogan). In this respect, the 

concept of the Turkish nation' was superirnposed on a society that was already cleared of 

the remnants of the religion-based Ottoman mille1 system. 

It is under these circurnstances that the Muslirn Turkish nation became the 

defining pnnciple of the new Turkish nat ion-s ta te .  As the corollary of nationalism, 

Republican cadres then proclaimed republicanism, populism. secularism, statism. and 

atmosphere of political quiet, in which the Turkish national state could be firmly 
established - - and a sense of national unity could be fostered." (op. cit., p. 365) 
4 3 ~ h e  'Armenian problern', from the Ottoman point of view, was not much different than 
the challenge posed by any other nationalist movements in the Balkans or the Middle 
East. Accordingly, the Armenian millet demanded something what would amount to the 
partition of the Empire in its Eastern borders in order to revive the ancient Armenian 
Empire. It was under Sultan Abdulhamid II (1û761909) that the Armeniao massacres of 
1894 and 18% took place. When remaining Armenian cornmunities were reported to 
have sided with the Russians in 1914 against the Empire and the news that they were 
massacring Muslim Kurds and Turks in the region amved to Istanbul, the Young Turk 
govemment in power passed a law to disarm the non-Muslim population in military zones 
and resorted to the deportation of the Armenian communities in the region. The result 
was the 1915- 16 migration and massacres of Amenians, followed by Russo-Armenian 
retaliations in the region in 1918-1919. For a critical analysis of the importance of the 
'Armenian Question' for Turkish national-identity, see Akçam (1992). On the issue of the 
effects of the cleansing of the Armenian population of Ottoman Anatolia, particularly see 
op. - - cit.. pp. 3550. 
% I e r e ,  the interna1 struggles amonp the schools of Islam and the cumbersome process of 
the establishment of a decisive hegemony of Republican seculansm upon the ideal of 
Islamic govemance is temporarily overlooked. 



reformism as the official principles of the Turkish nation-state by 193 1 --which were later 

added to the Constitution in 1937 (Parla 1992).45 Turkish nationalism, however, does 

not fit the tight definition of 'ethno-nationalism'. It clearly purported the supremacy of 

an 'inteprated Turkish nation' that supersedes religious, regional, and ethnic group 

identities and loyalties in the idiom of loyalty to the Turkish nation-state, ergo, to the 

Nation f ~ z t ü r k m e n  19%). The Republican agenda calls for a strong Turkish nation 

proud of its distinct identity and honourable past, capable of legitimising the very 

existence of a Turkish nation-state. And yet, except with reference to the 'Kurdish 

problem', this cal1 is not based on the stipulation of an ethnic lineape. 

It is true that the maxim of Turkey for the Turks' is one of the most powerful 

slogans of Turkish nationalism. However, the name Turk was 'invented' largely as a 

poli tical terni rather t han an ethno-national address: i t categoncall y includes "al1 ci tizens 

of the Turkish Republic. regardless of race or religion. Every child bom to a Turkish 

father (and mother) in Turkey or elsewhere; any penon whose father is a foreigner 

established in Turkey, who resides in Turkey, and who chooses upon attaining majonty to 

become a Turkish subject; and any individual who acquires Turkish nationality by 

naturalisation in conformity with the law, is a Turk." (Bisbee 1951, pp. 53-54-emphasis 

rninel46 The oniy caveat here is that such a flexible definition of Turkishness' was not 

45~ernalisrn and the above-rnentioned 'six principles of the Turkish Republic' in tum 
became the defining features of the Turkish nation'. In this framework, 'nation' and 'state' 
were fomally coalesced in order to enhance the feelings of national identity and patnotic 
solidanty. Kemalism survives to this day as the officia1 ideology of the Republic of 
Turkey although its pnnciples have been fundamentally challenged by social, political 
and cultural changes as well as economic pressures. On the ongins of Kemalism, see 
Ozbudun (1981). For a cnticai debate on post-1980s perception of Kemalism, see Koker 
( 199û), Cinemre ( 199 1) and Bozdogan and Kasaba ( 1997). 
6 ~ o r  further discussion on the comparative definitions of Turkishness' in Ottoman and 
Republican constitutional documents, see Tanilli (1976). Server Tanilli was shot and 
paralised by ultra-nationalist militants in one of the attacks targeting intellectuals during 
the 1970s in Turkey. 



applicable to the situation of the non-Muslim inhabitants of Asia Minor who held 

'Ottoman citizenship'. The srnaIl population of 'minority citizensf of the Republic of 

Turkey today are what is left of those who constituted a significant part of the population 

of Asia Minor until 1922-23 (McCarthy 1983; Karpat 1985; Behar 19%). 

In conclusion. in the Turkish case, the cal1 of nationalism could sustain oniy but 

one sovereign utopia: the consolidation of a Turkish nation cleared from its imperial and 

thus religious vestiges. The Ottoman legacy meant religion-based ordaining of political 

rights and civic duties in a polyglot socio-cultural environment. In contradistinction. the 

primary tenets of modemist nationalism are based on the erection of 'secular' and Reason- 

based principles of govemance. As discussed in the Balkan context, the European 

tradition of nationalism readily offers a repertoire of culturelcivilisation-specific 

normative choices for the engrainhg of a modernist nationalist project. Turkish 

nationalism, in this sense, rarely diverged from the 'chosen path'. Its originality in 

collapsing the state and the nation in demographic, economic and territorial terms via 

quick geopolitical moves notwithstanding. the Turkish national revolution readily fits the 

inodemist/nationalist camp of peripheral insurgencies (Wallerstein et al. 1987; Keyder 

1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba). In this regard, its uniqueness is inherently linked with 

the legacy of Balkan nationalisms despite the fact that the region finds an ambiguous 

address in the topopraphy of Turkish nationalism. 



The Turkish National Revolution and the Enigma of the 'Tnrk' 

Regardless of the specificities of the process of nation-building, religious or 

secular, aristocratie or proletarian, bureaucratic or populist, etc. nationalism serves the 

very same purpose of consolidating the image of the nation as a distinct conglomeration 

(Renan 1990). In the meantime, scholars of nationalism insist on dividing the vast 

domain of nationalist movements into 'temtorial/civic' and 'ethnic' ideai-types (Smith 

1983). According to the territonaI/civic model, the nation is a bounded and contractual 

political community that abides by laws and legal institutions. The uniformiiy, 

standardisation, universal applicability and legitimacy of these laws symmetrically reflect 

the sovereign powers of the territorial state. In contradistinction, according to the ethnic 

model of nation-building, common oripins, descent and cultural peculiarities mirrored 

ont0 chronicles of the national history provide the foundations for the temtonalisation 

and institutionalisation of nations (Rothschild 1981). As already discussed, the retention 

of ancestral ties. myths, ethnic symbols of solidanty and uniqueness renders ethno- 

nationalism into an 'organic formula' for the attainment of political legitimacy. Ethnic 

nationalism pure and simple thus appeals to a hierarchy of cultural, linguistic and 

religious properties: it  elevates customs and traditions into rules, creating an official 

religion of the state, and developing national languages out of regional dialects dunng the 

delineation and fashioning of the nation (Smith 1986. p. 138). As such, the ethnic 

conception of nationhood exhibits strong demotic and plebeian characteristics and 

cherishes populism via 'inviting the masses into history' (Naim 1975; 1977). 

According to these definitions, the young Turkish state espoused a territonal/civic 

kind of nationalism as its official ideology. Under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal (later 

named as  Atatürk, the FatherIAncestor of Turks), nationalism meant, more than anythinp 



else, the modernisation of the Turkish nation. As such. following the motto of the French 

Revolution, Kemalist national revolution prornised Equality (of d l  ethnic groups and 

religions under the neutralised rubric of Turkish national citizenship), Fratemity (of al1 

ethnic groups and religions following the premise of popular sovereignty within the 

sanctified borders of the Republic) and Liberty (from Imperia1 invaders and throuph 

modernisation and state-centered economic d e ~ e l o ~ r n e n t ) . 4 ~  Meanwhile, Kemalist 

ideolopy created and elevated the myth of 'nationhood' not only as a civiclsecular 

construct, but also as a peculiar combination of elements that are centered around the 

motherland-blood-religion triplet. The specimen of the proud and self-assured Turk' of 

Kemalism is indeed a curious creation since it simultaneously invites and rejects racial, 

religious and topographie connotations. As a categorical qualifier. it could designate 

anybody and everybody along the presumed ancestral line mnning between ancient 

Turkic tribes of Central Asia, the Hittites and Sümers of Anatolia and the amalgam of 

immigrant cornrnunities arriving from the Balkans and the ~ a u c u s e s . 4  'Being a Turk' 

reflects more than anything else an ideological determination since its foundations are 

based on a constructed lineage of national belonging. In this sense, similar to both the 

Balkan and Middle Eastern cases of peripheral modemist nationalism, the ethnic core of 

Turkish nationalism is hard to define. Ethnicity, in these cases, is demarcated in terms of 

what it is not. 

In a regional context. similar to the privileging of an ethnos-based undentanding 

of history, the peculiar treatment of religion in the historylstory of Turkish nationhood 

does not constitute an anomaiy either. Althouph allied with the progressive religious elite 

47~or further discussion on the contents of Kemalist ideolopy and the 'Kemalist 
Revolutions', see Karpat (19'73). Kushner (l!V7). Kazancigil et. al (1981). Landau (1984) 
and Koker ( 1990). 
%n the issue of the abstract content of the category of the Turk'. see Insel (1995), pp. 
44-45. 



during the Independence War, Republican Turkish nationalism took a clear secularist tum 

by 1924 (Mardin 1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba). Consequently, religion (Le. Islam) was 

strictly relegated to the private sphere and political opposition that voiced Islamic 

precepts was by default denied legitimacy since it challenged the foundational pnnciples 

of the sovereign Turkish state (Berkes 1964; Gole 1991; Mardin 1995). In this context. 

two groups were particularly alienated from the nationalist/modemist ethos of the late 

Ottoman and early republican Turkish nationalism. These were the popular religious 

orden (rarikars) who, along with Islamist intellectuals, advocated a religion-based reforrn 

programme, and, the non-Muslim minorities of the Empire (Kasaba in Bozdogan and 

~ a s a b a ) ?  Starting from the early days of the republic. Islarnists came to represent the 

'anti-civilisational forces' and were thus harassed and persecuted in an attempt to bring an 

end to their reactionary opposition (Gole 1991. pp. 13-14)? The majority of the non- 

Muslim communities, on the other hand, were subjected to the Greek-Turkish population 

exchanges dictated by the Lausanne Treaty (1923). 

The emphasis of the discussion in the following pages will be pnrnarily on the 

physical exclusion of the Christian populace in the temtorial boundaries of the Turkish 

nation-state. This is due to the fact that although Muslim opposition to the Republican 

modemist nationalism constituted a formidable political challenge, it is largely perceived 

49 '1~he triurnphalist rendering of the accepted version of [republican] history leaves out 
not only the Greeks and Annenians but also the majority of those who were supposed to 
be the main beneficiaries of Turkish modernisation. Its d a i m s  of populism 
notwithstanding. the reforming elite has always been deeply suspicious of anything 
smacking of individual initiative, including the notions of civil rights and persona1 
freedoms. Liberal ideas that had been widely represented and even organised in the early 
phases of reform were eventually marginalised and committed to a perpetual slate of 
opposition ... in their quest to reorganise Ottoman-Turkish society. the reforming elite 
ended up isolating itself from society a t  large and became a close-minded and inward- 
looking ruling class." (Kasaba 1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba, pp. 28-29) For further 
discussion on the republican bureaucratie elite, see Ozbudun ( 1993). 

the issue of the rnilitary suppression of contention against the Republic. see Üskül 
(1996). 



as a phenornenon of 'national affairsr.5l The detemined secular gestures of the Turkish 

nation-state officially silenced the Ottoman pan-Islarnic heritage. In tenns of daily 

religious practice, this situation translated to the monopolistic state-control over religion 

well until the 1980s when the fundamentalist movement gained an unprecedented 

political and financial autonomy. Whether translated into Turkish as it was done during 

the initial yean of the Republic, or  Sung in its original Arabic verse, the daily prayer Song 

eran has been calling the believers to the mosques financed or  controlled by the Ministry 

of Religion throughout the Republican history (Çalur 1990). Therefore, at least at the 

officiai level, Islam has been re-appropriated within the dictates of Turkish 

nationalisrn.52 In contradistinction. Christianity--or rather Christian minorities- 

constituted a problem that was perceived as impossible to tackle from within. Even 

before the advent of the Turkish Independence War ( 19 19- 1922). Christian minorities in 

the region were equated with insurgent nationalisrns that undenvrote the patriotic Turkish 

cause. 

The most cornmon expianation for the 'national hostility' against the Christian 

minorities of Asia Minor is related to their threatening position of econornic superiority 

(Toprak 1982; Shaw 1985; Keyder 1987; Akçam 1994). As discussed in the context of 

the intermediary position of the Christian bourgeoisie in Ottoman Empire's incorporation 

io global capitalism, the substantial portion of finance and merchant capital was gathered 

in the hands of the Greek. Armenian or Jewish mernbers of the merchant b0ur~eoisie.5~ 

S I ~ h i s  viewpoint, however. has significantly changed since 1970s. For a debate on the 
'international connections' of Isiamic fundamentaIism, see Cakir ( 1990). 
5 2 ~ h e s e  qualification could be further developed with reference to the perception of 
Kurdish ethno-nationalism in Turkey. For further discussion see Kinsçi and Winrow 
( 199'7). 
53In Keyder's words, "The bureaucracy-bourgeoisie conflict, which essentially is a social 
class conflict that should resolve itself through the competition or  mutuai accommodation 
of two rival scenarios, appeared on the Ottoman agenda to be acted out as Moslem- 



In this sense, the Turkish nationalist and later Republican opposition to the continued 

residence of Christians is justified as a necessary move towards the consolidation of a 

national, i.e. Muslim, bourgeoisie (Avcioglu 1987).54 However, this point of view 

requires further qualification in order to attend to the socio-cultural determinanis of en 

musse expulsion of Christian rninorities in Asia Minor. 

The 'rninorities problem' which found a radical solution at the very inception of 

the Republic was related mainly to two other factors: mernories of inter-religious war and 

exile--which were re-ignited by the Greek army's invasion of Smyrna in 1919-- 

particularly strong among the Muslim refugees from the Balkans and the Caucuses re- 

settled in Asia Minor dunng the nineteenth century, and, the nationalist desire to fit into 

the definition of the Vulk. In particular, the latter factor requires special emphasis since 

the qualification of a well-defined nationhood meant gaining access to 'Civilisation' via 

political transformation, cultural rebirth and subsequent expectaiion of socio-economic 

progress. In this context, the burden of the religion-based millet system was not 

acceptable for three reasons: resented economic domination of non-Muslim bourgeoisie 

over the post-incorporation Ottoman market, political aspirations of Christian minorities 

suspected to be in favor of the partition of Asia Minor, and, the difficulty of defining an 

ethnos-specific nationhood in a multi-ethniclmulti-linguallmulti-religious, in short a 

structurally polyglot socio-cultural environment. Similar ambiguities and contentions 

previously led to the cleansing of the Muslim populations across the Balkans. In this 

sense. the Ottomadïurkish tradition of nationalism delivers obvious signs of an inherent 

'regional logic' of nation-building. 

Christian ethnic-relipious conflict." (1988, p. 162) For further discussion. also see 
Kasaba ( 1988). 
5 4 ~ o r  a critical aoalysis of the Republican policies of economic segregation and financial 
punishment of non-Musli rn bourgeoisie, see Akar ( 1989). 



In this context, according to Republican definition of the Turkish nation. language 

and religion became rhe two undisputable characteristics of the Anatolian Muslims. 

Muslims who amved from the Caucuses or the Balkans dunng the nineteenth century 

were also included in this lump-surn linguistic-religious a f f i ~ i a t i o n . ~ ~  Concornitantly, 

language and culture were brought together as the basis of the new Turkish national 

erhos.56 In Turkish language also lay the guarantee for the effective channeling of the 

Kemalist national revolution towards the masses--and hence the language reform ( 1928) 

replacinp the Arabic alphabet with a Latin one and leading to the radical 'purification' of 

Ottoman Turkish, followed by the mandatory five year tutonng of every school-age child 

in ~ u r k i s h . 5 ~  By the 1930s, children came home from okul(school in 'modem' Turkish) 

5 5 ~ o r  population statistics on the nineteenth and early twentieth century (1856-1913) 
migrations from Caucuses to Ottoman Balkans and Ottoman Anatolia, see Pamuk ( 1984). 
pp. 190-192, particularly Table E-6.1. Pamuk estimates that the peak years for these 
migrations were 1861- 1864 for Cnmean Muslims (a total of 125.000 peoples migrafed 
from Crirnea during these years only) and 1864- 1866 for Circassian Muslims (a total of 
600,000 peoples migrated from Circassia dunng these years only). He thus States that the 
'grandchildren of these migrants' coostitute 30 percent of modem Turkish population. For 
further discussion on the long-term effects of nineteenth century migrations to Ottoman 
Anatolia, see Kazgan ( 1974) and Karpat ( 1985). 
5 6 ~ o r  instance, Atatürk's Republican People's Party--the mono-party of Turkish 
Republican politics during its initial 23 years--descnbed its membership as "al1 citizens 
who regularly speak Turkish and are Turks in their cultural behaviour and support the 
principles of the party." (cited in Bisbee 1951, p. 27) For further discussion on the merits 
of -- the Turkish language refom, see Lewis (1961). 
5 7 ~ h e  average time for leaming to read and write was estimated as three years as 
opposed to the mere six months if Turkish was taught in Latin Alphabet instead of in 
Arabic script. The new alphabet was prepared by Atatürk 'himself, who, upon 
consultation with the American educator John Dewey, dropped the letters q,w and x and 
introduced new ones such as i (i without a dot) and g (soft guttural g), as well as O, ç and 
S. The framed reproductions of the 1928 press photos of Atatürk in front of a blackboard 
practicing the new letters later became a cornmonplace item in the hallways of public 
schools across Turkey. In retrospect, the almost ovemight disappearance of Ottoman 
Turkish in Arabic script must have been a major shock in the society. Between the decree 
of the new alphabet in May 1928 and the re-opening of the schools in October, everyone 
who was literate had to leam how to read and write Turkish in a way that they never 
imagined before. Before the end of the year, on December 15, the newspapen began 
printing in the new alphabet. Meanwhile, as Bisbee rightfully suggests, "[A] lag was 
unavoidable. Older Turks are sure to switch back and forth between new and old scripts 



as opposed to the Ottoman mektep (Arabic). where they acquired bilgi (knowledge in 

modem Turkish) instead of malumat (Arabic) from an ogremen (teacher in modem 

Turkish) as opposed to a muallim (in Arabic) (Bisbee 195 1, p. 29).s8 

Needless to Say, the creation of a vocabulary of none but 'pure Turkish' words 

proved impossible even for the most devoted practitioner of the language reform. The 

field-work teams collecting the purest expressions in mountain villages still had to corne 

up with equivalents for words such as 'photograph', 'bus', 'statistics', or 'machinery'. The 

modem Turkish equivalent of this technical/industrial terminology as well as basic 

scientific jargon was inevitably chosen from the European languages and were then 

adjusted to Turkish phonetics. In order to compensate the need to 'borrow', however, 

Kemalist cadres concentrated on a cultural theory of linguistics--the Sun Language 

Theory (Günes Di1 Teorhi)--which suggested that the linguistic origins of Turkish were 

cornmon to al1 other languages of the Indo-European family. According to this theory. 

language began with exclamations of awe. fear, delight and other emotions aroused by the 

Sun, which were then spread geographically via imitation. In this framework. words in 

any language which had simiiar sounds were cited as the proof that Turkish was a 

foundational language. 

This sense of urgency to recite a legitimate past for the new Turkish nation 

exemplified by the Sun Langage Theory was further consummated by the foundation of 

the Turki sh History Society (Türk Tarih Kurumu). Neither Ottoman historiography nor 

Western historical scholarship provided any relevant material that portrayed the Turks' as 

as long as they live, usually reading in modem script and wnting old style." (op. cit.. p. 
28) 
s ~ i s b e e  insightfull y recites the situation of the illiterate peasant and the official- 
possibly a tax collecter--frorn the il (city in modem Turkish) as opposed to the centuries- 
old viùzyet: "Inevitably, they [the peasants] would ask if another official from the vilayet 
would also be along to collect his taxes." (op. cit., p. 30) For an official interpretation of 
the nationalist 'Language Revolution', see Levent ( 1 %0). 



civilisation-builders rather than nomadic predators (Shaw 1972). The constitution of a 

'civilisational' history of the Turks became the sole preoccupation of Turkish national 

historiography for the first quarter-century of the Republic (Ersanli Behar 1992). As a 

result, more than one hundred volumes of Arabic, Persian, Armenian, Latin and Chinese 

literature pertaining io Turkish hisiory' were translated into Turkish. In addition seventy 

or so volumes of Turkish history' were published before the 1950s. Enriched by the work 

of a new generation of archaeologists and ethnologists, the new Turkish History Thesis 

(Türk Tarih Tezi) sugpested that although the Turks oripinated frorn Turan (their 

homeland in Central Asia), they were indeed the carriers of civilisation around the world. 

In Western histones, the 'civilisational' accounts of the Turks go only as far as the Seljuk 

Turks who defeated the Byzantine Ernperor in 1071.5~ In the same century, a recent 

wave of Turks are believed to have amved from 'the East' led by Ertugrul--the father of 

Osman (Otman) from who the Ottoman Turks claimed descent--(McCarthy 1997). 

Republican Turkish history, however, linked the Turanian Turks with their earlier 

predecessors in Asia Minor. namely the Sumerians and Hittites--two of the world's oldest 

civilisations. Accordingly, the ancient inhabitants of the Fertile Crescent were claimed to 

have been children of the first waves of Turanian migrations from Central Asia. This 

hypothesis nicely maiched the Sun-Language Theory since theones of Indo-European 

languages already embraced the Hittite hentage as a central part of the formation of the 

original format of these languages. It is on this basis that Turkish nationalist 

historiography was able to lay da im on a Turkish 'civilisational history'. The neutral 

cultural guidelines provided by ihese 'histories' of state-sponsored Turkish nationalism 

airned to consolidate a universalist mold for the ethnos of 'the Turk' (Oztürkmen 1997). 

%he Seljuks ruled over Asia Minor and parts of Penia and the Arab peninsula for two 
centuries. The  Seljuk Empire collapsed under Mongol invasions and its domain in Asia 
Minor was divided into smdl principalities. 



The linguistic component of Turkish national identity-formation, as we have seen 

in the Balkan context, is central to peripheral formations of nationdism. It is also heavily 

indebted to the European studies on racial roots of cultures (Akçam 1992; Oba 1 9 9 ~ ) ~ ~ ~  

In general terms, the roots of Turkology lie in European studies of civilisation. The 

studies of Huns, Mongols and other Central Asian wamor tnbes aiready charted the place 

of the Turkish race' in the history of world civilisations.6l The patriotic adoption of 

Turkology expanded the findings of these key European works in order to consolidate a 

civilisational basis for the envisaped Turkish national culture defined with reference to 

Euro-centric ethno-racial genealogies (Gokalp 1959). In this context, perhaps Turkish 

nationalism's racial-linguistic formatting of the Turk' is of no exceptional value to the 

student of nationalism. However, the relipious (anti-Christian and secular) component of 

Turkish nationalism can be considered as a regional novelty (Akçam 1992, pp. 58-59). . 
It can thus be argued that the expulsion of Christian rninorities. similar to the 

expulsion of Muslim populace from the Balkan nation-states, is a direct result of the 

nationalist imperative to eradicate the traces of the Ottoman Impenal legacy. In both 

Greek and Turkish cases. there were of course strong economic and political reasons that 

supported the exile or the exchange of relipious rninorities (Toprak 1982; Keyder 1987). 

*1n the case of Turkish nationalism, the most cornrnonly cited works by the leading 
ideologues of Turkism during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were J. de 
Guignes1 Hisroire générale des Huns. des Turcs. des Mongols. et autres Tartares 
occidentaux (Pans. 1756-81), Arthur Lurnney Davids' A Grammar of the Turkish 
Language (London, 1832), and, Léon Cahun's Introduction cf I'Hisroire de l'hie, Turcs er 
Mongols. des Origines d 1405 (Pans 1896). Especially Cahun's work was highly 
influential among the Turkish national cadres of the late Ottoman era. To this list. Oba 
adds Ottoman historian Mustafa Celalettin (Konstantin Borzecki) Pasha1s Les Turcs 
Anciens et Modernes (wntten in French). Oba argues that the Turkish translation of 
Cahun's work by Necip Asim was the most read book in Istanbul in 18%. For further 
discussion, see Oba (1995), pp. 123-25, Kuran (1%8), p. 112 and Kushner (1977). p. 13. 
61~erman archeologist and ethnographer Albert August von Lecoq ( 1860- 1930) and 
German-descent Russian Turkologist Friedrich Wilhelm Radloff (1837- 1918) were two 
of the most influential figures in studies of Turkology at the tum of the century (Oba 
1995). 



However, the reasons for the exclusion of Armenian or Greek Orthodox (Greek and other 

ethnicities) Christian communities from within the generic definition of the Turk cannot 

be explained solely on the basis of the urge to create a 'national bourgeoisie1.62 By and 

large. only a small proportion of the members of Christian communities were affiuent 

players in the Balkan/Middle Eastern markets of goods and money. Neither could the 

nationalist aspirations of minorities be capitalised to the point of suggesting the existence 

of 'compact minorities' seeking political independence. The answer lies in the embrace of 

the civilisational dilemmas of European modemity by patnotic Turlcish nationalism. 

Consequently, Turkish Republican history suffered--and still suffers-from what mipht be 

called a 'cleansing impulse'. Even the members of 'counter-church' of Turkish Orthodox 

Patriarchate of Karamanlis (representing Turkish-speaking Greek Orthodox communities 

of Asia Minor) could not be exempted from the Exchanges of 1922-23.63 The insistence 

on the total eradication of the millet system was dictated by the necessity that Chnstian 

minorities of Ottoman Anatolia had to be reduced to minimal significance so that. 

politically. economically and civilisationally. a self-referential national myth of 

Turkishness could be erected. 

6 2 ~ o r  a critical analysis of the nationalist perceptions of the non-Muslim bourgeoisie in 
the late Ottoman context. see Toprak (1982), Quataert (l9t33) and Keyder (1987) and 
Akçam (1992). 
6 3 ~ o r  further discussion on Karamanlis and the short-Iived Turkish Orthodox Church. see 
Sahin ( 1980) and Aygil(1995). 



The Changine! Demomphics of Ottoman Anatolia: A Criticai Overview 

In terms of political practices, what separates ethnic nationalism sharply from its 

ch ic  counterpart is that in the former, the temtorial demarcation of the nation usually 

takes place under the leadership of particular strata identifying themselves with a specific 

ethnic hentage. In turn, the historical predominance and cultural-political authority of the 

emergent state's core erhnie dictates the form and content of social institutions and 

political traditions of the whole national polity (Smith 1981). Under such circumstances, 

the bureaucratie incorporation of other communities or 'ethno-religious rninorities' into 

the myths and symbols of the nation-state is the only guarantee for the success of the 

process of nation-building. The more the civic, legal and temtoriai elements dominate 

the agenda of nationalism, the more are the chances of often conflicting interests to unite 

behind sirnilar political and economic causes despite separate histories and identities. 

The elite cadres of the Kemalist Revolution were very aware of the dilemmas surrounding 

an exclusively ethnic formulation of nationality (Mardin 1%6; Ozbudun 1981: Landau 

1984). That is why, considerinp the abundance of myths, symbols, histoncal memories 

espoused by different communities who came to reside in Asia Minor, they emphasised 

the 'hybridity' of the cultural richness of the Turkish nation'. However, Kemalism still 

had to 'name' the ethnic lineape of the new nation. The naming of the ultimate subject of 

Turkish nationalism was conditioned by the alliances between state-sponsored patriotic 

Turkish nationalisrn and the utopian heritage of ultra-nationalist Turkist movements. 

This peculiar combination successfully created the political rhetoric of Turkey as the land 

of Turks' who are '99 percent Muslim'. e4 

a ~ e a n w h i l e ,  not al1 the Muslims of Turkey belong to the sarne sect./religious school. 
Neither was the Muslim population of the Ottoman Empire in Anatolia ethnically 
homogeneous. Although by the nineteenth century, Anatolian Muslim communities were 



Meanwhile, the history of Christian communities in Asia Minor suggests a very 

different reality than the one espoused by the above-mentioned motto of Turkish 

nationalism. Althouph they only constitute small minorities in Republican Turkey, 

Christian communities constituted an important part of the human landscape of what was 

known as 'Ottoman Anatolia' (Shaw 1978; McCarthy 1983; Behar 19%)65 Available 

census statistics as well as a vast array of works on Ottoman social and econornic history 

clearly indicate that despite their relative absence in the narratives of modern Turkish 

history, there were large Christian communities inhabiting Anatolia as their ancestral land 

for centuries (Shaw and Shaw 1978; Shaw 1980; McCarthy 1983: Karpat 1985; Behar 

19%). In this context, although (in terms of gross figures) ethnically Turkish' Muslims 

constituted the largest ethnic group. in almost al1 regions of Ottoman Anatolia, they were 

living mixed with other Christian and Muslim communities (McCarthy 1983. p. 7; 

Davison in Haddad and Ochsenwald 1977. p. 29). In this respect, there was no historical 

foundation for the nationalist da im on Asia Minor as the homeland solely for Muslim 

Turks. By 1923. however. the changed demographics of the peninsula was in agreement 

mainly composed of Turks and Kurds--to whom later on joined the Caucasian Muslims 
ernigrating from the Russian temtories before 1818 and emigres from the Balkans al1 
through the nineteenth century up to the final Exchange of 1922-1923 (Karpat 1985; 
Behar 1996)--both Ottoman sources and censuses of the Turkish Republic suggest a 
whole array of ethno-linguistic groups living in the area. Muslims of Arab ethnicity 
inhabited mostly the south-east of Anatolia, Kurds were primanly living in the east, Laz 
communities were traditionally found in the north and north-east, and the Caucasian 
immigrants were scattered around al1 parts of Anatolia. Meanwhile, ethno-linguistic 
differences among the Muslims have generally been ovemdden for administrative 
purposes. In this regard, pre-Republican censuses reflect the theocratic-bureaucratic 
nature of the Ottoman state broadly categorising its subjects according to their religious 
denomination. Subsequent demograpbic research unavoidably refers to Muslims as  a 
unified group, a tendency which continued well into the Republican era. 
65~ustin McCarthy defines Ottoman Anatolia as "[sltretched from the Iranian border in 
the east to the Aegean and Marmara Seas in the West and from the Black Sea in the north 
to the Mediterranean in the south." He then argues that "[though] the ethnic character of 
Ottoman Anatolia had been set by the Turkish invasions that began in the eleventh 
century ... no major Christian religious proup can be said to have disappeared. Anatolia 
remained a mix of Muslim and non-Muslim communities until World War 1." ( 1983, p. 1 ) 



with the Turkish nationalist cause. In the following pages, a brief examination of the 

underlying pattern of this dramatic change will be offered. 

Christian communities of pre-Independence Asia Minor included Greeks and 

Armenians (Orthodox, Catholic and Protestant), Catholic and Onhodox Assyrians, 

Chaldeans and Nestorians in Anatolia, and several ethno-nationalities such as Serbs, 

Bulgarians, Albanians, Romanians in the Balkans and Thrace. In addition, there were 

smaller communities practicing religious heterodoxies, synchretisms and different 

vaneties of crypto-Islam (Davison op. cit, p. 35$6 The population distribution of 

Anatolian vilayets according to the 1330 ( 19 1 1- 12) census suggests that virtually al1 

provinces had settled Greek and Armenian comrnunities (McCarthy 1983. Tables 6.1 and 

6.2, pp. 114-1 15). In other words, particularly the Greek and Armenian communities did 

not constitute 'compact minonties' with identifiable borden that divided Anatolia into 

ethno-religious enclaves. Rather, similar to pre-Independence Balkans, Ottoman Anatolia 

was an historic example of inter-communal e x i s t e n c e .  Every region in Ottoman 

Anatolia had 10 to 28 percent non-Muslim population as documented by the 1330 census 

(McCarthy op. cit.). 68 

% ~ c c o r d i n ~  to the 1330 (Hicri calendar) statistics provided by McCarthy. there is also a 
category of 'Others' Iisted under each v i l q e t  which most likely refers to heterodox 
Christian and crypto-Muslim communities. Their numbers amount to a total of 3 1, 604 
{OD. cit.. D. 1 15). 

' 1  

6 y ~ e r e  we are'not purporting a romantic image of a 'class1essf or confiict-free Ottoman 
(or Balkan) society. The emphasis is rather on the historical fact that ethno-religious 
homogeneity was an accepted part of social, political and economic life. 
68~art  of the reason for the wide-spread diffusion of Greek and Armenian communities 
was the changing politico-economic structure of the Ottoman Empire particularly dunng 
the 19th century and the resulting rural-urban migration as weil as a move towards coastal 
cities and newly emerging trade centers (Keyder 1987; Kasaba 1988). The experience of 
Syrian. Chaldean and Nestonan Christians was slightly different in the sense that they 
were concentrated in the southern/south-eastern vilavers of Adana, Bitlis, MamuretüIaziz, 
Diyarbakir, Van and Erzurum and traditionally stayed in their original settlements. 



As discussed before, under the Ottoman reipn, non-Muslim communities were 

acknowledged and incorporated into the imperial order as  legitimate segments of the 

Ottoman society under the rubric of the millez ~ ~ s t e r n 6 ~  Seculansation of the non- 

Muslim millets had already started by the 18% reform decree asserting the enjoyment of 

the 'nphts of citizenship' offered by the Imperia1 Rescnpt of Gülhane (Gülhane Harr-1 

Hümayunur)by the Sul tan's Muslirn and non-Muslirn subjects alike (Davisoa 1 %3).70 1 n 

1876, the first Ottoman Constitution institutionalised the admission of Christians and 

Jews as complete equals in the eyes of the law (Devereux 1963). However, although the 

ecclesiastics were brought under increased administrative control as a result of the 1876 

reforms, freedom of religious worship and secunty of person and property were duly 

emphasised (Mardin 1962; Shaw and Shaw 1977). These provisions were aimed at 

ending the non-Muslim comrnunities' desire for autonomy or independence by 

introducing a 'citizenship-based' matrix of equality across the Empire (Davison op. cit.: 

Findley 1982 in Braude and Lewis). However, the refom measures that were brought to 

practice produced varying results in each millet (Inalcik 1%4). 

In the Armenian Georpian millet, the patnarch-who was mainly independent of 

his spiritual supenors of the Catholicos of Echrniadzin and of Sis--was part of a small 

- 

690ne can easily devote a whole study on the statistical information available on Muslim 
versus non-Muslim communities in Ottoman Anatolia. Here, although we will briefly 
address some of the debates on the issue, we rely on the figures and estimates provided by 
McCarthy (1983) and Karpat (1985) as authoritative. For a critique of both sources. 
however, see Marashlian ( 199 1 ). 
7 0 ~ ~  lû39, Mahmud II died and was succeeded by the young Abdul Mejid 1, who issued 
the Imperia1 Rescript of Gülhane containing the Tanzimat Reforms. These reforms 
proclaimed the fundamental principle of security of life and property, the supremacy of 
law over arbitrary rule, the equality of al1 citizens before law regardless of religion or 
creed, the reform of taxation and the end of the centuries-old Ottoman system of tax- 
farrninp. In provinces, the govemors (vali) were to be paid a fixed salary and to collect 
fixed taxes. Tanzimat Reforms also laid down a commercial code, and a new criminal law 
was borrowed from the Code Napoléon. As a result, while the Islamic sacred law 
continued its reign and the Sheriah courts continued to exist, the penal and commercial 
law was transposed by the European set of rules and regulations. 



clique of wealthy Arrnenian notables serving in high positions in the Ottoman Porte (Çark 

1953; Krikonan 1977; Karpat 1985). Meanwhile. especially after the Greek 

independence, Armenian merchants disproportionately benefitted from the new industrial 

and commercial developments in the Empire (Çark 1973: Knkonan 1977; Keyder 1987). 

As a result, as early as 1838, the oligarchie rule of the Armenian patriarch over al1 

religious and civil affairs was challenged by the Annenian rnerchant and financier 

classes. In 1847, Armenian notables and the patnarch agreed to establish a secular 

council to run the 'civic affairs' of the Armenian c ~ r n m u n i t i e s . ~ ~  By 1863. compounded 

by the pressure from the Armenian Gregorian rniller. a new millet constitution was 

prepared which provided lay participation and representative government to the 

Armenians. 

In the Greek Orthodox millet, also a religious oligarchy dominated. The Patriarch 

in Istanbul was helped by a synod of pnests who were greatly influenced by the Phanariot 

families of Constantinople. Subordinate to the patriarch were the bishops in the 

provinces and priests in the towns and villages. At the village level, community affairs 

were handled by the kocubau--elected by vote of al1 males--who collected taxes to 

support local schools and churches as well as carrying other administrative and religious 

functions. Initially, the Gree k Orthodox Patriarch refused the 1856 Reform Decree's 

imposition of lay-nile within each millet. Still, by 1860, an equivalent of the Annenian 

millet's constitution was charted. According to the new constitution, secular affairs were 

- -  -- - 

7l~issatisfaction with the patriarchts office also led to conversions to Catholicism. 
following the Venetian order of Mekhitar established in 1727. The Armenian Catholics 
demanded and gained their own millet status in 1830 under French protection. In 
addition, under the influence of British and American Protestant missionaries, an 
Arrnenian Protestant miIlet was established. It was in turn these new missionaries that led 
the Armenian national revival and undertook historical and linguistic studies. The 
American missionary named Elias Riggs wrote, for instance. a grammar book to teach 
Armenian to those Armenians who only spoke Turkish (Shaw and Shaw 1977). 



to be handled by a mixed council of 12, composed of 4 bishops of the synod and 8 lay 

memben elected from the Greek population of Constantinople. In addition, provincial 

assemblies with lay majonties were established-although they lacked authority over their 

bishops, let alone over the patriarch. Finally. in the Jewish millet. which was divided 

among itself with the merchants and financier classes taking a position against the 

Orthodox rabbis, the demand for secular education and popular representation forced the 

promulgation of a millet constitution in 1865. Accordingly, although the Grand Rabbi 

remained as the secular head of the Jewish millet, he had to accept advice from both the 

secular and religious councils selected by an assembly of 80 with a lay majority from 

Constantinople. The assembly also elected the grand rabbi among the delegates from 

provinces. There were no regulations, however. for the clergy or  the provincial 

organisations to guide their own conduct. 

In summary, the ernergent central organisation of the millets in the Empire 

retained the religious council only for  the handling of clerical matters. However. 

taxation. health, education and welfare were put under the dictates of a general council of 

140 elected memben, of whom only 20 were clencs (Shaw and Shaw 1977. p. 126). In 

the end. at least on paper. the Tanzimat Reforrns tried to democratise the relations 

between Muslims and non-Muslims a s  well as  in each non-Muslim community. 

However, regarding the equality of the Muslims and non-Muslims, non-Muslim 

communities were reluctant to give up their non-conscript status and independence. 

Furthemore, relying on the fact that these refoms were largely influenced by Western 

ideologies as well as political intervention, the leaders of the millets forced the Ottoman 

govemment to keep to the guarantees offered via foreign pressure. This situation caused 

significant dismay among the Muslim populace, especially in the Ottoman capital (Inalcik 



1%4). In many ways, Tanzimat reforms appeared to be for the good of the non-Muslims. 

As a result. they undermined the very clause of equality in spirit if not in practice. 

Despite the Tanzimat R e f o m s  and even the subsequent Young Turk regime. 

ethno-religious communities clustered into millets with large administrative brush-strokes 

remained more or less independent in their conduct of linguistic, ethnic, local. religious 

and later education-related affairs.'* In fact, it is even argued that the separate 

communal and religious identities ascribed by the mille1 system eventually delivered an 

active vocabulary of cultural uniqueness to the emerging cadres of nationalists across the 

Balkan peninsula (Karpat 1982 in Braude and ~ e w i s ) . ~ 3  The repertoire of ethno- 

religious distinctness preserved by the compartmentalisation of the Ottoman subjects 

might have provided a significant basis for the cultural 'authentication' of new nations. 

However, more important than that was the political developments at the tum of the 

century which emphasised the Turkish element in the Ottoman society at the expense of 

al1 others. 

721n conjunction with the regular practice of siirgün (forced migration) resorted to 
provide a 'balanced' distribution of communities across the vast geography of the 
Empire's temtorial possessions, howaver, the Ottoman administrative apparatus has often 
been accused of a benign neglect towards the communal autonomy of non-Muslirns and 
their right to their ancestral lands and property (Braude and Lewis 1982, pp. 1 1- 12). 
Similarly, the devsirme system based on the penodic levy of unmamed male children 
from the Christian peasantry of the Empire to be trained as Ottoman soldiers and 
bureaucrats after their conversion to Islam is commonly identified as  an absolute 
abridging of the rights of Christian comrnunities living under the Ottoman mie. 
73 '~a t i ona l i t~ .  in the sense of ethnic-national identity, drew its essence from the 
religious-communal expenence in the millet, while citizenship-a secular concept--was 
determined by territory. In effect, the political, social and cultural crises which have 
buffeted the national States in the Balkans and the Middle East since their emergence can 
be attributed in large measure to the incompatibility of the secular idea of state with the 
religious concept of nation rooted in the [Ottoman] mille1 philosophy." (Karpat 1982 in 
Braude and Lewis, p. 141) Although we disagree with Karpat's suggestion thai the 
secular central state is structurally incompatible with the ethno-religious content of a 
given nationalism, his analysis of the dual process of state and nation formation is 
helpful in explaining the common characteristics of definition of a nation across the 
previous Ottoman temtories. In particular, this approach sheds light on the similarities 
between Turkish and Greek nationalist ideologies at their formative stages. 



As argued before, the official undoing of the millet system began with the erosion 

of the distinct position of non-Muslims in 1856 in exchange for the granting of equal 

rights to al1 Ottoman subjects. However, the physical undermining of the polyglot 

Ottoman legacy was initiated the Young Turk regime (Ahmad 1969; Quataert 1977). The 

cleansing of Ottoman bureaucracy and the army of non-Muslirn officers and empire-wide 

policies of Turkification in many ways subscribed to a political agenda opposite to that of 

the Tanzirnat ~e forms .74  In tum. the processes of centralisation of state and 

homogenisation of the population of Ottoman Anatolia reached their zenith by the 

establishment of the Turkish Republic. 

During the break-up of the Empire, ethno-religious minonties of both Asia Minor 

and the Balkans became immigrants and refugees. In the first two decades of the 

twentieth century, they were subjected to international treaties imposing population 

exchanges for the homogenisation of newly established nation-states. Particularly the 

political turrnoil between 1914 and 1922 pemanently changed the human geography of 

- - -- 

74~ccording to Serif Mardin, the ideologues and practitioners of Tanzirnat were not 
revolutionanes, but rather 'planners' (Mardin 1W in Bozdogan and Kasaba, p. 66). They 
emphasised the absolute hegemony of the state, guarded with the new armour of 
positivism and modemist reformism: "The centrality of M e r  in their political ideolopy 
promoted a pervasive patriotism that can be traced in the proclamations of Sultan 
Mahmud 11 (1808-1839), in the ideas of the reformist grand vizier Mustafa Resid (circa 
184434856), and in the ideas of the libertarian theorists of the Tanzimat, known as the 
Young Ottomans (circa 1865), the ideas of the swom enemy, Sultan Abdülhamid II 
( 1 8 7 6 - l m ) ,  those of Sultan Abdülhamid's own swom enemies, the Young Turks (1895- 
1908, 1908-1918), and those of the p e s o n  Young Turks had once groorned but who 
would become their swom enemy, the founder of the Turkish republic, Mustafa Kemal. " 
(op. cit.. p. 68). In this context, the flow of Ottoman reform from Mustafa Resid to 
Mustafa Kemal not only kept the central place of the state untouched, but qualifieci it with 
changing and yet complementary new ideologies borrowed from the European expenence 
of modemity. Comtian positivism, the novelty of enlightened despotism, Durkeimian 
solidansm and finally the Jacobean readings of Rousseau's 'general will' were al1 put to 
the service of promotinp the devlet via reforms. In other words. in the Ottoman-Turkish 
state tradition, the task has always been making improvements in the administrative realm 
and securingfincreasing the power of the state rather than promoting mass participation 
and democracy . 



former Ottoman t e m t ~ r i e s . ~ s  As a result of the forced and impelled migrations and 

population exchanges, the ethno-religious heterodoxy of the three main regions of 

Macedonia, Thrace and Western Asia Minor, bas been eradicated. In particular, the 

Greek-Bulgarian and Turkish-Greek exchange of populations brought about a total 

transformation in the human landscape of southem ~ a l k a n s . ~ ~  

In Greece, for  instance, the non-Orthodox, ethnically non-Greek populace 

constituted less than 15 percent of the whole population of Greece by the end of 1923 as 

opposed to close to 40 percent non-Greek populace in Macedonia and Western Thrace 

prior to the population exchanges (Ladas 1932). In the modem Greek nation-state, a total 

of some 100,000 Muslims in Western Thrace, 80,000 to 90,000 Slavs in Macedonia, and 

20,000 Albanians in Western Epirus, and before the WW, 70.000 Spanish-speaking Jews 

in Thessalonika were left as the living memory of a once tmly heterogeneous and inter- 

communal l i f e - ~ t ~ l e . ~ ~  in the end, the effects of the Greek-Turkish population exchange 

were relatively less noticeable in the case of the young Turkish Republic. This was 

primarily due to the fact that already before the Exchange. close to 450,000 Muslims 

amved from the Balkans to Asia Minor in addition to the previous waves of 1,250,000 

7 5 ~ c ~ a r t h y  States that by 1922 "3.5 million Anatolian Muslims. Greeks and Annenians. 
and uncounted Nestorians, Chaldeans, and others, had lost their lives-more than one-fifth 
of the population. Another 1.8 million had emiprated to  other lands ... Centuries of 
Anatolian Christianity had corne to an end." (1983, p. 139) 
7%'he settlernent of refugees in Greece also resulted in profound changes in the social 
and economic character of the country. The necessity of providing the newcomen with 
land meant the break-up of the traditional big estates--which belonged to the Ottoman 
landlords before they became the property of a new Greek land-owning class after the 
independence war. The  wholesale expropriation of these estates affected even the 
monastic enterprises such as the land belonging to the monastenes of Mount Athos. The 
Greek state wanted to create a class of independent peasant-proprietors out of the 
refugees and erase the traces of tenant-farming in the service of an Ottoman overlord. 
77~dopting a typical patriotic stance, for instance, Pallis retells the story of these new 
developments as "Rising out of the smoking ashes of Smyma, the Greek phoenix, symbol 
of the etemal vigour of the Hellenic race, has been re-born on the Macedonian and 
Thracian planes." (Pallis 1937, p. 176) 



peoples arriving primarily from the Caucuses at the end of the 1876-77 Russo-Turkish 

War (Behar 1996, Tables 33 and 2.24). 

In conclusion, in the course of their changing status from subjects of an Empire to 

the citizens of new nation-states, the total population of Christian communities in Asia 

Minor went through a dramatic decrease. Meanwhile, a reliable cornparison of Ottoman 

and Republican Turkish statistics on Christian communities is by no means an easy task 

to ac hieve. Population figures belonging to specific Christian communi ties living in 

Anatolia during the pre-1923 penod remain controversial to this day. During the 

Ottoman period, as a general rule Christians were tallied neither by ethnicity nor by 

language but only by religious denomination. This meant that ethnic and linpuistic 

differences largely remained unaccounted for.78 Population estirnates on ethno-religious 

groups of the Empire are thus derived from suggestions of European scholars o r  

emissaries, who traditionally relied on religious leaders' counts or self-estimates by the 

communities (Karpat 1985. Chapter 2). During the Republican era, although the censuses 

did include entnes on mother tongue and religion up to 1965, ethnicity has never been 

used as an entry. Consequently, neither before 1923 nor after 1965 do  we have reliable 

and organised data that could reveal the changing population dynamics within eihnically 

distinct Christian communities. Still, the period between 19î3 and 1%5 provides 

significant information for educated estimates based on a combination of data on mother 

tongue and religion. Within this period. the f int  full-fledged Republican census taken in 

October 1927 is a particularly important source of information revealing population 

7 8 ~ l s 0 ,  well into the later part of the nineteenth century, statistical information pertaining 
to the unified category of Muslims in Ottoman documents is more reliable than the 
numbers provided for non-Muslim communities due to the need of accurate recording of 
Muslim males for conscription. The administrative initiative to have an accurate count of 
non-Muslims for purposes of higher taxation became a growing concem only towards the 
end of the Ottoman reign (McCarthy 1983; Karpat 1985). 



composition in Anatolia and Thrace following the upheavals of the Balkan Wars, World 

War 1, and the Turkish War of Independence (McCarthy 1983, pp. 1 4 ~ 3 . ~ ~  In i ts basic 

method of enumeration, the 1927 census repeats the tradition of Ottoman censuses and 

primarily focuses on the male populace. A s  a result, it underestimates the total 

population. It also suffers from deficiencies in the enumeration of the eastern provinces. 

In the meantirne, what is valuable and new about the 1927 census is the fact that it 

categorises the entnes accordinp to 'Population by Place of Birth' and 'Population by 

Mother Tonpue' (ibid.). These two categories, combined with the catepory of religion 

provide a general picture of refugees amving in Turkey as well as a rough estimate of 

those who left Anatolia. Thus, it gives us the opportunity for a companson with figures 

available from the Ottoman censuses. Taking into consideration the correction factors 

used by McCarthy for the total figures, the Muslim population of Anatolia in 1927 was 

14, 184, 381 out of the total of 14, 589, 149 (McCarthy op. cit., p. 159). This is a 

substantial increase from the total figure of i 1, 618, 550 in 1922. As discussed before, 

the difference is primarily due to MusIim in-migrants amving to various provinces 

between 1922 and 1927. As to the total Christian population. the 191 1-12 Ottoman 

census figures suggest that in Anatolia as a whole, 17% of the population was non- 

Muslim. Out of the total of 17-5 million inhabitants, this percentage amounts to a figure 

of close to 3 million people. The difference between the 1927 estimates for the non- 

Muslim population of 404, 768 and the 191 1-12 figures of close to 3 million is a direct 

result of the major changes in demography and politics between World War 1 and the 

founding of the Republic of Turkey as a result of which the human landscape of Asia 

7 9 ~ o m ~ a r i s o n  with later censuses of Republican Turkey reveals that the 1927 census 
undercounts the total population. As a result, comparative tables of the Turkish State 
Institute of Statistics begin with the census of 1935. However, following McCarthy's 
suggestions. this is a correctable error and whai matten more for our purposes is the 1927 
census' break-down of the population in different categones. 



Minor was re-done at the expense of refugees, mipran ts and the countless 'casualties'. 

Those who remained based on the clauses of the Lausanne Treaty became the religious 

rninorities of the sovereign nation-state of Turkey whose histones do not fit into the 

tightly-kni t narratives of national self-determination.m 

The Politics of the Kemalist Appropriation of National Sovereignw: Secniarism as 

the Middle Term Between Ulus (nation) and Vatan (patrial 

Rather than studying relations betweeo Islam and the West, where the 
West is taken to be an extemal and physical entity. it is more productive to 
focus on indipenous forms of modemity. This means exarnining how the 
Western ideal of modernity is reconstructed and intemalised locally ... 

Nilüfer Gole 1997 in Bozdopan and Kasaba, p. 83. 

The tems Westemisation and Europeanisation express the political desirability of 

the imposition of not only institutions and ideas but also culture and civilisation from the 

'West'. In the Turkish case, this will was actualised by the formation of a secular 

republican nation-state. As such, the Republic of Turkey symbolises a 

cul tural/civilisational shift w hich was secured by two inter-related ideological 

standpoints: positivism and secularisation.81 Here, the latter component will be focused 

on as the key dictum in the remaking of history and culture by Turkish nationalism.82 

8 0 ~ s  such, they are protected by internationally recognised rights. Whether political 
practices of the day permit the full exercise of these nghts is a related yet independent 
issue. See Alexandris (1983, 1990) and Akar and Demir (1994). 
810n the appropriation of positivisrn by the early cadres of Turkish nationdism. see 
Hanioglu ( 1985). pp. 62 1-626. 
gz~eanwhile,  it is necessary to state that positivism provided the basis upon which 
European modernity could be conceived in culture-blind and religiously-neutrai terms. In 
this context, 'progress' promises moral, practical and normative rewards in the sense that 
it wi11 lead to the closing of the gap between the non-West and the supenor 'West'. The 



The new republican political system rejected the Ottoman tradition of establishinp 

links between the elite and the masses via religion as the foundational discourse of the 

social life (Mardin 1997, p. 71).83 The denial of Islam's legitimacy in the organisation of 

everyday life took the institutional form of the abolishment of the Caliphate, the 

establishment of state monopoly over education, disestablishment of the institution of 

ulem, latinisation of the alphabet, rejection of the Islamic law in al1 spheres of justice, 

and the removal of the clairn in the 1924 Constitution that stated that Turks' were of the 

Islamic faith by 1928. 

Interestingly , al1 these radical changes were introduced against a background of 

the Ottoman state's absolute right to legislate laws and regulations on public matte=--the 

issuance of forci, yusa or kannn--independently of the Islamic Law (Inalcik 1995). In 

other words, the Ottoman legacy already offered a considerable level of flexibility in the 

interpretation and stipulation of the Islamic Law (sherioh).84 However, the Ottoman 

non-Western societies' history/stories of modernisation thus becomes also a stmggle for 
reclairning history. As Nilüfer Gole notes, "The tenn 'civilisation', then, does not refer in 
a historically relative way to each culture--French, Islamic. Arabic, Africa--but instead 
designates the historical superiority of the West as the producer of modemity ... It not only 
refers to a given staie of development but also carries with it an ideal to be attained." 
(1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba, p. 85) For further discussion on the socio-cultural roots 
of the appropriation of positivism by Turkish nationalism, see Timur ( 1997). pp. 102- 1 12. 
=In Mardin's words, "Islam established bridges between social groups because it 
functioned as a cornmon language shared by upper and lower classes." (Mardin 1997 in 
Bozdopan and Kasaba, p. 7 1) He further argues that " [rleligion not only functioned as an 
institution (Le., the corps of ulemas, rnedreses [seminaries], vakifs [pious foundations], 
and sufi orders) but also established non-institutional links as discourse between devlet 
[state] - - and the cornmon folk. " (op. cit., p. 72) 
841nalcik further argues that the Ottoman ulema "ingeniously interpreted the state's 
independent action and legislation within the canonical pnnciple of istihsm or marlaha. 
This principle said: What is necessary for the well-being of the Islamic community is to 
be preferred." (op. cit., p. 143) It is true that orthodox cornmentaton of religious law did 
not approve the 'liberal' attitude of the ulerna and suggested their actions lead to heresy. 
This contention underlies the prolonged struggle between the officiallbureaucratic 
religious elite supporting the Ottoman state's legislative power and the 'popular' ulema 
taking a stand against the ir privileged counterpart. In fact, the regular Friday sermons in 
the mosque have traditionally been the basis of propaganda for the latter. 



political system was based on a political structure which was not compatible with the 

Republican ideal of popular sovereignty. The Ottoman niling elite constituted a separate, 

privileged governing body that resided upon the tax paying productive classes (reava).8s 

It was in fact the fractures in the Ottoman system which gave rise to the formation 

of a new nationalist militarylbureaucratic elite. Within the Ottoman ruiing elite, members 

of the central bureaucracy occupied the heart of the whole state organisation since they 

formulated the decrees and laws that determined the political life of the ~ r n ~ i r e . ~ ~  They 

thus shared the Ottoman Sultan's absolutism and could be seen as the key class in its 

tradition of bureaucratic absolutism. In this context, until the eighteen century, the main 

classes of the Ottoman society could be identified as the ulem, the members of the 

central bureaucracy and military elite, and the reayiz, in addition to the new classes of 

local notables (qm) and a non-Muslirn merchant bourgeoisie (Itzkowitz 1962; Keyder 

1987).m However, neither the bourgeoisie nor the local notables who began to act as 

landed nobility by the nineteenth century were independent from the political system 

enough to lay the foundations of a class-based national revolution.88 Instead, the real 

85contrary to the mode1 of hereditary elite offered by the Asian Mode of Production 
debaie, however, the ruling elite did not constitute a caste and did not embody hereditary 
riohts except the Ottoman dynasty of the Sultanate. 
d o n  the role of the religious elite before the eighteenth century, see Zilfi (1983). 
 AS we have already seen, the reqva was not composed of only the Christian peasants of 
the Balkans, but it referred to al1 the members of the tax paying classes (Inalcdc 1964). In 
fact, by the beginning of the nineteenth century, the reaya was more or less reduced to the 
over-exploited peasants of Asia Minor due to the severe reduction in the land-mass of the 
Empire. 
8 8 ~ e ~ a r d i n ~  the dubious references to a Turkish 'national bourgeoisie' in 
Ottoman/Turkish history, Çaglar Keyder argues that "[the attempt] to read Ottoman 
history according to the European blueprint implicitly accepts a unitary scheme whereby 
peripheral social classes develop carrying the same political attitudes as classes in areas 
of autonomous transition to capitalism ... Peripheral bourgeoisies in subordinate 
relationship with metropolitan bourgeoisies do not have the same interests as core 
bourgeoisies did w hen they were undertaking their state-oriented projects." (Keyder 1988, 
p. 158) Accordingly, neither the CUP (Cornmittee of Union and Progress) reforms nor 
the Republican national revolution could be regarded as bourgeoisie-led social 



power strupple that led to the new Republican regime took place among the elite situated 

at the Porte (Ortayli 1983; 1984; Keyder 1987)89 

During the nineteenth century, the key role of the ruling bureaucratic elite was the 

augmentation of modernisation policies. Under the changed ternis of the relationship 

between the Ottoman Empire and European states (including Tsarist Russia), the integrity 

and preservation of the Empire was deemed to depend upon the reformation of its 

political and social life (Findley 1980, 1989). In this task, the class of bureaucrats 

naturally sought the alliance of military and religious elite.% As such, there emerpd  a 

new, hybrid ruling elite with distinct class interests (Keyder lm). ln  tum, a subset of 

this class of civilian and rnilitary bureaucrats--of which Mustafa Kemal was a mernber- 

championed the foundation of an independent Turkish nation-state. In other words. the 

preliminanes of the Republican agenda were introduced during the Tanzimat penod 

(1839-1877). Between the Young Turk revolution of 1908 and the beginnings of the 

- - 

transformations; on the contrary, they represent a bureaucratic reaction against the 
ossibility of the hegemony of the Ottoman penpheral bourgeoisie (Keyder 1987). 

E9As Feror Ahmad argues, dunng the eia of Young Turk refoms. "Much of Anatolia and 
Turkish society remained unchanged ... because of the failure to ameliorate the lot of the 
peasantry, the vast majonty of the population. Nevertheless. the refonn of society was 
sufficient to create classes, both in the towns and in the countryside, with a strong 
cornmitment to the survival of a Turkish nation-state in Anatolia. These classes sided 
with the nationalists in the struggle against impenalism and in the civil war apainst the 
old regime." (1988, p. 284) 
90Refemng to the immediate context of the nineteenth century reforms, Inalcik supgests 
that "The immediate danger posed by the rnilitary impenalism of the rival empires of the 
Habsburgs and Romanovs always served as the incentive and excuse for the 
intensification of the Westernisation process introduced by the reformer bureaucrats." 
(1995, p. 144) There is, however, a much larger context that surrounds the refonns. It is 
that of the incorporation of the Ottoman Empire into the global capitalist market and the 
subsequent moral and economic investrnents on Ottoman lands for the facilitation of the 
flow of goods and matenals, as well as the restructuring of its social basis. The European 
states needed first and foremost administrative and judicial safeguards for their nationals, 
along with extensive rights and guarantees for the non-Muslim populations of the Empire 
whose members acted as  intermediaries between western capitalist interest and the 
Ottoman domestic market. For further discussion, see Kasaba ( 1 987). Keyder ( l m )  and 
Pamuk (1988). 



Independence War of 1919-1922, the project of modernist nationalism has thus began its 

saturation process (Frey 1%5; Zürcher 19û4). 

The interaction between the Ottoman state and its European counterparts had 

substantially changed from the borrowing of tools and weapons--such as naval 

construction, gunnery and tactics which made the Ottoman fleet a formidable force in the 

West and a superior one in the East--from 'Christian Europe' (McNeill 1974 in Karpat). 

At the beginning, the resettlement of Sephardic Jews expelled from Spain and Iialy in 

Ottoman cities introduced various new skills and crafts to the Empire, in addition to those 

camed by contact via war, trade, refugees, converts and refugeesPl In particular, the 

port cities of Pera, Thessalonika, Beirut, Smyma and Patras were heavens of cultural and 

economic interaction and hybridity (Keyder et al. 1993). However, the borrowing, 

imitation or reproduction of objects and ideas h m  'the West' was no longer the pnmary 

objective by the eighteenth century. The emphasis was now on trying to do what the 

West did, initially in the area of military education and armament but later in al1 spheres 

of life (Lewis 1983; Findley 1989). Developments such as the openinp up of new 

military schools where 'westem sciences' of military and related fields were taught by 

European experts or the introduction of the printing press were taking place in an 

atmosphere of admiration of and a desire for 'acculturation' to Europe and its civilisation 

(Kazarni as 1966). 

The beginnings of what might have appeared as the 'Ottoman Enlightenment', 

however, were not equally welcomed by al1 who were affected by it. The prowing sense 

of absolute dependence of the Empire on the West was stirring reactionary responses 

outside the small circle of refom-minded and western-educated bureaucrats. These 

reactions were hightened by adopting westem administrative and political institutions by 

910n Jews in the Ottoman Empire. see Braude and Lewis (1982) and Levi (19%). 



1839. accompanied by the enactment of a senes of new state regulations as directly 

transiated from French (Parla 1992; Inalcik 1995). The ultimate aim of creating a 

ccntralist bureaucratie state modelled upon the absolute monarchies of Europe was not 

appealing to the social and political sensitivities of conservative forces in the society 

(Inalcik 1964). Although the liberal reforms of the Tanzimat culminated in the 

proclamation of the first Ottoman constitution in 1876, it by no means diffused the 

increasing dualism between the Ottoman state and s 0 c i e t ~ . ~ 2  Even the official 

declaration of the Ottoman Empire as an Islamic State by the Constitution of 1876--and 

thus the declaration of the Ottoman state's adherence to Islarnic Law over al1 other 

legislation--did not relieve the paradoxes introduced by the radical seculansation and 

modernisation of the Empire. 

9 2 ~ s  an example of the onpoing conflicts between state-induced reforms and the socio- 
political conventions still valid in the day-to-day life of the Empire, Inalcik concentrates 
on the conflict between the newly secularised judicial system and the traditional kadr 
courts of Islamic law during the height of the Tanùmat period (1864-1876) whence the 
Ottoman judicial system was re-organised based upon the French model: "In the penod 
pnor to the nineteenth century. the kadrts court was much more than an ordinary judicial 
court. It was at the same tirne a town meeting place where the city notables, 
representatives of the craft guilds. and imams of the districts got together for vanous 
occasions such as al1 otment of certain taxes among the local population. formulation of 
cornplaints to the Sultan, or price fixing. During the Tanzimat period first such 
community affairs were shifted to the provincial councils which assumed more extensive 
administrative responsibili ties. At  the same time, the Shar 'i mahkama areas of  
junsdiction were increasingy restricted, and. the section of the religious law concerning 
obligations, as well as administrative law, began to be dealt with by newly created non- 
religjous courts." (Inalcik 1995, p. 147) In  other words, aithough the secular courts were 
originally devised to conduct commercial transactions, by the end of the eighteenth 
century the special courts established to solve business disputes among-foreigners and 
non-Muslims evolved into sornething much larger. The secular commercial and criminal 
court--collectively known as the nizamiyye courts--led to a dual system of law and 
eventually undennined the supremacy of Shar'i courts. Although these new courts were 
not to pass any decision in conflict with the Sheriah, and for subjects that fa11 within 
Sheriah they had to obtain a fm from the mufti attending to the secular court, the 
previous system was already fractured beyond remedy. In a self-protective move, 
between 1855 and 1869, a single Islamic Law code (Macaikz) was declared as the official 
text to be implemented in both shar'i and nizwni courts. For further discussion on the 
self-protection of the social and political system in the Ottoman Empire, see Kasaba 
( 1997) in Kasaba and Bozdogan. 



Despite the cnticisms, under the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) 

administration, the secularisation rnovement gained a new intensity.= Meanwhile. an 

alternative voice to that of the Young Turks has begun to be heard very clearly among the 

representatives of the Young Ottoman movement. Young Ottomans. si milar to the 

Young ~ u r k s w ,  were members of the bureaucratidmilitary elite. Among them. most 

notably Namik Kemal, Ziya Pasa and later Ziya Gokalp emphasised the difference 

between 'borrowing from the West' for the sake of improving one's authentic culture and 

civilisation. and. copying the West in a blind and futile effort to become ' ~ e s t e r n ' . ~ ~  The 

Young Ottomans were in many ways expressing the popular reaction to the swift 

modernisation policies undertaken by the Ottoman govemment, which led to the erosion 

of the traditional Islamic value system and thus believed to have taken place to the 

detriment of traditional socio-economic organisation of the society. Theirs was a plea 

against the all-encompassing effects of the encroachment of the Empire by the 'West'. 

Therefore. Young Ottomans rigorously denied that the ills of the Ottoman society rnight 

have resulted from Islamic governance. On the contrary. they claimed that it was the 

departure from the complete implementation of the Islamic Law that caused the 

rulelessness and general decline of the Ottoman society. Thus, their demands 

concentrated on two issues: the ending of Western involvement in the 'interna1 affairs' of 

the Empire and the cleansing of the Western influences, and, development of remedies for 

- - 

9 3 ~ o r  instance, by 1914, al1 religious courts were taken away from the control of the 
Seyhulislam and put under the ministry of justice. This decisioii was reversed after their 
fall from power in 1919. However, under the new Republic, the shar'i courts (Seriar 
Muhkemeleri) were totally abolished and Macalla was determinedly replaced by the new 
secular codes of civil, criminal and commercial law corresponding respectively to the 
Swiss, Italian and German codes (Inalcik op. cit., p. 148). The swings of the pendulum 
continued well until the final repulations of the secular Turkish nation-state. 
%n the political organisation of the Young Turks, see Hanioglu (1985) and Aksin 
( 1987). 
%iya Gokalp is cornrnonly identified as the spiritual father of Turkish national ism. 



the economic decline since this seemed to have lay behind the very weakness of the 

Empire in facing Western imperialism. 

The Young Ottoman rnovement of the 1860s embodies the clear expression of the 

resentment among the masses of modemisationlWesternisation policies and the autocratic 

power of the central administration (Mardin 1%2).% In contradistinction, however, the 

Kemalist rendition of nationalism and its modernisation programme profoundly rejected 

the duatity of Turkish' and western societies. In this sense. Kemalism was built upon the 

ideological legacy of the radical wing of the Young Turk movement. The Kemalist 

project of the total transformation of the remainders of the Ottoman society was only 

possible through the relegation of the role of lslam to a secondary or even tertiary element 

in the society's self-understanding. Secularism served exactly that purpose (Berkes 

1964). The secularised foundations of the Turkish nation-state guaranteed that 

nationalism--and thus modernist reforms-were presented as the voice of the People 

regardless of their political, religious (refemng to sects and divisions within Islam) or 

cultural c h ~ i c e s . ~ ~  Kemalist secularism was armed with the doctrinaire basics of a 

positivist modemism. It thus allowed no place for religious projects of social renewal. 

In this context, among al1 of Atatürk's inkikihs (revolutions; later coined as 

drvrims as a 'genuinely Turkish word') designed as parts of a holistic schema of radical 

X ~ e f l e c t i q  on the power dynamics and forces of the traditionalist opposition during the 
Republican period, Inalcik argues that " [Tjhe Islamic reaction which started in 1950s 
under the Democrat Parti regime was at the same time a reaction against the age-old 
patronage of a bureaucracy which used to prescribe and impose reforms from 
above ... Though differing among themselves in their attitude toward Islamic identity, the 
conservative popular front's outlook closely resembles that of the Young Ottomans of the 
nineteenth -- century." (Inalcik op. cit., p. 151) 
Y 7 ~ h e  immediate remedy for the ironing put of major divisions was the establishment of 
a secular and universal national education system. On this issue, for further discussion see 
Kazamias ( 1966). Lewis ( 1983), Poulton (1997). Tanor et al. ( 1997). 



change, the principle of seculansrn (laiklik) occupies a central place.98 Follow inp the 

defeat of the Greek army and the initial international recognition of the victory of the 

Turkish Independence War, the absolute sovereignty of the Turkish people' was 

attributed to the Grand National Assernbly (Büyiik Millet Mecfisi). This was first and 

foremost to insure the total separation of the Ottoman Sultanate from the Turkish 

nationalist cadres, a move followed by the denial of a representative of the Padisah to 

have a place in the subsequent peace talks at Lausanne. It also symbolised the true 

appropriation of the populist convictions of the principle of national sovereignty (Coskun 

1997).* There was, however, the question of the Caliphate who represented the Muslim 

creed as a whole. The initial solution to that problern was the separation of the Caliphate 

from the Sultanate and the 'democratic election' of a new Caliphate by the Meclis 

(Deringil 1993).1m This was in accordance with the nature of the alliances during the 

Independence War which brought Islamists and modernist nationalists together.lol In 
- . - . - - - - -- - - - 

98~tatürk's Bü\.ük Nutuk or S@kv (Republican Turkish) is the most important written 
source reflecting the dynamisms of the penod of revolutions. However. one must be 
cntically equipped in using it as a source due the political nature of its deliverance as a 
justificatory rneans of the already completed agenda of revolutions by 1927 ( Kasaba 1997 
in Bozdogan and Kasaba). 
99~n this context. the organisation of the military struggle dunng the lndependence War 
( 19194922) is of pivota1 importance. As Alev Coskun argues. Turkish national history 
finds its legitimation in Kuvuyi Milliye , the grassroots armed resistance organisations that 
were later brought together under patriotic nationalist leadership. Although the roots of 
Kuvayi Milliye goes back to the Russo-Turkish War ( lû77- 1878). Greco-Turkish ( 1897) 
and Balkan W a e  ( 19 12- 19 13). the organisation assumed a unitary character on1 y dunng 
the Inde~endence War (Aksin 1992). 
l o %  hh article on continuities between Ottornanist patriotism and Turkish nationalism, 
Selim Denngil gives the example of the debates in the General National Assembly 
conceming the receipt of the greetings of the Caliph-to-be in 1923. The complexity of 
these debates was easily reflected by the direct quotations from the religjous memben of 
the General National Assernbly legitimising their approval of the greetings since it  was 
addressed 'to a populist govemment in a populist mentality', on the one hand, and the 
secularist members of the Assembly refemog to lslamic jurisprudence and citing well- 
known Islamic thinkers to prove the illegitimacy of the Ottoman Caliphate (op. cit. pp. 
176- 182). On this issue, also see Gellner ( 1977). 
101~his  equation also included the Kurdish military elite. On the Kurdish military 
cooperation with the Turkish nationalist cadres dunng the Independence War (1919- 



this context, there still remained the question about whether the newly eiected Caliph 

Abdülmecid Efendi (son of the previous Ottoman Sultan Abdülaziz). was to be 

considered as the head of the state and thus enjoy political power.102 This was a 

particularly important issue for the hocm (Muslim clerics) that were among the deputies 

of the ~ec l i s lO3 .  Atatürk's answer was clear and in harmony with the greater logic of 

the national revoiution: since sovereignty resided only in the hands of the People, the 

Caliphate could be nothing but a position of spiritual leadership of the Muslirn world.104 

Needless to Say, the Republican denial of the significance of the Caliphate started 

a major controversy between the conservative and revolutionary camps of the Meclir 

regarding the basis, the nature and the extent of the Caliph's authority.lo5 According to 

Islamic pnnciples, the traditional religious leadership claimed, the Caliph was to be 

declared the head of the Islamic state--or in this case he had to be the head of the Meclis- 

so that the Republic could gain legitimacy in the eyes of the People (Deringil 1994: 

Inalcik 1995: Gellner 1997). The revolutionary (inkiiapp) camp, on the other hand. 

argued that in early Islam and during the days of the Prophet. worldly and religious 

affain were run separately and the Caliphate was an elective position (Inalcik op. cit.). 

Another argument made in the same vein was that in the Islamic tradition, the job of good 

governance had to be trusted to the most able person or body and that it did not have to be 

the Caliph himself. Based on the pnnciple of shura (consultation). the Meclis was thus 

1 W2), see Kirisçi and Winrow (1997), pp. 79-70 (Turkish edition). Kirisçi and Winrow 
sbte that in the Erst Grand National Assembly, the 74 representatives (out of 437) from 
Kurdish regions constituted the biggest group with ethnic-affiliation (op. cit., p. 84). 
l o 2 ~ h e  a rne  Mecfis had already 'abolished' the Sultanate on November 1, 1922, and later 
exiled the remaining memben of the Ottoman dynasty abroad. The last Ottoman Sultan. 
Vahdeddin fled abroad in an English warship following the abolishment of bis crown. 
1 0 3 ~ o r  a detailed debate on the activities of the religious rnembers of the Grand National 
Assembly. see Misiroglu ( 1967). 
l w ~ o r  further discussion on the question of the Caliphate, see Kocatürk (1973). 
Io50n the political fractions in the first Grand National Assembly, see Çandar ( 1995). 
pp. 2 19-220. 





Atatürk does not seem to constitute such a stark contrast to the nationalisms of Reza Shah 

of Iran, David Ben-Gurion of Israel or Habib Bourguiba of Morocco (Owen 1997 in 

Bozdogan and Kasaba). The desire to create a legitimate geopolitical niche amidst the 

co1oniallirnperialist tide of dependency across the Middle East was a shared one.lW 

This, however. was the dominant irnpetus of only the initial stage of the many cycles of 

the evolution of the nationalist project in the Ottoman realm. This initial stage might well 

be named 'Independence nationalism', delivering the hope of political unity . cultural 

rejuvenation and socio-econornic vitality. Beyond the termination of foreign domination 

andlor invasion, a new history had to begin. In Turkish nationalism, this history was 

impinged upon the pnnciple of secularism as the justification of the foundation of a 

Turkish nation-state for the Turkish nation. The legacy of the Ottoman past, in this 

context, could not be accommodated even at the level of a symbolic office such as the 

Caliphate. 

'popularisation' as an idiom of contention. In this coctext. Gellner suggests that "Muslim 
societies, when in the position of underdevelopment ... escape what might be called the 
classical East European dilemma ... the opposition between Westernising and populism ..." 
(p. 235) Islam symbolises a strong and authentic local tradition, which could not 
accommodate the necessity of 'irnitating' another civilisation in order to become one. It is 
only in Turkey, Gellner argues, the Islamic elite willingly embraced a semi-secular path 
and endorsed the merits of modernisation. 
1°80wen argues that there are two prerequisites for the actualisation of this desire: "[Ili 
was first necessary either to create [a] particular site de nuvo, as in the case of Turkey or 
Israel or Syria, or to re-shape an existing site, as in the case of Iran or Epypt or Morocco. 
I t  was [thenl necessary to transform he existing inhabitants into a homopneous people, 
sometimes by forcibly excluding some and forcibly including others, and always by 
appealing to a common history and a common culture reinforced by a common education 
system." (1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba, pp. 241246) 



Modernism, Nationalism and the 'Turkish Case' : Keri.lalism and Its Critiques 

[Tlhe historians of a new state's twentieth-century history cannot avoid 
becoming engaged in some of the rnost highly charged political issues of 
the day. On the one hand, historians have recognised the strength of the 
hopes raised by independence and by the promise of rapid economic and 
social development; on the other hand, they have to chart the actual 
experiences of the millions of people whose lives were changed in ways 
over which they had little control and that in many cases created great 
disruption and disturbance. Analysis presents formidable problems and 
may lead to unexpected and perhaps unwelcome conclusioos. Judpement 
is unavoidable. 

Roger Owen 1997. p. 151. 

In a recent compilation of articles on the relationship between modemity and 

national identity in Turkey, Sibel Bozdopan and Resat Kasaba argue that "In Turkey and 

around the world today, we  are witnessing the eclipse of the progressive and 

emancipatory discoune of modemity." (Bozdogan and Kasaba 1997, p. 3) Indeed, at the 

center of many a heated debate across disciplines today lies the question of the possibility 

of undertaking a rigorous critique of the Enlightenment project of modemity without 

'surrendering' its liberating and humanist premises. This inquiry on rnodemitylpost- 

modemitylanti-modemity assumes a rnarked urgency in 'non-Western contexts' whereby 

'modemity' is circumscribed by the questionable politics of modemisation. 

Turkey has long been singled out as a quintessentially successful case of 

modemisation (and therefore Westemisation) with its history extending back to the 

institutional refonns of the late Ottoman era (Lerner 1958; Berkes 1964; Lewis 1983; 

Poulton 199'7). The foundation of a secular nation-state by the Kemalist cadres in 1923 

firmly established the Turkish case as an elite-dnven, consensus-based and progressive 

model of socio-economic and political transformation. Furthemore, the Turkish model 

of modemisation provided a predominantly Islamic context which was not driven by 



irnmediate 'coloniaI/post-colonial' power dynamics and cultural agendas for testing the 

limits and merits of modemisation. In the Turkish case, becoming 'like Europe' and part 

of the 'modem civiiisations' did not reflect post-colonial ambiguities that determined the 

course of the majonty of national revolutions in Asia and Afn'ca. In this sense, the 

Turkish national revolution has many cornmonalties with the Balkan scenery of national 

revivais. The one major difference was, of course. that Republican Turkey was the direct 

heir of the Ottoman Empire. It was thus, from the very beginning, put under the burden 

of presumptions about what Islam and imperial governance does to 'history'. In this 

context, the centralised orchestration of the adoption of Western noms, styles. 

institutions and codes in the new Turkish Republic and its relatively successful results 

becarne a living testimony to the viability of the perpetuation of the modemist project 

even in most 'improbable' contexts. Internally as well. the institutional, symbolic. and 

aesthetic manifestations of the rnodernity/modernisation duo have become constitutive 

elernents of the Turkish society since the early days of Kemalism and the Republic in 

1920s (Kandiyoti 1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba). 

Meanwhile, this singularly celebratory account of the Turkish modernisation is 

just one among many attending the history/story of the Turkish national revolution. 

Examined from alternative perspectives--such as liberalism, minority rights, ethno- 

nationalism, Islarnic traditionalism or anti-modemism, conservatism or developmentalist 

Marxism--, the Turkish case instead reflects many of the ambiguities and dilemrnas 

endemic to the projects of both modemity and modemisation (Kasaba 1997 in Bozdogan 

and Kasaba). As such, the Kemalist path of all-encornpassing reforms aiming at creating 

a new, modem society out of the debns of the Ottoman legacy Ioses some of its 

'progressive' edges. I t  even begins to harbour antinomies to the perception of a pluralist, 

liberal-democratic and thus modem society. Rising as an edifice against free expression 



and enjoyment of religio-cultural identity, ethnic difference and socio-political diversity, 

Kemalism's nationalist-developmentalist and state-centric agenda of 'official 

modemisation' is indeed an easy target epitomising dictatorial strategies of social- 

engineering (Gole 1997a).lW In other words, the ethos of making a modem Turkish 

nation-state could not be captured within the conhes of the officia1 Kemalist ideology 

and its cultural applications.l l* Kemalisrn and the nationalist policies of the Turkish 

state offer an endless wealth of resources for the students of Ottoman/Turkish history 

(Oran 1983: Mardin 1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba; Gellner 1997 in op. cit.). 

Nonetheless, they should not be crowned as a self-revealing phenornena that unilaterally 

frames the nationalist appropriation of the project of modernity in ~ u r k e ~ . l l l  

Attending to the roots of Turkish nationalism, Caglar Keyder sugpsts  that the 

success of an anti-colonial andor nationalist movernent depends on the successful re- 

figuration of popular resentment by the nationalisinglmodemising elite's revolutionary 

project (Keyder 1997 in Bozdogan and ~ a s a b a ) .  1 12 The Turkish nationalist project of 

modemity/modernisation had a 'purist' frame in that it full-heartedly propagated 

1 q o r  a critical study of the systematic use of political violence throughout Ottoman and 
Republican Turkish political apparati, see Parlar (1996). On the early Republican policies 
of political and para-military pressure against 'contentious elements', particularly see pp. 
103- 136. 

l%leanwhile, there is an inherent danger in taking part in the polarised debates on 
Kemalism. As Bozdogan and Kasaba warn us, "As wnters try to align themselves 
according to whether they believe Turkey has had too much or too little modemisation. 
few have stepped up to study the real history of modernisation in Turkey ..." (op. cit.. pp. 
m 
1 1 l ~ o r  a nationalist account of the 'detrimental consequences' of cnticising the Kemalist 
path of nationalism in Turkey, see Kislali (1993). For an alternative debate, see Cinemre 
(1991). 
l 1 2 ' ' ~ s  nationalism faces the problem of seizing the past in order to confront the future, 
its accompanying texts will reflect the similarly problematic nature of perïpheral 
modemisation ... If the new coostruct is designed by the elites solely to be consonant with 
the perceived requirements of modemity and fails to find a popular echo, probiem of 
legitimation will plague the new regime." (Keyder 199'7 in Bozdogan and Kasaba, p. 42- 
43) For further discussion on the legitimation of the nationalist/modemist projects, see 
Chatte j ee  (1986). 



WesternisationiEuropeanisation as the oniy path to be followed in order to reach the 

desired destiny of politicai and cultural sovereignty (Keyder 1993).1 l3 It, however, 

lacked in secunng a network of support and the ability to seek consensus. By the 1980s. 

the suspicion and cynicism concerning the ments of the progressive agendas of the 

Kemalist nationalism found a strong political voice in Islarnic critiques of modemisation 

and Kurdish ethno-nationdism. 1 l4 

Kemalist nationalism was based on a treadmili of reforms that envisaged a linear 

process of social, economical, cultural and political transformation which would 

determinedly produce a 'modem Turkish nation'. The political side of it was kept under 

control under a mono-party system until 'the nation was ready to take part in the exercise 

of parliamentary politics' (Eisenstadt 1984 in Landau). The economic aspect was taken 

care of by the combination politics of developmentaiism-statism which aimed at the 

creation of an 'authentic bourgeoisie' on the one hand, and the provision of an industrial 

- - 

1 1 3 ~ s  Keyder suggests. the Turkish modemist/natiooalist project allowed local culture 
"no greater space than that of the folklonc: it  accepted no adulteration of modernity with 
a qualifying adjective such as Islarnic or Turkish." (op. cit., p. 37) He attnbutes this 
purist approach to modernisation partially ta the 'passive disposition' of the Anatolian 
peasant, and partialIy to the Westernised world vision of the Ottoman(Turkish nationalist 
eli te w ho did-not suffer from colonial delusions. 

I4with reference to Kurdish ethno-nationalism. Resat Kasaba argues that "[n Jot only 
did they test the very viability of the state but they also exposed sorne of the foundational 
weaknesses of Turkish nationalism as it had been conceived by the republican elite. For 
further discussion on the effecis and interna1 dynarnics of Kurdish ethno-nationalism in 
Turkey, see Kirisçi and Winrow (1997). This shift of focus and the irreversible erosion of 
the basis of legitimacy for the Kemalist ideological framework and its program of 
modemisation had profound consequences in Turkish politics as well. As Kasaba 
suggests, Kemalist, Islamist and Kurdish nationalist ideologies share a strong intolerance 
for each other. However, this situation is more or less an extension of the politics of 
radicalism that brought Turkey into the brink of a civil war between militants of social 
and fascisthltra-nationaiist movements (as well as between the '99 fractions' within each 
of them) during the 1970s. The Islamist Refah Party (Welfare Party) emerged out of the 
polls as the 'standard-bearer of anti-Kemalist opposition' (op. cit., p. 16). Its recent 
closure under a state-decree is unlikely to divert the direction of the sea of change that has 
been in effect in Turkish politics since the latest of the three coups in Republican history 
in 1980. 



base for commercial production through state investrnents, on the other.l15 Both 

political and econornic aspects of Kemalism therefore readily reveal their centralist core 

and hardly seek approval or legitimacy other than the reiteration of the standard clause 

that the Turkish nation-state is the sole representative of the Turkish people. In 

contradistinction, the social and cultural aspects of the Turkish national revolution 

involve high levels of ingenuity and planning that occasioned rnass-participation in what 

might be called 'ceremonies of modernisation' (Oztürkmen 19%). From the celebration 

of the important days of the Independence War as public holidays to the inauguration of 

new institutions, erecting of edifices, opening of factories and schools, the publiclnation 

was imagined as an integral part of the modernisation process who would rejoice in the 

radical changes that were dictated from above. And yet, the institutionalised results of 

the efforts of ethnographers, musicologists and anthropologists travelling to the distant 

villages of Anatolia documenting the 'purest' instances of Turkish grammar. music. dance 

and culture as preserved by the peasant communities 'polansed' rather than 'harmonised' 

the political debate on Turkish identity in Republican Turkey. 1 16 

115~or  a general debate on the socio-economics of Kerndist reforms, see Keyder (1987). 
Specifically on statisrn, see Cosar (1995). In that volume, particularly see the articles by 
Haldun Gülalp, "UlusçuIuk, Devletsilik ve Türk Devrimi: Bir Erken Bagimlilik Teorisi." 
(Nationalism. Statism and the Turkish Revolution: A Theory of Early Economic 
De endency) and Z. Y. Herslag, "Atatürk'ün Devletçiligi." (Atatürk's Statism) g 1 In this context, for a contemporary analysis of the 'Kurdish Question' in Turkey. see 
Kirisçi and Winrow (1997). This book was simultaneousiy published in Turkey under the 
title of Kürt Sorunu. Kokeni ve Gelisimi (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi Y urt Y ayinlan). 



Conclusion 

The modernity project is one of both fact and fiction. Its facts lie in the 
tremendous cultural and political power concentrated by the leaders with 
like-rninded notions of how society could (and should) be organised. 
From the halls of science to the streets of the city. that power has involved 
knowing the physical and social world in which humans live and then 
dominating and controlling it ... Modemity's fiction resides in the myths that 
it has generated about the limitlessness of that power. The project 
proclaims, for example, its own inevitability and universality; through 
words ending in 'isatiod--modernisation, centralisation. seculansation, and 
a host of others--it has appeared as an inexorable force, transfoming al1 in 
its purview in al1 faceis of their lives. 

Joel Migdal 1997 in Kasaba and Bozdogan, p. 15. 

On the basis of the analysis of patriotic Turkish nationalism, Our original 

discussion on the significance of the utopian bearings of the discourse of nationalism will 

be brought to an end with two new observations. Although the epic structure of the 

'Original Truth'-based, genealogical histones of nationhood--cornmon1 y referred to as  

ethno-nationalism-are indebted to the European tradition of liberal nationalism, 

modernist nationalism of any kind by and large generates and lives upon its own 

dynamism. As argued at the bepinninp of this chapter, this dynamism is initiated by the 

anxiety of remedying a perceived 'civilisational lack'. The cases of Balkan nationalisrn 

and in particular Greek nationalism demonstrated that in the immediate vicinity of 

Europe. the perception of this lack is translated into a 'histoncal lag' with attached cultural 

explanations. In the penphery of Europe's periphery, on  the other hand, the definition of 

what is rnissing stretches to encompass European Enlightenment as a whole. In other 

words, while Balkan nationalisms addressed their modernism towards the European 

Enlightenment, Turkish nationalism engendered the novel product of a self-referential 

Turkish civilisational history' that runs parallel to that of Europe's. 



And yet, the complexities of Turkish modernisation have larply been oremdden 

by Kemalist dogmatism.l17 In this chapter, it is argued that the Kemalist portraya1 of 

modemist nationalism as a 'disciplined and unambipuous process' found its clearest 

expression in the antagonistic categorisation of 'old venus new', 'traditional versus 

rnodedwestem' and secular venus religious' (Kasaba 1997 in Bozdogan and Kasaba, p. 

24). According to the dictates of modernisation project espoused by the post-Ottoman 

Turkish political elite, the priority was institutional and structural chaqe.1 l8 In this 

context, the Jacobin tradition of all-encompassing revolutions provided the blueprint for 

the radical a l tekg  of social, economic and political life. 1 l9 The foundations of this 

programme of change were laid by two strategies: the demographic and subsequent 

temtorial molding of a Turkish nation, and, the institutional removal of al1 the vestiges of 

the Ottoman Imperial Iegacy . While Armenian massacres and the 1922-23 population 

exchanpes guaranteed the results of the former, secularisation of the Republic set the 

stage for the latter. In this context, the military victories of the Turlüsh lndependence 

War against the Greek and Imperial arrnies constitute only one of the facades of the 

1 1 7 ~ o r  an alternative view point on Turkish modernisation, see for instance Adivar 
( 1951). 
1 18~eanwhile, "Outside the privileged domain of the political elite stood large numbers 
of people whose visions and voices were rarely acknowledged dunng the initial years of 
the republic." (op. cit., p. 30) 

I%n Kasaba's words, "(The Jacobins] decreed that French history began in 1792. the 
year they came to power. They redesigned the calendar into stnctly decimal units, and 
they renamed the days, months and holidays, substituting for the old Roman and imperial 
names new ones that were either neutral or based on revolutionary events and 
penonalities. They re-drew the administrative map of France, renamed the streets, and 
even encouraged people to change their names if these had any links to the old regime, 
the royal family or the clergy. A distinctive style of clothing ... came to be associated with 
the 'mode1 revolutionary' ..."( op. cit., p. 24) For a theoretical debate on the authontarian 
models of modernisation, see Chirot (1995). On the issue of the Turkish republican 
tradition's borrowings from Jacobeanism, Serif Mardin (1997) suggests that there 
emerged even a new social vocabulary along with the 'language refonn'. Mardin argues 
that this new neutralised and seculansed idiom shattered the world of the 'Ottoman 
intellectual' despite the fact that the old Ottoman classes elite and literati were 
incorporated into the new Turkish state (devlet). 



Turkish Revolution. Beneath that lies a frame of reference which has regional and 

civilisational rather than national premises (Appendix, Map 33). 



If  nation-states and state languages involve so many artificial divisions and 
efface--often violently--so much of earlier history and culture in order to 
affirm their own 'national individuality', wouldn't it be more sober in 
contextualising ta think in terms of broader regional identities, whenever 
political and human geography, social circumstance and economic 
preconditions might make such a consideration of intellectual life 
rnethodologically feasible? 

Paschalis M. Kitromilides 1994. p. 2. 

The West is noi in the West. It is a project. not a place. 

Eduard Glissant; quoted in Sepal and Handler 1992, p. 3. 

Adopting Partha Chatterjee's terminology. in this work the cultural/civilisational 

premises of nationalism were examined, with reference to the specific cases of Greek and 

Turkish histones of nationhood, as a 'derivative discourse' of European rnodemity 

(Chatterjee 1986). The debate therefore concentrated on the critical and ongoing 

relationship between nationalismlnation-building. cultural production of historical 

representations and legacies, and, modemist politics of identity formation. 1 Since the 

195ûs, dismantling the innocent status of 'culturet--including the precarious phenornenon 

of 'national culture'--has already become a preoccupation not only in the discipline of 

anthropology, but across the domain of the social sciences and humanities (Appadurai 

19%). Meanwhile, the undoinp of the taken-for-granted historical legacies that inforrn 

the chartinp of national cultures is a relatively recent undertaking. As demonstrated in 

our discussion of the premises of the nationhood-to-statehood continuum, the nationalist 

framinp of the equation between cultural identity and political unity still evokes 

l ~ o r  a general debate on the impact of [precepts ofl nationalism on cultural production. 
see Williams ( 1993). 



'primordial tendencies' under the protection of the umbrella premise of national 

sovereignty. In this sense, critical studies of the relationship between nationalism and 

'culture' are much needed. The burgeoning Iiterature on 'globalisation' certainly signais a 

positive developrnent in this direction. However, the locallregional dynamics of the 

appropriation of the project of modemity via nationalism constitute an equally important 

dimension of the cultural production of identities, legacies and histories in the post- 

Enlightenment world. 

At the end of our discussion. the conclusion was reached that although the process 

of national identity formation follows a common trajectory, in each specific case it also 

generates a force of its own. It is true that repardless of the variations exhibited by the 

pre-nationalist precepts of cultural and civilisational identity, nationalism evens out the 

terrain of iis mynad applications. Furthemore, through the nationalist subscription to 

culture, the local features of social life become universalised and are molded into a 

recognisible whole. The 'belated' ethno-racial emphasis of Greek and Turkish ascriptions 

to nationhood is just an example of this process. However, there are also unique 

transformations that corne into effect that challenge the set path of national identity 

formation (Gale 1997a. 1997b; Kushner 1997).* In this context, the novelty of the 

present work lies not in spelling out of details of the 'nationalisation' of culture, but the 

exploration of the unexpected results of the intertwined lopic of civilisational dichotomies 

of the European Enlightenment project and the discourse of nationalism. 

One of the central arguments that kept reappeanng in different parts of this text is 

that the modernist myth of the civilisational origins of nations was not consumed only 

21n Nilüfer Gole's words. "As we move toward an understanding of new f o m s  of 
hybridisation between the particular and the universal. and between local and global 
realities. we traverse a terrain that has not been explored or explained in the languape of 
the social sciences ..." (Gole 1997a. p. 81) 



within EuropefWest; it was genuinely assimilated into the derived historylstones of 

nationhood at the penphery of Europe. From its early inception onwads, the concept of 

civilisation provided direct linkages between history, nature and culture (Woolf 1994, pp. 

4-5). Tt also acquired a racial cornponent by the end of the eighteenth century 

(Huntington 19%). Racial specifications, in tum, led to the conflation of 'blood' and 

'belonging' in the global mapping of civilisations (Sollors 1989). Qualified by temtonal 

precepts, the nineteenth century ideal type of ethnicised, romantic European mode1 of 

nationalism formalised these presumed linkages and translated them into the idiom of 

nationalism. Both Westernisation/Europeanisation and modernisation are concepts 

denoting a progressive 'transformation' of culture through which advancement towards 

'higher' levels of human development and thus civilisation takes place (Woolf 1995, p. 

339)3 In this context, subsequent wars of national liberation at the immediate periphery 

of Europe had to be fought both on military and culturallcivilisational fronts. 

As exemplified by the theoretical enterprise of post-colonial studies, the intrinsic 

'structure of justification' offered by nationalism for its very own existence has direct 

references to cultural/civilisational prerequisites of modemity (Chatte rjee 1986, pp. 41- 

51).4 However, in contexts which cannot be easily identified with a colonial history and 

therefore a post-colonial national redemption project, the untangling of what Europe, 

European identity or modemity means is an issue that largely avoids direct address. The 

cornplexities of the EastfWest dichotomy give way to ambiguities rather than 

'problematics' in the immediate periphery of Europe. As suggested earlier, a notable 

3 ~ r e ~  Woolf ( 1995) argues that the 'civilisational paradigm' of European modemi ty owes 
much to the accounts of empire and civilisation formulated in classical Latin literature 
and Roman political rhetoric during the late Republic and early empire. For further 
debate, also see idem. ( 1994). 
4 ~ l t h o u ~ h  Chatterjee qualifies his analysis as peculiar to the colonial/post-colonial 
contexts, it is our conviction that similar dynamics are in operation in non-colonial 
peripheral cases of nationalism. 



exception to this tendency has been the critical political economy tradition exemplified 

the world system's school. However, the representatives of this school who study the 

Ottoman realrn pnmarily concentrate on the expansion of capitalism and the subsequent 

transformation of socio-economic relations, and, only secondanly attend to the 

appropriation of the cultural premises of European modemity. 

The present work attempts to move one step beyond the regional charting of the 

Balkans and Southeastem Europe as areas of market expansion or test-cases of failed 

bourgeois revolutions. It was also written against the prescription that Balkan 

nationalisms are unmediated products of the European Enlightenment, that is. the 'Balkan 

Enlightenrnent' is an intemal part of the 'European history'. Instead, by choosing to 

discuss two most 'incomparable' cases of nation-building at the edpe of Europe--Greek 

and Turkish nationalisms--, this undertaking offered a novel perspective based upon 

cross-cultural and cross-civilisational commonalities as well as unorthodox depictions of 

historical convergences and continuities. The resulting analysis yielded neither 

insumountable similarities nor re-erected the traditional definitions of differences. It did, 

however, reveal a common pattern regarding the cultural appropriation of the European 

tradition of nationalism at Europe's immediate penphery. Furthemore, our findings. 

somewhat parallehg the Saidian criticism of Orientalism. Say as much about the original 

European blue-print of liberal nationalism as about its peripheral transfigurations. In 

other words, this study is not only about 'Greece and Turkey', but also about the 

construction and perpetuation of the civilisational identity of European modemity. 

The categorisation of the 'Orient' as the outsidelother of Europe was built upon 

representations of 'essences' that reflect civilisation-based convictions about who the 

Europeans are and what the project of modernity achieved. The overlapping images of 

the Orient and the 'East', in tum, draw a civilisational borderline across the European 



land-mas5 The Ottoman Empire and later the Balkan nation-states occupied the 

southern end of this borderline. Meanwhile, both 'Mediteranneanism' (Herzfeld 1987) 

and 'Balkanism' (Todorova 1994, 1996) have also been suggested as more than a 'mere 

subspecies of Orientalism' (Todorova 1994, p. 454). Instead, such regional ascnptions of 

cultural identity developed their own rhetonc based on specific representations of 

geographical, religious and cultural distinctiveness. This rhetonc can ben be symbolised 

with the word 'hybridity'; the geo-cultural position of southeast EuropelEastern 

Mediterranean as neither in the East not in the West, the cultures of the region being 

neither European nor Oriental (Bakic-Hayden 1995, p. 920). However, as opposed to the 

current glorifications of multi-cultural national cultures, this sort of mixed-civilisational 

hybridity mostly refers to a derogatory address. In this sense, this study proves that the 

regional peculiarities of non-European civilisational addresses cannot break away from 

the Orientalist rnold al1 that easily.6 

At this point, the remaining question is whether it  is possible to subscribe to 

culturallnational identities that are not dictated by the self-convictions of European 

modernity (Fanon 1967). Needless to Say, Western and non-Western civilisational 

identities do not stand in direct opposition to each other and therefore it is not plausible ta 

suggest that the only resoiution to their opposition could be produced by the absorption of 

the non-Western identities by the Western one or visa versa. Nonetheless, there is a 

51n this context, as Milica Bakic-Hayden argues, "[Alsia is more 'East' or 'other' than 
Eastern Europe; within Eastern Europe itself this gradation is reproduced with the 
Balkans perceived as most 'eastern'; within the Balkans there are similar constmcted 
hierarchies." - ( 1995, p. 9 18) 
6For instance, in the specific context of the Yugoslav civil war, Bakic-Hayden argues that 
"[tlhe symbolic power of 'Europe' to represent the 'civilised', 'enlightened' or 'progressive' 
in Yugoslav debates created a standard against which penpheral European countries 
could judge their multiple selves in cornpetition against each other ... In the end, it is not 
just representations, but their penuasiveness that calls for explanation." (Bakic-Hayden 
1995, p. 930) 



problem of 'power' embedded in civilisational representations of culture. In other words. 

to sirnply assert that civilisations are equally valid and worthy is a naive reiteration of the 

variety that is commonly overlooked by the project of modemity. As an alternative, one 

can opt for an intimate and reciprocal citing of the civilisational representations of 

cultures without disregarding the underlying hegernonic patterns of îhis relationship7 In 

this context, echoing the Gramscian alternative offered by Robert Cox (19û1, 1983, 19%) 

to the world system's analysis of capitalisrn emphasising the importance of the variations 

in the regional and local appropriations of capitalism, it is possible to supgest that at the 

borderlands of Europe, new histones of nationhood were and still are written neither 

solel y within the European dialect of li beral nationalism nor according to the Orien talist 

attribution of ethno-nationalism. A new idiom seems to have emerged which, although 

suffenng from the paradoxes produced by the application of the civilisational dichotomies 

of the European project of modernity in 'hybrid settings', remains open for further 

transformations and possibilities other than the ones already offered by the redemptive 

utopias of Enlightenment. 

In this context. there is particular ment in the re-telling of the histories/stories of 

nationhood with an emphasis on the omitted parts. In particular, an analysis of the causes 

behind the forced migration/expulsion of select communities at the initial stages of 

nation-state formation reveal many of the problematic premises of modemist nationalism 

in variant settings. In any effort to re-write 'national history', however, one mns against 

the formidable obstacle of the sovereign nation-state. The modem nation-state is prima 

facia a sovereign entity, embellished with the power to exercise supreme authority over 

71n this context, Fernando Coronil argues that "Every society represents other societies as 
part of the process of constmcting its own collective identity. but each does so in ways 
that refiect its unique historical trajectory and cultural traditions ... Westemisation entails 
not the homopenisation of the world's societies under the force of capitalism but their 
reciprocal transformation under diverse histoncal conditions." (19%, p. 78) 



its temtory and its citizens. This far-reaching power is justified by the concept of 

allegiance which every citizen is assumed to have for hidber country (Jagenkiold 1976; 

Hannum 1987; Bridges 1994). As exemplified by the Balkan cases of nation-building, in 

territorial-cum-nation-states with heterodox population compositions or unclear poli tical 

alliances, the bond between the state and its citizens shows great vatiation unduly 

affecting the ultimate form that the citizenship contract takes (Shafir 1995). 

Here, there are two peculiar aspects to the trajectory of nation-building via 

demographic purification in order to guarantee culturallcivilisational transformation. 

These are the undefined status of displacedlexchanped populations vis-a-vis the 

commonly acknowledged noms of citizenship, and, the regularity of resortment to forced 

migrations in order to secure the claim of national sovereignty within the dictates of the 

international system. These two aspects indeed prove ihat demopraphic purification is 

not under the monopoly of the 'unwanted cases' of ethno-nationalism, but in fact it is part 

and parce1 of the global applications of the sovereign nation-state mode1 in societies some 

of which clearly aspire to a liberal nationalist discourse. Balkan and Greek 

Enlightenments are examples of this longing for rnodernity and the promise of iis 

deliverance via nationalism. A similar political agenda also provided the main source of 

inspiration to pan-Turkist and patriotic Turkish nationalisms. In this sense, the idea of the 

nation in many ways followed the ideal of civilisational validity and superiority. This 

ideal, however, was articulated in the idiom of nationalism which in the peripheral cases 

came forward as ethno-racial selectivity rather than liberal plurality . Population 

displacements and exchanges thus serve the double-purpose of both validating and also 

invalidating the nationalist projects. 

As contemporary debates on immigration and citizenship laws clearly articulate. 

ius sanguiniî--citizenship based on blood ties-- and ius soli--citizenship attributed on the 



basis of domicile and birth rights--divide the universe of formal citizenship into two more 

or less irreconcilable spheres (Gibney 1986: Carens 1981; Hammar 1990; Baubock 1994, 

Soysal 1994). Meanwhile, refugees produced by forced migration movements fit neither 

side of this divide cornfortably. Those who left their country of residence by force, or 

who were compelled to leave, lose both their nationality and their de facto right to return 

to their original domicile--which was formalised relatively recently by the post-WWl 

refugee regime> Forced migrations in general, and population displacements and 

exchanges in particular, produce people who l ive  in-between States. diaspora 

communities, or refugee and migrant enclaves. As referred to in the discussion of the 

Gree k-Turkish population exchanges, reciprocal exchange of populations selectivel y 

enforces the acceptance of ethno-religiously defined kin of a nation as fuit accompli 

citizens. As such, they are the ultimate embodiment of the sovereign nation-state's power 

over one's daim for personal history, langage, cultural and original place of residence. 

However, they cannot guarantee the identity of the amving populations. In other words. 

population exchanges pnmarily serve as a prologue to the nation-building process. 

Secondly, as recent debates strongly indicate, migrants and refugees do not reflect 

'irregularities' of the inter-state system. Rather, they are an inherent part of the 

solidification of the political mode1 of one's nationality coinciding with one's citizeoship 

under the dictates of the principle of national sovereignty. Furthemore, the practice of 

population exchanges as a subset of forced migrations is not limited to the 'historical 

settling' of national antagonisms such as the Balkan Wars, or the Greco-Turkish War at 

%niversal Declararion of Human Rights,Adopted 16 Dec. 1946, entered into force 23 
Mar. 1976, G.A. Res. 2200 (XXI), 21 UN GAOR. Supp. (No. 16), 1966. cited in Hannum 
1990. p. 3. "Every peaon is entitled to retum to the country of which he is a national. 
No peson shall be deprived of his nationality for the purpose of divesting him the right of 
retum ta his country." Declararion on the Righr to Leave and the Righr to Return. 
Articles 9 and 1 O. Adopted by the Uppsala Colloquium, Uppsala, Sweden, 2 1 June 1972, 
cited in Hannum 1990, pp. 152-53. 



the turn of this century. Bolshevik Russia, Nazi Germany and fascist Italy are only the 

most cited examples of the %urrentt cases. The uprooted population of pre- and post- 1974 

Cypnis, forced and then regulated exchange of populations between Serbian, Croat and 

Muslim temtones in former Yugoslavia, the departun of Russian minonties from the 

newly established Baltic states, or the perpetual circulation of refugees between 

dictatorships in Africa, points to the fact that 'population exchange' is not a dead idea in 

the mapping and re-mapping of nations. In other words, the cases studied here do not 

stand in isolation from the larger matnx of the modernist appropriations of nationalism. 

In the case of expulsion of select communities either through unilateral forced 

migration or bilateral agreements of population exchange. a decision is made that a 

defined group of individuals is not apt to fulfill their obligations as citizens and therefore 

the former attribution of citizenship and related rights of membership are denied to 

thernag As seen in the Greek and Turkish cases. population exchanges are exercised if 

seen as beneficial for the political and cultural interests of both the sendinp and the 

destination country. The migration itself does not always mean immediate economic 

benefîts, as witnessed by the amval of Russian Jews to Israel, Volga Germans to 

Gemany or Asia Minor Greeks to Greece. However, the 'retuming' populations certainly 

enhance ethno-religious homogeneity and unified national interests. They can also 

9~delrnan refers to this aspect of the right of return as the 'possession paradox': "[Olne is 
said to 'have' (possess) the right but not 'have' (be able to use) i t because of the absence of 
a guarantor to ensure that one has (is entitled) it and can exercise it when it is beinp 
challenged. One values human r@ts most to the degree that one has been deprived of 
protections for nghts and the ability to exercise them." He also discusses two other 
paradoxes applicable to the right of retum, that of protection and of utility. He concludes, 
based on the specificities of the Palestinian refugee problem and the Palestinian demands 
for the right of retum to the state of Israel and in particular to the Occupied Temtones of 
West Bank and Gaza, that unless the individuals claiming the right of retum are protected 
as members of an internationally identifiable lepal entity, the possession and the 
protection paradoxes will deny the opportunity for the utility paradox to be solved (1994, 
p. 165). For further debate, also see Donnelly (1989). 



provide gains in terms of an expanded labour force, substantial increases in the total 

population of the country, new skills and expertise. and perhaps some material wealth. 

Vis-a-vis the country that the migrants/refugees departed from, the exchange has a very 

similar effect on national identity formation: the homogenisation of ethno-religious and 

linguistic charactenstics of the remaining populace. In other words. what a young nation- 

state cannot do by centralisation or  chooses not to do through dernocratisation is achieved 

by the expulsion or 'exchange' of segments of culturally mixed communities to their 

assumed 'homelands'. 

The choice as  to who will stay and who will have to go is mostly non- 

controversial for the decision-makers: those belonging to the 'wrong' religion. speaking 

the 'wrong' lanpuage, belonging to the 'wrong' ethnic group. are the ones who should 

retum to their 'homelands' that they may have never known or been to before. At the end 

of the exchange. expelled individuals and communities have no option of going back to 

where they actually lived their lives; their persona1 histories are erased from the invented 

topopraphy of the new nation-state along with the mostly liquidated and confiscated 

assets and properties. and lost businesses. At the receiving end, by accepting those who 

further hepmonicall y defined 'national interests', the sovereign nation-state grabs a 

golden op port uni ty for the demographic and cultural stabilisation of national identity . 

Similarly. at the sendinp end, the rejection of those who are presumed to be a threat to 

national unity guarantees the homogeneity of a national polity which might initially have 

been a mere construct. In either case, however, the rejected or the welcomed populations 

do not readily fit the mold of perfect patriotic citizen. They bring with them, or take 

away with them, culture. wealth, tradition, and history. When communities are expelled. 

they leave empty villages and towns, Street names, places of worship, a sense of inter- 

communal livelihood. Similady, when new comrnunities arrive, they make new private 



and public spaces for themselves, speak, eat, dress and pray differently, and remain as 

'insider/outsident sometimes for generations to corne (Hirschon 1989). They possess a 

very different meaning pertaining to the word 'history'. As in the case of Balkan Muslims 

and Greek Orthodox communities of Asia Minor, what they remember as their past is 

usually a shared expenence with other communities and religions, an experience which 

perhaps has been darkened with hostility but nonetheless retains stronp elements of cross- 

cultural understanding and cultural hybridity. As a result, their integration into their new 

'home-lands' requires institutional intervention in their lives, such as the exposure of the 

children to national history at public schools clearly identifying who they are o r  should 

be. re-admission of adults by the local religious authorities, social pressure exerted upon 

the 'returning immigrants' to alter their language and customs blended with those of the 

'enemy', 'infidels' or simply 'others'. and finally the proving of their tmthful allegiance to 

the nation-state. 

Consequently, cornpulsory population exchanges imposed by bilateral agreements 

between States have very painful long-term consequences for the targeted communities. 

Meanwhile, the main point of our comparative analysis was that the issues of the making, 

formalisation and expulsion of 'national others' cannot be fully addressed outside the 

context of the relationship between utopia and ideology in the construction of national 

identities. They are a dangerously selective utilisation of utopias of sovereign power 

during the construction of new national identities in culturally heterogeneous territones. 

But first and forernost, they are part of a large tapestry of cultural/civilisational choices 

dictated by the agenda of modemist nationalism. 

In this context, the double-headed achievement of civilisational purification and 

ethno-religious homogenisation can be identified as the primary safeguard of boundanes 

of nationhood that are built upon the fencing of a 'categorically different' past. This study 



is a critical reflection on the philosophical foundations of one of the most prevailing 

truisms of modem politics: creation of new identities through the process of the denial of 

older ones. The comparative/regional analysis of the reciprocal making and dispensing 

with 'national others' provides an opportunity not only to break through the strict codes of 

collective memory sanctified by many a nation-state but also to develop a theoretical 

agenda for the cultural dynamics of the production of 'forgotten pasts' tainted with 

rnultiplicity of identities and alliances. 





Notes On Transiiteration 

The multiplicity of lanpuages and varieties of spelling used in the regions referred 

in this work make it difficult to corne up with a cornprehensive system of transliteration. 

We thus made the attempt to adopt the spelling of persona1 names and geographic 

locations from the most commonly used forrn. In general. standard systems of 

transliteration have been used for Greek, Bulpanan and Arabic words, although Turkish 

and Serbian words are referred to in a latinised format. Meanwhile, complete consistency 

has not been possible. With reference to dates, although the Muslim calendar dates 

events frorn the Hegira (Haj) in A.D. 622 onwards, and the Orthodox Christian Church 

used the Julian Calendar which is thirteen days behind the Catholic and Protestant 

Gregorian calendars, al1 dates in this text refer to the western standard Gregorian 

calendar. The difference between calendars occasionally creates the difficulty of 

addressing a specific date associated with an event. Nonetheless. such cases prove to be 

exceptional in the flow of the text. 



SELECTIVE CHRONOLOGY 
(Events Leading to the Establishment of Greek and Turkish Nation-States) 

Greece Ottoman Empireîïnrkev 

17 1 1- 1821 --Roumanian 
provinces mled by Phanariote 
Hospodars appointed by the 
Ottoman Sultan. 

1748- 1833--Adamantia Korais, leader of 
the Greek literary renaissance. 

17%-Rhigas executed. 

1804-Revolt of Kara George 
apainst the Ottoman Empire in 
Serbia. 

1806--Russe-Turkish War. 

18 14-Philiki Etairia founded in Odessa. 

1826-Autonomy promised by 
the Ottoman Empire for Serbia 
as a Russian protectorate. 

182 1 --The RevoIt of Hypsilanti broke. 182 1 --native princes replaced 
Greek hospodars in Romania. 

1826-establis hrnent of Russian 
protectorate in Roumania. 

182 1 - 1829--The Greek War of Independence. 

1822--Massacre at the island of Chios. 

1827--Intervention of the Great Powers. 

1829--foundation of an independent Greece 
(Treaty of Adrianople). 

1833- 1862--Reign of King Otto. 

1854--Greek invasion of Epinis and Thessaly. l854-S-Cri mean War. 

185-Congress and Treaty of 
Paris. 



1863- 1913--Reign of King George. 

1 £3'78--Rectification of expanded boundaries 
(Congress of Berlin). 

1870-Bulgari an National 
Church established- 

1871-Revolt in Bosnia against 
the Ottoman Empire. 

1877-7%-Russo-Turkisti War. 

1878--Autonomy granted to 
Bulgaria, Roumania and Serbia 
(Congress of Berlin). 

1897--War with the Ottoman Empire. 

lgO8--Y oung Turk Revolution; 
Independence of Bulgana; 
Annexation of Bosnia. 

1909- 191 2--Revol ts against the 
Ottoman Empire in Albania. 

1912- 13--First Balkan War. 

1913--Victory in the Second Balkan War. 1913-Treaty of London; 
cession of temtory west of 
Enos-Midia line; independence 
of Albania. 

19 14-Ottoman Empire joins 
the Central Powers in the First 
World War. 

19 15-Bulgaria joins the 
Central Powers in the First 
World War. 

19 16--Roumania joins the 
Central Powers in the First 
World War. 

19 17--Greece joins Allied Powen in the First World 
War. 

19 19--Treaty of Neuilly; 
Bulgaria loses territory: Greco- 
Bulparian population 
exchanges. 



1920--Treaty of Sevres; Greece acquires Thrace 
and Smyrna. 

1920--Treaty of Sevres; 
Ottoman Empire reduced to 
central Asia Minor and 
Istanbul (Constantinople). 

19 19- 1922--Turkish 
Independence War. 

1922--Defeat by the Turkish nationalists and expulsion 1922--Abolition of Sultanate. 
from Asia Minor. 

1923--Treaty of Lozanne followed by the massive 1923--Establishment of the 
population exchange. Republic of Turkey. 

1923--King George 11 dethroned. 

1924-establishment of the Greek Republic. 1924-Abolishment of the 
Caliphate. 

1925--Expulsion of the 
Patriarch of the Greek 
Orthodox Church. 

1930--Treaty with the Republic of Turkey; refugee 
daims settled. 



Map 1.1: Balkans in Europe 
(source: Vimiaf Globe Map Rogram, Microsoft Corp. (c) 1988 1997) 



Map 1.2: The Byzantine Empire at the end of the Eleventh Century 
(source: Jenkins 1966) 



Map 13: Bulgarian Kingdom by the Tenth Century 
(source: Hall and Danta 1997) 



Map 1.4: Serbian Empire by the Fourteenth Century 
(source: Hall and Danta 1997) 
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Map 2.1: Changing Boundaries of the Greek Nation-State 
(source: Ladas 1932) 



Map 2.2: The Balkans at the Time of the Congress of Berlin. 1878 
(source: Hall and Danta 1997) 
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Map 3.1: Ottoman Empire at its Height dunng the Sixteenth Century 
(source: Pope and Pope, 1997) 



Map 3.2: Ottoman Empire at the Time of Sevres Treaty, 1920 
(source:Pope and Pope, 1997) 



Map 3.3: Republic of Turkey and Its Neighboun 
(source: Virtual Globe Map Program, Microsoft Corp. (c) 19881997) 
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